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ABSTRACT 

Krygsman, Hubert R "Freedom and Grace: Mainline Protestant Thought in Canada, 1900-1960." 

CarIeton Uuiversity, Ottawa: Ph. D. dissertation, 1997. 

This study examines 20th century maidine Canadian Protestant theology and philosophy. 

Focusing on Presbyterian and United church scholars, it highlights their stmggle to define a 

"modem" evangelicalism amid the disillusionments of modemity. 

Part 1 traces the crisis of 19th century progressive evangelicalism and the ways that 

progressives defined secularization during the early 1900's. To them, urban society, critical 

science, and the tragedy of World War 1 obscured God's spiritual presence in experience. While 

fundamentalism and naturalism fiagmented evangelicalism. "mainiine" progressives sought a 

"modem" evangelicaiism that affmed modem science, and appealed to personal values, the 

Incarnation, and mysticism, to assert a real divine spirit and to disentangle Christianity from 

"secular" life. By 1928, however, these strategies seemed unable to answer critical suspicion. 

Meanwhile, new ideals like those of Barth offered alternative ways to affirm a transcendent Cod 

and the limits of temporal life. 

Part II identifies îhree variations by which a disillusioned generation of clergymen-scholars 

drew from "realist" social criticism, Whitehead's "organic" idealism, Biblicai theology and church 

history, and the ideas of Barth, Brumer and Niebuhr, to reclaim Augustine's themes of human 

sin, a transcendent God, and tension between G d ' s  Kingdom and the world. Richard Roberts 

and John Dow revised liberal evangelicaiism with an ideaiist Augustinianism. They envisioned 

a hierarchical tension between the naturai City of Man and a spiritual City of God, in which the 

spiritual sanctifieci natural life. Alternatively, John Line, R. B. Y. Scott, Gregory Vlastos, and J. 
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King Gordon deveIoped a Christian socialism which envisioned the entry of God's revolutionary 

Kingdom into history, and calIed for its embodiment in the "realities" of social structures in a 

sociaiist order. Thirdly, Presbyterians like Walter Bryden most fûlly adopted Barth's ideas 

conceming the radical chasm between God and sinfi1 human nature. For Bryden, Goci's Kingdorn 

came solely in the existentid experience of God's Word, 

In different ways, Part III shows, these theologies posed a dynamic tension between God's 

Kingdom and "secular" society. Post-World War II church statements on culrure and society. and 

the scholarship of R. C .  Chaimers, John Irving, and Northrop Frye, reflect ways that mainline 

Protestants claimed divine grace to preserve human fieedom and transforrn culture. 
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introduction: 

In 1933 a nual United Church minister wondered whether any "religion" could answer the stark 

desperation of the depression, "What," he wondered, "cm you Say to a mm who is reaily every day 

face to face with seemingly insuperable diffi~ulties?"~ The standard counsel to trust GoQ he added. 

was both uite and blasphemous: G d  was not in question, nor was he responsible for the depression. 

On the contrary, it was modern human society that robbed people of both Iife and faith. But even 

"religion" itself now seemed part of that hurnan system -- a system which now was rnanifestiy compt. 

How then, in the rnidst of such a system, could God be revealed, and faith and life restored? 

The preacher's outburst was one indication of a profound reoricntation in twentieth-century 

rnainline Canadian Protestantisrn. During the nineteenth century, evangetical Protestants especially 

in the Anglican, Baptist, Methodist, and Presbyterian communions had come to dominate and shape 

Anglo-Canadian culture. As the p s t  two decades of scholarship on the topic indicates, such mainline 

Protestants had forged a peculiar synthesis of evangelical piety and critical, idealist progressivism 

which provided the intellectual frarnework and impulse to ernbrace and shape modem Anglo-Protestant 

culture for God's Kingdom. At the hem of that synthesis was a moral interpretation of history 

centered on the belief that the spiritual reality of God was prcsent and manifest in the temporal world, 

there working out the divine purpose in history. On this faith, evangelical Protestants had assurned 

that God was accessible to human expcrience and modem critical thought, and that God's Kingdom 

was king worked out in the progress of modcrn western civilization into the embodiment of the 

divine mle in a modern "Christendom." As John Baillie noted during World War II, modernist 

Protestants had come to feel at home in modern culture and in the hope of the self-sufficient progress 

'Anonymous, "1s any Religion Adcquate'? Musings of a Rural Minister," New Outlook (15 February 1933). 153. 
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Baillie's critical comments, and those of the anonymous preacher. reflect the disillusionrnent 

of twentieth-century rnainline Canadian Protestants with that nineteenth-century progressive vision of 

history, Two features of the anmymous preacher's plea capture the central dilemma of that 

reorientation. First and most clearly, amid the cataclysms and complexities of the twentieth century, 

the progressive Protestant hope in divine immanence and the inevitable, visible progress of God's 

Kingdom in western culture was shattered. Like Jerome. &ter the Visigoth attacks of 410 had 

demolished his confidence that Rome enjoyed the favour of Cod, so the preacher and his parishioners 

confronted the failura of western civilization. Notably, their despair did not involve doubt about the 

reality of God; rather, it involved a new-found discovery of the profound ambiguity of historicai 

experience, and the atternpt to reclaim the reaiity of a transcendent God whose gace might transform 

a modem civilization now seen as secular and alien to God's Kingdom. 

Though disillusioned with modern society. however, the preacher's inclusion of "religion" 

within human systems aiso reflected his continued cornmitnient to a modern critical and historically- 

conscious perspective and irs application cven to religion. This enclosure of cven "religion" within 

the mauix of historically relative human culture, howcver, threatcncd to obscure God from any 

standpoint within a history now considercd to be "secu~ar".~ Herein lay the dilernma of modern 

Protestantism, namely the ongoing stxuggle to identify the reality of a transcendent God and the work 

of redemptive grace. but from within the modem assumptions of historically self-conscious critical 

thought and human freedom. 

This study examines the emcrgence of this dilemma in twentieth-century rnainline Canadian 

'John Baillie, Invitation to Pilprimge (Grand Rapids: Baker, [1942] 1976). 76-83. 

'~einz Z3hmt also detects ihis problem as cenval to the depanure of Europan Protestants from liberal iheology 
during the early twentieth century, in The Question of Gd: Protestant Theoiorv in the Twentietb Ceniuw, R. A, 
Wilson, m s .  (New York: Harcourt, Bnce and WorlQ 1966, 1969), 16-17, 25-26. 
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Protestant thought. and the attempt of those modern Protestants to reinterpret the relationship between 

God and history and thus the parameters of God's Kingdorn. In that process mainline Canadian 

Protestants came to criticize not oniy their modem western culture, but the entanslement of their faith 

in that culture, and consequently they struggled to recover a transcendent word of God by which they 

might critique and transform their culture. B y differentiating God and human systems, the preacher 

dso hinted at that renewed search for the transcendent source of Christian faith, but also indicated a 

crisis in Protestants' understanding of the relationship between God and history. In the unfolding of 

this crisis, twentieth century Protestants abandoncd their optimistic hope that western civilization might 

progressively become God's Kingdom, and sought a new modus vivendi marked by tension between 

God and history. and also between Protestantism and modern Canadian culture. 

Any attempt to interpret the devclopment of twentieth-century mainline Protestantisrn depends at least 

partly on one's interpretation of the legacy of nineteenth-century evangelical Protestantisrn, and 

particularly the contours of nineteenth-çentury evangelicals' vision of history and the Kingdorn of 

Gd. By al1 accounts. evangefical Protestants dominated nineteenth-century Anglo-Canadian culture, 

so much so that one scholar describes Canada's nineteenth century simply as "the evangelical 

century."' Their immigration to the rrlatively fluid context of British North Amenca during the 

previous century had given them an unusual opportunity to shape the newly emerging Anglo-Canadian 

culture. Their development of diverse voluntary church denominations, colleges, political reform 

movcments, and non-sectarian but generically Protestant school systems like that organized by Egerton 

'~ichael Gauvreau, The EvangeIical Century: ColIege and Creed in Enalish Canada fmm the Great Revival to 
the Great kprcssion (Montreai & Kingston: McGiH-Quecn's University Press, 199 1 ). 



Ryerson in Ontario, al1 testify to the success of evangelicals in challenging the established hierarchical 

structures of early nineteenth-century Canada, and institutionalizing their evangelical faith in a liberal, 

scienti fic, and capitalist Anglo-Protestant cul turc? 

The specific reiation of evangelical Protestantism to these cultural forms. and especially the 

inter-relations between evangelicaiism and secularization, however, has b e n  a matter of considerable 

debate among historians. On the one hmd, advocates of what may be called a "secularization" thesis 

such as A. B. McKiIlop, Ramsay Cook, and William Westfall, have argued that by the 1920's 

evangelical Protestants themselves ironically had adopted a secularized interpretation of the wor~d.~ 

These works focus on what might broadly be called the philosophical thought of nineteenth century 

Protestants, especially their views of society and science- In their adoption of idealism. critical 

science, and sociological priorities, Rotcstants had located the sacred within the world, and in doing 

so had shifted from a theologicai intcrpretation of the world onented toward a transcendent God to 

a "scientific" interpretation of the world in terms of natural processa.' 

In their rejoinders to this secularization thesis, Michael Gauvreau. John W. Grant, and 

Marguerite Van Die, have suessed the continuity of traditional, "onhodox" evangelical piety. Though 

evangelicais adjusted to, and indeed contributeci significantly to chmging social and intellectuai trends, 

these accommodations were rooted in their religious faith, and indeed were undertaken to extend the 

'For a survey of recent scholarship on this topic. sce Burkhard Kiesekamp, "Christendom. Nationalism and the 
Fate of the Nineteenth Century Evangelid Consersus," Acadiensis. XXV, 1 (Autumn 1995), especiaily 125-6. 

'Ramsay Cook, The Repenerators: Social Cnticism in Late Victorian En~iish C'anada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985); A. B. McKillop, A Disciplined IntelIipence: Critical Inquiry and Canadian Thou~ht  in the 
Victorian Era (Montreal: McGiIl-Queen's University Press, 1979); William Westfall, Two WorIds: The Protestant 
Culture of Nine teenth-Century Ontario (Montreal: McGi11-Queen's University Press. 1989). 

'These works accord wcll with the arguments of Owen Chadwick and James Turner. who conclude their studies 
of British and American Protesmlism wilh the transition frorn liberal Protestantism to a naturalized "religion" of 
h-ity. See Owen Chadwick, The Secularization of the Euromn Mind in the Nineteenth Centurv (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1975), 17, 15667,252-64; James Turner, Without Gd, Without Creed; The Oriains 
of Unklief in America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1985), xiii, 245, 261-67. 
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claims of evangelicalism against other forces of secularization.' Notabi y, both Gauvreau and Van Die 

nevertheless stiII conclu& that, by the early twentieth century, at Ieast the clergymen-scholars who 

articulated evangelical Protestantism had succumbed to the secutarizing influences of modem culture. 

As Marguerite Van Die argues, for example, evangelicalism 

had become inextncably c o ~ e c t e d  to, and in the end vitiated by, culture .... by the 
early decades of the twentieth century, evangelicai Christianity had been undermined 
perhaps more by the compeiling vision of men and women of faith than by the 
destructive seeds of religious doubt? 

With similar conclusions, Michael Gauvreau maintains that nineteenth century evangelicals resisted 

the corrosion of modernism until the twentieth century, when. in a strategic blunder. Protestant 

theologians accepted the latest methods of historical criticism and thereby surrendered to the 

reiativizing infiuences of histori~isrn.~~ The recently published revisionkt work of Nancy Christie 

and Michael Gauvreau on twentieth-century Protestant social work can be seen as an extension of this 

argument. According to Christie and Gauvreau, progressive evangeiical Protestantism survived the 

intellectual and social challenges of the late nineteenth century, and continued to shape Canadian ideas 

and society well into the twentieth century, especially in the devetopment of corporate liberdisin and 

social welfare action. Woven through their argument is the suggestion of a gap betwecn the elitist 

theology of academic clergy-theologians and the continuation of popular experiential pietism. That 

continuation culminated in a shift during the 1930's from a progressive "social evangelism" to a 

renewed emphasis on personal pietism which differentiated between church and state, religion and 

'Michad Gaiivreau. The Evanreliml Century: College 'and Crccd in Enplish Canada from the Great Revival to 
the Gmt Depression (Monfreai: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1991); Jobn Webster Grant's most recent work, 
A Profusion of Spires: Religion in Nineteenth Centurv 0nt4uio (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988); and 
Marguerite Van Die, An Evruieelical Mind: Nath4uiacl Burwwh and the Methodist Tndition in Canada, 1839-1918 
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1989). 

v a n  Die, 12-13. 
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intellect. and God and history." AS will be seen, this pietist solution to the crises of the inter-war 

years was only one among several modem Protestant atternpts to disentangle evangelism and religion 

from the complex and arnbiguous structures of modem thought and society. 

In part, the diffaences in these arguments hinge on the probIem of defining "religion" and 

"secular," and tangentially on the potentiai dilemma of interpreting religious commitments fiom 

historical phenomena. In one of the pioneenng studies of the relationship of Protestantism to modem 

Canadian society. S. D. Clark identified "religion" with transcendent or otherworldly concern, but his 

study focused on the social institutions and role of Protestantism. which he assumed were secular and 

could be accounted for as the products of social forces. Predictably, therefore, Clark found that 

virtually every attempt to express Protestantism in socially significant tcrms constituted a shift from 

transcendent to secularized concems.12 As a partial response to Clark. the church histories written 

by H. H, Walsh. John W. Grant, and J. S. Moir during the 1960's demonstrated the continuation of 

the Protestant tradition in twentieth century Canada, but confined their ueatment to the institutional 

church as a parallel to the "secular." especially political development of Canadian cult~re. '~ 

Subsequently, surveys of modem Canadian history have portrayed pst- World W ar 1 Pro testantism 

as retreating fkom secu1a.r culture into conservatism and isolated institutions, with doctrine that was 

"Nancy Christie and Michael Gauvreau, A Full-Orhed Christianity: The Protestant Churches and Social Wetfare 
in Canada, 19W1945 (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1996), 241-43. 

I2S. D. Clark, Church and Sect in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, I948), xii, 270,433-35. See 
also Clark, The Developing Canadiam Comrnunitv, 2nd Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 196% f 25-27, 
145 -48. 

"H. H. Walsh, The Christian Church in Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press. 1950); J. S. Mou. Church and State 
in Canada, 1627-1867: Basic Documents (Toronto: McClcllmd and Stewart, 1967). Walsh's work became the 
anchor of a three-volume study of A History of the Christidan Church in Canada edited by John Webster Grant in 
the early 1970's. 



assumed to have Little relevance for the iives of Canadians by the 1950's." 

In different ways, participants on both sides of the more recent debate on evangelicalism and 

secularization share the definitions and the dilemma of Clark. Cook defines Protestant religion in 

ternis of ofher-worldly concern articulated through theology. but, like the earlier models of S. D. Clark 

and Ernst Troeltsch, his focus on what he assumed to be the historically significant change of 

Protestant social thought is, by his own definition, a focus on the "secular" dimensions of Protestant 

life.15 As Van Die's comments on the "threat" of cultural engagement suggests, the rejoinders of 

Van Die, Gauvreau, and Grant, seem likewise to assume an inherent dichotomy between religion and 

sociA and cultural activity. Gauvreau, for example. identifies nineteenth century evangelical "faith" 

variously with individual conversion experience, simple "Biblical theology," and perftxtionist moral 

activism. Arguing thrit early nineteenth-century evangelicais had broken decisively from 

Enlightenment thought, he juxtaposes the activities of "religion" wiîh "secular" fields of thought such 

as Enlightenment philosophy, social science and henneneutics.16 Consequently. he dismisses the 

culmination of modemist evangclicalism in the cornmitment of Protestant theologians like William 

Jordan to pst-Kantian philosophy as an anonialous "error" in judgement on the pan of elite 

a~ademics.'~ Ironically. Gauvreau's attenipi to portray Protestant "historical theology" as a struggle 

to balance faith and thought invariably focuses on the reflective writings. or "thought," of Protestants, 

and particularly those of theologians, rathcr than on some absuactcd füith in itself or popular non- 

theological expressions of evangelical faith. In fact. Gauvreau focuses niore on developments in 

'4John H. Thompson, Allan Seagar, h a d a  1922-1939: Decades of Discord (Toronto: McCleiiand and Stewart, 
1985). 75; Robert Bothwell, Ian Dntmmond, John English. C'uiada Since 1945: Power. Politics. and Provincialism 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981). 109. 

l S ~ ~ ~ k ,  4 5 .  

'6Gauvreau, 7-8. See also Van Die, 9-10. 

'7rJa~vrea~, 230. 
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Protestant theories of epistemology, history. and anthropology than on developments in Protestant 

theology such as the victory of Arminianism over Calvinism." 

The latest work of Christie and Gauvreau continues to assume a normal distinction between 

essential experiential piety and cultural and social forms, such that accommodations to modem critical 

social science and IiberaI social structures were secondary rather than central to religion. Their claim 

that early twentieth-century progressives and mid-twentieth century pietists were alike reverting to 

"orthodox" evangelicalism thus assumes that religion cm be abstracted frorn the cultural and social 

expressions of its faith, but paradoxically can only examine that faith in its cultural and social forrns. 

Though al1 of these works have made important contributions to the study of nineteenth 

century Protestantisrn, their assurnption of a dichotomy between religious faith and socio-cuItural 

activity presents, at the very least, a rnethodological dilemma for historical interpretation, since the 

career of religion is evident only in socio-cultural phenomens Definitions of religion strictly in t e m  

of an essential interna1 experience or an otherworldly orientation simultaneously rendcr socio-cultural 

phenornena arnbiguous, Icaving historians to argue th3t engagement in socio-cultural activity 

constitutes secularization, or alternatively that such activity is rnerely the extraneous expression of 

religion in variable forrns. Meanwhile, that definition assumes that a tension between spiritual 

experience and external "natural" forms is normative, rather than a significant historical developrnent 

in Protestants' idcntification of the object and rneaning of thcir faith. And by rninimizing the 

commitments of Protestant to both cvangelicd faith and modemist thought, these interpretations also 

obscure the roots of both the continuation and the crisis mat Protestants would encounter after World 

'%aumau*s suggestion bat the tenn "neo-orthodoxy" is inappropnate for "crisis theologians" like Karl Barth, 
on account of their radical repudiation of the nineteenth century synthesis of "historical theology," reflecrs Gaumau's 
identity of nineteenth century evangeiicalism with Protestant orthodoxy, and his hck of attention to the signifiant 
theological. as well as philosophical, changes that the triumph of evangelicalism brought. Compare his assesment 
of Barth with G. C. Berkhuwer's critical appreciation of Barth's attempt to retum to the root themes of the 
Protestant Reformation, in The Trium~h of Grace in the Theology of Karl B m h  (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Eerdmans. 1956). 



War 1 in developing a new relationship wilh secularized culture. 

In contrat to the assumption of a normative distinction between religion and cultural 

engagement. the phenomenological approaches of McKillop and Westfall m a t  Protestant religion more 

broadly as a "rnyth of concern" that provides a comprehensive ordering of experience in reference to 

"transcendent" reality.Ig Admittedly. these approaches risk lirniting religion to its social and 

intellectual manifestations, and thus foredosing on what Gauvreau argues was the central claim of 

Protestants to the presence of God in history and the "theological" concem which informed their 

cultural activity." While Gauvreau's point is well-taken. the phenomenological approach more 

readily admits the integrality of religion with its cultural îünction. 

In the hope of avoiding sorne of the pitfaiIs in the sccularization Oebate, and the tendency to 

reduce either religion or secularity to an epiphenornenon of the other. this study bcgins from the 

assumption that cultural engagement is not inherently "secular" or contrary to religion. but that the 

tensions between the experientiai spirituai faim and "natural" socio-cultural li fe posed by evangelical 

Protatants was a problematic constructed in the very birth of Anglo-Protestant evangelicdism. and 

was thus an historicai development. This point of departure follows David Lyon's suggestion that 

religion and cuIrure are not "normaily" or inherently separate. Instead of regarding it as oppsed to 

religion. according to Lyon. the modem phenornenon of "secuIarization" (as distinct from the process 

of claiming independence for non-clericai institutions in Medieval Europe) might b a t  be understood 

as a process of change & religion. as the accepted noms or authority for different fields of culture 

'%cKillop, 34: Westfàil, 5. 
8 

%uvreau. 67. See also Westfall. IO-14. and David Lyon's critique of Durkheim's treatment of religion in 
The Steeple's Shadow: On the Myths and Realities of Seculmization (Grand Rapids. Michigan, 1987), 34, 140-2. 



were brought into question and shiRed from divine sanction to some other ultimate sanction." In 

traditionally Protestant cultures, "secularization" was the process of cIaiming or conceding 

independence from divine authority or revelation to the primacy of "naturai" reason and law-stnictures 

in particular areas of thought and society. As it occurred within Protestant cuItures, secularization was 

characterized by divided or fragmented religious cornmitrnents; hence. we will see, as cvangeîical 

Protestants claimed the primacy of intemal experience of God and the direct authority of God in 

spiritual a~?d moral matters, they were left with the difficulty of clarifying the relationship of that 

interna1 spiritual authority to what by implication wcre now the ambiguous "fields" of historical- 

stnictural life. 

Implicit in this approach is a definition of religion as the root motive of human thought, 

action, and community, and conversely a view of human socio-cultural activity as the incarnation of 

religious cornmitments." The Dutch poiiticaieconomist Bob Goudzwaard describes the relationship 

between religious "motives" and social and intelleciual life thus: 

[tlhese motives c m  be described as reIi~ious because they embrace hope for the 
future. faith in God or man, and love for self or others. From this depth Ievei we 
have always received, and stil1 receive today, the impulse to think. to live, to work, 
and thus to contribute to the ongoing construction and reconsuuction of that gigantic 

"Lyon, 16-17. 2 0 - 2  For M e r  aitiques of modem interprciations of religion. especiaily those of Troeltsch. 
Weber, Durkheim, and Habernas, see also the works of Paul Ricoeur, Herman Dooycweerd, and Sidney Greidanus. 
Ricoeur's critique is directed especially against the claims, on the part of critical social theorists, to give a positivist 
"total explanation" of history. Ricoeur seeks [O maintain a world "opcn" boib to a word of God, and to human 
creative historical respnse. See especially his response to lurgen Habermas in Hemeneutics and the Human 
Sciences; Essays on Language. Action and Interpretation, John B. Thompson, ed. and trans. (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 198 1); see also his protest against claims to a total explanation of religion in tems of social 
structures, in "Philosophy and the Unity of Truth," in Histow and Tm th. 54-56. Herman Dooyeweerd's eariier 
critique of modern thcory, especially of E h u n d  Husserl's phcnomenology, is developd most extensively in A New 
Criti~ue of Theoretical Thoufiht, 3 Vols.. David H. Freeman and William S. Young. trans. (Philadelphia: 
Presbyterian and Refomed Pubtishing Co., 1953 [1935-361). For a masterful critique of Ernst TroeItsch's historiai- 
critical treatment of religion, .see Sidney Greidanus, The Modem Preacher and the Ancient Text (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Eerdmans, 19881, Ch. 2. 

L?or the definition of religion spcificdly in tems of "ground-motive," and for the religious roots of both 
philosophical and theological Lheory, sec Dooyeweerd, A New Critioue of Thcoreticai iloucht, Vol. I, 5-22 56-60. 



coral reef which is called western ~ociety.'~ 

Similarly, in his masterfil Reapin~ the Whirlwind, Langdon Gilkey argues that in the contingent 

process of history from the possible to the actual event, the decisive acts of free and responsive 

humans are rooted in convictions about and responses to the source and meaning of life.'' 

Understood thus. religion indeed may be articulated and cultivated in formai theological 

systems, symbolic forrns. and cultic institutions, but these cultural formations are not the only 

expressions of religion, nor are they isolated from their broader context; rather, reIigion is situated 

and embodied in the whole horizon of human experience. Daniel Levine's description of religion as 

a "long-term dynamic of motivation" which unites and mobilizes a community, provides a framework 

for interpreting and criticizing its past experience, and identifies its authority structure and purpose, 

suggests the rich and vital role of religion in intellcctual and sociai life." 

While recognizing both the depth and broad scope of religion, this study is confined by several 

boundaries. The focus here is particularly on the systematic discourse of twentieth-cenw Protestant 

scholars and clergymen to interpret the relationship between God's Kingdom and the world. This 

focus on "intellectual history." or on what Paul Ricoeur calls "reflective discour~e,"'~ also 

concentrates especially on scholars and clergymen who were most active in that debate, and on their 

published writings and exchanges. Arnong the most prominent participants in this debate were Ernest 

" ~ o b  Goudzwaard. Capiialism and Progress: A Diagnosis of Western Societv, Josina Van Nuis Zylstra. ed. and 
trans. (Toronto: Wedge. 1979). xx. 

3Langdon Gilkey, Rea~ine the Whirlwind: A Christian Intemrekition of History. (New York: Seabury Press. 
1976). 7-8. 

%miel H. Levine. "Religion and Politics in Comparative and Historical Perspective," Comparative Religion, 
14 (1987), 95-122. 

"Paul Ricoeur, The Conflict of Intemretations; Essays in Hermeneutics, Don Ihdc. ed. (Evanston: Noahwestern 
University Press, 19741, IO1 -103,265. See ais0 his essay "Toward a Hermeneutic of Revelation," in Paul Ricoeur, 
Essays on Rihlical fntemretation. Lewis S. Mudge. ed. (Phi~adel~hia: Fortress Press. 1980). 
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Thomas, William Morgan, John Bailiie, George Brett, Richard Roberts, John Dow, John Line, Gregory 

Vlastos, Walter Bryden, Charles Norris Cochrane, and James Smart. The discourse among these 

scholars not only constituted a significant historical work in itself, but also served the crucial fiinction 

of interpreting the object of faith and the meaning of reiigious cornmitrnents for life in the world, for 

the Canadian Protestant community. 

Their discourse on the meaning of Christianity, and particularly on the relationship between 

God's Kingdom and the world, involved not only theologicai reflection on issues like sin and 

redemption. but aiso philosophical and historical reflection on the stmcture and development of the 

world." This interweaving of theology. philosophy. and history was crucial in the development of 

a comprehensive Protestant world-view. As one philosophical theologian argues, for example. 

theo1ogy and philosophy are inescapably related: 

[klnowingly or not, theology always moves within the larger mainstrearn of sorne 
philosophical tradition .... For philosophy deals with the more general, thmlogy with 
the more specific. Philosophy paints a totality picture within which theology explores 
in depth a comrnunity's faith-life and confessional  expression^.'^ 

In other words, theology's articulation of faith about humanity's relationship with God also requires 

a philosophical. and one could add historical framework. to articulate the meaning of that relationship 

far the historical-structurecl world in which life is livcd. Only then does faith function. as Peter Berger 

suggests. as a framework for interpreting life in terms of a "sacred cosmos" of mesning for 

civilization." Contrary to Gauvreau's argument that thrology and philosophy. and systematic 

nFor a discussion of Ihe distinction between iheology and philosophy. see espcially Woliers. 8-9. 

28 Gordon I. Spykman, Refnrmationd Theologv: A New P,mdism for Doinp Dopmatics (Grand Rapids: 
Ecrdmans, 1992), 97. 

-?or a discussion of the views of Berger and obers, see Richanl V. Pierard and Robert D. Linder, Civil Religion 
and the Presidencv (Grand Rapids: Zondcrvan. 1988), 21. Gilkey refers to this framework as a coherent "shared 
symbolic world" by which social relations are shapeci. Gilkey, Reaping the Whirlwind, 17. 
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reflection and pastoral preaching, were inherentiy in t e n s i ~ n . ~  one of the themes of this study is îhat 

it was through the interplay of theological. philosophicai. and historical reflection that modem 

Protestants articulated their understanding of the relationshi p between God* s Kingdom and the world. 

The discourse among Protestant scholars was facilitated by their participation in several Ievels 

of community that intersecteci in their work. In rnost cases. their church affiliation, including 

membership in church cornmittees and denominationai colleges, provided both the background and 

the institutional context in which they worked and exercised îheir influence. At another IeveI. they 

also were linktxi to each other by affiliation with public universities. colloquia, and especially 

scholarIy journals like the Canadian Journal of Reli.cious Thought that provided a network for scholars 

from across different denominations and institutions. At still another level. they participated in a 

trans-national discourse that was opened to hem through a number of ways. Though a rninority 

reccived their graduate training in German or American universities. most of these scholars were 

trained in British universities or in Canadian universities which were derivatively British. Through 

these, Canadian Protestant SC holars im bi bed the British tradition of Kantian idealism and moderate 

"reverent" criticism, but thcy also encountered new currents of continental European thought like that 

of Karl Barth. Also, in the beginnings of the "information age," they had access to a trans-national 

body of published books and scholarly joumals that enabled them to keep in touch with British, 

continental, and American ideas. Finally, their participation in growing ecumenicai organizations like 

the International Missionary Council brought them contact with a global debate about the identity of 

Christianity and its relation to western culture. 

Participation in these scholarly and denorninational networks. however, did not exclude, pace 

Christie and Gauvreau. local concerns and social influences. To the contrary, like the more famous 

'%auvreau, 7-8.24849. In contras& to GaumuTs portrayai of the relations between philosophy. theology, and 
pmching, see Gordon Spykman's survey of the inrricate rehtions of philosophy and theology in Reforrnational 
Thmlony; A New Pmdiprn for h i n p  Domatics (Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1992). Pt. 1. 
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twentieth-century cases of Karl Barth and Reinhold Niebuhr, central figures in Canadian Protestantism 

iike Roberts, Baillie, Dow, Line, and Bryden, were deeply influenced by their experiences, at the 

beginnings of their careers, in local pastorates or chaplaincies, in many cases arnong disilIusioned 

labourers, students, and war veterans. As Lesslie Newbigin argues, the task of preaching was by its 

nature bound to the life of the broader Protestant community which it addressed? Local clergy were 

supported by their parishioners, and were responsible for articulating and sustaining the Protestant 

tradition, especially the meaning of the gospel, for the Iife and in the idiom of the comrnunity. As 

Sydney Wise discovered in the case of Nova Scotian Presbyterians, preaching was central to the 

Protestant tradition and elaborated the main features of the Protestant world-view." In particular, 

it attempted to relate the two vital realities in Protestant experience, namely God's word and the 

context of contemporary Iife, and in so doing it articulated the Protestant understanding of the 

broadest parameten of history and the noms for cultural acti~n. '~ Like the anonyrnous preacher, 

it was out of the problem of preaching among those for whom the promises of progressive, optimistic 

evangeIicaIism no longer seemed certain, that the scholars examined here began to re-consider the 

relationship between God's Kingdom and temporal-natural life. 

Though the choice of subjects always involves some arbitrariness, the selection of scholars 

and sources for closest examination in this study is intended to reflect the career of this discourse. 

Though Baptists and Anglicans occasionally appear in this study, the most prominent participants in 

reorienting modem Protestant thought were Methodists and Presbyterians who, after 1925, became 

3'~ess l ie  Newbigin, The Gospel in a Pluralist Societv (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Eerdrnans, 1989), 53. 

32S. F. Wise, "Sermon Literature and Canadian IntelIectuaI History," Readinas in Canadian Social Historv, Vol. 
2: Pre-Indusmal Canada. 1760-1849, Michael S. Cross and Gregory S. Kealey, eds. (Toronto: McClelland and 
Stewart, 1982). 

33Sidney Greidanus, "Redemptive History and Preaching," Pro Rene, XIX, 2 (Dec. 1990), 9. See also his more 
extensive treatrnent in The Modem Preacher and the Ancient Text (Grand Rapids, 1988), Ch. 1 .  
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affiliated with either the United Church or the continuing Presbyterian Church. In contrast to the 

Baptist tradition of separating church and state, and the Anglican establishment tradition, Methodists 

and Presbyterians had invested most heavily in nineteenth-century progressive evangelicalism and in 

the modem hope of Christendom to be achieved by establishing God's Kingdom in the structures of 

society. In turn. they expenenced the sharpest disillusionment during the twentieth century, and so 

demonstrate the struggle of Protestants to redefine their understanding of the relationship between 

Christianity and modem culhxe. Also, it was this group of scholars that participated most fully in the 

institutions and journals that brought the relationship between Christianity and modem culture into 

question. 

Moreover. this study focuses on published documents. for it was in the dynarnic of public 

perception and exchange that these scholars began to question and systematically revise their views 

of the reIationship between Chnstianity and modern culture. Part 1 of this study, then, focuses on the 

cross-currents of debate in church cornmittees and journals through which the modern hope of 

Christendom was questioned. In Part II. major monographs and journal articles reflect the systematic 

response of Protestant scholars to the cnsis of modem Christendom, and their efforts to redefine thcir 

understanding of the relationship between God's Kingdom and history. Pm III. in tum, focuses 

especially on church confessions and cornmittee reports to demonstrate the ixorporation and 

institutionaikation of a new modus vivendi between Protestantism and modem Canadian civilization. 

This study examines the reorientation of twentieth-century mainline Protestants' interpretations of the 

relationship between God's Kingdorn and history. and thus of the relationship between Christianity 

and modem western culture. in three main parts. Part 1 examines the roots and crisis of the 
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progressive evangelicd interpretation of that relationship from the nineteenth century to the mid- 

1920's. The rmts of that shift lay deep in the origins of Anglo-Protestant evangeiicalism, particularIy 

in evangelicals' distinction between spirit and nature and in their cornmitment to a modern 

"experimental" perspective, which together left an enduring problematic for twentieth-century 

Protestants. Through the nineteenth century, most Canadian evangelicals adopted an idealist and 

progressive view of God's Kingdom as a spintual reaIity that was immanent in the historical-structurai 

world, especially in hurnan consciousness, and that was being realized in the progress of western, 

particularly British. culture and society through human agency and the moralization of social relations. 

This ernphasis on the immanent presence and realization of spiritual reality aIso was intended to locate 

the divine within the process of historicai experience so that the reality of God could be validated by 

modem critical science? The miIlennia1 cornmitment of Protestants to Worid War 1 was the 

pimacle of mainline Protestants' identification of Canadian and western culture with the corning of 

God's Kingdorn. and of their hope for the realization of an historical Christian world ordcr that also 

would justify Christian faith. 

Already before the war, however, the theoretical framework of this identity began to erode, 

not because of Protestant "retreat" from science and s o ~ i e t ~ , ~ ~  but because of the failure of the 

modem critical perspective. which mainline Protestants shared, to locate the reality of God in the 

world. While scholars Iike Albert Schweitzer disrnissed the Liberal. romanticized image of the 

historical Jesus to a distant and alien pst ,  the certainty of absolute spiritual reality slipped fiom the 

grasp of idealist and pragrnatist philosophers ruid the new advocates of the human sciences. The 

hiatus of theological discourse prior to the war was symptomatic of the corning crisis. Though the 

M~aroslav Pelikan, The Christian Tradition, Vo1.5: Christian Doctrine and Modern Culture (Since 1700) 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1989). 60-6 1, 187. 
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abandonment of theology was consistent with the traditionaI emphasis of evangelicals such as 

Nathanael Burwash on religious exper ien~e .~  it was also, as Iaroslav Peiikan notes. the 

comummation of modern evangelicals' privileging of human experience and judgement, which 

ultimately left them unable to distinguish a distinct word or act of God in hi~tory.~' As A. B. 

McKillop suggests, the Protestant moral cmsade that crested during the war was a Hellenized 

Christianity which, having lost its moorings in an historicai, objective, and distinctive revelation, 

placed its hope in h e  subjective human consciousness of the good.'"ough Protestants' treatment 

of World War 1 as an urgent millcnnial conflict briefly muted doubts about this hop .  the tragic course 

of the war led most Protestants to question the identity of modern western history with God's 

Kingdom. 

By the close of the war and during the 1920's' Canadian Protestants had become disilIusioned 

with modern Canadian and western civilization, and with the possibility that God could be discerned 

or progrssively reaiized as an immanent spiritual reality. Interpretations of this concem as a retreat 

from sociai activism and a turn to conservatism offer only a partiai glimpse into this central crisis of 

foundational reality.lg At stake in this search. as H. R. Niebuhr noted. were profound philosophical 

and theological questions about whether Protestants had discerned God and the order of the world at 

all." In one indication of the scope of this crisis, the Canadian chaplains' pastoral message to the 

home churches called attention to the growing disilIusionment of Canada's war-weary youth. and to 

w a n  Die. 185-89. 

37 Pelikan, viii. 5-6. 

38A. B. McKillop. The Idealist Legacy." in Contours of Canadian Thoueht (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1987)- 10-110. 

"kichard Nlen points similarly io the crisis of spiritual reality in his suggestion that the emerging crisis of the 
social gospel movernent dunng the 1920's was rootcd in the loss of the vision of divine immanence. The Social 
Passion; Religion and Social Refonn in Canada, 1914-28 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1973), 356. 

"'H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper, 1975 [l!X 11). 114. 
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the need to rediscover the reality of God to sustain the impulse for the progress of God's Kingdom 

on earth? 

Herein. however. Iay the cmx of the crisis for modem Canadian Protestants. As efforts to 

reatize God's Kingdom on earth seemed to fa.1, and as a deepening historicist criticisrn by erstwhile 

Protestants like Ernst Troeltsch and George Brett challengeci claims to howledge of divine reality in 

experience, progressive evangelicals like William B. Creighton. editor of the Christian Guardian, began 

to criticize Canadian culture as "secular," and to urge the recovery of the distinct spiritual reality of 

Christianity." As David Lyon suggests. lhis use of the term "secular" by Protestants can be seen 

as an attempt to disentangle Christianity from its identity with western culture, in order to "locate the 

real enemy" of Christianity so as to challenge what modem western culture had becorne." From 

their own cornmitment to a critical. historkalIy self-conscious perspective, however. Protestants at the 

s m e  time searched for some way to discern the distinct "other" reality of God from within the matrix 

of their own historical context. In this crisis, the modern Protestant synthesis of the divine and history 

was fragrnented, while the dienation of fundamentalists on one side, and revolutionary modemists on 

the other side. also left ihe nineteenth century evangelical consensus fragmented.' 

This section culminates in a demonstraîion of the incremental process by which Canadian 

"mainline" Protestants who rcrnained cornmitted to a modern "enlightened evmgelicaiisrn" reoriented 

their interpretation of the relationship between what they took to be the spiritual reality of God's 

Kingdom and the world. First. an older generation of thcologians that included William Morgan. E. 

4'nTùe Message of the Canadian Chaplains Overseas Miiitary Forces to the Churches of Canada" A m y  and 
Navy Board, Box 3, Fiic 65, Methodist Church of Canada. United Church Archives. 

"ed. [William B. Creighcon], "Christianiiy and Chinese Nation.llism." New Outlnok. JuIy 1, 1925: 3. 

"Lyon. 134. 

"Van Die, 192. 
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F. Scott, and to a laser extent John Baillie, who were uained in the Kantian i&alism and reverent 

historical cnticisrn of the late nineteenth century, developed a neo-Kantian apologetic for religion on 

the grounds of "values" in an attempt to sustain confidence in "religious consciousness" and so 

preserve Christian morality. Coinciding with this personai ideaiism. the clerical establishment, 

especially in the newly-formed United Church, developed a "new evangelism" which sought to answer 

the post-war search for spiritual reality by focusing on a personal encounter with the divine spirit in 

the person of Jesus. This was a narrowed, modernist fonn of pietism. Thou@ intended to preserve 

the distinctive spiritual claims of Christianity and the impulse of social morality, it seemed to retreat 

into human subjectivity while withdrawing Christ and the claims of the Kingdom of God from 

histoticd structures. By the late 1920's the "new evangelism" had produced littfe more than the 

preacher's crisis. for Christian "religion" seemed indistinguishable from mere human sentiment and 

the status quo, while the problerns of the objective reaiity of God and the prospects for transforming 

society remained unresolved. 

An alternative, and more radical departure within modern evangelicai Protestantism began to 

appear in the Iate 1920's in the early work of a new generation of scholars, including Richard Roberts, 

John Dow, John Line, and Walter Bryden, who would dominate mainiine Canadian Protestantism afier 

1930. Most of these had more fülly absorbed the disillusionment of the war period during their 

formative years, and with a new sense of Augustinian tension between God's Kingdom and the world. 

they began to criticize human sin and western society. A h ,  though they were trained partly in the 

tradition of Kantian ideatism, they were more convinced of the apogee of historical theology in Albert 

Schweitzer's dismissal of the historical Jesus, and were sympathetic to the Biblical theology movement 

advocatcd in Britain by C. H. Dodd and James Denney, who atternpted to move beyond the crisis of 

historical theoiogy by affirming the testirnony of the Bible and the church to the crucified and nsen 
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Christ of the cross." Their comection to moderate British Biblicai scholarshipa thus enabled these 

modem evangelical Protestants to preserve an emphasis on the experience of Christ. yet also to retain 

their investment in a modem critical perspective. In different ways, they aiso began to posit a modem 

apocalypticisrn which identifiai God as transcendent moreso than immanent. and which emphasized 

God's judgement and transformation of human society through the entry of a transcendent, 

supernatural Christ into expaience. Though tentative, this renewed emphasis on the transcendent 

reality of God and an Augustinian tension between God and the world offered a modem reclamation 

of both divine grace and human fieedom in a world that according to modern science now seemed 

to be governed by deterministic law. 

The shift of modern Protestants to this new distinction between God and nature was reinforced 

during the late 1920's. especiaily in response to the pivotai events of 1928. By 1928. young preachers 

li ke tine, Dow, and Bryden were new appointees to central seminary positions. while Richard Roberts 

had moved to Toronto the previous year. Internationally, the ecurnenical Jerusalem Conference 

challenged western Protestants with the pleas of non-western Christians to divest Christianity of its 

cornrnitments to western ideologies and structures of world domination. 1928 dso was the year that 

John Baillie's nco-Kantian apotogetic went into publication, but it quickly was overshadowed by the 

appearance of works by Karl Barth and other "crisis theologians" transIated into English in 1928. 

Also. while the clericai establishment initiated a joint campaign to "re-establish the authority of God" 

'%lote that the twentieih century "Biblical theology" movement is considerably different from Michael 
Gauvreau's identification of Biblicai theology with the Baconkm method used by nineteenth century scholars like 
William Caven to derive "facts" from the Bible. See Gauvreau, 148, and compare Greidanus, 67-74. 

46For a discussion of the moderate cbancter of modem British theological scholarship, and the role of ihat 
moderation in transatlantic discussion, see Mark Noll, Between Faith and Criticism; Evangelicals, Scholarship* and 
the Bible in America, 2nd Ed. (Grand Rapids: Daker, 1991 [I986]), 62-85. 
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in Canadian society through spiritual renewal:' the new generation of Line. Roberts. Bryden. and 

even John Baillie, began to renounce the mere sentimentdity and humanism of Protestant "religion" 

and its complicity in the crises of the western world. By the 1930*s, faced with the depression, the 

rise of totalitarianism, and the apostasy of the Gennan church to Naziisrn. they saw campaigns for 

"spiritual renewai" and "moral rearmament," and the popularity of the Buchmanite Oxford Group, as 

narrow and optirnistic liberai idealism, and as naively allied with the existing social order. In the 

work of this younger generation of scholars the philosophicai and theological departures From the 

progressive evangetical synthesis were radicdized in an effort to liberate the gospel fiom captivity to 

a culture which seernçd increasingly alien from God's Kingdom. 

Part II examines the different ways that modem mainline Protestants systematically re- 

interpreted the relationship between God and the world in the wake of the revisions of the 1920's, and 

in the midst of the deepening despair of the Depression era, the rise of Nazisrn and Stalinisrn, and the 

looming prospect of renewed war. By far the most comrnon resolution was the reconstruction of a 

liberal evangeiical emphasis on personal pietism, advocated by an older generation Like George 

Pidgeon as well as by Richard Roberts and John Dow. This resoIution combined the neo-Kantian 

apologetic based on personal values with a new emphasis on the personal experience of a super-natural 

Christ, While distinguishing between religion and smctured reality, advocates of this renewed liberal- 

evangelicalism saw the two as complementary, and likewise viewed church and state as 

complementary authorities. While the statc's role was that of expert scientific manager of complex 

modern sociai relations, the church's role was that of spiritual evangelism and the rencwa1 of personal 

morality. 

In contrast to this modem pietism was the development of a more revolutionary criticism of 

"~rnest Thomas, "Shall We Recover a Lost Gd?" New Outlook, Feb. 8. 1933, 1. The four main denominations 
participating in this campaign were the Anglican, Baptist, Presbyterian, and United Churches. 



Canadian social structures, led by members of the ncwly founded Fellowship for a Christian Social 

Order. John Line, who would also have close ties wiîh the League for Social Reconstruction and the 

Canadian Commonwealth Federation, was one of the main leaders of this movement. Most snidies 

of thïs movement have ernphasized its Christian social philosophy, and its signifrcance for the renewal 

of a "sociai gospel."48 But Iike the "ethical" neo-orîhodoxy of the Niebuhrs and Karl Barth's 

proclamation of God's radical judgment on modern culture and liberal Christianity, members of the 

FCSO departed from the idealist synthesis of gospel and history of the earlier sociai gospeI movement, 

as well as from the narrowing of rnodernist piety to "religion" and rn~rality.~' Borrowing eclectically 

from Barth, Alfred North Whitehead, Harry Ward, and John Macmurray, they adopted a new sociaiist 

critique of western society. and called Protestants to make their consciousness of the spirit of Christ 

concrete in the material relations of conternporary structures, in the hope of a revolutionary, 

eschatological coming of God's Kingdom. WhiIe attempting to recover the meaning of the gospel for 

the whole structural context of life. this was a sociai Christianity which rejected the identity of the 

gospel, and the destiny of the Kingdom, with western historical traditions. Indeed, FCSO members 

Iike Line called Protestants to choose sides between a revolutionary Christian comrnunity and the 

secular world of western tradition. 

A third revision was the further development of Biblical theology and dogmatics, concentrated 

in the Presbyterian church and led by Walter Bryden. From his training in the Biblical theology of 

'"ee. for example. Michiel Hom, The Leapue for Social Reconstruction: 1n~ellectua.l Origim of the Democratic 
Left in Canada. 1930-1942 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980); Harold Wells and Roger Hutchinson, eds., 
A Long and Faithful Mwch: 'Towards the Christian Revotution* 1930's / 1980's (Toronto: United Church 
Publishing House. 1989). See a1.w Richard Allen's suggestion bat the "radical Christianity" of the 1930's was a 
renewal of the socid gospel movement, in The Social Passion, 346. 

"AS Donald Meyer writes, "Every step in the search for practical translation brought a deepening of self- 
consciousness about the nature of the originai idealism .... Begi~ing as a dticism of society, the Protestant social 
concern ended as a criticism of ~ligion." The Protest,mt Search for Political Redism. 1919-1941,2nd ed. (Hanover, 
New Hampshire: University Press of New England, 1988 [1960]), 2-3. 
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William Manson and James Demey, Bryden also adopted Karl Barth's radical denunciation of secular 

western civilization. his emphasis on the transcendent sovereignty of God, and his attempt to give 

prionty to the exclusive Word of God. Bryden's own motto of "separation unto the gospel" 

repudiated al1 human efforts to Save society, and emphasized God's transcendent word of judgement 

and grace for the world. Like Barth, Bryden Iocated the antitheticai crisis, not between different 

relative historicai comrnunities, but between God and history. Hence Bryden's focus on "dogmatics", 

for such an absolute Word of God could only be reveaied through the testimony of God's spirit to the 

church. and witnessed to in history by the relative confession of the church. 

Thus study concludes. in Part III with an examination of how these contrasting views were 

worked out in the pst-WorId War II period as Protestants. faccd with the challenge of reconstruction, 

envisioned and institutionalized a new relationship between Christianity and modem Canadian culhue. 

Two generai features of that reconstruction stand out. First, in contrast to their millennial hope at the 

start of World War 1, Protestants regardai the outbreak of renewed war as a sign of God's judgement 

on the descent of western civilization into barbarism. The realization that Christendom had ended 

threw mainline Protestants back to the predicament of Christianity in the classical world. And like 

Augustine. Canadian mainline Protestants now emphasized the tension berween the two cities of God 

and man, between gospel and history, and between Christianity and Canadian culture. Their emphasis 

on this tension suggests what David Lyon describes as a strategic secularization. By World War II, 

mainIine Protestants had attempted to reach beyond what seemed to be the deterrninistic matrix of 

historicaI-stmctural reality in order to reclaim the transcendent judgment and grace of God. After the 

wu,  in turn, they attempted to bring a rcncwed and uansforming "theological" criticism to bear on 

modern Canadian culture. 

Secondly, they shared a general Augustinian interpretation of the re!ationship between God's 

Kingdom and contemporay culture. Their variations on that tension differed significantly, as was 
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evident in the debate between Charles Noms Cochrane and Walter Bryden about the relationship 

between Christianity and culture, and in the different visions of reconstruction offered by the 

Presbyterian and United chutches. During the 1930's and through the 1940's. as they attempted to 

disentangle Christianity from culture, both wings of this modem Augustinian Rotestantism had corne 

to define Christianity in terms of theology and the church, leaving a hiatus between the realrns of 

grace and nature, sacred and secular, ctiurch and state. and theology and philosophy. The absence of 

integation of their theology with a comprehensive Protestant philosophy, however, left their efforts 

to relate transcendent grace to contemporary culture tenuous and fragmented. Cochrane, R. C .  

Chalrners, and others demonstrated the enduring legacy of neo- Kantian idealism in their identification 

of God's grace with the spirit of freedom and creativity in human personality, and thus they rechimed 

the western liberal tradition as the relative expression of God's grace in history over against natural 

structures. Barthians ii ke Bryden, meanwhile. interpreted al1 îradi tions and structures as relative and 

claimed an existential encounter with Christ in the midst of history as the bais  for free and radical 

transformation apart from structures. 

These modem variations of Augustinianism were constructed in the shadow of the 

Enlightenrnent. and their search for transcendcnt divine authority was undertaken from a pst-Kantian 

critical consciousness that had eclipsed the doctrine of creation which Augustine had ass~rned.~ 

Having abstracted Christ from the stnictured order of creation. the turn of mainline Protestants to 

modem forms of Augustinianism was ambiguous. While it claimed the transcendent grace of God's 

Word and the divine spirit, and thus a corner for theology, the church, and the freedom of hurnan 

personality, rnainline Protestants' "strategic secularization" also conceded the secularization of 

"naturai" structures and the sciences. Consequently, Protestants stmggled to live in two worlds: the 

Protestant church directed to a transcendent world, and the secularized structures of Canadian society. 



PART 1: 

MODERN CHRISTENDOM IN CRISIS 



Chapter 1 : 

The Modern Hope of Christendom 

Both the modem hope of Christendom and its twentieth-century crisis were rooted in the nineteenth- 

century evangelical development of a moral, progressive vision of history. The rise of evangelical 

Protestantism and its influence in shaping nineteenth-century Anglo-Canadian culture is by now a 

familiar story. As Michael Gauvreau notes, Canada's nineteenth century was "the evangelical 

cenniry."' In the process of developing their cultural leadership. evangelicals came to see Canada. 

as John Webster Grant suggests. as part of a "Christian" civilization that was heir to "~hristendom."~ 

Like the fourth-century church fathers who hailed Constantinian Rome as favoured of God, evangelical 

Protestants came to identify Anglo-Protestant ideals and institutions. such as the British empire. with 

the coming of God's Kingdom. And as they grappled with the profound intellectual and social 

chalIenges of the late nineteenth century, they urged upon Canadians a modern evangelical Chnstianity 

as the key to preserving civilization and progressively building God's Kingdom on earth. This 

chapter surveys the emergence of that modem evangelical hope of Christendom in Canada, and the 

specific contours of nineteenth-century evangelicals' morai interpretation of history that culrninated 

in the twcntieth-century crisis of modem Christendom. That morai interpretation of history was 

woven out of two main strands. narnely a revivalist and largely Aminian theology. and Scottish 

Common Sense philosophy. Evangelical Protestant faith had grown up together with Enlightenment 

in the post-Reformation world -- a world which evangelicals assumcd was divided into "spiritual" and 

"naturai," or "sacred" and "secular" realities. Built into their insistencc on spiritual regeneration was 

'Michael Gauvreau. The Evanaelieril Century: Collcpe and Creed in Ennlish Canada from the Great Revival to 
the Great Depression Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press. 1991). 

'John W. Grant, The Church in ihe Canadian En (Toronto: McGnw-Hill Ryerson. 1972). 213-215. 
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an assumed ont01 ogicai distinction bet ween spirit and nature and an anthropocentnc "expenential " 

point of departure that complemented and partook of critical Enlightenrnent thought. As they lived 

in both spiritual and natural worlds, and sought some way to comprehend the relationship between 

thern, the founders of evangelical Protestantism wove together versions of both evangelical faith and 

moderate Enlightenrnent modem thought. 

As Maurice Mandelbaum has argued, therefore, the cenual problematic for nineteenth century 

evangelical Protestants was how to understand and live the relationship between spirituai and natural 

reality. and between God and history3 In their attempt to resolve that problematic. nineteenth-century 

Canadian evangelicals developed severai different interpretations of how spiritual reality was related 

to the realrn of nature, particularly in the wake of the challenging results of nineteenth cenhuy science 

and the social transformation brought by industrialization and urbanization. By the late nineteenth 

century, most Canadian evangelicals, employing variations of Kantian idealism, developed an historical 

interpretation of spintual reality that located God's spirituai Kingdom within the natural structures and 

processes of history, and particularly in human consciousness itself. In doing so, they embraced 

modem critical science and Iiberal social theory, and identifieci with the "mainstream" currcnts of 

Canadian urban indusuial Society, while assuming the task of clairning and shaping them for 

"Christendom" and God's Kingdom. in contrast to this "modem." mainstream evangelicaiism. a 

minority of "proto-fundamentalists" began to emphasize the supernaturai work of God that transcended 

history and natural stnictures. 

Despite the apparent triumph of progressive evangelicaiism by the early twentieth century. and 

an outpowing of progressive social reform efforts devoted to realizing the Kingdom of God on earth, 

the optimistic progressive consensus showed signs of both strain and urgency already before World 

  aur ri ce Mandetbaum. History. Man, and Reason: A Study in Nineteenth-Century Thouriht (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins Press. 197 1 ), 7. 29. 
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War 1. At its outbreak, Canadian Protestant clergy greeted the war effort as a rnillennial moment and 

a sacred cause in the progress of God's Kingdom. By then, however, their confidence that a divine 

spiritual reality was being redized in history already was shaken, and the facade of a modern 

evangelicrtl consensus already was disintegrating. Notably, it was not their engagement with "culture" 

as such, nor a late strategic blunder, but the very way that evangelicals had come to understand the 

relationship between God and history in tenns of a duality of spirit and nature, and their 

anthropocentric experientialism that shared the Enlightenment outlook of critical modernism, that laid 

the foundations of crisis in the early twentieth ~en tu ry .~  

1. Evangelicalism and the Moral Vision of History 

By the mid-nineteenth century evangclical Protestants were firmly established in Canadian society. 

Their immigration to the relatively fluid context of British North America during the previous century 

gave them an unusual opportunity to shape the newly emerging Anglo-Canadian cuIture. Their 

development of diverse voluntary church denominations, colleges, political reform movements, and 

non-sectarian but genericalIy Protestant school systems Like that organized by Egerton Ryerson in 

Ontario, al1 testify to the succcss of evangelicals in challenging the established hierarchical structures 

of early nineteenth-century Canada, and institutionalizing their evangclical faith in a liberal, scientific, 

and capitalist Anglo-Protestant culture.' 

EvangelicaIs undcnook that nation-building cultural engagement in thc light of what was by 

'For diffmnt interpretations that locate the crisis of progressive evangelicalism in progressives' engagement in 
culture, see especially Ramsay Cook, The Repenerators; Social Criticism in Late Victorim Ennlish Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1985). 4-5; Marguerite Van Die, An Evanrelical Mind: Nathanael Burwash 
and the Methodist Tradition in Canada, 1839- 19 18 (Montreal: McGiii-Queen's University Press, 1989). 12-1 3; 
Gauvreau, The EvLmgelical Century, 230. 

'For a survey of ment scholarship on bis topic, see Burkbard Kiesekamp, "Christendom. Nationalism and the 
Fate of the Nineteen~h Century Evangelical Consensus," Acadiensis, XXV, 1 (Autumn 1995). especially 125-6. 
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then a welkstablished cross-Atlantic exchmge of ideas among English-speaking evangelical 

Protestants, especially from the Scottish and Amencan Presbyterian evangelical schools represented 

by such nineteenth century figures as Thomas Chalmers and Nathmiel ~ a y l o r . ~  That exchange had 

generated among rnid-nineteenth çentury Canadian evangelicais a common view of the relationship 

behveen God and the world that was centered on a moral vision of history. Some years ago, Goldwin 

French desmbed that vision as 

an overwhelming conviction of the existence, the presence and the power of God in 
human affairs. Christians might differ about the rnanner in which God worked, but 
they were persuaded that He was continuously active, guiding the course of events, 
rewarding and protecting His supporters, admonishing and punishing those who 
deviated from His path7 

As A. B. McKillop has shown, this vision of G d ' s  moral governance of the world was a powerful 

impulse among evangelical Protestants to shape the emerging culture of the new Canadian nation.8 

That moral vision of history was woven out of two central strands in evangelical thought, 

namely Arminian or revivaiist theology and Sconish Cornmon Sense philosophy. As David 

Bebbington notes, Anglo-Protestant evangclicalisrn grew out of both a reaction to Enlightenment 

skepticism, and a departure from the pst-Reforrnation scholastic Protestant understanding of the order 

and assurance of sa~vation.~ In their daim to an "expenmentai Christianity," evangelicals of the 

1700's like John Wesley gave primacy to the inward experience of regeneration and to personal 

%ee, for exampIe. the extensive rehtions between Scottish evangelicais and the American -schml of Jonathan 
Edwards, in John MacLed, Scottish Theologv (Philadelphia: Banner of Tmth Tmst. 1943). 

'Goldwin French. "The Evangelical Creed in Canada," The Shield of Achiiles; ASWCLS of Canada in the 
Victorian Ape, W. L. Morton, ed. (Toronto 1 Montreal: McLelland and Stewart, 1968). 18. 

'A. B. McKiIIop, A Disciplined intelligence: Critical Inquirv and Canadian Thought in the Victorian Era 
(Monuerù: McGiIl-Queen's University Press, 1979). 

%vid Bebbington. Evan~elicalisrn in Modem Brirain: A His to~ ,  fmm the 1730's to the 1980's (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Baker, 1992 [1989]), 35-42. 
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h~liness.'~ Wesley's Armini an theolog y emphasized that humans were responsi ble for accepting or 

rejeaing salvation. and that individual regeneration should issue in sanctifiai moral perfection." 

These expectations assumed a universal offer of salvation through the atonement of Christ, and a semi- 

Pelagian revision of the doctrine of original sin which viewed human sin as a matter of individual. 

intentional acts of an afflicted will. This revision dso irnplied an optimistic anthropology since 

humans could be responsible only on the premise of an intelligent. comptent, and free will. Though 

blighted by sin, humans were able by Gd ' s  universai "prevenient" grace and the presumed urging of 

the Holy Spirit to accept redemption in Ctuist and a new life of perfection. Though he upheld 

Scripture and the work of Christ as the objective validation of justification. then. Wesley located the 

process of salvation primarily in  the experience of spirituai regeneration in the human soul. As his 

revivalism swept the Anglo-Protestant world, his Artninian theology became the orthodoxy of 

nineteenth century evangelical Protestants. including of Canadians Ii ke Nathmael B urwash." 

Despite their Calvinist roots, Scottish Presbyterians tike Thomas McCulioch. head of Pictou 

Academy in Nova Scotia during the early 1 8 0 0 ' ~ ~  adopted a sirnilar revision of the order of salution. 

Though he and ot'ier evangelical Calvinists still professed traditional Calvinist views on original sin 

and God's sovercignty. and suspectcd Arrninianism as an optimistic doctrine of human works. 

McCulloch also attcmpted to reconcile predestination with free grace. As Gauvreau puts it: 

[hJumanity's generai tendency was toward moral evil, he stoutly maintaineci (in 
contrast to the benevolent optimisrn of the Enlightenment). an evil rernedied only by 
God's Face, which awakened faith in Christ and brought salvation. Such views, he 
believed, were sanctioned by both revelation and reason, and rnarked the point of 

''~ohn Wesley, 9 ~orksd by Thomas Jackson. 4th Ed. (London: Wesleyan 
Methodist Book Room. 1840). 333, quoted in Van Dic, 9-10. 

"Sydney Ahlsmm A Relirious History of the American People, Vol. 1 (Garden City. New York: Image Books, 
1975). 339. 



depamire of the human search for redernpti~n.'~ 

McCulloch's location of the work of grace in the interna experience of faith rather than in the historic 

work of Christ, his emphasis on the human search for redemption, and his distinction between 

revelation and reason, al1 reflect iiis affinity with Wesley's evangelicai Aminianism. Since the early 

1700's. Scottish evangelicals like Thomas Halyburton, and later John Brown of McCuIloch's own 

secessionist Burgher denornination, had repudiated scholastic Cdvinist determinism by emphasizing 

the moral justice of God's punishrnent of human sin, the free grace offered through Christ's blood and 

the Holy Spirit's urging to repentance, and human responsibility for their sin and their acceptance of 

God's grace and obedience to his law. According to Scottish church historians Andrew Drummond 

and James Bulloch, even in its Scottish strongholds, an older Cdvinism was on the defensive against 

the new evangelicai ~resbyterianism.'~ 

In fact. McCulIoch's view of God as a "moral g~vernor."~' suggests that Canadian 

evangelical Presbyterians had adopted a view of the relationship between God and humanity sirnilar 

to the "Anninianized Calvinism" of the New England successors of Jonathan Edwards, especially 

Nathaniel Taylor? Taylor's "moral govemment" apologetic argued that God's governance of the 

world was rational and moral: God rightly judged humans for thcir sin, and blessed fheir obedience, 

but that judgement was executçd only for free acts of disobcdience, and not for an "onginaI sin" 

'%auweau, The Evangelical Century, 20. 

IJ On Haiyburton, see MacLeod ihroughout. On Brown, see Andrew h m o n d  and James Bulloch. The Scottish 
Church, 1688-1 843 (Edinburgh: Saint Andrew Press, 1975). 1 1 1. 

15Gauvreau, The EvmreIical Centurv, 23. 

'6Willizun McLoughIin uses the term "Arminianized Caivinism" m describe Taylor's views, in William G. 
McLoughlin, ed. The Amerim Evangelicals. 1800-1900 (Gloucester: Peter Smith, 1976), 10. For a discussion of 
the development of ais New England School. see George Marsden, The Evanrelical Mind and the New Schoal 
Presby terian Exnerience (New Haven: Yaie University Press, 1970), 32-56. On the connection between Scouish 
evangelicals like Thomas Chaimers, the Edwardsim tradition, and be  moderate Eniightenment, see also Bebbington. 
57-65. 
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imputed from Adam. Christ's atoning de&, in turn, was not a vicarious legal penalty paid to a 

wrathfiil God but the demonstration of God's justice and benevolent care for man, Awareness of that 

atonement, as testified to conscience by the BibIe and the HoIy Spirit, convinced individuals to repent, 

rum their affections once more toward God, and r e m  to mord righteousness. Thus Taylor's 

theology upheld both God's governance and humm free will and responsibility as fundamental to the 

moral relationship between God and man, and as the focus of redemption." 

This evangelical Calvinisrn was not far from Wesley's portrayal of regeneration, nor from the 

emphasis of Baptists on the believer's conversion experience and conscious acceptance of God's 

grace.18 Indeed. nineteenth century evangelicais from diverse denominaiions moved toward a 

confiuence: as Presbyterians and Baptists adopted elements of Arminian theology, Methodists Like 

the Burwashes and Ryersons were educated in the Westminster Confession and Taylor's theory of 

moral go~ernment.'~ 

Though intended to refute Enlightenment skepticism. evangeIicals' moral interpretation of the 

relation between God and humans assumed moderate Enlightenment ides. espcciall y those of Scottish 

"Common Sense" phi~osophy.'~ Scottish philosophers like Francis Hutcheson. Thomas Reid and 

Dugald Stewart saw their naturalized view of Providence as an alternative to EnIightcnment 

skepticism, but also to evangelical enthusiasrn and scholastic Calvinist fatdism. NevertticIess, 

eighteenth and nineteenth century evangeiicals like Jonathan Wi therspoon and Thomas Chalmers 

regarded parts of the Scot tish phi losophy as complementuy to evangel icaIism. Their appropriation 

'van Die, 4. 15-23. 

%is is in conmst io Gauvreau's argumcnt for a radical discontinuity between evangelicalisrn and enligbtenment 
thought. Gauvreau, The Evangelicai Century, 3-28.  
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of the Sconish philosophy occurred at several levels. Intrinsicdly, evangelicals shared the Scottish 

phiIosophers' focus on the primacy of human experience and moral consciousness. More extxinsicaiiy, 

they adopted especiaily Reid's realist epistemology and Hutcheson's moral philosophy to justiQ their 

evangelical faith and to relate interna1 spiritual regeneration to a broader moral order in the world, 

The incipient idealism of Reid's inductive faculty psychology. by which he claimed a 

"scientific" justification for direct apprehensions of the extemal world and intuited judgments about 

beauty, morafity, and God, was used by evangelicals to defend their claim to intuited spiritual 

experience against the radical skepticism of rnid-eighteenth century critics like Matthew Tindal and 

David Hume." Reid's iheory also offered a way to reconcile spiritual experience with the inductive 

Baconian method of science. Subsequently. in what Gauvreau calls their "historicai tfieology," 

evangeIicals claimed the "scientific" study of the data of experience, and especially of the Bible, to 

discover the simple, objective "facts" of salvation." With Reid's epistemology, evangelicals could 

advocate free scientific inquiry in the belief that the data of natural experience would correlate with 

Biblical data and would yield consistent truth about God's law, yet they could insist that science was 

bound to the limits of induction and to the interpretive Iens of special revelation. 

Evangeticals aIso shared central features of Francis Hutcheson's idea of the moral constitution 

of human nature. Like his seventeenth- ccntury contemporary David Hume, Hutcheson advocated a 

"philosophical history" which attempted to apply Bacon's empiricism to hurnan affairs to discover. 

beneath the flux of events. universal laws for hurnan relations." With a Deist view of God's 

"For helpful sumrnaries of Scottish Common Sense philosophy, see McKiliop, A Disciplined Intelligence, 26-28. 
and Marsden, 47-48. More extensive treatment is given in S. A. Graves, The Scottish Philosophy of Comrnon Seme 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1960). On evangelicals' apologetic use of Reid, see Drummond and Bulloch, 47.90-98, 
163-169. 

%auvreau, The EvaneeIicai Century, 30, 54-62, 148. 

3 ~ .  W. Bebbington. Patterns in History (Downers Grove: Intervarsity Press. 1979). 65-81. 
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constant providence, and an anthropoIog y borro wed from earl y Sco ttish Arminians li ke John Cameron 

and from Cambridge na-Flatonists like the EarI of Shaftesbury, Hutcheson argued that conscience 

was an inherent sense by which humans could discover and adhere to God's moral law? This 

anthropology assurneci the neo-Platonic analogia entis, namely that as image-bearers of God, humans 

bore a spark of the divine rnind. and by virtue of such faculties as conscience, reason, and free will 

they could read God's law through their natural reason unai&d by revelation. This moral capacity 

aiso suggested a realrn of mord law that was raised above the order of nature. since it was uniquely 

based on Free, intelligent moral responsibility rather than detenninistic necessity. Through the rational 

exercise of bis morai affections in conscience, man would freely turn frorn primitive self-love to 

recognize his dutia to God and others for the better attainment of human happiness and the progress 

of civilization. Man's capacity for intelligent freedom was thus the bedrock of his responsibility 

before a God conceived as moral governor of the universe, 

The relationship between evangelicals' ideas and Hutcheson's moral philosophy was equivocal, 

but nonetheless significant. Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. evangelicals opposed 

Hutcheson's confidence in natural morality and insistcd that the moral realm was charactenzed by the 

relationship of sin and regeneration? Nevertheless. their premise of free will and their belief that 

man's relation with God was uniquely nioral concurred with Hutcheson's idea that humans were 

essentially morai beings chvacterized by conscience. free will. and intelligence. While holding that 

God was sovereign over al1 creation, evangelicals li ke William Lyail. professor of classics and mental 

philosophy at Free Church College, Halifax during the 1850's. elevated the realm of internai. moral 

"Drummond and Bulloch. 47, 86; Richard Sher, "Professors of Virtue: The Social History of rhe Edinburgb 
Morai Philosophy Chair in the Eighteenth Century," in Studies in the Philosophy of the Scottish Enlinhtenment, M. 
A. Stewaiz, ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1990). 95. See also C. A. Patrides. ed., The Cambridge Platonists 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969)' 13-29. 394 1. 

%auvreau, The Evangelid Cent ury, 60-65. 
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relations as  "the highest part of man's nature" and the metaphysical and sacred realm of direct spiritual 

communication between God and h ~ r n a n s . ~ ~  Like Nathaniel Taylor. Lyall's anthropology implicitly 

accepted Hutcheson's analopia entis which identified divine or spiritual reaiity with an aspect of 

human nature itself. As Marsden claims in reference to Taylor, though they insisted on the need of 

divine grace, evangelicals shared Hutcheson's confidence in conscience and its reliability for 

conveying the will of God intemally, as the Bible did obje~tively.~' 

The mid-century moral government theory, then, allied Aminian theology and moderate 

Common Sense philosophy to provide a moral interpretation of the relationship between a sovereign 

and gracious God and free human agents. This moral vision of history assumed that God intervened 

actively in experience and that his judgmcnts were perspicuous in the present age. It aiso assumed 

a unique spiritual relationship between God and humans which focused on practical morality rather 

thm absuact and divisive docuine, and reconciled the objective reality of Christ's atonement with 

human free responsibility in history within the order of Providence. In short. the doctrine of moral 

government was the theological and philosophical linchpin, rissumeci by Methodists Iike Burwash, 

Presbyterians iike McCuIloch. and even Anglicans Like Archbishop Strachan, of a cornmon moral view 

of history that called evangelicals to a mission of moral improvement." 

In turn, this moral interpretation of history, with its hierarchical duality of spirit and nature, 

provided the intellectual fiarnework by which nineteenth-century evangelicals allied their experiential 

revivalism to a lihcral-dcmocratic, capitalist, and science-based culture so as to translate their faith into 

w u o t e d  in Gauvrertu, The Evangelical Centurv, 35. 

"Marsden, 45-50. 

=Sec John W. Grant, The Church in the Canadian En, 77-78, on the preference of Canadian Anglicans for 
evangelicalism rather thai Oxford high-church Anglicanisrn. 
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an objective cultural order, and to subordinate the structureci world of nature to moral ends.2g In 

their establishment of educationai institutions iike Victoria College and Knox College, for example, 

and of non-sectarian public school systems Iike that advocated by Egerton Ryerson in Upper Canada, 

evangelicals attempted to direct education to moral ends." As Ryerson put it, education was to 

develop moral character -- the knowledge and practice of moral duty and reverence to others and to 

God -- so as to deepen evangelical faith and "apply the carciinal principles of the Scriptures to the 

various relations and circumstances of human life."" For Ryerson, theology was the queen of the 

sciences, for it offersd the purest knowledge of spiritual tnith to which al1 other sciences must lead, 

while moral philosophy was the centrai instrument for relating the implications of evangelical faith 

to the structured world of human life?* 

This same moral "discipline" directed evangelicals' treatment of the natural world and the 

nanird sciences as objective revelations of God' s Rovidential law? Li ke Sir Francis Bacon himsel f, 

evangelical Canadian scholars such as John William Dawson, a leading Canadian biologist and 

principal of McGill University from 1855 to 1893. regarded the natural sciences as important for the 

practical tasks that Canadians had in the new world, and for "'Iiberalizing üuth"' through the ernpirical 

discovery and classification of the natural order? For Dawson, as for Ryerson. the scientific study 

-%&ùard Kiesekamp, "Christendom, Nationalism and the Fate of the Nineceenth Century Evangelical 
Consensus, " 1 25-6. 

'%fichael Gauvreau, "Pro testan tism Transfomed: Personal Pie ty and the Evangelical Social Vision, 1 8 1 5- 1 867," 
The Canadian Protestant Exwrience, 1760-1990, George A. Rawlyk. ed. (Buriington: Welch. 1990) 91-92. 

' ' ~ e v .  Egerton Ryerson, Inaugural Address on the Nature and Advanmges of an English and Likral Education 
.. June 21, 1842 (Toronto. 1842), 17, quoted in McKiilop, A Disciplincd Intelligence, 19. 

"~cKil~op,  A Disciplineci Intelli~ence, 28-29. Car1 Berger, Science, Gd. and Nature in Viccorian Canada 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983). 32-33. 

U~ar iene  Shore. The Science of Social Reûemption: McGill, the Chicago School, and the Origins of Social 
Re.earch in Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 4-5. 



of nature was to serve revealed faith and moral ends, and so was subordinate to moral philosophy and 

Evangelicals interpreted history and social relations in similarly moral, or what has corne to 

be hown as "whiggish," terms. Civilization, according to Queen's College moral philosopher James 

George, rested on moral foundations, for hurnan history was the unique realm of the moral reIationship 

between God and Dcspite sectarian differences between Anglicans and Methodists. and 

between Tories and Reformers, over who should wieId temporal authority, al1 agreed with Ryerson 

rhat there existed. evident to all, "a wide common ground of principles and rnoral~."'~ and that the 

welfare of civilizations depended on adherence to this God-given moral order. In tum, Ryerson's 

readiness to use the powers of the state, and the efforts of Wesleyan Methodists in the AtIantic 

colonies and Free Church Presbyterians to eliminate the Clergy Reserves for the Anglican and Cathoïic 

establishment and reforrns iike temperance, reilected a new political activism to submit the objective 

social order to moral ends.37 

Ultirnatcly, this moral vision of society and history, as French suggested, located God's 

millennial agency and judgment in history. Secn through the lem of Scnpture, history displayed 

God's hand of judgcment and blessing. Those who repudiated their duty to God as in the French 

revolution, suffered the chaos which signa1Ied divine judgement, while the blessings of prosperity and 

progress were bestowed on the righteous." This didactic use of history as "philosophy teaching by 

3SGauvreau. The Evaneelicai Century, 46. 

"Burkhard Kiesekamp. "Christendom, Nalionalism and the Face of Ihe Ninetcenlh Century Evangelical 
Consensus." 13 1-3. 

"S. F. Wise. "Sermon L i t e n t u e  and Canadian Intellecrual History." in Readings in Canadian Social History, 
Vol. 2; Pre-Industriai Chnada, 1760-1849, Michael S. Cross and Gregory S. Kcaley, eds. (Toronto: McClelland and 
Stewart, 1982 [1965]), 90-9 1. 
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example" not only offered objective verification of evangelicai faith. but also portrayed the established 

order as divinely sanctioned- WhiIe church historians Like Robert Burns of Knox CoIlege celebrated 

the growth of the church. its doctrines. and the impact of religion in modem western society? others 

affinneci the British constitution as the closest approximation. especially compared to the French 

revolution, to perfection in social moraIity. With its balance of representative govemment and strong 

executive auîhority, the British order ensured moral freedom while upholding mm's duty to a God- 

given communal order?' 

In shaping culture to verify their experiential faith in the objective social order, Canadian 

evangelical Protestants displayed a blossoming confidence in human ability and the efficacy of human 

action, as well as a growing pst-millennialism in which. Iike the fourth-century Constantinian church 

fathers, they assumed that the emerging Anglo-Protestant order. especially in the liberal nation-state, 

the British constitution. and the progress brought by industrial-capitaiism. displayed the providential 

favor of Goda4' Indeed, as John Webster Grant suggested. they began to interpret Canada as part 

of a "Christian" civilization that was heir to "Chri~tendom."~' 

Though the mid-nineteenth century moral vision of history was a powerfbl impulse arnong 

evangelical Protestants to shape the emerging culture of the new Canadian nation, their particular 

synthesis of evangcIica1 faith and rnoderate Enlightcnment ideas left them with two main conceptual 

problems. First, their ontological dualism idcntified the basic distinction in reality in terms of 

"Gauvreau, The Evangelical Century, 92-98. 

'('McKillop, A Disciplined Intelligence. 16, 37-39. 

" B urkhard Kiesekamp, "Christendom. Nationaiism and the Wte of the Nineteenth Century Evangelical 
Consensus. " 13 1-3. 

'Srant, The Church in the Canadian Era, 213-215. 
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spiritual and natural reality, both of which were present within the world?' This definition of the 

redernptive relation between God and creation pnmarily in te- of this spiritual realm, as Mark Noll 

has recently suggested. focused the impact of salvation on an abstract spiritual and moral realrn.' 

Though evangelicals atternpted to subordnate natural structures to spiritual reality by moralizing socid 

relations. their approach assumed the primacy of individual moral freedom and responsibility, while 

at the same time they neglected to examine the structures of society in the light of redemptive 

judgement. Like American evangelicals who sanctified the essentially "natural" moral philosophy of 

the Amencan ~evolution.'~ therefore. mid-century Canadian evangelicals allied Christianity to a 

socid structure which was based on the liberal, natural law theories of Hutcheson. Locke, and Smith, 

and which was susceptible to interpretation entirely in tenns of secular natural law. 

Meanwhile, secondly, evangdicals' location of spiritual reality within humanity shared the 

experimental method and the anthropocentric perspective of the moderate Enligbtenment. Reflecting 

on his fathcr's scholarship, the son of Nathanael Burwash indicated this correlation: 

It was surely not accidental in an age when experimental science held the field 
intellectuaily, that an experimental or experiental [sic] form of religion should make 
i ts appearance? 

Indeed, John Wesley, whose views the younger Burwash had echoed, considcred "experirnental" 

Christianity to be the comptement of modem scientific thought: 

Tt is a fundamental principle with us that to renounce reason is to renounce religion, 
that religion and reason go hand in hand, and that al1 irrational religion is false 

"Contrast tbis with Sydney Alilstrom. who clairns chat the evangelicals identified the basic ontological distinction 
as existing between creator and creation. See S. E. Ahlstrorn, "The Scottish Philosophy and American TheoIogy," 
Church History 24 (1955), 267, quoted in McKillop, A Disciplined Intelli~ence, 28-29. 

UMark Noll. The Sciuidal of the Evanpelical Mind (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans. 1994). 34-35.4849.87. 

" ~ a r k  A. Noll, Nathan O. lfaich, George M. Manden, The Search For Christian America (Westchester, Illinois: 
Crossway Books, 1983), 88-93. 

46Quoted in Van Die, 100. 



religion? 

Despite claiming to subordinate scientific inquiry and the smctured world to Christian faith and 

Biblical revelation. evangelicals had accepted the critical epistemology of the Enlightenment, and had 

answered Enlightenment skeptics in a manner that affirmed the subject's experience as  the measure 

of tnlth. 

This identification of spiritual reality simultaneously assurned an optirnistic view of human 

nature, freedom. and ability, and also asserted the pnmacy of the human subject in its relation to Gd. 

According to Claus Westemann, evangelicals' assurnption of the analogia entis and their apologetic 

for spiritual truth on the grounds of subjective experience Ied evangelical theology gradually to 

become "anthropology," and ultimately left evangelical kotestantism with Iittle defense against the 

rise of entirely namralized and relativized explanations of human life and the world in the late 

nineteenth century? Indeed. as church historian Jaroslav Pelikan notes. the anthropocentric focus 

of experimental evangelicalism meant that evangelicai faith was intrinsically modern and criticai, 

Since it was experimental, evangelical faith seemed to hang on demonstrable proof of the presence 

of God in the world. and on the moral sanctification and growing perfection of believers. As such. 

evangelicalism was potentially always in crisis, for evangelicals had effectively placed God in question 

before the authority of hurnan apprehension and objective. present perfe~tion.'~ 

Thus evangelicalisrn and Enlightenment thought were not simpIy antithetical movements, nor 

did evangeticaI Protestants adopt a critical method only at the tum of the century. Despite the 

considerable tensions between thcm. evangelicalism and Enlightenment thought were developed 

"R. W. Bumer and R. E. Chiles. e h . .  A Cornpend of Wesley's Theolopy (New York, 1954). 26, cited in 
French, 25. 

"Claus Westermann, Creation, John 3. Scullion. trans. (Philadelphia: Fomss Ress. 1974). 3. 

49JarosIav Pelikan. The Christian Tradition, Vol. 5: Christidan Doctrine and Modem Culture (Since 1700) 
(Chicago: Chicago University Press. 1989). 6. 119. See also Gauvreau, The Evangelical Century, 33. 
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togetber as different sides of a common problematic, and were synthesized in the moral vision of 

history adopted by mid-nineteenth century evangelicals. Whatever contributions Canadian evangelical 

culture contributed to the ongins of secuiarization, then, lay not in evangelical engagement with 

culture as such. but in the way that evangelicals transformeci and limited the Protestant understanding 

of the relaiionship between the redemptive Kingdom of God and human freedom and responsibility 

in the world. 

II. The Rise of Progressive Evangekalism 

A fùrther development of the modem hope of Christendom emerged during the last half of the 

nineteenth century, when the difficulties of embodying evangelical faith in contemporary thought and 

society were compounded by the rapid growth in cornplexity of urban-indusuial social structures and 

the rise of historical consciousness and the critical social sciences. 'Ihough evangelical support had 

contributed to these developments, the new sciences challenged the individualist. realist anthropology 

and apologetic of the Cornmon Sense tradition and threatened to submerge "spiritual" reaiity under 

the "naturai" structures and processes of history. Those challenges made the problem of relating 

spiritual and naturai realities, or God's Kingdom and history, the central and urgent issue of late 

nineteenth ceniury debates? And eventually. they stnick at the hem of evangelical confidence that 

God was present and knowable in  experience. 

While stalwarts like Nathanael Burwash defended traditional evangelical orthodoxy, other 

Canadian Protestants developed two major responses to such challenges. The most prominent of these 

was the historicai, or "progressive," evangelicalism promoted by clergymen like Henry Fiesher Bland 

and George M. Grant. Drawing on rornanticism, which Bebbington describes as "supernaturd 
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naturalism,'"' and especiaily on Imrnanuel Kant's idealism. progressives defended and even extended 

their clairns to God's mle in the world by asserting that God was immanent in the evolutionary 

process and especially in human consciousness, and that God's Kingdom was progressively realized 

in the processes and structures of the emerging new order. In doing so, they embraced the main - 

features of Canadian thought and society. while assuming the responsibility of more hilly claiming 

them for "Christendom" and God's Kingdom. The appearance of a conuasting proto-fundamentalist 

movernent, which began to advocate a sharp distinction between history and a supernaturd divine 

reality, in turn, further convinced especially a new generation of evangelicals to give preference to 

progressivisrn rather t h n  fiindamentalism. 

As early as the 1830's. evangelicals' moral interpretation of history became increasingly 

strained in the more industrialized and cosrnopolitan centers of Britain and America. In Britain, 

evangelicals like Thomas Chalmers of Glasgow viewed the growth of industrial towns and alienated 

working classes as a threat to the moral order of civilization. His promotion of urban reform through 

evangelisrn and moral regeneration, however, tended to reduce the plight of the working cIass and the 

suuctural problems of indusirial society tc matters of personal m~rality.'~ As Bebbington notes, 

evangelical conceptions of moral pcrfcction were individualist, voluntarist. and in essentiai agreement 

with the liberai politicai economy of Adam Smith and Thomas   al th us.'^ Not until they were faced 

with complex structural probIems did evangeiicals begin to seek a fuller understanding of the relation 

between social structures and spiritual uansformation. and attempt to relate their moral concern to 

corporate social structures and histoncal processes. 

Also in the 1830's. however, the scientific study of the historical-structural world presented 

SI Bebbington. Evanpelicaiism in Modern Britztin, 8 1. 

S ~ m r n o n d  and Bulloch, 127-145. 

S3Bebbington, Evan~elicalisrn in Modern Britain, 1 17-1 2 1. 
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new challenges to the primary authority of Scripture, and seemed to exclude a unique spirituai reality 

from the aatural and historical world. Charles Lyell's Principles of Geoloay (1830-33) portrayed 

geological development as occurring over millions of years, thereby contradicting a Baconian, literal 

reading of Genesis. In turn. LyeII prepared the way for Charles Darwin's thoroughly naturalized 

evolutionary theory in The Origin of Species (1859). and later in The Descent of Man (1870). As 

John Passmore notes. Darwin's positivist evolutionary ttieories challenged Christian apologetics that 

were based on design in nature. as well as evangelicai mord assumptions "that Man stands over and 

against Nature as a potentially supernatural being? Meanwhile, the historical-criticai method 

applied to the Bible by German scholars iike H. S. Reimams and F. C. Bauer to distill spiritual 

principles from Biblical history threatened to eclipse the supernatural elements in the Bible, while D. 

F. Strauss's Hegelian interpretation of the L i k  of Jesus (1833-36) attempted to sift through what he 

considered the mythoiogical gospel stories to interpret the histoncai Jesus as the idea of the 

incarnation of divine rnanhood." Thus. by the mid- 1800's. the critical perspective that evangelicals 

shared with Enlightenrnent science was being pushed to new forms of positivism and historicism that 

threatened to foreclose on evangelicd claims to a unique divine spirit and a moral order that were 

objectively verifiable in experience. 

In response to these new social and intellectual chailengcs. which appeared in Canada 

inaeasingly especiaily after 1870. Canadian evangelicals strugglcd boh to relate spiritual experience 

more fully to historical-structurai realities, and at the same time to rcsist the criticism of positivist 

skepticism. As they did so, building on iheir previous efforts to shape Canadian culture, they turned 

increasingly to miIlennial and Romantic interpretations of Christianity that explicitly located spiritual 

%John Passmore, A Hundred Yexs of PhiIosophy, Rev. Ed. (New York: Basic Books, 1966), 37. 

"Carf E. Braaten, New Directions in Theoloav Today. Volume II; History and Hermeneutic.. (Philadelphia: 
Westminster Press, 1966). 56-57. 
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reality not only in miraculous regeneration, but also in historical processes, natural structures, and 

human consciousness. 

Though such developments were hardly visible among Canadian evangelicals p ior  to the 

1870's. growing concem for the historical-structurai dimensions of the Kingdom of God was evident 

already during the 1850's and 18603, especially in the rapidly growing Meihodist Church, As part 

of his promotion of education, for example, Egerton Ryerson suggested in 1854 that baptized children 

of believers be accepted as full members of the Methodist church after instruction in the faith, apart 

from an identifiable conversion experience. Ryerson's confidence that instruction might lead the 

conscience to acknowiedge God was similx to the Romantic Calvinism of American Presbyterian 

Horace Bushnell, who argued ba t  God's spirit might work not only immediately in conversion but 

also mediately through social relations, giving îârnily and church the responsibility to nurture children 

in the faith so that they might "grow up a Chri~tian."'~ 

In another exarnple of growing social and historical consciousness, Henry Fiesher Bland's 

millennial preaching in the Montreal region during the 1860's called evangelicals to act on their 

commitments to moral perfection and spreading the gospel by converting the world to Christ and 

transforming social morality? Bland's efforts were one sign of the beginning of the nineteenth 

century age of missions and a broad application of moral regeneration to social evils in Canada, and 

also of a progressive milIennia1ism which emphasized human responsibility to work for the coming 

of God's Kingdom in history. 

As Marguerite Van Die and Neil Sernple have shown, Methodist debates about church 

membership and the nurture of children, and issues like the nature of regeneration and atonement, 

were part of a Iarger problern of institutionalizing revivalist evangelicalism for a new generation of 

%n Bushnell, see McLoughlin, 1617. 

nGauvreau, The EvanpelicaI Century, 120- 123. 
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believers." Like Bushnell, Bland and Ryerson attempted to relate experiential regeneration to a 

broader histoncai community of faith. To more orthodox evangelicals like Nathanael B w a s h .  their 

suggestions that God worked through "narural" social stnictures smacked of a romanticized Calvinisrn 

that surrendered human moral responsibility and the direct supernatural work of God in regeneration. 

Initially, Burwash succeeded in convincing the Methodist Church to require a conversion expefience 

for church rnembership for the period 1864- 1874" 

Controversy about the nature of regeneration resumed, however, in the late 1870's when 

Bland, like Ryerson, argued that the unconditional and universai benefits of Christ's atonement, and 

the importance of human free choice, meant that children began life in innocence, and needed only 

to be nurtured in the faith to be made fit for God's ~ingdom." Once more. Bunvash reaffirmed 

original sin even in children. and warned against minimizing either supernaturd regeneration or 

personal responsibility. Reiterating Wesley's Anninianism, he argued that salvation was indeed 

available to "al1 who repented and believed," but that offer of sdvation was "dependent on individual 

repentance and faith?' For Bunvash. the "onhodox" Aminian view of supernatural regeneration 

was essential for preserving both divine grace and human moral freedom and responsibility. 

While Mcthodists stnigglcd to clarîfy the relationship bctween spiritual regeneration and 

historical-structurai life, Presbyterians like Nova Scotia-born George M. Grant, and Scottish-born 

philosophers Like John Clarke Murray and John Watson, turneci to Romanticism and Kantian ideaiism 

to suggest an organic relationship between God's spirituai Kingdom and the historical-structurai world. 

"Sec Van Die. 25-30, and especially Neil Semple, "'The Nurture and Admonition of the Lord': Nineteenth- 
Century Canadian Mcthodism's Rcsponse ro 'Childhood'," Social Historv, Vol. 14, No. 27 (May 1981). 

' ' ~ e n r ~  Fiesher Biand. "Universal ChiIdhood Drawn to Càris~" Sunday School Bmner ( 1876). 226-8, 257-9. 

@'Henry Flesher Bland, "Universai Childhood Drawn to Christ," Sunday School Banner (1876). 226-8, 257-9. 

61Nathanael Burwash, "The Mord Condition of Childhood," Christican Guardi;tn (May 25, 1881). quoted in Van 
Die, 30. 
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Grant encountered both the indusuial slums of Glasgow and the Romantic idealism of S. T. Coleridge, 

Edward irving, and Edward and John Caird while serving as an assistant to Norman McLeod chring 

his graduate studies in theology and philosophy at the University of Glasgow in the 1850'sO Af?a 

his return to Canada in 1860, Grant began to w m  the Canadian churches of the "new social problems, 

new phases of doubt, new combinations of the old forces of evil" that he anticipated would also corne 

to Canada. and proclairneci Coleridge. Wordsworth. and Carlyle to be prophets, and MacLeod, Irving, 

Robertson, Caird and Maurice their modem voices. for solving the new social problems and doubrs 

that now threatened Christian faith and rn~ral i ty.~~ 

In Grant's popularization of Romanticism. in the criticism of Common Sense philosophy by 

John Clarke Murray at Queen's College and then McGill University and George Paxton Young at the 

University of Toronto, and most fülly in the work of Edward Caird's leading pupil. John Watson. can 

be seen the shift of leading Canadian Resbyterians Born the incipient idealism of Scottish Common 

Sense philosophy io an rxplicit Kantian idealisrn dunng the 1860's.~ Especially in the populist 

work of clergy like Grant. that Kantian idealism would revitalize evangeIicals' claims to the presence 

of the divine spirit in experience and ttieir moral interprctation of history. In 1875 Grant engaged W. 

D, Lesueur, Canada's foremost positivist. in dcbate on modem thought and Christiani ty in the pages 

of the Canadian Monthlv and National Review. Under his principalship From 1877 to 1902, Queen's 

College becarne a bastion of Kantian idealism and the home of John Watson. Canada's Ieading idealist 

6'William Grant and Frederick Hamilton, Principai G m t  32-33. See also Nationai Archives of Canada, G. M. 
Grant Papers, Vol. 12, Untitled speech manuscript (n.d.). On Scottish idealists, .sec aIso Bernard Reardon. Reliaious 
Thouaht in the Victori,m Aize (London: Longman, 1980). 398-41 1. 

"George M. Grant, Sermon Preached Before the Synod of Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island in connection 
with the Church of Scotland on June 26th- 1866 (Halifax, 1866), 16. George M. G m t ,  Reformers of the Nineteenth 
C e n t u ~ ~  a lecture delivered before the Young Men's Christian Association of Halifax, N. S. on Tuesday evening, 
Jan. 29, 1867 (Halifax, 1867), 23-30. 

%n Young, Murray. and Watson, sec McKilIop. A Disciplineci Intelligence, 56-8, 176-8 1. 182-6. 
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philosopher. And as a Pres byterian churc han, Grant continuousl y calIçd for a revi talized, practical 

apologetic that would meet the threats to Christianity from "serious and scientific" attack and the 

strains of urban and indusuial society to the moral fabric of society? "[Mlodern society." he wrote 

in arguing for Methodist and Presbyterian church union, "demands a new demonstration that Christ 

is living. and that his church is able to discern the signs of the tir ne^."^^ 

Aithough Watson would move frorn Kant's ideas to a more thoroughly Hegelian rationalism 

that ultimately vitiated evangeli~alisrn,~ Grant saw in Kant's ideas a way to defend evangelical faith 

and extend the mord vision of history against late nineteenth-century intellectual and sociai 

challenges." Kant's "Copemican Revolution" began from the active mind and epistemological 

concem, and thereby deepeneû the anthropocentrism of modern "critical" thought. Nevertheless, his 

view of God as the necessary postulate of practical reason seemed to strengthen Scottish and 

evangelical claims to the intuition of spiritual truth in conscience. and at the samc tirne drew these 

more clearly into the orbit of reason. In his Apologctic lectures dunng the 1880's. Grant hailed Kant 

as having "saved religion" by showing that "the fundamental tniths of theistic Religion, viz., God, 

Freedom. and Immonaiity. are in accord with the constitution of our rationai natures."69 Indeed, 

Kant's understanding of religion as the 

evangelical tradition of intemal spiritual 

inherent consciousness of God seemed to restate the 

expcrience and the analoeia entis. As Grant put it. 

6SGeorge M. Grant. "Christianity Today." The Globe (Fcb. 6. 1883), 8-9. 

%eorge M. Grant. "Organic Union of the Churches: How far Should it Go?" Cmadian Methodist Magazine 20 
(September, 1884). 254. 

%e description of Kant's work in this paragraph is sumrnarized from George EIder Davie, The Demmtic 
InteIlect: Scodand and Her Lhiversities in the Nineteenth Centurv (Edinburgh: The University Press, 1961). 263- 
298; and Roland Stromberg, European Intellectual History Since 1789, 3rd Ed. (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 
1981). 29-31. 

%AC, Grant Papers, Vol. 13, File 2, "Apologetics," lecture notes (1884-85 session), 6. 
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humanity's status as image bearer implied the identity of human consciousness with divine Reamn - 

- "wilh the ciifference of the finite and the ~nfinite."~~ In facL Grant used the principle of the 

analogia entis to resoive the tension between human freedom and God's redemptive initiative: since 

man was a spirituai intelligence, submission to God's spirit in man was also the highest fulfillment 

of his own consciousness and the divine "law of life." 

Kant's ontological theory of the correlation of spintual-rational noumena and phenornenai 

reality aiso seemed to reconcile empirical science with daims to the presence of spiritual reality in 

the world and the necessity of faith for understanding divine tnith. Scientific knowledge. Grant 

claimed in keeping with the Baconian tradition, was denved from experience, but experience included 

the presence of God's immanent spirit and "the manifestations in the finite of the Infinite and 

eternal."" While God was a distinct. transcendent being hc was also "a cause ever present and 

operative in the world."'* On the ba is  of divine imnianence, natural structures and historical 

processes. including evolution. could be seen as the progressive and rationally ordered work of God's 

power within the world. Indecd, history itself could now be seen as the sanctified process by which 

God's spiritual purpose was being realized in and through the structures of natural reality. At its core, 

according to Grant. the meaning of history was the process of man's growth into spirituai union wirh 

God and into service as God's agents in the world." 

Throughout his lectures and writings. Grant reiterated the themes of Kant's organic dualism 

"NAC. Grant Papers, Vol. 16. File 1. "The Relations of Critical. Sysrcrnatic and Historical 7heology." essay 
manuscript (Pictou, N. S., May 1, 1860). 3 4 ,  26. 

'%ml Papers, "Aplopetics," 17. 

'3George M. Grant, "How to Read the Bible, No. 3" in Sundav Afremmn Addresses (Queen's University. 
Kingston. 1890-91). 16. See also George M. Grant, "The Relation of Religion to Secular Life," a paper read before 
the Council of the Reformed Churches holding the Presbyterian System at its session in Philadelphia. September 23, 
1880, Rose-Belford's Canadian Monthly and National Review, Vol, 5 Oec.. 1880). 
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to defend evangelical clairns to G d ' s  presence in the worid against the threats of both positivist 

skepticism and Hegelian monism, and in doing so he offered a romanticized answer to several central 

evangelical concem in the late nineteenth-cenniry." Following especially John McLeod Campbell's 

romantic theory of the atonement, Grant claimed to resolve the apparent tension between irnmediate 

and mediated redemption, and coincidentdly to reconcile Methodist Arminianism and Presbyterian 

Calvinism?' In a development upon Nathaniel Taylor's moral interpretation, Grant rejected a legal 

view of the atonement as the satisfaction of God's wrath, For Grant, however, Christ was the 

Incarnation and historical revelation of God's nature as love and his will that man should be "partakers 

of the Divine Nature through the indwelling of the Holy Ghost." and that the ideal of God's Kingdom 

should be established on earth.76 For Grant, Christ's atoning work functioned primarily as a 

revelation of what was aiready a potential spiritual reality, and that only needed human acceptance. 

Although he affirmed the doctrine of original sin, he interpreted sin as an "ethical defect" in which 

the will acted against the promptings of one's own con~cience.~~ Hurnan conscience remained the 

bridge through which the Spirit rnight direct the natural Ionging of man to r e h m  to God. while in 

yielding to the Spirit man did not yieid to external, miraculous compulsion. but to his own inherent 

divine con~ciousness.~~ Hence. man was not saved simply because of the histoncal event of Christ's 

death, but insofx as he "yields himself to the law of the Spirit of life" that was in Jesus, and that also 

'me wide appal of various r o m  of Kantian idedism. panicularly among Presbyterian clergy-scholars, is 
demonstrated further by Brian Fraser. "Theology and the social gospel among Chnadian Presbyterians: A Case 
Study." Studies in Religion, 8 / 1 (Winter. 1979). 

'%n.unmond and BulIoch, 250-55. See also Bcrnard Reardon, Religious 'Iliought in the Victorian Age (London: 
Longman, 1980). 399-4 1 1. 

'6Crant Papen, "inspintion." 9, 23. 
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was in human cons~ience. '~ 

Though centered on the subjective divine consciousness, Grant's view of the atonement aiso 

emphasized the historical Jesus to provide a reliable historicai revdation of spirituai tnith. On the 

basis of his Kantian organic iderilisrn, Grant, like modem Scottish evangelicals such as A. B. Davidson 

and Robertson Smith, also developed a "reverent criticisrn" of the Bible that was intended to confm 

its historical veracity against positivist critics like W. D. Lesueur, and to discern in its historical 

accounts essential spirituai tmths." Consistent with Baconianism, they clairned that the main points 

of the Bible were historicai fact and therefore could be verified scientifically by the methods applied 

to al1 historical sources. In fact, for Grant ail history was revelatory, for it was "God's will reveaied 

in facts." while the Bible was a revelation "given in the form of a history" in which God progressively 

revealed ~imself ."  The Bible, then was a special "condcnsed mirror of universai history" that 

complemented and illuminai revelation from nature, history, and intuition by disclosing the pt-inciples 

of al1 human deveIopment. Though most of its miraculous elements might be discounted as mythical 

interpretations of divine truth, Grant believed mat the Bible, cspecially the Old Testament prophets 

and the New Testament accounts of the historicai Jesus. could be verified scientifically, and that 

reverent criticism would be able to disclose in its historical facfs essentiai spirinial truth." The pivot 

"George M. Gran& The Relirions of the World, Rev. Ed. (London. 1895). 198. 

'"George M. Grant. "Revelations and Inkrprewtions." Sundav Aftemoon Addresses (Queen's University, 
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of his confidence in reverent criticism was the historical person of Jesus. Though Grant and more 

traditional colleagues like William Caven. principal of Knox College, and John Mark King of 

Manitoba College might disagree over how much of the BiblicaI story could be discounted, their 

common sympathy for reverent criticism rested on their confidence that Jesus was the unique 

guarantee of the supernatual presence of God in history, of God's intent to reconcile hurnanity with 

himself. and of the reliability of the Bible in witnessing to that spiriniai truth." 

Grant's use of reverent criticism assumed an "organic dualism" that was similar to the Kantian 

historian Leopold von Ranke's insistence on carefully balancing empincal historical data with the 

discovery of a distinct spiritual reality in the historical panicular.' It also paralleled the development 

of Albrecht Ritschi's neo-Kantian argument in the 1870's that though revelation must corne in 

historical facts, particuIarly in the historical Jesus. the historicai fact revealed the spiritual truth of a 

Kingdom of moral relations that ultirnately could only be apprehended by personal moral judgement. 

and from within the community of bcliever~.'~ Scottish scholars like the philosopher A. S. Pringle- 

Pattison also developed a neo-Kantian personai idealism in protest against Edward Caird's Hegelian 

monism which threatened the distinct personality of both God and humans, and his evolutionary 

treatment of the progress of religion from primitive animisrn to modem rational consciousness. 

Scientific knowledge, Pringle-Pattison claimed in Herrelianism and Personality (1887). may grasp 

nature. but it could never grasp the essential being of distinct persans? From this personal idealism. 

Scottish theologians like A. M. Fairbairn and H. R. Mackintosh argued that the New Testament 

83Gauvreau, The Evangelicxi Century, 15 1. 

84 On Ranke. see Bebbington, Patterns in Histor~, 105-107. 
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offered a reliable historical picture of Jesus which revealed to faith, beyond the reach of mere science, 

that the earthiy persoa of Jesus was the exalted christ." 

Grant was prepared to part with much of the miracles in Scripture, and with traditionai 

doctrine, in part because he interpreted the spiritual truth of Christianity in terms of practicai moral 

law, or what Kant called the "categorical imperative." To answer the demand for a new demonstration 

of the Living Christ, Grant urged the Church to set aside outmoded creeds about abstract ideas and 

otheworldly redity, and to work for implementing the Kingdom ideal in concrete society through 

"practical preaching": 

preaching which deals with this, instead of another world; with actuai life instead of 
metaphysicai abstractions calleci doctrines, and with man as a member of the organism 
of humanity, which mediates its life through the manifold agencies and activifies of 
the family, the city, the nation the church. and Our industq?' 

Christianity must be concerned with the actuai problerns of society. he pleaded, for Christ's mord ideal 

of self-sacrificing service could only by learned and Iived in society, and the Kingdom of God could only 

be realized in the structures of society. 

Grant's main concern, and that of other progessives like Henry Fiesher Bland, was to Iocate the 

spiritual relations of sin and atonement in the context of social structures and historical processes, and in 

doing so, they began to suggest a social gospel. Thus original sin, according to Grant. must be understood 

in corporate terrns a$ the result of the organic unity of race and the impact of the social environment on 

individuais." Likewise redemption and the Kinpdom of God were wt only interna]. but "on eanh." 

Like Horace Bushnell, Grant argued that the process of regencration was worked out through society and 

the historical proccss: love of God was leamed and manifestai through social reiationships and the 

=NAC. Grant Papen, Vol. 12,"Practical Preaching." essay typescript (n-d). 23. 

'%AC. Grant Papers, Vol. 20. File IO, "Matt. 5113-16," sermon manuscript (nd.). See also Grant Papers. Vol. 
13, File 4, "Subjects Treated in the Class of Theology," lecture notes (1889-90 session), 17. 
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process of education in the life of the community. The gospel, Grant therefore declared, "is not 

individualism, but so~ i e t i sm . "~  Grant and like-minded progressive evangelicaïs thus aanslated 

evangelicai moral perfectionism and post-millennialism into a broader historicai and social vision of 

Christendom and the coming Kingdom of God on earthQ1 

Grant was confident that the agencies for moral perfection and social transformation were already 

present in the world in the imrnediate presence of God's spirit. "We are in eternity now," he taught, and 

the Kingdom of God was "God's will done in earth ... by every man"92 The ability of Chnstianity to 

solve the problerns of the world through practical social reform. and thereby rnanifcst God's Kingdom in 

historicai society. was finally its only justification. At the sarne time. however, Grant maintained that it 

was only through distinct spiritual ideals that the sociai order could be transformed and sustained. Though 

sympathetic to Christian sociaiism. and to labour demands for improved conditions and wages. he rejected 

legislative "panaceas" like Henry George's single tax, as well as prohibition, to impose merely legai or 

formal changes.93 Social change must be rooted in spiritual nansfomation of the individual will and 

mina and therefore must be voluntary. To that end, church and state were partners: while the church's 

task was "the spiritual education of humanity" and making God's spiritual Kingdom "co-extensive with 

the noblest thought and life of the nation." the state was the highest social embodiment of Christianity.' 

%AC, Grant Paprs. Vol. 20. File 2. "Gd. 323." sermon manuscript (n-d.). 

"This combination of evangelical mille~ialism, idedism. and social reform is discused funher in N. K. 
Clifford, "His Dominion: a vision in crisis," Studies in Relipirin, II. 4 (1973); and in Burkhard Kiesekamp, 
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II, 3 (1973). 

'*AC. Grant Papers. Vol. 13. file 6. "Eschatology," lecture notes (n-d.), J- 18; Grant Papers, Vol. 21, File 3, 
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As Doug Frank notes regarding Arnencan progressives, the romantic attempt to balance spiritual 

and naîural realities optimistically expected that moral regeneration could reach through human action to 

uansform social structures into God's Kingdom on eanh? For Grant. God's Kingdom was a moral 

reality to be realized historically in social relations and in the progress of civilization by sanctifiai huma. 

agents. This progressive vision revitalized late nineteenth-century evangelical efforts to realize the hope 

of Christendom by building the millennium in historical society. 

The growing preference of Canadian evangelicais for this progressive evangelicalism was partly 

in reaction to a very different alternative that began to appear in Canada in Plymouth Brethren 

premillenniaiist and Keswick holiness movements during the 1870's and 1880's. These movements, along 

with the rise of a Princetonian school of theology based on claims to Biblicai inerrancy. provided the 

loosely-allied "proto-fundamentalistu rnovements which would gravitate together into a fimdarnentalist 

movement during the early 1900's. As George Marsden suggests, these diverse fragments shared a 

reaction against modem naturûlism and an insisience on the supernatural control of God over history.% 

Contrary to progessivism, proto-hindanientalisis' "anti-namal supematuralism" emphasized the disjunction 

between a supernatural spiritual reality and nature to daim a distinctly transcendent authority and source 

of redemption. 

Ironically. the roots of the Plymouth Brethren lay in the milIenarianism developed in Britain by 

one of Grant's romantic "modem prophets," Edward ~rving?' While at London's Caledonian Chapei 

during the 1820's. Irving w u  the charisniatic leader of a group which emphasized the mystenous and 

%ouglas Frank, Less Than Conauemrs: How Evangelicals Entered the Twentieth Ceniuw (Grand Rapids: 
krdmans, 1 986), 33-36. 

96 George Marsden. Functvnentalisrn and American Culture: The Shnpinr of Twentieth-Centurv Evan~!elicalism, 

1870-1925 (New York: Oxford University Press, 19801, 4-5. 

"Bebbington, Evannelicalism in McKiern Brilain, 83; Ernest Sandeen, The Rwa of Fundamentdism: British 
and Amerkm Millenarianisin 18W-1930 (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1980 [1970], xix. 



supernatural presence of God in the world, but identifieci that presence with rniraculous, provi&ntiaI 

interventions in history, in charismata Iike speaking in tongues. and wiîh an anticipated new era of God's 

Kingdom to be instituted by God's sovereign judgement. These ideas were adopted by a group at Oxford, 

including John Nelson Darby, who would later form the Plymouth ~rethren." 

Despite their romantic roots, Irving and the Plymouth Brethren held a pessimistic view of history. 

Botfi Irving and Darby criticized what they saw as the worIdliness and rationalism of the church, and they 

rejected optimistic claims that the Kingdom of God was being worked out within the present social 

order? nie Kingdom had not yet arriveci. they argueci. nor were the qencies for building that Kingdom 

to be found within the world. Instead, they loo ked forward to the corning of God's Kingdom in the future 

through the supernatural intervention of God. In the mean-time, the tme church was a hidden spiritual 

society united in Christ and possessing. in the spirituai experience of faith, apostolic gins, and BibIical 

revelation. a present vouchsafe of eternai reality. 

Within this broader context of supernaturaiism, Darby began in the late 1830's to push the 

Plymouth Brethren away from a contemporary "historicist" application of Biblical prophecy and toward 

a îüturist, apocalyptic treatment of Biblical prophecy with his unique theones of dispensationai 

prernillenniali~m.~" Darby's dispensationalism attemptrd to decode a Biblical view of history and the 

signs of a corning apocalypse through selective literal and metaphoricd interpretations of the books of 

Daniel and Revelation. By this method, he divided history into seven major "dispensations." Darby 

claimed that his mcthod of "rightly dividing the word of truth" by fitting Scripme into his dispensations 

was in accord with the Baconian standards of "modem science," and provided a way to discern in the 

"%andeen, 35.60-68. For a good summary of dispnsational premillennialisrn, see Marsden. Fundamentalism 
and Amencan Culture, 50-62. 
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objective data of Saipture the etemai. supernatural rnind of God.lol Despite his highly selective use 

of it, Darby claimed to preserve the older Baconian method. and attempted to avoid the problerns of 

historical criticism and hermeneutics by assuming that the divine word carne to humanity unrnediated by 

human or historical contextuality. 

Most notably, Darby's dispensaticmal prernillennialism stnctly distinguished between supernatural 

spirituai reality and history. The experience of the New Testament church, he argued, was parenthetical 

to the Old Testament and the earthiy restoration of Israel. Similarly, he distinguished the present church 

from the increasingly corrupt world. The true church was a hidden heavenly fellowship unrelated to the 

earthly course of events, and would be raptured and sheltered from the tribulation fhat rnarked the onset 

of the final dispensation of history. Following the second corning of Christ and an apcalyptic battle. the 

church would reign with Christ for the millennium. Likewise, there were two "texts" in Biblical prophecy, 

one relating to earthiy events involving Israel, and another relating to the "present hop" of +me bdievers 

that might be realized at any moment in the rapture. And there were in effect two advents of Christ: one 

for earthly battle, and one for the final heaveniy reign. According to Emest Sandeen. Darby's attempt to 

separate Chnstianity and the church fiom the corruption of history "advocated a church so spiritual that 

it existai outside of hi~tory." '~ 

The Plymouth Brehren began to spread to North America during the 1860's and 1870's. Darby's 

own first North Amencan tour in 1862 began in Canada and focused on the London-Toronto region with 

brief missions in MontreaI, Ottawa, Halifax. Other efforts to spread b e  Plymouth Brethren movement 

in Canada were led by R. Evans, who organized annuai surnmer conferences in Guelph, such as one in 

1870 which anracted 400 attendeedo3 Initially, Darby's exclusiveness did not capture or irnpe.de the 

- - - - - - -- 
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movement prior to the twentieth century. In the absence of sharp excIusiveness, the Breuiren became 

ailied witti other groups which emphasized God's supernatural sovereignty and a Baconian, literalist 

interpretation of the Bible, especially with the Keswick holiness movement and the Princetonian treatment 

of Scripture. 

Led by American Presbyterians Robert and Hannah Whitall Smith. the Keswick movement began 

wiîh revival conferences in Keswick, England during the 1870's. In contrast to the traditional evangelical 

concern with personai striving to eradicate sin, Keswick emphasized passive reliance on God's 

supernatural grace in the Holy Spirit to lead the believer away from evil to righteousnes~.'~ Through 

a program of specific steps. Keswick followers practiced self-sumender to the exclusive work of a 

sovereign God in justifying humanity, releasing the sou1 from sin. and empowering the believer to a life 

of purely "spiritual" perfe~tion.'~' Like the Plymouth Brethren, then. the Keswick movement 

emphasized an exclusive supematuralism. 

The emphasis of the Plymouth Brethren and Keswick movements on human corruption and God's 

sovereignty held geatest attraction for conscrvatives in the Calvinist tradition, particularly Presbyterians 

and Baptists.'" Their assertion of Biblical authority. and their Baconian method of Biblical 

interpretation, also brought them into an uncasy alliancc with Princetonian theologians like Charles and 

Alexander Archibaid Hodge. Employing Scottish Common Sense epistemology and the Baconian method, 

the Princetonim clairneci a scientific theology which rested on the inerrant data of Scripture and revealed 

the supernaturai and etemal mind of God.lo7 As Sandeen put it. ".. the Princeton scholars thought of 

theology f?om above. from God's point of view, and used the past as though it shared God's attributes 

""Sandeen, 178- 180. 

'Tor a more extensive treatment, see Marsden. Fundamen~~lism and Arnerican Culture, 72-80. 

'OSee. for example. Marsden, Fundamentalism and Arnerican Culture, 46.60, 72-74. 
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and was in no way tarnished by time or fashioned by the cosmos ...."los For the Princetonians. the Bible 

and theology were forms of the supernatural intervention into the world of a sovereign God, 

The cross-currents of these proto-fundamentalist movements were most effectively joined in the 

work of evangelists like the Arnencan Presbyterian Dwight L. Moody, who during the 1 880's sponsored 

such organizations as the Nomeld Bible Conferences, the Student Volunteer Movement. and the China 

Mission. Though Moody's comrnitrnent to evangelistic missions rejected Darby's exclusivism, his 

promotion of rnillennial and Keswick ideas and Biblical prophecy reflected his pessimism about modern 

industrial so~ ie ty . '~  In his missions to the urban masses, Moody focused on evangelizing individuals. 

calling betievers out frorn a corrupt world and rescuing lost souk to a heavenly destiny. As he declared 

in his most farnous revivalist speech, the world was a wrecked vesse1 and the gospel was a life-raft for 

saving fiom that world as many souk as possible until the second advent of Christ and God's final 

destruction of the world in j~dgement."~ 

By the 1890's these forms of proto-fundarnentalism seemed to offer a reaiistic, coherent defense 

of evangeticalisrn against critical science and the sçemingly demoralizing structures of urban-industriai 

society. Institutions such as Moody's Northf~eld Conferences and the Niagara Bible Conferences, held 

annually from 1883 to 1897 at Niagara-on-the-Lake. brought together both American and Canadian 

consemative evangelicais. Canadian Presbyterians and Baptists were especially active in the latter, with 

the brothers James and David Inglis, from Ottawa and Galt, and Robert Cameron. a Baptist from 

Brantford, serving as members of the Niagara Conference cxecutive. Other Canadian participants included 

Henry M. Parsons, who moved from the Presbyterian rninistry in Buffalo to Knox Presbyterian Church 

in Toronto during the 1880's; Thomas Wardrope, a Presbyterian clergyman; William Stewart, principal 

'OBSandeen, 125. 

'*Sandeen, 75. 

"Qwight L. Mwdy,  "The Retum of Our Lord," in McLoughlin, 180-185. Also Sandeen, 162-171. 
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of the Toronto Bible Training School; Maurice S. Baldwin. the evangelical Anglican bishop of Huron; 

and Elmore Harris of Walmer Road Baprist Church in   or ont o."' As Sandeen notes, proto- 

fundamentalist conferences, Bible institutes, and the informal creeds which grew out of  them provided a 

t rdenomina t iona i  home for those who shared a belief in human depravity and God's sovereignty, a 

Baconian and literal reading of Bible, and prernillenniai views of history. 

Though in many ways conservative, the proto-fundmentalist movement was a distinctly modem 

response to the problern of the relationship betweèn spirituai and natural reality, or between Gd's 

Kingdom and history. for it was defined especially by its reaction against progressive rnodemism.'12 

According to Doug Frank, though proto-fundamentalists emphasized divine initiative in judgement and 

grace, their understanding of the relations between God and the world retained the long-established 

evangelical duality of spirit and nature. In abstracting spiritual life from the suuctured context of the 

world, Frank argues. they also reduced God's sovereignty and redemption from cosrnic to merely 

occasional significance."' Meanwhile. their undcrstanding of spirituality was similar to Romantic views 

of Christ and salvation: if Christ's work was the expression of God's eternai rnind, then the real change 

of redemption occurred not in Christ's historic atonement. but in the knowlcdge and rnind of be~ievers.~" 

Finally. while their emphasis on supematuraiism assured proto-fundamentalists that God's transcendent 

control of history was on thcir sidc. it dso absolved evangclicals from the difficult responsibility of 

transforming the modem critical sciences and Uie çoniplcx structures of urban-industrial s ~ c i e t ~ . ~ "  

"'Marsden defines the fundamentalist movement primariIy in terms of its militant reaction against modemism. - 
Marsden. Fundamentdism and Amrrican Culture, 5-6. 

"4Bebbington. Evangelicdism in Modern Brirain. 93. 

"S~rank, 115-123. 
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Roto-fundmentaiists thus began to answer the problem of history by separating spiritual and naturd 

realities, and by surrendering, at l e s t  temporarily, the Protestant assumption of responsibility for shaping 

Canadian culture. 

Because they both sought to defend evangelical claims to spiritual reality. and ais0 to a scientific 

apologetic, and a miIIennial concern with God's Kingdom. the di fferences between progressives and proto- 

hdarnentalists were seldom explicit during the nineteenth century. Consequently. as Phyllis Airhart 

argues, the differences in their responses to the new order of urban-industriai society and modern critical 

thought would not Iead to a decisive parting of ways between progressive and proto-fundamentalist 

conceptions of the Kingdom of God until the twentieîh century.""hen differences did appear. 

however, most leading Canadian evangelicals preferred progressive evangelicalism rather than proto- 

fundamentalism. Alrcady in the 1870's clergymen-scholars like E. H. Dewart and Nathanael Burwash 

began to wam Methoâists against the evangelistic innovations of Plymouth Brethren missionaries that 

began to appear in southcm Ontario. As Airhart argues, though Burwash was suspicious of the romantic 

Calvinism of progressives, he was even more wary of what he saw as the Calvinistic deteninism in the 

Keswick and Plymouth Brethren emphases on passive reliance on God's etecting initiative in 

regeneration.'" Indecd proto-fundamentalists and progressives differed profoundly on the relation of 

spiritual and temporal-stnrctural reality: Moody's emphasis on saving souk and his repudiation of efforts 

to "Christianize" society was in striking contrast to Wesley's ernphasis on striving for perfection, and to 

Grant's cal1 to practical preaching and implementing îhe Kingdom of God on earth. 

Faced with the proto-fundamentalist alternative. most Canadian evangeliçals, including 

traditionalist Methodists like Burwash, turned with greatcr sympathy to reverent criticism and a progressive 

L16~hyllis D. Airhari, Servinp the Present Age: Revivdism, Proeressivism, and the Methodist Tradition in Canada 
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1992)' 118-127. 

"'See espcially Phyllis D. Airhart, "'What Must I Do To Be Saved?' Two Paths to Evangelical Conversion 
in Late Victorian Canada." Church Historv, September 1990. 372-85. 
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agenda of social action and reform."' As Airhart shows. progessivism was consistent with the 

traditionai evangelicai emphasis on sanctified and activist perfection, and was suggested aiready in the late 

nineteenth century cal1 by revivalists like James Fiesher BIand and James Henderson to spiritual 

conversion and anive obedien~e."~ By the h m  of the century a new generation of Young, educated 

Methodists like Salem Bland and Samuel Dwight Chown came to share the progressive moral vision of 

history. Meanwhile, the rising generation of Presbyterians also turned to progressive fonns of 

evangelicalism Sirnilar to George M. Grant, clergymen-scholars like Thomas B. Kilpatrick, John G. 

Shearer, George Pidgeon, Alfred Gandier, Robert A, Faiconer, and James A. Macdonald were trained in 

the idealism of John and Edward Caird, John Watson, or George Paxton Young, and in the moderate 

historical criticism of George Adam Smith or the liberal theology of Adolf von Harnack. As Brian Fraser 

notes, they identified the essentiai truth of Christ as a moral spirit to be worked out progressively by 

infusing morality into social relations, and to that end they became leading Presbyterian advocates of urban 

settlernent houses. social reform, and corporate Liberaiism during the early 1900*~.~ '~ 

Despite this apparent uiumph among Canadian evangeticals by the turn of the century, progressive 

evangelicalism carried with it a nagging crisis of cenainty. On the suength of personal ideaIism and 

Scottish "reverent critical" theology, Grant had claimed by the 1890's that the views of Strauss and Bauer 

had been defeated. that revercnt criticism had triurnphed and the historicity of Jaus had been assured, and 

bat theology had enterai an age of reconstruction on the basis of historical facts."' Neverîheless, his 

1'8~irhart, SeMng the Present Ape, 132-6. 
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work also hinted at the emergence of the modem historicist dilemma When one critic warned that Grant 

had surrendered too much of the Bible's authority, Grant responded mat inspiration was not so much a 

matter of formai propositions or imperfect temporal fonns, but a subjective experience of spiritual light 

conveyed through the medium of the ~ i b 1 e . l ~  In an example of modern histoncai self-consciousness. 

he stated elsewhere that man had no access to a non-historicai or transcendent standard by which to 

rneasue spirituai mth; the only available standard was the reverent use of modem experience and 

scientific methods, which could be taken as the gift of God to the modem worId for the progress of man's 

spiritual education.'" Grant's response to the question of cenainty thus confirmai the primacy of 

subjective spiritual experience and modem consciousness. and look the modem "canons of universal 

judgement" as the standard of divine ~ u t h . ' ~ ~  Utimately. that method relativized historicai events as 

mere fonns which were reducible to spiritual principles, while at the same he asserted a modernist 

confidence in contemporary consciousness.125 Dy this subjective standard. the distinction between myth 

and event was a blurry one indeed. 

III. The Triumph and Tensions of Progressive EvangeIicalism 

By the early 1900's progressive evangclicais vigorously assurned responsibility for shaping an historical 

"Christendom" by Iaunching a host of campaigns to reform Canadian society, with the result that they had 

considerably greater impact on Canadian society than did proto-fundamentalists. Those efforts were 

immediately evident in the development of new church programs in the early 1900's. such as the shift 

'"NAC. Grant Papcrs, Vol. 5 .  S. Macdonald to G. M. Grant. May 7. 1879. quoted in Cook, 18. See dso Grant 
Papen, "Inspiration," 40. 
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among Methodists from c1ass meetings aimed at evoking conversion expenences to "religious education" 

prograrns aimed at nurtunng children to "grow up a Christian," and the orgmization of church cornmittees 

like the Methodist Church's Board of Moral Reform in 1902."~ Such cornmittees were pressed into 

organization by local and lay movements, like the Women's Christian Temperance Union, that advocated 

a variety of moral reforms, including temperance, sabbatarianism, senlement houses, urban missions, 

Mechanics Institutes. public hygiene and sanitation, and child welfare. 

These efforts at practical reform to shape the social order were reinforced by developments in the 

church-established colleges. Building on their prior cornmitment to the sciences in the service of moral 

improvement, the colleges began to develop departments in the social sciences and professional technical 

programs, and at the sarne tirne increasingly took on the German idcal of the research university. Under 

Grant's tenure as principal from 1877 to 1902. for example, Queen's College developed technical 

professional prograrns Iike the School of Mining and Engineering, and social science departments such 

as a Political Economy department separated fmm Moral Philosophy and headed by Adam Shortt.12' 

These curricular changes coincided with broader changes in the organization of the college and 

university system. Beginning in 1890, church rdated colIeges like Victoria, Knox, and Wycliffe were 

affiiiated with the University of Toronto. Also, those coIleges were separated From direct control by the 

churches, while church-related seminaries remained affiliated with the "secularized" univer~ities.'~" 

Though in different ways, these developments had similar aims and assurnptions, namely the pursuit of 

objective and free scientific inquiry, yet under the spiritual influence of theology and moral philosophy. 

As A. B. McKillop notes, until the turn of the century the collcges and their increasingly specialized 

'36Airbart, Servinn the ksent Ane, 121; Allen, 11-12; and Kiesekarnp, 295. 
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disciplines remained under the aegis of idealist philosophy and the classical humanist curriculum, and were 

expected to serve the purpose of moral educaiion for which Protestants had founded Canadian 

uni~ersities.'~~ In the short-term. these institutional changes. dong wilh conferences like the Que-en's 

Theologicai Alurnni Conference organized by Grant, enabled the idealist and progressive moral philosophy 

to flourish across denominational boundaries. 

In the early twentietti century. the broad vision of building God's Kingdom in society gained 

momentum as Canadian Protestants of al1 stripes took up the campaign of social reform. The ultimate 

symbol of the common reform cause was the first national Social Service Congess held in Ottawa in 

March 19 14. Sponsored by the Presbyterian and Methodist churches and chaired jointIy by J. G. Shearer, 

secretary of the Presbyterian Church's Board of Moral and Social Reform, and T. A. Moore, secretary of 

the Methodist Church's Department of Moral and Social Reform, the Congress brought together clergymen 

like A. E. Smith and Charles W. Gordon. agarian politicians like W. C. Good and E. C. Dniry, labor 

leaders like James Simpson. and medical and social science professionals like J.  J. Kelso, in an attempt 

to respond to social problems and to infuse Christian ideals into social relations.'30 

In their efforts to reforrn social relations, progressive èvangclicals contributed to a significant shift 

from mid-nineteenth century individualism to a new corporate liberalisrn that assumed that mord 

improvement could only be achieved in community by mordizing social reiati~ns.'~' Despite this shift 

in social theory. however, they continued to identify the coming of God's Kingdom with the progress of 

liberal Anglo-Protestant culture. In their formal scholarship, new political-econornists Iike Adam Shortt 

assumed a liberal view of society and economics that sought to alleviate the excesses of industrial- 

'"A. B. McKillop, Contours of Canadian Thoupht (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1987). 86. 
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capitaüsm without challenging its basic s m i c t ~ r e s . ~ ~ ~  More broadly. Anglo-Protestant evangeücais 

continued to afirrn the British constitution as the mode1 reconciliation of universal mord authority and 

individual moral freedom. D. M. Gordon of Presbyterian Collcge in Halifax, for example, considered that 

"the British Empire is today the rnightiest earthly influence making for the advancement of the Kingdom 

of God arnong men."'33 And G. M. Grant declared the British Empire to be a world-wide civilizing and 

Christianizing force, and indeed the most potent manifestation of God's Kingdom on eanh.lY 

When progressive evangeticals spoke of Christianizing Canadian society and evangelizing the 

growing flood of immigrants, then, they implied aIso fhat non-Anglo Saxon immigrants were to be 

converted to citizenship in the British liberal political-economy, and to Anglo-Protestant conceptions of 

moral purity like temperance and thrift.13' In urging nippon for Christianinizing European immigrants. 

S. D. Chown held up the spectre of barharization: "Shall the hordes of Southern Europe overrun our 

country as the Huns and Vandais did the Roman ~ r n p i r e ? " ' ~ ~  For Chown, Christianizing Canadian 

society was equivalent to uphoIding the British social order. Indced. advocates of church union. initiated 

formally in 1902, argued for a national church that would institutionalize a common mord order to 

complement the state and enable a more efficient preservation of a national Chri~tianity.'~' 

13'S. E. D. S hortt, The Search for an Ideal (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1976). 106- 16; Doug Owram, 
The Government Genention: Canadiam Intellectuds and the State. 190el945 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
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Chown's reference to the threat of barbarisrn reveaIed a striking sirnilarity between progressive 

evangelicals and fourth century church fathers iike Origen. Eusebius of Ceasaraea, and Jerome, al1 of 

whom welcomed the alliance of Christianity and the Constmtinian e~tablishment.'~' 'The peace of 

Christian Rome, they had claimed, confirmeci ihe church's ecumenical unity and the universal claims of 

God's Kingdom, and signalled God's providential favour upon Rome as the e m y  vesse1 of God's etemal 

and spirituai Kingdom. Similarly, modem evangelicai reformers identifieci the progress of civilization with 

the history of the British empire and with God's favour. In their Kantian version of organic duaiisrn of 

spiritual and naturaï reality t h t  echoed the neo-Platonism of the fourth-century fathers, progressive 

evangelicais regarded the British empire as the stmctured ernbodiment of the moral ideal of G d ' s  

Kingdom. 

For the Constantinians, however, the Kingdom was spiritual and ultimately transcendent; the 

Empire could not finally be confused with the church and its apocalyptic destiny, and pagan moraiity still 

rernained subject to the scrutiny of soverrign. divine standards.13g In contrast. nineteenth century 

progressive evangelicals had largely abandoned any eschritological tension except that between p s t  and 

future. And despite their daim to Biblicaï principles for social relations. their historical interpretation of 

the Bible meant that sanctified modem consciousness, rnoreso than the witness of the Bible, was the nom 

for social relations. Grant, for example. claimed to follow, not the "crude niorality" of the Old Testament, 

but the mode1 of the prophets who "took their stand on the great facts embedded in their history, and 

appealed to the rnost deeply-rooted convictions of Ihe nation.""' Every nation had its own divine 

mission, the idcals to which its citizens rnust "on no account be faIse." Thus Grant's historical method 

'38~aroslav Pelikan. The Excellent Empire; The Fall of Rome and the Triumph of the Church (San Francisco: 
Harper and Row. 1987). 72-74. See also Bebbington. Patterns in History, 53-54; and R. G. C o l l i n g w ~  The Idea 
of History N e w  York: Oxford University Prcss, 1956). 51. 

"?elikan. The Excel Ient Empire, 2 1-25. 46-48. 

"Gran& The Religions of the World. 161: "Fractical Preaching," 18-19. 
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appeded to, rafher than transformed contemporary consciousness, and affmed the moral order of 

historkal tradition. Though meant to be a double-edged gospel which declared the presence of God's rule 

in the world and his judgement against pagan society, practical preaching was a historicized version of 

the moral govenunent view of history, and was easily reduced to aflïrming the established beneficence 

of Anglo-Protestant middïe-class civilization rather than proclaiming divine judgement and transformation 

of consciousness and culture. 

Despite the apparent triumph of progressive social reform. however, earl y twentieth-century 

progressivism also reflected undcrcurrcnts of a growing urgency and tension in its clairn to locate and 

realize a divine reality in history. As David Marshall shows, Protestant clergy in the early 1900's 

expressed increasing concern about the "secularizing" trends of modem life that threatened evangekaiisrn 

and the hope of Christianizing Car~ada.'~' Modem urban society provided a variety of distractions and 

alternative social networks, such as theatres. sporting clubs, department stores, music halls, and labour 

organizations. that competed with the church t'or the attention of mass society. As the pluralism and 

consumerism of urban life coincided with declining active church membership in the early 1900's. 

Protestant clergy began to regard the distractions of urban life as signs of secularization and worldliness, 

and as threats to Christian worship and fellowship. And when court decisions stnick down Sabbath 

legislation in the early 1900's. followed by new legislation in 1906 that professed not to restrict fiee 

leisure activities, they feared that the hopes of a Christian social order were being compromised. 

In response to these challenges, many progressive evangelical clergy attempted to incorporate the 

new forrns and appeals of urban life into the modem church. Their use of drama and theatre in church 

worship, auditorium-style church architecture, and the fictionai "Christian" novel perfected by Charles W. 

Gordon (Ralph Connor). al1 appealed to a modem, urban society. Indeed, it was the urgency of meeting 

"'David B. Marshail, Secularizinp the Faith; Canadian Protcst;uit Clerrv and the Crisis of Belief, 1850-1940 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), ch. 5. UnIess otherwise noted, this and the following paragraph is 
summarized from Marshall, ch. 5 .  
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the dernands of mas society that reinforceci progressives' concem to promote a "social" gospel, to found 

labour churches, to initiate talks for church union, and to excise "abstract" theologicai doctrine from their 

message in favour of a "practicaI" identification of religion with life.'" As Marshall emphasizes, this 

accommodation in form also embodied a modem idealized. Liberal interpretation of the meaning of 

Christianity.'" The narrative and dramatic style of noveiists like Gordon. for example. portraye. sin. 

not as "innate depravity." but as the result of immoral behaviour and an unhealthy environment that could 

be rectified by moral ideaiism and rnuscular Christianity. No less so, as we shall see, social gospellers 

like Salem Bland reduced Christianity to an ethic of brotherhood that rninimized personal sin and 

redemption. The fact that the proposed 1908 Basis of Union for church union abandoned Nathanael 

Burwash's earfier insistence on the requirement of individual conversion experience highlighted the 

departure of progressive evangelicalism from early Victorian conceptions of sin and regeneration?" 

Throughout thcse efforts was an undercucrent of anxiety that Christianity was becoming 

marginalized from Canadian society. Amid thc variety of modern appeals for Christianity, furthemore, 

some Protestants also began to wonder whetfier prograsivism was itseIf contributing to a diminished 

gospel by minimizing sin and the need of redemption through a unique. supematural Christ. In 1906 one 

observer criticized young pastors whose preaching seemed preoccu pied with ps ychology and phi losophy 

of religion, but lacked the clear preaching of a gospel of sin and salvation aimed at convers i~n. '~~ And 

in 191 1. William B. Creighton. the progressive editor of the Christian Guardian. warned of growing 

indifference to the church by "good men" who smrned no longer to believe that participation in the church 

Id2See ais0 Christie and Gauvrcau. A Full-Orbed Christianity, 4-5. 

143~arshall, Secu1,arizing the Faith, 144. 

'u~arguerite Van Die, An EvangeIicaJ Mind: Nathanael Bunvaîh and the Methodist Tradition in Canada. 1839- 
19 18 (Montreai: MaiIl-Queen's University kcss, 1989). 33. - 

'"E. R. Richards. "A Sermon Taster's Refiections," Christian Gunrdian (CG) (Septcrnber 9. 1908). 8-9. 
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was needed in order to be good.'* Again in April 1914. Creighton noted declining church and class- 

meeting participation and concluded that "experimental religion has decidedly de~reased."'~~ 

Implicit in these concems, and woven throughout the urgent appeais to modern society. was a 

growing crisis of certainty whether progressive evangelicaiisrn and its reverent criticism couId effectively 

disclose a distinct spiri tua1 reali t y that could support the theologicai reconstruction and tram formi ng gospel 

that George M. Grant had anticipated. Aiready before World War 1, different interpretations of the gospel 

that the tirnes demanded began to polarize evangeiicals and fray the strands of organic dualism that were 

central to the progressive synthesis of spiritual and historical-structural r~ality.'~' 

This disintegrating polarization was evident in rencwed disputes dwing 1909 and 1910 about the 

teaching of historical criticism in Baptist and Methodist colkges. The objection brought by Elmore Harris, 

pastor of Toronto's Walrner Road Baptist Church, against Isaac G. Matthews of McMaster CoIlege for 

teaching negative çriticism of the Old Testament was simply disrnissed by the Ontario and Quebec Baptist 

Convention of 1910.i49 The case of George Jackson of Victoria College. however. was more protracted. 

Jackson was an English Methodist who came to Toronto's Sherbourne Street Methodist church in 1906, 

and began lecturing in English Bible at Victoria CoIlege in 1908. In a lecture at the YMCA in Toronto. 

he commended the views of Hermann Gunkel. whose The Le~ends of Genesis (1901) used Iiterary form- 

criticism to interpret Genesis as a mythological account comparable to other Babylonian creation myths. 

Jackson urged Christians to abandon a literal interpreiation of Gencsis as both inaccurate and harmfùl to 

'&ed. William B. Crcighron]. "The Present lndifference to the Church." a (October 4. 19 1 1). 6. 

147 ed. William B. Creighton], "The Signs of the Times," CCJ (April 8, 1914), 6. See a h  editorials "Sunday 
Moming's Empty Pews," (Decembcr 10, 19 13). 5:  "Leaving the Church," a (December 24, 19 13). 5. 

'48Marshall, Sec~I~uizinp the Faith, 145. 

'49Clark H. Pinnock, "The Madernist impulse at McMaster University. 1887-1927," in Bnptkts in Canada, Search 
for Identitv Amid Diversith larold K. Zeman. ed. (Burlington: Welch. 1980), 197-99. 



the cause of Christianity arnong modem thinkers.lS 

Fearing that Jackson's "negative" criticism undermined confidence in the Bible, Albert Carman, 

the aging CO-superintendent general of the Methodist church, brought heresy charges against him fust to 

Victoria College, and ultimately to the 1910 General Conference of the Methodist Church Throtigh 

Nathanael Burwash's mediation, the 19 10 General Council resolved Jackson's case, like the earlier heresy 

cases of the Methodist George Workman and the Presbyterian D. I. Macilonneil. by a compromise that 

confi ied the church's belief in Christ as Savior and the infallibility of God's Word but Iefk policy 

regarding use of ihe critical method in the hands of the col~ege.'~' Victoria College. in turn. settled on 

the dismissai of Jackson. and on a rcsolution which granted professors the right to kee pursuit of "true" 

inquiry, provided that they displayed a vital personal relationship to Christ and adhered to the Bible and 

the doctrinal standards of the church. and that their pubtic lectures and preaching present only positive 

critical conclusions that "manifest more fully the spiritual power and the Divine tmth of the Holy 

S~riptures."'~~ 

Herein lay the cmx of the growing dilçmma for progressive evangelicalism. Though both Tom 

Sinclair-Faulkner and Michael Gaumeau argue that the resolution of the Jackson case irnplicd a distinction 

between critical scholarship and the practical pastoral n& of preaching, and between the academy and 

the lay membership of the church.'" it might better be seen as an rttempted compromise bctween the 

pdes of progessivism and proto-fundarncntalisrn. In fact, the critical scholarship and "up-to-date 

' Y o m  Sinclair-Faulkner, "Theory divided from pnctice: The inuoduction of the higher aiticism into Canadian 
Protestant seminaries," Studies in Religion, 10 / 3 (Summer, 1981), 328-30. 

"Qiioted in Sinclair-Faulkner. 335. 

15'Sinc~air-~aulkner, 343: Michael Gauvreau. The Evangelical Century, 233-244. Sinclair-FauUcner and 
Gauvreau give differing versions of this distinction. According to Sinclair-Fauikner, the resoIution of Jackson's case 
indicares rhat modern evangelicals had subordinated theologi& refiection U> practicai piety and morality. According 
to Gauvreau, by contnst, the case showed tbat thcology had bcen confmed CO the academy as a spcialized academic 
discipline apart from the life of the congregaiion and preaching for conversion. 
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rnethoâs" of Victoria faculty were supported by the leading Protestant laymen like N. W. Rowell, Chester 

Massey. and Joseph Flavelle. who were Regents of Victoria College. '" Meanwhile opposition to 

Jackson came part1 y from preachers who were the primary articulators of the church's theology. Thus the 

Jackson controversy was not a conflict between the academy and lay-members of the Methodist. Ratfier, 

Jackson had b e n  caught in an increasingly polarized debate between radical progressives and more 

conservative evangelicals, both of whom had corne to question the delicate balance of Kantian reverent 

criticism. 

On the face of it, the attack on Jackson was surprising. As he indicated several years Iater, 

Jackson was committed to rnoderately progressive Christian piety and to preaching that would make 

Christianity relevant to the "modem mind." His aim in preaching. he clainied, was to commend 

Chnstianity to the consçiousness of the college-educated. scientific. and practical-minded people - the new 

urban professional middle class -- who were interested primarily in the moral significance and the practical 

consequences of beiief.lS5 Indeed his own acceptance of Christianity. Jackson confessed, was made 

possible by a view of the Bible that was liberated from a literal reading of the Old Testament, yet 

preserved an inspired vision of God in Christ. Citing A. E. Garvie. the leading British advocate of the 

virws of Alhrecht Riischl. lackson offered a solution to that demand in a liheral theology and reverent 

cntical method in which the tmth of Jesus cornniendcd itself to conscience. and therefor could not obiige 

believers to accept primitive beliefs in the BiblicaI story that offended the conscience. To the contrary, 

he declared. Christianity was first of al1 ethical: it was "at bottom a method of goodness; it is God's way 

of making men good." Moreover, he believed that scientific study of the facts of the Bible would discover 

the spiritual life of a unique Person who was the very source of "virtue-making power."'16 The task of 

'YSinclair-Fau~kner. 322, 341. 

'55George Jackson, The Prencher and the Modem Mind (London: Charles H. Kelly. 1912). 42. 

lSbJackson, 47, 55. 
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preaching was to disclose that Person so as to open the world of conscience to the unseen eternal world 

of divine spirit, and thus to "make the spiritual real to men [and] open for them a window towards the sky, 

a door into the infinite."'n 

Jackson's affirmation of a personal, spirituai relationship between humans and God, and the role 

of Jesus in manifesting that relationship, suggested that his was a relatively moderate use of "reverent 

criticism" that was shared. îhough perfiaps more discreetly, by his colleagues at Victoria, as welI a s  by 

leading Presbyterian theologians like William Jordan and Ernest F. Scott of Queen's Theological College, 

and Alexander R. Gordon of Presbyterian College in Montreal. A11 of these incorporated into their early 

twentieth century scholarship the fonn-criticisrn developed by Gunkel and Johannes Weiss, in the belief 

that it was among the Iatest "canons of modern science" and could only aid in the discovery of spiritual 

t r~ th . "~  By 1909, however. the carefully balanced "supernatural naturalism" on which reverent criticism 

rested had corne into question from both radical progressives and militant hindamentalists. 

The radically progressive side of this debate includcd well-known social gospellers like Salem 

Bland, James S. Woodsworth, and Alfred E. Smith, who advocated what Blmd iater called a "new 

Christianity" tfiat interpreted God's Kingdom in terms of the structures and consciousness of historical 

society. The son of James Fletcher Bland, Salem Bland began his career dunng the 1880's as a Methodist 

preacher in the circuit of industrial towns in the Kingston region. Here he promoted moral reforms such 

as sabbatarianism and temperance, and cultivated a long education in theology and philosophy at Queen's. 

In 1903 he moved to Winnipeg to becorne professor of church history and New Testament exegesis at 

Wesley ColIege until his dismissal in 1917. While there he became deeply involved in the labour and 

in Jackson, 77. 

'SsGauvreau, The Evanpelical Ccnt ury, 230-34. 
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agrarian movements that were centered in ~innipeg.'" Woodswonh. son of the western Canadian 

Methodist evangelist James Shaver Woodsworth, spent two years as an ordinand on the Methodist mission 

circuit in western Canada Following studies at Wesley College, Victoria College, and Oxford University, 

and with some uncertainty about his vocation, he helped to found Al1 People's Mission in imer city 

Winnipeg. and served as its leading pastor frorn 1907 to 1913.1M Smith began his career in 1888 as a 

factory worker and Methodist lay evangelist in Hamilton, and in 1890 was recruited by James Woodsworth 

for the western Canadian mission fields. M e r  theological studies at Wesley College, Smith returned to 

the mission fields for five years. and in 1910 becanie pastor at McDougall Mernoria1 Church in what Cook 

calls "slum-ridden nom ~innipeg." '~ '  

In one form or another. al1 three were traincd in the progressive evangeiicalism of the late 

nineteenth century. including the moral perfectionism and optimistic rnillennialism of Henry Flesher Bland 

and James Shaver Woodsworth, and the influence of Kantian and Hegelian idealism at Queen's, Victoria, 

and Wesley c o ~ l e g e s . ~ ~ ~  Their emphasis on the coming of God's Kingdom on earth, the organic relation 

of spiritual and material reality, and the necessity of working out the spint of Jesus in concrete and 

practical social relations were stock ideas of the Queen's ethos. Indeed, BIand called himself "a disciple 

of ~ r a n t , " ' ~ ~  and William Irvinr's description of religion, piven in 1920. virtually reiterated thc views 

of Grant: 

This kind of religion cannot be kept out of politics. Being inseparable from life it 
permeates its every department, and extcnds the domain of the sacred to what have been 

'wchard Allen. "Introduction." in Salem Bbd The New Christirinitv (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1973 [1920]), xvü-xviii. 

'60Cook, 215-216. See ais0 Kenneth McNaught. A Prophet in Politics: a Biography of J. S. Wtmdsworth 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1959). 

'aAllen, "Introduction," xv. 



called material things. The line between the sacred and the secular is king rubbed out. 
This does not mean that everything is becoming secular; on the contrary, everything is 
bec0 mi ng sacred. " lu 

Likewise. Woodsworth's activities at Al1 People's Mission Church in Winnipeg, were devoted to what 

Grant would have considered "practicai prea~hing." '~~ Instead of teaching traditional Protestant doctrine 

and fostering a denominational identity, Woodsworth focused on public education, eliminating vice, and 

advocating the concerns of the working class and immigrants. For Woodsworth and others, these activities 

were identical with the spiritual reality and meaning of religion. 

In many respects, then, their prograsive gospel was the application and extension of Grant's 

practical preaching. But their interpretation of the re1ationsh.i~ between Christ and history had also been 

shaped by their encounter with the late-nineteenth century cross-currents of historicized Hegelian idedism. 

pragmatism. and positivist socid science that were taken up in the eariy 1900's by prominent Protestant 

philosophers and social scientists, among them John Watson at Queen's Coilege and George Blcwett at 

Victoria College. 

By the tum of the century, Watson and Blewett had developed an Hegelian interpretation of 

Christianity similar to R. J. Campbell's controversial version of The New Theolopy (1907)? 

Campbell. the Congregationalist prcacher at City Temple in London. England, claimed thai Jesus was not 

uniquely divine. but that Deity and humanity were essentially one. Latcr, hc also argued that Christianity 

was about furthering the Kingdom of God on earth in a socialist order.'" Like Campbell, Watson and 

Blewett had developed an Hegelian synthesis of spiritual and naturai reality which interpreted the divine 

"William Inrine. The Farmrrs in Politics. Reginald Wbioker, cd.. (Toronto: McCleUand and Stewart. 1976 
[1920]), 53. 

' " ~ c ~ a u g h ~  A Pmiihet in Politics, 4 0 4 .  As McNaught pub i t  Woodswonh's activities were more "secular" 
than "religious." 

'66Welch. Protestant Thought in the Nineteenth Centurv. Vol. 2: 1870-1914, 226. 

'67Bebbington, Evangelicaiism in Modern Brictin, 198-9. 
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rational principle of the Kingdom of God as king progressively manifested in concrete social structures 

through the dialectic process of history. This Hegelian vision, however. also meant that no particular 

historical event stood out as a unique work of a transcendent divinity. In 1908, Watson criticized even 

Ritschi's Kantian attempt to distinguish nature and spirit, and to isolate an essential kernel of 

Chri~tianity.'~' The idea of Christianity. Watson argued. was in al1 ages related to its historical context. 

and the attempt to reuieve a primitive Christianity merely would aspire to its lowest, rather than its most 

deveIoped form. Ritschl's project was therefore an evasion of the participation of Christianity in historical 

development and "the reign of law," and of the more urgent question of what form Christianity that should 

take in the modem world. 

The relativizing impact of this hisroricism paralleled developments in European and Amencan 

scholarship, and especially the crisis of the search for the historical Jesus symbolized by Albert 

Schweitzer's famous study of The Ouest of the Historical Jesus (1906). Based on comparative literary 

criticism, Schweitzer concluded that Jesus' teaching was inseparable from his mistaken Jewish Messianism. 

and that modem claims to the historical Jesus simply imposed contemporq liberal thought on a distant 

historicai figure to sanctify itself. The historical "Jcsus of Nazareth who preached the ethic of the 

Kingdom of God, who founded the Kingdom of Hcavcn upon earth. and died to give His work its final 

consecration," Schweitzer claimed, "never had any existence. He is a figure designed by rationaiism, 

endowed with life by liberalism. and clothed by modem theology in an historical garb."lw Schweitzer 

thus turned historical criticism not only upon the Bible, but upon modem consciousness itself, 

simultaneously returning Jesus to his own time and denying thc ability of critical science to discover 

absolute tmth in hstorical structures. Christ and modern consciousness were each products of their own 

I 66 John Waison, "Christianiiy and History," Queen's Qucuteriy (0) 15, 3 (Januay-March, 1908), 163-175. 

'6PAlberc Schweitzer, The Q o f  2nd Ed. (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1968 
119101). 396. 
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historicai context. As if to emphasize his fragmentation of tiistorical reaiity and transcendent spirinial 

truth, Schweitzer offered in place of the historical Jesus the mystical spirit of Christ that transcendeci a11 

time and place.'" 

Like Schweitzer, Canadian idealists during the early 1900's explicitly abandoned evangelical 

claims to Iocate a metaphysicaf, absolute tnith in the historicai past. panicularly in a uniquely divine 

tiistorical Jesus. Watson's rejection of "primitive" f o m  in favour of present and future forms of "spintual 

reality" demonstrated this historicism. His replies in 1914 to the searching questions of Presbyterian 

Sunday School teacher J. M. Grant indicate even more clearly the parting of ways between his Hegelian 

idealism and moderatcly progressive reverent criticism. For Watson, like R. J. Campbell, Jesus 

represented a universal prinçipk, namely the " 'fundamentai identity of the nature of man with the nature 

of ~od."'~' '  Apainst such a universal principle. clairns to Jesus' unique divinity and sacrifice for sin 

were irrational. In comrnents to J. S. Woodsworth, BIewett Likewise professed to accept the new 

"paganism" which separated ethical principles from the historical  esu us.'^ In a "modernist" tum from 

history, Blewen argued that the problems of the historical Jesus and Biblical authority were supersedeci 

by the promise of a rationalized religion and the graduai realization of a future "far-off divine event" 

Ideaiists like Watson and Blewett thus moved bcyond the impasse of histoncal criticism with a 

sacralized historicism in which the eschatological tension of the coming of God's Kingdom was no longer 

between God and the world, but between past and future. Instead of the historical Jesus, they placed their 

hope in the immanent. rational teleology of the historical process as a whole, and focused, not on an 

originai God-given order or decisive historical events of redemption. but on the present and future 

realization of rational unity. 

"Welch, 161-63. 

" '~c~ i l lop ,  A Disciplineci Intelligence, 212-16. 

"?McKilIop. A Disciplii~ed Intelligence, 223. 
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The h I l  impact of histoncism, however, culminateci in a repudiation even of the absolutist 

metaphysic of idealisrn in the positivism and empincism of the emerging social sciences. The historical 

religions school of Ernile Durkheim, Ernst Troeltsch, and Max Weber, for example, interpreted religions 

as nahual historical phenomena and identified their essentiai features by how they functioned in particular 

societies. Notably, Ernst Troeltsch's articulation of the unifonnitarian method rejected the possibility of 

a normative Christian view of reality, or of a universal truth in the historical lesus."' Since history 

could oniy be studied critically and from within by analogy to one's present experience and consciousness, 

no past event was allowed to stand out as  miraculous or a uniquely divine reality. And since al1 thinking 

was histoncally conditioned, no theoiogy or philosophy could d a i m  to possess universal truth. At b a t ,  

according to Troeltsch. Christianity was tme "for us," insofar as it functioned as part of contemporary 

consciousness and society. 

William James's works, The Will to Believe (1897) and The Varieties of Reliaious Experience 

( 1902). similarly reflected the historicizing of id~disrn."~ In his "radical rmpiricism" James studied 

religion baxd strictly on the reports of belief, judging their tmth by how thcy influenced social behaviour. 

James ihus assumed the inherent "right" to rdigious belief, but relativized claims to the reality of its 

object. According to James, consciousness could not be linked with the Infinite, for it was located entirely 

within the inescapable matrix of historical and natural processes, where it functioned to assimilate 

expçriencc in order to reconstruct man's natural and social environment. In contrast to theoiogical and 

philosophical clairns to mctaphysicai reality, James' pragmatism provideci a new view of truth as 

something in the making, accomplished through the ongoing procas of experience. With James. as John 

Passmore notes, modem thought turned from belief in a universal order given by a transcendent God to 
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an emphasis on the experience of life and to freedom and relativism in the rnidst of natural p r o c e ~ ~ e ~ . ' ~ '  

By the 1900's, as McKillop notes. the shift from metaphysical idealism to positivism and 

pragmatism was evident in the new social sciences and the disintegration of the university curriculum in 

Canadian univer~ities."~ While the explosion of knowledge and the emergence of increasingly 

specidized and isolated deparunents conuibuted to this disintegration, this disintegration also reflected the 

decIine of the idealist metaphysic and evangelical belief in spintual reality that once had unified the 

college curriculum, Already in 1875. after his appointment to the chair of mathematics and physics at the 

University of Toronto, James Loudon had argued mat the role of the "scientific teacher" was not "to 

reconcile scientific theory with mctaphysical or religious opinion", but rather "to investigate facts, to draw 

legitimate inferences, and declare them CO the world to be accepted or refuse& upon their ments.ln 

Loudon thus demonstrated the separation of scientific inquiry from the providentiaiist assumptions and 

the apologetic function of science in the mid-nineteenth century. 

This trend of closing scientific inquiry to rnetaphysical beliefs also emerged in the new social 

sciences with the appointment of Adam Shortt to a new chair of Political-Economy at Queen's. and 

William Ashley to a sirnilar position at University of Toronto, both in 1888. Along with their successors 

Oscar D. Skelton (1907) and James Mavor (1 892), these scholars transformai moral philosophy into a 

"positive science" of social relations."* Their ideaiist training was reflected in their insistence that social 

relations sprang from the individual wiIl and therefore depended on moral responsibility. and in their 

'76M~Killop. Contours of Clanadian Thoupht, 86. 
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assumption that politics and economics must be devoted to a common mord good. In their method, 

however, they rejected both classical liberal rationaiism and i&alist speculation in favour of an historical 

rnethod which sought the patterns and laws of social relations through the inductive study of past relations. 

Assurning that progress depended on individual moral consciousness and the pursuit of enlightened self- 

interest, they defended the basic structures of democratic capitaiism while hoping to mitigate its effects 

through education and the scientific regulation of society by the state. Along with progressive 

evangelicais, they thus advocated the ernerging corporate liberaiism that would dorninate twentieth century 

Canadian political-economy, but as they did so they shifted the grounds for thaî corporate liberalism from 

rnetaphysical idealism and evangelical moralism to empiricisrn and pragmatism. 

Ideaiist philosophers like Watson and Blewett responded to the new currents of pragmatism and 

positivism in a variety of ways. In a 1905 article, for example, Watson defended idealism and criticized 

both pragmatism and the personal idealism of A. S. Pringle-Pattison as attempts to return to a Kantian 

separation of theoretical knowledge of natural law from practicai reason and moral freed~rn."~ While 

conceding, like British idealists F. H. Bradley and Bernard Bosanquet, that the finite mind could not 

comprehend the totality of the Absolute, Watson argued that the solution to the b i t  of knowledge was 

not the arbitrary Kantian separation of spirit and nature, but a "teleoIogical point of view" -- a rational 

faith that the universe is ordered, intelligible, and progrssing to unity of consciousness and universal 

law.lBO In subsquent critiques of the logical inconsisiencies of pragmatism. Watson would reiterate his 

idealist faith: "Faiih in the goodness of the universe, and in the solubility of the problern of evil, is of 

the very essence of rcligi~n.""~ 

'?oh Watson. "Hurnanism." Qa 13, 2 (October 1905). 106-126. 

'"John Watson, "Some Remarks on Radical Empiricism," Qa 18.2 (October 19 10- 1 1 ), 1 19. See also Watson's 
review of William Caldwell's Pra~matism and Idealism (Toronto, 1913) in '*Pragrnatism and Idealism," QQ, 21, 4 
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While Watson defended idealism, others integrated historicized idealism and the social sciences 

more fulIy by Iocating the pnnciple of the divine Kingdom in the concrete stmctures of contemporary life. 

As McKiIlop shows, George BIewett considered social analysis to be simply the practical side of studying 

consciousness in its concrete expressions and social forms. and accordingly welcorned conternporary 

sociolo@cai analysis.'" George Brett, appointed as Blewett's successor in 1912. attempteû to integrate 

the new currents of empincism and psitivism into idealism in his three-volume major opus on Historv 

of Psycholoay (1912-21). Brett drew on William Wrede's neo-Kantian view that philosophy could not 

claim knowledge of a transcendent Absolute, but only knowledge of contextuaiized particular 

manifestations of Reason. He also absorbed James's radical empiricism, especially in treating philosophy 

empirically as the history of consciousness. and including in that history not only reason and will, but also 

emotional and social influences. Through the application of critical reason, consciousness itself was now 

integrated into the structures and processes of nature. At McGill University, rneanwhile, William 

Caldwell, professor of moral philosophy, also attempted to integrate idralism with James' pragmatisrn in 

order to confront absuact consciousness with the test of reality. According to Caldwell. education must 

include the social sciences so as to enable people to interpret and adjust to their sociaI environment, but 

it also must be informcd by history and moral philosophy in ordcr to fully understand and evaluate that 

environment.ln Finally, James Mark Baldwin. appointed to the Philosophy department at University 

of Toronto. brought to Canada Wilhelm Wundt's physiological treatment of consciousness and the 

translation of philosophy into the discipline of psy~hology.~" In this new generation of scholars can 

be seen the end of rnetaphysical idealism and the submersion of human consciousness itself within the 

rnatrix of the natural, historia1 process. 

'%cKillop. A Disciplined Intelligence. 223. 

'mWilliam Caldwell, Prarrnatism and Idealism (Toronto: Macmillan, 1913). See also Shore, 33-36. 

184 McKillop, Contours of Clamadian Thoupht, 90-92. 
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Radical progressives like BIand and Woodsworth fo1Iowe.d the paîh of Blewen. if in more practical 

than academic terms, of combining historicized idealism and positivist social science in order to locate 

the moral principles of Christianity in concrete social relations. To be sure, Wooâsworth continued to 

profess faith in God as a "personal" guide and a moral inspiration, but his anxious selfdoubt concerning 

what he believed about Christ and his rejection of theology testify at least to his disillusionment with 

claims to a uniquely divine reality in christ.'* Even more explicitly, Bland, like Blewen and Watson. 

assumed that historicd criticism had discredited much of the Bible, and consequentiy he dispensecl with 

issues of Biblicd authority and the historical Jcsus. and rejected what he thought were irrational 

supernatural clairns about  esu us.'^^ For Bland, Jesus represented a pnnciple that was universal and 

immanent, and thus not dependent on a uniquely divine Christ. Though he declareci in The New 

Christianity (1920) that the core of Christianity was devotion to Jesus, Bland interpreted this as devotion 

to the universal principle of brotherhood which Jesus had discovered, embodied, and planted in 

Christianity.'" 

In the belief that Christianity was a spirit of brotherhood that was being realized in concrete social 

reIations, radical progressives began to identify the church and the Kingdom of God with new movements 

for democratic socidism. Already in 1906. Bland identifieci Christianity with the triumph of public 

utilities on the grounds that public ownership was "an essentiai part of the kingdom of God on earth. It 

meant the substitution of co-operation for c~rnpetition."'~' And in his 1913 "Programme of Social 

Reform," Woodsworth portrayai reform of the social environment to provide "a healthful , happy, human 

life" as "the first principle of brotherhood, the Christian ideal reduced to its irreducible minimum." adding 

'BsChristie and Gauvreau, A Full-Orkd Chnstianitv, 9-14. 

'=Sec Gauweau, The Evanpelical Century, 2 4 2 4 .  

'?hIern Bland. The New Chnstianity, 23. 

'eMcKillop, Coniourr< lû6. 
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that whatever principle or spirit found expression in such brotherhood "points to the Christian Church the 

luminous pathway to her glorious goal. the Kingdom of God on exth.'" The Kingdom of God, and 

therefore the identity of Christianity, were thus linked with socialism and the rising labour movement. 

Salvation, for such radical progressives, consisted in the reconstitution of social structures, 

particularly in the construction of a social demonacy which assureci community control of economy and 

secured healthy, happy Me for all. As Presbyterian rninister S. S. Craig put it: 

'The only sufficient apology for the existence of the church today is that it gets God's 
will done on earth ... The desideratum to be arrived at in the new apologetic is not how 
to meet the infidelity of a few learned men. but how the inherent forces of Chnstianity 
may be made immediately effective in delivering the masses from industrial slavery, in 
the purification of plitics. in the redemption of man socially, in the harmonization of al1 
m e  human interests, in the perfect correlation of al1 rights and duties, in the realization 
of the Kingdom of God on Earth.'" 

For these radical progressives. tmth was not a matter of defining a metaphysical reality. but more 

pragmatically lay in changing the world. Radical progressives thus had corne to interpret Chnstianity in 

terms of the realization of God's immanent Kingdom on earrh through a revolution of social relations. 

They would attempt to preserve the liberal idealist tradition by upholding belief in a rational and moral 

universal order, in the ability of reason to apprehend and realize that order, and in a democratic social 

order predicated on the rationality, freedom. and ultimate mord value of persons. 

Since they insisted on the prcsence and manifestation of spiritual principles in historical smctures. 

the "new Christianity" of radical progressives was not entirely a secularizcd repudiation of divine 

autfiority. Nor had they yet abandoned the maidine Protestant church. Rather, their work can b a t  be 

s e n  as carrying progressive evangclicalism to its most radical modernist end. More insistently than 

moderate progressives like T. Albert Moore. Charles W. Gordon. and Samuel Dwight Chown they 

IgPj. S. WOOdSwoRh, "A R o g m m e  of Social Reform." a (August 27. 1913). 9. 

S. Craig. "The Church and the Money Question." Knox Collene Monthly and Presbyterian Ma~azine 19 
(January, 1896)' quotcd in Cook, 194. 
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chailenged what they saw as the traditional and otherworldly identification of religion with theoIogy in 

favour of actively working out the moral spirit of Christ in Iife and s~ciety. '~'  By the early 1900's. they 

were stmggling to work out the meaning of the gospel among urban working classes and nual immigrants 

for whom the established liberal morai order offered Iittle hope of progress or a coming millennium, and 

for whom the theological problems of modem criticism seemed to have Little meaning. Their pastoral 

concern came to focus instead on the demands of profound social changes and the need of a gospel that 

would transform not just personal spiritual life, but the social structures that bound workers and 

immigrants to poverty and powerlessness. Thcir single-rnindcd pursuit of these concerns. and their 

rejection of theology, the traditional church, and Biblical claims to the unique acts God in Christ. 

constituted a revolutionary break from both the authority of the historical pst and the progressive hope 

of identifying a uniquely divine reality objectified in history. Their idealizcd and historicized Christianity. 

like that of Blewett and Watson, proclairned what Richard Allen calls their "liberation from the tyranny 

of their traditions."'" And in place of objective historical verifkations of spiritual reality, they claimed 

a present subjective consciousness of a universai spirit which man himself was obliged, and free. to 

manifest in the Cuture transformation of social 

The vocal presence of radical progressives in the mainline churches and colleges at leas until 

World War 1 also becarne the occasion for proto-fundamentalists to raise their own questions about 

progressive evangelicalisrn and the project of reverent historical criticism. This criticism was evident in 

the vcry diffçrent responsc to R. J. Campbell's The New Theolorrv given by T. B. Kilpatrick of Knox 

College, who himself was a moderate progressive trained in the Kantian idealism and reverent criticism 

- - - - - - - - - 

'"Christie and Gauvrcau. A Full-Omed Christianitv, 8-12. 

'93~urkhard Kiesekamp. "Christendom. Nationalism and the Fate of the Nineteenth Century Evangelical 
Consensus." Acadiensis, XXV. 1 (Auturnn 1993, 138. 
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of nineteenth-cenfury Scottish theology, but who was more sympathetic to personal idealism rather than 

an historicized Hegelian idealism or positivisrn.'" After nodding appreciation of Campbell's intent to 

vindicate spiritual values to a world increasingly indifferent to "religion," Kilpatrick argued mat 

Campbell's interpretation of the relationship between God, man, and Christ was not based on the Bible, 

nor was it distinctly Christian theology. Rather, Campbell had imposed a speculative Hegelian "monistic 

idealism" on such Biblical doctrine. as the personhood of God. sin. the divinity of Christ, and 

substitutionary atonement, In conuast to Campbell's "Hellenistic" speculation, Kilpatrick urged that the 

truths of Christianity must strirt "not from a philosophy. but from the permanent historic facts of Christian 

religious experience. ""' 
Kilpatrick's review was part of a growing crescendo of warnings about the ultimatc results o f  

progressivisrn and modern critical scholarship. The perceived dangers of radical progressivism. in tum. 

also becarne the occasion for reaction from proto-fundamentalists that ultimately was turned against 

George Jackson. despite his rclatively moderate views. 

B y the earIy twcntieth century, the loose alliance of "proto- fundarnentaIistsW in Canada included 

proniinent clergymen-scholars in the mainline churches like William Caven and his successor as principal 

of Knox College, William McLaren, who were noteâ defenders of Presbyterian doctrine; traditional 

Methodist evangelicals like Albert Carman; Baptists such as Elmore Harris and T. T. Shields; and the 

dispensational prernillennialist William Aberhart. Caven. as well as W. H. Griffith Thomas and Dyson 

Hague of the evangelical Wycliffe College, al1 would contribute to volumes of The Fundamentals affer 

1 P<T. B. Kilpakick, "R. J. Campbell and 'The New Theology."' The Reshyterisn (April 18. 1907). 489-92. For 
Further on Kilpaüick, see Fraser. The Social Uplifters, 31-2. 

'%lpauick, "R. J. Campbell and 'The New Theology.'" 492. 
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1910.'" Although a comprehensive smciy of the fundamentalia movement would warrant a separate 

study, what is of interest here is their challenge of progressive attempts to relate Christ and history, and 

their response to what îhey regarded as the impasse of historicai criticism. 

One of the main concerns of fundamentaiists was their affirmation of the authority of the Bible 

by asserting its "factuality" over against historicist denids of the unique revelation of a supernatural God. 

To challenge that threat. they appealed to the early nineteenth cenniry Baconian method of science. Albert 

Carman, for example, saw in Jackson's negation of a literai Genesis the skepticism of radical 

rn~dernism.'~' Carman championed the inductive method and an understanding of the Bible as factual 

data that ail could understand if read wiîhout speculative bias. From Carman's view-point, historical 

crïticism like that of Jackson undermined the literal rcliabiïity of Scripture and threatened to leave nothing 

but clouded uncertainty. 

This concern with Biblical authority was closely related to hndamentalists' insistence on the 

historicai Jesus as the "factual," reai intervention of a supernatural God into the world and historical 

experience. In a Içtter to Nathanaet Burwash in 1909, C. A. Jones, a Methodist preacher from London, 

Ontario, warned that radical modernists were undermining Christian faith in the gospel. The Biblical 

narrative must be accepted as a whoIe, he urgd. for "[ilf those narratives [in the Pentateuch] are not 

history, neither is the story of the Incarnation and the resurrection of Jesus Chri~t."'~' Similarly, in 

waming the 1910 General Council of the Methodist Church of the dangers of "higher criticism," F. W. 

Winter, a lay representative from Toronto, declarcd his belief "in Jcsus Christ as the divine Son of God, 

'%William Caven, "The Testimony of Christ to the Old Testament," The Funciamen~~ls, Vol. IV (Chicago: 
Tatimony Publishing Company, n.d.[1910-141); Prof. W. H. Griffith Thomas, "Old Testament Ctiticism and New 
Testament Christianity," and Rev. Dyson Hague. "The Doctrinal Valuc of the First Chapters of Genesis," 'J& 
Fundamenfais, Vol. VI11 (Chicago: Testi~nony Publishing Company, n.d.[ 19 10- 141). 

'*Gauvreau, The Evannelical Century, 24 1-42. 

19a Quoted in Gauvrcau, The Evmgelical Centurv, 245. 
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but as the highm critics teach about Him He is no Saviour at all. These higher critics base their arguments 

on baseless assumptions. Their teachings are shipwrecking me faith of h~nûreds."'~ As Gauvreau has 

shown, evcn moderate "constnictive" historical criticisrn had become suspect to preachers like Rev. I. N. 

Maclean, of Manitoba. who cornplained to profasor A. B. Baird of Manitoba Coliege that such criticism 

seemed 

to consist in stoppinq before the Majestic Figure of Christ and refusing to yield up faith 
in Him - a faith for which the old fashioned view of the Bible is largely responsibIe. In 
other words the constnictiveness consists in a refusa1 to be a party to the dernolition of 
every thing Divine in the Bible. Loeic scarcelv warrants this refusal. OnIy Christian 
experience d o s .  That is practically the only authoritative asset the preacher does 
c ~ a i r n . ~ ~ ~  

To thse conservative evangelicals, the historicist results of reverent criticism seerned headed down the 

slippery slope of denying the whole authority of the Bible, and thus the divine reality of Christ himself. 

For fundanientalists, furthermore, the "fact" of Christ was important as God's unilaterai solution 

for a world grown increasingly compt. In contrast to optimistic progressives who claimed God's spiritual 

presence in the world and in human consciousness, fundarnentalists were i ncreasingl y s keptical that 

progressive middle class Canadian culture manifested the corning of God's Kingdom. Carman's criticism 

of the wealthy and progressive busincssmen who supported progressivisrn at Victoria College is well- 

kn~wn.~" Carman was a traditional Methodist evangelical committed to the demands of spintual 

regeneration and moral perfection. From his perspective. as Cook shows. the growing wealth and comfort 

of the middle class, at the expense of an oppressed labour class, indicated growing materialism and 

conuption rather than the progress of God's Kingdom. Modern Biblical criticism on1y weakened the 

strictures of the Bible so as not to discornfort the middle class, and thus further undermined the moral 

- -  - -  - 

'T. W. Winter, E, (September 14, 1910), 9. quoted in Sinclair-Fauher, 332. 

2 w ~ o t e d  in Gauvreau, The Evaneelicai Century, 248. 

20'Sinclair-Faulkner. 323. 
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order during the social crisis of the turn of the ~entury . '~  Without rejecting the liberal moral order of 

the nineteenth century, Carman had come to regard Canadian culture as in decline, and also to question 

the participation of evangelicai Protestantism in the Canadian establishment. 

An even more radical repudiation of historical progress was evident in the growth of dispensational 

premillennialism, especially following the publication of C. 1. Scofield's Reference Bible in 1909. Already 

in 1906 William Aberhart, after he was refused entry to Knox College, began his correspondence courses 

with Scofield, who was the leading American expositor of John Nelson Darby's dispensationalism?' 

Aberhart began to teach while living in Brantford, and especially after his move to Calgary in 19 11. After 

turbulent relations as a Bible teacher in Presbyterian, Mettiodist, and Baptist churches. Aberhart founded 

his own Calgary Prophetic Bible Confcrence in  1918, through which he would exercise enormous 

influence in Alberta. Aberhart's affiliation with Scofield suggests that he had moved far from the 

progressive evmgelical mainstream. 

Despite the wide variety of their views. proto-fundamcntalists genera1Iy regarded the historicity 

of Christ, the authority of the Bible, and also the regenerating work of God's spirit as essential elements 

of God's supernaturai intervention into history to bring saivation to a world in decline. These concerns 

were aptIy highlighted in The Presbyterian's publication of several articles by the Princetonian Presbyterian 

I. Grescham Machen during 19 13.'& As Machen noted. modernist Christianity had separated religion 

from the historical reality of Christ, and especiaily his supernahm1 chruacter and work, and had reduced 

Christianity merely to human culture. Machen's response to this "secularization" was to reassert a 

'03~oseph D. Ban. "T. C. Douglas and W. Akrhart. A Cornparison of their Theological Premises and 
Social Perspectives," in Costly Vision. Thc Baptist Pilgrimaee in Canada, Jarol:! K. Zeman, ed. 
(Burlington, Ontario: Welch, 1988). 7 1-73. 

"J. Grescham Machen, "Christianity and Culture," The Preshyterian (February 27. 1913). 268-70. 
See a later installment in March 6. 1913, 300-302. For further discussion of Machen. see George 
Marsden, Understanding Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), ch. 7. 
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theology that recognizd the sovereignty of a God who acts decisively and supernaturally in history, 

especially through Christ. "Christianity," he declared, "is the procIamation of an historical fact -- that 

Jesus Christ rose from the dead." Without that fact, Christianity would be meaningless and incredible. 

As his colleague, Benjamin Warfield, argued in his articles in the Harvard Theolonical Review dwing 

1912. modernist attempts to recover the historical Jesus had rninimized his supernaturd nature and works. 

Without Christ and the Cross. WarfieId asked. why proclaim  esu us?'^^ 

For fundamentalists, the stakes in the battIc over historicai criticism were high, for they involved 

the reality of God's supernaturd work in Christ that fundamentalists took to be the heart of the gospel. 

Their appeai to a Baconian rnethod of Biblical intcrpretation to minimize the historicist problematic of 

herrneneutics. as Marsden notes, was a uniquely modcm response to the modern impasse of histoncal 

cn t i~ i sm. '~  Though it returned. ironically, to the origins of modern criticism. proto-hindamentalists 

hoped that this Baconianism would restore a self-authenticating revelation of God and the gospel of divine 

intervention in history in the miracle of the Incarnation. 

In contrast to radical progressives whose historicism Ied them to abandon the historical Jesus, 

fundamentalists now claimed an inerrant, decontextualized Bible and miraculous events acts like the 

Incarnation and regeneration by the Holy Spirit to distinguish the spirit from historical reaiity, and to assert 

a transcendent Cod and the experience of a unique. miraculous spintuai redity. According to George R. 

Roberts. editor of the Canadian Baptist during the early 1900's. Christian socialism was not wrong, but 

misplaced the problcrn in society. The natural laws of society like supply and demand could not be 

205~enjamin Warfield. "The Essence of Christianity and the Cross of Christ." Harvard Theoloeical 
Review, 7, 4 (October 1914), 594. 

2%usden, Fundanicntal ism and Arnerican Culture. 3. 
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changed: rather uansformation must begin wiîh regeneration of the ind iv id~a l .~  This distinction also 

meant that, in conuast to the idealist and sociological critique of Canadian society by radical progressives, 

fundarnentalists offered an essentiaily pietist critique of Canadian society that focused on the individuai's 

need of supernaturd regeneration- Consequently, they gave relatively linle attention to the structured 

entanglement of Protestants in Canada's liberal culture. Indeed, some seemed to take Adam Smith's 

theory of "natural law of supply and demand" for ganted, thereby leaving the participation of Protestants 

in Canada's liberal establishment unchallenged. Even more than the Ritschlians whom Watson criticized, 

the emerging fundamentalist rnovement dissociated Christ. and the significance of redemption. from 

historical structures. 

Though they dissociated evangelical tàith and the "facts" of divine intervention from Canadian 

culture, fundamentaiists also rernained within the mainline churches prior to WorId War 1. Though the 

proto-fundamentalist movement initially provided alternative "homes" for conservative opinion in the 

various conferences, Bible Institutes. and pu biications Li ke The FundamentaIs. it was increasingly 

factionaiized after 1900 as dispensational premillenniaiists like C. 1. Scofield came to dorninate the 

movement, and as prernillennialists themselves divided into pre- and pst-uibulationist splinters that 

broupht an end to the Niagara Coderences in 1901.'~' Such divisions also indicated the failure of the 

Baconian melhod to guarantee a singular and inerrant reading of ~cripture. '~ A 1 t h O u g h s O m e 

Canadians. like Shields and Aberhart. would join the pst-war fundamentalist withdrawal fiom established 

Canadian institutions, many conservative evangelicals would be reticent to do su. Consemative Methodists 

2 m ~ .  S. Moir. "The Canadian Baptist and the Social Gospel Movement, 1879-1914," Baptists in 
Canada; Search for Identity Amid Diversity. JaroId K. Zeman, ed. (Burlington. Ontario: Welch, 1980). 
153. 

208Emest Sandeen, The Roots of Fundamental ism: British and American Mi Ilenarianism 1 800- 1930 
(Grand Ra@ds, Mich.: Eerdrnans, 1980 [1970]). 189-207; Douglas Frank, Less Than Conquerors; How 
Evanpelicals Entered the Twentieth Century (Grand Rapids: Eerdrnans, 1986). 67. 
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like Carman and Bwwash long suspected the fatalism of Keswick and dispensational premillennial thought 

in the proto-fiindamentaList movement, while conservative Calvinists such as Caven and McLaren who 

drew on a long Presbyterian tradition of Biblical exegesis and systematic theology showed, like J. 

Grescham Machen, little inclination to dispensational premillennialism. Moreover, conservative 

evangelicais had not yet given up the battle for the mainline Canadian churches. Burwash's temporary 

success in preserving Wesley's standards in the Methodist Church until 1908, Carnian's apparent triumph 

in forcing the dismissal of George Jackson and George Workrnan from Victoria College, and the fact that 

debates about church union were still in flux, may have given hope for reclaiming the broader mainsueam 

of modem evangelical Protestantism. 

Both the new Christianity and the nascent fundamentalist movement presented serious challenges 

to the progressive evangelical hope of Christendom. Their claims either to level history into a uniform. 

if spiritualized process, or to appeal to a super-natural divine reaiity, questioned progressive claims to 

locate a uniquely divine spiritual reality within historical experience and natural structures. Their 

conflicting criticisms, meanwhile. threatened to fragment and polarize the Canadian Protestant comrnunity, 

and so unravel the prospect of a united Christendom. Indeed. their arguments challenged the progressive 

identification of God's Kingdom with the cstablished Canadian socid order. thereby calling into question 

Protestants' entanslement in the c3stablishe.d Canadian social order. But at the same time. their separation 

of a uniquely divine Cfirist and history by denying one or the other of rhis relationship, tended to promote, 

each in their own way, the secularization of Canadian culture. 

IV. Progressives and the Problem of Spiritual Reality 

The pressures of the earty twentieth century phced progressive evangelicals like Jackson and his 

colleagues on the defensive already before World War 1. Despite the outpouring of social reform 

movements, the focus of progressive evangelical scholars was subtly shified from George M. Grant's 
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expansive claim that religion encompassed al1 of "secular" life, to an increasingly defensive effort to 

identiw a distinct spintual reality in experience. Though not worked out systematically until after World 

War, this was the root of a resugent neo-Kantian apologetic, similar to those of Albrecht Ritschl and 

Adolf von Harnack, and of such British scholars as H. R. Mackintosh. A. M. Fairbairn, and A. S. Pnngle- 

Pattison, that sought to preserve a criticai affirmation of a distinct spirituai reality in experience by 

identiqing the spiritual with the unique personality of both God and humans. 

Despite their efforts at the outset of the twentieth century to relate the spirit of Christ to modern 

life. within a decade some progressives began to warn against the results of radical progressivism. T. B. 

Kilpatrick's critique of Campbell's Hegelian Christianity, noted above, was one example of a moderate, 

Kantian suspicion that historicized Hegelianism was not distinctly Christian. Similarly, S. D. Chown, who 

in the previous decade had become a vocal advocate a "social" gospel, as well as secretary of the 

Methodist Church's Department of Temperance and Social Reform, now began to question whether social 

reform and appeais ta moral and religious sentiment were really distinctively Christian or fostered belief 

in the supernaturd reality of Christianity. In his 19 12 Genercil Conference Address, he warned that 

modem trends were turning people's attention away from the deity and death of Christ to his personality 

and teaching. and away from the supematural toward the nat~ral."~ As Marshall notes, though he did 

not repudiate the social dimensions of the gospel, Chown, as well as others like Alfred Gandier, the new 

principal of Knox College, and George Pidgeon. doubtcd that Christian socid renewal could corne apart 

from recognition of the unique divinity and work of Christ and worship of an unseen God. 

With similar concerns to preserve claims to this distinct divine reaiity. theologians like William 

Jordan and Ernest F. Scott, both of Queen's College, re-assened a neo-Kantian distinction between 

spiritual reality and nature in order to resist the turn in scholarship to historicized idealisrn and positivism. 

In Canada. most çlergy-theologians had long resisted Heplian monisrn. George M. Grant and John 

21%iirshall, Secularizing the Faith. 152. 
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Watson worked together at Queen's College for many years on the basis of a vaguely common Kantian 

philosophy and a cornmon belief that the divine was present in the phenomenal world. But their alliance 

was tenuous: while Grant useû Kant to affmn the reality of God as a distinct king and u s  presence in 

experience, especially in a unique, revealed Christ, Watson moved increasingly toward a Hegelian 

understanding of God as abstract universal Reason, and of religion as part of the naturalized process 

whereby consciousness gained union with universal ~eason."' Through the 1890's more traditional 

evangelicals like B w a s h  eschewed the Hegelian theories of Watson and Victoria College's own George 

Blewett, and instead used Borden Parker Bowne's The PhiIosophy of Theism (1 870) to descnbe religion 

as a uniquely personal relationship between humanity and the Infinite Go&12 And when Blewett and 

Watson each. during the early 1900's. formulated Hegelian treatments of religion in terms of the process 

of consciousness redizing its unity with divine reason, the response of moderate progressives was 

circumspect. William Jordan, Professor of Old Testament Theology at Queen's. citai Blewett and Watson 

approvingly for their treatment of religion as the realization of spirituai intuition, and even Nathanael 

Burwash appreciated BIewett 's defense of spiritual religion. But they also rejected the historicized idealist 

reduction of Christianity to a stage in a logical evolutionary process. For thern. Christianity remained a 

relationship between the distinct ''persons" of God and man as revealed in the unique historical  esu us."^ 

Accordingly. Jordan and Scott continucd to defend scientific criticism of the Bible. but with a 

renewed emphasis on the experience of a distinct spiritual reality. In his Biblical Criticism and Modem 

Thoueht (I909), Jordan maintained that scientific inquiry was the prerequisite to theology and to ctairns 

of inspiration. for "literary and historical questions" came first in Biblical interpretation: "that is, you must 

2 1 1 ~ c ~ l l o p .  A Disciplined Intelligence. 189- 19 1. 207-208. 

2'2~auvreau, The Evan~elical Century, 273-74. 

"william Jordan ''Theological Literature." QQ. 20. 3 (January 19 12- 13). 3 12. 3 18. See also 
McKillop, A Disciplined Intelligence, 2 10-2 16. 
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piace your picture as close as possible to its proper age, if its features, some of which are now dim and 

antique, are to yield their fùll meaning. Then you c m  draw rich results to quicken theology and inspire 

the religious life of your own time."*14 Jordan thus affirmeci the primacy of critical science for 

disciosing the kernel of religious mth. In an article in The Presbyterian in late 1909. arnid growing 

debate on historical criticism in the Methodist Church, he again defended historicai criticism and chided 

those who feared the loss of spiritual reality and Biblical authority. Inspiration, he argued, came in 

personal experiences, namely those of the writers and the readers of the Bible, not in the Biblical words 

or doctrinal forms. What the Bible and religious history showed, therefore, was "the gradua1 and partial 

illumination of persons, whose experience of moral spiritual tnith, that is to Say. of God, becomes broader 

and deeper than that of other men. and who lhereby become prophets or teachers of humanity.""' 

Religion was essentidly a direct intuition of spiritual reality that coutd be distinguished From the matrix 

of natural experience. And the Bible was the titerary story of the spiritual experience and education of 

Israel, to be held up as a mode1 for the spiritual education of ai1 humanity. 

By 1910. howcver, Jordan and Scott began to defend the uniqueness of spiritual experience and 

the rightful place of theology in the academy against the growth of rationalism and positivist empiricism. 

According to Jordan. the claims of empiricai science to explain the whole mystery of life were overstated, 

for the natural explanation of "a partkular process" was not. he cIaimed. "the banishment of God from 

that ~phe re . "~ '~  Meanwhile. he and Scott welcomed Queen's' tradition of preserving a role for theology 

in the university where. as at Union Seminary and Chicago Divinity School. it might participate in the 

214~i l l iam Jordan, Biblical Criticism and Modern Thouaht, or, The Place of the Old Testament in the 
life of today (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, f 9O9), 41. 

21w[illiam] G. Jordan. "Criticism and Revelation." n i e  Presbyterian (December 30. 1909). 750-75 1. 
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wider domain of sciences and belong to the same modem scientific atmo~phere.~~' 

In his 1909 inaugural addrzss at Queen's. Scott elaborated on the place of theology arnong the 

sciences. Theology was a legitimate science, but with its own unique object. for it was "the science that 

occupies itself with God, and the human soul. and the moral law. and the ultirnate purpose and meaning 

of life.""' Theology's task was to "gauge the i ~ e r  forces" and answer the inherent wonder. the "sense 

of the mystery at the h m  of al1 things," that rnoved the religious instinct and which Iay at the root of 

human activity. In that project, however, theology must abandon its claim to be queen of the sciences and 

admit Free inquiry to ail the disciplines. In fact. it must "sit at the feet" of the newer sciences and absorb 

their conclusions. to help theology distinguish "between the essential things of religion and the mere 

wrappings and sur~ iva l s . "~~~ 

Like Harnack's The Essence of Christianity (190 1). Jordan and Scott attempted to use the latest 

methods of historical criticisrn to pcel back the husks of historically relative phenornena to reveal the 

essential spiritual core of ~hristianity.~'~ While accepting Gunkel's thmry that the Genesis story was 

related to Babylonian mythology. Jordan maintaincd that Genesis reflccted a unique spiritual experience: 

"[hlowever rnuch Israel might be dependent on Babylon in matters of history and science. religiously she 

was free and independent -- that is, her prophets and leaders had a clear. strong message of their 

o ~ n . " * ~ ~  Likewise. Scott accepted Weiss's argument that the gospel interpretations of Iesus were filtered 

through Jewish Messianism. though he argued bat Weiss had exaggerated the influence of Iewish 

eschatology. and that the historicai Jesus was stilI distinguishable from the apcdypticism of the gospels. 

 ordan dan. "Theological Literature." 306. 

'18~rnest F. Scott. "The Place of Theology." QQ 16. 3 (January-March. 1909). 210. 

2'g~cott. "me Place of Theology." 209- 10. 

22%elch, 146- 150. 

22L~ordan, Biblical Criticism and Modem Thoupht. 128. 
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The historically relative and composite features of Christianity, Scott claimed. were secondary to "the 

essentiai originality of Chnstianity," which he claimed "is steadi1y asserting itself."" 

Despite this hope, the assured results promiseci by proponents of reverent criticism rernained 

fnistratingly elusive by the early 1900's. Against impatient atternpts to construct new theologies, Jordan 

pleaded in his 1909 arîicle that the time for theological restaternent had not yet arrivai. In part, he 

suggested, the barriers to reconsuucting a positive theology were due to the uncertain results of literary 

and scientific investigations? In the mean-rime. Jordan and Scott had assumed a method thai began 

from critical consciousness. and that could appeal finally to subjective authority. Like Jordan, Scott began 

his defence of theology tiom the premise of a "rcligious instinct." While conviction of its inspirai 

authority rnust follow critical examination, the Bible could have significance only by building on the 

experience and spiritual sensitivity of the reader. "New truth," Scott wmed. "can only be taught to the 

ignorant by building upon a basis of experience alrcady there. and enlarging if.""' The crucial question 

in interpreting the Bible writers, Jordan addcd, was whcther conternporary readers believed their 

experience was due to the manifestation of a Divine Person. or mereIy to their own discovery of ideas by 

natural causes. Ultimately, the standard of spirituai m t h  lay within the spintual consciousness and 

cornrnunity of faith of the contemporary reader. 

As Car1 Braaten notes, the atternpt to constnict a revcrcnt historical criticism did not lead to a 

renewed confidence in the reality of God's acts in creation and redemption as recounted in Scripture; 

instead, it "fossilizt=d the Biblical message" by treating it as a story of spiritual experience and, in the 

interminable task of "peeling the onion" of historicity, dispensed with historicity of much of the Bible 

22%mest F. Scott. " m e  Present Position of New Testament Theology." Harvard Theoloaical Review, 
6, 1 (January 191 3). 72-73. 

223~ordan. "Criticism and Revelation." 750-75 1. 

224~cott. "The Present Position of New Testament Theology." 72-73. 
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while giving Little hope of miving at an objective and irreducible spintual essence of the gospel." For 

progressives, the essence of Christianity was a spiritual, moral impulse and power. While claiming that 

this spiritual power was to be found within experience and human natwe in accordance with criticai 

scientific inquiry, progressive evangelicals also had begun to emphasize that it was in some sense more 

than natural and historicai structures. Herein, however, lay the dilemma that would occupy "modem" 

progressive evangelicais through the twentieth century: how, from a modem criticaI perspective, could 

one peel through the layers of human nature and historical culture to arrive at a distinctly divine and 

transforming spiritual reality? Put another way, how could "modem" man speak of a God who was other 

than himself and who was not reducible to the temporal, natural world? From this problematic, twentieth- 

century progressive evangelicals embarked upon a renewed. and markedly modem, search for spirituai 

reality. 

The appeal of Jordan and Scott to a neo-Kantian apologetic for "religion" baseci on moral 

consciousness wouId receive systematic philosophical defense in the works of William Morgan and John 

Baillie dunng the 1920's, thereby sustaining the tradition of Kantian idealism arnong maidine Canadian 

Protestants. Nevertheless, its use after 1900 may be seen as a defcnsive retreat from an earlier confident 

identity of the whole of stmctured reality with an inimancnt divine spirit. In the course of their retreat, 

apologists for progressive evangelicalism anxiously searched for a spiritual reaiity in experience, but in 

doing so they now emphasized the distinction between spirituai and natural realities. In doing so, they 

laid daim to a unique realm of moral freedorn for human and divine personality, but also conceded much 

of the stmctured worid of nature and history to a secondary realm of merely natural processes 

di fferentiated from spiritual reali ty. 

WhiIe Jordan, Scott, and also Jackson tried to praervri the Kantian balance of reverent criticism. 

* % u l  E. Braaten. New Directions in Thcolopy Today. Volume II; History and Hemeneutics 
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1966), 25. 
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other progressive evangelicals also would tum to pragrnatism, thereby paraIleiing the work of philosophm 

Like George Blewett and William Caldwell. In their search for spirituai reality, preachers like Burwash 

and Chown temporarily appealed to James' radical empiricism to assert -dom of the human will against 

naturai detenninism, and to claim the reality of spiritual experience and the validiiy of religion? The 

turn to prapatism was made more formally in the affiliation of Cmdian churches with the Religious 

Education Association (REA). which was based at the University of Chicago and was founded in 1903 

by the modernist evangelical George Coe to provide a progressive alternative to the Internationai Sunday 

School Association that was linked to Dwight Moody's Bible Institutes. As Brian Fraser notes, prominent 

Canadian Presbyterians Iike Robert Falconer. T. B. Kilpatrick. John C. McFadyen. and George Pidgeon 

were aitracted to the progressive approach of the REA.'~' And in 1912. the Presbyterian General 

Assernbly appointed a Commission on Religious Education to cultivate connections with that association 

for the purpose of fostering an appreciation of religion in modem so~iety.*~' 

The results of this affiliation, however, were ambiguous. In keeping with the Cornmission's 

purpose, Faiconer, Kilpatrick, Pidgeon, and R, D. Fraser began to publish a Sunday School curriculum 

designed to promote a modern understanding of Christianity, and to cultivate a Christian moral 

consciousne~s.~'~ With a slightly diffcrent interest. W. R. McIntosh of London. Ontario, in a report for 

The Presbyterian entitled "Modernising Religion," welcomed the connection with an organization chat 

embraced an "up-to-date business method" and brought togetlit'r sçientific experts from "every department 

of human interest and every school of religious bclief' to proniote "the scientific but evangelic nurture of 

n6~auvreau. The Evangelical Ceniury, 252. 

 r ri an J. Fraser. The Social Uplifiers; Presbyterian Progressives and the Social Goswl in Canadq 
1875- 19 15 (Waterloo: Canadian Corporation for Stuclies in ReligiodWil frid Laurier University Press, 
1988)- 1 18-19. 
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the young in the principles and practice of re~igion."'~ McIntosh's description of whaî he considered 

the Association's "prophetic" vdue offers a suiking demonmation of the search for spiritual reality in a 

modem, but vaguelydefined religiosity: 

What is the most urgent and outstanding task before the world to-day? 1s it not so to 
gIoriQ religion and so to rnodernize it that it will effectively regulate and redeem the 
progressive Iife of our times? 

The religious revivai which is most needed to-day is the creating of conviction in the 
minds of men as to the indispensableness of religion to the welfare of the state and the 
progress of our age. 

What is needed are not separatist and emotional reactions from an outgrown embodiment 
of religion, but an organized leadership of educated and experienced Christian men that 
shail properly interpret the movements of our time and relate religion thereto in a 
scientific and redeeming way and so carry forward the entire Church on her progressive 
mission to the ~ o r l d . * ~ ~  

Thus McIntosh, and by implication the Religious Education Association, held out the vision of a 

"Bushnellian" revivalism that combined modem scientific methods with the pursuit of a startIingly vague 

spirituality, the apologetic for which appealed to the practical benefits of "the wetfare of the state" and 

"the progress of our age." 

Moderate progressives' appeais to Kantian idealism and pragmatism thus tended. ironically. to 

support a Christianity that threatened to becorne disconnected from an historic Christ. Modernists at the 

University of Chicago like George Cor and Shailer Matthews had effectively abandoned belief in the 

historical Jesus, and had defined the distinctiveness of Christianity in terrns of religious experience and 

social function.'" In Canada, the influence of James's pragmatism, and also the "vitalism" of Henri 

Bergson and RudoIph Eucken, would be epitornized in the teaching of Sidney H. Hooke. Professor of 

Oriental Studies at Victoria College. and would Oecome more prmounced in the pst-World War 1 trend 

among some progressives to bypass a now doubted Biblical authority, and to seek a direct experience of 
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spiritual reality in the flux and relativity of historical experien~e.~' And wiîh a different combination 

of Kantian idealism and Bergsonian vitalism, other scholars like Andrew Macphail would reject the 

materiakm and worldliness of the social gospel, but also the Biblical story as outdated and inappropriate 

for informed and modern religion. Like Watson, Macphail defended faith in a distinct spiritual reality and 

moral values, but he identified the spiritual order with the essential divine law-order in the world, which 

he clairnecl humans could know intuitionally rather than through rational science. In this case, the task 

of theology was not to commend the Biblical story, but rather to reconcile "religion" to modern 

thought?' 

While they atternpted to defend claims to a distinct spiritual reaiity amid the strains of modem 

thought, progressives sought with anxious h o p  to promote church growth and social reforrn. This hope 

had two dimensions: while they tried to resist the inroads of alternative distractions from church life in 

modem society, they also looked to church growth and social reforrn for confirmation of the active 

presence of the spirit in the world, and thereby to shore up their hope for the mord order of Christendom. 

One poignant example of this anxious search for confirmation was the jubilance with which new 

lay movements Iike the Laymen's Missionary Movernent were greeted. The Laymcn's Missionary 

Movement was a trans-denominational voluntary American organization devoted, Like the Student 

Volunteer Movernent. to "evangelizing the world in this generation." The Canadian wing, with Newton 

Rowell as chaiman of the Canadian Executive, was inaugurated in Toronto in April 1907 at a meeting 

chaired by Joseph Fiavelle and attendcd by clergy. business professionals. and politicians described by The 

Presbverian as "300 of the men who are 'making things go' in the practical rea~rn."~" Rowell described 

2 3 3 ~ .  H. Hooke, "Quo Vadis?" Acta Victorima. XL. 3 (December 19 15). 161- 167. 

23%ditorial Correspondence. "Inauguration of the Laymen's Missionary Movernent." The Presbyterian, 
Aprïl 18, 1907,488. 
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the movement as a spirit that was enlisting the "manhood of the Church" to the mission of carrying "the 

gospel of the Man of Nazareth into al1 lands [for] the physical, the intellectual, and the moral uplift of ail 

men." A similar organization. more exclusive to the Presbyterian Church, was the Brotherhood Movement 

describeci by W. J. Knox as an organization devoted to the study of the Bible and to the mission work of 

the church to "infuse the Spirit of Christ into every depariment of the nation's life so that this Dominion 

of Canada may indeed become the Kingdom of our Lord and of His In both cases. the 

reports of these lay activities hailed them as reassuring signs, despite other indications of decline. of the 

endurance and resurgence of a "religious spirit" among the foremost modern elite in Canadian society. 

With their support, Christian spirituaiity couid be expected to reccive a non-sectarian. efficient. and 

practical support. Indeed. the vitality of religious scntimcnt. tspecially among Canada's professional elite, 

seemed to guarantee the moral basis of Anglo-Canadian civilization despite the influx of foreigners and 

urban working classes. 

Another illustration of the search for spirituality can be found in the emerging debates about 

church union. Moderate progressive leaders like George M. Grant had long advocated church union as 

the most visible and effective way to manif'est the unity of Christians in a concrcte society, and to make 

the church "CO-extensive with the nation," so that the moral ideals of Christianity might be infused into 

the life of the nation so as to rcalize in practice the Kingdom of God in society."' As Marshall notes. 

the initiative for organic church union, beginning in 1902. epitornized the progressive hope of stripping 

away doctrinal and denominationai differences that were niercty products of history, in order to promote 

the essentiril moral principles of the Kingdom of God in the life of the nation. Nevertheless, by the 

second decade of the twentieth century, that optiniistic progressive vision of church union was tinged with 

'W. J. Knox. "The Presbyterian Brotherhood, Pt. II." The Presbyterian. 25 March 1909. 359-360. 

237 John W. Grant, The Canadian Experience of Church Union (Toronto: Ryerson, 1967). 23-30. 
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a new urgency to make the church more effective and validate its clairns to moral leadership in the 

nation? 

Though the most intense debates about church union would occur after the war, the tentative terms 

of union such as îhe doctrinal Basis of Union agreed upon in 1908 were already in question by the time 

of the Jackson controversy in 1909. Indeed, as Sinclair-Faulkner suggests. Burwash's efforts to mediate 

that controversy were aimed partly at preserving unity in support of the ~asis.*" Despite his efforts. 

criticism came from many corners, not leut of al1 from progressives who considered the docuinai basis 

to be an inconsistent and outdated compendium of Methodist and Presbyterian doctrine. and who regarded 

the requirement of subscription to that doctrine an infringement of conscience.240 One vocal critic was 

the Presbyterian John Mackay. then principai of Westminster Hall seminary in Vancouver, whose series 

of articles in The Preshflerian during 19W challenged the validity of imposing institutional uniformity 

on faith life. Mackay argued mat common participation in the life of the supernaturai could occur in 

diverse forms. and that the glaring weakness of the basis was its lack of a compelling vision of ~od."'  

Mackay's argument. which cited not only Adolf von Harnack but also the early twentieth-century 

Scottish theologian James Denney. suggested îhat an alternative modern evangelicalism was being formed 

by some progressives. Already before WorId War 1, James Denney's modern "radical evangelicalism" 

offered a sharper separation of Christ and history and a new emphasis on the transcendence and initiative 

of God against the seeniingly closed matrix of historicisrn. In his rwiew of Denney's most famous work. 

238~arshall. Secularizing the Faith, 153-5. 

239 Sinclair-Faulkner, 322. 34 1. 

*%ese objections were pervasive Woughout the debate on church union. See N. Keith Clifford, The 
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Jesus and the Gospel (1908). T. B. Kilpatrick noted Demey's two main arguments. First. Denney argued 

that New Testament Christianity viewed Christ not merely as the pattern of a universai spirituality, but 

as a unique object of faith, Like Machen, üemey insisted on the supernatural person and work of Christ 

as central to Christianity: the Christ of history witnessed by gospel writers w u  not a human construction 

of an ideal figure, but the incarnate and resurrected Christ, who was the very source of faith. Secondly, 

in keeping with a modem cntical perspective. Denney insisted that the testimony of the gospel carne 

through experience: the incarnate and risen Christ was a fact of experience, testified by Christ's own self- 

understanding, the witness of the gospel writers, and ultimately by the living presence of Christ in the 

church and in believers. Contrary to Machcn, the faith of the church was located in a living relationship 

with the person of Christ, not in doctrines, forms, or even the words of the Bible. The confession of the 

church, which Denncy q u e d  could only be voluntary, therefore could be reduced to the statement "1 

believe in God through Jesus Christ His only Son. Our Lord and S a v i o ~ r . " ~ ~ ~  

Like the German scholars Martin Kahler and Johann Hermann who were Karl Barth's teachers, 

Demey attempted to move beyond the negative historical criticism of Ritschl to a positive gospel which 

would restore initiative to a transcendent God in his entry into history through Christ, and which would 

reassen the reaiity of sin. redemption and new life in ~ h r i s t . ' ~ ~  Christianity. Dcnney claimed. was 

fundamentally problematic to the modern mind of science, idealism. and historicisrn, because these denied 

man's responsibility bcfore God in a personal relationship that uanscended nature.2o The Christian 

could only respnd  by testifying to the reality of sin and rcdemption, and to the historic fact that in 

Christ's iife, death, and resurrection the eternal has entered into history. Above d l ,  for Demey, the 

. . - - . - -- - 

"'v. B. Kilpatrick. " 'Jesus and the Gospel.'" The Presbyterian. (January 7, 1909). 3-5. 

2U~ames Denney. "The Atonement and the Modern Mind." The Exwsitor, 6th Series, Vol. 8 (1903). 
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atonement was the distinction of ~hristianity.'" for it chailenged al1 liberal claims to natural ment that 

neglected the radical impact of sin on man's constitutional status as God's image bearers. In the 

atonement, God bore the cost of redemption himsetf. thereby upholding his moral order. For D e ~ e y ,  

ultimate reality was not the inherent goodness of the historical process, but the grace of God's sin-bearing, 

sacri ficial love? 

Along with challenging the modernist hope in an immanent principle of progress, D e ~ e y  

attempted to revolutionize the Ritschlian point of departure which placed religious authority in 

consciousness by insisting that revelation came lrom God's initiative.247 He assumed that reality could 

be known only from experience; there could be no retreat from the critical rnind. for "once the rnind has 

corne to know itself. there can be no such thing for it as blank a~thority."~~' Like al1 spiritual reaiities. 

the divine truth of Christ was mediateci through historicai fact. But Denney ernphasized that the tmth of 

Christ came from outside of humanity, by way of Christ. Scnpture, and the Spirit. The fact of Christ, 

therefore. was more titan history: it was the etemal in the ~resent. '~~ In that case. the authority of the 

Bible lay not in its words or historical forms as such, but in the Word of God which coma through the 

testirnony of BibIe and authenticates itself to the believer's own consciousness by the inward witness of 

1 the whoIe historical Jcsus. but only that Jesus in his relations 

Christ could not be known through critical history alone. but 

the Spirit.2m For this. one need not know 

as mdator between God and man. This 

245~arnes Denney. "The Atonement and the Modem Mind." 8 1-87. 

'q. Howard Marshall. "James Denney." in Creative Minds in Contemmrary Theolocy, Phiiip E. 
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only through the gift of belief given by the living Christ in the hem, and in the ongoing work of the Spirit 

in the Life of the Church. 

To both traditional and progressive evangelicals, Demey's work seemed to combine a moderately 

progressive rnodernism with consavative theology. niough Kilpatrick contested Demey's daim to be 

free frorn doctrine, he welcomed his theology as an answer to excessive modernism. E. F. Scott, by 

contrast interpreted Denney's work as a moderate attempt to use the criticai method, but for the purpose 

of theological conserva~isrn.~~' While welcorning his attempt to demonstrate a spiritual reality that 

corresponded to the faith of the church, Scott aryed that Demey's merely "analytic" method failed to 

address the problems of history and literary analysis necessary in order to "grasp the thought of Jesus 

under its historical conditions. " 

Despite this ambivalent response from some. Denney's renewed ernphasis on the Christ of the 

Cross would become a vital stimulus in pst-war attenipts by Protestants to recover a distinct gospel. In 

panicular, his attempt to recover the integrity of a divine rcvelation centered in Christ would stimulate the 

renewal of Biblical theology and dogmatics in the work of D. M. Gordon. Already before the war 

Gordon, then principal of Queen's College, called for the recovery of the great truths of the word of God 

as the constant elrment in al1 attempts to relate Christianity to historical context.'" But Denney's views 

would be developed most systemaiically by a ncw generation, and cspecially by the Presbyterian Walter 

W. Bryden, after the disillusioning experience of the war. 

Prior to World War 1, however, few Canadians took up Denney's new "radical evangelicalism." 

Mackay, however. was one exception who combined Demey's "radical evangelism" with the Iegacy of 

neo-Kantian personal ideaiism. From 19 10 to 19 12, Mackay served as president of the al temative Church 

Federation Association. but in 1912 he ended his involvement in the dispute to focus on leading the new 

2 5 ' ~ .  F. Scott, Review of lesus and the Gospel. by James Denney. in a. 16. 4 (1908-09). 366-68. 
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Corpus Christi Movemcnt. His choice was revealing: though a progressive evangeiical, his fust mncern 

had come to be a new fom of evangelism through the experience of the person of Jesus. Aiready in 1906 

he had produced a devotional booklet, entitled Religion as Friendship with God; a New Statement of the 

OId Doctrines. There he wrote: 

Two things alone have abiding reality, God and the sou1 of man, Matter, force, motion, 
energy, time, space, law, freedom, cause and effect, and the countless other terms which 
make up the vocabulary of science, are al1 meaningless, empty sounds apart from the 
thinking personal spirit which uses them. Between these two redities. the sou1 of man 
and the spirit of God, there must be some relation. .. That relation of man and God is 
r e l i g i ~ n . ~ ~  

His "modem" prograrn of "religion through friendship" would be the mode1 for the "ncw evangelism" 

taken up by moderate modemists like Ernest Thomas after the war. For Mackay, "practical preaching" 

of the gospel had come down to the search for spintual rcality by the "modem" method of an individual 

existential encounter with the person of Jesus. 

These increasingly searching efforts to sustain a modern evangelicalism suggest that, by World 

War 1, the intellectual foundations of the modern hope of Christendom had been severcly eroded Most 

noticeably , progressive evangelicals had shi fted their focus from George M. Grant's "practical preaching " 

and expansive claims of dl of Iife for God's Kingdom to an apoIogctic defense of a unique spiritual 

reality in experience against the natwaîizing influences of historicism and positivism. By its very nature, 

such an apologetic differentiated the divine from nature and culture, thereby undermining the synthesis 

on which the modern hope of Christendom w u  founded. More foundationaily, however, the attempt to 

discover that spiritual reality in experience from the critical perspective of hurnan consciousness seerned 

to produce increasingly indefinite resuits. Indeed, by the arriva1 of world wu, progressive evangelicals 

were anxiously preoccupied with the cntical search for spiritual reality itself. 

253~ohn Mackay, Religion as Fnendshi~ with God; a New Statement of the Old Doctrines (Toronto: 
Westminster, 1906). 15. 



V. Conclusion: Christendom in Crisis 

The triumph and the tensions of the modem progressive hope of Christendom culminated, in 1914, with 

overwhelming support fiom evangelicals for the effort to dekat the Kaiser in the Great War. While the 

young men of Canada's still predomiwtly Protestant population volunteered for military service, and 

prominent Protestants such as Joseph Flavelle, chairman of the Imperia1 Munitions Board, organized the 

administration of total war, unnumbered wornen took up factory jobs producing the materiel of war, and 

children badgered "shirkers" into aclcnowledging their duty to the nation, the empire, and Christian 

civilization.'" Despite the resistance of a minority of pacifists like I. S. Woodsworth, the Protestant 

churches joined this mobilization by organizing their resourccs and efforts to lead the mass support of the 

war campaign. W hj te women's missionary societies prepared relief packages for soldiers, church 

cornmittees iike the Methodist Church of Canada's Army and Navy Board organized local recmitment as 

well as chaplain services, and clergy and probationers enlisted for both combat and chaplain service. At 

the forefront of the domestic campaign, leading progressive clergy like S. D. Chown took the platforrn 

at recnritrnent rallies, controlled church publication editorial policies, and gave regular pulpit voice in 

unstinting support to patriotism, recmitment. and national cflïcicncy, and even to specific policies like 

conscription. the War-tirne Elections Act, and Union go~ernrnent.'~' 

According to Chown, the war effort was a providentid opponunity to reaffirrn the hope of 

Christend~m.~'~ In his declaration of suppon for the war in an open letter to Methodists during 

September of 1914, Chown identified the defense of the Empire with the cause of righteousness: 

We are persuadeâ that this war is just, honorable and necessary in defence of the principle 
of righteousness and the freedom of our Empire in ail its parts. We believe it  to be a 

254~.  M. Bliss. "The Methodist Church and World War 1," Canadian Historical Review, VoI. 49, No. 
3 (September, 1968). 2 19. 
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world stnrggle for liberty against military despotism which, if successful, would make our 
life not worth living?- 

If Anglo-Protestant civilization was indeed the embodiment of Christ's ideals, then. as Chown and C. W. 

Gordon described it, the defense of the empire was a holy war and a test of cornmitment to the cause of 

Christ, As Richard Allen suggests, progressive evangelicals viewed the war as a redemptive opportunity: 

though much to be mourned, it was aiso a divinely given opportunity to verify the cause of Christ and the 

accomplishment of God's purposes in the progress of Canadian ci~i l iza t ion.~~ Coming on the heels of 

the Social Service Congress of 1914, the war seemed the occasion for drawing the nation together in a 

common and decisive moral duty. and for providing a much-needed historical apdogetic for progressive 

evangelicalism and the modem hope of Christendom. 

But chat such a cataclysmic justification of the hope of Christendom was welcomed with such 

urgency also indicated an increasingly desperate crisis of confidence in the progressive evangelical vision 

of history. Beneath the surge of progressive activism in the decade prior to the Great War. evangelicals' 

hope of Christendom had begun to disintegrate. Progressive evangelicals had attempted to resolve the 

problematic retationship between spiritual and natural reality by Iocating God within human consciousness 

and social relations, thereby also claiming that God was accessible to modem criticai examination of 

historical experience. This organic synthesis, however. was fraught with difficulty for evangelical 

Protestants. Its focus on inner spiritual and moral reality tended to sanctify a liberal anthropology and 

political-economy by identifying these with God's Kingdom while neglecting the stnictural problems 

which followed from that liberai sociai order. At the same time, it was susceptible to various kinds of 

reduction, cither in absolutizing a self-sufficicnt historical order or absolutizing a unilatcrally-acting 

supernahua1 reality. Despite the hope of progressives like Grant that the presence of God in history 

257 S. D. Chown, in Christian Guardian, September 16, 1914, cited in Bliss, 215. 
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assured the renewal o f  theology and the imminent achievement of God's Kingdom. the progressive 

synthesis o f  spirit and nature in history had begun to unravel, By World War 1, Canadian Protestants had 

begun to question how, from within the tempord order that increasingly seemed inadequate, one could 

distinguish the authentic reality of God by which life might be transformai. 



Chapter 2: 

Christendom in Crisis: Rethinking Modern Christianity, 1914-1924 

Despite their millennial endorsement of the war effort, by the end of World War I most Canadian 

Protestants would abandon their identity of modem western civilization with G d ' s  Kingdom. The 

pastoral letter issued by the officers of the Canadian Chaplain Services to the home churches at the 

close of the war illustrateû both the penitence of progressive evangelicals and their cal1 for revitalizing 

the mission of the Church: 

The failures of the Chwch in the past lie at our door, the power of Christ remains 
unchallenged. It is OLU little faith, our lack of consecration and of loyaity that stands 
arraigned, If we would hereafter tnily fullil1 the purpose of the Church as o u  Lord's 
ambassacior. it must mean a reconsecration of ail of life to His service.' 

To be sure, the chaplains remained committed to a modem form of evangelicalism. Christianity and 

God's love had been vindicated. they claimed, in the self-sacrificing heroism of soldiers even amid 

the trageây and horrors of the war. And upon their return, the chaplains warned, those soldiers would 

demand a simple and modem teaching of the basic tniths of Christian faith. and a genuine 

corrunitrnent to building God's Kingdoni in the structures of society. But the "establishment of Goci's 

Kingdom on earth" would in turn rcquire a more vital and authentic Christianity based on renewed 

preaching of "the Cross of Christ." For the chaplains, both elements were necessary: only renewed 

preaching and authentic faith in the Christ of the cross would harness the self-sacnficing heroism of 

returning soldiers to Christian ide& and God's Kingdom. 

Indeed, the recovery of that authentic Christianity would becorne increasingly urgent, and 

'Toronto, United Church Archives, Meltiodist Church of Canada A m y  and Navy Board, Box 3, File 65, "The 
Message of the Canadian Chapiains Overseas Miliiary Forces to the Churches of Canada." Signatories to the 
message included John M. Aimond, CMG; A. H. McGreer, MC; I. H. MacDonald, CBE; G. O Fallis; E. H. 
Oliver; A. H. Greggan; G. A. Wells, CMG; G. G. D. Kiipauick, DSO; Allan P. Shatford; D. V. Warner; A. D. 
Cornet& OBE; G. G. Hepbum, MC; H. A. Kent; Clarence MaclCimon; F. J. Moore; and P. M. Smith. 



strained, in the years following the war. The growing turbulence in Canadian society that was marked 

by the height of the labour movement in the general strikes of 1919, by the rise of farrner politics, 

and by the reality of ethnie diversity, challenged Protestants to clarify what they took to be the social 

identity, mission. and meaning of Christianity. This chaIIenge was fiirther sharpened by international 

developments like the Bokhevik revolution, and especially the nationalist movements in eastem Asia 

where the bulk of Canadian Protestant foreign missions were located. Meanwhile, the drift of war 

veterans and students away fiom the churches suggested the erosion of Christianity fiom within. And 

new currents of modem thought, attractive especially to disillusioned students, threatened to dispense 

with God in interpreting the world. 

With some justification, David Marshall has described the 1920's as an era of "drift" in 

modem Protestantism.' Nevertheless, their search for some response to the tragedy of war and the 

post-war challenges brought mainline Canadian Protestants to several decisive turning points. Though 

hardly the bombshell of Karl Barth's 19 t 7 E~istle to the Romans, the chaplains' message pointed to 

several such changes. First, it reflected the view of most Protestants that the Christendom for which 

they had hoped was gone. In fact, not only Iiad the war demonstrated the barbarity of westem 

civilization, but the Church stood condemned for its complicity in supporting the war, and for its 

participation in a culture that now seemed sharply at odds with God's Kingdom, and in doing so had 

compromised the daims of Christ. While it reiterated the progressive evangelical commitrnent to 

modern thought and building God's Kingdom on earth, the chaplains' summons to renewed 

consecration questioned the nineteenth-century progressive confidence that Canadian civilization was 

increasingly rnanifesting the immanent progress of God's Kingdom. In recognizing the failures of 

westem civi t izat ion and the church, they renounced the nineteenth-century post-rnillennial 

' ~ a v i d  B. Marshall, Secularizing the Faith; Canadian Protestant Clergv and the Cï-isis of Belief, 1850-1940 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992). ch. 7. 
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identification of God's corning Kingdom with modem western culture, and with it their h o p  of a 

Constantinian Christendom. 

Implicit in this renunciation, secondly, was the recognition that the nineteenth-century 

progressive moral vision, with its identity of spirituai and temporal-histoncal redity, had failed, The 

chaplains' cal1 for the renewal of basic Christian teachings. and especially for preaching the Christ of 

the Cross, reflected a new concern to identify the unique word and work of God that might genuinely 

transfonn modem man and civilization. 

Woven through both of these concems was the chaplains' striking depzimire from the attempt 

of nineteenth-century progressives to interpret spiritual reality as immanent in historical culture and 

society. Their admission of failure and their concern for the unique work of God and an authentic 

Chnstianity indicated a new suspicion of modern culture, and a new effort to disentangle Christianity 

from at Ieast some aspects of modern western civilization that they now regarded as contrary to God's 

Kingdom and therefor "secular." This effort at disentanglement would revive an Augustinian 

interpretation of tension between the City of God and the City of Man, and would include what David 

Lyon describes as a "strategic" use of Uie designation "secular" by Protestants.' As Lyon notes. the 

ascription of "secutar" to selected dimensions of life was an arnbiguous undertaking. In general, it 

involved an attempt to diffcrentiate Christianity, or more propcrly God's Kingdom, from what in this 

case was modern western culture. In part, this differentiation marked a retreat of Christianity which 

concedeci that naturai and historical suuctures were parts of a secular order now seemingly closed to 

the authonty and rcdemptive work of God. But it also involved the attempt to shore up the distinct 

central meaning of Christianity so as to provide a new vantage-point for critically assessing western 

culture. Secularization thus had rnixed potentiai: it enabled Protestants to disengage Christianity from 

' ~ a v i d  Lyon, The Steeple's Shadow: On the Myths and Realities of Secul~ai7~tion (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 
19851, ch. 7. 
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a civiiization which now seemed antithetical to God's Kingdom, but it also opened the possibility that 

Protestants would no longer claim a comprehensive relationship between God and the world. 

The third turning point consisted of the final fiagmenting of the broad, if tenuous continuum 

of evangeiical Pro testantism. While most recognized the need to disentangle Christiani t y from the 

structures of western civilization modem evangelicds disagreed about where the boundary or 

antithesis between God's Kingdom and the world. or between divine spirit and temporal-historical 

structures lay. In Lyon's terms, then. the cal1 to disentangle Christianity and modem culture brought 

into the open a new discussion of the problematic conceming the location and extent of the clairns 

of God's Kingdom in the world. and hence the relationship between Chnstianity and Canadian 

civilization, it was their disagrcement about where the line between God's Kingdom and the world 

was now to be located that sharpened and complcted the fracture of the nineteenth century evangelical 

consensus. While fundarnentalists emphasized the supernatural dimensions of God's sovereignty and 

revelation. and in doing so segregated Christ from the world, radical progressives constructed a 

historicized interpretation of Christ that identifid him with the revolutionary movements of modem 

thought and society that promised liberation fiom nineteenth century civilization and the emergence 

of a soçiety of freèdom and brothçrhood. From the point of view of their radically modemist, and 

increasingly secularized critical perspective. they no longer found modem evangelicals' daim to find 

the distinct reality of God in experience credible. Between these poles of modernism and 

fundamentalism. moderate progressive evangelicais resisted the pressures of fundamcntalism and 

secuIarized modernism, ancl attempted to identify an alternative modern evangelicalism that claimed 

a Christ who was distinct from the structures of Canadian civilization, but who could be experienced, 

in keeping with evangelical tradition and critical thought, as a spiritual reality within the world. 

1. World War 1 and the Apogee of Christendom 



I l3  

The final apogee of the evangelical moral vision of history came during the experience of World War 

1. As noted in Chapter L. most Canadian Protestants initially supporteci the war, identifying the 

paaiotic defense of empire and liberty. as Chown had dec!ared. with the cause of nghteousness, and 

viewing the battle as a miIlenniai holy war that would purify the nation of materialisrn and comption 

and open a new age in which the Kingdom of God tinally would be realized on eanh.l The urgency 

of hat support. however, can also be seen as a sign of the growing tension in Protestants' hope of 

Christendom. By the end of the war. though rnost Canadian Protestants still held to a "modern" 

evangelicalism and hoped for the Kingdom of God on earth, the millennium thai they anticipated was 

a new Christian order sharply differentiatcd from the barbarism of western culture. 

The tension and changes in Protestants' miIlennial interpretation of the war can be seen in the 

contrasting views of S. D. Chown and Ernest Thomas. In his open letter to Methodists at the outset 

of the w u ,  Chown simply declared his conviction that "this war is just. honorable and necessary in 

defence of the ptinciple of righteousness and the frcedom of Our Empire in al1 its parts."' In doing 

so, he identified the defense of the Empire with the cause of Christ. and suggested that the 

embodiment of Christ's ideals in the defense of the empire would verify the cause of Christ. 

As the works of Michael Bliss and Richard Allen have shown, Protestants' initial support for 

the w u  effort can be seen as the culmination of their optimistic efforts to reform social moraiity and 

their identity of God's Kingdom with the progrcss of Canadian society. In August 1914, just prior 

to the outbreak of w u ,  church officials George Pidgeon and T. Albert Moore organized the first 

national Social Service Congress. The Congress was quickly followed by the churches' integration 

of sociai service with evangclism. beginning with the 1914 change in name of the Methodist Church's 

'J. M. Bliss. "Tbr Methdisi Church and World War 1." Christian Historical Review, 49. 3 (September 1968). 
213-14, 224-25, 231. 

'S. D. Chown. in Christian Guwdian (CC), Seprember 16. 1914. ciied in Bliss. 215. 
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Cornmittee of Evangelism and Moral Reform to the Board of Evangelism and Social Service and 

Evangelisrn. Along wiîh such organizations and their attention to sociai relations like the welfare of 

families and the relations between urban and rural communities, the churches kept up a steady 

warnings against lax morality, particularly as they perceived it in the wet canteen, the card-playing, 

and the sexual immoraiity in the army training camps in Bntaid At the pinnacle of reform success 

in 1917 prohibition becarne law in ail the provinces except Quebec. 

Though progressive evangelicals had entered the war with rnillenniai hope, after several years 

of the wu experience. Ernst  Thomas suggested a more ambiguous interpretation of the miIlenniai 

meaning of the war. Writing under his pen-narne of Edward Trelawney. Thomas, who at the time was 

Field Secretary for the Methodist Church's Board of Evangelism and Sociai Service. explained that 

the church had two purposes in supporting the war: "on the one hand to support with hailowed tire 

the glow of Ioyalty and devotion. and at the same time with a strong hand purge that loyalty of its 

blatant and sordid feanires."' W hile affirming the value of patriotic loyalt y. Thomas's interpretation 

reflected a critical edge to that loyalty and an expectation. similar to that of more revoiutionacy 

progressives. of radically transforming the very order that Protestants were seeking to defend. 

As the war progresse., many Protestants came to share Thomas's critical millennialism. As 

their hope of a new age became inçreasingly critical of western culture and socicty. îheir millenial 

vision carne to be dcfined Iess in terms of the progress of western culture and moraiity, and more in 

terrns of discontinuity with western culture. This sublle but crucial shifi was especiaily tnie of the 

soldiers and chaplains who experienced the war rnost directly. as David Marshall has show in the 

case of the Methodist experience. Rather than the occasion for hcroic righteousness and the 

triumphant progress of God's Kingdom. the war left soldiers guilt-ridden. helpless. brutaiizeâ. and 

6Btiss, 225. 

7 Edward Trciawney (Eniest Thomas), quotcd in B k ,  214. 
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disillusioned of the hope of millemial triumph.' Accompanying that disillusionment was the apogee 

of what BBls h s  called the "mord fundamentalism" of the early war years? As chaplains like A. 

D. Robb made clear in their pleas to their supervising churches, soldiers' impatience with the church's 

moral puritanism, and their resentment at compulsory church parade routine, was causing them to lose 

respect for the chaplains and rendering the church ineffective. Even worse, soldiers and chaplains 

accused the Protestant churches and traditional Christianity of naive idealism, of being implicated in 

the social order which had produced the war, and of having falsely identifieci God's Kingdom with 

the war e f f o d O  E. E. Graham, a Methodist chaplain from Nova Scotia. drew this criticism to its 

radical concIusion: 

He accused the board of emng on the sentimental side and being 'false to actual 
conditions here.' For the Methodist chürch to identify 'that which is Caesar's with 
that which is God's' disturbed him decply. To Graham the notion that the war was 
a Christian crusade was "al1 tommy-rot." "Most of us know ourselves and the fight 
too welI," he defiantly concluded, "to presurne to identiq it with the cause of 
Jesus." l 1  

To the Methodist chaplain A. E. LavelI, the church had consecrated an evil social system, and in doing 

so had demonsuated its spiritual bankmptcy. The church. he claimed, lacked the "spiritual resources 

or thmlogy to make sense of the world they lived in," and was no longer competent to provide a 

Christian leadership or hinction as the agent of God's Kingdom on earth.12 

To some extent. church leaders at home shared this dcepening criticism of the western social 

order and of the implication of Prritestantism in it. and indicated a new sensc of antithetical tension 

'David Marshall, "Methodism Embattied: A Reconsideration of h e  Methodist Church and World War I," 
Canadian Historical Review, 66, no. 1 (1985), 57. 

'%arshall, "Methodksxn Embattled," 53, 59. 

"Quoteû in Marshall. "Methoclism Embattled," 53. 
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between a "deepened" understanding of God's Kingdom and a now suspect Canadian society. As 

BIiss notes, leaders Like Chown and Christian Guardian editor William B. Creighton began to concede 

that old moraiistic restrictions must give way to recognition of the deeper significance of Jesus' ideals 

of self-sacrificing service to the brotherhood of humanity." Like the Jesus who died on the cross. 

the soldiers' self-sacri fice in redemptive battle was the "martyr spirit of m e  Christianit y." 

This move beyond moral legaiism to an emphasis on the spirit of service included a more 

comprehensive criticism of Canadian and western social structures. As Creighton argued in editorials 

in the Christian Guardian, 

[tlhe war has taught us many things, and it is teaching us that the right conduct of 
business is. after ail, fiindamentally a national affair, and while individualism must 
necessarily prevail to a certain extent. that extent is definiteIy limited to the point 
where it conserves the national well-being.14 

The experience of national mobilization had demonstrateci the possibility of a new order of social 

cooperation in which al1 individuals and material resources were dedicated to the sacredness of life 

rather than propeny rights. 

The promise that such a change would "bring the Kingdom of God nearer to us," also irnplied 

that the social structures of the British empire must be, and were being, radicaily altered. This was 

the hope of more radical progressives Iike Ernest Thomas, who in 19 17 began to advocate the control 

of private property by and for the nation. The individual. Thomas argued, must find his life in 

efficient living and service to the nation.15 Likewise. Salem Bland held out the vision of a "new era 

of redernption" in which the principles that defined the relations of capital and labour would be 

- 

' 3B l i s ,  226-227. 

"Quoted in Bliss, 228. 

'*Quoted in Bliss, 228. Cn. 77. 
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changed from cornpetition to economic democracy through govenunent ~ontrol. '~ Such a vision of 

revolutionlvy change constituted a pivotal step by progressive Protestants away from their nineteenth 

century identification of the British empire as the vimial embodiment of Gd's Kingdom, toward a 

r evo lu t ion~  or apocaiyptic view in which God's Kingdom was radically different from curent 

western civilization, 

'This readiness to disown western civilization, however, also implied the eclipse of confidence 

that history clearly manifesteci the progress of God's will. To soldiers, the war displayed, not the 

triumphant progress of God's Kingdom, but a lacuna in the meaning of history that left soldiers 

cynical that the war would prove anything other than the superior power of military rnight." Even 

Chown, after touring the battle front in 1917, adrnitted the difficulty of seeing the hand of God in the 

events of war, and bemoaned the loss of evangelical faiih occasioned by that crisis." Along with 

Nathanael Burwash and Emest Thomas, Chown now saw the war as God's judgement on the sins of 

Anglo-Protestant ci vilization, and urged the need of repentance and divine forgiveness.19 While 

admitting the sins of western civilization, Chown also was perplexed by the course of history itself. 

fistory no longer seemed uniformly to manifat God's Kingdom and rcveal God's wili to hurnans. 

Nor. as Chown adrnitted after the war, bid history unequivocally demonsuate the essential divinity of 

hurnan nature, the loving and righteous character of God, or the inevitable progress of God's Kingdom 

in human society. According to Robert Law, professor of New Testament 'fheology at Knox College, 

history now seemed rra@ and inscrutable: though in God's hands, it seemed beyond human control 

16 Salem Bland, "Sermons on the War," quoteci in Bliss, 227. 

"~arshall. "Methodi.m Ernbattled," 57. 
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and rational e~planation.'~ 

Having witnessed, like Jerome and Augustine during the sack of Rome, the fa11 of western 

civilization into barbarisrn, modem evangelicals now foünd that history defied any easy identification 

of God's Kingdom with western civilization or the Anglo-Protestant British. From their experience 

of the war, progressive evangelicals tumed their criticd mord consciousness upon Protestantism itself. 

questioning the entanglement of Christianity in the structures of modern culture. In doing so, they 

also chailenged the nineteenth century moral vision of history, and suggested a new sense of tension 

between God's Kingdom and Canadian society. 

Though history now seemed inscmtable, howcver. most evangeiicals continued to assume a 

"modem" historical-critical perspective, and continued to affirrn that history remained. as Thomas 

professed in 1917. "chdned to the throne of God."" Bunvash's cal1 to repentance likewise assumed 

that God's spirit was still active in experience. And despite human failure. stupidity. and sin. William 

Creighton maintained. God never fails and his plan was assured. "Where the world passes its decree 

of 'lost,' the Christ of God writes '~aved.'"'~ In a passing comment on "premillennarîan pessimists." 

Creighton rejected the idea that the devil ruled the world. The Holy Spirit. he insistai. was still at 

work in the wor~d.'~ with this confession. most modern evangelicals retained their concern with 

history and their adherence to a modem critical method. even amid the paradox and tragedy of history. 

Th: great difticulty for continuing progressive evangelicals after World War I was to identify 

the presence of God in  the world of experience, and in accordance with modem criticd method. while 

wichael Gauvreau. The Evanrelical Century; Colleae and Creed in Enplish Canada from the Great Revival to 
the Great Deprtxsion (Monmal & Kingston: McGiU-Queen's University 199I), 263. 

"Edward Trelawney. '"Safety Fit* According to Ibsen." C-, (Much 7. 1917). 7-8. 

xed.. "God Never Fails." (16 January 19 18). 5-6. 
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differentiating God from the structures of western civilization. They gradually would address this 

problem with various modern foms of apocaiypticisrn. An indication of Ws new sense of apocalyptic 

divine action in history was evident in the work of chaplains, Faced with the crumbling of their 

confidence in history amid the uenches of war. chapIains struggled in their pastoral task of affimiing 

the reality of God in the midst of the crisis. That task was made especially urgent by the profound 

alienation of soldiers, and even of some chaplains thernselves, like A. E. Lavell, who simply drified 

from the Protestant churches by the end of the war. Moreover, the chaplains' discovery of soldiers' 

ignorance and iack of interest in basic Christian beliefs convinced them of the failure of the modem 

evangeiical Church to preach the gospel. Their responst: was a new emphasis on preaching the Christ 

of the Cr~ss.~'  

This emphasis on the Christ of the cross, however. was not simply a return to traditionai 

evangelicali~m.'~ Rather, it was a move beyond the nineteenth century depiction of an historical 

Jesus who taught in the Beatitudes a permanent moral code that was strikingly similar to nineteenth 

century liberai idedism. The "Christ of the Cross." in contrast. was a suffering servant and a risen, 

triurnphant Lord who embodied the spiritual union of God and man, and whose spirit could be 

experienced and give comfon in the rnidst of a tragic w o r ~ d . ~ ~  Though this was a Christ who came 

to humanity in history, he was also a transcendent spirit divested of the trappings of conventional 

Christianity and associations with nineteenth century western civilization. and who was experienced 

mystically in the midst of the tragedy and sin of human expcrience. 

Chriplains Linked this Christ to a new and potentially revolutionary understanding of the 

"Marshall, "Methoclisrn Embauled," 55-57. 

'%ontfast ais with Marshall's argument that while soldien and chaplains exprienced disillusionment and 
returned to a more traditional evangelicalism, churcb laders at home remained optimistic and cornmiued to a 
progressive social gospel. Marshall, "Methdisrn Embattieâ," 48-49, 61. 
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Kingdom of God. E. H. Oliver, who was one of the signatories to the Chaplains' Message and 

principal of Presbyterian College in Saskatoon, declared a paradoxical and apocalyptic view of history 

that was in striking contras to pre-war pst-millerinial expectations of progress: 

Civilization cornes through fire, redemption cornes through a cross, life through death. 
We are learning to-day whaî sacrifice means, for the human race is marching to its 
Calvary." 

Though elliptically, Oliver suggested a Kingdorn ethic that was no longer tied to historical authority 

or the estabiished hglo-Protestant moral order. On the contrary, spiritual communion with the 

transcendent Christ provided the basis of an ethic of sacrifice that, though experiential and existential. 

had turned away t'rom historical authority and revelation to a future, eschatologicai hope. 

These themes of judgement on western civilization. the Christ of the Cross, mystical spiritual 

renewal. and rededication to the Kingdorn of God were woven into the major reports produced by the 

Protestant churches at the close of the war to u s a s  their war experience and to set out an agenda for 

the pst-war direction of the churches and Canadian civilization. Among these reports were the 

Presbyterian Church's Committee on War and the Church (1917). which was dorninated by rnoderate 

progressives like J. G. Shearer, George Pidgcon. and T. B. Kilpauick; the Chaplains* Message ( 19 1 B), 

produced by the ot'ficers of the interdenominational Canadian Chaplains Service. including both 

Kilpatrick and Oliver; and reports to the Methodist Church from its Committee on the Church, Wat, 

and Patriotisrn ( 19 18) and the Board of Evangelism and Social Service (191 8). authored in part by 

its secretary Ernest Thomas and Saiem Bland. who by then was at All People's Mission in Toronto. 

Al1 of these documents contained scathing indictments of western civilization. especially of its 

capitalist and imperialist social order which was assumed to have provoked the debacle of world war. 

While challenging the Protatant entangiement in the structures of Canadian society, they also called 

for a renewed emphasis on the experience of the Christ of the Cross, and an ethic based on his self- 

n~l iver  Papen, reel 1. file 6a. sermon/addresç. a. 19 16. Quoted in Gauvreau. 260-61. 



sacri ficing spirit. 

In his preparatory paper for the Presbyterian Church's Commission on The Church and the 

War (1917)- Professor John Mackintosh Shaw, then at Presbyterian College (Pine Hill) in Halifax, 

suggested that the problem left by the war was to reconcile the reality of world tragedy wiîh faith in 

divine ~rovidence.'~ The war affirmed God's moral character, Shaw argued, insofar as it 

demonstrateci tiis judgement in the consequences that hurnans bring by their own evil. **The war the 

proof of the failure of Christianity! 1s it not rathcr the revelation of what comes of the failure to apply 

Christianity and its ide& in national and international life, ..." The war was God's judgement on 

Canada's capitalist social order. In its report the Commission acknowledged the difficulty of 

interpreting the events of history, but aIso affirmed God's presence. in judgement and rnercy, in 

history. As Richard Allen notes, the report focused on calling the church to recognize its complicity 

in the evils of western civilization. and to subrnit in repentance to God's judgement on its conventions. 

Only then could Christians move fonvard to realize a new order and their full humanity." 

Considcring their deepening criticism of westcrn civilization, i! is no surprise that the church 

repons at the end of the war have been interpretcd as signs of a post-war surge in cornmitment to 

social reform and a social gospel? According to Bliss, for example, the w u  expenence produced 

a shift in ernphasis from individual morality to social structures and a willingness to use the state to 

"remake the community."" Indeed, this trend was reflected especially in the report of the Methodist 

Church's Board of Evangclism and Social Service, which offered the most radical critique of westcm 

wnited Church Archives. Library. pamphlet entitlcd "The WY and Divine Providence" prcpared for the General 
Assembly's Commission on the War and Lhe Spiritual Lifc of the Church, by J. M. Shaw. 

'g~llen, The Social Passion, 43-45. 
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society. Shiiped apecially by Bland and Thomas, the report repudiated the classical Iiberal social 

order and its principles of individualism and cornpetition. And as an alternative, it advocated policies 

like old age pensions, a living wage, nationalization of natural resources, uansportation and utilities. 

thereby suggesting a new identification of the Kingdom of Cod with a revolutionary sociai dernocratic 

~ r d e r . ~ ~  

The growth of a revolutionary social gospel movement, however, w u  only one of severai 

directions opened to pst-war evangelicals in the wake of their disi1Iusionrnent with nineteenth-century 

visions of the progress of Christcndom. The Chaplains' Message, written to summarize the findings 

of the General Committee of the Canadian Chaplains Services following a questionnaire survey of the 

views of Canadian soldiers, combined social criticism with a pIca for preaching the Christ of the 

Cross." The chaplains indicted the church for its failure to uansform western civilization. and called 

for renewed consecration to the task of building God's Kingdom on earth. To that end, they urged, 

the church must "identify herself with cvery aspect of human Iife," for it was "the great agency" for 

fulfilling the Divine Purpose. But also, smck by soldiers' Iack of knowledge of basic Christian 

beliefs, the chaplains urged that the key to that consecration was renewed preaching of the simple 

verities of the Christian faith, and renewed efforts to meet the mo&m demand for "reality" in 

~hrist iani ty.~ Renrwd consecration to God's Kingdom. they concluded. could be accomplished 

only by renewed teaching of the reality of Christ and the Cross. 

The Chaplains' Mwsage was neither a rejection of social refom nor a return to uaditional 

evangelical orthodoxy, for it explicitly eschewed doctrinalisrn, as well as sensationalist and mordistic 

""~epon of the Committee on Social Service and Evangelisrn." Merhodist Church of Canada, Journal of 
Proceedings, Vol. 10 (1918). 312. 

33United Church Archives, Mcihodist Church of Canaûa, Army and Navy Board, Box 3, File 65. "The Message 
of the Canadian Chaplains Overseas Military Forces to the Churches of Canada," 60. 

Message of the Canadian Chaplains Ove- Military Forces CO the Churches of Canada." 60. 
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"distortions" of Christianity. Rather. it pointed to a new concem arnong pst-war Protestants to 

recover the very heart of the gospel. The war had "stripped away every disguise," and had put God 

himself in question. Henceforth the church's worship, thought, and life must offer, not formality, 

abstract dogrna. or obsolete phraseology, but simple, clear worship and teaching in modern terrns that 

laid bare the reality of God. "The one constant requirement in ai1 worship," the chaplains declareci, 

"is reality." If the church's message was to be accepted by disillusioned soldiers and youth, it must 

be "me to life and experience," and it must lead in making the Kingdom of God a concrete reality 

by taking up the Cross of service in seeking social justice. And the church must lead thus, for the 

Kingdom of God could only be achieved through a "renaissance of spiritual idealism" that motivated 

believers with the vision "of Cod, of the fatherly care that encompasses us. of the self-devoted love 

that brought His Son to the bitter death of the cross for our etemal welfare. and of His gracious spirit 

that guides us on our way." Only with this vision could the heroic cnisading spirit of the war be 

directed to service. 

Thus. behind debates about individual and social regeneration, a more fundamentai change 

among most Canadian Protestants was their disillusionment of the h o p  of Christendom. or of their 

expectation that Cod's Kingdom was being worked out in the progressive developrnent of western 

culture. Though they continucd to assume that divine reality was present in history, they no longer 

beiieved that history universaIIy manifested or realized God's will. History itself now seemed divided, 

and Canadian Protestants were convinced of the need to disentangle Christ and Christianity from 

western civilization as the prerequisite to renewed efforts to discover and implement the "reality" of 

God's Kingdom. 

Protestants disagreed. however. about the precise diagnosis of where western civilization had 

failed, about the "reality" of God's Kingdom and the meaning of Christ for history, and consequently 

about how modem civilization might be reconstructed. This disagreement may be illustrated in the 
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contrasting conclusions of A. E. Lave11 and S. D. Chown. For Lavell. a Methodist chaplain, the war- 

time expenence finaily severed the slender thread that held a uniquely divine spiritual and historical 

reality together. Afier the war, Lave11 wauld leave the clergy to work as a parole officer in order to 

render whaî he considered genuine service to society. He also urged that theologicai training focus 

more exclusively on a few basic tmths: 

Faith in God. as set forth by Jesus. The practical unity of religion and 'the square 
deal a11 round.' Religion as charactet. right thinking and wilIing, and human service. 
The complete reasonableness of real religion." 

Lavell's "real" Christianity, interpreted in terms of hurnan moral and social reaiities and an ethic of 

service, was closest to the revolutionary progessivism of Salem Bland's "new Christianity," and 

demonstrateci the way that Blmd and other social gospellers would identify Christianity with the 

promise of a new social order after the war? 

In contrast, S. D. Chown's appeal was to a distinctly divine "spiritual" reality. Despite his 

pre-war advocacy of social action and a "sociological" appIication of the teachings of Jesus. as noted 

earlier Chown had made clear by 1912 that the refonn of social relations and the coming of God's 

Kingdom dependcd on spiritual ideais and a spintual relationship with the person of lesus." By 

1918, though continuing to hope for the coming of God's Kingdom in society, Chown warned that 

"scientifico-philosophic considerations" were not sufficient for the task. The Kingdom would not 

come "without the impact of vigorous spiritual life."" Adrnittedly, Chown's appeal remained vague 

3 s ~ .  E. Lavell, "The Returning 
L9L8), 9. 

Soldier and the Churcri: V. S o m  Theologid Suggestions," CG (May 15, 

37 Compare A. B. McKillop, Conmurs of Chnadicm Thoueht (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 109; 
Ramsay Cook, The Regenentors: Social Criticism in Late Victorian English Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985). 229-230. 

US. D. Chown, "Rrvivai Now," (December 17, 1918). 8. 
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about the identity or nature of that spirituai life, and thus highlighted how the progressive evangeiical 

emphasis on an abstract and internai "religion" had attenuated the relationship between the spirit of 

Christ and histoncal realities. 

Herein lay the problem for pst-war progressive "modem" Protestants. The war-time 

experience did not bring the end of modemist forms of evangelicalisin in Canada; it did. however, 

bring a "chastened apocalypticism," sirnilar to that of Jerome's following the fa11 of Rome, by finally 

shattering the nineteenth century evangelical identification of the divine mord order with the 

established structures of British civi~ization.~~ Dy the end of the war. progressive Protestants 

paradolticaIIy ageed in their disillusionment with western civilization and the hope that it 

progressively manifested God's Kingdom, but also in their demand for the "reality" of the gospel in 

such a way that would rneet the test of experience and criticaI thought. But what was the nature of 

"reality," and specifically the essential "reality" of the gospel accorâing to Christianity? As the 

mainline Protestant churches began to launch their plans for reconstruction, set out in their reports of 

1917 and 1918, and in the Inter-Church Forward Movement to rnobilize the Canadian public in 

support of the churches' mission. they immediately were wracked with dissension." Behind the 

facade of a common campaign, specific plans or concems about social reform, foreign evangekxn. 

modem critical thought, and church union raised questions about what it meant to "make Christ r d . "  

The quest to recover "reality," and to disentangle Christ and culture, involved two broad and 

related issues. First, the urgent pastoral question for Protestants concerned how God could be affirmai 

and the grounds of Christian faith restored in the rnidst of tragedy. Without repudiating the 

significance of social service, the Chaplains' Message cailed first for the recovery of "spiritual reality." 

3PJarosIav Pelikan, The Excellent Empire (New York: Harper & Row. 1 9 0  [1987]). 97-98. 

' m e  Inter-Church Fonuard Campaign would raise 14.5 million dollars. Robert Wrighi, A World Mission; 
Canadian Protest,mtism and the Ouest for a New International m e r ,  1918-1939 (Montreai & Kingston: McGill- 
Queen's University Press, 199 l), 121-22. 
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The second question. in tuni, concemec! how God's Kingdom was to be identifie. and located in 

relation to the world. Thou& oniy just emerging before and during WorId War 1. the crux of the 

debate among twentieth century Rotestants already was apparent: how. from an anthropocentric. 

critical perspective within an order of history and nature that now was rnanifestly inadequate, could 

one identify and distinguish the authentic and transforming redity of God, in such a way that Life 

couid be redeemed? Though in different ways. twentieth century responses to that problern began to 

differentiate Christ and history. And in doing so, they aiso tried to recover an eschatoIogicai tension 

between God's Kingdom and Canadian culture. and thus a perspective from which to critique that 

culture. 

The opening of ttus debate also meant that the 1920's would be a time of sharpened 

differences arnong Protestants ris they responded to the challenges of the pst-war world. As William 

Creighton noted in February 1919 that many felt as though they had were yet "in the midst of a 

distraction of turmoil and strife" rather than in  a new ordrr of pea~e.~'  Dy the early 1920's. 

revolutionary social gospellers and fundamentaiists were moving in sharply contrasting directions away 

from the moderately progressive attempt to recover a distinct spiritual rerility in experience. These 

differences woufd ernerge in their visions of sociai reconsuuction and the mission of Christianity. in 

Biblical interpretation and the message of Christianity, and in the identity of the church. 

II. The Mission of Christianity 

The reports issued by the churches and chaplains near the end of World War 1 h d  opened a new 

phase in modem Rotestantism. but their meaning for pst-war reconstmction and the future direction 

of botfi the churches and Canadian civilization had yet to be defined in 19 18. Generally. they indicted 

the capitalist and imptrialist stmctures of western society. and called the churches to repent of their 

"ed.. "Making the Drwm Corne True." (19 Fcbruary 1919). quoced in W i g h ~  16. 
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entanglement in those structures. And as the Chaplains* Message exempli fied, they called for both 

renewed consecration to God's Kingdom. and renewed, though simple and modern teaching of the 

essential tniths of Christianity to meet the modem demand for "reality" in Christianityo2 Though 

most Protestants could agree with these general principles, in working them out &y came to disagree 

profoundly about what the essentiai tniths of Christianity were, and where and how God's Kingdom 

was to be located. 

One area in which these differences came to light was in their definitions of the mission of 

the church and the identity of both God's Kingdom. Radical progressives took up the themes of the 

church reports by advocating social revolution and an identity of the Kingdom of God with the 

emerging labour movement. In the light of the Russian revolution of 1917, both advocates and 

opponents of this revolutionary gospel also identified it with the Bolshevik experiment. But while 

radical progressives regarded revolutionary socialism as the embodirnent of the Kingdom of God, 

others saw it as the antithesis of the church's mission of global evangelism. This was especially m e  

of conservatives and fundamentalists, who regarded Bolshevist atheism as the primary threat to 

Biblical Christianity and mission work in the Far East. Between these two poles. moderate 

progressives resisted the materialism and potential state tyranny of Bolshevism, and moved to an 

emphasis on moral Christianity that would be modem, yet would preserve personal freedom and the 

"reality" of a divine spirit. 

Considering their criticism of western civilization, it is no surprise that the reports of the 

churcha and chaplains have bexn interpretd as signs of a pst-war surge in commitment to social 

reform." The reports of the Methodist Church offered the most extensive critique of the 

"competitive" structures of capitalism and imperialism. and proposed, as the mission of Christianity, 

. . . - . . . - - -. - - -- - - 

""The Message of the Canadian Cbaplains Oversw Milikuy Forces to Ihe Churches of Canada" 

43See especially B liss. 230-23 1,  and Allen. 44-45. 7 1-76. 



reforms to create aitemaiive social-democratic structures which would more fully embody the 

principles of Jesus. This was especialIy m e  of the report of the Cornmittee on the Church in relation 

to War and Patriotism which Salem Bland, dong with Ernest Thomas, Hugh Dobson, and A. J. h i n  

helped to prepare for the 19 18 Quadrennial Conference at Hamilton." Reiterating earlier comments 

made by Thomas and W. B. Creighton. the report interpreted the war as God's judgement against a 

social and economic system based on incüvidualism and cornpetition. The document went on, 

however, to daim that the war ais0 had shown that national organization, service, and equaïity were 

not only necessary in the modern world, but could raise society to new heights of brotherhood, well- 

king. and cooperation. 

The war is a sterner teacher than lesus and uses far othcr methods, but it teaches the 
same lesson. The sociaI developrnent which it has so unexpectedly accelerated has 
the same goai as Christianity, that common goal is a nation of comrade workers, as 
now at the trenches, fights so glonously- a nation of cornrade fighter~.~' 

This identity of Christianity with the goals of sociaiism was reiterated in the 19 18 report of the Board 

of Evangelism and Social Service, of which Thomas was field secretary. which called for rernaking 

society on the ethics of Jesus, requinng "nothing less than a uansference of the whole cconornic life 

from a bais of compctition and profits to one of CO-operation and service? Though clairning not 

to specify particular policies. both committces recommendcd a new system of public ownership and 

government regplation of natural resources and utilities, old age pensions. and joint workers-owners 

boards in industry such as those proposed by the British Labour Party. 

Such proposais suggested that the hopes of the most radically progressive Protestants might, 

in the pst-war disillusion with western civilization. issue in a revolutionary Christianity. Already 

uBlks. 230, fn. 80. 

45Quoted in B l i s  229. 

46"~eport of the Cornmittee on Sociaf Service and Evangelism," Metbodist Church of Canada, Journal of 
Proceedings, Vol. 10 (1918), 312. 
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before the war, Bland, J. S. Woodsworth, A, E. Srnia and others associated with the sociai gospel 

were committed to "practical Christianity" and a histoncized understanding of the gospel in terrns of 

the critical social sciences. Af-ter the war. they developed these two main themes in a way thal 

distanced the gospel of Jesus from suuctures of the put, and identified it with what they took to be 

the new structures emerging in modem thought and society. In particular, they identified G d ' s  

Kingdom with the collectivism of the labour movement and with the latest ideas in evotutionary 

science. In short, theirs was a Christianity t h t  broke entirely with the authority of the histonc past, 

in the expectation of a revolution in the historic present and future. 

From the perspective of radicalty modernist progressives. World War 1 was part of a Iarger 

battle to transforrn both Protestant Christianity and Canadian society itself. Prior to the war. advocates 

of this progessivism had assumed that the h a r t  of the gospcl was the spiritual principle of 

brotherhood and service taught and embodied by Jesus. In part. they shared the idealisrn of Watson 

and Blewett in rnaintaining their belief in a rational and moral universai order, in the ability of reason 

to apprehend and reaiize that order, and in a democratic sociai order predicated on the rationaiity, 

freedom, and ultirnate moral value of persons. But progressives like BIand and Woodsworth also had 

appropriated the histoncist and positivist niethods of Ihe emerging sacial sciences." In place of 

abstract rnetaphysiçai spirituality, and the "dogma" of uaditionai Christianity, îhey insisted that the 

spiritual principles embodied by Jesus were located within the progressive unfoIding of consciousness 

in historical processes and structures. "Religion," Woodsworth had declared, "is essentially a life - 

not a dogrna"" Their approach to Christianity concluded that there was no distinction between 

sacred and secuIar, or between spirituai and structureci reality. 

During the course of the war. these efforts to synthesize Christianity with revolutionary social 

"See Chapter 1. 

"~ee. for example. Cook's description of W ~ w o n h ' s  news in The Regenenton, 217. 
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change. and their criticism of the war effort and the capitalist order. brought radical progressives into 

a conflict with the established churches that lefi them impatient with iraditional forms and bdiefs 

about the gospel. Even more radical than A. E. Lavell's tuni to practicai social service as a parole 

officer, the career of Alfred E. Smith, who was a founder a pastor of the Brandon All-Peoples' church, 

shows a move to a revolutionq gospel. As he Iater wrote in his autobiogaphy, Smith was 

"converted" to comrnunism in 1917 by the Bolshevik revolution and his own reading of Marx's 

Communist Mani festo: 

1 began to preach about the great events taking place in Russia and about the great 
storehouse of tmth 1 had found.,.. I began where 1 was. 1 saw that Jesus was a 
Comrnunist. 1 linked his life with the old prophets. the great teachers of the Old 
Testament, who were early Communists. Of course they were not scienti fic but they 
stood for the pnnciples of cornmunism. They practiced cornmon ownership and they 
believed in Communist maxirns: 'From each according to his ability, to each 
according to his need' and 'He who will not work. neither shall he eaCd9 

For Smith. the signitlcance of Jesus lay in his ethical model of esalitarian socialism. The modern 

form of ihat model couId be found in Marx's ideas and the Bolshevik revolution. which together 

marked the modem height of the progress of God's Kingdom. As Ramsay Cook notes, Smith had 

corne to see the church's identity "with the ~ o r k e r s . " ~  At the same time. he becarne embroilcd in 

conflict wirh his Methodist congregation in Brandon, and by 19 18 had resigned fiom that congregation 

to found the People's Church in Brandon. 

This pattern of poIarization from the mainline churches. which radical progressives now 

regarded as having compromiscd with capitaiist society, could be recounted with many other instances. 

As Richard Allen shows, William Ivens was dismissed in 1918 from his Methodist congregation in 

Winnipeg as a result of his sympathy for the labour movement and when Salem Bland and A. J. Irwin 

were removed from Wesley College, Manitoba in 1917-1918. they believed W y  were being 

- - 

4 9 ~ .  E. Smith. Ail My Life. 43-44. in Wrigh~ A World Mision, 62. 
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persecuted for their radical social views." finally. by 19 18. Woodsworth had resigned from the 

Methodist rninistry because he could not reconcile his pacifisrn witti the Methodist Church. The 

church, he believed. had become a lackey of the rniddle class that, like the prominent Methodist 

businasman Joseph Flavelle who was accused of profiteering dunng the war, had a vested interest 

in the existing order and the ~ a r . ' ~  

In al1 of these cases. the circumstances of war-time, and especidly their growing criticism of 

western ci vilization, were leading radical progressives to dismiss the established churches as part of 

the old order and preoccupied with abstract doctrines and metaphysics. In place of traditional 

Christianity, they began to deTine the red church in terms of a revolutionary new order that was 

located among the working class and immigrants. In a 1918 article for the Grain Growers' Guide 

Salem Bland cIaimed that religion had no separate reaim or independent existence: "It is only as it 

is matcrialized that it reveals itself." T N ~  religion and fellowship with Christ, or "Applied 

Christianity." were not mcrely matters of church rituals and orthodox doctrines, but were "to be found 

in the processes of industry and commerce. Co-operation in commerce and industry is the real Holy 

Communion. "53 

In their search for a new, socialist order. radical progressives began to interpret the battle for 

God's Kingdom as a "war" against the conventions of the nineteenth century social order. For Bland, 

the armistice in Europe did not conclude the apocalyptic war for the just Kingdom of God. In 

November 1918 he wrote that "Canada may only be out of one war into another - not a war of 

Canadian against German. but of Canadian against Canadian. section against section. race against race, 

s%enneth McNaughi, A Prophet in Poliiics: A Biognphy of J. S. Woodsworth (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1959)- 83-85; Bliss. 227. 

"Salem Bland "The Deeper Life -- Noi Maicrialistic Enough." Gnin Gmwen Guide (June 5.  1918). quotcd in 
A. B. McKillop, A Disciplined Intelligence, 222. 
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creed against creed. class against ~ 1 a . s . " ~  While descriptive of what he saw as the emerging tumoi1 

in Canadian society, Bland's comments also irnptied that Christianity would have to take sides in that 

tunnoil by associating itself with new movements, especially that of labour. which gave concrete 

embodiment to the spirit of social service and cooperation. The failure of the nineteenth century 

social order, and the application of the spirit of Jesus, called for a new order that was radically 

discontinuous from the past. 

The participation of thcse social gospel revolutionaries in labour activism, especially in the 

Winnipeg Strike of 1919. is by now a familiar story." Their social gospel inierpreted Jesus as the 

embodiment of a pnnciple to be manifesteci in the structures of society. and they regarded the Strike 

as part of the emergence of the revolutionary Christian social order in the modem age. In his 1920 

description of "The Religion of the Future," Woodsworth identifiecl religion with what Cook calls 

"socio-economic aspirations," and declared that the form of Christianity of the future would be 

progressive. scienti fic, practicai. social, and universal.% The task of modem Christianity was the 

establishment of the Kingdom of God on earth. and the essence of that Kingdom, and the teaching 

of Jesus, was the establishment of the cooperative principIe in social structures. Salem Bland's 

farnous manifesto. The New Christianit~ (1920). similarly captured the identity of a revoIutionary and 

modenist Christianity. Here hc examineci Christianity in sociological and historical tems as part of 

the developmcnt of reiigious consciousness. explainhg the variations and changes in religious forms 

. - - - . - . 
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as results of social. apeciaily econornic and "biological" conditions? Tme religion and fellowship 

with Christ, according to BIand, were not merely matters of church rituals and orthodox doctrines, but 

were "to be found in the processes of industry and commerce. Co-operation in commerce and industry 

is the real Holy Cornrn~nion."'~ 

To be sure, BIand. Woodsworth, Smith, and other radical social gospellers remained 

commined to the Kingdom of God, and to the principles of Jesus. As Blrind understood it. the task 

of the "new Christianity" was both consemative and revolutionary, or apologetic and prophetic: the 

labour movement must be Christianized by corning to recognize that the full meaning of its class 

consciousness and spirit of brotherhood was none other than the principle of Chnstianity, while 

Christianity must be revolutionized by the realization of its practical fulfillrnent in the labour 

m~vernent.'~ Here Bland demonstrated his identity of the "new Christianity" with the modem 

emergence of revoIutionary social structures. 

It was preciscly this identification of Christianity with social reform. much l e s  with 

revolutionary social structures allied to Bolshevism, that most Canadian Protestants refused to follow. 

As Richard Allen shows in the case of the Printers' Union strike against the Methodist Publishing 

House in 1919, part of the reason for the opposition of leading clergymen like S. W. Fallis. S. D. 

Chown, and even Ihe Presbyterian George Pidgeon, Iay in their continued alliance with business dite, 

and in their outrage that the church itself would be attacked. The occasion of the printers' strike thus 

demonstrates the extenf to which many Protestants retained their institutional and structural ties to the 

n See also Ailen's comrnents in his "In~oduction," in Sdem B h d ,  The new Christianity, (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press. 1973 [1920]), ix. See aiso Cook, 194. 

 land, "The Deeper Life -- Nor Materialistic Enough." quoteci in McKillop, 222. 
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existing social order? 

But the opposition even of progressive Protestants to an alliance of Christianity with social 

revolution also had important confessional grounds. Many who had helped to write the church reports 

at wars9-end, like S. D. Chown, George Pidgeon, T. B. KilpaVick, now clearly opposed the reduction 

of Christianity to social reform and its identity with a particular cultural or social system. The war 

had demonstrated the &pth of human sin and man's dependence on a sovereign personal God and the 

sacrifice of Chri~t.~'  Though the Chaplains' Message indeed called for simplification of the church's 

message, it also called for a "fresh presentation" of classic Christian conceptions concerning hurnanity, 

God. Christ. and saivation, as the very source of the church's power to fulfill its mission? 

As Robert Wright has shown, this concern to rccover and preserve the spiritual sources of 

Christianity was centrai to the response of most Canacfian Protestants to the Bolshevik revolution of 

1917, Furthermore, both fundamentalists and moderate progressives viewed Bolshevism and the 

spectre of Bolshevik-influencecl nationalist rebeliion throughout Asia as a threat to what they saw as 

their mission of global Christian evangelism. Hence. Canadian Protestants began to react against 

Bolshevism already in 1917 after the October Revolution. Both W. B. Creighton of the Christian 

Guardian and the niore conservative Ephraim Scott of The Presbyterian Record saw Bolshevism as 

a new tyranny that had abandoned the ideais of the war effort and posed a new threat of militant 

impenaiism against ~ u r o p e . ~ ~  Canadians also believed that Bolshevism lay behind the nationalist 

uprisings that began in the early 1920's in China. India and Japan, a region where most of the 768 

foreign missionaria which the mainline Canadian churches supported were located. Baptist missions 

6QAlIen, 176-95. 

''MarshalI, 162-3, 178-80. 

'*"The Message of the Canadian Chaplains Overseas Miiitary Forces to the Churches of Canada." 
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in Russia were most directly affected by Bolshevik attacks on Christian churches, beginning with the 

burning of churches in Russia in 1919, and culminating in the interdiction of religious instruction in 

1929. Even to progressive evangelicais, then, social gospeller's identification of Christianity with 

social revolution and the Bolshevik experiment not only ran counter to the cal1 for spiritual renewal, 

but presented the prospect of an atheistic materialism and a tyrannical system that threatened the 

spiritual foundations of the gospel and the iiberai order which was deemed necessary for spiritual, 

morai revival, 

The attempt to aIly Christianity with Bolshevism or Marxism was resisted most strenuously 

by the strands of conscrvatism and tundarnentalism that by 1918 were cutting across Baptist, 

Methodist, and Presbyterian churches, as well as the EvangelicaI wing of the Anglican Church. 

Arnong these, radicals like William Aberhart and Thomas Toddhunter Shields represcnted only the 

most extreme limits of a more temperate concem of conservative evangelicals for faith in the 

supernaturd redit y of Christ and for evangelizing missions6< Already before the war, consemative 

Presbyterians likc Principal William McLaren and his successor. William Caven, had worked with the 

more conservative American Bible League founded in 1903 to produce Sunday School lessons. The 

second decade of the twentieth century was perhaps the high point of the fundamentalist aiiiance. In 

1910, W. H. Griffith-Thomas arrived at Wycliffe College. Meanwhile, consematives and 

premillcnnidists worked together in publishing the twelve-volume The Fundamentals (1910- 15)- of 

which Elmore Harris was one of 6-7 editoriai staff. and which included articles from the ABL's Bible 

Student and ~eacher.~'  This alliance. dedicated to preserving the central doctrines and methods of 

nineteenth-century evangelicalism, culminatcd in the formation of the World's Christian Fundamentals 

@ ~ o h n  G. Stackhouse. Jr., Canadian Evangelicalisrn in the Twentieth Century; An Introduction to Its Character 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993), 12, 21-2. 

%nest Sandeen, The Rmts of FundamentaIism: British and American Millenarianism 1800-1930 (Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Eercimans, 1980 f 19701). 180, 189-207. 



Association in 19 1 

By the end of the war, fundamentaiists had begun to link Kaiserism and Bolshevism to the 

threat of modemisni. T. T. Shields, of Toronto's Jarvis Street Baptist Church, had supported the war 

effort against Kaiserism. and accounted Germany's defeat as due to its abandonment of the God of 

the Bible and the divinity o f  Christ in favour of Darwinism and other "speculative f a n ~ i e s . " ~  

Similarly, W. H. Griffith-Thomas of Wycliffe College linked German liberal theology with its 

militarism, while a November 19 18 editorial by Ephraim Scott in the Presbyterian Record suggested 

that German bmtality followed from German theologians who had elirninated the supernatural and 

miracuIous fiom the Bible. and replaced divinity of Christ and revelation with the opinions of men? 

For these Cundarnentaiists, as Wright notes, pst-war disillusionment confirmed the failure of 

modemism and its optirnistic, idcalist version of Christianity. In 1919, Dyson Hague, then registrar 

of Wycliffe College and editor of the EvaneeIical Churchman, dcrided the idedistic miIlennial hope 

with which progressive Protestants like S. D. Chown had initially supported the war. In reality, he 

continued, the pst-war Canadian Church showed little sign of 

those glorious evidences of a revivified Church, and an awakened nation. Our 
churches are not crowckd. The generai tone of rnorality is not heightened ... n e r e  is 
a revival. But it is a revival of selfishness, worldliness, disobedience, irreverence, 
Sunday non-observance, and a detiance of authority and order, such as never has been 
known? 

Though fundamentdists were not alone in thcir impression of disillusionment. they were the 
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most pessirnistic about pst-war efforts at reconstruction. A January 1920 editoriai in the Canadian 

Baptist entitled "The Forward Movement is not a Pretty Parlour Garne," sconifully dismissed the 

inadequacy of the post-war Forward Movement. "Fair flowers of virnie and righteousness," it warned. 

"are withenng everywhere at the touch of the poisonous breath of atheism, impiety, lawlessness, 

godlessness and irnrnori~lity."~~ The prospects of building a new world order through the League of 

Nations received little more conftdence. According to the Canadian Baptist in 1923, 

[ajs a saviour of the nations, as a redeemer of brutal militarists, 'Geneva' and d l  of 
its high-rninded idealism. peace Iogic and brotherhood rhetoric has utterly failed .... The 
League can never be (as Lloyd George put it) 'a listening p s t  for the rnillennium ...' 
Christ is the key and cornerstone of the temple of wortd peace, and a11 apart from 
Hirn will be but a house of cards, built on the sands and doorned to fail."" 

Of course. there was even less sympathy for Marxisrn. much l a s  any attempt to ally Christianity and 

Marxisrn, According to Hague. Marx was a "typicai Gernian hypothesis weaver ...," and the modem 

class stniggle was "the result of îhe madness of the drearns of theoretic madmen."" 

The common theme of these criticisms was that the solution to the search for a new order lay 

not in structurai revolution, but in an evangetical revivai centeted on the supernaturd work of Christ 

and the regeneratian of individual souls. Modern society would have pcace and disarmament, 

according to the Canadian Baptist, not tbrough the efforts of the League of Nations, but only when 

Christ had disarrncd hearts. In a 1922 editorial, Ephraim Scott similarly wrote that only when 

individuai hearts were filled with love of God would there be no navies. "Limitation of armarnents," 

he adviseci. "will settle itself. Don't waste time advising statesmen what they should do. Let each 

'Oed., "The Forwanl Movement is not a Pretty Parlour Gamc." Canadian Bn~tist (8 January. 1920). quoted in 
Wright, 19. 

"ed., "Cm the League End War?" Canadian Bantist (26 April 1923). quoted in Wright, 28-9. 

7Qyson Hague, "Karl Man." Canadian Churchman (7 Iuly 1921). quoted in Wright, 63. 
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get to work at his own door - his own Similarly. in his critique of the Fonvard Movement. 

Dyson Hague pleaded for such a revival: 

Now is the time for lovers of the Lord and His Truth to pray for that revival of 
spiritual iife and power which will deliver us fiom the miasma of a mere churchy 
materialism, and the vagueness of a mere humanized new era, and give us a time of 
refreshing from the Lord Himself, a refreshing and recreating breath from the heights 
above to cool our fevered brows and give us life once more." 

Scott and Hague thus demonstrate fundamentalist evangelicals' focus on the individu&, interna1 

experience of supematural regeneration through the miraculous work of Christ, over against activism 

in the world of structureci social relations. 

On these grounds, fundamentalists retained a strong interest in foreign missions. Long before 

the w u ,  especiaily through the sponsorship of Moody's Bible Institutes, proto-fundamentalists had 

developed a strong emphasis on "dispersing" the message of the gospel through evangelistic missions, 

and to that end had been instrumental in founding the Student Volunteer Movement within the YMCA 

in 1886, and overseas mission stations Like the China lnland ~ i s s i o n . ~ ~  For fundarnentalists. foreign 

evangdism was at the same time the only answer to the search for a new world order. As the 

Canadian Ba~t i s t  put it during the 1930 Naval Conference, in place of naive statesmanship, the 

greatest contribution to disarmament that the Christian church rnight rnake was by leading souk to 

Jesus. circulating Bibles. and placing rnissionaries in the mission fields.76 In the light of this 

cornmitment to iraditional foreign evangelism, fundamentalists rcgarded the spread of Bolshevism as 

a threat to their mission work in places like India, China, and Formosa. 

7 3 " ~  Warless World." Presbvterhn Record (January 1922). quoted in Wright. 32. 

74 Dyson Hague, "A Forward Movement." Canadiam Churchrnan (24 July 19191, quoted in Wright, 19. 

76ed.. " n e  Naval Conference -- Whac Cm the Churches Do?" Canadian Baptist (30 lanuary 1930). quoted in 
Wright, 32. 
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For moderate progressives. Bolshevism and social reform presented a more ambiguous 

dilemma. This dilemma can be seen in the way that even those who were sympathetic to the goals 

of sociai reform, like William B. Creighton and Emest Thomas, atternpted to find some mediating 

point between a revolutionziry social gospel and mainline progressive Protestantism. On the one hand, 

they syrnpathized with the goal of social reform, and tried to give assurances that the churches were 

sympathetic to the cause of the social gospel. Creighton, for example, defended the Winnipeg strikers 

by arguing that they were not radical or red. but merely trying to secure their rights as citizens." 

Even more supportive was Ernest Thomas, As a field secretary for the Board of Evangelism and 

Social Service. Thomas had helped to produce the Methodist Church reports of 1918 that called for 

reconstruction of the social order. A h .  dong with colIeagues like Bland, S. H. Hooke, and J. 

Davidson Ketchum. Thomas was active in the student life of Victoria College, and especially in the 

Student Christian Movement founded in 1920-2 1, as well ris the Group Studies of Jesus pioneered by 

H. B. Shannan. Writing in 19 19 under the pen-mane Edward Trelawney, Thomas initially appealed 

for a sympathetic understanding of Bolshevism. arguing that Bolshevism stood for fündamental laws 

that were in harmony with the pnnciple of economic democracy, while efforts to conjure a Red Scare 

were part of a campaign to retum to the pre-war normalcy of capitalism." The defeat of 

Bolshevism. Thomas proclaimed hopcfully. was "unthinkable for anyone with Christian standards or 

values." At this point. Thomas' argument was similar to t h t  of Hany Ward, the American social 

gospeIler at Union Theological Seminary, who clairned that the Soviet Union was a great experiment 

in "direct democracy" and that its goal of a state controlled by producers was "manifestly scriptural 

in its aim."79 

n~ditorial. (2 July I9 19). 

'2dward Trelawney. "The Significance of the Soviet," (5 Fcbniary 1919). cited in Wright, 40-41. 
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As 1919 progressed, however, Thomas kgan to reconsider his views of BoIshevism. In a 

clarification in March 1919, Thomas claimed that though the Soviet systern was a democratic 

government, it was one "repukive" to the West which long had enjoyed representative democracy. 

Here Thomas's views moved to those of other liberal social scientists, arnong them James Mavot and 

J. Gibson Hume of the University of Toronto, and most notably O. D. Skelton of Queen's. In his 

extensive critique of Bolshevik socialisrn, Skelton, while conceding that Bolshevism reilected sorne 

step toward popular representation, nevertheless criticized Bolshevik tyranny especialIy against the 

educated classes of Russians." By late 1920. Thomas conceded that Bolshevism was "a denial of 

world order," though he addcd that it was no more of a denial of world order than was the western 

system of cornpetitive capitalism." 

Even while growing wary of Bolshevism, Thomas still tried to convince social gospellers of 

the church's cornmitment to social reforrn. Writing in 1921 for The Canadian Forum, Thomas 

reiterated the Board of Evangelism and Social Services' 1918 criticisrn of the supply and demand 

systern, and its cal1 to make "human welfare" the "supreme and universal objective of commerce and 

industry."ln Declaring the democratic principle to be "me inevitable principle in industriai 

organization," he also called for recognition of workers' collective bargainhg rights. and for worker 

representation in the management of industry "as may be in harmony with the just interests of al1 

concerned." And despite the tepid initial responsc of the church to the proposais of 1918, and its 

hostility to labour demands in the Winnipeg Strike and the Printers' Suike. he argued that the 191 8 

proposais for realizing the aims of both "Christianity and Democracy" had gained support, especially 

"Toronto, United Church Archives (UCA), Biograptiical Files, "Emut Thomas." newspaper clipping by h e s t  
Thomas, "The Antidote to Bolshevisrn," Toronto S kzr (2 Novembcr 1920). 

'%est Thomas, "Social Reform md the Methodist Church," Camdian Forum (CF) 1, no. 9 (June 1921). 264-6. 



in the Toronto Conference of the Methodist Ch~rch!~ 

Having defended the church's sympathy for both radical social reform and modem 

Christianity, however, Thomas also explaineci his, and the Toronto Conference's, opposition to 

revolution and to identifying Christianity with a particulru social order. Demands for violent change, 

he claimeci, no les than resistance to just and necessary change, were equaily contrary to the principie 

of democracy. But fùrthermore, the gospel could not be identified permanently with any particular 

social smcture or program without again becoming a mere propaganda organ, The authors of the 

19 18 and 1920 reports were wary of identifying the mission of the church "with some passing phases 

of economic doctrine." "It is futile," Thomas warned, "to emancipate the gospel from subservience 

to capitalism if we make it subservient to sornc other equally teniporary phases of dcvelopment."' 

The gospel could no more bc identified with the interests of an exclusive labour class than with those 

of the capitalist class, and thus the organization of labour churches in the West was no different from 

the demand for silence regarding social reform in the Toronto pulpits. 

As he Iater would make more explicit, Thomas was proposing to distinguish the spiritual 

reality of the gospel fiom social stnicture as such. While revolutionary social gospellers identified 

the Kingdom of God with a new present and future structure juxtaposed with the past, continuing 

moderate progressives would attempt to identify the Kingdom of God with a spirituai reality 

juxtaposed with the structured order of crcation. This version of the relation between the Kingdom 

of God and the world would result in a continucd interest in spiritual evangelism and the distinctly 

divine reatity of Christ. 

A sirnilar pattern can be found in moderate progrçssives' response to the status of foreign 

missions. Here too, as Wright describes it, they attempted to repent of their earlier identity with 

83Thomas, "Socid Rcfonn and the Methodist Church," 264-266. 

%ornas, "Social Refarm and Ihe Melhodist Church," 264-6. 
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western civilization and to disentangle Christ from western culture, even while their support of free, 

indigenous Christian organizations in foreign lands reflected their continued coinmitment to both a 

distinct spiritual reaüty and western liberal sensibilities. One of the most signifi cant advocates of 

"rethinking missions" in the pst-war era was J. Love11 Murray, author of The Cal1 of a World Task 

in War Time (1918). Murray was a Presbyterian trained at Knox College who had served as a 

rnissionary in India until becorning education secretary for the Student Volunteer Movement in 

1903." Like Ihe other major church and chaplains' reports, Murray feared that the long-held beüef 

of rnissionaries in the superionty of western civilization. and the complicity of the churches in the war 

effort and in western irnpenalism and capitalism, would discredit their missionary efforts. Though 

sympathetic to the need for social reform. however, he refuscd to choose between individual 

conversion and Christianizing al1 social relations, and he rejccted attempts to bring in the Kingdom 

of God through international organizations or Face treaties "apart tiom the active and definite spread 

of Christ's message of the Kingdom." Like the chaplains. Murray called for a modern "realism" that 

moved beyond pre-war moralism and formalism, the "suppositions, observances and dogmas" that tied 

Christ to western traditions and social structures, to the "central verities" of Christianity. namely that 

Jesus Christ was the son of God and redeerner of man. Christianity must be liberated from deadenhg 

localism, lest other races identify it with the carnage of Europe and the history of colonial exploitation, 

and compare it ncgatively with their own traditional religions." Christ must be proclaimeci in 

modem terms, but distinguished from western civilization, for only Christ could bind the world's 

wounds and provide the foundation of a new international order. "When He is Iifted up," Murray 

declared, "He will draw al1 men unto Him, to meet their individual requirements and to teach them 

a6J. Love11 Murray, The Cnll of a World Taqk in War Time (Toronto: Student Volunteer Movement, 1918). 22, 
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how to live together in brotherly peace. He has not failed. Men have failed."" It was only 

"thmuph a positively Christian internationalism" that Christianity could be vindicated, and that the 

spirit of Christ could be carried into ail humm relations to become a "great peaceable and constructive 

agency of equalization, transformation and freedom." 

Murray's ideas for "reîhinking missions" reflected a new "reaiism" among p s t -  war progressive 

Protestants concerning international affairs and the mission of Christianity.' Not only had the 

Versailles treaty and the Bûlshevik revolution failed to bnng Face and justice, but the ability of social 

institutions and Face  treaties to reaiize moral ideals seemed timited. Progressives like Newton 

Rowell, Canada's main advocate for the League of Nations. wekomcd treaties like the disarmament 

agreement at the Washington Conference of 1921, but as partial. if impcrfect, steps toward an 

international order based on law and Christian principlesU9 Beyond changes in organizations. 

however, moderate progressives emphasized the need for the spirit of God in international affairs. 

Though steps in the right direction, Rowell arguçd, efforts for international security and Iaw like the 

League of Nations and the Intemationai Court needcd the moral and spiritual Ieadership of the church 

and its teaching of Christ to effect real solutions to iotcrnational pr~blerns .~  

Such views were consistent with Murray's insistence on distinguishing evangelism and the 

message of Christ from western culture and institutions. At the same time. they suggested a new 

civilizing role for Christianity as a moral agency, for only the spread of the Christian message, they 

believcd. could preserve peace and order. In their appeals for foreign missions in Canada. advocates 

8%ewton W. Rowell, "The International Situation and the Christian Idcal," Canadian Journal of Religious 
Thouaht (CJRT), 1, no. I (January-February 19241, 6- 15. 

%owell, "The Intenlationd Situation and the Christian Idcal," 6- 15. 



for Christian internationalism emphasized the moral vaiue of foreign missions in terms of "missionary 

statesmanship." At an Inter-Church Forward rally at Mrissey Hall in 1921, for example. Newton 

Rowell made clear that this mord statesmanship was linked to a progressive view of Christianity: 

The idea thaî mission work is propagating a creed or extending an ecclesiastical 
organization is gone forever. It is seen that it is not rnerely the preaching of the 
Gospel, as the phrase was understood in former days. Christian mission work is an 
effort to rnake the lives and retationships of men everywhere Christian. and to 
organize human Iives and human society evcrywhere the world over on the basis of 
Christ's golden rule of brotherhood and service? 

Anothet plea made in 19 18 by a contributor to the Christian Guardian emphasized the substitution of 

western capitalist imperialism with Christian statesrnanship: 

The solution of the problem of the world's peace Lies in Christian missions. The 
harmony of the nations shall be maintained, not by the diplornatic delimiting of the 
ethnological habitats of the children of men, nor by the most rigid safeguards of 
international intercourse. but by the imperative behest of a spintuai agreement .... 
Stupendous issues are in the balance, and only the most complete cooperation between 
State and Church will suffice for that spiritual invasion of the East whose victory shall 
be saivation. whose spoils peace."" 

As Wright notes. progressive Protestants came to see foreign missions as a "moral equivalent" of 

western imperialism. Only the ideals of Christ, now distinguished from western culture, would tame 

other western influences such as capitdism and imperialism and assure world p e a ~ e . ~ ~  

To that end, moderate progressives sought to rencw the agencies of Christian missions. Since 

the 19 10 World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh, they increasing1 y ernphasized a cornbined 

Christian effort at globai evangelism. particularly through the cooperation of an ecurnenical church, 

Also, they began to iniplement a more systematic training of missionaries. beginning with courses in 

Christian Missions at the church colleges and the formation of a Missionary Education Movernent 

"Newton Rowell. "Missions and Worlcl Problems." (26 Januxy 19211, in Wright, 150. 

''~lbert Hinton. "Pcace and Missions." C-, (25 December Ig la), in W r i g h ~  123. 
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(191 1-26). and culminating in the formation of the Canadian School of Missions in Toronto in 1921, 

with participation by the mainline churches and their colIeges and with Murray serving as director 

until 1 9 4 7 . ~ ~  

The attempt to make rnissionary training more profasional included two central themes. First, 

Murray adopted a self-criticai approach to missions that reçognized the bankruptcy of western culture 

and sought to end the assumed superiority of western culture and paternalistic relations with 

indigenous people. Missionaries couId only offer îhemseIves in service to the indigenous churches, 

but must respect their corporate life and iheir unique cultural expressions. Secondly, the comerstone 

of the new rnissionary training was to be scientitic understanding not only of the redemptive message 

of lesus, but also of contcrnporary life and the culture of the intended mission field. Accordingly, 

courses were offercd in anthropology and foreign cultures and societies, non-Christian religions, 

medical and personal hygiene, history and theory of missions, moral and sex hygiene, and phonetics. 

At the heart of "rethinking missions," however, was a renewed emphasis on the distinct reality 

of Christ. That Christ was interpreted in "modern" idealist tems as a unique spiritual reality and a 

moral impulse witWn humanity and expericnce. And in response to what they regarded as the 

discredited structures of western civilization, advocatcs of "rcthinking missions," a s  had Ernest 

Thomas, attempted to separate Christ from cultural particulririties. Their focus on a unique Christ also 

identified Christianity with the institutional church. Indeed. thcir h o p  for post-war reconstruction now 

envisioned Christianity as an ecumenical global spiritual community distinguished from and 

influencing the structures of the econornic and politicai order. 

III. The Message of Christianity 

Behind the clifferent views of progressives and fundarncntalists about the mission of Christianity were 

94Wright, 134-39. Among thc participating colleges were Knox, McMaster, Trini~y, Victoria. and Wycliffe. 
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foundational differences in their views of the relation of God to the world. the meaning of Christ and 

redemption, and indeed the very possibiiity of identifying a distinctly divine reality. By the mid- 

1920's. disagreement on these points culminatcd in a decisive parting of ways between radically 

rnodernist progressives, fundarnentalists, and a mainstream îhat sought a mediating "modem 

evangelical" interpretation of the gospel. 

Already in the late 18003, proto-fundarnentaiists htid affirmeci the primacy of classical 

doctrines concerning God's supernatural intervention into history for redemption. To summarize, 

those doctrines included the inerrancy of Scripture. the Virgin B irth, substitutionary atonement. the 

divinity of Christ and the supernatural character of his miracles, and the resurrection of Christ. These 

doctrines werc defended in the volumes of The Fundamentals during 19 10- 19 15 by scholars whose 

theologies ranged from premillenniaiism to conservative Presbyterian orthodoxy. As that cooperative 

effort suggested. conservative orthodoxy was aiso allied to the continued efforts of dispensational 

premillennialists like C. 1. Scofield. Indeed, the first confcrence of the World Christian Fundamentals 

Association in 19 18 focusai on prophecy. 

While fundarnentaiists defended a supernatural view of salvation, i t  was not until the early 

1920's that some began to break decisively from what thcy now regarded as an apostate mainiine 

church. Until this tirne, proto-fundarnentalists had coexisted with progressives in existing institutions. 

Lectures from S. D. Chown, for example, were still wclcorned in long-established conservative Bible 

colleges such as  the Toronto BibIe School into the 1920's. while T. T. Shields served as a board- 

member of McMaster College as late as 1920-2 1:' During the evly 1920's. however, their belief 

that the modernism defendtd in the mainline churches was being used to anack the fundamentals of 

the faith brought many proto-fundarnentalists to believe that modernism and Christianity were 

95~tackhouse, 24. Roben A. Wright. "The Canadian Protestait Tradition 1914-1945," The Canadian Protesrnt 
Exwrience 1760-199û. G. A. Rawlyk, ed. (Burlington: Welch, I990), 159-64. 
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irreconcilable, and lead some to militant separatism. A moderate case of parting ways was evident 

in the Toronto Bible School's response to the perception that traditional evangelism, understood as 

the saving of souls. was under modernist attack While the Canadian School of Missians proceeded 

to modernize its training of missionaries, the Toronto Bible SchooI after 1921 preserved its program 

of Bible, classical doctrine, practical evangelism understood in Iimited t e m s  of saving souls." A 

sharper institutional break was that of William Aberhart. who had taken various teaching positions in 

Calgary schools after 19 10. Aberhart's exclusion from the Presbyterian pulpits in Calgary. and the 

artempt of the Baptist Union of Western Canada to rernove him from the pulpit of Westbourne Baptist 

Church in Canada, made clear that there was M e  room in the mainline churches for his views on 

dispensational premillennialism and nde inerrancy of the King James version of the Bib~e.~'  By 1925. 

therefore, he founded his own Prophetic Bible Institute. affiliated with Pentecostalism. to formalize 

his dispensational approach to Biblical interpretation and to supply rural pulpits with preachers who 

wouid withstand, as John Stackhouse puts it. thc "menace" of modernist theology in the newly formed 

United Church. 

The decisive juncture between fundamentalism and modernism may well have occurred in 

1923, when the Amencm progressive Hamy Emerson Fosdick artackcd the fundamentalist approach 

to foreign evangelism in his farnous published sermon. "Shall the Fundamentalists Win?"9g In 

response. .J. Grescham Machen developed his 1921 address on "Liberalism or Christianity" into his 

book-length Chrisiianitv and Li heralism ( 1923). Machen argued that modernism. with its rejection 

of doctrines concerning the reai rniracuIous birth, death, and resurrection of Christ, and the inerrancy 

- - -  - - - - --- 
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of Scripture, could not be considered the Christianity of the gospeLW Machen thus called for a 

choice between what he considered ineconcilably different religions. Machen's challenge was 

followed by the separation of Orthodox Presbyterians frorn the northern Presbyterian Church of the 

USA, and also by a split in Fosdick's own Northern Baptist Convention. 

The impact of this schism on Canadian Protestants was coloured by church union. As John 

Moir suggests, conservative Presbyterians did not separate from the Presbyterian Church of Canada, 

but instead found a home arnong other opponents of church union in the continuing Presbyterian 

Church.lM In this way. lheir opposition to what they regarded as the liberal program of church 

union, and their determination to continue the kcsbytcrian Church following the union of 1925. 

provided conservatives and fundamentalists an al ternative f8r-m of separation from rnodemists who 

joined the United Church. 

The most noticeable schism, then, was arnong Canada's Baptists. In western Canada, Baptists 

concerned to preserve consemative teaching at Brandon Coilege accused theology professor Harris 

MacNeill of "anti-Scriptural teaching." W hen Brandon's Board of Governors exonerated MacNeill, 

some mcmbers, led by Andrcw Frieve and F. W. Auvache, broke away from the Baptist Union of 

Western Canada to form the British Columbia Baptist Missionary C~uncil.~"' In a more farnous 

case, T. T. Shields was once more set on the path of controversy in 1923 when McMstster Coilege 

awarded an honorary doctorale to W. H. P. Faunce, presidcnt of Brown University and a defender of 

~ 0 s d i c k . I ~  In his campaign for the purity of MçMastcr. Shields attacked McMaster theologian L. 

*J. Grescham Machcn, Christianity and Liberaikm (Grand Rapids. Mich.: &rcimans. 1923). 
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H. Marshall in 1924 for his failure to reject higher criticism. When Shields' charges were rebuffed 

by McMaster's board, and when Shields subsequently was chastised by the Baptist Association of 

Ontario and Quebec for his unseemiy pursuit of the issue, Shields waiked out of the association to 

lead the formation of the separate Union of Regular Baptist Churches of Ontario and Quebec. dong 

with Toronto Baptist Seminary.lo3 Shields' action was followed in 1925 by the formarion of the 

Maritime Christian Fundamentalist Association, Iead by an associate of Shields. J. J. Sidey. In the 

1930's. this group would separate fiom the United Baptist Convention of the Maritime Provinces to 

form the Independent Baptist Church. 

As noted in Chapter 1. progressive evangclicals li kc William B. Creighton readily dismissed 

"premillennarian pcssimists" in the immediate pst-war y c a r ~ . ' ~  Again following a discussion of 

eschatology at the Worlds' Christian Fundamentals Convention held in Toronto in 1926. Creighton 

charged that fundamentaiists were preoccupicd with "remote speculative questions which Jesus Himself 

declared to be hidden from mortal men..," and that thcir diversion of believers from "the tasks and 

needs of today to some remote future is a sinful perversion of a divine As Robert 

Wright notes. most Canadian Protestants gave only brief attention to an other-worldly pre- 

mil~ennialism.'~~ 

The challenge issued by Machen and the schisms which followed it, however, prescnted a 

more serious difficulty for progressive Protestants. In the USA. even serious liberals like Charles 

Clayton Momson of the Christian Century conceded that Maçhen had convincingly shown that, 

'*~tackhouse, 27; Wright. "The Canadian Protestant Tndi lion 19 1 4  1945," t 59- 160. 
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beneath the variations of fundamentalism and liberalism, the modem world indced now faced in the 

contlict between tradition and rnodernism a clash between two different religions.lm As David 

Marshall notes. rnoderate progressives in Canada like George Pidgeon viewed the charge of 

fundamentalisrn as a threat to the modem evangelicdism and the inclusive unity that were the project 

of the United ~ h u r c h . ' ~ ~  The growing popularity of fundamentalism especially on the prairies. 

marked by new Bible colleges, a rising Pentecostal movcment. and widespread support for the 

breakaway Regular Baptist conventions across rural Canada, provided new obstacles to the possibility 

of developing a "national church."'" Moreover. Machen's effective juxtaposition of modernism and 

Christian fundamentals chailenged the United Church to clarify its message and mission. 

A systematic theology for a "modem evangclicalism" would not be forth-coming until 1926. 

In the mean-time, when it  became evident that the vast majority of Protestants rejected social 

revolution, radical progressives became increasingly adamant in their modernist critique of traditional 

Christianity. This ncw and largely historicist criticism was lead by scholars Iike S. H. Hooke and J. 

Davidson Ketchum and the students whom they influenced. Hooke was professor of Oriental Studies 

at Victoria College, and together with Ketchurn was one of thc guiding lights of the Student Christian 

Movernent (SCM) founded in 1920, and both werc regular contributors to The Canadian Forum. 

As John Moir notes, Hooke arrived at Victoria Collcge in 19 13 following the release of 

George Jackson from Victoria's theology department. Hooke's vocal support for radically modeniist 

criticism, however, went far beyond the views of Jackson and the more rnoderate historical criticism 

'm~arsden, Fun&mcntdism and Arnerican Culture, 173-5. 

lœMarshall, Secularizinp the Faith, 19 1-3. 
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of his department chairman John F. McLaughiin and colleayes Iike John Hugh Mi~hael . '~~ In 

1915, just two years after his arrival, Hooke declared in Victoria's student newspaper his agreement 

with the new currents of critical science, anti-metaphysical historicism. and socialisrn. "Vitalism" in 

phiIosophy and psychology, "Expressionism" in art, and "Collectivism" in politics and economics, he 

claimed. were the religious forces emerging in answer to demands for "reaiity" in the pst-war 

age.IL1 HeM Bergson's vitalism. which posited a vital life force ("elan vital") as the underlying 

dynamic of reality, and William James' religious empiricisrn, seemed to affm a divine presence, 

albeit naturalized, in the world. They did so, moreover. on the empirical grounds of consciousness 

and experience of the divine reality in the world, rather than by metaphysical speculation or Biblical 

authority. Thus the new currents rcconciled free, critical thought based on experience with faith that 

God was at the center of the world. whik adniitting the reality of flux in the world and the relativity 

of hurnan knowlcdge. Through the early 1920's. Hooke, with Ketchum. would press this historicist 

view of religion to the point of questioning the uniqueness of Christ and the traditional Christian 

understanding of God. 

One of the central cogs in the emergence of this radicalIy modcrnist movement was the Life 

of Jesus group study seminars founded by H. B. Sharman. and participated in by Hooke. Ketchum, 

and Ernest Thomas, to cultivate a modem Christianity among the mcmbers of the SCM. Sharman was 

a New Testament scholar uained at Chicago Divinity schooi. and a founding member of the SCM. 

His modem method of Biblical study rejected theological doctrine and the "deadening farniliarity" of 

words which had lost their meaning. and called for ncw ways to encounter directly and empathize with 

. -- 
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the person of p es us."' Like John Mackay's "friendship" approach to the devotionai study of Jesus, 

Sharman used an experiential "encounter" method of Bible study in place of theological statement. 

As Burkhard Kiesekamp notes, Sharman's approach represented an attempt to combine renewed 

devotion to Jesus with a radical m~dernisrn.~l' His "life of Jesus" approach assumeü that the 

"person of Jesus" was to be regarded as a man, and that participants were free to encounter and 

interpret that personality according to their own consciousness. In this sense, Shannan's Life of Jesus 

reflected a modernist rejection of the historic Church's witness to Christ as the unique, once-for-al1 

incarnation and atonement, and instead elevated modern subjective consciousness as the arbiter of 

religious tnith. 

In many respects. the radical modernism of Sharman's Life of Jesus seminars paralIeIed the 

historicism adopted by social gospellers like Bland and Woodsworth. According to Richard Allen. 

the student rnovement, and especially Sharrnan's Group Studies of Jesus, offered the theological 

system for the revolutionary sociai gospel movement.'" But though it provided an initiai comrnon 

modemism, Sharman's Life of Jesus studies were open to developrnent in different directions. In 

particular, his focus on the person of Jesus and the cxpcrience of subjective consciousness was quite 

different from the focus of social gospellers' focus on social structures. UltimateIy, it would be this 

introspective personaIism that Thomas would adopt as an al ternative to the social gospel. 

By early 1923, in contrast, Hooke and Ketchum had moved to a modernism that was 

"'H. B. Sharman. Srudies in the Records of the Life of jesus (New York. 1938). viii. xv. xvii, quoted in 
Burichard Kiesekamp, "Christendom, Nationalism and the Fatc of the Nineteenth Century Evangelical Consensus," 
Acadiensis, XXV, 1 (Autumn 1995). 140. 

"'Burkhard Kicsekamp. "Christendom. Nationalism and ihe Faie of the Nineieenlh Ceniury Evangeiicai 
Consensus, " IN. 
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thoroughly disenchanted with Christianity. Claiming to speak for those who no Ionger could accept 

the traditional Christian view of God, they particularI y rejected the doctrines of Biblical authority, 

miracle, a transcendent and sovereign God, and the divinity of Christ that fundarnentalists emphasized. 

As Ketchum declared, the Church's view of a triune and capricious God "has becorne quite impossible 

to the modern rnind.""s Students. he claimed. no longer prayed to a personal God. and in fact 

students in China protested against the western God Meanwhile, the growing authority of naturaiistic 

modem science had discredited the possibiIity of believing in any supematural deity. And the Church, 

in relegating religion to "spiritual" matters. had effectively swendered the realrn of nature and human 

life to naturaiistic science. 

Part of this criticism was dirccted against the pre-war identity of Christianity with the moral 

progress of God's Kingdam in western civilization. Ketchum and his colleagues argued that its 

complicity in western civilization left Christianity discredited and its claim to a unique missionary 

witness suspect. In an editorial for The Canadian Student in Febmary 1919, Ketchum clairned that 

youth would continue to volunteer for Canadian missions only if non-Christians were no longer 

assumed to be doorned to damnation, arid if their religions wcrc no Ionger s e n  as "the beastly devices 

of the heathen." 

At the COR of their criticism, however, Hooke and Ketchum repudiated the uniqueness of the 

object of Christian faith. In his Christ and the Kinpdom of God (19 19). Hooke accepted Schweitzer's 

interpretation that the historicai Jesus claimed by nineteenth-century liberal Protestants was 

incompatible with the strrtnge Messianic and apcalyptic Jesus of the gospels. But if Jesus was 

historically bound, then the Biblical narratives presented only a particular stage in the evolution of 

hurnanity. but if gave no absolute or tirneless uuths or Ketchum likewise rejected any 

"'J. Davidson Keichum. "The Saving of God." Canadian Fomm (CF2, Vol. 3. No. 31 (Aprü 1923). 204-6. 

"6Gauvreau. 276. 
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transcendent, super-natural dimension to God. The "official God" of the Christian Churches," he 

claimed, was nearing an end. The modem mind needed a new conception of God that was based on 

science and would relate God to human life. The new God that would satisfy the yearnings of the 

modern mind "is net personal, much less tri-personal; does net Iose his temper even with sinners; 

does net delight in flowery aduIations; and is net outside of, and superior to, the great processes of 

nature." In a provocative tum of the tables on traditionai Christianity, Ketchum suggested that it was 

God who needed to be saved And God would be saved only when he died and becarne "reaily a 

Spirit." and when Christ was prexnted, not as a supernaturd "rnagician." but "as the truest and fairest 

of the sons of men. the great Pioneer of the way of  ove.""' 

In making these clairns, Ketchum and Hooke boldly repudiated traditional claims to the 

metaphysicai and transcendent reality of God and assertcd, like Ernst Troeltsch. the closure of reality 

upon the world of experience rhat science accounted for by the test of human reason and regulv 

hurnan experience. according to uniform natural processes."' In a review of current views of the 

Bible, for example, Hooke began by rejecting fundmentalist and even ambiguous liberal attempts to 

invest the Bible with sacred authority as pessimistic refusais to trust man hirnself with the truth. "We 

are," he declared. "for good or evil, moving away from external authority of any kind. whether of 

sacred books, sacred institutions, or infalli ble individu al^."'^^ As a contrast to "external" standards 

of mth. he held up the sincere but critical approach of group study members who 

believe that tmth or reality are the objects of progressive search and discovery, and 
that nothing is to be feared from the results of scientific historical methods applied 
to the literature which constitutes the book called the Bible. If the results conflict 
with previous views or theories about the book and its character then these views 

"'Ketchum, "The Saving of God." 204-6. 

""For a chomugh discussion of Ernst Troel~ccb's criticai methal and i ts  application in rheology. see Sidney 
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rnust be abandoned, however far-reaching the consequences of the abandonment may 
be.120 

The special vimie of this al temative. he added. was its value of adventure. Indeed, Hooke's spirit of 

adventure capped not only the trend toward secularized positivist science, but also the evangelical 

tendency to locate divine authority in human conscience. 

This anthropocentric standard of truth was further evident in Hooke's application of a 

sociological interpretation of religion, similar to those of Herbert Spencer, Ernst Troeltsch. and Emile 

Durkheim. to the I3ible.l2' Hooke describe. the Biblical writings as "ihe Sagas. the history. and the 

sociai code of a srnail Sernitic race, joined to the fragnientary records of the life and sayings of one 

rnember of that race and the correspondence of another ...." This code was best explained in tcrrns of 

its relation to the codes of other Semitic peoples and the universai patterns of reIigious development 

"passing chrough the various stages of toteniism. anirnism. polytheism. and so f~nh.. . ." '~~ Thus 

Hooke's use of psitivist historical and sociological criticism completed a crucial shift: rather than 

reading the Bible as a witness to unique acts of God in history, he focused on its human authors on 

the assurnption that religion was known from its natural socid lünction of providing a code of 

behaviour and a common world-view. and also that i t  progresscd from primitive to modem, rational 

forms, as Troeltsch had declared, according to the uniform causal processes of nature.'23 In these 

terms, the Bible ofkred a picture of the Hebrews' unique "spiritual adventure," but neither the Bible 

nor Christianity, nor any particular event in  history, could he considered uniquely normative for 

modem religion. 

'%ooke, "Sacred Books," 684-86. 

  or a helpful surnmary of these pioncm of the .socioIogical interprewiion of religion. see Bercy R. Scharf, 
Swiolonical Study of Religion (New York: Hmper, 1970), 14-1 5. 
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With these assumptions, Hooke and Ketchum translateci evangelical Protestantism into the 

hope of a fiiture-oriented evotutionary process. Recent biological theories that posited sudden 

variations or "mutations," Ketchum argued, gave new hope for satisfying "the almost universally felt 

incompleteness of man as he is, the acknowledged sense of great possibilities unrealized, great powers 

unevoked, a great kingdom unc~aimed."'~~ The "Life Force" mat the biologist James S. llomson 

claimed was within the evolutionary process of nature had issued in consciousness, and through it 

humans were aware of being "pullcd" dong by a "transcendent" evolutionary impulse that was 

"working in us and through us. and yet not of us." In contrat to "mechanistic" biological theories, 

this was an idealized evolution that seemed to preserve the rcality of a "spirit" and free consciousness, 

though these were also encornpassed entirely within nature. Modem science, Hooke argued. was 

overcoming the tensions in both BibIicai interpretation and natural science by recognizing both 

spiritual and naturalistic qualities to life. Though spiritual reality could not be abstracted from its 

natural historical setting. modern science also challenged the Newtonian mechanistic system which 

set God outside of nature as an external and arbitrary will. Instead. science now recognized 

that a new realm of law exists, that the laws of life now siowly becorning known, 
both interpenetrate the realrn of what we rnust still cal1 inanimate matter. and also 
extend beyond it into a region where die possibility of new combinations and new 
phenornena clearly el~sts.'*' 

At the forefront of this process of spiritual evolution, according to Hooke, was the human 

person. It wris in ptirsons that the natural and spiritual mçt. h r  the human body combined organized 

matter subject to physical and organic laws with psychic forces which might suspend or abrogate 

matenal forces. Thus Hooke restated the analoeia entis by identifying spiritual reality with the 

'%J. Davidson Ketchum. "The Case for Human Mutation." C& Vol. 2. No. 24 (Seprember 1922). 749-52. 

' I s .  H. Hooke. "That One Face," CF, Vol. 3, No. 27 (December 1922). 76-78. For a diffeerent view of rtie 
rehtionship between Hooke and Ketchum on this point, sce dso A. B. McKiIIop, Contours of Canadian Thounht 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987). 1 16- 17. 



forward-moving impulse of nature, and especially in the human psyche. That impulse - 

the 'moral law within me' which filled Kant's mind with wonder -- is nothing more 
nor Iess than the very Voice of Nature, cancelling, as  it were, al1 previously issue. 
messages, and d l i n g  man to a new adventure, a new step in the mighty series which 
has made the world what it is.L26 

The natural human psyche and the processes of nahue itself now held the promise of raising humans 

to a new spiritual plane, and of transforming hurnan life in the here and now fkom the "dull tragi- 

comedy" of survivai to an unknown but sublime "adventure." In response to a request for m e r  

explanation. Hooke rsfened to Julian Huxley's notion, in Essays of a Biologist, of the achievement 

of a "psychozoic" stage of evolution where mind conuolkd rnatter. as an indication of his new 

"scienti fic" religion."' 

Hooke and Ketchum presented their evolutionary faiih in a naturalized eschatological future 

as rescuing, as well as revolutionizing, Christianity for niodcm man. The new Christianity, Hooke 

claimed in March 1923, would be integrated with life itself, and the church would be transformed 

from the institutional preserve of an outmoded, abstracted supernaturaï reality into the vital nurturer 

of the springs of conduct that sustain comrnunity. art. and th~ught . "~  It would glorify life itself, 

making visible and credible the Kingdom of Heaven which was the true purpose of lifc to be achieved 

by man here and now. By locating God in nature. and thereby sanctifying nature, the church might 

end its surrender of most of life to purely mechanistic science. 

Ketchum tiilloweû Hooke's proposais for saving the church with his own for proposal for 

'36Ketchum. "The Case for Human Mutation," 749-52. 
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"The Saving of ~ ~ d . " " ~  The new God would not be the distant or othenuorldly spirit. nor the 

extemal capricious will, that was no longer acceptable to the modem rnind. Instead. the new God was 

"invisible and silent; manifest solely in his works, the myriad works of Life." Ketchum waxed 

eloquently in describing God as an immanent power who 

lives and moves and exults in the sweeping rhythm of the Universe. in the exquisite 
perfection of Nature. in the loveliest thoughts of man .... He has never trumpeted forth 
his will to quaking muttitudes; but there are those who have felt him leap for joy in 
their own h m .  when they have denied themselves. more m l y  to love others ....lm 

And in the new economy of redemption, lesus was to be viewed according to Hooke, as a sign-pst 

of "the direction whither life is tending." and as "a discoverer and pioneer in the realm of new laws 

of life. the explorer and dernonstrator of new possibilities." Jesus' apocalyptic ideas indicated his 

expectation of a better order and better powers in the future, while the rniraculous in his life was "the 

irruption of a new order. a new force in 1ife."l3' In Ketchum's words. Jesus was neither a teacher 

of moral laws nor a sacrifice for sins. but "the great Pioneer" of an undefined. "apocalyptic" reality 

which was not merely "behind" us. but also "bcfore" us in the natwal process of "creative 

evolution." 'j2 

Taking up the themes of Hooke and Kctchum. H. J. Davis. newly-appinted English professor 

at University ColIege. added that it was humanity and human life that needed rescue from the weight 

of tradition.'" The church divided life into sacred and secular realrns. limiting Christians* 

appreciation of thc whoIe of life and conservativel y defending traditions of the sacred. The church, 

'"Ketchum. "The Saving of G d "  2W-6. 

'%etchum. "The Saving of Crod" 205-6. 
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human life;" on the contnry, it always rejected the best saints like Shakespeare, St. Francis, and even 

Jesus, al1 of whom were "fiee men" who have "found their own souls, and have entered into full 

possession of life." Davis' paean of praise for the new humanity epitomized the Arnoldian view, then 

being worked out at the University of Toronto, of the hurnanities as a secular gospel of mord 

character and liberal civili~ation.'~'' In a striking reversa1 of the Genesis account of the fall, he  

portrayed his saints as becoming God themselves: they had "eaten fieely of the h i t  of the Tree of 

the Knowledge of Good and Evil - and yet they have remained in the Garden." Like Nietzsche, 

Davis described the saints as having risen above nature and the "tyranny of circurnstances;" putting 

off Epicurian and Stoic restraint of the passions and desires, they now "move about fieely in a world 

of which they are makers." Indeed, having inherited the full life, they have become the makers of 

their own personality. In the new theology of evolutionary idealism, men who were consciously fke  

rose up and became gods. 

As we shall see at a later point, most progressive evangelicals retused to follow the path of 

radical modernism set out by Hooke and Ketchum. Unwilling to let their position go unopposed, F. 

J[ohn] Moore, then assistant rector at the Anglican Church's St. James Cathedra1 and afier 1926 

director of the Student Christian Association at the University of T~ronto, '~ '  warned that the new 

"biological" interpretation of Jesus was not Christianity, for its Jesus was 

not the Son of God in the onlv sense that could originallv inspire and today iustifir 
the continuance of devotions in His Narne, ... He is not, in a word, the Christ of the 
Church, ... A religion that centres round such a Jesus as this new philosophy would 
give us is an entirely novel religion."'36 

Moore concluded that the "new the0 logy " proposed by Hooke and Ketchum offered "auto-suggestion l' 

""A. B. McKillop. Matters of Mind: The University in Ontario, 179 I - 195 1 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press. 1994), 456-7, 466. 
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Moore concluded that the "new theoIogyW proposed by Hooke and Ketchum offered "auto-suggestion" 

in place of Christianity: it merely affirmeci the human psyche and life as it was, rather than seeking 

a God who was other than the self and who might transform human life. 

With this unsympathetic response, Hooke and Ketchum, with their supporters. concluded their 

discussions in late 1923 with a defiant, if not necessarily permanent parting of ways. In a series of 

letters in The Canadian Forum critics cast off traditionai Christianity, calling for an end to the God 

of the church and the liberation of humanity, and for redirecting the church into an institution for 

humanitarian aid. J. Duff. from Sidney. B. C.. suggested that Moore's divine Christ of the Trinity had 

no connection with lesus's modelling of gentie goodnws and love. and was no longer needed. 

Modem man did not need forgiveness for sin. nor the "pre-moral" sanction of morality by an 

autocratic God. Autocracy must give way to dernocracy and self-government. for the moral law was 

within man. and was to be expressed simply in love of ncighbour. In short, communion with God 

contained no worthy meaning "beyond communion with the Ideal. the renewed opening of our hearts 

and rninds to goodness and truth[.]"13' Irene Moore added that. in place of its preoccupation with 

authority. the past. and a vague and distant future hcaven, thc church should see everything in terms 

of the "here and now" by serving as a humanitarian agency for banishing ignorance and pursuing 

intellectual emancipation. compassion, and "more peaceful and contentcd destinies." When the church 

served thus as the centet of "a great rnovement of organized goodness for social redemption. Then 

indeed will the Commonwealth of God be set up among living people here on ea r t l~ . " '~~  

By 1925. Ketchum added that the entirc project of foreign missions also had become suspect. 

Since the war. he wrote in The Canadian Student, many had corne to bclieve that Christians "were at 

least in no position to go preaching the gospcl of Face  to comparatively inoffensive Asiatic peoples 

"'J. Duff. "Comspndence." CF, 4. no. 37 (October 1923). 12-13. 
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until we had cleaned house at home."'" And from the perspective of a new internationalism that 

valued the religions and ideals of other races more highiy, Ketchum minirnized the unique clairns of 

Christianity even fumer. Those who feel called to go and serve in India or China, he suggested, 

will have to go holding no brief for Western industriai civilization as against the 
culture and traditions of other continents, and, what is much harder, holding no brief 
for Christianity as we understand it as against any other religion which, founded on 
the history and spirit of the race concernai, proves itself capable of leading that race 
into fieedom and love. 

Ketchum's comments were followed by suggestions by Sophia Lyon Fahs. an American Student 

Volunteer Movement authority on race relations. that Christianity should recognize the polytheism, 

image worship, superstition in much of Christian heritage. and should respect the worthiness of other 

Such comrnenis reflected the emergence of an historical rehtivism which called for liberty and 

respect for all religions as relative cultural expressions, but which could no Ionger be reconciled with 

a traditional Christianity that claimed the uniqueness and exclusiveness of Christ. Hooke made this 

break explicit in a series of articles in late 1923 which offercd his "apdogia" for a scientific religion. 

The modem mind. he declared. could accept no authority. evcn that of Christ, aside from self- 

authenticated r~per ience .~~ '  Hooke emphasized that rhe super-naiural foundations and personal God 

of traditional Christianity now were gone, and with it even the moral stnctures of Christianity. In 

their place, he offered a naturaiized view of religion as the "felt harmony with the universe as known, 

in surrender to it. Whether it be called akheringa or the will of Gad. the essence of the thing is the 

same."'" Accordingly, he recomniended Julian Huxley's proposais in Essavs Of a BioIo&< for a 

"J. Davidson Ketchurn ed.. Canadian Student (January 1925). quoted in Wright. 149. 
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scienîific religion in which God still served an important "biologicaI" function as  a psychic idea which 

signified the whoIeness of reality, enabling man to sublimate his instincts to rationai mental 

contr01.l" Based as it was on science. this alternative would provide a "real" basis for religion in 

the unity of matter and psychic energy, and would serve practicdly to connect man to the forces of 

cosmic evolution. Here was a solution for "emancipated people" who wanted to combine moral values 

and h l1  expression of "an emotional dynamic" with "full acceptance of the scientific attitude towards 

the universe." 

Hooke had introduced his modern apolagia with a response to the classical warning of the 

m a s :  "he that doubteth is darnned if he eat." "1 doubt." Hooke confessed. "and cannot e a ~ " ' ~ ~  

Hooke explained thar he could no longer associate with a church that naiveiy claimed the authority 

of Chnst and a personal God, nor did he believc that Christianity based on these principles could 

produce a new order. 

Hooke's decision was sirnilar to that of numerous post-war Canadians, among them A. E. 

Smith. Francis Marion Beynon, and Douglas Durkin, who would part Company even with progressive 

evangdicai Christianity in the mid- 1920's out of disillusionment with traditional Christianity and its 

lack of a radical cornmitment to social progress and modern thou~ht.~*' Some. like Smith. Bland. 

and William Irvine. would leave the clcrgy for work in politics and social service. In itself. this was 

not identical with "secularization." To the contrary, they considered such service to be the extension 

of Christianity and the claims of God's Kingdom into practical areas of life as Grant had suggested 

'43Hooke. "The Religion of a Scientist. 1," 81-2. 

'%ooke, "A Modern Lay Aplogia," 335. 
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in the late nineteenth century. Rather. their trend to secularization lay in their break fiom historic 

Chnstianity. especially the Biblical witness to the uniqueness of Christ's work and the daims of a 

distinct and transcendent God on historical life. Their interpretation of the antithesis between Gd's  

Kingdom and the world in modern historicist terms as a confïict between an idealized revolutionary 

order of fieedom and cooperation and the auhoritarian capitalist order had ais0 collapsed God into 

an immanent force within the matrix of the natural world. and particularly in human consciousness. 

The consequences of this interpretation were profound First, it located the antithesis between 

sin and redemption within the historical process. between the structures of the pst and established 

order and the future order of freedom. This location of the antithesis lefi redemption a matter of 

social revolution in order to undo the structures of the status quo. Secondly. having reduced the 

Biblical gospel to an anthropological expression. it rcduced any claim to divine authority or 

normativity to a merely human, relative claim that by dclinition was always provincial and potentialIy 

imperialistic. In doing so. it made the ideal of freedom and me creative expression of human freedom 

and rational consciousness to be the present and hture n o m  and the goal of redemption. And by 

abandoning the distinction between God and the world, it constnicted a new problematic for modem 

humanity dcfined, not as the relation between God and the world, but as the relation between free 

humanity and nature. 

Cunously. the logic of their historicism was inexorable. leaving the efforts of Bland. Hooke 

and others to construct a "biological" religion identifieci with the labour movernent short-lived. While 

becoming increasingly disillusioned with more orthodox Christianity. tliey ais0 tried to resist the more 

matenalist currents of the labour movement. In their own way apologists for a vision of "spiritual 

reality." by the mid-1920's their efforts seemed to nounder on intcmal divisions. marginalization, and 

finally. as in A. E. Smith's frustrations. the refusal of the labour movement to accede in a "spintual" 



interprctation of their goals through the Labour churches.'" 

IV. Progressive Protestants and the Quest for the Spirit 

Although they rejecteci the supernaturalism of fundamentalism, most progressive evangelicals could 

no more accept the naturalized relativism of radical modernists. Between the Scylla of 

fundamentaiism and the Charybdis of modemism. continuing progressive Protestants attempted to hold 

to both modern thought and the historic Christian ctaims to the uniqueness of Christ and the reality 

of a personal God. The challenges of pst-war era, however. presented a crisis that would tum their 

attention to theological and philosophical concerns. This rencwed debate, described by Richard Allen 

as a shift from social reform to the "religious was not intended merely to evade the 

issues of moral or social refom. To the conuary. in the wake of World War 1. their obvious failure 

to Christianize the social order had lead progressive Protestants to critique Canadian society more 

thoroughly, and to conclude that in some sense it had becorne secula-ïzed. Indeed, it was those most 

sympathetic to the social gospel's critique of western civilization, like Emest Thomas, who were most 

alert to the emerging thcologiçal cnsis. But this concIusion, combinai with their historical self- 

consciousness and critical method. also dwpened the difficulty of claiming a unique Christ and a 

personal God within experience. and by which modem society might be transformed. As Car1 Braaten 

notes. World War 1 was a watershed for progressive Protestants who had confidently shared the 

assumptions of critical thought and the expeccation of nioral progress. but now found themselves 

stniggling to affirni the very existence and possihility of knowing Gad.'" Such was the case among 

- - -  
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mainline Canadian Protestants. for whom disenchantment with the late nineteenth centufy synthesis 

of history and God's Kingdom left not only Canadian culture, but the r a t y  of God in question. 

Although they would work out a more systematic alternative after 1924, the initiai response 

of progressives to these challenges indicated that their solution would be to distinguish Christ and 

culture, particularly in such a way that identified the antithesis of sin and redemption with a renewed 

emphasis on a tension between spiritual reaIity and the structure. and processes of nature. nieir claim 

to îhe presence of spiritual reality in experience continued the themes of late nineteenth-century 

Kantian idealism. Nevertheless, their new emphasis on differentiating Christ and culture was a 

significant departure from the nineteenth-century aim of infbsing the spirit into al1 of life. 

The link between pre-war ideas and the post-war distinction of Christ and culture expressed 

by Emest Thomas in response to the social gospel, and by J. Love11 Murray in "rethinking missions," 

was especially evident in the ideas of Methodist General Superintendent S. D. Chown. By the end 

of ihe w u ,  Chown had repented of his support for the war effort and his mistaken belief that the war 

would contribute to a more Christian ~ o c i e t ~ . ' ~ ~  The war. he believed. had shaken the very 

foundations of Christian faith in the reality and righteousness of God. and also confidence in human 

nature and the revelatory quality of history. What was nwdcd for reconstmction, he argued in his 

promotion of "Christian Efficiency" near the end of thc w u ,  were not only programs of social reform 

and church union, but especially a renewal of "spiritual activity" that would Save souk. and in doing 

so would unleash the forces t h t  would Save "Christian civilization for the w o r ~ d . " ' ~  

In his post-war speeches, Chown. like the Chaplains' Report, continued to cd1 for preaching 

of the "social gospcl." for a "Christian socialogy," and for carrying Christianity into the relations 

between nations and between Capital and Labour in the principle of cooperation, but he did so on the 

"%arshall, "Methodism Emhattled," 63. 
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premise thaî social questions were rooted in distinct moral and spiritual principle~.'~' In his national 

cal1 to revivai at the end of the war. Chown was carehil to distinguish spiritual principles from natural 

structures. Significantly, he began by juxtaposing theology and philosophy. Both. he argued, spoke 

of reality as proceeding from the same spiritual source. but while philosophy could onIy study the 

trend of historical events and the "yearnings of humanity," theology spoke distinctly of the divine 

reality and source of the spirit, Christian thought, by which he seemed to mean theology, was affecte. 

by transcendence. while philosophy was limited to the immanence of ~od. '"  He went on to argue 

that boa philosophy and theology called man to a new order of "super-men." That new order. he 

believed, was emerging in the rnarch of science, sociaiism, and Christianity. But he also warned that 

the present age was "full of danger for the Christian ministry" because of the temptation to view new 

social movements as sufficient in  themselves to produce the new order. and to think only in tems of 

"scientifico-philosophic considerations." Even Rudolf Eucken's beory of creative evolution pointed 

to the underlying reality of spiritual life. Christianity's task. which he seemed to identiQ primarily 

with the clergy, was to minister to the divine agency of the spirit of God on which social progress 

dependcd. While social amelioration was needed. there aiso reniained "the old and undiminished need 

of men for deliverance from sin and the assurance of personal satvation." 

Chown thus regarded moral or spintual principles as a transcendent reality distinct from the 

natural structures that were disclosed by philosophy. His continued insistence on the primacy of 

evangelism. as Michaei Gauvreau shows, aimeci to recover what Chowri called the "divine natural" 

foundation for a modem cvangelical faith against the "wisdornizing tcndency" of modemity to confine 

" ' ~ e e .  for example. UCA, Biogqhicd Files, S. D. Chown. ncwspapcr clippings entitled "'The World Has 
Suuck Its Tents And 1s Once More! On the Much."' Toronto Star (4 June 1919). and "Ample Oppnunity Of Today 
Brings Before Modern Church ChalIcnge To Gteater Service," (no joumai titie, no date). 

"'S. D. Chown. "Revival Now." a (17 Deccmber 1918). 8-9. 
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itself fo merely natural reality.'" Chown's appeal to the "divine natural" suggested two pssibilities: 

b a t  thou@ distinct. spiritual reality was present within historiai experience; and that though spiritual 

principles and natural structures were distinct, they also were paralle1 and complementary. This 

second suggestion was evident in his support for church union. While urging that church union was 

needed to ensure effective accomplishment of its primary task of the religious and moral control of 

Canada for Protestantism, his famous phrase of 1922 referring to the "religio-political realrn" indicated 

his perception of the church as the moral partner to the state. or, as Principal E. H. Oliver described 

it, the conscience of the nation,'54 

Chown's concerns suggest that the rejection of revolutionary modernism was in part, as Robert 

Wright argues, the response of an older gcneration which was cntrenched as leaders of the institutions 

of mainline Protcstantism. and whose progressive evangelicaiism was rooted in a nineteenth century 

Kantian ideaiisrn, like that taught hy William Jordan and E. F. Scott at Queen's, which could assume 

an ontological dualism and the distinct reality of a personal transcendent God and divine spirit. Like 

Chown, many of the leading derical administrators of church boards of evangelism, social service, 

and foreign missions were appointed to their positions bcfore, or irnmcdiately after, World War 1. 

Such was the case with board secretaries like Jesse Arnup in the Board of Foreign Missions with the 

Methodist and United churchcs (19 13-52); H. E. Stillwcil. secretary of the Canadian Baptist Foreign 

Mission Board (19 19-39); R. P. Mackay, secretary of thc Presbyterian Foreign Mission Cornmittee 

(1892-1926); and field serretaries like James Endicott. of the Board of Foreign Missions for the 

Methodist and United churche. (191 1-36). Though critical of western civilization, they remained 

'%n Chown's view of church union. see N. Keith Clifford, The Resistance to Church Union in Canada 1904- 
1939 (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 1985)' 121. See also E. H. Oliver. "The Place and Work - 
of the Unitcd Church in the Life of Canada," NO (10 lune 1925). 19-20. 



cornmitt~d to a progressive but nevenheless ev angelical and ide Jist ~rotestantism. lS5 

Arnong this entrenched leadership, however, figures like Chown, Ernest Thomas, and John 

Mackay were especially pivotal in the transition of that pre-war progressivism and Kantian idealism 

to the pst-war era of disillusionment. Ernest Thomas was burn in London, England in 1866 and, 

from his Wesleyan Methodist upbringing, had developed a missionary zeal that was satisfied by 

answcring the cal1 for missionaies from the Home Mission fields of the Methodist Church of Canada 

in 1 8 9 0 . ' ~  In addition to his mission work in the Monueal Conference of the Methodist Church, 

Thomas also studied at Wesleyan Theological College, Montreai, and at Queen's Collsge in Kingston. 

until his ordination in 1894. After severai pastoral positions. he was appointed as field secretary of 

the Board of Evangelism and Social Service of the Methodist ( 

then, Thomas was devoted to progressive social reform, and 

participation in the Life of Jesus group studies initiatcd by H. 

ater United) Church (19 18- 1937). By 

after moving to Toronto in 1918 his 

B. Sharman at Victoria College gave 

him contact with students and with leaders of the more revolutionary modernism like Hooke, Bland, 

and Ketchum, But while Ketchum and Hooke moved beyond those studies by dismissing Jesus as 

the nom for Christianity, Thomas would continue to regard them as essential to spirituai expenence, 

and would become. as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4, the Ieading advocate of "fellowship studies" 

of Jesus into the late 1920's. 

Thomas* continueci interest in group studies of Jesus was similar to thrit of John Mackay, who 

was the Presbyterian fiiunder of the Corpus Christi Movcrnent. Born in the Owen Sound region of 

western Ontario, Mackay had studied at the University of Toronto (1 894- 1899) and Free Church 

College in Glasgow (18994902). where he would have contactcd the developments on Ritschlian 

thought in the work of H. R. Mackintosh and James Denney. the latter of whom emphasized the post- 

''Wright, A World Mission, 1 1 1- 113. 

 CA Biographical Files, "Ernest Thomas." 
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critical recovery of the living Peson of Jesus testified by the gospe~s. '~ Mer s d n g  at Crescent 

Street Presbyterian Church. and as temporary lecturer in the Presbyterian College in Montreai from 

1902 to 1908, Mackay moved to British Columbia to hçlp establish Westminster Hall as the 

Presbyterian Church's West Coast serninary. From 1920 to 1938, he served as principal of Manitoba 

Coliege. He also served on the Presbyterian Church's Foreign Mission Board (19094919) and its 

Board of Education (19 14- 19 19). and during the 1920's he became involved in the Canadian Institute 

of Internationai Affairs and the Institute of Pacifîc ~e la t ions . '~~  

As noted earlier, Mackay 's pre-war opposition to church union, unlike conservative 

Presbyterians wishing to preserve the Presbyterian heritage and the Westminster standards, was based 

on his belicf that the doctrine of the Basis of Union was out-dated. and that the proposed uniform 

institution was an unnecessary mechanical imposition on fieedom. Mackiiy's commitrnent to a 

progressive and liberal piety was suggested by one editorialist's comment that Mackay was known 

for his learning and tolcrance, and his concern to relate Scripture to the "comrnon suuggle of life in 

Iay oc~upations."~'~ That concem was directed primarily to the Corpus Chnsti Movement that he 

foundcd 1912. His writing after the war, which included Steps into the Larper Life (1918), The Life 

of Lives (1927)- and Paul Another Chapter in the Life of Lives (1928). ai1 of which were devotionai 

booklets, continued his pre-war "modern" evangelism aimed at cultivating a common participation in 

the life of God's spirit through the direct experience of the person of Jesus. Religion. as he wrote in 

his Relirrion as Friendship with God; a New Slatement of the Old Doctrines (1906). was asentially 

InUC~. Biographical Files, "John Mackay." See also Clifforci. 43-4. 

'%CA, Biogxaphical Files. "John Mackay." 

IY>ed.. "Doctor John Mackay," Winnipeg Free Press (16 May 1038). in UCA. Biognphical Files, "John Mackay." 
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the relationship between the two realities of the sou1 of man and the spirit of Gd.'" The realities 

of the physicai world were empty and meaningless apart from this relationship. And this relationship 

was to be fostered through small "friendship" studies of the person of Jesus. 

Unlike Chown, both Mackay and Thomas an-ived at their focus on the person of Jesus throurrh 

the process of critical disillusionment with the nineteenth century moral vision of history. Like 

Mackay's progressive criticism of church union, Thomas* alternative to revolutionary modernism was 

developed in respnse to the demands of disillusioned students for "reaiity," modem thought, and 

social reform. In his cmcial article in The Canadian Forum for June 192 1, Thomas explained that he 

was by no means unsynipatlictic to the demands of doubters for criticai ilee thought and for 

"reality."16' Indeed. while rejecüng revolution. lit: urged the church to promote knowledge of society 

and the building of a new order whiçh would vaius persons higher than machinery and profit, as well 

as knowledge of the Bible and tht: "socid foundations of the church and Christianity." And it must 

do so espcciaily ttirough group discussirms rrithcr than h m  the isolation of the pulpit. in a way that 

allowed free cxprcssion of dl vicws consistent with Christianity. for such frcedorn was of the essence 

of Christianity. Finally, the church must promote a "spirit of devotion to the common good," in 

contrast to any nicrc çlass interests. Hue Thomas sccmcd to suggest not only the primacy of 

individual conscit3nce, but also the existence of spiritual rcality wiiich was both distinguishable from 

particular social and historical identities, and universal in its chim. 

Yet Thomas' concern for authentic spiritual reaiity, and his emphasis on experiencing the 

person of Jcsus. secmed io turn historicai criticism upon modern Protestantism itself in much the same 

fashion as Albert Schweitzer had doiic to the historical lesus. Already in 1918, Thomas indicated his 

laJohn Mackay, Religion as Fricndship with CiOd: a New Statcment of Ihe Old Doctrines (Toronto: 
Westminster, 1906). 15. 

'"'Thomas, "Social Rcronn and Ihc hlethodist Church," 264-266. 
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dis-satisfaction with the progressive, or what he callcd "liberaï' Protestant treatment of religion in 

terms of evolution and environment, and its expectation that people could be perfected by changing 

their environment using the "machinery" of institutions.'" Again in a 1927 book review, Thomas 

suggested mat the nineteenth century liberal view of Jesus as an ethical teacher was no more credible 

than the supernaturai ilesus of funciamentalism. Both gave "one more piece of machinery, introduced 

to make good the failures of the machine which we cal1 nature."'" Indeed. Thomas considered both 

liberal and fundamentalist views of Jesus to be outmoded, static, and mechanical views which 

diminished the spirituai reaiity and the presence of the divine in experience that Jesus embodied. 

Thomas aiso concurred with Ketchum's critique of the church's ties to the wealthy classes in 

its Inter-Church Forward Movement. His June 1921 article in The Canadian Forum adrnitted that 

these ties were evident in the U.S. in the attenlpts of "Steel Kings of Pittsburg [sic]" to cut off 

financial support to the Inter-Church Movernent and to undermine the churches' advocacy of 

Christianizing industry when the Inter-Church Movement investigated a steel srrike? In the case 

of Canada, Thomas cIaimed more vaguely that efforts by business to pressure the churches in the 

Forward Movement were never fully organized and were successfully resisted. He went on to assure 

the Forum readcrs thrtt. though Christianity could not be identifîed with a particular order or class, the 

"overwhetming preponderance of thoughtfut opinion" would not "turn away from the effort to interpret 

Christianity in terms of the indusuial and commercial order." 

Rather than reueat from critical social thought, Thomas's views suggest a deepening and more 

comprehensive criticism of the historical structures of western thought and society. His departure 

'"Allen, The Social Passion, 126-27, 256-57. 

163 Ernest Thomas, rcview of The Historia1 Life of Christ, By J .  Warschauer .... London: Emest Benn, Ltd. 
CIRT, 4, 2 (March-April 1927), 164. 

'%ornas, "Sociat Rcfonn and the Methoûist Church," 264-6. 



from an optimistic modernism came throueh the application of criticai thought to progressive 

Protestantism itself. And from this criticisrn, Thomas, like Hooke and Ketchum, perceived a growing 

crisis involving questions about both society and God. Amid the intense debates of the early 1920's. 

Thomas noted aiready in 192 1 that: 

[tlhe dominant interest in many religious quarters today is the search for reality, the 
conviction that life is not to be measured in terrns of the things done, but in terms of 
man's participation in the eternal Ufe. Consequentiy men are seeking the content of 
their faith; and docîrine, in no narrow sense of bat  term, is coming to its own again. 
It is not something extemal to religion, but is the attcmpt to express in terms of 
reason the true inwardness of the Christian faith? 

In his review of the 1925 Religious Education Association conference in Milwaukee. Thomas again 

warned that doubt and uncertainty now put the very nature and norrn for religion into quesuon: 

1s every religious experience valid? 1s it really religious? Is every kind of religious 
experience reaily desirable? If not, on what buis shall some be sought and others 
rejected? Shall experiences be counted desirable un1ess they prove to be socially 
fmitful? What then happens to religious experience as an actual enhancement of 
pers~nality?'~ 

Finaily, in the heat ofdebate during 1923, Thomas sympathetically conveyed the concerns and 

challenge of revolutionary modernists to the mainline chur~hes . '~  There was. he claimed. a growing 

"insurgency" within the church. rnarked by rebellion of clcrgy and parishioners alike against the "head- 

quarters" of the church and a growing sense of frustration with the ineffectiveness of the local ministry 

of the church in addressing modem life. Based on the findings of a survey of the prairie provinces, 

he identified thrçc main concerns in the church. First, the "cornradeship" or social community of the 

church lacked vitality. Secondly, the worship lacked the "sublirnity" neccssary for genuine and Iasting 

inspiration. And thirdly, the prcaching and teaching of the church were unrelated to "the general rnass 

'Thomas. "Social Rcform aici the Methodist Church," 264-6. 

'66Edward Trehwney m e s t  Thomas). "Religious Expricnce and Education." (22 Iuly 1925). 5. 

'%est Thomas, "Insurgent Movements in the Church." a 3  no. 29 (February 1923). 140-142. 
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of knowledge of the modem man."'" In contrast to Chown. Thomas blarned the challenge of 

modernism not on the threat of modem thought, but on the Iack of "spiritual eficiency" within the 

church itself. Retigion, he argue& had k o m e  "excessively pragmatic," with the church accepting 

the standards of business in measuring success by the size of its rallies and the amount of money it 

raiseci rather than seeking like jesus to create "right human relations." Meanwhile, its dependence on 

businessmen risked dlowing fuianciers to control the church and silence its criticisrn of capitalism. 

Thus the reconstruction hoped for after the war had been diverted by a deeper commercialism within 

the church which accepted the attempt to increasc man's control over the physical world. - to exercise 

"the will to power." with no corresponding responsibility for the use and direction of those forces. 

Thus, the probiem was due not simply to the thrcat of science, but to the church's own participation 

in the ideologies and social structure of modem western civiiization. 

Given this diagnosis of a church entangled in the status quo, Thomas welcomed "insurgent 

movements" as "redemptive agen~ ies , " '~~  for they promised to increase the spiritual energies of the 

church. Rightly. they challenged the conservative routines or mechanical obstructions within the 

church and pressed it to renewed efforts to "make real to ourselves those mystical experiences or 

historical achievements which are voiced in the earliest Christian Iiterature[.lM In demanding reaiity, 

they aiso opened questions about the adequacy of traditional creeds, the need for more fitting symbolic 

worship to express "the deep things of the spirit," the mcthods of traditional Sunday School classes, 

and the social fellowship of the church and its relation io the state and society. Furthermore, the 

search for spiritual reality was necessary for rediscovcring the church's prophetic task of challenging 

the prevailing political-economy with the cal1 to service. Since western society was entrenched in a 

system which resisted God's spirit, Christians could no longer reIy on the state to Christianize society, 

'%ornas. "Insurgent Movements in the Church." 140- 142. 

'@Thomas. "Insurgent Movements in the Church," 140- 142. 



nor could they finally give their loyalty to the existing ~ystern."~ 

In his own way. Thomas' concern for authentic spirituai reality, and his criticisrn of the 

existing order. suggested a no less revolutionary antithesis between the church and the structures of 

western civilization. "What shall the Christian fellowship do," he quene-. 

with the organized life which through its official heads so scoffs at the ideas of 
business and industry k ing domimted primaril y by the quest for service rather than 
for pnvate gain? What responsibility rests on the church to resist the dernands of the 
state when those demands are based on the desire to perpetuate the very factors which 
resist the Christian spirit?"' 

In answer, Thomas argued thai the church had its own unique identity: 

[i]t is no longer sumcient to assen the technical supremacy af the state. The church has its 
heritage of martyrs and a new list may have yet to be made. We worship One who was 
executed on a charge of sedition; and so the charge of sedition can never be a final verdict 
for the Christian. 

The church's task was to recover the spiritual sources, and a distinct spiritual community, in a banle 

against the world of existing social structures. 

Thomas' analysis portrayeci a new st ate of affairs for C hristiani t y in modem culture. Modem 

culture had become secularized, -- so much so bat God himsclf, and the finality of Christ, were in 

question. Moreover, the church and its theology had becorne accornpIices in that secular culture. Like 

the searching studenrs whose views he conveyed. Thomas sought to cut through the impcding secular 

"machinery" of social structures and the Liniits of the modem sciences. as well as the supernatural 

authontarianisrn of fundamntalism. to a direct experience of spiritual redity. 17* Unlike the more 

radical evolutionary positivism of Hooke and Ketchurn. Thomas would continue to regard Jesus as 

the incarnation of spiritual reality disentangled from western culture, and from the "hermeneutic of 

- 

""T'homas. "Insurgenr Movements in the Church," MO- M. 

 ho ho mas. "Insurgent Movements in the Church." 140-142. 

"'ed.. "The Centrai Studcnt Conference." CJRT, 1. no. 5 (September-ûcrober. 1924). 369. 
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suspicion" which was the legacy of critical historicism he sought the discovery of authentic spirituality 

behind historical structures in a direct encounter with the "person" of Jesus. By definition, such a 

spiritual encountcr mus be free and moral, unobstructed by the "machinery" of institutions and 

structures, and it must lead to a moral redirection of believers to the open-ended and undefined 

"adventure" of the spirit of love that Jesus revealed. Such a recovery of the vital r o m  of Christian 

faith and society would revive the church community, but would aïs0 place it in tension with modem 

secular culture. 

But how could such a unique Jesus be encountercd, and how could a unique spiritual reaiity 

be claimed in the midst of historical experience, and from the perspective of modern aitical thought? 

It was precisely these points that lay at the htlart of the challenge of radical rnodernists like Hooke. 

Moderate progressives' responses to the writings of Hooke and Ketchum in 1923 indicate both the 

dilemma for progressive Protestants and the solution that they would take. On the one hand, some 

respondents objected to thc proposais of Ketchum and Hooke on the grounds that their "science" was, 

as one observer who clairned to be a practicing scientist chided. naive. The scientific method, he 

claimed, was limited to the sphere of naturd phenornena, and could make no affirmation or deniai 

about supernaturai reality.") Another observer also insisicd on the limits of science, arguing that 

though science rnight reveai some of the laws of God's creation, it was not adequate to reveal the 

Creator, for "far greatcr han al1 His works is He, ~imsclf.""~ Science and the natural world could 

not supersede the infinite powers of man's makcr. 

While these objections questioncd Ketchum's and Hooke's views of science, F. J. Moore 

challenged their view of religion in a two-part response. He agreed that science could not support the 

proposed new divinity, for "[wlhen Science has told us all it has to say there is still a fiirther step to 

"%onaId D. McKay. "Correspondence." a 3. no. 32 (May 1923). 237-238. 

'"W. A. Robinson. "Correspondence." CF, 3. no. 35 (August 1923). 334-335. 
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be taken before Religion is p o ~ s i b l e . " ' ~ ~ u t  hirthermore. Moore doubted that Ketchum's portrayal 

of an impersonal God could sustain a religious life that was more than merely ethical behaviour. In 

fact, according the Moore, the new theology was a regrasion in the development of religion. for it 

proposed to revert from the high point of knowledge of a Persond and Universal God to a more 

prirni tive and vague1 y felt impersonal divini ty. Religion. Moore argued quoting Jonathan Edwards, 

consisted "'in great part in holy affections'," and in "a communion in which the human will and 

affections are submerged and embraced in the ~ i v i n e . " " ~  It musc therefore retain in its view of the 

UItimate ReaIity such personal properties as Intelligence. WiI1, Design Forethought. which we are 

aware of in ourselves. As the students themselves demonstrated in their turn away frorn prayer, one 

could not have communion with an impersonai "Life-force;" in fact, such a God was essentially 

amoral,-- a God of power and nithless necessity,-- and thcrefore unable either to uphold a Divine 

moral imperative or to gant forgivenes~. '~ In the conuast between its vision of a biological life- 

force and the hisroric Christian confession of a personal God embodied in the Christ of the Church, 

Moore concluded that the new theology was a "novcl" religion ramer than the expression of 

Christianity.17' 

Together. these criticisnis suggested ihat continuing progressives would atternpt to solve the 

challenge of modernity partly by distancing science and religion, and partiy by insisting on the distinct 

and uruiscendent personality of Cod. According to Moore. Christianity and modem secular 

civilization would be transformed only by infusing it. through the church, with "the free and 

"9. J. Moore. "Correspndence," CF. 3, no. 32 (May 1923). 236-237. 

'76F. J. Moore. "Correspondence." CF, 3. no. 35 (July 1923). 301-302. 

lnF. J. Moore. "Correspndence," CJ 3, no. 32 (May 1923). 236-237; and no. 35 ( M y  1923). 301-2. 
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advenairous spirit of its ~ounder.""~ Here were the roots of the neo-Kantian apologetic, 

differentiating between nature and spirit, tfiat would be developed during the mid-1920's. 

A potentially more ominous challenge to both revoIutionary modernism and progressive 

Protestantism, however, came in related comments on the "new idealism" by University of Toronto 

philosopher George Bren and University of Toronto political-econornist R. M. MacIver. From their 

historicist and pragmatic perspectives. Brett and MacIver questioned whether science could support 

any ontological claims about the existence of metaphysical spintual reality within the world. In a 

1923 review of May Sinclair's The New Idealism, Brett notçd that revolutions in rnathematics, physics 

and biology had chailenged the faith that "something akin to thought was the real stuff of the Universe 

and that to be, in any proper sense. means to be known."'" The ideas of Russell. Whitehead. and 

Einstein that Sinclair examined, and that Hooke and Ketchum acciaimed, refiected both a new 

"realism" and a new "idealism." That is, they acknowledged the reality of space, time, and causality. 

rather than treating them merely as mental postulations and abstractions. yet their demonstration of 

the reality of intelligible Iaws meant that " o u  realism rnust be a new rationalism." The new clairns 

which identitïed "spirituai principles" with the real laws within the historical process offered a new 

idcalism in place of the absolufist and transcendent rnetaphysics of the nineteenth century. 

Neither Brett nor MacIver were convinced, however, that the new idealism had demonstrated 

that consciousness was a meta-physical reality within expcrience. Sinclair's proposais. Brett argued, 

assumed an ascntially static ontology that still was Ieft with the difficulty of distinguishing the 

"mat ter" of expericnce in the physical dimensions of " pri nmy consciousness" from secondary 

conscio~sness.~~~ Wiihout this distinction. the new realism could as easily suppon materialist 

- 

'"%. J. MWR. "Correspondence," 3. no. 35 (July 1923). 301-302. 
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behaviourism such as that of the Arnerican psychologist John B. Watson. And in a review of a French 

work that claimed to arrive at metaphysical reality through psychology, MacIver likewise questioned 

the atcempt to prove "metaphysics" through psychology. The author's daim to a new science of 

rnetaphysics through the study of dreams and the reports of subconscious phenornena MacIver 

complained, w u  simply naive ~ubjectivism.~" 

Brett's own proposal to overcome the duality of consciousness and the "real" extemai world 

was to consider "things" as "events" so tfiat reality could be found in "the pure events of our 

e~perience." '~~ In a fuller article on the relation of science and modem philosophy in 1926. Bren 

argued that Kant especially had laid the foundations of modem critical and historical thought in 

turning philosophy from abstract speculation about the rnetaphysical essence of redity to problerns 

of the nature of knowledge and the ends and iünction of the mind." These changes. popularized 

in Pragmatism, both limited and extended the scope of philosophy. The task of philosophy was now 

reduced to the analysis and synthesis of al1 knowledge from the more lirnited sciences into a "total 

interpretation of experience." Though limited. Brett clairned tliat this approach had the benefit of 

taking the history and role of the mind as a reatity rather than an abstraction. Nevertheless, Brett's 

new historical approaçh to philosophy had decisivcly abandoncd claims to knowledge about the 

ontologicai reality of the externai world. Not unlike Nictisçhe, Brett had interionzed the problem of 

ontology within the mind and reduced the extemal world to a process of undefined events. to be 

defined only by and for the functional mind. 

On a sirnilx theme, MricIver's review of Haveiock Ellis's The Dance of Life, which celebrated 

the ftec niovement of the "elan vital," signified the emergence of a new problematic in the conflict 

'%. M. MacIver, "The Bookshelf: Metaphysics," 4. no. 37 (Octoher 1923). 23-24. 
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between consciousness and nature. MacIver wamed that the mystical "art" of life in conscious activity 

invariably, by natural necessity, became entrenched in the material suuggle for survival and the webs 

of ritual, institutional authority, and fear which quenched "the springing flames of intuitive religion." 

In a variation on Jean-Jacques Rousseau's CO nfl ic t bet ween consciousness and nature, MacIver 

suggested that a "war" existed between the cltttermined order of constructed civilizsition and creative 

spirit. Disappointed with Ellis's work, MacIver pleadcd for reconciliation of the rhythm of nature with 

the course of consciousness and human activity, - a disclosure of "the meeting place of mind and 

nature" in "some yet undiscovered law that transccnds the bounds between the sentient and the 

inmirnate." '" 

The import of this shift in critical thought from metaphysicai ontology to a self-sufficient 

process between mind and nature was enormous for progressive Protestants. Combined with their 

awareness of their own entanslement in the secular suuctures of western civilization, the shift in 

critical thought left progressive Protestants with the problem of how modern thought could still claim 

the unique reality of God that transcended the procssts of nature and civilization and might transform 

human life. 

Throughoui 1924 and 1925, the writings of progressive Protestants echoed the theme of crisis 

in the search for reality. In a 1924 editorial in the newly-founded Canadian Journal of Religious 

Thought (CJRT), modem youth were described as searching for spiritual tmth with a new earnestness, 

and aiso with a critical viewpoint: 

Their conccrn is l e s  with creeds and dogmas than with the insistent issues of life. 
'What does Christianity realIy mean?' 'Who is Jesus Christ and wherein does His 
authority consisi?' '1s His way of life practicable for the world today?'186 

For student "seekers," the very possibility. measured in terrns of practicai meaning, of faith in God 

IUR. M. Maclver. "The Dance of Lif'e," 4. no. 42 (March 1924). 172-174. 

"ed.. "The Studcnt Christian Movement,' CJRT. 1. no. 3 (May-June 1924). 185-186. 
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was in question. In a 1925 article on "Teaching Religion to Chjldhood and Youth" Rev. C. A Myers. 

field secretary for the United Church's Religious Education Department, noted thaî the experience of 

war and the failure of the church had given new urgency to educating children in the gospel of 

lesus.'" m a t  task, however. faced Vie new challenges of materialism. wealth amusements and 

recreation, transportation and communication, which distracted youth from a personal relation to 

Christ. In another article, Rev. John Moore noted that the rise of modem science, in particular, had 

envisioned a wodd in which the traditional doctrine of Christ was difficult for youth to accept.'" 

J. W. Bainbridge especially captured the sense of transition in modem thought and society. 

Bainbridge warned that the task of educating youth in thc gospel had becorne difficult because of the 

scicntific principlts and criticai, experimilntal mcthod taught already to children in the schools. Youth 

as well as adults had been pried Ioose fiom eulier belicfs. 

They c m  no longer believe in an ultra-human God and a mechanical creation, and yet 
they have no adequate conception of the Personal SpirituaI Sou1 of the Universe and 
the process of His evolutionary Creation. n i e  üteral interpretation of an infaliible 
Bible is no longer tenable to thern, but as yet they have no tangible concept of the 
larger understanding of inspiration and the more divine-like purpose of the Bible. 
They have 1ost their footing on Lhe oId vicw-point but have not been firmly 
establishcd on the new.lm 

In response to these challenges, Myers, Moore. and Bainbridge al1 called for new efforts in practical, 

scientific education mat would make religion intelligible and acceptable to youth. 

Though intended more to promote scholarship than education of youth. the formation of the 

CJRT in 1924, shortly after the debates of 1923. was one answer to this crisis. Among its founding 

'"Rev. Dr. C. A. Mycrs. "Teaching Religion to Childhcxxi and Youth; An Old Task With a New Need," NO 
(10 Iune 1925). 9. 

I m ~ e v .  John Moore, "Religion. Yourh and the Church." NO (29 July 1925). 5-6. 

'7. W. Bainbridge. letter to Ihc editor, (October 1925). 
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editorial board were F. J. Moore and George I3ren,lw and aAer its first year of publication it boasted 

a general business manager in George Brockwell King and 700 s u b s ~ ~ p t i o n s . ~ ~ '  The professed aim 

of the CJ- was to promote "vitai" religious thought that would meet the challenges of contemporary 

thinking and Living. The opening editorial of the CJRT explaineci the occasion for the renewed 

challenge of theological and philosophical debate: 

A few years ago, at the close of the war, many were saying that in the future the 
Church would pay less attention to doctrine and more to practical Iiving and ... social 
reconstmctio &...The very insistence of the practical problems have led men to 
endeavor to get a deeper understanding of the Christian faith ... The dominant interest 
in many reIigious quarters to-day is the search for reality ... Consequently men are 
seeking the content of their faith; and docîrine. in no narrow sense of the terrn, is 
coming back into its own again. It is not something cxtemal to religion, but is the 
anempt to express in terms of reason the m e  inwardness of the Christian faith.'" 

The cmx of the modern crisis had shifted frorn social application to the more fundamentai problern 

of recovering certainty about the reality and nature of God. Such a task, it admitted. was "harder than 

ever." The apparent failure of practical reconstniction of the new order, the post-war weariness and 

tragic disillusionment. the rnechanized work of i ndustri al capi talism. the formal and bureaucratic 

system of education, and the timidity of conservative religion a11 were choking out the "divinely given 

urges of the soul" that naturally directed al1 people to religion and ~reat ivi iy . '~~ Neveaheless. these 

sarnc conditions created the dernand for renewcd rcligion, which now was the more necessary to 

enable the church. according to the CJRT's editors, to "breathe into society" the spirit of God that 

would transforrn its culture and likrate its oppressed. 

In the second nurnber, the editors indicated their desired direction by refening to a lecture 

'P<"~ostly About People," No (10 February 19261, 17; John A. Irving. "The Achievement of George Sydney 
Brett" University of Toronto Quarterly. 14, no, 4 (July 19451, 342. 

'91"Our Enterprise," CJRT, 1. no. 6 (November-December 1924). 457. 

'9L"EditoriaI," CJRT, 1. no. 1 (Januaiy-February. 1924). 1-5. 

'""Ediiorial." CJ RT, 1. no. I (January-Febmary. 1924). 1-5. 
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given at Yale by B. W. Bacon entitled "The Teaching Ministry for Tomorrow." Bacon had noted, 

first, that the growing separation of "church and state" threatened to drive religion and secular life 

apart. In education, for exmple, secularisrn was "comrnitting more and more of education to a 

secularized, commerciaiized and avowedly utilitarian state." Secondly, Bacon arped that 

fundarnentalism and modernism were becoming increasingly polarized. with neither offering an 

acceptable Christianity. Modeniisrn offered only "a narrow 'liberaiism' which evacuates Chnstianity 

of its religious content, which discounts 'the word of the Cross' as the centrai element in the faith, 

and wfüch, by reducing the gospel of Jesus to rnere ethical ileaching, Judaizes it and turns the whoie 

passionate experience of the Christian Church into delusion ..." And with its "obsolete" theory of 

Scripture and withdrawal into sectarian institutions, fundamentaiism threatened only to divide learning 

and evangelical ministry. In contrast to both of these, the spirit breathed by the church, the editorial 

urged, must be that of an "evangelicai and enlightened Christianity" which insisted on more effective 

preaching of the cssentials of Christianity, but which yet would be worthy of the respect of 

science. lg4 

V. Conclusion: 

The position adopted hy the CJRT was signifiant in several ways. First. in repudiating the extrema 

of both fundamentalism and rnodernism, it acknowledged the fragmentation of the nineteenth century 

evangelicai consensus. That fragmentation emerged as the tenuous evangelical synthesis of history 

and God's spirit proved its untenabitity in the uagedy of World War 1. Secondly, though continuing 

progressive Protestants would continue to identify themselves as the mainline Christian "church" in 

Canada. they now also regardeci their own Christianity as in tension with the structures of Canadian 

society and history. Through their own moral concern and criticai scholarship. they had concludeù 

- ---- 

""Editonal." CJRT 1, no. 2 (March-April. 1924). 91-93. 
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that modern western civilization had become secularized. In contrast to nineteenth-century efforts to 

synthesize Christianity and s w l a r  culture, they now conceded the opposition of modem thought and 

social structures to Ci-xistianity. And in epitomizing modern civilization as secular. they moved to 

a new emphasis on antithesis, which they located between the spiritual reality of Christ and 

contemporary culture. 

This problematizing of history. however, complicated the third cornrnitment of continuing 

progressive Protestants, namely that of an "enlightened evangelicalism." In keeping with nineteenth 

century evangelicalism, progressive Protestants continued to assume that Christianity was essentially 

an immediate encountcr with divine reality in human experience, particularly in conscience, and that 

this experience would transfonn personal morality and social relations. In his reply to Ketchurn and 

Hooke, F. J. Moore had reiterated this tradition by claiming Jonathan Edwards and Friedrich 

Schleiermacher together as heroes of evangeli~alisrn.'~~ This commitment to experience. in Nm. 

warranted continued cornrnitment to a critical ilpistemology, and i t  ensured that modem Protestants 

would demand an historical revelation as the stming point of their apologetic for Christianity. 

In the post-war years, however, this commitment to modern critical thought and historical 

revelation was rendered paradoxical by the tragedy and secularization of history and the trend in 

critical thought to exclude spiritual and metaphysical reality from the processes and structures of 

nature. Progressive Protestants wouId attempt to resolve this problern by simultaneously accepting 

the validity of modern critical thought. and by attempting to go beyond the limits of nature and history 

to distinguish a unique spiritual reality from the stnictures of the world. 

This strategy, however, would remain subject to the "hermeneutics of suspicion" and the 

historicai self-consciousness of post-Kantian critical thought. Consequently, the challenge of 

modeniist doubt would continue to reverberate through Protestant attempts to develop an "enlightened 

I9!F. I. Moore. "Correspondence," Canadian Forum, 3. no. 35 (July 1923). 301-302. 
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and evangeiical" apologetic: how, fkom a critical perspective, could Protestants demonstrate or affirm 

the experience of God? how could they distingWsh God frorn mythology and psychology? how could 

they be discerned in a unique revelation in Jesus? and how could the experience of spirinial reality 

be related to history in such a way as to transfonn human life? In short. how could authentic spiritual 

experience corne to humans when they were entangled in the processes and structures of history? 

Though the paradox of it wouId not be apparent until the later 1920's. progressive Protestants 

sought a renewed spintual vitaiity that could satisfy the dcmands for experience. criticai thought. and 

the transformation of life in tenris of freedom -- dcmands which arose from the very culture which 

they now considered to be secularized, Their response in defense of "enlightened evangelicalism" 

would consist in the attempt to rnove fiom human experience and consciousness to a spiritual reaiity 

which was disentangled fiom natural structures and located in the unique personal relationship between 

human consciousness, a personal God, and the Incarnate lesus. 



Chapter 3: 

Modern Evangelicalism and the Quest for God, 1924-28 

During August and September of 1925, Ernest Thomas pubtished a series of articles in the New 

Outlook charging the newly formed United Church with its spiritual task, His theme in these 

messages was the quest for spiritual reality: 

Never in our day was there such an interest in religion as we now witness. There is 
a quest for God such as our generation has not known. It is, however, a quest, not 
an assured discovery. After a generation of bdd services in which sermons 
predominated, and after a period in which preaching was cssentially either 'practical' 
or oratoricai. the hem cries out for the Living God.' 

Thomas welcorned a variety of efforts to pursue this quest. from the "daring adventures" of the 

Student Christian Movement to the new church architecture which restored the choir to the veiled 

chance1 balcony and emphasized rnystical worship. A11 of these offered some way of "achieving 

communion with the Unseen and Eternai." and of confirrning that God "could be heard speaking and 

found working in the rnovement of history." In the light of this reality. the church's task was to 

"release such spiritual powers" to enable seekers to achieve that communion with God and cooperate 

in his divine plan for history.' 

Thomas's vision of spiritual adventure was part of a broader effort arnong moderatety 

progressive Canadian Protestants during the mid- 1920's to answer the challenges of fundarnentalism 

and mockrnisrn, and the realities of tragedy and xcularized culture, by constxucting the "enlightened 

evangelicalism" caIled for by the editors of the Canadian Journal of Religious Thought (CJRT). 

Issued in 1924, that cal1 signified a period of renewed thçological and philosophical debate among 

'Ernest Thomas, "'Prcpare to Mect Thy Gad,'" New Outlook (NO) (2 Scptember 1925). S. 

?homas. "'Prepm to Meet n i y  Gd."' See also Erncst Thomas, "Should the United Church Conciemn War? 
Article II. We Wrestie Not Against Fiesh and Blood," (12 August 1925). 5.  
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moderately progressive Canadian Protestants. Th& central problern, as F. J. Moore had indicated in 

reply to J. Davidson Ketchum and S. H. Hooke, was to find the reality of a personal God. but without 

retreating fiom the critical perspective of modem thought. 

The first phase of reconstnicting an "eniightened evangelicaiism," to be examined in this 

chapter, centred on the revival of a neo-Kantian apologetic for retigion and a "second search" for the 

personality of the historical b u s .  Among the systematic advocates of this reconstnicted apologetic 

in Canada were those, like William Morgan, Ernest Scott. and John Baillie, who were trained prior 

to the war in the neo- Kantian ideas of Albrecht RitscN and Adolf Harnack. and the personal ideaiism 

of A. S. Pringle-Paltison. Though aware of the profound alienation and crisis of faith in the post-war 

world, their reconstructed apologetic continued the tradition of neo-Kantian idealism and moderate 

historicd criticism çultivared by early twentieth-century scholars like William Jordan at Queen's. 

At the hem of their neo-Kantian apologetic was the clairn that "religion" consisteci of a unique 

realrn of spirituai relations between humans and a pcrsond God, and that human consciousness of 

moral absolutes confi ied b a h  the unique nature of human persons as frec moral agents and the 

reality of a transcendent personal Gd. This interna1 experience, in turn. was validated by the 

historicai Incarnation of divine reality in the person of Jesus. Though the events of history no longer 

were rcliable manifestations of divine purpose, human moral consciousness and a revived study of the 

"personality" of Jesus promiseci to reaffirm the nineteenth century hope of discovering the 

metaphysical reality of God within historicai experience. As well. the new apologetic restated the 

nineteenth-century evangelicai version of the analo~ia entis fhat identified human consciousness with 

the divine, so as to provide a modem scientific apologetic that began from human experience. The 

new apologetic thus attempted to move from God's "immanence" in human consciousness and the 

historicai Jesus, to ihe transcendent reality of God. 

During the mid- 1920's ihis reconstructed apoIogetic offered new confidence to progressive 
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Protestants, and served especially as the unofficial but de facto doctrine of the United Church. 

Fonned June 10, 1925, the United Church of Canada brought most moderate progressives from the 

Congregationd. Methodist, and Presbyterian congregations under a single institution. Ironicaily. the 

fracture of the nineteenth century evangeiical consensus relieved progressive Protestants from the 

difficult task of mediating between fundamentalisrn and revolutionary modemism, ailowing them now 

to fully embrace the rnoderate criticai method that once made the ideas of scholars like George 

Jackson so controversial. 

Though this neo-Kantian apologetic seerned to provide a creative reconstruction of the 

Nneteenth century histoncal the~logy.~ the pst-war version included severai significant departures. 

In striking contrast to pre-war efforts to infuse the clairns of G d ' s  Kingdom into al1 of life. the post- 

war reconstruction wu a defensive apologetic which tried to disentangle spiritual reality from naturai 

structures and processes even while locating the spiritual within historical experience. Ultimately, this 

theme of diffcrentiation surrendered natural and social structures. and the scientific study of them, not 

only to the belief that they had becorne secularized in the sense that they were opposed to God's 

Kingdom, but to the view that they were parts of a natural order which was stnicturally closed to God. 

Also, in the contcxt of pst-war selfaitical consciousness. confidence that the intuitions of moral 

consciousness were related to transcendent and universal principles soon withered under the scrutiny 

of critical social sciences like psychoiogy. 

The new apologetic, tficrefore, was limited. It did stimulate a revival of Biblical studies and 

philosophical debate, as well as a resurgence of modern "pcrsonal evangelism." And by differentiating 

Christ from nature and linking Mm with moral consciousness, it enabled moderate Protestants to claim 

the thcrapeutic guruantee of moral fieedom for persons in what seemed an indifferent and complex 

3~ichael Gauvreau, The Evanrelical Ceniurv; College and Crrcd in English Canada from the Great Revival to 
the Great D c ~ r ~ s i o n  (Manueal and Kingston: McGill-Qucen's University Prcss, IWI), 280. 
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world. Nevertheless, this disentanglement seemed also to leave in question the relationship of 

Christianity and God's Kingdom to Canadian society. Indeed, its subjective claims to the spiritu& 

significance of values seemed finaily merely to consecrate rather than transforrn western civilization. 

By 1928, even its advocates were moving beyond the new apologetic in search of a more radical 

understanding of God's transcendent word and work. and its signi ficance for transforrning Canadian 

civilization 

1. The New Apologetic 

Renewed debaie during the rnid-1920's of what Richard Allen c d l s  the "religious question'" was 

prernised on the bclief that western civilization had become secularized, and that critical thought had 

placeû in question the reaiity of God. Since the Chaplains' Report and throughout early 1920's. the 

perception of progressive Protestants was that uncertainty, agnosticisrn, and searching for spiritual 

reality were the fundamental prohlems for Christianity in Canada. As the opening editorial of the 

CJRT put it, 

The dominant interest in many religious quarters to-day is the search for reality ... 
Consequently men are seeking the content of their faith; and doctrine. in no narrow 
sense of the term. is coming back into its own again. 1t is not something extemal to 
religion, but is the attempt to express in terms of reason the tme inwardness of the 
Christian faith.' 

The cnix of the search for redity. the editorid continued. concerned the modem conception of God 

and the neai  to rcçover spiritual redity. Consequently. though the early editorial policy of the CJRT 

under F. J. Moore and George Brett included a variety of commentary on modem "religious 

education." changes in worship, the needs of preaching, and contemporary politics, early volumes were 

'Richard Allen, The Social Passion: Religion and Social Refonn in (lanada 1914-28 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 19731, 229-230. 

5"~ditorial," Cmadian Journal of Religious Thought (CJRT), 1, no. 1 (January-February, 1924). 1-5. 



dominaîed especially by articles on thmlogy and philosophy. 

In assuming modern thought and society to be secularized, advocates of the new apologetic 

accepted the modem problematic of doubt and the scientific interpretation of a world closed to God, 

and proceeded to argue for a distinct spiritual presence in the world. As F. J. Moore insisted in 

rcsponse to J. Davidson Ketchum and S. H. Hooke, Cbnstianity stilt rested on communion with a 

uniquely divine Jesus and a personal Gad? The difficulty of the mid-1920's for progressive 

Protestants was to articulate and justify this traditional evangelical confession in terms that would 

satiso the modem critical mind. While positivist and evolutionary sciences seemed to repudiate a 

uniquely divine reality, Albert Schweitzer's critique had discredited the historical Jesus portrayed as 

teacher of liberal sociai ethics. The patent failure of western civilization to realize the Kingdom of 

God, rneanwhile, occasioned renewed criticism of Canadian society and the redciubling of efforts at 

moral revival, but it also raised suspicions about the ability of historical structures to reveal the divine, 

and about the complicity of Protestants in those historical structures. In short, the search for a new 

apologetic was conducted from the context of historical self-consciousness, yet attempted to move 

from that consciousness to a transcendent divine reality. 

Progressive Protestants atternpted to m e t  this challenge by cutting through or bypassing, as 

Thomas had suggested. the "mechanisms" of a now compronused culture in order to recover authentic 

spirituai reality. Like Thomas's search for a disentanglecl Christ. this approach also irnpiied that 

spiritual experience was distinct from, more immediate, and transcendent bcyond the stmctured world 

of sociai relations. James Smyth, principal of Wesleyan Theological College, Montreal, made this 

point most clearly in claiming ihat modem man could no longer return to the authontative creeds and 

simple revivalism of fiindameniaiism, but neither çould religion be reduced to social refom or moral 

9. J. Moore, "Correspondence," Canadian Forum (CF), Vol. 3, No. 32 (May 1923). 236-237, and Vol. 3, No. 
35 (July 1923). 301-302. 



improvement: 

Many eamest people ... are inclined to make a religion out of the cal1 for social justice. 
But religion and social reform are not synonymous. More is needed than social 
enthusiasm to meet permanently the spiritual aspirations of the human heart. Religion 
in its essence is a response to the ideal and the etemal. It is life in comection with 
the unseen? 

Smyth went on, however, to insist that this comection with the unseen was to be gained within 

experience, to meet the modern demand that tmth be authenticated in the individual soul. Religious 

experience of the transcendent, Smyth suggested, could be identified as "the appeal of the truth to the 

highest and best in us, - if you will, the Divine Spirit spaking through the consecrated faculties of 

heart and mind ...." And this experience, in tum. would have an impact on experiential life through 

"deliverance from al1 that is opposed to the ideals of the Kingdom and their realization in the life of 

the individuai and society." It could, as a result, be tested by what Ernest Thomas called "its actual 

enhancement of ptrsondity."' 

The initial philosophical and theological solution to the problem of justiwing the "Divine 

Spirit" in the "hem and mind" was workçd out dunng the mid-1920's through a neo-Kantian 

apologetic and a new emphasis on the person of Jesus, especiaily by William Morgan (1862-1928). 

John Baillie (1886-1960), and Ernest F. Scott. Scott offered studies of the "pcrson" of Jesus, and in 

doing so contributed to the renewed "second quest" for the histoncal Jesus. Morgan and Baillie 

offered major works. as well as articles in the CJRT, on apologetics for religion. Using the neo- 

Kantian i d a s  of Ritschl and Pringle-Pattison, they argucd that spiritual reality was recognized by the 

intuition of moral values. Their appeal to Kant's epistemology assumed the primacy of experience 

and critical method, and yet claimcd on the grounds of moral certainty a realrn of spiritual relations 

sp am es Srnyth, The Faith of the Modern Man," CJRT 1. no.1 (January-February 1924). 61-70. See also A. B. 
McKitlop, Contours of (lanadian Thouat (Taronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987), 1 16. 

mward Trelawney [ h e s t  Thorn;~~), "Religious Experience and Education." (22 My 1925). 5. 



that included both human moral freedom and a personal God. 

The early careers of these scholars show close links with the reverent criticism of Queen's 

theologims like William Jordan, and to the neo-Kantian ideas of Gerrnan scholars like Ritsçhl and 

Harnack and personal idealists in Scotland. Morgan and Scott were colleagues with Jordan at Queen's 

Theologicai Serninriry following its separation in 19 12 from the secularized Queen's University. 

While Scott came to Queen's as professor of New Testament Theology already in 1908, William 

Morgan arrived at Queen's as professor of Systematic Theology in 2912. Born in Scotland, he had 

studied at Aberdeen and United Presbyterian ColIege at Edinburgh. and at Halle. Germany. Scott and 

Morgan became close friends and collaborating colleagues until Morgan's sudden death in 1928? 

Scott would leave Queen's for Union Theological Seminary in 1919. but would continue to publish 

in Canadian journals like the CJRT, and thereby panicipate in Canadian discussions as well as 

encourage links between Canadjan mderate Protestants and Union Theological Seminary. 

John BailIie carne to Canada in 1927 as T. B. Kilpatrick's successor in Systematic Theology 

at Emmanuel College following its establishment aner church union.1° Like Morgan. Baillie was 

born in Scotland. the son of strict Free Church parents. During his studies at Edinburgh's New 

College. he assisted A. S. Pringle-Pattison and H. R. Mackintosh. and became farniliar with the work 

of James Denney. Combined with summer studies at Marburg under Ritschl's student Wilhclm 

Hemnann, Baillie's education steeped him in dcveloprnents on Ritschlian theology and personai 

idealism. After serving as a steward at the 1910 World Missionary Conference and as a volunteer in 

YMCA communication and education services for British forces dunng World War 1, Baillie was 

recmited by Auburn Theological Seniinary in New York from 19 19- 1927. with the hope that he would 

Vnited Church Archives, Biographiai files. "William Morgan." newspaper clipping, H. A. Kent. "Late Rev. 
William Morgan, D.D.," NO (8 February 1928). 

'"'New Professor for Knox College," NO (2 February 1927). 2. 
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mediate the conflict between fundarnentalisrn and li beralism. " His brief tenure at Emmanuel 

College, frorn 1927 to 1930, was followed by his move to Union Theological Seminary, where he 

would contact the ideas of Reinhold Niebuhr and H. Sloan Coffin, and in 1934 he would return to 

Edinburgh's Free Cotlege. there becoming one of Scotland's leading twentieih century theologians. 

As a group, Scott, Morgan, and Baillie brought the ideas of Ritschi and Pnngle-Pattison, and of post- 

RitschIian Scottish theologians like H. R. Mackintosh and James Demey, to Canada, and îheir work 

marks the peak of neo-Kantian personal idealism in Canadian Protestant thought. 

Especially through the work of William Jordan, the neo-Kantian tradition of reverent criticism 

was well-established at Queen's already before the war. In a 1913 review of theological literature, 

Jordan had anticipated the challenges of the critical social sciences by criticizing prominent American 

psychologists of religion such as Edward Scribner Ames and George Coe. These scholars. Jordan 

warned, reducçd religion to a purely natural phenornenon that was defined by its ongin in hurnan 

consciousness and its fùnction in social life. Such theories meant that religion was rnerely a matter 

of attitude and education that could be manipulated by psychological techniques, rather than a sense 

of an infinite divine reality.12 In contrast. Jordan guardedly commended George Blewen's 

Christian View of the World (191 1)  for dcscribing the theologian's task as keeping alive. in the 

common field of life. "a prophecy of the intuition and thc love" of God. Intuition of the reality of 

God, though science could not speak to it, remaincd for Jordan the core of religion. 

The apologetic efforts of Morgan and Baillie were devoted to defending this conception of 

religion. Even before his anival in Canada Baillie had written two major works, The Rmts of 

Relinion in the Human Sou1 (1926) and The Interpretation of Religion (1928). that were rernarkably 

"D. S. Klinefelter, "The Theology of John Baillie: A Biographical Introduction." Scottish Journal of Theolo~v, 
22, no. 4 (December 1969). 423424. 

'william Jordan, "Theologid Literature," Queen's Ou;irterlv 20, no. 3 (January 19 12- 19 13). 3 I 1-3 12. 
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simiIar to William Morgan's The Nature and Rieht of Relieion (1926). Baillie in particular wrote 

from awareness of the deep dienation from the church and Christiani ty that followed from the war, 

warning in his The Roots of Religion in the Human Sou1 that soldiers and youth were fmsuated by 

confusing doctrines, peny legalism, and the apparent "lack of reality about the religion of the Christian 

church."13 At a more theoretical level. both Morgan and Baillie directed their apologetics on the one 

hand against speculative idealism, and on the other hand against positivist sociological and 

psychological interpretations of reiigion. Baillie opposed speculative idealist attempts to reduce 

religion to rationalist metaphysics. as well as romantic attempts to rescue religion by identifying it 

with a mystical feeling apart from "reflective thought."" But neither could religion be reduced to 

socially reinforced moral conduct alone, as suggested in the socioIogica1 interpretations of Comte and 

Durkheim. Comte. Durkheim. and even William James, both Morgan and Baillie argued, had reduced 

religion to its most primitive forms and its sociai function, while failing to acknowledge the sources 

that awakened religion or the impulse. which constituted it." 

In contrast to these interpretations of religion, Morgan and Baillie atternptcd to validate 

knowIedge of spiritual reaIity by following Ritschl's approach of justifying religion on the Kantian 

grounds of independent moral va~ues.'~ Using Kant's epistemology to distinguish two kinds of 

knowing, they argued tfiat religion was sui .generis. a unique cxpericntial knowledge of God. In a 

1914 article. Morgan claimed that Kant and Schleiermacher had freed religion from speculative 

"~ohn Baiiiie. The Roots of Religion in the Humam Sou1 (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1926). 11-12. 

"Baillie, The Roots of Relirion, 81. 

'william Morgan. ïïie Nature and Right of Religion (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clarke, 1926). 1-3. 

'bWiIliam Morgan. "Religion and Philosophy," The Exmsitor, 8ih Series, 7 (1914). 441-443; John Baillie, "The 
Meaning of Duty: A Plea for 3 Reconsidmtion of the Kantian Ethic," Hihhert Jourwl, 24 (1925-26), 718-730. 
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rationalism and anchored it in moral consciousness and practice.17 Like Ritschl. Morgan 

distinguished between philosophy's rationai search for the unity of experience based on empirical and 

logicai judgements and religion's roots in practical life, particularly in "ou sense of dependence on 

a power above us" and Our practical judgements of the value of an object for us as beings of desires, 

feelings. and ends. While both philosophical reason and religion were natural human impulses, 

religion, contrary to Hcgel and John Caird, was not an intellectual or rationaiized search for the 

ultimate cause and unity of reality, but Kant's moral imperative, the direct impulse of "great moral 

sanctities" which oblige us and cal1 for teverence. 

Baillie's argument followed similar I i na ,  but began first fiom the problem of theological 

knowledge. In conuast to traditional clairns that theology was the scierrce of God. Baillie, li ke RitscN 

and Hemann. claimed that theology wûs the "interrogation of the religious conscio~sness."'~ As 

the special critical "science of religion," theology had its own strictly lirnited field and was bound to 

the evidence of experience. Cod in hiniself could not be known as an objcct of science; hence 

theology couId only be concerned with God "in so far as He is conceived of as entering into a 

religious relationship with the human  sou^."'^ Citing Benedetto Croce's historicist anempt to 

preserve a science of culture by ueating philosophy as the history of the rnind, Baillie saw theology 

bound to the empirical history of humanity's experiencc of God. Consequently, the object of the 

science of theology was not Cod; in keeping with Kant's anthropocentric dictum to "know thyself." 

Baillie describeci theology's task as the descriptive anaiysis of the phenornena of religion as it arose 

"Morgan. "Religion and Philosophy," 44 1-443. 

"John Baiilie, The Intemret?tion of Religion; An Introcfuctorv Studv of Theolopical Principles (New York: 
Scribners, 1928). 14, 171. Note bat in the preface, Baillie indicated that this work was prepared between 1922-25. 
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in human con~ciousness.~~ 

Despite its limitation to h u m a  consciousness. Baillie and Morgan claimeci that religious 

consciousness had a real personaï God as its object and source. To rnake that claim, they posited a 

symbiotic relationship between the human subject and religion's divine object. As Baillie stated in 

his surnmary of The Interpretation of Religion: 

Religion is essentially a relation between two terms. or more exactly. a communion 
between two personal existences, the humm sou1 and God. We who are men stand 
at the human end of this relationship. and therefore it is natural and proper that our 
study of it should be undertaken from that end too." 

As a critical science. then. theology began with the human subject's experience of the religious 

relationship that was known by moral judgements of values? Man interprets God in ternis of the 

highest values known to him. Morgan argueci, and consequently religion is rooted in the "valuation" 

of certain ideals as ultimate, and it progresses as morality does. 

Though starting Frorn values, religion could not be rcduced to mere morality or to the 

influence of social norms. for morality was rehted to the religious experience of something beyond 

itself. the "ultimately reaLWu From Kant and Plato. Morgan argurd that consciousness of values such 

as tmth. beauty. and goodness could only be taken as divine comrnands. and pointed to the objective 

side of religion. Even the arguments of Ritschl. James, and Pringle-Pattison were inadequatc on this 

point. for they only postulatcd God as an expdient of hunian nioral freedom over against mechanical 

nature? Religion. however. was constituied in a direct expcrirnce of a real God who "meets us 

'%aillie. The Interiiretation of Religion, 

th ail lie. The Interiiretation of Religion, 

'%lorgan. The Nature md Ritzht of Religion, 9. 

"~i l t iam Morgan, "Religion's Righr and Vaiue." CJRT. 3. no. 4 Uuly-August 1926). 268: Morgan. The Nature 
and Ripht of Religion. 7-8. 12-14. 
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directly in the reality amid which we stand," botfi in the causal mechanism of nature and in the higher 

domain of Spirit where we find the "imermost sou1 and meaning of things" as the living God- 

Consciousness of values, therefore, provided the mord certainty for faith: 

Confrontai by the highest values, we know that we are face to face with the Divine, 
with what gives to the stupendous universe its meaning and its law. And one may 
add that a deepening experience of God in Large masure consists in a deepening 
experience of values. As we live in the love that cherishes the good and forgets self 
in the service of others, we more and more live in God. There is no other way to 
God than this way of faith? 

Belief in God, therefore. was "an act of faith springing from our feeling for values." and those values, 

as William James suggested in Varieties of Relipious Experience, indicated that the God of faith was 

near and real. Though it could not be proved by logical or empirical science, and indeed may seem 

to be "flung in the very face of what seem the hard facts of existence," faith was its own distinct 

h o  wledge grounded in moral ~enainty.'~ 

Though later critics would question the validity of claiming an objective God on the grounds 

of subjective moral values. Morgan insisted that the objccts of human values were not mere human 

fantasy or human constructions, but "historicall y given" and indubitable " facts" of reality that "we 

gather up under the tcrm Revelation," and that were affirmed by hith." The "facts" of moral values 

were self-evident and could not be proven by appeal to some other data, for they were irnrnediatcly 

present to human consciousness. 

Baillie likewise denied that his approach was subjective, and claimed that religion was 

%4organ, 4 21: 'lR"Rciigion and Philosophy." 450. 

Worgan. The Nature and Ripht of Religion, 17; Morgan. "Religion and Philosophy," 450. 
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"communion with a Deity who is objectively real."2g But his support of these claims appealed more 

explicitly to an historicist self-consciousness of the subject's context in history than Morgan. As a 

science of spiritual experience, theology could oniy be approached frorn the inside, Born a premise 

that shared in faith. Theoiogy was not authonzed to dismiss, prove. or prescribe a n o m  for the 

religious consciousness. Recalling Augustine's credo ut intellieum. the experience of faith was prior 

to theology. while theology could only critically describe and exhibit that faitl~.'~ 

t ike Morgan, however, Baillie concluded that religion arose from the sense of duty which 

regarded moral values as related to the "system of t h i n g ~ . " ~  Values were moral judgements that 

religion took as "revelation" from an Eternal purpose that humus were conscious of being dependent 

upon. Values. then. were the experience of sonicthing not ourse1ves.-- a world over against us, 

Morgan declarcd. making us aware that we live "held in  the grasp of a stupendous reality which every 

moment of our life affau us for good or for ill."" Faith's knowledge of God was the discovery by 

the human sou1 of the highest values, and at the same tirne the self-revelation of the personaiity of 

God. Values could be taken as revelation because thcy were, as both Augustine and the creative 

evolutionist Rudolph Eucken suggested. "the M t  irnperatives of duty" which corne ftorn Beyond 

o ~ r s e i v e s . ~ ~  

Baillie's and Morgan's arguments restatcd nincttmth century neo-Kantim apologetics, but 

qualified them with a new histoncal self-consciousness b a t  made values the interpretive filter of the 

fi ail lie, The Interpremtion of Religion, 10. In this passage. Baillie made bnef reference to Emil Brunner, chus 
giving one of the first indications among Anglo-Canadian theologians of awarcness of the "crisis theology" then 
emerging in the wock of continental theologians like Brunner and Karl Barth. 
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experience of God. As Schleiermacher had argued. according to Morgan, it was in felt values that 

human consciousness experienced immediate communion with the divine spirit.33 Similarly, Baillie 

referred to Herrmann's Communion With God to argue that the consciousness of faim was "the 

presence of Christ which we can experience in true communion with Gd, when His appearance 

cornes home to our hearts as  the most important thing in al1 the ~ o r l d . " ~  Similarly, Morgan 

suggested that consciousness of values was confimed in the heroes of the Christian tradition, among 

whom Jesus was the most sub~ime.~~ 

A crucial premise of this neo-Kantian attempt to move from human moral consciousness to 

the reality of God was the assumption of divine immanence, though not to the exclusion of divine 

transcendence, and the anaiorria entis. According to Morgan, Luther's "evangelical" view of God was 

similar to that of the Romantics who portrayed God's supernatural transcendence as an infinite 

spiritual reality within the world rather than beyond it? While he claimed that conternporary 

theologians Machen and D e ~ e y  alike proposed a "Medieval" notion of revelation as an extemal 

supernatural authority, Morgan claimed, Morgan arguai that the "evangelical" basis of authority rested 

on the internai work of God in the hem and conscience, or in man's feeling for values. to accept 

Jcsus in faith. Morgan thus claimed divine immanencc to jusiify an crxperiential, intemal basis for 

authority. Whilr science was validatrd merrly by rxtemal data. the validity of values depended on 

the "inner satisfaction which their respective objects afford."" Thus. Morgan suggested that the 

apperii to consciousness of vaïues corresponded to the evangelical belief in the presence of spiritual 

- - 
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reality in experience. 

The correlative of divine immanence was the assumption that religion was "natural" to human 

consciousness. and that there was an analogy of being between human moral consciousness and God. 

As Pnngle-Paltison had argued, since humans were aware of the moral good, there must be some 

being who corresponded to that good, for if the highest good known to man did not exist, the universe 

would be rnorally into~erable.~' God was a moral necessity, and the therapeutic guarantor of 

humanity's highest hopes. Furthemore, Baillie arguai, since humanity was God's image bearer, then 

God's character and will as a Person must be most h l l y  revealed in man's rnoral nature and 

personality when man is at his b e ~ t . ) ~  Here was a revived neo-Kantian statement of the analo~ia  

entis and the optimistic assumption that "spirituai rcality" was built into the structure of human - 
consciousn~s ,  giving humans the natural capacity to seek God. 

Remarkably, though they were intcnded as apologetics for Christianity. the works of Morgan 

and Baillie made little mention of the unique role of Christ or the Bible until their closing chapters. 

Their philosophical daims to the universal structure of human consciousness and divine immanence, 

however, had yet to account for the unique and univcrsal significance. or even the need, of Christ. 

In fact, Baillie argued that the focus of Schleiermacher. Ritschl, and Hermann on Christianity alone 

had limited the universal claims of Christ by exaggerating the dissimilarity of Chnstianity with other 

religions. Al1 pcople. Baillie avened, have the natural impulse to seek God. and so theology must 

study the entirety of religion among al1 the world's cultures "until it has reached the furthest limits 

of Our human traffic with the Etemal W o r ~ d . " ~  

At this point, howcver, Baillie followed Harnack's argument: rather than unique, Christianity 

- - - -  - 
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was the universai religion, for it fin& its final expression in the supreme soul of Jesus. While this 

argument presupposed the superiority of the values of those who found Christ worthy, it also 

emphasized an Incamational theology. What was peculiar to Christianity, according to Baillie, was 

the fact that it "has at ifs h e m  the supreme personality of je su^."^' Christianity could therefore be 

studied exclusively as the microcosm and supreme exampie of al1 religion. 

By emphasizing the personality of Jesus, Baillie and Morgan bypassed both the fundamentalist 

da ims  to Jesus's rniraculous birth and the nineteenth century liberai emphasis on the ethical teachings 

of an "historical" lesus. "What is new in the Christian conception of God," Morgan wrote, 

has its ground, not in the story of the Incarnation and Atonement, but in the 
persomlity of Jesus as discloseci in His life and tcaching. It is the moral grandeur of 
Jesus, the stainless purity of His soul, the tendcrness of His pity, the largeness of His 
generosity, love, and self-sacrifice, the might of His faith, that have operated as a 
redemptive force of incalculable magnitude and giving to Our thought of God a new 
content." 

This Incarnational theology portrayeci Jesus as the unique embodiment of the syrnbiotic relationship 

between an immanent divine rcaiity and human values. Jesus* moral "grandeur" made him the 

"object" of human values, in the sense that he achieved and thereby dernonstrated the highest human 

values to be divine. But though Jesus was uniquely divine, he was so only in degree. since he was 

also the expression of an immanent divinity. According to Morgan. the moral grandeur of Jesus 

demonstrated the longing in al1 religious faith for redemption from failure to Iive up to the highest 

values. and the reaiization that these cannot be "sclf-ûchieved," but only in communion with Gad.') 

While it  validatecl the essential divinity of hunian personality, this neo-Kmtian Christology 

also c ~ ~ r m e d .  as Baillie argued, the conception of God as a personal Father. Contraq to Bergson's 

- -  
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idea of the "elan vital," Jesus's demonstration of God as a Person meant that God must be seen net 

only as an impersonal immanent force, but also as a transcendent and other king? In the 

relationship between that God and huma. persans, however, Jesus' redemptive role was primarily that 

of a moral revelation and appeai. Jesus' personality, according to Baillie, was reveded most fully in 

his death on the Cross: ll[i]t is the Cross of Christ that has persuadeci men not oniy that redernptive 

love is the highest secret of noble living but that it lies enshrined at the center of the universe in the 

hem of  GO^."^' Surrender to the moral supremacy of the Jesus of the Cross brought one into full 

realization of the highest human values and fellowship with God. 

While it focused on his "personality" rather than his teaching or actions, the new apologetic 

nevertheless required an historicai lesus, Jesus' Incarnation of God's personality in historical 

experience verified, as Morgan put it, that "Christianity is an historical religion. and the question as 

to its essence is one of fact."* Efforts to recover a aedible "spiritual reality" in the personality of 

Jesus gave new impulse to the study of an "historical" Jcsus, but in a way that muted efforts to explain 

Jesus in terrns of his historical context, and mat emphasized instead his immediate moral appeai and 

mord impact on the early church. Rather than binding Jesus in his time and subsequently sceking 

to peel away the layers of historicd influences on him, the new historical Jesus now was located in 

the faith and doctrine with which the Nstoric church had described hirn. In this way, the neo-Kantian 

apologetic contributed ro the renewal of Biblical studies that accepted historicai criticism and yet 

sought the spiritua1 within the historicai. 

This revived search for the Biblical Jesus was embodied especially in the work of Emest F. 

Scott, Despite moving to Union TheoIûgical Serninary in 1919, Scott's work through the 1920's set 

U~ai~l ie ,  The Intemretation of Religion, 395-7. 
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out for Canadians important new arguments about the continuity of the church's wiîness to the 

historical Jesus and the mord significance of the person of Jesus. Already in 1913 Scott had noted 

that, after years of criticai studies, consemative and modernist BibIicaI scholars were approaching 

reconciliation, giving rise to a revival of positive New Testament theol~gy.~' Scholars were now 

wideIy agreed on the basic periodization of the Bible and its documents. and that early Christianity 

drew from the diverse Judaic and Hellenistic ideas of its day. Though Schweitzer's daim that Jesus 

understood hirnself in terms of the Jewish Messianic hope and apocd ypticism of his day could be 

granted. Scott rejected Schweitzer's "consistent eschatological" interpretation that Jesus' thought and 

work was entirely conditioned by ap~calypticism.~~ Rather. Jesus rnerely used the eschatologicai 

Ianguage to convcy cternal intuitions. Finally, Scott noted a new ernphasis on continuity and 

developmcnt from the thought of Jesus to the teaching of the apostles and early church. which now 

meant that the New Testament must be taken as a whole. and that the historicd Jesus must and could 

be seen through the historic witntiss of the church and the New Testament writings. 

Frorn 1913 to the late 1920's. Scott claborarcd t h s e  main points in a series of articles. and 

in The First Age of Christianity (1926). In 1922 he argued that though Jesus couched his teaching 

in the apocalyptic language of John the Baptist, and ihougli the early church initially expected an 

immediate, visible Kingdom of God. Jesus' intention in speaking of the "day of the Lord" referred, 

like the prophets. ro the demand for an immediate "new kind of life, a new relation to God, and while 

he looked for the Kingdom his interest was in those moral requirernents which it invo~ved."~~ As 

Scott had written in 19 13, Jesus perfected the "ethicai-redemptive" religion of Old Testament prophecy 

47 Ernest F. Scott, "The Present Position of Ncw Testament Theology," H'uvard Theologiczll Review, 6, no. 1 
(January 19131, 60-75. 
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concerning the Kingdom of God by insisting on perfect obedience to the wilI of God and identifying 

that will with moral goodness. By following his example of faith in God, modem humanity also 

couid be regenerated to new moral tife? 

In fact, argued Scott, Jesus' thought was an "inward contradiction" of the apocalyptic 

expectation of a hture kingdom that would corne "suddenly by the irnmediate act of God." To the 

contrary, Jesus assumed God's present rule in the world. and he cailed believers to submit to the will 

of God in the prescnt rather than in some apocalyptic future. Apocalyptics, whether Schweitzer's 

historicism or fundamentaiist pre-rnillennialism, thought that God had temporarily withdrawn Born the 

world, unabIe to do anything in the face of evil, and that there were no regenerating forces present 

within the world that could gradually bring about ri better time. Scott's progressivism stood out in 

sharp conuast. Christ had taught the presence of God's goodness within the world. especially in the 

natural impulses of man: "[hie makes his appeal. ever and again. to the goodness that is present in 

men. and tries to fostrr and direct it. so that it may hclp on tlir divine pur pose^."'^ For Scott. Christ 

was the guarantor of the divine presence within the world, and of an optimistic post-millennialism. 

In order to establish continuity between Jesus and the New Testament church. Scott also 

criticized new developments in New Testament studia. including the form ctiticisrn of Rudolf 

Bultmann. that hc: thought undcrmined the hisioricai reliability of the New  estam ment.'^ The new 

form criticisrn p ruayed  the original documents which lay behind the New Testament as fragmentary 

"preacher's anecdoies" which the gospel writers had selected and arranged to convey their panicular 

theologicai interpretation of Jesus. Though the gospel writers certainly intendeci to portray Jesus as 

--- 
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revealing a new way of life, Scott argued, their writings were primariIy an historical narrative of 

Jesus' Life and personaiity. The epistles developed the apostolic witness hrther by extending its 

application from Paul's own subjective experience of Christ to cosmic significance. As Emest Thomas 

noted in his review of Scott's book. Scott thus portrayed Christianïty as a Living historical organism 

centered in a personal relation with Jesus. who was the "cornmanding personality" and "cteative 

power" behind the formation of historic Chri~tianity.~~ 

Scott's arguments paralleled those of American liberal theologians like Shirley Jackson Case. 

of the University of Chicago, who during the war began ta criticize both fundamentalism and radical 

ni~dernism.~ In his The Historicity of Jesus, published in 1912 and reprinted in 1928. Case argueci 

that both extrema seemed to withdraw Jesus from historical authenticity and leave only faith in a 

mythical or "heavenly Christ." Such interpretations underrnined the authority of Jesus for modem 

intelligent men. The historical and natural Jesus, Case argueci. was inseparable from and necessary 

to his revelation and his ability to effect, through personal contact, man's spiritual union with God and 

G d ' s  Kingdom in the presentS5 A similar argument had been made by Ritschl and Hermann. who 

argued that though Jesus could onIy be apprehended tiom within the community of faith, nevertheless 

that faith required the objective reality of an historical Jesus. 

Scott's work exemplified the recovery of an historical approach to Jesus, the Bible, and the 

early church that would hclp to rcopen Biblical scholarship and theological debate in the 1920's. 

Though other Canadian theologians like William Manson and espccially younger scholars like William 

Bryden and John Line would question Scott's interpretation of Jesus's significance. their participation 

"~mest Thomas. "About Book and Their Writcrs." (16 June 1926). 17. 
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in the revival of theology would reflect a sirnilar emphasis on the continuity between the historical 

figure of Jesus and the early church. 

In the short mn, however, Scott's work complernented the neo-Kantian emphasis on the 

recognition of the divine in moral consciousness. As Morgan put it: "in Jesus we find a religion we 

can believe. a leader we can follow - one whose faith supports ours - and the presence and working 

of the Living God as the God of our salvation."' The new apologetic appealed to Jesus as the 

Incarnation of divine spiritual reality. and thus the confirmation in histoncal fact of the redity of a 

personal God and the divinity of human consciousness. In tuni, the authority of Jesus and the Bible 

lay in their satisfaction and appeal to inherent human values. As F. J. Moore indicated in one book 

review, the new apc~logetic for spiritual reality was essentially psychological. and was based on the 

assumption of the rdiability of the sou1 or personality to expenrnce "'the beyond that is ~ i t h i n . " ' ~  

Moore's comments indicate that. thou@ it appeaicd to an historical Jesus, the new 

"enlightened evangelicalism" shifted its focus from the lirnits of history to subjective human values 

and the distinctly spintual significance of Jesus' personality. And while upholding the validity of 

modern science and the authority of critical thought. it also c1aimt.d the existence of a red, personal 

God and a moral rclationship betwcen God and humans tiiat wris characterized by freedom. 

Pcrhaps more imprtantly at the time. the apologetic seemed io support renewed confidence 

in spintual progress and a teleological purpose in history despite the tragedy of historicai events. Boîh 

Bailiie and Morgan had clairned that the moral certainty of religion provided the grounds for a 

spintual interpretation of the world, and for a new idealism that aftirmed belief in an objective moral 

'6Morgan. The Nature and Right of Religion, 109, 88. 
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order." Rather than a speculative rationalist idealism. this was sUictly a moral idealism, as Baillie 

noted. in the tradition of Ringle-Panison that accepted the metaphysical reality of spintual lifeeSg 

Such a spintual view offered reassurance in the midst of what Morgan called "the Tragedy of 

Christendom," for the Cross of Christ revealed that the highest moral vaiues were achieved through 

the "furnace of suffering" for others.@' 

With its mord optirnism, the new apologetic aiso claimeci to offer an aiternative to modern 

pessimistic views. expressed by Bertrand Russell in works like Free Man's W o r s h i ~  (1903) and What 

1 Believe (1925). about the insignificance and powerlcssncss of humanity in the face of what seemed 

an indifferent materiai nature.61 For those "weuy of chcating themselves with false hopes and 

hollow optimisms and expectations for this-worldly millenniums," Baillie wrote. the new aplogetic 

opened life to the etrmal? Despite the apparent enigma in which life was lived. spirinial idealism 

gave assurance of a red moral order. and of the worth of al1 that is best and noblest in hurnanity. "It 

comects," wrote Morgan, "the mord with eternity, establishes it at the centre of being, and so doing 

invests it with a new majesty and s e c ~ r i t y . " ~ ~  The assurance that religious expenence in conscience 

was also the cal1 of God to fellowship with him preserved the unique status and fieedom of humans. 

Thc spirit at the hcart of reality was also a spirit of freedom. for it bound people only by their own 

conscience. At the sarne time i t  united hunianity to the God who controls nature, enabling them to 
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"bar  and master n a t ~ e . " ~  And in enabling humans to reach the height of morality through 

forgetting self, its redemption of individual persons opened up into service of one's neighbour. 

Thus, the nm-Kantian apologetic offered renewed hope of redemptive progess and revived 

the optirnistic idealism of moderate progressives during the mid- 1920's. Such optimism was sounded, 

for exampIe. by Arthur W. Brown in an end-of-the-year refiection in 1925. Despite the rapid pace 

of change and fear of the passing of an old order in thought and technology, Brown urged. Chrktians 

could move beyond pessimism to a new hopefulness, for 

the Christian ideai and vision is a new world wherein dwelleth righteousness. He 
cannot be content with the world as it is. Progress must be made ... the Christian 
optimist knows mat God and truth and goodness survive evcry age and change. 

Indeed. the gospel held out the promise of 

man's triumph over naturd and evil things. It has set forth visions such as, 'the feud 
between rich and poor.' being healed and social justice established and regnant on the 
earth, the darkness of the lands vanishing in the Christ that is to be .... Dare we not 
then say that it is a splendid Christian spirit which uavels gladly with the hiture .... 

The cenainty of faith must be taken up as  a venture of trust in the moral order of the universe. "We 

cannot prove the eternal and cosnuç significançe of life's suprcnie values." wrote Morgan, "but we 

stake our life upon the fact. face life and face dealh on rhe strength of it.""6 Here was a future- 

otiented eschatology qua1 to that of more radical modeniists. 

Of course. it aIso was significantly different from more radical foms of modemism. as weIl 

as from pre-war progressive Protestantisrn. Unlike radical modemism. the new apologetic still claimed 

a spintual experience of a distinct persona1 God in moral consciousnrss. that was objectified in the 

person of Christ. Dut this claim to a unique spiritual reality now was one side of a world divided 

- - 
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between spirit and nature. And having minirnized the structures of nanirai historical experience, it 

prornised that hurnanity's inherent spirituaI fieeâorn would enable humans to transcend and triurnph 

over nature. Whetfier western "values" could withstand the scrutiny of critical consciousness to sustain 

the claim to their divinity and universaiity, and whether they were sufficient to transform western 

civilization. remained questions that would continue to plague the new apologetic. 

II. The New Evangelism 

The themes of the new apoIogetic were ernbodied especiaily in the United Church in the first years 

afier its founding in 1925, Leaders of the union adopted as their mission a "new evangelism" that 

emphasized the experience of spiritual reality, a personal cncounter with Jesus, and moral idealism. 

While seerningly evangelicai in the traditional fashion, however. the "new evangelism" was a product 

of the pst -war  problematic. and it reflected the pst-war uend to âistinguishing Christ and culture. 

and spintual and natural redit y. With this emphasis, progressive Protestants developed a new identi ty 

of the church as a spirituai body, with the mission of disdosing the spintual in the world through 

education. Especially during the period 1925-1928, the United Church mission woutd be defined in 

t e m  of realizing the spiritual potential of persons in a campaign of modern evangelism. 

The new emphasis on spiritua1 reality can be s e n  in broad outline in the way that leaders of 

the United Church identifieci the church. S. D- Chown's farnous description of the "religio-political 

reaim" refïected a vicw of the church as the spiritual partner to the external community ernbodied by 

the state? Similarly. E. H. Oliver, principal of  St. Andrew's College in Saskatoon. described the 

role of the new United Church as the "conscience" of the nation.6B The church's task. according to 

%e N. Keith Clifford, nie Resistance to Church IJnion in C m a h  1904-1939 (Vancouver: University of 
British Columbia, 1983, 12 1. 

"E. H. Oliver. "The Place and Woik of the United Church in the Life of Canada" (10 June 1925). 19-20. 
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Oliver. was to reprove sin and to declare the "eternal verities" for society, so as to "quicken ail social 

impulses, interpret the Spirit of God, and inspire to service. In the best sense it must be evangelical. 

definitely winning men upan these plains for Christ." George Pidgeon, the first moderator of the 

United Church, described the church as the mystical body of Christ,-- the "divine society," as preacher 

Richard Roberts described it,- which was to be inhised with the spirit and vital energy of christW 

To the Alberta Conference meeting of 1925. Pidgeon described the church as a national body inclusive 

of al1 types of Christian experience and per~onality.'~ What definecl the church. he suggested was 

its fellowship of personality that could, as a spiritual body. unite al1 variations of society and culture. 

The present mission of the church, as Principal A. S. Tuttle of Alberta College added. was rhat of 

chief custodian of the spiritual energy that was the real instrument of God for the recovery of broken 

lives and a broken world. 

In a more systematic fashion. a series of articles on modem evangelical faith set out by the 

new United Church publication The New Outlook advocatcd the theme of an "enlightened 

evangelicaiism." between fundarnentalism and modernism. Since its formation in 1908, the Doctrinal 

Basis of Union lay largety ignored. the patch-work product of an era of "practical preaching" which 

had minimized thmlogical doctrine, and had not yet grappled with the crisis of historical theology and 

the challenges of fundamentalism and modemism. Hence, it was the theology of an "enlightened 

evangelicalism" that answered the demand for theological restatement, and became the de facto creed 

of the United Church and its "new evange~ism."'~ 

In explaining "The Foundations of Christian Faith," J. R. P. Sclater, the Sconish-born preacher 

at St. Andrew's United Church in Toronto, clairned mat ail serious modern evangelicals beiieved that 

@'George C. Pidgeon. "Mcmbers of Christ's Body." CJRT, Val. 2, No. 6 (November-Decemhcr 1925). 393-95. 

''(3. CI. W. "The Alberta Conference of the United Church." (25 November 1925), 24. 

7 1 On the need for a new tiieologicai statement, see ai.w Marshall. Stxu1,uizinp rfie Faith, 191-3. 
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Christianity was "the religion of redemption through Jesus ~hrist."'~ As part of that faith, they also 

held to rwo cardinal doctrines, namely the divinity of Christ and the saving power of ~od." Here 

Sclater dismissecl as mere ancient heresy any form of modern thought which rejected those doctrines. 

But while sharing these fundamentais of the faith. Sclater spent much of his efforts criticking 

fundamentalist views of authority. Fundamentalism. he claimed, was entrenched behind traditionalism 

and literalism, which misplaced faith from its true object in Christ. In contrast, Sclater advocated the 

alternative of a humble and reverent modemism. which he identified with cntical thought and the 

authority of conscience. Modernism, he explained echoing American modernists Iike Shailer 

Matthews and Hamy Emerson Fosdick, was 

the belief that, in its own region, reason stands supreme: that extemal authority for 
religion is subjcct to the examination of reason; and that accepted beiiefs must go. 
if they are cIearly incompatible with what is otherwise known to be true. And these 
positions. surely. appeal to al1 right-thinking men.'" 

Sclater went on to add that reason must be accepted as an independent authority "in its own region." 

namely in the region of such "extemals" as the empirical data of history and nature. But he also 

clairneci. Iike Morgan and BaiIlie. a realm for religion that was unique. namely the intuitive and direct 

apprehcnsion of spiritual reaiity. As Sclater put it, "the final authority for religious belief is the 

authority of personal experience."" 

This appcal to intemal. persona1 experiencc as the authority for religion was articulated fùrther 

by Frederic Platt of Handswonh Cullege, Birmingham. in a series on "the Sure Foundations of the 

9 .  R P. Sciater, "Modernism: What is It'? Second of a Senes of Articles on Foundations of Christian Faith," 
NO (1 1 Novcmber 1925). 10. - 

7 3 ~ .  R P. Sciater, "Fundamentalism: What is It'? First of a Series of Articles on Foundatioris of Christian Faith," 
NO (4 Novcmber 1925), 5. - 

"Sclater, "Modernism: What is It'?" 10. 

"J. R. P. Sclater, "The Final Authority. Ninth of a Series of Articles on Foundations of Christian Faith," 
(6 January 1925), 8. 



Christian Religion," in the New Outlook during 1925. Like Morgan, Plan argued that the essence of 

the Protestant Reformation was the claim that interna1 authority was the bais of evangelical faith. 

Platt added that the demands for a fixed and unalterable certainty like the laws of nature was too 

mechanical for matters "only knowable by the exercise of the moral and spiritual faculties."" 

Modern evangelicalism seemed to be going through a second Reformation in trying to recover, against 

the dogrnatic claims of the church, the verification of historic faith in "the present personai experience 

of redemption by the Christian be~iever."~ Uitimately. he insiste4 "the prirnary authority for the 

Christian faith lies where al1 crrtainties lie. in the realities of consciousness."78 Al1 knowledge, 

including retigious, was fact "for me", as "my own experience." 

Both Sclater and Platt had drawn the nm-Kantian view of religion into a sharp distinction 

between the Iaws of nature understood by reason and the direct and "pr imq"  spiritual intuition of 

the spirit of Jesus. Platt went on to make this distinction more cxplicit. Like Sclater, he argucd that 

though reason and revelation were complernentary, and reason "has its own spheres of certainty." 

reûson's ernpincal and logical form of knowledge was distinct frorn spintual and ethical kn~wledge.'~ 

In t'rict. certainty based on rationai evidence was coercive and thereby lower than the ethical 

knowledge that appealed to "the free choice of a free personality." Against rationalist standards for 

interpreting faith, Platt cited Pringle-Pattison and Dewey in claiming that consciousness was prior to 

cognitive reflection, and mat "the creative forces of the will. the strong executive of feeling and the 

76~ev.  Frcdenc Plart. "Certainty and the Christian Faith; A Series of Short Articles for Christian People on the 
Sure Foundations of the Christian Religion." (22 July 1925), 7. 

*piatt, "Crrtainty and the Christian Faith." 7. 

78 Rev. Fredenc Platt, "Certainty and the Christian Faith; Article II: The Certainties of Christian Experience," 
NO (29 July 1925). 6. - 

' 'h~leric Platt. "CenYnty and Ihe Christian Faith. Article IV.-The Function of Reason." (12 August 1925). 
11. 
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primary instincts of the soul" were the root of human certainty and action. Practical certainty and the 

experience of the soul were the ultimate authority for humans, and the experience of Christian 

consciousness in the mord certainty of sin and God's grace in Christ were therefore prior to reason 

which must serve as "the handmaid of the authontative Christian experience." 

Platt similady critiqued the authority of the Church, Scripnire, and history. The Church 

provided a social expression and communication of the faith. checking each individuai beIiever's "false 

assumption that his own consciousness is the mesure of al1 reality."w But in the tradition of 

Wesley, the external authority of the church was not suffiçient or primary: "[blehind the ecclesiasticai 

lies the experimental." Likewise. the authority of the Bible lay not in its Literary or historicai 

accuracy, but in iis "intemal and spiritual value."" The central feature of the Reforrnation. he 

echoed Morgan, was not the substitution of an infallible Bible for an infallibIe church, but Luther's 

recovery of a personal experience of spiritual redemption and freedom in the possession of the living 

Gospel dispIayi3d in the early New Testament comrnunity. The authority of the Bible rested on its 

interpretation to the individual by the Spirit of God and its verification of the tri~th of redemptive 

expencnce. Or. as Platt put it another way, its authority was found in "the spiritual experience it 

embodies." most îùlly in Christ. and "the spiritud expcrience it mates" in satisfying sinful man's 

desire for spiritual fellowship with God. As a secondary authority, however. the certainty of the Bible 

was verified in "that 'newest testament' - the testament of Christian experience."" 

For this religious certainty, the knowledge of mere externals like history. including the 

%ederic Platt. "Cerminty and the Christian Faith. Article V.- The Auihoriiy of the Church." (19 August 
1925). 8. 

"Frederic Plat& "Ceminty and Ihc Christian Faith. Anicle VI.-The Authority of the Bible," (26 August 
1925). 10. 

'Trederic Platt. "Certîinty and Uie Christian Faich. Article VI.-The Authority of the Bible." (26 August 
1925). 10. 
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historical Jesus, were inadequate and merel y secondxy "background."" To be sure. the historical 

Jesus was essential, for the living Christ without the historical Christ would be "an enigma" In this 

sense, Christianity was an historical religion, and the credibility of its historicd record was essential. 

But that record depended on a secondary tradition of witnesses to the first-hand experience of the 

histotical Christ in remote apostoiic times. As such its record was fallible and offered only probable 

knowledge. Its function was to provide a supreme example to stimulate a personal experience of God, 

and a nom by which to distinguish Christian faith from esoteric mysticism. 

For Platt. history, reason, the church, and the Bible were forms which mediated the ultimate 

authority for Christian faitfi. That authority was the person of Christ himself, and the religious 

consciousness.' Platt insistrd that what was primary was not so much Christ's work or Ms teaching. 

but his incarnation of the living Word of God and the impact of his spirit in reconciling humans to 

fellowship with God. changing their Iife into new creation. It was this inward personal relationship, 

identified as a spintual and moral reality, that constitutcd the ultimate authority for ~hristianity.~' 

As defined by Sciater and Platt, the "historicat" theoIogy of the new evangelism emphasized personal 

intemal expcnence; external historical evcnts could only be secondary to internai and seIf- 

authenticating spiritual and ethical knowledge. Hcre was a reiteration of the neo-Kantian apoIogetic, 

but aIso the assertion of a sharp distinction between the spirit of Christ and historical structures. 

This distinction perrneated the emphasis of the United Church on evangeiism rather than direct 

social action during the period 1925 to 1928. As the first Moderator, George Pidgeon directed the 

church's Boards of Evangelism and Social Service and of Home Missions to make the revival and 

s3~rederic Platt, "Cenainty and the Christian Faith. Article III.-The Value of History." (5  August 1925). 11. 

"Frederic Platt. "Certainty and the Christian Faith, Article VIL-The Supreme Certainty: Jesus Christ," (2 
September l925), 12. 

"~latt.. "Certainty and the Christian Faith: Article II: The Cenainlies of Chrktian Experience." 6. 
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deepening of spiritual life their main focus." "Leadership in Evangelism" was to be accomplished 

with a new cakpaign of pamphlets on the evangelical doctrine of the Basis of Union, group studies 

of the life of Jesus, development of Lay Men's Work, and spiritual conferences. 

These emphases were worked out especialry in the Board of Evangeiism and Social Service 

(BESS). From 1925 through 1928, the BESS focused its efforts on prohibition and "Educational 

Evangelism." consisting especiaily of mass evangelism by approved evangelists, group studies of the 

life of Jesus. apologetics, and lay evangelism." Its 1926 report on "The Christianization of 

Industry," delivered by its Secretary D. N. McLacNan, argued that while social and moral concerns 

were essential to Christianity, the fundamental problems that made for social problems like "industrial 

warfare" were not structural nor the product of conflicting interests, but were due to the failure to 

understand and implernent the social and moral principles of the gospel. The root of social problems 

lay in different views of "what constitutes the good life and serves its end."" And their solution lay 

not first of al1 in the reorganization of industry, but in teaching right motives and a Christian view of 

the use of property for the service of hurnanity. 

As Richard Allen notes, this turn from socid action to "evangelism" was a remarkable change 

from che promise of social rcconsuuction ihat sunie saw in the church reports after World War 1." 

Indeed. sorne officers of the BESS, like Hugh Dobson. who was a field secretary for the United 

Church's BESS and had helped to form the reports of 19 18 and 19 19, would continue to resist the 

%orge Pidgeon, "Leadership in Evangelism: the Modefator Urges Agpssive and Persistent Effo-" (20 
January 1926), 18. 
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apparent reueat from social action. For McLachlan and Emest Thomas. however, the tum from social 

action was the result of disillusionment with the structures of Canadian society. and their attempt to 

defend spiritual personaiity by a strategy of distinguishing spiritua1 and externa1 realities. 

In part. this concern arose from their belief that Canadian society had becorne secularized. 

In 1925 J. W. Macmillan, Professor of Social Work at Victoria College, noted the "slump" in moral 

forces of society evident in the rise of conservative governments in western countries, the loss of 

prohibition legislation, the decline of trade union membership, and 1ack of support for the League of 

~at ions?  Even more clearly. Thomas was convinced that since the end of the war, the "old order" 

of Protestant consensus in Canada had passed away?' 

Disillusionment with the structures of western civilization led Thomas and McLachlan also 

to distinguish betwen what seemed the mechanical forces of social structures and political institutions, 

and the spintual reality that was at the hem of human personality. As he explained in an article in 

the CJRT, Thomas regarded ail current political parties as too "commerciaiized," and he feared that 

demands for politicai action would brins the imposition of the state on personal aspirations. Though 

he called for social reform. he insisted bat social reform be voluntary, lest otherwise it be no different 

from Mussolini's new fascism." The church's task in this setting. according to Thomas. was to 

conserve and revitalize the spiritual roots that were necessary for a movement of social reform that 

wouid be genuinely Christian, and by definition free. 

Similarly, in the annual report of the BESS for 1926-27, McLachlan explained the board's 

reticence to relate the "Christianization" of society to legislation and the state: 

... since the war. the tremendous powers entrusted to the State are king questioned. 

9 0 ~ .  W. Macmillan, "The Slump," CJRT, Vol. 2, No. 1 (January-February 19251, 3741 .  

"Allen. 261. 

'%mesr Thomas. "The Signifimcc of.Politica1 Groups." CJRT, 1. no. 1 (January-February. 1924). 71-81. 



The Christian Church is entnisted with a mission of Redemption and its predominant 
atiitude to sin is that of forgiveness, whiIe the State is concerned not with sin but with 
wrongdoing of such a character as menaces the social order. While not disputing the 
right of the State to use its power for the general welfare and restra.int of organized 
forces that impede the highest Wngs in life, serious minds are questioning the extent 
to which coercive power and punishment should be employed for the furtherance of 
goodness. The Church is being reminded that in view of its distinctive mission it 
ought to think very seriously before invoking the coercive power of the State to 
further its ends.93 

McLachlan's distinction between sin and " wrong-doing " against social order re flected a distinction 

between the personai Iife, defineci in terrns of morality, and the natural law-order of social relations 

that Reinhold Niebuhr would capture in kis concept of moral man and immorai society. 

In turn, McLachian went on to subordinate structured institutions to spirituai reality, describing 

the human sou1 and personality as "the thing of supremest value in the universe." McLachlan seemed 

to reduce the Kingdom of God to that which served permnality. In 1926, he wrote in  his report that 

[i]nstitutions were made for men, not nien for institutions. The worth of any 
institution is to be gauged solely by its effect on prsondity. Insofar as i t  conserves 
and increases personal value, it is good. Where it is destructive of personality, it is 
the enemy of the Kingdom of God, in loyalty to which we rnust seek and work for 
its suppression." 

Service to humm personaiity was the moral nom CO be learned and applied to resolve social conflicts 

like that between business managers and labour. 

This tension between moral spirituality and social structures made the relations between 

religion and social science ambiguous for progressive Protestants. Foilowing the shift of provincial 

policies to regulatcd sale of alcohol rather than outright prohibition. the BESS proposed to publicize 

scicntific information about the hazards of alcohol, in the hope that an inforrned public conscience 

'"UCC. Board of Evangelisrn and Social Service (BESS). Annual Rcprt ,  1926-27. "ny Will Be Done." 
Yearhocik. 1927. Record of Proceedings of the Second Gcncrril Council. 18. 

%CC, BESS, "The Christianizing of Indusuy." Y e m h k ,  1926, Record of Proceedincs of the First General 
Council, 88. See also Ross, 371. 
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would eventudly be enacted into lawP5 To that end. and in response to the Social Service Council 

of Canada's request for a more "scientific" approach to the problem, h e s t  Thomas produced an 

article on the negative personal and social effacts of alcohol." 

In their comments on social work, however, progressive Protestants expressed wariness about 

the sociai sciences. and called for recognition of a "spiritual element" in diagnosis of "anti-social" 

problems. Following the National Conference of Social Work heid in Toronto in 1924, for exarnpte, 

the CJRT hinted at tension between social work and "religi~n."~' On the one hand. it was impressed 

with the display of scientific expertise at the conference. and welcomed the effort and the faith in "the 

sovereignty of go&-will" indicated in proposais for social justice. But the editorial went on to note 

two main problems in the emerging social sciences. First. following the p s t - w u  enthusiasm for 

broad programs of reconstruction. attention had nuw shifted to practical. concrete questions concerning 

"what action best nieets the necd?" To this. social scientists wcre responding with "the scientific 

attitude of expriment and open-minded enquiry" by examining the conditions of social problems and 

the potential results of actions with "precise observation." 

This scientific effort, however, posed the second problcm. namely the Weatened exclusion 

of religion from social work. While notable exccptions. such as the University of Toronto sociologist 

E. J. Urwick. resistcd the fragmentation of social science and moral values? the editors of the CJRT 

noted that social scientists were coming to the conclusion that "even Christian incentives" were not 

sufficient to "guarantee adequate treatment" of social problems like rchabilitating broken families or 

- 
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criminals. Social workers now enlisteci the aid of other cornmunity organizations. and especiaIly the 

sciences, to promote social well-king. As an antidote to the trend to eliminate religion from sociai 

work, the editorial welcomed Jane Addams' warning that "economic and social forces" alone could 

not resolve social ills. The social worker must enlist dso the spirituai forces needed for social change, 

and in tum the Church must "produce a type of spiritual life alert to recognize the place for communal 

activity in treaanent of social e v i ~ s . " ~  The editorial concluded with a warning against confïning 

sociai work in social service organizations based only on civic institutions without any relation to 

organized religion. The failure to reconcile science and religion would leave social science fatally 

short-sighted, and religion rnorbidly and unrealistically introspective. 

The ambiguous differentiation betwecn religion and social analysis and refonn was especially 

evident in the work of progressives like Ernest Thomas and Frank Stapleford. Thomas' emphasis on 

spintual revi val tfirough fellowshi p studies has already been notcd. S tapleford, however, eIaborated 

on the distinction between the church. religion. and social work in a 1925 article for the CJRT. On 

the one hand. he celcbrated the growth of sociai work organizations, and the growing role of 

municipal, provincial, and fedcral governments in addressing social pro blems and "pushing the ideals 

of democracy into the furthest corner of our social life."'" He then dcfined social work as a 

technical science using a highly specialized "method of research." Its aim was "the enlargement and 

development of the personality of the individual, aiming to make of him a more efficient unit of the 

social whole." and conversely also to make "an efficient society ... that will give to that individu1 the 

highest possible development of which he is capable. "Io '  

mitorial comment was Iisted under "Conference of Social Work," "StiU to Study the Question," "Social 
Workers and the Church." and "Social D o p a  and Expcrimcnt," CJRT, Vol. 1, No. 4 (May-June, 19231, 275-280. 
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Althousfi the church had founded many service organizations, Stapleford suggested that the 

time had corne to surrender controi of those institutions. Such a change. he argued. did not involve 

their separation from religion, for most people on their boards were comected with the churches and 

worked fiom suong religious convictions. Hence the change would constitute merely institutional 

differentiation, but not the end of religious influence on social service. But Stapleford then went on 

to plead for a distinction between religion and the science of social worker, arguing that preoccupation 

with reiigion and reiigious identity sometirnes led to inefficiency and undue emphasis on the 

psychology and ideAs of the social worker. and to forgetting that social work was a technical 

profession. Though the institutional church itself served a vital socializing rote in local communities 

and could provide facilities for meetings and information about social problerns. Stapleford 

recommended that its prirnary task should be ducation and inspiration to rouse the "religious motives" 

of service.102 

Having thus separateci both the church and religion from sociaI analysis, however, Stapleford 

also called on the church to address the moral dimensions of social problems more directly. for 

"[pJractically every economic t'ria has its moral bcarings." While economics was concerned with the 

efficient production and distribution of wealth, thfie had as thcir end human value, and it was the 

church's task to advocate that value. Morality was rclatcd to "social facts," and the preacher's task 

was to "discem and interpret the moral issues in the economic movements and problems of the 

time."lo3 ~ccordingl~,  he urged the church to cultivate a new sense of sin and the demand of 

service in concrcie terms that would show the scope of niorality: 

There are men who would regard it as a sin to play cards or go to a theatre, but who 
do not think of making any moral judgmcnts in regard to industrial factors which 

- - - 
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have a thousand times more influence upon human welfare.'" 

The chwch, he concluded, could advocate social mordity, without endorsing particular and sweeping 

social theories. 

Like McLachlan, Stapleford's distinction between "mord man" and "non-moral" soçiety 

portended Reinhold Niebuhr's later work Moral Man and Immoral Society. It also reflected the 

ambiguity that resulted from the Kantian attempt to identify religion with human values, and yet to 

preserve a distinction between spiritual and natural realities. While it uied to preserve a role for 

religion in terms of morality, it dso assumed a method of social analysis which was essentially 

secularized. 

It was this attcmpt to distinguish religion and science, and yet preserve an intirnate relation 

between them, that permeated the BESS annual reports of the rnid-1920's. In the report for 1926- 

1927, McLachlan noted that social workers treated social work cases in "scientific" terms. Much as 

a physician ueated ailments as products of physical causes, so modem professional social workers 

treated individual cases as sick rnembers of the social order, carefully rneasuring the impact of heredity 

and environmental conditions like unemployment in order to diagnose the cause and cure of suciai 

dislocation. While McLachlan agretd that heredity, environment. and nunure al1 played a rote in the 

social dislocation of individuals, he argued that the main cause of social evil was the moral character 

of the individual and his s o ~ i e t ~ . ' ~ ~  Likewise, in his discussion of business-labour relations, he 

recognized that material needs of food, shelter, clothing wcre fundamentai needs which God provided 

for through the industrial systern. Because of its relation to God. Industry was an economic problem, 

but also a "moral and religious one."'06 McLachIan claimed that this spiritual diagnosis did not 

'34Stapleford, "The Relation of tbe Church to Social Work," 70. 
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mean that social problems were reducible to the individual's own responsibility. The greed of 

business managers was equally a mord cause of social problems like unemployment and poverty. 

Since their roots were spiritual, the solution to those socid problems required spiritual 

transformation. Here too, McLacNan acknowledged îhat material conditions warranted change, and 

that industry needed to establish its own institutional organization, its own constitution of rights and 

justice. and its own boards and courts to resolve confiicts and accomplish a democratic order of 

"industry of. by, and for the people as a whole."'* But like its diagnosis. the scientific cure of 

social problems by changing social conditions failed to "bring the personality to a fuller Life[.]" Social 

problems ultimately required spiritual transformation and the creation of "Christ-filled personality" 

throughout society. In fact. McLachlan claimed. the faith of the labour movement was correlative to 

the faith of the Church: both recognized human nwd, both regarded evil as man-made and therefore 

"curable by man." and both airned at establishing the Kingdom of "Justice. Love, Brotherho~û[.]"'~~ 

According to McLachlan, the Church's pnmary task was evangelism in order to "bring to the 

light the Eternal Spirit" and so release the spiritual powers for brothcrhood and democracy in social 

relations. In his report for 1927, he urged that this cvmgelism must consist of more than sermon- 

dominated church services and appeals to doctrinal fundamentalism. But it also must offer more than 

"practical preaching" and prograrns for ethical, social, economic, and poIitical reforms. Rather, it must 

involve worship, liturgy, and group study which would alen people to the presence of Cod, and would 

enlist thein in the Christian life.'OS Refemng to Rudolf Otto's Idea of the Holv. he argued that the 

first need of humanity is the recovery of religious cxpclricncc of thc divine mystery and the presence 

Io7BESS. "Thy Will Be Done," 29. 

IœBESS, "Thy Wi11 Be Done," 28. 
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of his self-sacnficing love in Christ against the sin of the world Socid transformation would be 

accomplished only "[als the individual is brought into thrtt super-normal power" of God and the 

recognition of his own sin."' 

By 1928, this concern for the primacy of spiritual Iife had culminated in the proposal of the 

BESS and the Board of Religious Education for a joint campaign for "a revival of the religion of the 

Cross and of the Spirit, in the hearts and lives of our people, and challenging our children and youth 

to live lives of sacrifice and adventure for Christ and His Kingdom.""' McLachlan's rationale for 

this focus explainèd that, arnid rapidly changing conditions and the trend of modem social thought, 

the Church must give its strength to educational efforts rather than attempt to secure 
refonns by direct political action. Facts are God's arguments -- hence the board 
regards its duty primarily to be the discovery of facts, the reveding of spiritual 
values, and the presentation of these to the Church, By this means, there is 
reasonable hope to believe that informed public opinion and a sustained political 
consciousness may be created which will find expression through political channels 
and finally have its convictions, when necessary. enacted into law.ll* 

Since spiritual forces were primary in social relations, no system or plan couId "take the place of the 

pulpit as a Christianizing agency." 

In part, these conccrns responded to the growing protèssionalization of the social sciences and 

their differentiation. dunng the rnid- 1920's. from the church institutions which had initiated them.'13 

Even more radical social gospellers could not agree on the relation of the gospel and social science. 

While modemists like J. Davidson Ketchum ponraycd the church's social service work as inadequate 

"%ESS. "Thy Will Be Done." 26-27. 

'IIUCC, BESS, Annual Report, 1928. "He Shail Reign." Yearhook, 1928, and Record of Proceedinps of the Third 
CenenI Council, 6.  

"'BESS. "He Shail Rcign," 265. 



and its social ethics as "the mere reflection of culture and cla~s."~~' social gospellers like Salem 

Bland and John Coburn, arnong others, resisted the trend to separating social ethics and the gospel and 

tried to sustain the social action of the churche~.~'~ The broader trend in Canada, however. was 

toward a separation of "religion" and social science. Since its origins in the progressive 

evangelicalism of the late nineteenth century, scholvs Iike Adam Shortt, lames Mavor. and Car1 

Dawson had moved the social sciences toward a strictly empirical and positivist method of social 

analysis. Car1 Dawson. the Baptist founder of the deparunent of social work at McGill and founding 

chairman in 1925 of the Canadian Association of Sociai Workers, could still argue in 1922 that it was 

the church's task not only to redeem men, but to "reâeem the forces tfiat will help men to realize the 

best ends of ~ife.""~ Nevertheless. his analysis of those forces was cmied out in terms of the 

positivist social science of the Chicago School where he had studied."' 

The relocation of the social sciences to the university and civic institutions can be seen as part 

of a broader movement which distinguished between science and religion on the grounds of an 

assumed ontological distinction between spiritual reality and structured nature. Their assumption of 

such a dudity Icd progressive Protestants to accept the relativèly autonomous authority of the sciences 

in their own realm of external nature, while at the sanie tinié atrempting to preserve a claim for 

spiritual auihority, as well as Free personaiity, in addition to the sciences. Indeed. advocates of 

"spirituai evangelism" finally were profoundly optimistic that education in the right principles of 

rnoraiity would be decisive in changing society. 

"'Cari Dawson. citcd in Allen, 289. 

"'Sec espcially Martene Shore, The Science of Social Redemption (Toronto: Vniversity of Toronto Press. 
1987), ch. 3. 
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ïhrough the mid- 1920is, therefore, the BESS focused its efforts on a campaign of "spintual 

evangelism" that included group studies of the persondity of Jesus, the formation of a lay-movement 

called the "United Churchrnen*" and "visitation e~angelism."~~' While John Mackay continued to 

cultivate his Corpus Christi Movement, Eniest Thomas' group studies of Jesus, learneû no doubt from 

his contact with H. B. Shman and the Student Christian Movement, was the most prominent mode1 

of that education. In late 1925 and early 1926 Thomas began to ply his group "fellowship" studies, 

entitled "A Week With Jesus," at Student Christian Movement conferences and throughout the 

conferences of United Church. As H. D. Ranns rçponed from Saskatchewan. their main theme was 

the recovery of the life of Jesus in its historicai setting. focusing cspccially on the problems he faced, 

the decisions he made. and thus the emergence of his pers~naliiy."~ As one participant described 

it. the fellowship method was a sympathetic study in the life of Jcsus ;rimai at bringing one into vital 

contact with the living Christ and his ernbodiment of complete trust in God. Ms consciousness that 

sacrificial death was Lhe way of redernption. and his meeting the disciples as a living presence.'" 

And according to Hugh Dobson, these conference activities were intended to support 

applied Christianity ; the reconsecration of spiritual Me, the revisualization of the task 
of the church. the rededication of the entire mernbership t( 
of the Kingdom of God by definire evangelistic effort."' 

In the new strategy of applied Christianity, Dobson reponed, the so 

need to Christianize society was the creation of "a new attitude," 

personal and social morali ty. 

God, and the extension 

ution to social problems and the 

to recover the spiritual roots of 

Il8BESS. "He Shall Reign." 15. 20, 26. 

"4[. D. R[anns]. "Saskatchewan and the United Churcb," (27 January. 1926). 24. See also J. A. C. "The 
Uniceci Church in Manitoba Conference," (27 Janucuy, 1926). 23. 

' 9 .  S. Laidlaw, "A Fellowship w i h  Jesus." m. (9 December 19251, 16. 

I2'Hugh Dobson, "The Fellowship of Conversation and Devotion in the Preshyteries." (21 April 1926). 21. 
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According to Thomas. these studies were intended to recover spiritual experience and the value 

of worship in restoring awareness of God over against the "deadening" effects of the increasingly 

popular "doctrine of deterrnini~rn."~~ They also were a modem alternative to the more traditional 

evangelism of mass rallies and class meetings. By 1928. perhaps with visions of Billy Sunday's 

populist mass rallies in mind, Thomas was suspicious of oid-time revivaiism. He also rejected the 

practice of " tacking on" to calls for repentance the requirernent of moral and social reforrn, as if these 

were the goal of religion. Instead, niornas preferred a simple portrayai of the person of Jesus whom 

participants were free to accept or question. thus allowing Jesus himself to draw people to 

The positive expcrience of Jesus, and the new spiritual attitude and energy derived from it. rather than 

othcr goals li ke social reform. legislation. or tilling churches. was the purpose of reiigion, In Thomas' 

fellowships, "religion" no longer was necessatily located in social suuctures; the personal spiritual 

relationship with God was an end in itself. The fellowship itself was. for Thomas. the new incarnation 

of the spirit of Jesus. 

Thomas' fellowship studies sc%med to gain broad appeal across the conferences of the United 

Church. In an anonymous article entitled "Feilowship as a Method of Quest and Conquest," one 

minister praised the benefits of fellowship movements such as Corpus Christi Crusade founded by 

John Mackay of Manitoba CoIlege, and the United Church conference and Student Christian 

Movement f e l l o ~ s h i p s . ~ ~ ~  In place of the mass efforts and mob reaction of the msade. and the 

"obsolete" class meeting with its stereo-t yped and uni nspiring testimony. the fello wship method 

offered a definite progranime of study. frank discussion, prayer, corporate worship, and specific 

projects, al1 in small groups which offered genuine inspiration and mutual instruction "along 

'"BESS. "He Shall Reign." 26. 

I3Emest Thomas. "The Message of Dr. Maltbyln No (3 Occobcr 1928). 4. 

"A Minister. "Fellowship as a Method of Quest and Conqucst," (20 January 1926). 7. 
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continuous, consecutive and progressive Lines." The fellowships helped to deepen religious experience, 

but in the freedom, equality. and devotion to service that was the method of Jesus. In short, the 

fellowships promised a reflned and modern technique of spiritual conversion, and of making Jesus real 

to the world. 

The goal of recovering a mystical experience of Jesus in the group studies was echoed in other 

church programs, such as a new focus on worship and liturgy. New discussions of worship were 

occasioned in part by the need of the newly forrned United Church to decide forms of worship and 

liturgy, But worship itself was also given new emphasis in terms of the new spirituai idealism. As 

one editoriai in the CJRT queried, "[e]liminate from [worship] the sense of the sublime and what is 

1eft?"125 The church stood for "the universal and etcmal;" worship was therefore peculiar to its 

function and must make concrete expression of that univcrsai tmth in the corporate life of the people 

and its communion with God. 

Thus the focus on a distinct spiritual reality gave a new emphasis to corporate worship in the 

church. When J. R. P. Sclater, the prominent minister at St. Andrew's Church. Toronto, gave his 

Lyman Beecher lectures on Practicai Theology at Yale in 1927, his focus on worship was a striking 

departure from pre-war conceptions of "practical preaching." According to Sclater. public worship 

was "the chief of al1 the ordinary rneans for keeping alive the sense of the Unseen in the 

cornrn~nity."~~~ In his lectures, Sclatrr set out an order of worship organized on the principle of 

alternation between "vision and response" mat correspondcd to Baillie's conception of revelation and 

discovery. Worship was concerned with approaching God, but it was also human response to the 

visionary "flash of divine ~eality"."' Sclater's proposed order of worship also portrayed worship 

I5ed., "1s Worship a Lost hW CJRT, 1. no. 5 (Seplember-Octokr. 1924). 370. 

IxJ. R. P. ScIarer. The Public Wcirship of God (New York: George H. D o m ,  1927), 17. 

'-7ScIater, 25-26. 



primarily as a psychological experience. and sought to foster the ascent of emotions from fear to the 

love of God. The high point of that public worship. he argued, was not the expository preaching of 

Protestant tradition. but intercessory prayer.12' Sermons "rounded off' the vision of God in a 

particular application aimed at showing God's glory and helping men to be gooâ. Though 

acknowiedging the need for sound doctrinal preaching about "the facts" of the Christian faith, Sclater 

described the best kind of preaching as a poetic appeai to individual emotions. Great preaching 

touched the "ever-hidden" spiritual "levers" of the sou1 so as to unleash "divine forces" and 

"transforming energ y" in individual lives.'*' 

This focus on mystical worship reflected the combined assumptions of the new evangelism: 

that religion was çoncerntul with the experience of a distinct spiritual redity. and that in the modem 

secular world the church's primary task was to depict that divine reality in sublime ways. ScIater's 

emphasis on worship and mystical assent assumed that ordinary modem people had linle time to 

remember that lifc is lived before God. Likewise, John Moore suggested that in the modem practical 

age. whose saints were social workers, medical missionarics, and other technical experts. society still 

had need of the "mystical vision" that unified l i k  and dirccted carthIy labour toward service.130 And 

to add to the attempt to envision spiritual reality, others drew discussion to the renewal of doctrinal 

preaching. lectionaries. sacraments. church architecture. and liturgicai forms."' Some also 

encouraged the use of drama or "pageants" in worship to make concrcte expression of the tnith. as 

'"Sclatcr. 41-44. 

lm~ohn Moore, "Behold. the Dreamer." NO, (1 Septcmbcr 1926). 4. 28. 

I3'see. for example. ed.. "Whar We Believe." (24 March 1926). 4: J. F. L. Macdonald, "A Lectionary for 
the United Church," and Robert M. Brodie, "Fonns of Service." (24 Marck 19261, 13; ed., "1s Worship a L a t  
Art," CJRT, 1. no. 5 (Septemkr-October, 1924). 370; Samuel P. Rose, "Some Uses of the Lord's Supper." NO (15 
Febrwry 1928). 5,  19. 
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a way to attract dwindling attendance and for those unmoved by abstract doctrine or unfamiliar wiih 

the church.ln In al1 these cases. worship was seen as the unique occasion to encounter the reality 

of God in the midst of a secular world. 

The concern wiih worship aiso reflected a new effort to recover the objective reaIity of God. 

According to H. F[rank] Leach, a United Church minister in Saskatchewan who studied psychology 

at the Manitoba University in the early 1920'~, '~ '  the new emphasis on worship offered a free and 

objective experience of God. The Protestant tradition of worship, dominated by the sermon and the 

efforts of the preacher to change his parishioners, was no longer effective, and it led to "the preacher's 

personaiity obscuring God."" In place of that preacher-centred tradition. Leach cited the view of 

Willard Sperry, the modem evangelical dean of Harvard Divinity School and critic of an earlier liberal 

theology. that worship should be considered the adoration of God.13' If the church failed to foster 

worship directed to the objective reality of God, it was dead at heart. 

The goals of the "new evangelism" also were applied in rcligious education and in attempts 

to mobilize the lay members of the church with a new emphasis on the techniques for entering into 

spiritual Me. In 1925 Rev. C. A. Myers, field sccretary for the United Church's Religious Educaîion 

Department and leader of the Standard Training Schools for church leadership throughout Ontario, 

urged that rhe task of educating modern children in the gospel rcquired new methods to compte  with 

modem wealrh, amusements. technology, and rnateriali~m.'~ Myers* suggestion was to establish 

'32"Edirorial," CJRT. 1. no. 1 Uanuary-February 1924). 3 4 ;  Edward Moore. "Using Drama in the Church 
Service," (14 July 1926). 22. 

  ho's Who in bis Issue." CIRT. 4. no. 3 (May-June 1927). 280. 

lYH. F. Leach. "LF Worship a Lest An?" NO (4 April 1928), 7. 

1 35 On Sperry, see WiIIiam R. Hutchinson. The Modernist Impulse in Arneric'm Protestantism (New York: 
Oxford. l982), 2 5  1 -3. 

136 Rev. Dr. C .  A. Myers. "Tcaching Religion CO Chi ldhd  and Youth; An OId Task With a New Need," 
(10 June 1925). 9. 
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mid-week instruction classes, and to add religious instruction to "secular education" in public schools. 

John Moore added that religious education must appeal to the "instinct of the soul." It required 

restating Chnstianity to make it "intelligible. challengeable, and acceptable."13' Citing John Dewey. 

Moore wmed that religious education m u t  not, lest it obstruct progress, impose an adult moral 

repressiveness on the liberation of youth's impulses "in original and novel ways." The solution, he 

argued, was to replace Old Testament legalism with the New Testament drama of y o u M  ideas and 

adventure for common people who could not meet the letter of the law. lesus had begun a new 

adventure of spirituai peperfection, dedaring that "the Kingdom is within you." Accordingly, religious 

education should combine freedom for exploration and adventure with encouragement of a cohesive 

"commonwealth." It required "fearIess application of knowledge" to the affairs of religious life and 

it must reorganize church life for the benefit of youth, rather than "middle-aged conservation." 

The new technique for rcligious education came to focus, as Percy R. Hayward, the Baptist 

General Secretary of the Religious Education Council of Canada. stated pointedly, not merely on 

"peripheral" knowledge of Biblicai facts. but on the process of developing the spirituai perspective that 

was centrai to character building.'38 In the progressive fashion of Dewey. Hayward added that this 

technique required that controls be lirnitcd, and assumed that religion could be demonsuateci to be the 

natural. self-satisfying, and self-chosçn basis of character. Like Thomas' fellowship studies, youth 

were to encounter the figures of the Bible. especiall y the person of Jesus. as attractive heroes, and they 

were to be presented, as Moore dernonstrated in one study sermon, with such "anchors" of personal 

'"~ev. John Moore, "Religion. Youth and the Church," (29 l u l y  1925), 5-6. 

'38~ercy R. Hayward. "Whnt is the= in Religious Edu~.tion:i" CJRT. 1. no. 2 Warch-Aptil 1924), 124. The 
rekrence to Hayward hcre is occasioned by the fact that Lhe United Church was a member of the Religious 
Education Association of Canada. However, Hayward's commcnts suggest that the themes of the "new evangelism" 
promulgated in the United Church extended beyond the United Church, espcially to the moderately progressive 
Baptist Association. 
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religion as faiîh, courage. patience, and hope, to guide and liberate them to spiritual adventure.'" 

They also were encourageci to commit themselves to "spiritual" moral living, including personal 

temperance. and to join service and training clubs tike the Beaver ~rotherhood'" The aim of such 

religious education was to convince young people. as Frank Langford, General Secretary of the United 

Church's Religious Education Department, pleaded. to "practice the presence of God" and to find 

happiness of iife living the law of God and "in communion wirh God through His Word."14' 

Concern for the religious education of youth was complemented by new efforts to enIist lay 

participation in the mission of the church. In his address to the MinisteriaI Association of Vancouver, 

Rev. W. L. Macrae exprçssed the widespread concern about the drift away from the church especially 

by adult males.14' The cause of that drift according to Macrae. was not poor preaching. but 

ineffective methods. The church needed, he urged, to enlist lay members in an active campaign for 

personal evangclisni. Like the early church, the modem church, quickened by the Spirit, would grow 

by believers telling others around them of their personal passion for God. 

Two rnAn developments grew out of such ideas. First. a new round of lay conferences was 

initiated in larger Canadian cities under the thenle of "Dominion and World Service" to enlist lay 

rnembers in renewing the mission of church at home and abr~ad ."~  The Toronto conference. for 

example, was attended by 1 0  hymen. and includcd a banquet and speeches by J. H. Gundy. 

secretary of the United Church Maintenance and Extension Fund, and J. R. P. Sclater, who urged 

IY3~ohn Moore. "Anchors of the Soul," NO, (5 Ociober 1927). 4, 24. 

%. S. "Montreai and Ottawa Annual Conference." (27 June 1928). 21, 25; Norton F. Brand, "The Age 
of Organizations," (30 Mach 1927), 12, 22. 

"'Frank Langford. "Young People in the United Church: Devotional." m. (5 May 1926). 24. 

"'ed., "Dominion a d  World SeMce." NO (13 Octobcr 1926). 1. 
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laymen's responsibility to support the work of church with their lives and money.lU SimiIar rallies 

were held throughout the country, usuaify featuring banquets and urging lay members to support the 

church. with reportediy 2000 attendees in the Maritime conference and enthusiastic receptions in the 

w e ~ t . ' ~ ~  As W. B. Creighton noted. the main task for hymen set out by clericai leaders was that 

of supponing, and especially finmcing church act ivi t ie~. '~~ Given the new emphasis on the saictly 

spirituai vision of the church and Christianity. there seemed iinle else that could be expected of lay 

rnernbers. NevertheIess, as Creighton also noted, it was hoped that the spiritual fellowship of the 

laymen's association would overcome the social stratification of the modern city through "a spiritual 

solidarity of the Church." And it would also "equalize the opportunities of spiritual education 

throughout the city and ... reach those untouched and underprivileged from a religious ~tandpoint."'~' 

Secondly, the new emphasis on personal cvangclisni shaped the development of a new style 

of evangelistic outreach. Dunng Iate 1927. D. N. MçLachtan, Generai Secretary of the United 

Church's BESS, outlined the board's plan for such a focus. That plan. designed to strengthen 

evangelistic efforts. included a new emphasis on public worship. New Testament study. devotional 

reading. retreats, preaching missions with "accredited" preachers, and a new carnpaign of personalized 

"visitation" evangelisrn and conferences to train leaders in the new e ~ a n g c l i s r n . ~ ~ ~  'Ihough he 

acknowledged that Christianity ultimately entailed the task of saving man "in his entirety." McLachlan 

argued that shaping personal attitudes would transform society: 

'"ed., "The Lay of Toronto," (15 June 1927), 27. 

'%ee reports in the as Follows: ed., "The Church Moves Fonvard." (20 October 1926). 13; ed.. "The West 
Mainraining the Record," (3 November 1926). 1. 

'=ed., "The Lay Association of Toronto." Christian Guardian (15 Junc 1927). 27. 

I4'ed., "A New Movement in the Church," (2 March 1927). 25. 

'9. N. McLachlan, "Evangelism. Outiining the New Policy Recommended by the Board." (23 November 
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Evangeiism ... proceeds on the assumption that the individual is the key to the mass 
of men and that genuine social progress can be secured only as a result of the 
regeneration of the individual members of society. It assumes this also, that only the 
Gospel of Christ makes regeneration possible. It follows that individual regeneration 
and social irnprovement should proceed t ~ g r t h e r . ' ~ ~  

As W. B. Creighton added in his editorial announcing the programme of "Promoting Personal 

Religion," evangelism indirectly would affect social, indusuial, and political issues as the "fieIds in 

which the quickened life will find expression." A "new Pentecost," he claimed, was possible "only 

as the Church releases" a new and adventurous energy in the redernption of social, industrial and 

political life.lXI The new evangelism. it was hoped. would lead to a new. spiritualized society which 

fulfilltrd the highest aspirations of individuals. The social philosophy of Jesus, Creighton remarked 

in an earlier editorial, involved the two foci of "personality and fellowship." Jesus' method was to 

"brins personality to its highest capacity and then to bind thcse persons into a great human 

fellowship." as the only way to resolve the world's sin."' 

By 1928 personal evangelism had bccorne the new hope of the United Church for 

Christianizing Canadian society. The combination of approved preaching missions and personal 

contact was exernptified in a rally held in Hamilton. whère American evangelist Gypsy Smith spoke 

to crowds numbering from 3000 to 7000, with follow-up pcrsc~nal visitations organized by the local 

c h ~ r c h e s . ~ ~ ~  As Fred Middleion reponed in his description of the BESS's programme. the new 

evangelism with its more discret and personalizcd niissions was a necasary departure from traditional 

revivalism since "the mass evangelisrn with which the 1 s t  gencration was familiar is now less 

'*PD. N. McLachian. "Evangelism. Outlining the New Policy Recomrnendcd by the Board." (23 November 
1927), 8. 

lSoed. "Promoting Persona1 Religion." (2 May 1928). 1. 

"'ed. "A Page for Quiet Thought: A World of Brothers." m. (9 hlarch 1927). 8. 

'"W. S. D. "The Unitcd Church in Ihe Hamilton Confcrcnce," (3 1 October 19281, 25. 27. 
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effective in producing the fullness of the Christian Iife." The Spirit was guiding the Church "to 

methods more suited to changed conditions."153 Those changed conditions were also identifed at 

the 1928 Generai Council in Hamilton, whose theme "Maintainhg the Spiritual Glow" reflected the 

focus of the United Church on personal evangelism and a distinctly spiritual experience in what now 

was seen as a secularized world.lY In his adâress to the Council George Pidgeon noted the new 

problem: 

In the days of Moody the ordinary man had the idea of a worId of the spirit with its 
great realities, God and immonality, and the task of the evangelist was the 
cornparatively easy one of Ieading people to accept that world as  theirs. Today we 
have to make those realities real to thousands of people ere we can seek their 
acceptance. 15' 

In the light of that new secularism, noted by numerous otfier participants as well, the church needed 

a new and clear. though also modem, presentation of the Gospcl message. 

Thus, in thir worship, evangelism, and apologctics, advocates of the "new evangelism" had 

responded to what they saw as the threat of secularization and historical relativism by attempting to 

distinguish a distinct spiritual reality that would assure both the reality of God and human freedom. 

Their solution, on the one hmd, located the spiritual within subjective human consciousness of values, 

and divided the world between spiritual persondity and natural structures. On the other hand. this 

distinction was made in the hope that the rccovery of a realm of the spirit might enable modem man 

to transcend and transfom the determined worId of natural structures. 

Is3Fred C. Middleton, "Visitation Evangelism." (16 May 1928). 19. Middlrton described bis innovation as 
evangelism with a personal touch, in which hymen wenr out in pairs 10 visit ptcntial  adherents and present them 
with the claims of Christ and the Church. 

IYed.. "Third Generai Council of the United Church: The Story o f  I i s  Spirit and Iü Work," NO (26 September 
1928), 13-15. 

Is5ed.. "Third General Council of the Uniteû Cliurch." 13-15. 



III. Christianity, Culture, and the Lirnits of Personaiism 

Having located the divine in the human psyche, advocates of the new apologetic and the new 

evangelism still were left with a growing crisis of historicism: how could one claim, fiom the 

perspective of historically bound consciousness, an extcrnd objective reality, much l e s  a transcendent 

God, in order to justiw the validity of religion as well as the finality of Christ? And how did the 

daim to spiritual reality relate it to the stnictured world in such a way as to admit radical 

transformation by the gospel? These questions were especially persistent in issues involving home 

and foreign missions, the western humanist tradition, and social reform. 

By 1925 most progressive Protestant leaders had accepted the principle of indigenization in 

foreign missions. particularly the axiom of "Christ, not culture." and "Christ. not Christianiry."'" 

In her report on the Iegacy of the Presbyterian Church's Women's Mission Society and its role in the 

new United Church. Janet MacGillivray captured that principle by claiming that the purpose of 

missions was "to implant the Christ. not of a Western setting. but the Christ of a universal trust."1n 

Likewise, in honie missions W. H. Pike promotcd a vision of Canada as a "melting pot" in which the 

goal of the church was no longer to make "foreigncrs" British. but to minister to the "souls" of citizens 

in their own language, and to develop a cornmon spirituai brotherhood that would unify Canada's 

diverse population into a new nation.'58 With its focus on a universal spirituai reality. the new 

evangelism gave hope that the church community rnight transcend cultural differences. 

In the mid-1920's. howevcr, the nationalist uptisings in China and India which peaked 

'%~obert Wright, A WorId Mission; Canadian Pmicskantism and the Ouest for a New International Order, 1918- 
1939 (Montreai & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 199 1 ), 152. - 

'n~anet T. Maffiillivray, "Women's Interest in World Missions Undcr the Presbyterian Church." NO, (10 June 
1925). 29-3 1. 

'%W. H. Pike. "'1 Was A Srranger' in Cmada." (3 March 1926). 6: ed.. "A Church of AI1 Nations7" 
(28 March 1928). 12. 
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between 1925 and 1928 put this hop to the test. Especidly in China, nationaiist rebellion under the 

leadership of Chiang Kai-shek was supported by Russian efforts to export Bolshevism. By 1927. rnost 

of the 321 Canadian Presbyterian, Methodist, and Anglican missionaries were forced to evacuate 

China.'" These developments again stimulated questions about the validity of foreign missions and 

the meaning of indigenization. 

In his interpretation of the chailenge to Canadian foreign missions, J. L. Stewart. a rnissionary 

from Shanghai, claimed that the rebellion in China was led by students who were sympathetic to 

communism and supported by Russia Mistakenly, he claimed, they rcgarded Christianity as an agent 

of western capitalism and imperia1i~m.l~~ For Stewart. the conflict in China had become an 

ideologicai contest betwcen "Communism or Chnstianity." between the atheistic, materialistic 

Bolshevism of the Third Internationai and Christian brothcrhood. As Robert Wright notes, this scheme 

of interpretation led western missionaries to a superficial understanding of Chincse nationalkt actions. 

They assurned. for zxample, that those fighting against communism were sympathetic to Christianity. 

and as a result they misread Chinese leaders like General Feng Yu-hsiang and Chiang Kai-Shek and 

briefly claimed thcm for Christianity, while thosc Chincsc figures waffled between communism and 

nationalism in a pragmatic semch for indcpendencc for thcir own culiure. 16' 

According to critics like W. B. Creighton, Stewart's interpretation also failed to recognize the 

validity of Chinese perceptions that missionaries were bearers of westernization. Creighton suggestcd 

chat Chinese nationalism was a natural reaction against wrstem capitalism and domination. with which 

'b0See the following articles in the by J. L. Stewart: "An Anti-Christian Crusade in Chinan (24 June 1925). 
12; and "The Present Crisis in China Communism or Chrisijanity, Which?" (5 August 1925), 9-10. 
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Chnstianity was too closely intertwined.lg In a later editorial, he cited E. W. Wallace's 1925 report 

on "Chinese Christian Education" to the United Church's Board of Foreign Missions. According to 

Wallace, foreign governments Rom Britain, Germany and Japan had b e n  îünding or planning mission 

schools and hospitals for "peacetiil penefration" of the west into China Wallace warned that such 

actions created suspicion of the motives of missions.'63 Indeed. others suggested mat Canadian 

missions were suspect because of iheir assurnption of western values and their debt to Canadian 

corporations and wealthy businessmen in the Laymen's Missionary Movement.'" 

On the basis of such criticism. progressive Protestants in Canada like Creighton urged Western 

Christians to join in the battle against nationaiism and class warfare in favour of a universal body of 

Christ that encompassed al1 nations, races, classes confcssing Christ, to "approximate the tmth in 

behalf of comunity righteousnes~."'~~ What had characterized the great teachers of Christianity, 

according to Creighton, was that they stood 

on cternal realities and from that view point critiçize the culture of their age. 
Christianity is seking release from entanslement with cument econornics either of the 
conservative or radicai school. The church insists on the spirituai values wtiich must 
be conserved and by which conduct should be judged? 

To that end, Wallace had urged that Christianity must "prove itself free from ulterior motives 

comected with irnpcrialism or capitalism" by encouraging more Chinese control of their own 

education and missions. and it must repudiate the goal of uansplanting western ideas and institutions 

'%d., "Ch&jmity âtld Chinese Naiionalism." (1 July 1925). 1. 

'63ed. "Admit Activity is Anti-Christian." (22 July 1925). 4. 

1 ol Alvyn J. Austin. Saving China: C'madian Missianaries in the Middle Kingdom, 1888- 1959 (Toronto: 
University of Toronto h m ,  1986), 100-102. 

%d., m. (9 Seprember 1925). 

'66ed., "Christianity and Chincsc Nationalism," (1 July 1923, 1. 
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in china? Disentangling Christianity frorn western culture and affirming the principle of freedom 

went hand in hand. As Ernest Thomas insisted, Asian Christians must be "fke to work out their own 

synthesis. according to their own traditions." '" 
Perhaps in answer to such challenges, and the charges Ievelled by J. Davidson Ketchum and 

S. H. Hooke, J. B. McLaurin, a veteran of the Indian field of foreign missions and spokesman for the 

Canadian Baptist Foreign Mission Board. defended foreign missions by elaborating the principle of 

indigenization hrther. Allegiance to Christ, he argueci, was not incompatible with Indian patriotism. 

for Christ was the hart  of the iiving gospel. and not just the expression of God by a particu1a.r people. 

While affirming the frnality of Christ, he also urged that the message of Christ be divested of Western 

thoughts and forms that were not central to that message. and that prejudiced the Hindu mind against 

it, The task of missionaries was not to enforce western habits. Foreign missions required 

a presentation of the Gospel that shall not hope to dazzle India with industrial or 
economic dreams; or strive to confine her in Western formularies of religious ideas, 
but. like Paul at Corinth, to h o w  nothing arnongst them but Jesus Christ, and Hirn 
cruci fied. lh9 

Western missionaries must keep their role to a minimum in the recognition that their western culture 

made hem least qualified to present the Gospel to the East. Indians must "present Christ as their 

Eastern eyes have seen Him." Only thus could the pcrccivcd conflict between Christianity and 

nationalisrn be solved. 

Part of the dilernma in these dehates was thc grcat difficulty of distinguishing between 

Christianity and historical cultures. Aftcr attending a conference of the Canadian Student Volunteer 

Movement, Ernest Thomas reported that some participants had argued that religion was insulated from 

'67ed. "Admit Activity is Anti-Christian." (22 July 1925). 4. 

"Emest Thomas. "The Tmth About Foreign Missions," NO, 9 Decemkr 1925). Qird in Wright, 155. 

'*J. B. McLaurin. "The Gospel in India," CIRT, 2. no. 2 (March-April. 1925). 152. 
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culture, history, and civilization, and that therefore Christian missions could present an unadulterateci 

Christ. Others, however, arguai that religion was inescapably a way of life rooted in particular 

civilizaiions. and that missions were therefore unavoidably part of an international clash of cultures 

and inescapably supported western ~a~italisrn.~" At a subsequent SVM conference in Detroit in late 

1927 attended by 258 Canadian students, some even suggested the possible value of non-Christian 

religions. questioning whether Christ was "& way, and not merely 2 ~ a y . " ' ~ '  

In reply to such questions, Thomas sought middle ground. Christians, he pleaded, couId not 

allow commerce, science. and poiitics to bc the only voiccs of westcrn culture; rather they must 

promote the spiritual values without which western culture would be far more destructive. But to 

preserve the validity of its witness. Christianity must Christianize and hurnanize its own culture to 

remove the contradiction in its deaiings with other cultures, and present a wholly Christianized contact 

with those Such a method would rcquire a long wait. In the meantirne. the hope that 

Christ and spiritual values could be separated from culture, thereby praerving the legitimacy of an 

exclusive Christ. was the main theme of Canadian missionary leaders. 

This strategy was exemplified by James Endicott ( 1865- 1954), who was a missionary in China 

from 1893-1910. including during the Boxer Rebellion of the early 1900's, and subsequently served 

as Se~rrtÿry of the United Church's Board of Foreign  mission^.'^' His elcction as Moderator of the 

United Church from 19264928 indicared ongoing concern for missions and evangelism initiateci 

'"'Emest Thomas, "The Tmtb About Modern Missions; Shall Wc Promou Christianity or Western Civilization?" 
NO (9 Decernber 1925), 6. Creighton reporteci on sirnilm discussions held at the Student Volunteer Movement - 
Convention held in Detroit during Decembcr 28. 1927-Januq 2, 1928 and attended by 258 Canadian students. ed., 
"The Studrnts of North America." NO, (4 January 1928). 1. 

"'ed. "The Studcnts of North America," (4 January 1928), 1. See also Emcst Thomas' report in "Young 
Lifc Facing a New World," (1 1 January 1928). 4. 15. 

'%ornas. "me Tmth About Modem Missions," 6. 
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during Pidgeon's tenure. In one speech to the Rçligious Education Association in Toronto in 1926, 

Endicott argued mat religion alone could solve the probiem of worlci unity. Endicott obviously 

identified religion with Christianity, and urged that the church could perform this unifying hnction 

only by setting its own house in order. and by k i n g  generous and catholic toward other people and 

religions. Christiani ty, he argued, needeû neither dcfensiveness nor conquest, for it embodied 

univenal mîhs that could draw from and fu1fiII al1 faiths without comprornising itself.'" 

Endicott thus suggested the vaiidity and continuity of all religions as expressions of spiritual 

experience, even while claiming the universality of Christiruiity. After ordering the evacuation of 

missionaries frorn China, Endicon had nevertheles called for a sympathetic "seeing the basic good 

in the r e v o ~ u t i o n . " ~ ~ ~  China merely wanted the same Freedoms that were divinely authorized in the 

West,- a d a i m  that secrned self-widently Iegitimate to Endicott. Accordingly, in their report to the 

General Council for 1927, Endicott and J a s e  Arnup urged a policy of transferring control of foreign 

control to indigenous church members. "in line with the policy of the British ~overnrnen t . " '~~  

Others wcnt even further in calling for sympathy for non-Christian religions, and for 

collaboration with other religions against rnateridism and sccularism. In his Wither Baund Missions? 

(1925). Daniel Fleming, the Presbyterian director of thc Canadian School of Missions, had calleci 

missionaries to respnd to the needs of othcrs, incIuding non-Christians, as they themselves defined 

those neais. Fleming's conciliatory view toward other religions. though not necessaril y their equaiity 

with Christianity. gained growing acceptance even among moderates Iike John Mott and J. H. Oldham 

'74James Endicort. "Religion and World Unity." m. (24 Mxch 1926). 5. 8. 
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throughout the International Missionary Counci~. '~ Meanwhile. according to Wright, more radical 

progressives abandoned the traditional evangelical premises of Protestant missions altogether. in the 

belief that religious expression was the product of local cuIture, and that Westerners "had an obligation 

to consider that salvation might not corne exclusively through Jesus Christ.""' 

Ironically, while atternpting to defend the uniquencss of Christianity and the ided of a 

universal "spiritual" church community distinct fiorn "natural" cultural and political contexts, 

progressive Protestants nevertheiess assumed western liberal views of the legitimate interest of 

indigenous peopla for their own cultural traditions and political str~ctures.~'~ In doing so, 

furthemore, they had identifiai "spiritual reality" with the western liberal values of freedom. But to 

what extent could the principle of fieedom be reconciled with the exclusive claims of Christianity with 

respect to non-Christian faiths? This was the question raised by Egerton R. M. Brecken. who 

suggested that the rich cultural and religious heritage of China provided its own basis for Christian 

ethics. Yet if the Chinese had the capacity for "self-discovery." Brecken pondered. why try to bring 

Christian propaganda? Brecken's answer was that mly the grace of God in Christ could fulfill the 

inherent potential of Chinese spirit~ality.'~ 

The debate over foreign missions would culminate in the famous International Missionary 

Conference in Jcrusalem during 1928. In the meantirne, the issues raised in the debate appeared also 

in the identity of the new evangelism and the neo-Kantian apologetic with the humanist tradition of 

western civilization. The devotion of prominent progressive Protestants Iike Sir Robert Falconer and 

H. P. Whidden to defending the humanities dunng the mid-1920's is well known. As Patricia Jasen, 

InWright. 143, 168- 16% 

Imwright, 165. 
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and A. B. McKillop, have shown, the mid-1920's marked the transition from a moral interpretation 

of the humani ties and their central roIe in the liberal arts curicuIum of the Canadian universi ties. to 

a new scientific and critical treatment of literature and the arts."' In response to this trend. Faiconer 

and Whidckn advocated a neo-Kantian defense of the humanities as the realm of distinctly human 

personality and values. 

Whidden was a Baptist rninister who. after serving as Member of Parliament for Brandon and 

President of Brandon Coilege, became Chancellor of McMaster College in 1923. In a 1924 article 

in the CJRT Whidden pleaded the case for liberal arts in the spintua1 development of humanity. His 

argument was classic Matthew Arnold: study of the arts and classics were important for bringing the 

mind into sympathy with the b a t  there is in the expcricnce of humanity.'" On the premise that 

man is a spirituai being and therefore must live for spirituai ends. Whidden argued that: 

[wlhat mankind ne& more than anything else is spiritual knowledge. We are getting 
knowledge fast ... but most of it is applied to material things ... We need an increased 
power of salvation, and that must be a spiritual power. The mental side of man has 
been developed ... while his spiritual side has been starved. What is needed now is 
a development of that spiritual side so that it will hold the rest of the new knowledge 
and make it safe.lg3 

The liberal arts. he argued. would help humanity to fùse the knowledge of science and literature in 

an appreciation of the "universai things in Iife," and in doing so they would help man to know "how 

he shall properiy fil1 his place in the universe and understand what he must be in order to be a man." 

Only by sustaining such spiritual forces could modem civilization be saved. For Whidden. the 

'''~atricia J. Jasen. "The English-Canadian Liberal Ans Curriculum: An Intellectual History, 1800-1950," (Ph.& 
dissertation, University of Manitoba, 1987). 60-75; Jasen, "Arnoldi,m I-Iunanism, English Studies. and the Canadian 
University," Queen's Qu,merly. 95, no. 3 (Autumn 1988). 55 1: A. B. McKillop, Contours of Canadian Thounht 
(Toronto: University of Toronto h s ,  1987). 1 14-1 19. 

''%. P. Whidden. "What is Liberai Education?" CJRT, 1. no. 1 (January-Febniary. 1924). 3645.  See a h  
McKillop, 181. 

'*II. P. Whidden. "What is Likral Education?" CIRT. 1, no. 1 (lanuary-Febniary. 1924). 36-45. 
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traditionai role of education as teaching hurnanity's mord obligation was best achieved through the 

liberal arts which witnessed to the highest spirituai consciousness in the western tradition. 

A similar argument was made by Sir Roben Faiconer, the president of the University of 

Toronto and one of Canada's most prominent defender of the humanities. Trained in Scotland and 

Germany during the 1890's, Falconer shared the Ritschlian theoIogy and neo-Kantian philosophy of 

Morgan and ~ai1lie.l" Even more strongly than Whidden. Falconer aryed in 1925 for the alliance 

of the classics and sciences in developing a "humanism" that would direct hurnanity's control over 

Nature into both power and a reverence for "the Tme. the Beautiful. and the ~ood."'*' In his 

Idealism in National Character (1920) Falconer defendcd both science and humanities: the humanities, 

to "recall the people to ancient and established tniths," and science. to "turn their feet through the 

advance of science into ever-widening paths of liberty?' 

The pleas by Falconer and Whidden in support of the humanities retlected Matthew Arnold's 

attempt, in his Culture and Anarchy, to synthesize Christianity and classical culture. Arnold had 

argued that the Hellcnic tradition of creative reason and the Hebraic tradition of moral order pursued 

a common purpose. nmely the perfection of man in the knowlcdge and love of Cod.'" Christianity 

had added nottiing essentiaIly new to these traditions. but offered a new source of inspiration in Jaus.  

And in answer to the modem search for order, Arnold had urged the synthesis of these traditions as 

a return to the instincts and forces which rule human life.lE8 In a 1925 article. William Jordan 

'"W. R. Taylor. "Sir Roben Falconer: III. Religion and Scholarship." University of Tomnto Ouanerly, 1. no. 
1 (October, 1943), 161-164. 
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"Christianized" Arnold's proposal. arguing that it was the synthesis of Hebraic and Hellenistic culture 

in Chnstianity, especially in the work of the apostle Paul. that had uiurnphed in bringing unity and 

progress to the classicd wor1d.lm On the premise that religion and Christ affirrned the inherent 

values of human consciousness, the highest ideals of any religion. as Baillie had argued, were 

consistent with and ful filled in Christiani ty. 

As McKillop suggests, Whidden and Falconer saw in liberal education the spiritua1 authority 

that was essential for Canada in a new age of science. The liberal arts would prepare leaders with 

spiritual vision, and at the same time they would affirm and develop human creative freedom over 

nature.'w In thesa ways, their defence of the liberal arts complemented the apologetics of Morgan 

and Baillie. But. as in the work of scholars Iike Andrew Macphail, Archibald MacMechan. and 

Maurice Hutton, the Arnoldian synthesis could easiIy dispense with Jesus and become a secularized 

humanist ideali~rn. '~~ Furthemore. for al1 their efforts to distinyish Christimity from western 

civilization, the cornmitment of rnodcrate progressive Protestants to the western traclition of the 

humanities cou1d be s e n  as part of western Christianity's nngoing complicity, in Thomas's andysis, 

in western culture. 

Cnticisms of this synihesis of Christianity and cIassical humanism came in part fmrn the 

development of more critical, historicist approaches to the humanities, and also from more utilitarian 

views that education should serve industry.'" But criticism also came from Uiose Protestants 

seeking a sharper differentiation between Christ and western culture. In 1924, William R. Taylor, who 

'W. G. Jordan. "Hebraism and Hellenisrn in the Second Ccntury B. C.." CJRT, 2. no. 5 (September-Octok, 
1925). 338. 
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had stuâied theology at Knox College and Semitics at University of Toronto before becoming head 

of the Department of Semitics at University ColIege in 1924, offered a contrast to Jordan's synthesis 

of Hebraic and Hellenistic thought. Alexander the Great's empire, he argued. marked the height of 

Greek thought and progress, but also suffered from religious syncretism, pluraiism, and growing 

atheism that undennine. the old loyalties and restraints. Plato's search for the universal religion was 

answered finalIy by the Hebrews alone, in their highly developed moral and monotheistic religion. 

The Hebraic view, he argued, offered a view of man that was deeper and m e r  than that of the 

Greeks.Ig3 

Another critic was William Manson. professor of Systematic TheoIogy at Knox CoIlege until 

1925. In a 1924 review. Manson welcomed a new study of modem poetry. suggesting that poetry 

deais with fundamental spiritual issues of life: 

the soul's intuitive perception of values and realities which mere scientific and 
utilitarian analysis ignores and omits, aims at a higher interpretation and 
reconstruction of experience, and rninisters to 'the universal longing for a perfect 
world. "" 

Manson thus seemed to echo the Arnoldian view that the humanities had the task of teaching a moral 

tradition and spirituai values. In 1925, however, Manson asserted the radical exclusiveness of 

Christianity in a series of cornments in the CJRT on Jesus' preaching of the Kingdom of God. lesus, 

Manson noted, had called for repentance and for identification with him in an "immediate spintual 

communion" that could not be comprehended in particular human theo~ies.'~' What rhe Sermon on 

the Mount called for was not Arnold's "sweetness and light," but the "saltncss and light" of a unique 

and decidedly non-Greek spirit of self-sacrificing servicc and fidclity to the revealed truths of God. 

'"W. R. Taylor. "Hellenism and the Wisdom Liknture." CJRT, 1. no. 6 (November-December. 1924). 491-498. 
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What the Christian Church has to impart is not a general culture such as Matthew 
Arnold desiderateci, but a serene and untroubled testimony to the hi~hest truths as 
reveaied through Christ and the Spirit. Jews require signs and Greeks demand 
philosophy, but the Church's 'word of the cross' is the real answer of God to men. 
It is the real proof of divine omnipotence and the ultimate solution of our intellectual 
que~tionings.'~ 

Manson here suggested a tum of the tables to portray Christ as radically distinct fiom, and in tension 

with, the anthropocentnc humanism of Arnold's synthesis. 

While Taylor and Manson challenged the identity of western humanist values with Christ, 

others questioned whether the new apologetic could support its claim to a unique, universal spiritual 

reality on the grounds of critical science, In short, could the new apologetic support its ontologicd 

daim to a unique reality, or did it merely affirm a historically relative western consciousness? Like 

the Italian neo-Kantian Benedetto Croce, John Baillie had claimed the consciousness of a world of 

"timeless and absolute meaning" which might preserve a role for God and for human pürposeful 

freedom beyond mechanical nature.'" But citing Croce. Baillie conceded the inescapable historicity 

of that consciousness: 

religious judgements king what they are, and making daim to objective truth as they 
undoubtedly do, it is psychologically an impossible feat, as  welI as Iogically a self- 
contradictory desire, net to make one's own fundamental religious conviction the 
criterion of religious tmîh. If we believe them to be tme (as we must do, if they are 
realIy convictions), then we are, ipso facto, rnaking hem the criterion. And, once 
again, what other criterion is at al1 conceivabIc? Moreover, if one does not set aside 
one's conscience in seking to surprise the secret of beauty. why then should one 
have to Iay aside one's faith in sreking for 'religious truth'?''" 

Like Augustine's credo ut intellipuni. Baillie thus suggcsted that claims to knowledge of God 

invariably rested on consciousness's expcriencç of faith. But Baillie's was a distinctly modem. 

'%anson. "From An Expositor's Natebook." 235-236. 
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Kantian version of the primacy of faith thar took human consciousness as its starting point. and hence 

could not avoid h e  histoncally self-conscious "herrneneutic of suspicion" of al1 claims to objective 

reaiiîy . 

While Baillie and Morgan had claimed that religion was a distinct fonn of consciousness, its 

location within the psyche also Ieft unresolved its relaîionship to modem social sciences, especially 

psychology. In 1925, Frank Leach argued that psychology had a vital role to play in religion. If 

religion was rooted in humanity's "structural mentai organization," and if it concerned the realization 

of human personality. then psychology could serve both to disclose the mental processes involved in 

religion and the "therapeutic" value of religion.'" 

Ernest Scott and William Morgan, however. were w q  of such suggestions that psychology 

and spiritual reaiity might intersect- In an article in the CJRT entitlcd "Sorne Doubts About 

Psychology." Scott defendeci the daim thrit. though religious experience was Iocated in human 

consciousness. it was irnpervious to examination by the science of p s y c h ~ l o g ~ . ~ ~  Though not 

entirely opposcd to the study of psychology, Scott argued that the new psychology of religion treated 

the mind as a mechanism and presumed that it could, by empirical observation. explain the mind's 

experience of ultimate spiritual reality in religion. Psychology failcd to question the reality behind 

the mechanism. "'An engine gives you powcr - but what & the power which it calls into action?"' 

While psychology only observed the extemai mechanical wtirld, Scott argued, religious experience of 

the mysterious power of the Spirit puts one into contact with "a higher world of reality." Science was 

appropriate only when its subject was dctined hy "definite  la^."^^' But "'Life is free and 

incalculable," he claimed, and therefore a "science of history, of religion. of thought or will or 

'9"Frank Leach. "The Preacher and rhe Psychology of Religion." NO (4 Novcmber 1925). 6. 
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emotion. is a contradiction in terms," for the scientific treatment of these left out their central, defining 

features. At bat. psychology could oniy describe the extemal conditions of spirituai life. thereby 

helping to eliminate extemal factors so a s  to clearly define the permanent features of religious 

experience. 

Scott's insistence on a sharp ontological distinction betwen spirit and the mechanical world 

of nature was affirmai by William Morgan. Despite the new metaphysical claims by scientists like 

J. Arthur Thompson to a teleological force in nature, aryed Morgan. others like Arthur Eddington 

had warned that nature gives no knowledge of the purposiveness of that force. Science must work 

suictly by the investigation of facts. And in this case, science and religion had nothing to say to one 

an~ the r . '~  Consequently. Morgan concluded. there was not yet a philosophical system that could 

relate religion to the world of nature. "Of a Christian philosophy," he declared, "we have hardly more 

than fragrnent~."'~~ The ultimate structure of the universe remained unanswered. 

Not surprisingly. some progressives found this irresolution untenable. In a review of 

Thompson's Science and Religion (1925), Walter T. Brown of Victoria College complained that the 

central weakness of Thornpson's work was its failure to "definc: the relation between science and 

religion other Vian to hold that. while separate. ihcy must hc ~ n i t r d . " ' ~  In reaction to this attempt 

to separate religion and science. some progressive Protestants would seek to daim the "reality" of the 

spiritual within the world by appealing to a new evolutionary view of God. In a lecture entitled 

"Evolution and Imniortality." William Taylor argued that God was "transcendent" in the sense that he 

was eternally prescnt in the world. God, according to Taylor. was the conscious will that was the 

'%organ. The Nature and Risht of Religion. 1 16- 120. 
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creative force wilhin the u n i v e r ~ e ~ ~ ~  Rather than a static ontological object, the world was organic 

and in process, and humanity was the highest peak of that creative process. And since humans were 

moral, conscious persons, God must be likewise. 

Taylor here offered a theistic version of Huxley's "biological religion" similar to Henri 

Bergson's theory of creative evolution, and to the views of Hooke and Ketchum. Through the mid- 

1920's. physicists like Arthur Eddington and J. Arthur Thompson argued that new theories of 

relativity, thermodynamics, and the structure of the atom displayed an immaterial essence to natural 

reality. One Canadian commentritor claimed that this "newcr outlook" tlnally had identified God as 

the conscious. willing enrrgy and force within the processes of nature.2w Similarly. Alfred Nonh 

Whitehead's works on Science and the Modem World (1925) and Relieion in the Making (1926) 

portrayed nature as an expanding organic process driven by God understood as the "principle of 

con~retion."~~'  According to this principle. reality consisted of "emergents." with Cod's being going 

out from unity in itseIf to be reaiized in the world. in hurnan consciousnçss. and ultimately in the 

diverse unity of reality. 

This renewed organic idealism would gain populari t y among some progressive Protestants near 

the end of the 1920's. To some extent. it  was suggested aiready in Baillie's appeaI to Croce, who 

regarded life as an "omshing process," with human subjects standing as participants within that 

process.20' Indeed. Baillie's confident daim to a new nioral idealism marks a transition point from 

Morgan's sharp neo-Kantian dudism to the new idd i sn i  of scicnce. 
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A much different response was offcred. howevcr, in George Brett's historicized approach to 

the sciences. According to Brett. then professor of Philosophy and director of the new Psychology 

department at University of ~ o r o n t o ? ~  the wariness of science expressed by Scott and Morgan was 

based on a misunderstanding of science. Since ail science arose out of experiential practice. it could 

not daim to explain the causes of events or to grasp transcendent objects or ontological reaiities; at 

best, it could offer only descriptions of phenomena. Life was indeed "free." While people still 

"calculate" scientificalIy for pragmatic purposes, such calculation did not claim total explanation: 

The very essence of a claim to be scientific in this century is this renunciation of 
explanation ... Science explains only in the sense that it describes accurately, tabulates 
what uniformities it cm discover, justifies those beliefs which ask for reasons. and for 
the rest is not moved by those things which do not concern it.2'o 

Science was not "an," which Brett defined as the individuai synthesis and appreciation of particular 

situations, but the descriptive anaiysis of the eternents of experience. And in this sense. it was 

possibk to have "sciences" of ail of hurnan life. 

WhiIe concdng that science was limita to description, Brett pressed on to challenge the new 

apologetic üt its root. Al1 claims to tnith about iife. including human motives. must have a stardard 

of truth. hr argued. but "[wlhat is the search for a crilerion except scientific rneth~d?"~*' Even 

though it was mercly descriptive. science must be able to test the claims to spiritual reality made by 

the new apologists. 

Like his criticism of the "new idralism" promoted by Hooke and Ketchum in 1923,"' Brett 

now challenged the neo-Kantian daim to infer from subjective consciousness the objective reality of 
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a transcendent God. In another review essay of works on the development of science, Brett rejected 

attempts to reconcile science and religion that claimed that the uncenainty of modem science about 

the nature of reaiity left open the possibiiity of an unknown spiritual universe at the hart of 

reality."' Here too. he replieci, the argument from sornething unknown could hardly establish an 

ontological reaüty. In Brett's consistent historicism, critical science could make no claims to 

ontological reality; the wortd could only be described as events in relation to the subject's 

experience? As Brett told the faculty at Trinity College in 1927. "the quest for the philosopher's 

Stone or the elixir of life has now b e n  cüst into »blivion.""' Dy 1929. Brett would turn this 

cnticism upon John Baillie's neo-Kantian apologctic for the reality of God based on mord 

conscio~sness.~'~ 

In place of the neo-Kantian apologetic, Brett cailed for a more organic unity between the 

humanities and science that recognized thaï scientific thought was historically contextualized, and also 

that the humanities and ideals could no longer bc isolated from the social and psychological study of 

their historical ~ontext.~'' Reality could only be known by its consequences. Hence, whatever 

claims Christianity could make were deprndent on its ability to uansform lives in the ~ o r l d . ~ ' ~  

While some continuing Protestants would take up this challenge. Brett's criticism seemed aiso to 

revive an entirely naturaiized understanding of the world such as that rcfiected in S. H. Hooke's 

appcai to Huxley's evolutionary naturalisrn. For çoIlcaçucs of Brctt Iike R. M. MacIver, the attempt 

- - -  - -  

'"G. S. Brett, "The Evolution of Onhodoxy," CJRT 3. no. 2 (March-April. 1926). 97. 
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to reconcile God and the world would be replaced with the search for a "Dance of Life" that would 

reconcile human freedom with nature.219 

Doubts Iike those raised by Brett would continue to plague "eniightened evangelicais" through 

the mid- 1920's. pressing progressive Protestants to search for some resolution of the relationship 

between spirit and nature. Walter T. Brown, professor of Ethics and later principle at Victoria 

College, sîruggied during the mid- 1920's with resolving the tension between God's immanence and 

his tran~cendence.~~ And Richard Robem, who anived at the Amencan Presbyterian Church in 

Montreal in 1921, and moved to Toronto's Sherboume Street United Church in 1927, attempted to 

balance both immanence and transcendence, as a provisionaI attempt to remain both evangelical in his 

beiief about the Personhood and transcendence of God and the uniqueness of the incarnation and 

redemption. yet also modem in his view of the world based on God's immanence in naturel2' By 

1928, however, defenders of the neo-Kantian apologetic Iike Ernest Scott. and the editors of the CJRT, 

would conclude that an impasse had been arrived at in historical study of the Bible.12' 

IV. Conclusion 

Progressive Protestants' effons dunng the 1920's to reconstruct a new. modern evangelicalism helped 

to sustain Biblical scholarship and ongoing theological and philosophicai debate, and particularly the 

traditions of experiential evangelicalism, na-Kantian idealisrn, and the Scottish tradition of moderate 

critical theology in Canada. Also. the location of this progressive Protestantism in such institutions 

as a "national" church. federated univcrsities. and cross-disciplinary journais like the CJRT, meant that 

"'k M. Maclver. "The Dane of Life." 4. no. 42 (March 1924). 172-174. 

W a l t e r  T. Brown. "nie Transcendena of G d "  CJRT, 1.. no.3 (May-June. 1924). 194- 195. 

"'Gauweau, 267-268. 

%d.. "Has Historical Study Failed?" CJRT. 5. no. 3 (May-June 1928). 175. 
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"religion" could be both distinct, and yet remain in close proximity and discussion with the broader 

cornrnunity of scholarly debate. 

Though pivotal in sustaining these traditions, the combination of neo- Kantian apologetics and 

the "new evangelism" was significantly different from pre-war progressive evangelicalism and 

nineteenth-century "historical theology.""' Against the background of a world that was assumed 

to be secular, the primary concem of apologists for the new evangelism was to distinguish a divine 

spintuai reality from their historicaï and structural context. By claiming to locale that spiritual reality 

in the subjective experience of human values and the interna1 "personality" of Jesus. they 

simultaneously divided the worId into spiritual and natural realities, and claimed the primacy and 

freedom of both divine and human personality. 

Such an arrangement lefl its own problems. First, even as it anticipated that spiritual renewal 

would transform society, it also conceded the secularization of the natural and social sciences and the 

legitimacy of thcir treatment of the structure. world in terms of purely natural causes. The church 

would, as E. H. Oliver suggested, act as the conscience of the nation, but Iike the federation of the 

Protestant seminaries with pub[ic universities, it  wou1d do so only by moral intluence rather than 

direct engagement in sociai structures and t h  sciences."" Secondly. the Kantian procedure of 

s t d n g  fiom human consciousness. and the assumcd validity of criticai science, left the new 

apologetic opcn to a "hermeneutic of suspicion" thrit i t  offcrcd no more than relative, distinctly 

western. human aspirations, and the anxious middIe class effort to dcfend a dimming hope in both 

divine reality and human goodncss and freedom in the face of an increasingly complex and mechanical 

=Gauvreau, 268, îû2-290. 

H. Oliver, "The Place and Work of the United Church in the Life of Canaci&" (10 Iune 1925). 19-20. 



But could the na-Kantian apologetic from human values affirm the authentic reality of God 

and the uniquely transforming impact of the gospel? In his review of Baillie's The Intemretation of 

Relieion, George Bren would note Baillie's failure to discuss the problem of e v i ~ . ~ ~ ~  Consideration 

of social systems and noms that were evil, he suggested, might have enabled Baillie to distinguish 

religion, and presurnably the objective reality of God, from human morality more clearly. To do so, 

however, would have destroyed the new apologetic by questioning the assumed validity of moral 

vaIues, Brett's suggestion would be taken up more sharply by later Protestant critics of liberal 

Protestant optimism. In a much later work, H. Richard Niebuhr would describe the gospel of old 

liberalism as a "God without wrath bringing a people without sin into a Kingdom without judgement 

throuph a Christ without a Cr~ss."~" Already in 1927, Niebuhr criticized the combination of 

theology and psychology as a "sterile union." Psychology, including the subjective starting point of 

the neo-Kantian apologetic, had displaced the object of rcIigion with the subject, and so obscureci the 

reality of God. 

The net result of psychologizing about religion has been the apparent subjectivization 
of religion. Psychology has substitutcd rdigious expcrience for reveiation. auto- 
suggestion for communion with God in prayer and mysticism, sublimation of the 
instincts for devotion, reflexes for the soul, and group consciousness of the ideal 
wish-hl fillment for ~ o d . ~ ~ ~  

The project of Liberal theology from Kant through Schlciermacher and the nineteenth century had 

=~ackson kars, No Place of Grace: Antimcxiernism and the Transformation of Arnerican Culture, 1880-1920 
(New York: Pantheon Books. 1981)- xi. See also RcKLcrick Nash, The Nervous Gcneration: Arnerican Thouprhr, 
1917-1930 (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1970). 2-3, 40. 

=~rett, "'The Intcrprctation of Reiigion'," 94. 

"H. Richard Niebuhr, The Kingdom of Cod in Arnenca (New York: Harper Torchhooks. 1953). 191-192. 

"H. Richard Niebuhr, "Theology and Psychology: A Sterile Union," Christian Cenruw. 44, pt. 1 (January 13, 
1927). 47-48. 



therefore b e n  a "blind alley" in theotogy that replaced the reality of God with the idea of God. 

Even before it was pubiished, John Baillie conceded in the preface to his The Interpretation 

of Religion (1928) that the neo-Kantian apologetic was dubious, and that his thought was moving in 

different directions.229 In another article in 1928 Baillie described the new secular humanism of 

Walter Lippmann as bankrupt, since it lacked reference to a transcendent superhuman reaiity. For 

Baillie, the need to recover bclief in a transcendent God was now the prerequisite to a realistic 

assessrnent of the world and the cal1 to moral o b e û i e n ~ e . ~ ~  Despite its tenuousness, the neo-Kantian 

apologetic had provided an important transition to this more radical "second phase" of modem 

Protestantism. As the work of Scott and Manson indicate. the "second search" for the person of Jesus 

opened a new period of modem Biblical smdies. More broadly. the distinction between spiritual and 

temporal realities had takcn the first step toward reclaiming a transcendent God who was other than 

the human subject. And this distinction had also suggested an arnbipous and potentially dynarnic 

relationship betwcen Christianity and Canadian culture. With their social criticism of Canadian 

society, their search for a distinct spiritual reality, and thcir identification of the gospd in terms of 

moral meaning. mainline Canadian Protestants examined their own complicity in Canadian society, 

and posited a new tension between Christianity and "secular" western civilization. 

r?%aillie, Intemretation of Religion, viü. 

m ~ o h n  Baiilie. "The Prrdicament of hum anis^" CJRT, 8. no. 2 (Mach-Aprii 193 1). 109- 1 18. 



Chapter 4: 

Freedom and Grace 

In 1926 Richard Roberts wrote that the need of the urnes was for a modern, yet transcendent evangel 

brought into the world through the ministry of the church. The primary task of the church, he 

claimed. was "of the prophetic order," for it was to transmit a revelation that would kindle "a Ionging 

and a passion for the City of God bat will accomplish its own purpose in the world of today."' 

Roberts' commcnts rcfléct the concerns of a second phase of niainline Protestant efforts to reconstruct 

a modem "enlightened evangelicalism" in Canada during the 1920's. The central feature of that 

second phase was an attenipt to move beyond the liistoricist and anthropocentric limits of the neo- 

Kantian apologetic to daim the ontic reatity of a transcendent God whose own spiritual presence in 

the world would initiate the Kingdom of G d  which modern western society manifestly had failed to 

establish. 

This "sccond phase" overlapped wiih the construction of the "new evangelism" during the mid- 

1920's to 1930, but also provided the roots of the new thedogies of grace that rnainline Protestants 

would dwelop further during the 1930's. Though this second phase grew out of, and in various ways 

bore the legacy of the neo-Kantian apologetic and the new evangelism, it includcd several 

dcwlopmcnts upon the tirst phase of reconstructi«n. First. il was developed by a new generarion of 

clergyman-schoIxs, including 1Whrirc.i Robcns. John Dow. John Linc, John Shaw, and Walter Bryden. 

With the exception of Robens. members of this new generation rèceived their training, like John 

Baillie. during the turbulent early 1900's. and were more deeply influenced by new currents of 

theotogy and philosophy than the more deeply Kantian generation of the first phase of pst-war 

reconstmction. Also, in contrat to the entrenched Protestant leadership at the close of World War 

- 
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1, members of the second gencration spn t  their early careers as pastors during the early 1900's and 

war-time. Their impression of the dcvastating impact of indusuial capitalisrn and the tragedy of the 

w u ,  of the disillusionment of their paishioners. of the reality of humanity's failures and sin, and the 

clifficulries of thcir pastoral task of affirniing the redity and claims of God would reverkrate 

throughou t their later work. 

Secondly, evcn prior to John Baillie's change of direction between 1928 and 1930. this second 

generation attenipted to niove bcyond neo-Kantian persona1 idealism with a rcnewed thèocentrism that 

emphasized the trrinsccndence of God and divine grace in salvation and faith. Though they continued 

to believe that God was active in experience, they were disillusioned with human nature and 

secularized western civilization, and hence they tumed their critical suspicion on liberai Protstantism 

and its identity of religion with the humanist mord vaiuues of the western tradition. In developing this 

çriticism. they drcw espccially fioni the work of British "radical cvangelicals" likt: Janies Dcnney and 

P. T. Fursyth, and Gèrnirin scholrirs likc Wilhclm Herrmam and Rudolf Otto who wcre mong the 

teachers of Kru1 Barth. 

The complement to this theocentrisni, thirdly, was rhcir dtxpening criticisrn of western 

humanist culture and capitaiist society. Convinced that western civilization had become secularized, 

they now suspectcd rncrcly hunian vaiues and the suuctured rnechanisms of society and nature as 

potential thrcats to rht: free and transfornied Iife of the spirit that would corne only by the apocaIyptic 

enuy of the divine into history. 

Together, fmthly. their new emph~sis on a transcendent, sovereign God. human sin, the 

cschatological dimensions of Christ as ihe cntry of divine grace into the world. and the unique role 

of the Church. rtlcalled the çIassic doctrines of St. Augustine. Indced. Roberts' ponrayd of the 

tension bctwtxn the "divine comniunity" of the church and secularized western culture was one of 

sevcral modcrn versions of Augustine's vision of the rclritionship between Goci's Kingdom and the 
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world that this new generation would apply to describe a revolutionary relationship between 

Christianity and Canadian civi1izrrtion. With thcir modern interpretations of classic Augustinian 

doctrines, the new generation of clergymen-scholars were on their way toward "neo-orthodoxy" even 

before their encounter with Karl Barth's crisis tlieology in the English edition of The Word of Cod 

and the Word of Man (1928). 

From their continuai cornmitment to a criticai perspective, however, epistemological questions 

and the nature of rcvelation would rernain the central problems for modern Protestants. As Roberts 

himself descri bed it, the central di lernma fur modern "li beral evangelicals" was the difficulty of 

spaking of a irÿnsccndent God from within cxpenence.' Ta perpctual wonder of Christianity, he 

quoted Thomas Carlyle. was "[tlhat a man stand there and speak of spiritud things to men.lV3 Indeed, 

how couId one spalc of transcendent divinity Crom within the bounds of secular historicai structures? 

It was in their answers to this question. and their subsequent interpretations of the relationship 

between God and the world. that the differences in this new generation would appear by the earIy 

1930's. Roberts. Line. and Dow were closcst to nco-Kantian persona1 idealism. In arguing that the 

transcendent spirit must yet be Iocated, in accordance with critical thought, within expcrience, they 

attempted to synthcsizc the theistic evolutionism of Eucken, Thompson. and Whitehead with an 

apocalyptic intcrprctation of Jesus as the irruption of a new divine order in the world. Consequently, 

they identiticd the antithesis bctween God's Kingdom and the world with a conîlict within the world 

betwecn a divine spirit unique to both divine and human pcrsonality and identificd with grace and 

freedoni, against thc èstablished ordcr of law in the structurcd world. In contrat to this revised neo- 

Kantian idcalism, William Manson and Walter Bryden followed the Icad of James Denney in 

'~obens. 1 I l :  and "The ThcoThcologicd Dilemma in America" The Hihkn 
Journai, Vol. 25 (1926-27). 14 1. 

'~ichard Roberts. "The Pmicher a Interprcter." Canadian Journal of Relicious Thoupht (CJRT), Vol. 3. no. 2 
(March-April, 1926). 108. 
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proceeding frorn Biblicai studies and historic church's witness to the risen. transcendent Chnst of the 

Church. Bryden would corne to identify the antithesis more radicaily between a transcendent God and 

the historiçal-natural world. Though both distinguished between spirit and Iaw, Bryden offered a more 

radicai differentiation betwwn the divine and the world. By the early 1930's. their different views 

of where the boiindary of transcendent gram and naturai Iife niet. and thus where the kingdom of 

divine grace was to be located, would divide this new generation in a manner resernbling the farnous 

parting of ways between Barth and Emil Brunner. 

1. The Crisis Generation 

The main figures in this nèw generation entered their careers at the center of the mainline Protestant 

churches during the 1920's. After pastoral work in Britain, and New York's Congregationalist Church 

of the Pilgrims ( 19 17-2 1). and Montreal's Arnerican Presbyterian Church ( 192 1-27), Richard Roberts 

movcd in 1927 tci Sherbourne S u e t  United Church (1927-38) in Toronto. Here he quickly becarne 

one of the most pipular and prolitic preachcrs in the United Churçh. and served as its moderator in 

1933-36. Williani Mmson scrvcd only a brief tenure as Professor of Thwlogy at Knox College 

during the early twcntieth century until returning to Scotland in 1925. His replacement as Profasor 

of New Testament Literature and Exegesis was John Dow, a young Scottish clergyman-scholar whose 

1923 Cunningham Lectures, published in 1927 as Jesus and the Human Conflict. dong with his 

replacement of Manson as cdiror and writer of "The Preacher's Page" in the Canadian Journal of 

Relirious Thou~ht. won him instant acclaim. Dow joined the rest of the Knox facuIty in moving to 

the United Church and to the new thcological faculty at Ernmanuei CoIlege. where he was a colIeaye 

of John Hugh Miçhael in New Testament Literature. and where he would becorne a leading United 

Church theologian and author of This is Our Faith (1943). a commentary on the United Church's first 

official Statemcnt of Faith. John M. Shaw, also born and educattd in Scotiand, first came to 
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Presbyterian College (Pine Hill), Halifax in 1913. Between 1927 and 1929 he taught at Auburn 

Theological Seminary in New York. until his appointment in 1929 as William Morgan's successor at 

Queen's Theologicai College in King~ton.~ 

Walter Bryden and John Line both received thcir undergraduate training in Canada, though 

Bryden was the only Canadian-born scholar in the group. M e r  several pastoral charges in the 

Ptesbyrerian Church. Bryden began to teach part-time in Church History at the reconstituted Knox 

CoIlege in 1925 undl his full-time appointment in 1927. Bryden would go on to teach Systematic 

Theology and Plulosophy and History of Religion, becoming the dominant theologian in the 

Presbyterian Church until die 1950's and ihc lcading propontmt of Karl Barth's ideas in Canada John 

Line kgan  his teaching career during the 1920's at Mount Allisor. ColIege and Pine Hill seminary, 

moving to Victoria College in 1927 as Professor of Philosophy and History of ~eligion? Line would 

be a founding member and the leading theologian of the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order 

during the 1931)'s. and in the late 1930's he would move to Emmanuel College as Professor of 

S ysternatic Theology and Phi losophy of Religion. 

Thc background rind training of thest: ncw scholars displays the intersection of two general 

trend$. First, with the partial cxccption of Line. they al1 were trained in British nco-Kmtian forms 

of idealism, Scottish revercnt crilicism of the Bible. and nioderately progressive evangelicai Calvinism. 

That uaining oçcurred during a crucial period of transition in which the personai idcalism of H. R. 

Mackintosh and A. S. Pringle-Pattison and the Biblical thcology of  James Denney offered new 

departures honi ninctccnrh ccniury idcalism rind libcral Protestantism. Secondly, nearly al1 of them 

carne to their scholarly carccrs alter serving as parish pastors dunng a period of growing 

- - 
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disillusionment. More specifically, as we shall see, they served rural, working class, or student groups 

for whom the optimism of progressive evange~caiism and the hurnanism of liberal Protestantisrn 

offered little to sustain faith in God or the hope of transforming western social structures. 

The one partial exception to these trends was John Line (1885-1970). since his higher 

education did not include direcr British infiuences. Born in High Wycombe. England in 1885, Line 

left school at age thirteen to become a carpenter. In 1903, at age eighteen, he became a Methodist 

probationer and missionary to Newfoundland, where he was ordained in 1905. He began his studies 

at Victoria Collegr in 1918. followed by seniinary siudies üt Wesley Collrge, ~ o n t r e a l . ~  In both 

places. it is likely that he  encountered the ideas of progressive Protestants Iike S. H. Hooke and J. 

Davidson Ketchuni at Victoria. and those of Richard Roberts, S. P. Rose, and William A. Gifford at 

Montreal. In his Inspiration and Modem Criticism, Line referred to an eclectic variety of scholars that 

included Americans William James and William Newton Clarke, who was the "progressive orthodox" 

Baptist teacher of Harry Enierson ~(~sdick. '  as well as James Denney and the German philosopher 

Rudolph Eucken. 

Exccpt ti)r Linc. the niajor tigurcs of this new gcneration had close ties to British and 

Ritschlian thcoiogy. L i k  John Baillic, Manson was born and trained in British Ritschlian theology, 

but was especially a proponent of James Denney 's ideas. After rcturning to Scotland in 1925, Manson 

would become a pronunent lcader in the twcntieth century "Biblical ThcoIogy" movcrnent, but prior 

to that movc he would tic an important nicntor of Walter Bryden.' John M. Shaw was born in 

Scotland in 1879. and wu educattld first in Philosophy rit Edinburgh University and then in Divinity 

at New College. Edinburgh while spending summers at Marburg and Tubingen in 1904-1906, where 

6 U C ~ .  Biognphicaî files. "John Line." clipping en titled "Toronto Conference Minutes 197 1 ." 
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he undou b tedl y encountered the work of Adolf von Hamac k first hand. He served several pastorships, 

including three years assisting the United Fret: Church's Alexander Wliyte. before moving to 

Presbyterian College (Pine Hill), Halifax in 19 14, and to Queen's Theological Seminary in 1929. As 

we shall see. his writings in the Iate 1920's would show the influence of Denney, the 

Congregationalist P. T. Forsyth, and Harnack. John Dow studied at St, Andrew's University, and then 

ais0 at New College. Edinburgh in the years following World War 1. Besides winning prizes in Latin 

and Greek as well as New Testament. he aiso was president of the Student Christian Union and served 

for a year as Wardcn of the New College Settlemcnt project.' After esrablishing a reputation as an 

outstanding preacher in the United Fret: Church. Dow was appointed to Knox with high 

recommendations from lcading Scottish personal ideaiists like H. R. MacKintosh and H. A. A. 

Kennedy, and h m  J. R. P. Sclater of Toranto's Old St. Andrew's Church.lo His invitation in 1925 

to give the Macdonald of Ferintosh Icctures on the atonement. in succession to MacKintosh and 

Dcnney. suggcsts sometlung of his theological pcdigrtie. 

Walter Brydcn was born in rural Galt, Ontario in 1883. where he was a member of Galt's 

corservative Knox Presbyterian Church. After graduating in 1906 h m  the University of Toronto 

with a degree in Philosophy and Psychology, he bçgan his seminary training at Knox College, and 

also completed his Mristers degrec in Psychology. Prefatorial recornrncndations to Bryden's The Spirit 

of Jesus in SI. Paul hy J. Edgar McFadyçn, the Icading nco-Kantian philosopher then at University 

of  Toronto, and by Williani Manson, indicate Brydcn's lraining in neo-Kantian and Ritschlian thought 

during the time of its transition away from nietaphysical absolutism toward personal idealism. From 

1907 to 1908 Bryden siudicd at the Free Church's Glasgow CoIlege in Scotland. where he came under 

"'The New Profcssor for Knox Collcge,' New Outlook 0 (9 Sepiember 1925). 4. 
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the lasting inffucnce of James Demey. Following a tour to Strasbourg, Bryden entered the 

Presbyterian ministry, serving in rural pastorates in Lethbridge, Alberta; Me1 fort, Saskatchewan; and 

Woodville, Ontario, before beginning his career in Church History in 1925 at the reorganized Knox 

College. l 

Richard Roberts was oldttr than others in this second phase. Born in 1874 in North Waies, 

Roberts was raiscd in the unique Welsh tradition of evangetical Calvinism which stresseci, Iike earlier 

Puritan theologians, the prîmacy of experiencing divine grace over doctrine." After initial interest 

in math and science, Roberts entercd the Theological College at Bala, North Wales in 1894. thereby 

following in the footsteps of his father who had lrft his quany job to enter serninary.13 Bah had 

been the WeIsh center of evangelical cnisades by Wesley and Whitefield. Therc Roberts encountered, 

and rejected. the Keswick holincss movement on acçount of its lack of a "generous doctrine of Grace," 

and instead becme involved in "soçi;il" evangelistic missions in urban centers and in missions to 

colliery villages in Trehams.14 He also became secretwy of the local chapter of Kier Hardie's 

Independent Labour Party. In 1900, some years after his ordination, he uansferred to London's 

Presbyterian Church of England. WhiIe in England, he was active in thé Student Christian Movement. 

and during World War 1, in the pacifist Fellowship of Rcconciliation. Due to his pacifism, Roberts 

was prssured in 1915 to resign froni Crouch Hill Prcsbyteririn Church where hc had scrved since 

1910. following which he nioved to New York. 

In most of these cases, the pastoral expericnces of this new generation conuibuted to their 

"Joseph C .  McLeIlmd. "Walter Bryden: 'Dy Circumstance and By God'." in Called to Witness. Pmfiles of 
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disil~usionrncnt with wcstcm culture and their search elscwhere for the reality of God Few were as 

explicit about this disillusionment as Richard Roberts. Like William Blake, whose prophetic poetry 

Roberts took as his modeI. Roberts' pastoral work among coai miners in Wales left him thoroughly 

disenchanted with western civilization and its capitalist social str~cture.'~ Already in 19 12 Roberts 

concluded that vital faith was in eclipse in the modem world, the results of which could be seen in 

a Ioss of respct for one's fellow-man, and a subsequent loss of social, economic. and political 

rn~rality.'~ Unguided by the creativr energy of spirituai life. the modern world was satiated wirh 

petty rnaterialist sclfishness and enslaved to self-imposed naturai laws in the n m e  of scientific 

mastery over nature and the pursuit of wedth. Bccause the traditional conception of God was no 

Ionger credible, thc ordinary "Man in the Srrwt" had becorne a practicing atheist for whom modern 

western Chrisiianity was "insol~rnt."~' As hc laicr noted in his firsr major publication in Canada. 

the pessiniisni. scarching agnosticism. ruid "spiritual dcsolatirin" of modem culture was reflected in 

the works of latt: nineteenth-ccntury writers like Friedrich Nictzscht: and Omar Khayyam. Here. 

Roberts claimcd. could be four,d "the 1 s t  term of a protracted dissolution of faith" that lefi western 

humanity with nothing to believe in but thern~clves.~~ 

According io Roberts. niodern culture's rationalism and matenalism gradually had elinunated 

God from the world. only to end in  an "apothcosis of egoism" which made a god of the self. In 19 18. 

inspired by Blake's Jcrusalcm, Robcns conclucicd that European soçiety could not bt: considered any 

more than noniinally Christian: thc high idcals of its 

- 

''UCA. Biognphical Files. "Richard Roberts." nrwspaper 

rationalized "naturaI 

clipping, "Centennial 
Sherbournc Suwt Church," Ihc Toronto Sm (April 18. 1987i. by Donald Jones. 

religion," foltowed by 

Celebntion at Historic 
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destructive global wu,  show& that European civilization was "first-rate paganisrn." but not 

Modem Christianity, Roberts charged, was partly to blame for this apotheosis. Both Calvinist 

legalism and Methodist introspection had accepted the prcmises of Enlightenment rationalism and its 

sepmation of reason and naturd religion from authentic divine revelation. Having surrendered the 

creative and intuitive direction of faim, modem Protestants had reduced Christianity to Pharisaic 

rational and lesal abstractions. The God that they envisioned was merely a benevolent emergency 

"accessory" to human hopes and purposes. and was beretore an abstraction made in man's own 

image.-- in Blake's words. "an apolheosis of the 'natural' man."" Secularized idealisrn's immanent 

"First Cause" or "Liîë Force," and Matthew Arnold's "stream of tendency not ourselves which rnakes 

for righteousness," wcre vague and mechanical gods envisioned in Stoic-like tenns of human rational 

Iogic. in contrast i0 a Cod who w u  a transcendent and therefore free. moral personality." As he 

argued in an article on "The Doctrine of God," the niodcrn conception of God offered no credible 

alternative nor effective transformation of the prevailing trend of egoism and unbeljet 

[i]t was, of course. politic to keep up a nodding acquaintance with Hirn at the week- 
cnd so thrit He niight be accessible when we reaily needcd Him. But any sense of 
Ciod as thc inscrutablc and transcendcntal end of Me; any profound, creative, 
transtiguring cunception of Hini; any feeling of startled wonder and revercnce in the 
prcsence ol' His handiwork and the vast prciccsscs of His Providence, was t'ar to 

In contrast to a personal, transcendent God, the modern abstract. legaiized divinity could have no 

practicai. moral nieaning to the "Man in the Street," for he  could not relate to such a God as an 

''~oberts. "The Ethics of William Blake," 666. 

'%obcm, "The Ethics of William Blake." 665. 

''~oberts, The Rcnascenct: of Faith. 15-24. 

T-koberts, "Thc Docvinc of Gd," 24. 
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"other" per~on. '~  Worst of d l ,  for Roberts. modern CMstianity lacked authentic divine grace. 

Its translation of the gospel into eternal moral laws ignored the divinity and worth of each person and 

lacked Jesus' forgiveness and compassion for simers, effectively eviscerating the gospel "so that it 

preached a Chnstianity in which logic had displaced Mth and law had obscured grace."" The 

"despotic" God of Calvinism was a corruption of the original Protestant hope of free, unmediated 

grace and self-sacriking forgiveness. and demonstrated a lack of confidence in "genuine Christian 

experience."" Modem Chrislianity was reduced to a culture of church attendance and to a 

department of iift. in which success was measured in the business-like terms of membership nurnbers, 

institutional organization. and social re~pectability.'~ Its worship. rneanwhile. offered only "tepid. 

chcap, sensationalism" and shallow stintirncnralitics. while losing sight of the living eternity in the 

rnidst of reality and of "truth in the inward parts."" In the absence of authentic. experiential grace. 

Roberts q u e d .  Christianity itself had beconie secularized, and in its impovenshed legalism it accepted 

"the world-order as i t  was," even though it thereby justitied capitalist exploitation of workers and 

nationalistic world wars." 

Thus Roberts' work of tlic 1920's was rooted in a Ehorough disillusionmcnt with modem 

western culture, and with modcrn Christianity's èntanyrkment in the status quo. The two niain themes 

of that disillusionmcnt were inextriçably rclated: his conirnitmenr to the life of the spirit -- understood 

3~oberts. Rcnascence of Faiih. 15-24. 

D120kns, "Thc Ethics of William Btake," 667. 

3 ~ o k r t s .  "The Dtxuinc of Gd." 29: Robcrts, Rcnasccnçc of Faith, 84-85. 

'6Roberts, Rcnascence of Faith. 89-92. 

3Roberts. "Placarding Jcsus Christ the Cnirified." (21 September 1927). 5. 26: Roberis. "The Ethics of 
William Blake," 668. 
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Sherboume Street United Church. Toronto. on the evening of Janu'uy 2." m. (19 January, 1927). 4, 24. See also 
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in terms of a radicai Christian idealism inspired by William Blake's romantic iconoclasm and 

embodied in Roberts' absolute pacifism during World War 1 -- lead him to conclude that modem 

western civilization had becorne secularized, while this conclusion also sharpened his insistence that 

God be seen as "the inscmtable and transcendental end of ~ife."'~ 

Though few niatchcd Roberts' extensive criticisni of modern culture. others in this "second 

phase" shartxi his disillusionment. Like Roberts. Walter Bryden's early pastoral work, especially 

among coal-miners in Lethbridge. lead him to sympathize with the radical labour movement, including 

the International Workers of the World and the Western Miners' Federation. Bryden claimed to have 

leamcd a great deal about the gospel and the reaiity of the modern church's relation to capitalist social 

structures from its Mmisr cri tic^.'^' Whilc discovcring this social rcrilisrn. Bryden also developed 

an emphasis on the cxclusivt!ly "spirituai" working of Christ. As ht! later reported, his work in  the 

nuai side-çurrents of the pastorate taught him to test his own l i k  "by the inwardness of things rather 

than by the outwxdnrss of conveniions which afier ail do not matter."31 For Bryden. this inwardness 

referrcd to the experience of a wholly transcendent God who reveals hirnself, not in cultural forrns or 

rational speculation. but by brc;tking into history and laying inirnediate daim on the will to surrender 

to Him. Thrit urinsccndcnt yet direct revelation was the only grounds for belief in a modcrn world 

where people no longer accepted the authority of traditional thcological fornis. 

The early works of Shaw and Dow also rcflected their profound disillusiornent with western 

culture and progressive hopes for progress. Shaw's preparatory paper on "The War and Divine 

Providence" for rhc Prcsbyterian Churçh's Commission on The Church and the War. pointed to the 

- 
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tension between divine Providence and the tragïc reality of history. Rather than a threat to faith, 

however, Shaw declared that the tragedy of history was a revelation of God's judgement on modem 

society's failure to apply Christianity to its national and international life." During his student years 

during the war and his work at the New College Settlement. John Dow no doubt also confronted the 

reality of suffering and the disillusionrnent of western civiIization. His first major publication, Jesus 

and the Human Conflict (1928). focused on the twin themes of the paradox between God's high moral 

dernands and the reality of human failure and suffering. and the apocalyptic hope of the Bible which 

lay in the infusion of Christ into the midst of human ~uffering.~' This apocalypticism. according to 

Dow, was rootcd in consciousncss of injustice in thc world and despair of the present order. and the 

hope of a new order in which righttwusness and frwdom h m  toi1 and pain would be restored. 

Conscious as they were of the secularization of modern culture, Roberts and his colleagues 

were also sensitive to J. Greschani Machen's challenge to choose between Christianity and modem 

secular naturalism. Shaw's Essenrials and Non-Essentiais of the Christian Faith ( 1  928). written while 

he was at Auburn, was a resqonse to 3. Grescham Machen's cd1 for a clear break betwtxn Christianity 

and modcrnisni. and to William Jennings Bryan pressure at the World's Fundamentalist 

[nterdenominational Convention at Texas in 1923 to cal1 for eliminating the teaching of evolution from 

public SC hools." Althou@ Shaw rejeçted fundamentalists' " medieval" reaction açdnst modem 

scholarship. ht: nevcrthelcss agreed in principle that the timcs required the Church to state the 

"foundations" or tlsscntials of Christianity, and to have a right pcrspwtive on Christian faith and the 

M CA. Library, p,unphlet entiued 'The War and Divine Providence" prepared for the General Assernbly's 
Commission on the War anci the Spiritual Life of the Church, by J. M. Shaw. 

33 John Dow, Jesus and the Humm Conflict (London: Hodder and S toughton, 1927). 1 1. 

34 John Mackintosh Shaw, Esscniirils and Non-EssentiAs of the Christian Faith (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1928), 
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Vue mission and unity of the ~hurch." Even further, he was sympathetic to Machen's protest 

against a modem naturalistic outlook that denied the entry of the creative power of God into the 

world. and that was destructive of Christianity. And while he disputed fitndarnentalists' treatment of 

the "essentials" of Christianity, he agreed with their claims to the centraiity of the atonement and 

resurrection of Christ. the objective reality and personality of God. and the miraculous spiritual 

presencr and action of God in the w o r ~ d . ~ ~  

Simiiarly, though he rejected what he regarded as their reaclionisrn, Roberts agreed wirh 

fundarnentalists that the modem evolutionary cosniology implied an immanent rather than a 

transcendent God, and though evangelica1 liberals claimcd to preserve the traditionai faith, these 

different ways of understanding God seemed togically irreconcilable. He also agreed that onfy a 

transcendent God could be seen as a personal. free, and nioral God, and only such a God would 

motivate the coninion man's "beIief in his own prsonrility and power of initiative" and cal1 him to 

ameliorative action in the ~ o r l d . ~ '  From their heightened scnse of the secularization of modem 

society and the tragedy of human history, then, Roberts and his colleagues began to place a new 

emphasis on God's transcendence. In contrast to the pst-miilennial progressive hopes for building 

God's Kingdoni on t.;lrth, and the fourth-cenlury Constantinian hopes for Christcndom, they began to 

rcclaim Augustine's hnious "tlicology of history." Their Augustinian revivai had several dimensions. 

First. thcir riijection of fundamcntalist rcaction and preniillennialism p;irallcièd Augustine's assertion, 

against both chiliastic despair and pagan critics, of the "sacrcd" meaning of historical events in the 

%haw. Essentiah and Non-E3scnlials of the Christian Faith, v. 

%haw, Essentiais and Non-Essentiais of the Christian Faiih. 10 1- 1 12, 137-57, 168-85. 
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economy and progras of God's redemptive purpose? Drspite the appearance of crisis. Augustine 

reaffmed God's sovereignty over history, and despite the mystery of God's ways, he argued that 

God's mle of history accorded with his justice and grace. Augustine had turned the tables on impenal 

theology: rather than the instrument of God's favour. he portrayed Rome, and indeed al1 hurnan 

institutions, as subject to God's just judgement on account of the moral dcpravity of humanity. Yet 

he also affxrned a teleological view of history in whiçh the course of events was preserved and 

directecl by God for the sake of his rdernptive purpose, to be completed in an unpredictable but 

certain cschatological future. 

As thcy rcctaimed an Augustinian crnphasis on a transcendent. sovereign God. they also 

reclaimed his view of the intctrirn tension in world history between two çities defined by their 

relationship to God." Roberts now could apply Augustine's depiction of the antithesis between the 

City of God and the City of M m  to conteniporary life: the central idea of Augustine's City of God, 

he claimed. was that the church was "a divine society living in a world organized without God.@la 

Roberts added that Augustine identified the worldly city of man with "the comrnon secular mas ,"  

while the heavcnty city was the conimunity of the rcdeenied, the pilgrini city "whose eyes are turned 

heavenward." It was cspècially this pcrcèption of antithesis, çast in tcrms of the juxtaposition between 

the transçcndent reaiity of God and the historical-structural world, betwt~n grace and law, and 

between the divine comniunity of the çhurch and modem seçulu society, that Rokrts and his 

colleagues would take froni Augustine. 

3g~lisrer E. McGmth, "Augustine of IIipp." Hisionans of the Christian Tradition: Their Mediodalom and 
Influence on Westcrn Ttioupht. Miçhael Bauman and Martin 1. Klauber, erls. Washville: Broridrnan & Holman, 
1995)- 82-85. 

I9St. Augustine, City of Cid, Genld G. Walsh, Dcmeuius B. Zcma, Gnce MonLahan. Danie1 J. Honan, trans. 
(Garden City: Image B a k i .  1958). XIV. 28. 
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This revival of Augustine's "theology of history," however, would also be problematic, 

especially frorn the criticai perspective that "enlightened evangelicals," including Roberts and his 

colleagues, retained. As Je ffrey Barton Russel 1 notes, the particular way that Augustine defined the 

relationship betweçn the City of God and the City of Man was premised on a Platonic chain of k ing  

that collapsed "ontological" suid "moral" categories by identifying God and the good with spirit, and 

evil with the material, temporal world? This Platonic hierarchy rendered human life and the 

historical-stmcturai world deeply ambiguous. White earthly realities and structures were on the one 

hand parts of God's good creation, in the Platonic ontology they were doser to the nothingness of evil 

than the pure spiritual reality of divinity. Applièd to hunirin nature, the Platonic ontology suggested 

a duaiist mthropology in which the "spirituai" was inherent in the structure of human being, 

particularly in an inner moral consciousness ur soul, while the suucturcd dimension of human life, 

especially of the state, were assumtd to bc inherently "worldly" and evil. Hence, regenerated believers 

in the City of Cod wcre to bc pilgrims anticipating escap from the world of flesh and temporaiity. 

As we havc secn in Chapter 1. this Plritonic ontcilogical dualism was woven into the roots of 

eighteenth and nineteenth century evangclicalisrn. and was recc~nstructed in Kantian idealism to locate 

spiritual realiiy in expience. Likewise, as ihcy borrowed Augustine's "theology of history" in order 

to reclairn the distinction between a transcendent God and the world, Roberts and his colleagues 

translated his Platonic understanding of the antithesis between the two cities into the modem neo- 

Kantian distinction btrtwwn spirit and historical-structurai phcnorncna. It was from this framework, 

for instance, that Roberts and Bryden both hrid disti nguislied transcendent divinity from externai forms 

or rational Iogic, and associateci die reality of God with an apocalyptic divine entry into the "imer" 

Iife of the creative spirit. Furtherrnorc, their modem attempt to locate the divine spirit and the 

City of God was cxacerbated by critical historical consciousness. The problem for modem man, 

"Jeffrey Bmcm Russell. A fIisiorv of Medievd Christianitv (Arlington Keighe: Harlan Davidson, 1968). 53-54. 
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Roberts wrote in 1912, was "so to organise his life that the grace of God may fmd easy way - leave 

through him to the world beyond."" Again in 1926. in the wake of Machen's challenge, Roberts 

noted that the central dilemma for "evangelical liberais" was the struggle to articulate both the 

immanence and transcendence of Gad? In a remarkable coincidence. both Line and Bryden wrote 

their Master's theses and publisRed their first books in 1925 on the topic of the nature of revelation. 

with Line writing on Inspiration and Modern Cnticism ( 1925) and Bryden on The Spirit of Jesus in 

Sr. Paul ( 1925). This topic was sppropriate, for in beginning their careers during the rnid- 1920's. this 

new generation had stepped into the rnidst of the serirch for spiritual reality then gripping the maidine 

Protestant churches. Even while lhey sought to recover a transcendent God for the modem world, 

then. the problern for "cnlightened evangelicals" renmined fiow God and his Kingdom were to be 

located from within the matrix of history. 

II. The Spirit in the World 

The initial responsc dcvc1opt.d hy Robcns. Dow, Line. and Shaw was closest to the neo-Kantian 

apologctic of Morgan and Baillie. The ccntral thcnies of thcir solution were suggested by Roberts 

already in 19 12. What w u  necded in respnse to the niodern spirituai crisis. according to Roberts, 

was a "sanc otherworldliness" that wouid rccover the vision of a God who was transcendent and 

personal. but who dso was a spiritual force present wiihin the world? Norably. he also called this 

"sane otherworldlin~ss" an "idcalism in thc making." WhiIc asserting Ihe radical otherness of divine 

reality. Rokns. Line, and Dow identified this spiritual reality. in keeping with modem critical 

thought. with an enierging spirituaiity within histoncal expcrience. Though they appealed to 

"~ohcrts, The Renasçcnce of Fai th, 9 1. 

"See Roberts. The Ncw Man and rhr Divine Socieiv. I l ;  and The Theologicnl Dilemma in America," 141. 
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Augustine's emphasis on a transcendent God and ihe tension between the cities of God and Man, they 

historicized what Roberts called Augustine's static "neo-Platonism" by defining the antithesis as a 

conflict between spirit and nature entirely within the historicd p r o c e ~ s . ~ ~  Hence they defined the 

tension between the two cities in "vitalistic" terrns as a dynaniic process in which the divine spirit 

emerged within the world and pressed beyond the age of meclianical nature to a revolutionary and 

eschatological age of spirit and freedom within history. 

Roberts' plea for a "sane otherworldliness" echoed the cal1 for an "enlightened 

evangeIic;tlism," and indicated his insistence on Iocating the transcendent God within experience, in 

accordance with niodern critical thought and in contrast to fundarnentalist supernaturalism. In his first 

major pubIications in Canada. such as The New Man and the Divine Society (1926), Roberts 

acknowledged the challenge of fundamcntalism and the problem of idcntifying the transcendent from 

within the world. While agreeing that God must be seen as transcendent. he argued that God was 

known only as hr: was èxprienced in the world. SimilarIy. he wrote elsewhere in 1926 that, while 

the Incarnation nisant God coming down rather thm "up iiorii the ranks" to intervene in the world, 

yct Jcsus was hunian as well as God. and must thcrcfue participate tully in the naturai processes of 

life. rather than being the product of miraculous binh? Caught betwern God's transcendence and 

his immanence, evangelical liberals were, Roberts pleaded, in ri "cleft stick." In this dilemma Roberts 

claimed to follow a "provisional dualism" that would affinn both God's transcendence, articulated in 

doctrines of inspiration, revelation. incarnation, redèmption, and grace, and God's immanence in the 

indwelIing Christ. the ncw nian. and thc cciniing of the Kingdoni of God through the evolutionary 

process. 

Despite professing a provisional dudism. Roberts' insistence that God must he known from 

4s Robcns, The Ncw Man and the Divine Stcietv, 107. 
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experience, and that ht: be understood in relation to nahirai life, indicated his commitment to modem 

criticai realism. The recovery of a transcendent God, Roberts insisted, must be in tenns of modern 

discoveries and the exprnmentai method of science." In order to proceed from the facü of 

experience, Roberts clairned that divine reality could be demonstrated by its "value" for survival: even 

agnostic scientists implicitly assurned that there must be a purposefbl, transcendently ordered 

universe? while the fact that the common man falls to his linces in prayer. "sending an S.O.S. into 

the unknown,"" ddcmonsuatcd thc continued value of belief in God. 

In his Inspiration and Modern Criticisrn (1925). John Line tollowed a similar functional and 

phenomenological method. Citing the examples of W. N. Clarke as weli as James Denney, Line 

proposed to bypass traditional metaphysical arguments about Biblical inspiration. and to consider 

inspiration by the value and impact of Jesus and Scripture on thcir audience. Line described his 

approach as a "pragrnritic and expericntial" proof for inspiration that began with the positive "facts of 

expenence," rather t hm w ith "apodcictic [sic] " judgrnrnts that bgan frorn metaphysical doctrine? 

According to Line, this method was consistent with modern criticai thought. which he welcomed for 

its respect for episteniology and ifs method of separating t'allacy from certain. essential tnith. Critical 

scholarship had rdcstored the Bible for modern reasonahle men, he claimed, by Iocating revelation 

firrnly in a set of hunian docurncnts that were witliin the sphère of naturai development and the 

proccss of h i s t ~ r ~ . ~ '  
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As a cornplement to their mitical method, Roberts and his colleagues also insisted mat God 

and religion, to have any meaning, must be related to life in the world. As Robens pleaded in 

inuoducing his The New Man and the Divine Society, religion could no longer be regarded as lying 

"outside the worId of' 'nature'." 

If religion is not a manifestation of Me, then it is nothing; and if it is a manifestation 
of Iife, then it must stand somehow in an organic relation to the r a t  of life; and the 
religious life brcomes a part of the subject mattrr of biology? 

GnIy when the divine was located organicaily within Iife could History be seen as "the divinely- 

impellçd but blundcring search of the unseeing child for its Father, and Revelation as the search of 

the Fathcr for His purblind ~hild." '~ And only then could rrligious experirnce be the actual "meeting 

of the divincly-quickened longing tir God witli God's own unceasing self-giving to man." 

In proceeding from experience. Robtins and his collerigues effective1 y started from the farniliar 

assumption of divine immanence and a neo-Kantian idealist interpretation of the relation between God 

and humanity. A pivotal cog in that interpretation was their description of humanity's status as image- 

barers of God in ternis of the idcntity of God and liunian nature in the classic analo.cia entis. 

Accordinp to Roberts. hunian intclligcncc w u  "of a piccc wiih the intrlligence of Similarly. 

Line claimcd thrit hunianity's divine identity denvcd koni God breathing his spirit into man. "Our 

pnstine rational and moral nature." he claimed, "is che s t m p  we have received froni ~ i r n . " ~ '  

It was this assumcd idcntity of human pcrsonality with divine spirit that Robens and his 

colleagues used to justify tàith in a transcendent divine reality that was present in the world. The 

unknown transcendent Sonicbody. Kokrts declarcd in  1923. couId only be cast in terrns analogous 

S2~ohem, The New Man and the Divine S(~ ic tv ,  6. 
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to human experience. Hence. al1 thought of God was necessarily "anchropomorphic."~ Already in 

1912 Roberts had argued thrit the "naturalist" interpretations of human persondity in t e m  of 

behaviourist and physical causes offered in sociology and psychology could not account for the 

dynamic instincts. the "loves. hopes. longings." that stir the human  sou^.^ Human personality was 

"the sovereign sanctity," and the instinctive spiritual intuitions of conscience were as authentic as 

physicai instincts. If was. he wrore. "at least as logical to infer fiom these instinctive activities and 

tendencies the existence of a spiritual univcrse to which they stmi to point as it is to attribute them 

to brain processes about which we can only spe~ulatr."~* Conscience. he argued fimher. was both 

the "native. elemental, [and] primitive" essence of human nature. and the "echo of a living voice 

clanging through the cmst of things from some remote hdden w o r ~ d . " ~ ~  The humm conscience and 

its instinctive rdigious impulsc. therefore. could be taken as the reveIation and action of the 

transcendent God toward hunianity. 

For John Dow, this idcntity of hunian and divine nature also justifid the hope that the order 

in history ultiniatcly niust conforni to humanity's own moral intuitions and ideals. As Job assumed 

amid his sut'tering, üow clain~ed, it was clear that 

God's ways should be justilirible to the mind of man .... He bclieves that the Divine 
tViIl cannot violate His own moral principles, that spirituat vision in man cannot 
conflict with the heavenly realitics. that the tmth of Jahweh is akin to the promptings 
OC his own brcast? 

Job's "prophetic" rcsolution of thc prriblom of suffcring al'tirnlèd tiie nioral rightness of history under 
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God's government, but also the fact that man's status as image-bearer meut  that "the dictates of 

enlightentd moral sense and the Divine Wi11 must ultimately correspond, that God and man are 

mutuaily intelligible and capable of understanding fe~lowship."~~ 

While these arguments echoed the neo-Kantian apotogctic of Morgan and Baillie, Roberts and 

his colIeagues attempted to move beyond the epistemological limits of human values to daim the 

reaiity of a transcendent divine spirit distinct fiom nature in experience. This daim was the core of 

John Shaw's response to fundarnentalism in his Essentials and Non-Essentials of the Christian Faith 

(1928). W h l e  Shaw agrtxd that God must be understood as transcendent in answer to secular 

naturalism, he objectcd to tùndanientalists' "niedieval" rejection of modem scholarship, arguing that 

most niodern "libcral" scholarship provided a piith through the transient to bring out the permanent 

and essential religious experience of Christianity in shupcr re~ief.~' As an alternative to both 

naturalistic modcrnisni and fundamcntalisrn. then. Shaw advoçated a "Liberal Evangelicalism" that he 

claimed providcd a nicidern. yet vital gospel that appcalcd to both hem and reason. In a systematic 

response to the "livc points" of funcirimentalisni, he argued that the vital essentials of Christianity were 

convictions rooted in the expericnce of the living Spirit and an attitude to the Person of Jesus. rather 

than transitory doctrinal f«rmu~ations.~~ Likr Augustine. Shaw thus clainied that expcrience of the 

Spirit of Christ was tirst si matter of the heart, and thus of love and will. rather than intellect. As 

Dcnney had dcclued. the fundamental Christian confession and basis of unity could be reduced to 

"Jesus is Lord? Like Denncy and P. T. Forsyih. Shaw thus distinguishtd hetween thc experience 

6 ' ~ ~ ,  Jesus and ttie 1-iumm Conflict, 37. 

62Shaw, Essentiais ;uid Non-Esscntials of the Christian Faith, 9-1 1. 

6 3 S h a ~ .  Ewmiials and Non-Essentiais of the Christian Faith. v-vi. 8. The five "fundmentals" referred to here 
include the inemcy of Scripture. the Virgin hirth, substitutionary atoncmcnt, the minculous chancter of Christ and 
his work ,and the resurrcctiori of' Christ. 

a Shaw, Esscniids iirid Non-Essentials of the Christian Faiih. 14-18. 



of the living reality of God and secondary human doctrines and historicai forms. 

Despite his critique of hndamentalism and its claims to the centraiity of doctrines conceniing 

the Virgin birth and an inerrant Scripture. Shaw professed his syrnpathy for what he took as the 

"essence" of fundamentalisrn in its spiritual view of life. In keeping with the Scotiish tradition of 

moderate revercnt criticisrn, Shaw argued that inspiration. for èxample, was an interna1 personal 

encountcr. whilc it was çonvcyed in the "earthen vcssels" of historicall y contextudized life." Also. 

though he objected to a merely legalistic. doctrinal intcrprctation, he agrtxd with Machen that the 

atonement and the resurrection of Christ wcre central to Christianity. Conuary to modern interpreters 

like H m a c k ,  who reduçed the gospel to morality and a merely "subjective" experience of union with 

the Fatherhood of Gcid. Shaw, like Dcnncy and Forsyth, rnaintained that the objective reaiity of human 

sin, God's restorriticm riC right relations by taking on the sufft'ring of sin himself in Christ, the actuai 

resurrcction of Christ as the lire-giving Spirit. were essential tmths without which the gospel would 

be rneiiningle~s.~ 

According ta Shaw. however, the broridtx çontroversy between supernaturalism and naturaiisrn 

regarding the redit y of miracks was rooted in a false distinction between an extèmd deistic God and 

a mechanistic. sclf-sufricicnt sysieni of naturc."' In conirast. Shaw clliinwi that G d  was constantly 

prescnt as tiic conscious crc'ativc source of ordèr i n  the "orgrinism" cif nature. In the work of Jesus, 

thercfore. rniraclcs and rcvelation wcre wovcn togethcr ris "narural manifestations" of his  ministry of 

unveiling a new lcvcl of spiritual powers in a world of sin." God was both transcendent, insofar 

as the prescnt world did not exhaust his purpose, but also pcrpetually prcsent in the world and free 

- - -- - - - 

65 Shaw, Essentiais and Non-Essentials of tlie Christian Faiih. 43-50. 
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direct the world according to his will. This affirmation of a living, frce. acting G o a  as Hamack noted 

in What is Chrisrianitv?. meant, not the fundamentaiist distinction between nature and the supernatural, 

but a distinction hetwen a spiritual and naturalistic view of the ~niverse. '~ 

A similx attempt to articulate such an organic view of the relationship between a transcendent 

spiritua1 reality and nature was evidcnt in Line's view of Biblical inspiration. Like Demey, Line 

claimed mat the criticai work of Wrede, Weiss, and Schweitzer. had disclosed sometking "more" in 

the Gospel than rnerely particular historical conditions, for in the person of Jesus the Gospel presented 

an unparalleled nioral and religious life. ttrstifying to the "divine prrstrncr and action" in his~ory.'~ 

In turn. he argueci. the apostles wcre inspired by their èxperience of Jesus. who had stimulateci their 

innate spirit to rccognize and rccord hirn as a rcvelation of the Reality of God. Inspiration was 

therefore a logical syllogism: "(1) Christ the Inspiration of the New Testament; (2) New Testament 

Inspiration an examplr of the realization and action of the Divine in man.'"' 

Though he claimed that this syllogism synthesized traditional and modem views of inspiration, 

Line's synthesis clcarly subordinritcd the traditional to niodcrn views. The traditional view, he argued, 

was othtxworldly and dctlned inspiration as the "èxternal" and static work of a despotic. transcendent 

God." The modern "immanent" view, hy contrast, saw inspiration as a dynarnic. mystical experience 

of thc spiritual within nature and in the humm soul. Inspiration. or the presence of divine spirit, was 

therefort: organic with life and arme from the very nature of humans: "Men c m  be inspired because 

of what they are; cxtt'mal impacts could not produce the expericnce were its fundamentals not 

@~haw,  Essentids and Non-Essen~ials of thc Christian Fiiith, 184-5. 

'Tine, Inspiration ,and Modem Criticisrn, 21-17. 90, 105. 

"~ine .  Inspiration and Modcrn Criticism, 137, 142. 

''Line, Inspiriticin and M d c m  Cmticism, IW, 125. 
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inherent in men's nat~re." '~ Even while distinyishing spirit from extemal nature. Line thus 

identifiecl "inspiration" as a process that was rooted in the structure of human nature. particularly in 

the analopia entis. And conversely, he argued citing Friedrich Schleiermacher. divine immanence and 

intemal revelation rneant that human Iife and the realization of humanity's highest values would be 

centered "in the consciousness and feeling of God."" 

Placing inspiration in a broader ontology. Line ais0 clainied that idealism and modern science 

provided a new understanding o f  transcendence in which God was the infinite Universal Reaiity or 

Immanent Spiritual kescnce, and persunal consciousness was but one finite "moment in the being of 

the ~ t r rna l . " '~  Following vitalist philosciphcrs like Rudolf Eucken and Hcnri Bergson. Line claimed 

that inspiration could bc idmificd with an instinctive consciousness of inner spintual reality that was 

distinct frorn physical rnattcr. and that participated in ri divine spirit which transcendcd subject and 

object distinctions. and which gradually was coming to realization in its triumph over nature.76 

This idcalkt and spiritualized view of cxperiencc. Line claimed. combincd the ideas of 

Augustine and H q c l  in placing faith btthre undtirstanding. niaking life an "adventure of knowledge" 

leading up to the "cunqucring spiritual l i î k t1  This spiritualizèd vicw also distinguished. yct reconciled 

nritural and reveaIed religion. fcw it nittant that "the prescnce of Gcid in lire is now less the incoming 

of a Being froni mothcr sphere than the discovery of greattlr dcpths in the world men know; ... 

Citing W. N. Clarke and William James. Line declarcd that inspircd consciousness was not an "alien 

encrgy" in contlict with human personality, but "the rdization and exercise of the dccper and 

"~ine ,  Inspiration and Mtwlern Crïticism. 13 1. 

74~ine.  Inspiration and Modern Criticism, 129. 

"~ine,  Inspimion niid Modern Criticism, 128. 

'bLine, Inspiration and Modern Criiicism, 105- 106. 
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essential self."7u Etrrnity was set in man's hem as the innate energies of "the divine image in man." 

which in hm were quickened by outward "divine voices in nature and cornmon lifeW4 The i ~ e r  

sources of spiritual expcrience and the sources of the spirit in extemai objects were both "up-wellings 

of that universal Power to which men art: akin; it is ont: niovement without and within. deep ever 

calling unto deep." 

While Line developed his idedist reconciliation of the immanent and transcendent in response 

to questions concerning Biblical inspiration. Dow did so in an apocalyptic interpretation of history in 

his Jesus and the Human Contlict (1927). With an idealized version of Augustine's antithesis, Dow 

interpretcd the history of israel as a moral stmggk between worldliness and spirituality in a 

progrcssivc preparation for the Kingdom of Cod. According to Dow, history was rooted in personaï 

moral contact with a righteous God, and conversely, hunirinity's relation to God was intrinsicalty 

historical. for moral rcsponsibility was a lived reality." The moral character of history also entailed 

the exaltation of pcrsonality as the unit of moral relationship with God. and it gave meaning to the 

suffering and disillusionment of experience as stiniulants to a higher, spiritual faith in the God beyond 

the world. 

Within this nioral intcrprctation of history, Dow clainitxi thrit the apocalypticism was "the heart 

of Hebrcw hop."" But Hebrcw apocaiypticism, in  contrat t» premillennialism. was not the 

expectation of a future extemal judgement and destruction that dcspaired of the present universe and 

regarded God as rt'mote and withholding his graçe. Rathcr, Hebrew 

in a God who "unvcils Hiniself herc: and now" as the imupting inner 

apocalypticism expressed faith 

force of history. According to 

'"ine, Inspiration and Mtxiern Criticism, 108. 

'The ,  Inspiration and Modern Criiicisrn, 108-1 10. 

%w, Jesus and the IIuman ConfI k t ,  13-14, 27. 

"Dow, Jesus and the Iluinan Conflict, 6. 
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Dow, God enters into history to govern and direct history, to rcveal His will in the world as the force 

behind nature and in the soul, and to seek the spiritual reconciIiation and liberation of humanity 

through fellowship with hin~sclf." For Dow. the apciilypse was primarily an "inner" personal 

revelation of spiritual reality that was epitomiz~xî in the emergence of the Incarnation of Jesus. 

This theory of spiritual emergence was developed niost fully by Roberts into a vitalist 

interpretation of the relationship between God and history that consciousiy emulated, but obviously 

revised Augustine. In a sens of works that included The New Man and the Divine Societv (1926). 

The Christian God (1929). and The Spirit of God and the Faith of Todav (1930), Roberts clairned to 

resolve the tension bcrwecn immanencr: and transcendence, and bctwcen mechanistic science and 

religion. with a "biological" interpretation that locatcd G«d in the evolutionary processes of life and 

In earlier works, Roberts had attempted to relate "spiritual intuitions" to a transcendent divine 

world. but also tci cmphasize God's initiative in spiritual communication. Communication between 

God and hunianity, he argucd. was a dual niovement of "God in search of man and man in search of 

 GO^."^ In prayer. ii,r exaniple. it was "nut we who by our prayers set the mrichinery of the spiritual 

world in motion; our prayers are but zi pan of a niovcnieni which began with God" and returns to that 

etemal home.*S Spiritual intuitions pointed to humanity's participation in a larger reality beyond the 

natural world: 

we came out from God and have a dcstiny in God. Our life is continuous with the 
life of the Etcrnal Spirit. and the sirivings and the beckonings of Our sou1 are simply 
the wclling up within us of the Eiernal Spirit. Who is for evcr endeavounng to force 

'%W. Jesus and thc Human Conflict. 13, 16, 29, 34. 58. 

'3Roberts, The New Man and the Divine Society. 

LURoberts. "The Theological Dilcrnma in Amenc;lw 147. 

s5~obem, The Renasctitice of Failh. 151. 



up Our inner life to the Ievel of His own, helping us to shatter the bondage of sense 
and to realise our uue ideal? 

Moral and spiritual intuitions. Roberts claimeci, were "parts of a new thing which was superimpsed 

upon nature -- that new thing which lifted man out of the statt: of mere anirnalism" and raised him 

into a spintuai "superman."" 

For Roberts. then. the divine initiative carne Crom a God who was transcendent, but who was 

also an immanent crerttive force welling up in the evoiutionq proçess. and especially. as William 

Blake had suggestcd. in the "Minute Particular" of individual prsons. The intuitions and imagination 

of conscience werc the response of the human spirit to God's Spirit, pointing to "sornething without 

and beyond itsclf."" More broadly. as Blake also had suggested. the creative process of evolution 

was the out-workinp of the divine spirit in the ~ o r l d . ' ~  Roberts could still quote with approval 

Edward Caird's idealist deIlnition of God as "'a sclf-determining Principle rnanifestecî in a 

development which includcs both nature and man."'Yu But he also drew extensively on the iheories 

of "creative evolution" and "emergent evolution" proposcd by H ~ M  Bergson, J. S. Thonison, and C. 

Lloyd Morgan, to describe the presence of  the divine spirit within the naturd wrirld. Already in 1912 

he had argued that Bergson's critique of the ininiutability of natural Iaw suggested that God was active 

within the world. and yct "God immanent operates beyond and above His own l a ~ s . " ~ ~  Though 

known only through hith. God was prescnt in the world as the frce and mative spiritual source who 

86Robecsl Thc Rcnasçcnce of Faith, 121-22. 

87Roberts, The Renxwnce of Friiih, 124, 

88Robexts, The Renascencc of Faith, 118. 

89~obertsl "The Ethics of WilIi,m Blake," 661. 

'%okrts. "Imago Dci." 325. 

"Rob~m. The Renascence of FaitJi, 140. 
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was directing the world in a process of bec~rning.~' Furthemore. Eucken showed the whole man 

involved in natural processes of life, but also saw man as "more than narrowly human. He sees in 

him the emergence of something superhuman, divine." 

Eucken's vitalist philosophy, according to Roberts. was "essentially the gospel of the 

supremacy of the spiritual In another instance. he argued rhat vitalism was consistent with 

the New Testament portrayai of Cod in ttlrms of both a Judaic theology of a transcendent God, and 

a Hellenic emphasis on Ihe indwelling "vitdistic" presence of Chnst in man.' While claiming that 

these could be reconciled. he argued tiiat modern thought niust prrxctxi from Hellenistic "vitalism" 

which Imated thc divine spirit within human prsonality and offcred a "spiritual" interpretation of 

history ?' 

By the niici- 1920's. then, Roberts' use of vitalism. Dow's "inner" apocalypticisrn. and Line's 

idealism converged in a vision of the "ernergcnt evolution" of spiritual reality. In The New Man and 

the Divine Society Rokrts argued thrit Christianity could be xcn  as "continuing the development of 

life as rvoluiionary biolqy has revedcd it to According to Robrins. the divine creative 

process of evolution had rcached its high point in hunian personrility, and fumer evolution would 

consist of "psychical" evolution. Inipciled by the presencc of divine spirit. evolution now was pushing 

the spirituai powers of humans to a ncw epwh beyond the rnere scnse Iife, fiom which would emerge 

a ncw race of "supcrnien'' who. like Christ. livcd in the fullncss of spiritual life as "at once a real 

- -- 
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individual and a real s o ~ i e t ~ . " ~ '  Here was a spiritualized histox-icism that. Uiough repudiating 

Nietzsche's worship of the will to power. considered his portrayal of the development of human 

personality as identical to the New Testament?" 

While depicting the presence of God within histriry as a vital force, Roberts and Dow still 

insisteci that this process of spiritual evolution not be reduced to a monistic and merely "naturai" 

process like the "biological religion" of Julian Huxley and S. H. Hooke, for to do so would be to 

vitiate the rcality and nwd for a distinct personal Cod. Instead. they interpreted Augustine's antitimis 

of sin and grace. and spccifically his ontologicai dualisni of world and spirit. as a conflict within the 

temporal world. How was it possible. Roberts queried. that history manifested both sin and the reality 

of a transcendent GM? At one level. lie replied. history revealed a record of human folly in public 

and political events. and thus in the structures of law and force. At another level, the "mer 'history"' 

of small quiet groups where "men acquired wisdom and knowledge" and whcre "men have lived and 

lovrd." c«uld hc liiund thc culture of the hunian spirit and thc self-manifestation of God." Thus. 

there were two Icvt.1~ or orders in history: the natural or worldly ordcr of Iriw and force, and the 

spiri tua1 ordcr of nioral frccdom and persona1 fellowshi p. 

It was in terms of an "Hellenic" intcrprctation of the New Testament. and the two levels of 

history. that Roberts and his colleagucs idcntificd the signilïcrincl: of Christ as the unique Incarnation 

of an cmcrgenr spiritual rcality in the world. Though this focus on the Incarnation echoed Morgan 

and Baillie. Dow and Rabcns especially ernphasizcd the Christ of the Cross as a demonstration. 

according to Robcns. of the revolutionary "divine logic of life" in which seIf-sacrificing, suffering love 

"Robtxts. The New M m  and the Ilivinc Swicrv. 23-26; The Renwccnce of Faith, 119. 

98Roberts, The Rc.n:isccnce of h i t h .  125-37. 
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tnumphed over secular axiorns of power, law. and suc ces^.^" The Cross signified the crisis between 

world and spirit, and the triumph of Jesus* faith and love even in death displayed the coming of 

"Kingdom and the Powa and rtie G10ry."~~~ 

This interpretation of Jesus as the Incarnation of a new order reflected a disillusionment with 

the nineteenth-century liberal search for an histoncal Jesus, and a concern to recover a Christ of the 

church and positive Biblical theology. that paraIIeled the cfforts of James Dcmey in Bntain and the 

"crisis theologians" in c«ntinentaI Europe aher 1920.1°2 Though they assumed the validity of the 

historical critical mcthod, thcy also sought to daim. likc Linc. "something more" in a Jesus who 

entered into history. but as a transcendent reality. As Robcrts had argued already in 1909, neither the 

historicd record nor the limits of Jesus* own thought-forms could support either orthodox claims for 

Jesus' miraculous nature and the universal sufficicncy of his death or lihcral daims that Jesus' 

teachings provided an AI-suftiçient eternal rule of life.lo3 Historical criticism h d  recovered. albeit 

tenuously, thc "GaliIean Jcsus," hc wrutè in anothcr work. but Christians sought something "more" 

than the historical minutiiie of Jesus' lile.lU As he would again argue in the mid-1920's. though 

the evcntfulnus of the incarnation was a necessary starting point for a modem understanding of Christ 

based on "fact" rathcr [han doctrine. Jesus could not be grasped rnerdy in tcrms of the natural 

"The suprcmc: nccd of thc hour." hc deciared in 1909. "is the disengagement of religion 

"'John Dow. "Tlie Pr~ichcr's Page: The Christ aiid the World Forccs." CJRT. Vol. 3. No. 2 (March-April 
1926). 147. 
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from its dependence on historical per~ondities."'~ 'Ihough historical event was the mode of divine 

revelation, it was necessary, as Eucken had suggestrd, to gt't "kneath what is temporal and locaI and 

accidental." in ordrr to rrcover the transcendent figure of  esu us.'^' 

Like the question of God's immanence and trmscendence, however. the problern of how 

Christ could be seen as both a culmination of emergent evolution and yet the embodiment of a new 

order was, as Roberts acknowledged, a paradox. On the one hand, Jesus was a superntttural, 

miraculous mystery, "a word as from other worlds than ours;" yet he was also a word present in the 

world and tht: "incarnation of the immanent spirit of humrinity, .... the starting-point of a new phase 

in human devrlopment.""" The qucsrion of Jesus again displayed the "clen stick" of evangelical 

IiberaIism, and in his attenipt at a "provisional dualism" Roberts claimed to leave unresolved the 

"metaphysical" qucstion whcther Jesus came "down from thc throne," or evolved "up from the ranks." 

Likewise for John Linc, the Incarnation seemed anoniaious. If God w u  within hurnans by way of 

innate inspiration. then Cluist was unique cinly in dcgrcc. but not in essence, tiom other great human 

expressions. But if Christ was radically unique, then the Incarnation and the New Testament inspired 

record were altogether difkrrnt. miraculrius. and unappr«ri~hable.'~ John Dow tried simply to assert 

both sides. Like Dcnney, he argued that Christ was a radically unique reality who entered 

apocalypticaily into the world Sroni beyond. Christ did not "repeat an anccstor," he declared in the 

CJRT- rrithcr. "[hie is ti ncw ~reation.""~ -7 
Yet he also insisted that the "apocalypse" of the 

- 
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Incarnation was not a "supcrnritural event" or  sonlctthing "superadded" to life, but rather arose out of* 

and surpassed. mundane "human and spiritual qua~ities.""~ Brhind their Christology. then. was an 

unresolved ontological ambiguity whereby spiritual mth, though located in experience, was distinct 

from the external structures of historicai persons and expnence. In Christ. as Roberts claimed, 

Scripture spoke a Word of God directly to human conscience; though critical history tenuously 

affirrned that Jesus was a real historicai person. religion could survive even if Jesus nrver 1 i~e .d . '~~  

In any case. Roberts and his colleagues bypasscd this ontological ambiguity by interpreting 

Cluist in terms of a spiritual apocalyptic. Though they shared E. F. Scott's rejection of Schweitzer's 

confinement of Jesus to the apocalyptic Jewish thought of his day, unlike Scott they reclaimed and 

reinterpreted the apocaiyptic dimension of Jesus ris the entry of the transcendent divine into the world. 

Jesus, accordinç to Dow. had hrought revvlutionary meaning to the Jewish expctation of a "national" 

or earthly apocalypse. His "Mcssimic rnèthod" was to disclose, by his personality and acts of love, 

the presençt: of thc Father coming into history to fullill the ultimate hope of the apocalyptic 

kingdom."' Beneath the apostles' mistaken apcalyptic expcctauons of an eanhly kingdom of God, 

Jesus reprsented a niore profound spiritual apocalypse which was distinct from the externahies of 

law. and which transfornicd those cxtcrnrilities into "a kingdom of spin tuai ends within." 

As part of tlus spiritualized apmlyptic. tbcy also emphasizcd thc Christ witnessed to in the 

faith of the church. rather than historical data. Whilc cvading questions about the physical resurrection 

on the grounds that physical evidcnce was for tliose who "bclievt: net." Dow argued Lhat the greater 

significance of the resurrection was the continued spiritual reality of Jesus in the consciousness and 

the energy of "new life" which the early church witnesscd to. The early church identified this energy 

"'Dow. Jesus and the Human Contlict, 16. 43. 

"'~oûerts, The Hich Road to Christ. 59. 
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with the power they had encountered in Jesus, and it was this power which united the early church 

against the wor1d.l" Furthermore. it was this spiritually-risen. and thereby superior Christ that 

provided the continuity between the historical Jesus, the nsen Christ. and the historic Christian church. 

From his phenorntxological approach, Line siniilarIy argued that the faith and witness of the 

New Testament writers was inspircd by the "dynamical" impact of Jesus' personality on them, 

cornpelling them io recognize him as an incomparable divine reality."' As he wrote in a 1925 

article, the Christ of the New Testament church was continuous with the Jesus of history and the real 

experience of his lifc and raurrection. and with the spintual encrgy that he unlea~hed."~ The New 

Testament Christology was thcrcforc an "apotheosis" Cliristology that rendered inelevant the 

ontoiogical qucstion of whcther Jesus had bccomc. or always was. divine. The primitive apotheosis 

Christology was a pragniatic intcrprctation hasèd. not on Iater nietaphysical concems, but on the 

practical and spiritual concerns of searching nien, and thcir realization of God through the experience 

of Jesus' personal lifr and teaching.'" Jesus saved. by utTering certainty and hope. and therefor was 

considered the Saviour. 

As Car1 Braatcn nota ,  this treatment of the Incarnation and Cross as a moral revelation 

minimized the signitïcancc of the èvent.-- thc unique "happening" and cosmic impact --, of the 

~ r o s s . ~ ' '  For Rubens and his collcagues. Christ was not a uniquely divine saviour, but different onIy 

in degree to hunians who also were innately spirituai. The significmce of Jesus' work. therefore, was 

- 
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to bring to light thc pokntial within humans. Here Roberts and his colleagues retained the idealist 

interpretation of the atonement forged dunng the nineteenth century. According to Roberts. sin could 

not be reciified through a "legal" paynient. for sin lay in the human failure to listen to the "living 

voicetl of the spirit that echoed in conscien~e.~'~ The problern of sin. as Blake had suggested. was 

that bumans do not Live up to the divine self. Sin therefore w u  a "state of the soul," a divided self, 

rather than the negation of the innate divine nature of hurnand2' By 1926. Roberts hmher defined 

sin as "anti-social behaviour" that obstnicted spiritual progms toward freedom.'*' The solution to 

sin. in turn, was n«t acfiicved in thc judgcmcnts of a dcsptic God. but in changing the soul's state 

through perscm1 and social hèaling. 

According io Dow therefim. thc cross rcvcalcd God's justice transrnuted into love. Jesus' 

death was not a "niechanical" or "nlagical" act of substituiionary atoncment. but an "ethical" act of 

bearing hunianity's sins to the point of death. so as to rnove his oppressors to penitence. This 

"personal nicdiation" revealcd the higher ideal of suffcring love that seeks to ratore humanity to 

God."' The cross rcscilved the awlul paradox that hunianity could not altain the infinite perfection 

it is caitcd tu. by showing thrit God's holy judgenicnt and justice was transposeci in Christ to the 

higher principle of Iuving pardon."' Thus the cross showed God to be inore than merely a holy and 

just God, but a loving and self-giving Fathcr "stooping to share with man his bitter cup of sin and 

'%obens, "The Etllics uf William Blake." 661. 

"'Roberts, The New Mari ;ind the Divine Society. 35. Sre also Richard Rubens. "The Prmcher as Interprelor," 
CJRT Vol. 3, No. 2 (Much-April 1926). 105. -' 

'Cb~. Jesus md the Human Conflict, 253-54. 

'=~ohn Dow. "Tiic Prcacher'h Rigc; Thc Cry for Justice." CJRT. Vol. 3. No. 5 (Septemher-October 1926). 426. 
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woe" so as to reconcile the world to hirn.lu It was ironic. of course. Uiat Dow and his colleagues 

had identifiai "the world" with an order of law and mechanism. If this order of law was opposed to 

spiritual grace, then so also the OId Testament creator and just God who upheld his law seemed also 

to be in tension with the New Testament rcdecming God of love. 

This idcalist treatment prcserved the ninetecnth-century romantic interpretation of the 

atonement. though Roberts and his colleagues now stresseci that the method of atonement was that of 

the free intcmal work of the spirit in renewing the divine potential of individuals. On this point, 

Roberts rejected Augustine's emphasis on God's initiative in the doctrine of predestination, which he 

claimed threatcned to "rob grace of the freedom and the spontaneity" that it had in the conversion 

exptrrience of apostles l i k  ~au1. l~ '  Redemption was to be achievrd. not by external improvements 

and covenrrntril nurturc or moral training. as Horace Bushncll had suggested, but by the internalization 

of God's mural dcmands through the inward work and eniergence of humanity's me divine 

"Just as water secks and finds its own level," Robens wrote. 

so the spiritual-moral impulse in man may be regarded as the endeavour of the moral nature 
of the Creator to tind its own level in His creaiures .... The moral sense in us is not merely the 
niirror o f  the divine moral nature; i t  is continuous with i t  .... The advance and ascent of the 
moral scnse in the individual and i n  thc race is siniply the water of God's holy love iorcing 
itselr up to its oivn levcl in niankind."' 

Rcdemption carne in thc transformation of the inward conscience through the invasion of God's spirit. 

The mcaning of Jcsus' apicalyptic work. as the British Prcsbytcrian John Oman had declared, was 

the mediation of the fice, transcendent God to hurnan riffairs and thus the brcaking in of the divine 

'"JDow. Jesus :uid tlic I lurnnri Conilict. 220. 236,447: Dow. "7lic Pniachcr's Page: Love and Trouble," CJRT, 
Vol. 4, No. 3 (May-Juiie 1027). 263. 

' 5 ~ ~ k r t s ,  The New M,ui atid the Divine Sccietv. 112. 

'36Rotxm, The Rcnasccnce nf Euth, 132-33. 

'"~obem, The Rcnascençc of Faith, 19 1-92. 



order into the: world. "if men will only suffer it to break into their hearts."12' 

From their emphasis on the moral impact and value of Jesus. Roberts concluded in his The 

Christian God (1929) that ihe Incarnation was a "grand anomaly." The Incarnation and the Cross 

marked the "imption" of man's true spirit and history, signifying both the "high-water mark of human 

relations and of human aspiration," and the "the force from without, the new power, the new principle 

sent to transform the ~ o r l d . " ~ * ~  The anomaly of Christ was that he broke across what Roberts had 

taken to be the two urders of history. The good news of the gospcl. therefore, was that in Jesus the 

spiritual had entercd ïully into human history: Jcsus was "the disdosure of the human future; he is 

the ûue superman. the man-beyond-man who is to c»nic."'" Or as Dow put it. Jesus was "a new 

Apocalypse. a rcvelation of what Iife can he. transfornled by contact with  GO^."'^' As Roberts 

emphasized in popular sermons such as his inaugurai sermon at Sherbourne Street United Church. the 

Incarnation was the hem of the gospel and the answer to hunianity's searc-h for the transcendent. 

Jesus was "thè Word made flesh" who answered the Grcek "guess to the mystery of things" in Stoic 

Iogos thcory. In Jesus "eternity is translated into tirne. heriven is broughr to eanh. God cornes down 

into the human crowds; the invisible is clothed in common clriy; the unknown is made common, 

farniliar knowlcdge.""' 

The combination of emcrgent idealism and spiritual apcaiypticism in the work of Roberts and 

his colleaguès culniinated in a translation of Augustine's distinction bctween a transcendent sovereign 

Cod and thc ttlniporril c~rdctr of history inlu an antithcsis. as Roberts delined it, bctween the divine 

laRoberts, The Rcnascence of Fr~iih. 149. 

I3Roberts, Thc Chrisiian C i d ,  68-69; sec also Renawcnce of Faith, 183. 

'9oberts. The New Man and the Divine S d e i v ,  78. 

'"DOW, Jesus arid tlie Human Conflict. 84. 

"'~ohens, "'The Word Becgrne Flcsh,' 4, 24. 
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creative spirit of fiedom and the material forces of law and conservation, within the evolutionary 

process. According to Robcrts, the underlying divine impulses of nature were the goals of free human 

personality and a free. cooperative ~0cie ty . l~~ These twin goais of the "new man" and the "divine 

socicty" were inextricabte. Righteousness, therefore, consisted in "those types of conduct that make 

for the solidarity and suençth of the group .... Social bchaviour is righteousness; anti-social behaviour 

is sin."'" And true society. according to Roberts. consisted of free. voluntary association based on 

cornmon interest. This free society, however was obstructed by those "sinfkl" social institutions, like 

the state and the nation, with which individuals arc associated merely by accident of binh. Such 

associations employed the powers of force. authoritarian law. and economics to impose order. but an 

order which conscrvcd vestcd interats, the status quo. and a "herd-mentality" rather than further 

devclopmcnt of thc moral inipulses for lrecdom and wluntary fell~wship.'~' Like Emest Thomas. 

Roberts had becorne suspicious of' the "systcms" that modern society had c~eatcd. In his contribution 

to Whither Christianitv (1927)' a collection edited by Lynn Harold Hough and famous for its new 

departurcs by other young conuibutors like Reinhold Niebuhr. Roberts once more appealed to Blake's 

ironic criticisni of the illusions of modern niechanisms and systcms. As Blake's work suggested, 

rational systenis 1ackt.d the poctic. prciphctic cye Lor swing the wholè of reality and the presence of 

the etcmal in the parricvlars of lile.'16 In shon. systrnis were part of nature. and were the 

cmbodimcnt of forces oppscd to the spirit. 

The spiritual order of frwdom. according to Roberts, trlinsccnded and would supersede this 

133Rohc.rts. The New Man and the Divine Society, 26, 31. 

'URokrts. The Ncw Mari and the Divine Smictv, 35. 

13SRoberts. The Ncw M;ui and the Divine Socicty. 41-50. 

'%chard Roberts. "Wheels and Systems; A Plea For Another Th~nlogy." in Whiiher Chnstianitv?. Lynn Harold 
Haugh, ed. (New York: Harpcr. 1927). 4 1 4 .  
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natural order of causal reiations. As he wrote aiready in 19 12, the fact that "[t Jhe higher order may 

under certain conditions break across the lower order and confound the best-laid anticipations of the 

historim" indicaied that God had not "surrendered His sovereignty to His machinery."'" Since 

history was the product of personalities whose fundamental identity wm free spirituai and moral tife, 

it could not ultiniately be bound by Iaws. As Roberts claimed. 

[i]t beconics pcrilous to speak of Iaws in connection with history; or at least it rnakes 
the inferior order of history liable at any time to be disturbed by the interaction of the 
free will of man and the free will of God .... Wherc God and man meet in intimacy one 
never knows what may happen."' 

In his transcendence, God was fiee to intervent: in the natural course of history rather than being 

bound by ~ a w . ' ~ ~  And in the same way lhat God superscidtd history, so humans, in the new life of 

the spirit. might acliievt! a Iik of frecdom wliich would culminate in a super-hunianity. 

In his interprctaticm of Old Tcstrinient Israc.1, John Dow drew a similar antithesis which 

identificd sin witli the ordcr of niaterial rcaiity. Iaw, and the structures of conservation, while grace 

was identifkd with spirit and fiecdoni. Despite k ing  called to spiritual development, he explained, 

Israel's tendcncy was to seek consolation in worldly forrns and man-made utopias. such as 

nationdistic kingdonis or  Iegalistic tcniple-orders, and as a rcsult they tcnded to conserve the status 

quo for the sake of  vcs~ed interest~.'~') AS DOW wrote in  his "Prcach~r's Page" colunin in the CJRT, 

lsracl had distoncd God's cal1 to spirituai grc~wth and ccmniunion into man-niade institutions and a 

self-made "Jemsalcni" which came to be oppsèd to the spirit."' Hunianity always builds his 

'"Rokrts, The Renascence of Faith, 149. 

'%Roberts, The Rcnascence OC Faiih, 150. 
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shrines where he confronts God in the world. but then takes these to be final. The instinct to 

cryst;illize the holy in worldty forrns was naiural for "creaturcs of place and time," as was the attempt 

to buiId "premature heavens" that promiseci easy, man-niade solutions or retiiges from the realities of 

sin and suffenng in the world. But in doing so, man lost sight of the spiritual reality in experience, 

and his sacred Jerusalems consequently becme fallen cities and idols. Except for those prophetic 

"religious idsaiists" who staked their faith on "unseen and eternal verities." Israel failed to realize that 

"the Kingdom is not of this world,"-- that history was first of al1 a "moral process" of spiritual 

progress into fcll«wship wiih God.'" 

Tiius. in tlieir version of Augustine's antithesis. Roberts and Dow portrayed the course of 

history as an evolutionary process arising out of con1lict between what the British Christian Manrist 

John Macmurray çallrd conservalive law and creative spirituai progress.'"3 Nature. Roberts claimeci. 

was striving to produce "some fret: and independent individual" who could. by the superiority of spirit 

over nature, bting "his environment increasingiy under control and ...p ush the frontiers of his 

environment evtx hnher into the unknown .... the end of the process of evolution is freedom."" But 

if genuine progress of  Iiecdoni and fdlowship were to be achieved. the techniques of state-building 

and legal authority. thc controt of industry and commerce for pnvatt: materiai gain. and the materialist 

ideologies of both capitalisrn and communism must be discarded."' According to Roberts. progress 

would have to kgin with ioleration and with education that cultivated independent mincis and the 

powers of critical valuation. Dow was l a s  sanguine about the process of spiritual progress, waming 

?.liai nature inhcrcntly oppuscd change and hunians naturally sought to prcserve their comfort in 

"%W. Jesus m d  the Human Conflic[. 23, 27. 

' ' ' ~ o b e ~ ,  The New M,m and the Divine Swiciv, 58. 
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existing institutions which drown out the samd fianie of life. Reminiscent of E. H. Oliver's war-time 

declaration, Dow compared progress to the Promethean grasp for fire: "civilization is wrenched from 

the jeaious hands of the gods of the old order. Progress has to battle its way rhrough the forces of 

conservatism."'" Rogress came only through conflict. by the "noble violence" and heroic sacrifice 

of "great souls" who chrillenged the powers that be, and whose self-sacrifice went beyond the law 

societ y. 

Here was a modern apocalypucism to motivate ri ncw gttnèration of Christian revoIutionists. 

For both Roberts and Dow, redemption rnèant thc libcration of humanity from çonservative law and 

institutions in a future-oriented quat for the free life of the spirit and the potential divinity of man 

that would have its tiiltillrnsnt in some unknown eschatological destiny within the historical 

proce~s.~" The "sense of the holy." as Rudolf Otto called iit  and the utopian hope of the hee 

society. actcd as the "lure of a city of God" which propelleci humanity on the path of emergent 

evolution to transwnd lunisclf and the sense-lifs of the "matonal-temporal order" with an other- 

worldly end for lifc."' The Kingdom of God. according to Robsns, was the eschatological presence 

and future rcalization of frecdom, rather than either an absolute moral order or the restoration of a 

normative creation ordcr. In a history dividcd bçtween past law and future freedom. it  was the füture 

fr&om of thc lise of Ihe spirit thrit gave mcaning and h o p  for history. 

The antitficsis of  Srecdom rigriinst Iriw pscd by Dow. Line, and Roberts was the product of 

a new attt'mpt to sharpcn the distinction bctween spiritual and sccular reaIity, but in distinctly modem 

terms. Their vision of spirituai progrcss locatcd Augustine's interpretation of the moral tension 

between God and a fallen world entirely within the historical process. In adapting Augustine's 

'%W. "The Pmchtr 's  Page: The Christ and file World Forccs." 147. 

'47Rob~rts. The Ncw Mm and the Divinc Swictv. 69-73. 
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ontological dudity of spirit and nature, their views preserved and built on the foundation of the neo- 

Kantian apologetic of Baillie and Morgan. Nevertheless. they also iniroduced several new concem. 

In conuast to Baillie and Morgan, their attempts to emphrisizt: the reality of sin and a deepcr criticism 

of secular culture. as well as God's initiative in grace, plxed the orders of spirit and nature in s h q  

conflict with each other, such that nature and spirit, law and freedom. and state and church were no 

longer complementary, but rather were polarized. This antithesis suggested the grounds for a 

rcsumption of radical social criticism that would emerge in the early 1930's. Also, their understanding 

of this relationship seenis niore thoroughly historicized, -- indeed, their atternpt to relate religion to 

"biological" lifc suggcsr~d ri rcconcilirition of Huxky's "biological religion" ridvocated by S. H. Hooke 

with the personal idealisni and a unique spiritual rttdity suggestcd by Morgan and Baillie. Despite 

assurning the prcsence and initiative of a trrinscendcnt God. their critical method confined their 

purview to historieai experience and excludcd fixcd rcfcrencc points, and in fact anathematized law. 

Identified with spirit and tieedom. divine immanence. Robcrts suggestcd, by dètlnition must have its 

activity in the open-cnded process of evoluti~n."~ 

This vitalist apcxalypticisni. howevcr. contained several crucial problems. As historian of 

science Erwin Hicbert cxplains, the vitalist usc of modern physics began from the outset with an 

idcalist ontology which assened that spirituality was built into structure of nature. apecially in human 

p~rsonality.'~ Whilc this essrntially nw-Kantian assumption was necessary to validate their criticd 

rnethod and ininiancnt theoIogy, ir nevcrtheless wris central in their translation of the Augustinian 

distinction betwecn a transccndcnt God and ihc world to a distinction hetwren spiritual and structured 

reality within the world. In turn, ihis ontolugical duality vitiatcd tht'ir daims that humanity was yet 

149~oberts. "The Theologicai Dilemma in Amcrica" 144. 
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in the process of moving historically from sense life to spirituai life, since the inherent spirituality of 

humanity assumed in the anaIo& entis meant that spiritudity was ontologically given. This anaIo-eia 

entis also would vitiate claims to ttie unique nature and nccd of Christ's redemptive work. reducing - 
Christ to an Incarnational signpost of the trend of emcrgent evolution. Finally. their intcrpretation of 

the antithesis as an ontological distinction between spirit and nature began from the problem of a 

fallen world. Hence their vision of the emergencc of spirit was a view of redemption as superseding 

law in the name of keedorn that fundarnentaily denied çreation order. Ultirnately, their opposition of 

spirit against structure and freedorn against Iaw would leave unresolved the practical questions 

involved in the rclstionship between the Christian cc~mmunity and the social order. and between faith 

and science. 

III. Mysticisrn and Grace 

On many issues. like their critique of modern culture, Ihc' primacy of experience, the unique spiritual 

reality of Clirist. and th:  continuity bciwwn Christ and flic carly church. William Manson and Walter 

Brydcn sharcd thc views of Robcns. Dow. and Linc. Ncvcrthclcss. Manson and Brydcn dcparted from 

the attempt ro synthcsize an apocalyptic view of Christ with an idealist ontology. Following more 

thoroughly James Ilcnney's exclusive focus on Christ and the Bible, they took their point of departure 

from the Biblical witncss to a radically unique transcendent Christ. This emphasis on unique divine 

grace and st~verctignty also rellècted a niore radical criticism of the western hurnanist tradition, 

including the libcral I'rotestrint ccinfïdcnct: i n  the rtn;ilo.rzia cntis to provide ri "natural" bridge from 

humanity to a transcendent God. Iristead, Manson and Brydçn began to locate the Augustinian 

antithesis not so much betwecn cxtcrnai naturc and intemal spiritual reality, but between the historical- 

structural world and the radically transcendent rcaiity of God. This developmcnt beyond personal 

idealisrn unwittingl y pxallelcd. and eventuall y would çoalcscc with the direction talcen by Karl Barth. 
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WhiIe making these departures, however, the Iegacy of the neo-Kanfian critical perspective 

remained in the work of Manson and Bryden in two important ways, Fist, while they reinterpreted 

the antithcsis in a shupèr distinction between the divine and the world. they presewed the ontological 

distinction bctween divine spirit over against a mechanical nritural world, identibing rhe work of  the 

spirit with gract: and kedorn. and nature with law. Secondly, their emphasis on experience reflected 

their continua assurnption, though muted, of the methods of critical thought, Even while Manson 

and Bryden sought to overcome that perspective, Bryden especially would continue to struggle with 

the problem of critical suspicion about claims to knowlcdge of God. 

William Manson's participation in Canadian scholarship was relritively brief, since he renirned 

to Scotland in 1925 just as ihcological dcbatc: in Canada was heating up. During that brief tenure, 

however, he displaycd tlie transition from Ritschlian and prsonal idealist ideas to a sharper 

polarization of spiritual reality and the struchxed world. and in doing so he opened the path that 

Bryden would hllow more lülly. This transition was dernonsuated in the su btie contrast between 

Manson's publications in 1924 and 1925. Manson's 1924 works indicated his affinity with the neo- 

Kantian vicw of hunirin vrilues. and with E. F. Scott's eniphasis on tfie moral prsonality of Jesus. 

As notcd in Chaptcr 3, Mrinson wrote in a 1924 review that pcwtry expressed "the soul's intuitive 

perception of values and realities which mcre scientilïç and utilitarian analysis ignores and omits," and 

aimed ai a higher intcrpretrition and reconstruction of rxpcr ien~e .~~ '  This Arnoldian view of the 

humanitiès as tcaçhing moral tradition and spirituai values was also evident in Manson's neo-Kantian 

emphasis on the pèrsonality of Jesus in the tirst issue of the CJRT. Manson Miticized both Harnack's 

"liberal" intcrprctation of Jesus as merely a teacher of thc fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of 

man, and Schweitzer's "cschatologicai" vicw of a lacuna betwcen Jesus' Masianic "illusions" and the 

15'William Manson. "rcvicw of 'The Sou1 of Modem Poetry.' by R. H. Stmchan." CJRT, 1. no. 2 (March-April 
1924). 174-75. 
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early church's clairn to the nsen Christ. Like Dow and Line, Manson argued that the moral 

personality of Jesus not only revealed a divine ethic, but also justified Jesus' daim to be the Messiah 

and risen ~ord.l'* In turn. the early church's witness was the product of its revolutionary experience 

of Jesus' personaiility and his continucd living prescnce in the early church. 

Though similar to Roberts, Dow. and Line, however. Manson would take these emphases on 

the risen Christ and Christ's witness to himscl f in new directions. His ernerging Chnstocentrisrn was 

evident in his increasingly sharp distinction, after 1924. between the claims of Christ and the "values" 

of western humanism. In a series of comments in the CJRT on Jesus' preaching of the Kingdom of 

God, Manson noted that Jcsus had called h r  rcpèntancc and for identitication with him in "immediate 

spiritual ccimniunion."" Htrc Manson bcgan tu challenge ihe Arnoldian view of the humanities 

with the radical uniqucncss of Jesus, arguing that the spiritual signitjcance of Jesus could not be 

comprehcnded in particular human thmrits. Like James Denney, Manson had begun to suggest îhat 

Christianity was fundamcntal~y problematic to the modern mind of science. idealism. and historicism, 

and that God's revelation unie at his initiative tiom outside of humans. by way of a unique Christ, 

Scripture. and the Spirit. The tàct of Christ, as Dcnney had put it, was more than history: it w;ts the 

eternal in the prcscnt.'" What the Scrmon on thc Mount called for. then. according to Manson, was 

not Arnold's "swt.ctncss and light" of gcncral culture. but "sdtness and light." meaning a spirit of self- 

sacrificing service and fidelity io the revraled truths of God."' In a sharp break from nineteenth- 

and Christianity in tension with the anthropentric 

Rcmoved," CJRT, 1. no. 1 (January-February. 1924), 16-22. 

ccntury idealism, Manson thus set Christ 
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humanism of Arnold's synthesis. 

Manson's subsequent work would help to initiate the twentieth-century "Biblical Theology" 

movement and its use of historicai inquiry for developing a renewal of positive Biblical docuine.ls6 

in his 1925 inaugurai ilecture series at New College in Edinburgh, he insisted that genuine insight into 

the New Testament must begin with determination to "give its text a ~hance . " '~  Again like Denney. 

he assurned the vaiidity of historical criticism, but rejected the interpretations of comparative religion 

and psychology which, Iike Ernst Troeltsch's principle of andogy from contemporary experience. 

arbitrarily rejccted the uniqueness of Christ and gave al1 forms of consciousness an identical, but 

naturalized value. The a priori decision ro dcny the unique clairns about Christ was, Manson declared, 

"not a science of reality. but sheer nihi~ism."~" 

Manson's point of departurc fmm the living Chnst and the Biblical text contrasted sharply 

with the insisrencc of Robtms, Dow, and Line of bcginning with the cri tical scienti fic method and their 

appeai to the analo.ch entis tu providc ri bridge between hunimity and God. Accorcling to Manson, 

it was not first the criticai method. but only "the Christian minci." forged in the interaction between 

the spirit-guided church and the Biblicai canon in which it found Christ. that had "the sole proper 

access to the New Te~tament."'~~ Though he insistcd on the necessity of the historical Christ and 

the value of histcirical criticism, Mmson even more than Roberts and his colleagues began frorn the 

position that Cluist could only be understood tiom within the faith, or niore properly from the living 

Christ which directcd the church to hcar the word of God in Scripture. Historicai criticism of the 

- - - -- - - - - 
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Bible, thcrefore. niust proceed by recognizing the "peculiar sanctity" with whjch the historic church 

had invcsted the Bible.lW And theology must brgin wiih taking the Bible as the "just nom of 

Christian truth" because it w u  here that the Church, infuscd with the living Christ, had always found 

"the redeeming love of God." 

Thus Manson attempted to start his theology from the living Christ of the church, later 

describcd as the Christ of the "kerygrna." who could only be known t'rom within the faith given by 

Christ's spirit. Manson was moving to a position that Kart Barth would later make famous as "church 

dogmatics." For Manson, this recovcry of Augustine's crtldo ut inttAlieuni meant that the unique and 

transcendent living Christ, ramer than the critical nièthod and the imnianent spirit, was the premise 

of Christian theology. In that case, as Denney had argucd, the authority of the Bible lay not in its 

words or historical fonns as such, but in rhe Word of God which cornes through the testimony of 

Bible and authcnticates itself to the believcr's own consciousness by the inward witness of the 

Spirit.'" 

Finally, Manson also tollowcd Dt-nncy in breaking frmi the liberal, idealist view of Jesus as 

mcrcly a moral rcvclation. Denncy argued thlit the resurrected and living Christ was the actual object 

of faith for Christilinity. and that the atonement was the distinguishing feature of ~hristianity. '~~ 

In a return to a niore traditional vicw of atoncnient. Denney argued that the atoncment chailenged al1 

liberal clainis to natural mcrit that neglccted the radical impact of sin on man's constitutional status 

as God's image hcarcrs. for in the aionemcnt God aciudly bore the cost of redemption hirnself. For 

- - - 
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Demey. ultirnate reality was to be found in the s a c e  of God's sin-karing, sacrificial love in 

Sirnilarly. Manson argued that the early church's apocalypticism and Paul's doctrines of 

sin and justification were expressions of the fact that "'Christ died for our sins according to the 

scriptures.'"'& Paul's trachings were not a redirection, but "the central. summit wave of the 

movement." for they began with the central "datum" of primitive Christian experience, the Cross of 

Christ.16s And the Cross was not only a moral symbol of suffering love. but the unique work of 

a supernatural Christ. and thus the unique in-brcaking of the purpose of a transcendent God into the 

world that linked the persona1 Jesus to the nsen Christ and the infusion of ri new, transforming power 

of the Kingdom of God. lesus was therefore not just the historical origin. but the "etemai centre" of 

Christianity.lM As he addrd in a hotnote. "by history we transccnd history." for the historical Jesus 

was alsv the transcendent. living Christ. 

By 1925, thèn, Manson was moving beyond a neo-Kantian apologetic based on human values 

and an immanent, evolutionary spirit. In thc light of the Biblicai and historic church's witness to the 

living Christ, and the reality of human sin, that optimistic apology had become impossible. In iis 

place he suggcsrcd thc rediscovery of the " world-displacing, world-renewing Kingdom of God. for 

which apoçalyptists l««l<cd."'" Whilr Robsns and Dow usrd similar language. the Kingdom in 

Manson's view wris not an emcrgent irruption. but arrived as a radicaliy transcendent word and spirit 

of God which stmck at thc hems of believcrs. Though not yct iniluenced directly by Karl Barth, 

163 Marshall. "James Dcrincy." 2 19. 

LMWi~liam Manson. "New Tesmcnt Criticism in Rciatiori to h Christian Rcligion. II," The Expsitory Times, 
38 (1925- 1926). 23 1 .  

'65Manson. "Ncw Testrunent Criticisrn in Rclaticin ta the Cliristirin Religion, 11," 232. 
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Manson was moving almg siniilar paths to what one author has described as Barth's view of the 

"triumph of grace" in the exclusive work of a transcendent God.16* 

When Manson left Canada in 1925. his mantle of advocating Denney's views was taken up 

by Walter Bryden. By the time that he began to teach part-time at Knox, Walter Bryden had rejected 

both the kincctonian cvnservatism of Knox College principal William McLaren. and the neo-Kantian 

persona1 idedism of T. B. Kilpatrick in Pastoral Theology. J. E. McFadyen in Old Testament and H. 

A. A. Kennedy in Ncw ~ e s t a m c n t . ' ~ ~  During his srudies at the Frce Church's Glasgow College 

from 1907 to 1908. he had corne under the intluenct: of Scottish tht.ologi;uis like T. M. Lindsay, then 

principal of Glasgow College, and James Denney. As John Vissers notes, Lindsay regarded the 

emphases of Benjamin Wufield and J. Grescham Machen on Biblical Iiteralisni. infallibiiity, and an 

obscure original autograph, as an untenable and rationalistic scholasticism that contrasted with the 

actual Rcfornird distinction bct wwn the Word and writien Scripture. 17' Lindsry 's assertion of this 

distinction and his conccrn to reclaim the Refornicd tradition, bath of which would be central themes 

for Bryden. suggesttxi a way to dïirrn both a moderate Biblical criticism and the primacy of the 

authority of the living Word of God. 

Evcn niorti inipcmant tor Bryden w u  Janies Dcnney, whoni Brydcn described in 1933 as "the 

prince of Scot iish ihe«~«~ians ." '~ '  ücnnc y. acc«rding i o  Brydcn. h d  challrngrd the attempt of 

libcrals to make God niwt the requirtlments of nitin through thcir qucstioning of the incarnation and 

atonement. Denncy's insistence on a niodem. but positive cvangrlical understanding of 

'&G. C. B~rkhouwclr. The Tiiurnvh of Gncc in tlic Theolopv of Karl B;irth (Grand Rapids: Eenlmans, 

'@Visscrs. 47-9. 

"%ssers, 5 1-3. 

"'W. W. Brydcn. The Significmcc of the Westminster Confession of Faith (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1943), 27. 
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transcendent grace which entered experience in the living Christ. and his insistence on the radical 

distinctiveness of the gospel, reverberated throughout Bryden's understanding of his own ministry. 

His developmcnt, during his pastorate, of what he regardtld as the inward and direct experience of an 

inbrcaking God in conuast to cultural fonns rtlflected Demey's claims to the uniqueness and 

irnmediacy of a living Christ and a distinct transcendent ~od . " '  Sirnilarly. Bryden's collection of 

sermons, undcr the title Sepiirateci Unto the Gospel, emphasized preaching a cornpletely unique and 

living Word to a faithful remnant people of God. As James Sniart suggested in his introduction to 

that collection, Brydcn's work was that of an evangelist who sought the recovery of classic Calvinist 

doctrines cnnccrning sin and redemption as p m  of his emphasis on rcliance Lin the word of God 

a~one . "~  

Bryden's early work exanuned here. however. displays the ambiguities of his turn from neo- 

Kantian personalisni to a modern Christocentric evangctlicalism. His first major publication, The Spirit 

of Jesus in St. Paul ( 1925). offèred a rnysticai evangelicaiism that identificd Chrisuanity exclusively 

with the expericnce of the living Christ distinguishcd froni al1 "naturai" realities. His main argument 

was that the ripstle Paul's witncss was continuous with thrit of the earliest church. and that the root 

of that wiuiess was Paul's actual expcriencc of the riscn Christ. The prefatory comnwnts of Bryden's 

two main sponsors, however, indicate the ambiguity of his argument. In his forward, J. E. McFadyen, 

a leading nco-Kantian idcdist who in 1925 moved from Knox College to the United Free Church 

College in Glasyw.  dcscribed Bryden's work as a study of the inward sou1 and religious experience 

of Paul as his  diaracter wiis "mciulded and contrcillcd by the spirit of s es us."^'^ Manson's 

- - - - - - - - 

'"Brydcn, "The Triunph of Realiiy," 13 1. 
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introduction. meanwhilz, welcomd Bryden's challenge to the nineteenth century search for the 

historical Jesus and his argument mat Paul's theology was not a redirection. but rather was continuous 

with historicai Christianity and rootrd in his experience of the spirit of Chri~t.' '~ Together. these 

comments indicate Bryden's süuggle to move beyond the introspection and anthropocentrism of n a -  

Kantian apologetics to daim the transcendent origin of the spirit of Jesus. 

Throughout his 1925 work, Bryden distinguished his mystical evangelicalism fmm both 

Princetonian fundamentalism and modemism. Fundment alists, he w m e d ,  pIaced their hope in the 

extemai letter of the gospel and in cenain crceds as thc test of faith. rather than in the substance of 

the new lifc of ihr He was niost cricical, huwttvrr. of the modrrnist and idealist 

assumptions of what he cailed liberai evangelicalism. In conuast to John Line's treatment of the 

nature of inspiration. Bryden repudiatcd the idealist tradition which depicted the spirit of Jesus in 

tcrms of "certain ethical and spiritual qudities of the mind and soul" of   es us.'^ The common 

liberal view, he ugued. detined Jesus rncrely in terms of the highest of human values. thereby 

subjecting God ro nian and identifying the divine spirit with somelhing in the w ~ r l d . ~ ' ~  In c o n m t  

to both fundamentalism and libcral modernism, Bryden bcgan with the imrnediate reality of Christ, 

arguing that Paul and thc earIy church expericnced in faith the immediate "strange Presence" of the 

Spirit of the risen Cluist. which in rurn initiatcd a truly ncw lire in the bclie~er."~ 

Central to his critique of iùndanicntalisni and niodcrnisni was Bryden's insistence, as  he would 

I7'w. Manson. "Inuductory Note," W. W. Bryden. The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul (London: James Ciarke & 
Co, 1923, 5. 
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indicate in a 1929 article titled "the Triumph of Redity." on the ontic reality of the unique spirit of 

Christ. and bus the God who came to hurnanity in C h r i ~ t . ' ~  Though he later would become more 

criticd of mysticisrn, Bryden argued in 1925 that Christirinity was "t& religion of the Spirit," and as 

such it must be both radicdly mystical and thoroughiy reali~tic."~ In broad terms, Bryden's 

mystical realism challenged the self-sufficiency of the "naniraI1' world. Critical science. he claimed. 

could ncither "explain" the universe nor offer a soIution to its sin That solution carne only fiom 

beyond in the rcvclation of a transcendent Christ and his Incarnation. death. and resurrection in the 

soul. The entry of Grid's own spirit into the world constitutcd a new reality. -- "a violation of ail the 

laws of naturd devclopment. and a contradiction to al1 urdinary sense."l" And its presence in the 

soul illumined consciousness to the reality of God. torgivencss, and tiettdom from the "severe bondage 

of eilher traditionnl or external g~idance.""~ The Spirit of God and its fift of freedom. therefore. 

should bt: the niosr iiiiprtant factor in a "realistic world." 

Fur Brydcn. thcrcfore. F~ilh was an imniediatc. intcrnal. and free spiritual experience of a 

divine othcr. Faith came not "Sroni objective denmnstrations of spiritual bdicfs nor from the lead of 

subjective idcalism." nor was it to be prucurcid froni the "busy-ncss of Church life."'" Though 

matters of doctrine and nioral conduct clearly were important, indwd were inseparable from faith, they 

werc subordinatc to thc living spirit and the ncw cornniunion with God brought be the spirit's presence 

in the sou1 t« makc Gud's will one's own Irce will."' lusiitication by hith thcrefort: meant simply 

'80Brydcn. "The Triumph of Rcality." 132. 

"'Bryden. 1 2Oû. 
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the expenential conviction that in the Cross "we disçover ourselves in fellowship with what God 

Himself is. and we becorne empowered with His p~wil r .""~ 

Bryden's rn ystical realism included a distinction k t  w t m  spirit and extemal phenornena that 

seemed similar to that suggested by Roberts, Dow, and Line. Like them, Bryden attempted to move 

beyond the lirnits of what he considered to be mere historical criticism. To be sure. he professai the 

"highest respect" for modern science: in discoveries like that of evolution, modem science reveded 

the exacting and dynamic laws of the matcrial world, and it had gained considerable understanding 

of the moral and spiritual history of huniu~ity."~ On cinc side. thcn. Bryden's mysticai realism 

proceeded h m  ri criticai perspective on hunian lifc. and hc assurned thrit the Spirit of J a u s  must be 

a "fact" of experirnce."' But faith wici not simply a niawr of intellectually acccpting an historicai 

Jesus, nor was thtfrc any indication of celebration of Jcsus' moral qualities or a niorai programme in 

the New Te~tarncnt."~ Without disniissing the " faci" of  Jesus. Bryden argued that historical critical 

methods could not disclosc the rcril Fith and living Christ within Christians. for the significance of 

Jesus could only hri grüsped by the inhxnal "point of contact" esiablished by the spirit in faith.lw 

As Bryden put it. recognition of the "fact" of the Incarnation. dcath. and rcsurrection of Christ "will 

produce conditions of mind and sou1 which in thernselvès arc the essence of true faith, conditions to 

which God seenis to rcspond. The fact itsclf wiIl unfold in its richcr elcmcnts to the enquiring 

sinccrity of our  spirit^."'^' Thus thc 1~st0t-i~' h c t  of JCSUS lead on to something greater in the 

-- - - 

IM~ryrlt.n. The Spirit of Jcsus in St. Rtul. 75. 
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restoration of personal communion between God and humans through the spirit. 

Though similar to those of Roberts, Dow. and E. F. Scott, Bryden's efforts to reach beyond 

the historical tact of Jesus to a "more than" eruthly Jesus stretched the distinction between spiritual 

and historical-structural redity. He stated this most shrirply in his rejection of idealist claims to divine 

immanence and the analoeia entis, and his insistence on distinguishing the spirit of Jesus from al1 

rnerely human avenues to God. Acçording to Bryden, there could be no c o ~ e c t i o n  of Christianity 

with other world religions, nor with human values. for God did not enuust tme religion to be 

"manufacturcd" by man.''' The distinctivenrss of the spirit meant that it was even "hidden." as 

Martin Luther had suggcstcd. in Christians wliri, like thc New Testanicnt Corinthians, were far from 

pedecf and yct who wcrc united in Christ with the c h ~ r c h . ' ~ ~  Rith's experience of the spirit of 

Christ was solely the work of God intruding upon hurnanity frorn without. Thcrefore the life of the 

spirit was sui ceneris, known oniy as it was recognized by faith, and its impact brought a 

revolutionüry transfi~rrnstion of human nature. Quoting Wilhelm H e m m n ' s  Communion With God, 

ht: describcd the Christian lik as a paradox: in the pnlcess of transformation by the spirit. God "slays 

US, yct nirikes us aliv~[.]"~" 

In asscning the uniqueness and hiddcn-ncss of Christ. Bryden also rejected the neo-Kantian 

version of the analopia entis that Roberts, Dow. and Line had clainicd as the prernise of thcir recovery 

of spiritual reality. "While it is a most encouraging tmth," Bryden wrote. 

to know that man is made in the image of God. it is proving nothing less than 
paralysis tu our whole religious lift: to infer our conception of the character of God 
froni evcn tlic highcst traits of character 10 be discovered in man. Al1 rnerely 
intellcctual or inkrential scarcli aïtcr God inevitably tends to anthropomorphisni on 
the one hand, or. if scicntilic, to a kind of pantheism on the other; and there would 
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seem but one way of escaping such fallacious conceptions of God: there must be 
possible a spiritual achievement of the sou1 of man over and independent of, its purely 
psychical self. by which it wins direct access to the very Spirit of God and thereby 
knows ~ i r n . ' ~ '  

Thus Bryden attempted to repudiate clairns to the likeness of humans to God or any inherent 

continuity betwecn human psyche and spirituai reality. 

Bryden's challenge to the principles of divine inimanence and the analcr~ia entis suggested a 

location of Augustine's antithesis that cut between humrtnity and the transcendent reality of God. 

Both modernism and the various fcirms of fundarnentalism, according to Bryden, mistakenly identified 

"spirit" with an ontic substance in the world, paxticularly in the essence of human nature, Ieaving in 

question whether Christianity was "spiritual or niatcr ia~." '~~ Instcad of this ontological dualisrn 

within èxFrience, Brydcn proposed to interpret the antithesis in ri way thrit emphasized a moral 

distinction betwecn a transcendent divine spirit and al1 liik that reniaincd untransformed by that spirit: 

'Spiritual life' for Paul apparcntly mcant al1 life or any aspect of it as touched and 
transforrned by the Spirit of God; whcreas that of the fiesh included al1 Iife, the 
physical passions and excuses, of course. but also mental life and mord idealism and 
achievement. even religion. not so touched and transformai. It may be claimed 
without apology that this Pauline distinction h;is still force in m e  Christian 
expr.riencz.lv7 

From this dis~inction. Brydcn wcnt on to suggcst that the mots ot'christianity could not be immanent, 

for thcy lay not in stinicthing "purcly organic with Iife and its movemcnts," but with something 

inscrutably and crc;itivt!ly new fion1 a transccndcnt source entirely beycind the world. 

Despite his cniphasis on the otherntxs of Christ. Brydcn ncvcrthekss interpreted the classic 

doçtrincs of Christianity in what hi= calted "expcrirnentai" and "psychological" terrns. While cailing 

for a recovcry of the traditional recognition of sin, repcntance. and rcconciliation with God, he 
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interpreted these as "phases of soul-life." that function psychologically rather than theologi~ally.'~~ 

Paul's theology of the atonement. for example, had rejected an "earthiy" interpretation of Christ's 

death as a requirernent for the satisfaction of God's Iaw. In contrast to Roberts and his colleagues, 

Bryden gave relatively little emphasis to the historicai Incarnation and Cross. Although he affirmed 

the Incarnation as an event that enabled the worid to "see God in tcrms of supremely tnte human 

personality," he  argued hüt the mere historic facts of Christ's life, death and resurrection, "do not 

reveal their full significances as mere historic facts; but thcy become ssentially spiritual processes 

which function in nian's sal~ation." '~ For Paul, the rnraning of the Cross surpassed historic fact 

and "bccame instead of a Iustorical conception, altogether a spiritual, mystically realized. and living 

reality."'w' 

Thus Brydtln gave priority to ttic living, active Christ who suprseded the historical Jesus, and 

who was the instrument in the "spiritual procases" of imrnedatr personal communion with God."' 

Though a revclation in history was nccessary, he concludcd. Christianity dso required a "recuning 

revelation in cvcry individuai soul. if that sciul is to know truth --  GO^."'^ Thus the "real" 

signifrcance of Christ wrrs not his "carîhly" lire and dearh undcr the law, but his role in the ""spiritual 

proccsscs" by which nian bccanie conscious of God's judgenicnt agriinst his sin and the release of new 

creative sources of lik that gave liberty ïroni the law.'"' 

As an interna1 reality. Bryden dso idcntified the spirit with freedorn in contrast to law. Since 
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faith was knowlcdgt: born out of a love for God thrit was stirred by the spirit. the life of the spirit was 

charactenzed by an erhic of self-sacrifiçing As the work of the spini. this ethic included 

liberty, for by its very nature it was "ethical" and thereby "tit~" insofar as it lived under the guidance 

of spirit rather thm Mosaic law.'" The freedom brought by faith. then. included both freedom from 

the "power of the law" to condemn man for sin, but aIso freedom from the tlxternal authority of 

1aw.'06 

Bryden's psychological mysticism atternptcd to translate the nm-Kantian dualism of spirit and 

matter into a s h q r  distinction betwecn a transcendent God and sinful humans. and to invert the 

paradox betwccn trmscendence and inim;incnçt: suggestcd by Roberts, for whle Roberts took his 

departuri: from the sidt: of immanence, Bryden claimed the side of transcendent initiative. But while 

defining the antithesis as a nioral struggle betwecn divine graçe and unregenerate life. he nevertheless 

retained the neo-Krintim and Platonic cmtological catc'gories that interpreted God and divine grace with 

a radically othcr spirit. while identifying historiçal-natural structures with sin. Consequently, he 

sought to chailenge any c l a h  that structures might m a t e  the conditions of faith and the Kingdom, 

for faith was hndamentally. as Augustine had described it. a rnatter of the inner moral self responding 

to God in the love given by God hirnse~f.'~' It  is no surprise. then. that in 1929 he would welcome 

Karl Barth's description of Cod's coniplctt: cithcrness and sovercign will as "tlit: hcart and sou1 of 

Calvinisn~."~"~ 

Dcspitc his challcngc to liberal n~cxkrnisrn. howcver. Brydcn's "psychological" approach 
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reflccted his own coniniitnient to r~onciling his assertion of a umscen&nt spirit with the demands 

of critical. rxperiential knowledge. He did so by locating thc experience of God's spint particularly 

in ihe human psyche. In his 1929 address tu graduahg divinity students. he urged that the preacher 

must have a "mental1' gospel, meaning that the preacher niust not preach rnereIy accepted. extemal 

legalisrn or dogma. but must come to his own &cisiors about the gospel freely, "with ourselves before 

God."'OY "True beliefs." he declared "are the issues of one's wholr being as wrought upon by 

circumsrance and God.""' The truth of the gospel came only in the process of the expetiences of 

life. And the f'irst step in the discIosure of truc rcligion was the experietncc of "awe." as Rudolf Otto 

called it in his Idca of the ffoiy, that xose frum the recognition that there is something in Jesus Christ 

which eludes us and haunts us as the "ultimarely real.""' Though the primacy of this experience 

did not require ahandoning the judgements of the historic church. he told the prospective preachers, 

the gosprll niust bc: "yuur own" in rhe sense that "it must becorne tmth to you as if God spake i t  in 

your seul.""' 

Notably. Dryden hailcd Friedrich Schlcicrmaçh~.r as "the t'rithcr of modern theoiogy." and 

likcncd him lo John Calvin in the sense that his definition «f religion as "creaturely feeling for the 

Infinitc" had thc sanie ruots ÿs Calvin's "fccling of insigniiicance before the glory and sovereignty 

of G0&lm Though Dryden later would beccinie far marc critical of the anthropocenuic and 

romantic cvangt!Iic;tlisni that Schleiemacher synibolizèd, his refcrencc to Schleiermacher in the 1920's 

denionstrates that his own altenipt to recover the uansccndcnt reality was undertaken tiom a " p s t -  
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criticai" perspclctive. 

Bryden conceded that the question of how vital knowledge of God was gained. or how this 

experience of Christ was mediateci "within the soui." was the most difficult problem of Christian 

experience."" Here again was the problem of how modem man. fmm the assumptions of critical 

method and historical self-consciousness, could claim a rcvetation from a God who was distinct and 

transcendent tiom the world, Though he would continue to seek a solution through the 1930's. his 

ramer pragmatic answer i n  1925 was that, though an inipcneuable mystery, the psychological 

experience of the eternai spirit was incornparably greatcr than the value of the histonc Jesus. Behind 

this pragniatic answcr, Bryden assumed a Christian existentialisni that he ascribed to the apostle Paul. 

Paul, he claimecl. was both a mystic and a realist. for he acccpted himsclf and the realities of world 

of affairs and human nature, including hunirin inti-rcsts and sin. but he aIso held a "pure Mysticisrn" 

which rccognizcd thc rcliliiy of G»d and direct communion with God through the spirit."' 

Brydcn r hus assurried and juxtaposed two di fferent rt'alitics, narnel y the "mechanical" world 

of naturc govcrncd by Law, and thc ultimatt: rcality of a uansct.ndent, free, and sovereign spirit of God. 

Though i t  worlccd intcrnally. spiritual reality broke in upon individuais "along the road of life" to 

revoluticinizr tlicir ~ives.'~"~ht! experiençc of spintual rraliiy in the sou1 was not separate from 

hurnan intcllcctual. eniotional. or nioral l i k .  for thesc were the ways in which humans functioned, as 

well as exprcsscd thcir dccpcst expcriences.'" And c«nvcrsely. thc cxpcriences of life conditioned 

people to open-ncss to the spirit. for it t w k  a11 of lik. including its sorrows and its joys, to "make a 
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message of Gad trur.""' In pcvticular, it was p c m  and oppressed people who were more likely to 

experience this grace. As Fyodor Dostoevsky's The Brothers Karamazov suggested. according to 

Bryden, the trageclies of life should be accepted as among God's "kindliest gifis," for it is to these that 

the transforming spirit of God responds. The circumstancts of life, even its tragedies, were part of 

the process of revelation that enabled believers to acknowlcdge God's righteous judgements. 

The entry of thc divine spirit into the expcrience of the soul, then. revolutionizd the whole 

human character to a new ethic of free, suffering love. Though seçmingly an "uneartNyW and 

impracticable ethic. it wris for Iesus and the apostlcs the "numal" consciousness of righte~usness.''~ 

The Christian Iile was a radical contradiction to the natural nian and life under Iaw. for it demanded 

the surrendcr not merdy of Iife, but of one's own Ego to the ruling motive of the spirit. Taking 

Jesus' tcmptations as symbolic eliminaticin of the rncrely naturd Iifc, Dryden argued that even the 

highcsr ideals and achicvtrments of the hunian "spirit" wcre anti-theiical to the spirit of God.'" 

Faith and self-sacrilice wcrc identical, for self-saçriticè was lirst of al1 self-abandonment to the 

adventure of the way of Jesus. Hencc thé life of thc spirit brought victory and transcendence over 

oncsclf and the achievcnitxt of a highcr life which was charactcrized by frecdorn from the law and 

a life mouldcd hy Christ."' 

IV. The Spirit and the World 

Despite their signitïcant difkrenccs, Bryden's niystiçal existéntialism and the spirituai vitalism of 

Roberts, Dow. and Line each culminatcd in a dynamic but also ambiguous tension between God's 

"'Bryd~n, The Spirit of Jcsus in St. Paul. 252. 

2'9~rydcn. The Spiri[ of  Jesus in St. kiul .  21 1. 

'qrydcn, The Spirit of  Jesus in St. Paul. 2 13. 21 7-18. 

"'Bryden, The Spirit o f  Jesus in S t. Riul, 179, 2 15. 
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Kingdom and the historicril-structural world. In contrast to Augustine's otherworldly destiny for the 

City of God, both interpretations expected the Kingdom to corne to earth in an revolutionary 

eschatoIogicai spiritual order. But with their Augustinian distinction between two ordcrs of history, 

both sharply repudiated any anempts to bring the Kingdom through legislation or strucnired 

techniques. insisting instead on the free working of the spirit. Thus their visions of the antithesis lead 

them bath to thoroughly critique the Church's entanglement with western culture. and to rninimize the 

significancc: of structural change in the "mechrinicaiil" secular order in favour of the free work of the 

spirit, Hcre the subtlc differcnces betwctm thcir views becanie apparent, for while Bryden identified 

that spirit with thc exclusive intrusion of the spirit of Christ which called for the entire surrender of 

the "natural" self. Roberts and his colleagucs idcntifid that spirit with the realization of the highest 

human values. and accordingly callcd for niore extensive human moral striving. 

Their dcpanurc from Augustine's othcrworldly eschritology was rnost explicit in Roberts' 

revision of Augustine. Augustine's "neo-Platonisni," according to Roberts. had removed the exercise 

of grace from the world, and had failed to clcarly dcfinc the relation of the heavenly community to 

its life on exth.'** Sincc i t  involved hunian life. the City of God could not consistently be a "world- 

fleeing communion of saints." But on the cither hand. the Iife of the communion of saints on earth 

needcd to he distinguishcd more sharply Iioni its cntanglement in institutionai powers and machinery 

likc those of thc strttc and thc organizcd church. since sudi institutional cirganization belonged to the 

earthly city. 

Roberts* çonments included several inipurtant thcnies. but i t  iirst of al1 rejectcd Augustine's 

portrayai of the Church as a "pilgrim" community passing through the earth on its way to an 

othenvorldly etcrniiy, in hvour of3  Church and Kingdoni whosi: task and destiny was within history. 

The coming of Christ. acccirdinç to Kobcrts. markcd the cntry or the "Kingdom of Grace" into the 

=~oberts, The New Man aiid Lhc Divine Societv, 110. 
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wor~d.*'~ The Incarnation. Dow also aryed .  m e u t  that God had not abandoned the world. but 

rather had turned to "face Jenisalem and die," thereby entcring into the battle against sin in the 

~ o r l d . ' ' ~  The "second law" of the Kingdom of God. after the first of finding God the Father. was 

therefore not to abandon the world or to expect some niiraculous escape, but "to have faith in the 

power of the spiritual in man. to reverence the nature that he shares with God and exercise it to the 

fuilest stret~h."~" The Kingdom of Cod was not a future consummation. nor was it to tu: reaiized 

through some "premature heaven" of escape fiom the world. Like Bryden's view of spiritual reaiity 

breaking in upcm individuais "dong the road of life." Dow argued that Jesus met humans. not "on the 

clouds of herivcn," but m i d  the sorrows of life, and it was hue that the reaiity of the spirit of 

suffering love was to have its impact agriinst the world."" 

For Dow and Roberis. as wcll ris Bryden. the rintirhesis was a conflict that entered into the 

historical process. The Kingdom of God was a revoluticmry spiritual order of freedom and love set 

in tension agriinst the worid of law and force in c»ntempor;iry western civi~ization.~" As Dow put 

it, the enuy of the Kingdom in thc Incarnation was the bqinning of a "çonfiagration," or  a "moral 

wart'arc." ln his indictnient of thc tcniple money-chmgers, J u u s  had called for the abolition of the 

"wholc of thc old ordcr with its roiicnnrss and corrupti«n.""* Likcwise. against the worldliness of 

western civilization, Dow argucd in comnients on the ap~crilyptic books of Daniel and Revelation that 

the Kingdoni of Cod prsented the rnily "hum3n kingdom." insofar as it challenged a e  beastly 

3Robcrts. The Ncw Man and the Divinc S(~ictv. 82-87, 95.  

"JDow, "The P~aclicr 's Pngc: Thc Chris1 and ilie World Forces," 117. See dso Dow, Jesus and the Human 
Conflic[. 150. 

=Dow, lcsus and tiie 1-Iurnan Cotitliçr. 134. 

=~ohn Dow. "Thc Preachrr's k g c :  On the Ro:id." CJRT. Vol. 4. No. 3 (May-lune 1927). 264. 

=Roberts, The New Man and the Divine Swietv, 89-95. 

%W. Jesus and the Human Conflict, 274-75. 
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kingdonis of the world wirfi a kingdom which prttserved human interests in justice and pity to the 

oppre~sed."~ 

Bryden's intcrpretation of this conflict was less anthropoçenuic, but portrayed an even more 

radical conflict in which the Kingdom appeared as a spiritual tangent entering into the historicai order. 

The Kingdom, Bryden insisted, came not by human building, but as a "gift" of divine grace given in 

the now.'" The Kingdoni was first of al1 spiritual. and i t  cmic as the Spirit operated through faith 

and transformcd human character. As noted eulier, the radicai impact of that spirit meant not merely 

the affirmation of the "tnily human," but the "slaying" of natural hunianity while restoring humanity's 

me life. Nonctheless. Bryden expccted that the expcrienct: of spiritual reality would have an authentic 

impact on life, since it could not be separated from the intclleçtual, moral. economic, and political life 

in which hunians fùnction~d.'~' 

The dcfining fcrirurtl of the Kingdom of God. for Bryden as weil a.. for Roberts, Dow, and 

Line, was Christ's spirit of self-sacriticing and sufkring lovc. But their diftèrent views of God's 

grace lead to difircnt views of the significance of that spirit of love. For Bryden, the ethic of 

suffering love was essential. sinçe it was cinly froni the cxperiencc of God's sufiring love in the spirit 

of Christ that ninn wÿs reconcilcd to coniniuniun with God and the Kingdom achieved."' Roberts 

and Dow added a grcarér èniphasis on hunian nioral striving tl-iat ccmtrastcd with Bryden's ernphasis 

on exclusivt: divine initiative and the suf'lïcit.ncy of Ctuist. Forgivencss, they argued. could ody be 

expcricnccd by participaring in the divine spirit of forgivcncss, and so by taking up the burden of 

=John Dow. "The Prcachcr's Page: 'One Like the Son of Man.' and 'A Lamb as it had bccn Slain,"' CJRT, 
Vol. 4, No. 4 IJuly-Autusr 1927). 352. S e  also Dow, Jcsus and the Humcm Conflict. 265-66. 

?rydcn. The Spirit of  Jcsus in St. Paul, 00-06. 105. 
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conquering sin in the world?-' Devotion to the Kingdom of God. Dow addtd. meant participation 

in the Cross, for in an evil world the çhdlenge posed by the Kingdom would bring suffering to the 

f a i c ~ u l . ' ~  The way of the Cross must be endured by ail bdievers. but it also held the hope of 

overcoming suffcring. -- not merely by escape from suffering. but by serving God's purpose of divine 

Iove and mercy in the midst of suffering. Thus the cross was not once and for dl , - -  a "passing 

moment in God's econorny,"-- but the spirit of self-sacrifice which was to characterize the 

~ i n g d o r n . ~ ~ '  The Cross was thercfore the permanent n o m  of the Kingdom of God in the naturd 

world. 

As Roberts' critique OC Augustine suggcstai. thcsc intcrprctations of a revolutionary, spiritual 

Kingdom criticizcd the èntanglement of Christianity in thc historie institutions of "secular" western 

civilization. According to Dow, the early church's expectation of a second coming. the pst-Pauline 

Hellenistic intcrpretation of Christianity as a sacramental mysrery religion. and the Constantinim union 

of church and stritt: for the sake of worldly powcr, al1 conipromised the spirit with legal institutions 

or extemal fomis."" Early Christianity's use of Greck philosophy also compted the free. ethical 

Iifc of the spirit into rigid intcIlectual systenis of thcological tornis that entanglcd it in false scientific 

dognias. literalisni. and ~a~al isrn.~" Wcstcrn Christianity. according to Dow. was a ccintinuation of 

adultcrated Constantinian Christianity: "Christ has not becn King, but an d I y  of kings, useful on 

certain occasions. but discardcd at wi~l."'~' 

33~ohcns, The Rcnnscericr of Euth. 198-203. 

=Dow, Jesus and the Human Confiiçt. 277. 
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Roberts was especiaily critical of this entanglemcnt of Christianity in western institutions like 

the state. Since the Constantinian era. he argued, the necrssity of living in the temporal world and 

seeking to influence the life of the wvrld had lead the church naivcly to ally itself with the state and 

bonow its worldly methods of power. Instead of remaining a spiritual cornrnunity that might penetrate 

and vansfonn the world of power relations. Ihe church had in fact surrendered itself to the 

In subsequent centuriès, the church's pursuit of the "societas mrfecta" ironicaHy came to absorb and 

control the political powers of the earthiy city, leaMng the church itself a secular institution. Though 

the intent of the Mcdieval church h r  a socictzs xrt'ecta was right. ht: argued. its failure lay in its use 

of the mtlthods of p w e r  and war. "the final court of appeal wilhin the temporal realm." to achieve 

spirinial ends. "After all." he dcclared. "it is ntit pc~ssihlt: to serve Cod by the arts of Mars or the 

anifices of ~ a n i r n o n . " ' ~  Throughout history. in faci. the alliance of Christianity with the powers 

of thc statc and capitalist weaith had arrated the church's supcrnatural spirit and prophetic voice, 

lcading i t  to hypicriiical complicity in the status quo.'" 

Brydcn's cri t icisms alsu questioncd the niiddlc cltiss social identi ty of modern Protestantism. 

The church's foçus on yourh and the rcspcciribtt: classcs. hc claimcd, neglected "the outcast portion 

of hurnanity" who. by their circurnstances, wcre most in need of, and open to. the gospel of divine 

&race.''' In a later work. Dryden would argue that the church had becorne dependent on the middle 

classes who gain& their weaith from capitalist economic system that nnw was under q~estion."~ 

In fact. hc ugucd alrexiy in 1925, the church had denionsuated Little spititual intluence ovcr the 

3'Robcns, The New M a i  aiid the Divine Swictv. 102-106. 

" % o k r t ~  Thc Ncw M m  and Ihe Divine Swictv. 161. 

3'Roberts, The New Man and the Divine Society, 219-21: Dow. Jesus and the Humnn Conflict 223. 
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"respectable" middlci classes "whose habits have become fixeci," and who indicated Little vital interest 

in the church. but neverthcless displaced the life of the spirit with the poverty of institutional 

rnachinery. Consequently, the location of Christimity in the centre of the social srrata, Bryden 

concluded, tended to produce a "Judaized" Christianity in which "regulations, laws and conventions 

have b e n  the motive to right living rather than the Spirit which gave direction and impetus to the life 

of Paul."'& In the absence of spiritual vitality. modern Protestantism had shiftrd its focus to the 

rnethods, conventions, and replations of natural socicty. 

In contrasr tu its current nuddle clriss idcntity. Brydcn pleaded for a closer identity of 

Chnstianity with "the outcast of humanity." In part. he was conccrned that its identity with the middle 

classes hrid lost it the participation and intcrcst of the labourine clas~es."~ Furthermore. Bryden 

believed that the it was aniong the old, the Young. and the "outcast,"-- those who Lived with 

uncertainty.-- that the çornfort and h o p  of the gospel wiis niost re~eived."~ Later he would add 

that the spirit nioved mort: authcntically in thc hearts of such comnion folk who "by circumstances 

have litcrrill y bwn crmipcllcd t u  put th& trust in God," and thercfbrt: wcre forccd to "wait and pray." 

Their cxpcriencc of thc tragedy of l i k  gave rise tu a sinctire spiritual life that did not appear in 

" worldl y. prayerlcss nicn. 1''47 

Thcse criticisms involvcd more than a cal1 for social reforrn of western institutions, for it 

reaftïrmcd Augustine's idcntity of the Kingdoni of God with spiritua1 rcality over against the 

stmcturcd world. Whilc idcntifying i t  with "conirnon tiunirinity," the Kingdom of God was antithetical 

to forniai social structures. "Even rirnclioration ut' hunian pain and sorrow," Dow argued, "was 

2aBryden. The Spirit of Jesus in St. kiu l ,  251-52. 

"'Brydcn. Whv t Rcmslincd a hshyterian. 1 13- 11. 
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beginning at the wrong end," for such hopes appealed for a special release from suffering on human 

terrns and rehsed life on God's plan. Human effons to creatt: the uiumph of God by orgcinization, 

he warned, "are the instruments of Satan. Man wants to organize spirit, and that is beyond his powers. 

It is his superlative irnpicty. Who can box up the west wind or harvest a perfume into  barn^?"^ 

Such efforts were "the kingdom of man. not the Kingdom of God." The Messianic method according 

to Dow, offered no scheme or order for worldly transformation. no interest in politics or world order, 

and no attempt to work by institutions, externais, or force."9 

This rejcction of any effcms to açconiplish God's Kingdom by "worlciiy" institutions or 

prograrns wris rcitcratèd by Robcns. Kcdcniption. Roberts ürgued, was not a matter of changing 

opinions or nioral legislation. or of cnticing pople into church menibershi p. or constnicting its formai 

extemal governnwnt. The extensive programs of church growth. entertainment for public worship, 

and sociai service were, according to Robcns, "ploughing the sands" of Iùtility in their failure to 

extend a vital gospcl thar transformed ~ i v e s . ' ~  Robcns was rvcn more suspicious of the state, which 

he prtrayèd as an inherently unrcdecmable worldly institution that was to be surpassed by grace 

rathcr than restorcd to any God-givcn authority. It hrid cvolvcd out of tribai society as an association 

for powcr, and the pursuit of powcr reniained the fundamental charactcr even of democratic states, 

as was evident in the niodtirn western states* wu-time bchaviour and absolutist tendency in its all- 

encompassing rcgulation.'" Though he admittcd the nted for social institutions. and even for 

governnient authority. hc was w u y  of their infringemtlnt on frcedoni. and he regarded thèm as parts 

of mcrcly a "prwisiona1 and triinsitory stagc in the devclopnient of human society." to be put off in 

- - - - - - - 
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the procrss of social evolution to a society of cooperation.'" 

Bryden liktlwise offered little suppon for liberal Protestant projects l ike social reform and 

church union. Though he welcomed growing awxeness of the social and ethical implications of the 

gospel. he was suspicious of these efforts to atlract church rnember~hip.'~~ And in dismissing plans 

for church union, he suggested that Paul would have been unimpressed with the current fascination 

for "religio-political a d v e n i ~ r r s . " ~ ~  Such machinrry scsnicd a poor substitute for the more urgent 

priority of the knowledge of a transcendent God ruid the prsriching of the gospel, and they suggested 

to Bryden that modem Christianity had M c d  to discuwr the spiritual roots of religion in the human 

s o ~ l . ~ ~ ~  It was difficult. Bryden suggested, to kïnd the rcality of Christ at the centrr of the modem 

Christianity's eniphasis on progams for incrcasing rnembership and social reform, or its educational 

techniques. 

In contrast to such worldly nielhods. Robcns argued. the Church's fcwndation in the spirit of 

suffering love represented "a highetr type OC life and a consequent highcr mçthod of social 

~rganization."'~ As Dow put it. the smret to Vie Kingdoni wîi; "world-negation by the tnumph of 

die Spirit," and its method was "renewal by infection, redeniption by inspiration. salvation by 

r~bi r th ." '~~  And as Bryden argucd. since it was lead hy the spirit. the Kingdom l ik  of the spirit 

niust he an interna1 and lice etlUc rilthcr than a nlattcr of extcrnal law or iluth~rity.'~' 

'S'Roberts. The New Man and the Divine Swictv, 263-64. 
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These criticisms of the progressive evangelical agenda charactenzed in the United Church were 

parts of an attempt to recover the unîquely "spiritual" work of God in redemption. The battle of the 

antithesis W ~ S  first of dl a spirituai battir which as Dow put it. "cuts to the quick of cons~ience."~'~ 

Contrary to hurnan üttempts to prescnbe and impose man-made utopias by Iaw and force. the 

Kingdom of God was a mord reality achieved through the encounter of the individual conscience with 

the cross and God's still small voice.'* The Kingdom could only come by the internai revolution 

of repentance. spiritual renewal, and the acquisition of the mind and spirit of Christ. And this renewal 

mcant "spiritual autonomy." or liberation from law and rituai and the triumph of freedom of 

conscience and spiritual discernment."' The Kingdom of God was a spiritual dynamic that. set in 

the rnidst of lift: thrriugh faith. provided the powcr through whicli "lifr: transforrns i tse~f ." '~~ 

Bryden linked this Sreedom of thc spirit with cornniunity. The divine rthic of suffering love. 

hc suggcstcd. could be ducribed as "considcrateness," and was exprased in sincere "communion" that 

recognized one's cornniunai rcsponsibility and conccrn for the "infinite gain or loss" of every 

individual seul. Coniniunion. thereforr. was Ihr fniii of authcntic Chri~tianity.'~~ But while he 

expected "considcrrition" tu be cxprcsxd in al1 dinitrnsions of human lik. the vcry nature of that 

consideration and communiiy was emphatically quaiitïrd by f r~~don i .  Frcedoni in the spirit of Christ 

had suprseded the exiernril authority of God in the law? 

Despitc thcir criticisni of ihe historic western church. tliey nevcnhcless held that the the church 

3%ow. Jcsus and tiic 1 Iurnari Conllict, 274. 

'6 'Do~, Jesus and the Humaii Contlici. 106- 107. 1 14. 
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was the primary insuunient through which the spirituai Kingdom enterai and transforrned the world. 

Quoting the Church of England's Bishop Gore. Roberts dttscribed the church was "the projection and 

the prolongation of the Incarnation into hi~tory."~" As such. it was called to embody the Life of 

freedom in the "divine cornmonwealth" and to be the "redemptive community" cornmitted to suffenng 

love in the ~ o r l d . ' ~  As Roberts put it. the Church was to br a "colony of heaven" in the world: 

the church fulfills its own purpose in the measure in which it evokes its own quality 
of lifc -- the lifc of the spirit -- and its own social ten1pt.r in the secular society which 
lies about it. It was to fülfil its mission by its preaching, its teaching and the witness 
of its own inner life and behrivior. It was the strategy of 'peaceful penetration.' It 
was na part of its program to capture the political machinery of the Empire and to use 
it for its own ends; it was rathrir to kindle thc Iik of thc spint in the people of the 
Empire. so that the Empire itself might become a Kingdorn of Heaven, and its 
machinery consecrated to the ends of that Kingdorn. In the event. the Church would 
become the Empire and the Empire the Church; and both the Empire and the Church 
would be fused and resolved into a new socicty which would be hoth Empire and 
Church and yct neithcr?' 

By exercising its spiritual powcr through shaping opinion and hearts. the Church was to "teach the 

world the meaning and practicè of love." and thcrcby "brins the wholc of life under the rule of 

God. "268 

This vision of the Church's place in the worId. and of its spiritual methods. culrninated in a 

renewed eniphasis on prcaching as the priniary mcthad of thé Cliurch's agency for the Kingdorn of 

God. In Brydcn's case. prcxhing the gospci and thc ethic of lave were closely related: given the 

pnniacy of the spirit and the quality of kedoni. God's Kingdom was t» br communicaied primuily 

by preaching the gospel of grace. ciut of "consideration" for hunimity's priniary need of real 

-- 
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knowledgr of Gad? Herice, the central task of ht: church, according to Bry&n, was 

"communicating living knowltdge of Cod -- the very spirit and nature of God -- to other human souls" 

through preaching of the Prcaching best communicated the living spirit because it was 

ultimately the work of God hirnself. Bryden urged that preaching should consist of the simple, direct 

proclamation of the meaning of "Christ cmcified" that arose out of one's own inner conviction. and 

brought othcrs to encounter the transcendent reality of God and the conviction of faith."' For this. 

the rnost vitai eltinicnt in prcaching was neither church ducationai techniques and progranis nor 

critical scholarship, but the preachcr's own Christian çharacter. his recognition of his own inadequacy, 

and his own expcrknce of God. Undcrtakttn in such a nianncr, preaching served the work of faith 

that was "God's and not ours."'72 Thus. the preaching ministry of the church. he wrote in a parnphiet 

published hy the Resbytcrian General Assembly, "is not the crcation of rncn nor w e n  of the Church. 

but is the creation of Jesus ~hr i s t . " "~  And it was the prcaching of the gospcl, in turn. that served 

to "pave the way" for the Kingdom of  cic ci.'" 1ndcr.d. truc preaching epitomizrd the Kingdom. 

insofar as it fursciok the spirit of the world and hunian nature itself. and entmsted onfieIf to the new 

spirit of s es us.''' 

While Bryden s t~ rned  to consider prcaching of the g u s p l  to bc sufficicnt for unleashing the 

Kin_cd»rn of Gract' in the world. Robcrts and Dow p)rtraycd preaching as one part of a more extensive 

- - -  - -- 
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effort to implemcnt the Kingdoni. Like Bryden. they believed thrit preaching was the prirnary mission 

of the çhurch. By prericliing, niore specifically, Roberts nicmt not preaching of doctrine. but the 

disclosure of a "word of God which is living and active ... and is able to release and enthrone the 

spirit in the tives of men."'76 The signiîïcance of preaching lay not so much in what was spoken. 

but in the mediation of the spirit through the preaching, since the Word preached was a living power 

which arose out or the living experience of the prcachcr and wcnt out to encounter the individual 

hearer.'" In its wark of preaching. the Church was I i k  an artist who mediated the mystical to 

humanicy through appa l s  to the intuitions and instincts of the soul, èncouraging the adventure of faith 

into "the unknown region beyond the land's-end of sense and re~on ." '~ '  

In the be1icf that the divine spirit "irruptcd" into human lives through the historical process, 

and thus through human action, Roberts and Dow put considerably more emphasis than Bryden on  

the cal1 ro live out 11w ethic of sufkring love. and on a vision of historical moral progess. 

UItirnately, thcir cal1 tu suili'ring self-ssicritict' was ciptiniistiç and pèrfcctionist. Recalling the analorria 

entis. Dow argutid the classic Kantian axioni that ought nieans cm:  the fact that man was made in 

the image of God nieant that "thc qualitics of God can bt: reproduced by us in this earthly tabernacle. 

Love. Purity. Truth. Bcaury are ours to win as they arc God's posse~sion.""~ And according to 

Robcns. thc new lifc kindled by Jesus rcsiored hurnans to thc'ir fùll spirituai powers, iiberating them 

from tradition to a ncw Iik OC righteousncss and a ncw comniunity bound no longer by Iaw and force, 

but by gracr. ticcdoni. and thc encrgy «f  ove.''^ 

- - 
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Admittedly, Dow noted, the spirit of Jesus presenttd an inîinite ideal. and thus included a 

dimension that could be realized ody  in the future."' Nevcrthelciss. the hct of lesus' spintual 

presence in the now meant that the cd1 to spirituai progress was a power drawing humans into the 

future. The infinite ided was thus an eschatological projection into the mbiguity of the present. 

Quoting A.E. Taylor's The Problern of Conduct, Dow declared that 

[tlhe distant ideal is the source of Our direct mental tortures, and yet without it 
existence would be unendurabie ..., As mord beings we c m  never exist without some 
unreachcd ideal to serve as a spur to Our açtivity .... An end that is to be permanently 
felt as wonh siriving for must be infinite. and lhereforr infinitely rernote.'" 

Despite this eschatoloçical tension, Dow believed that the example of Christ's actuai death on the 

cross meant that Christianity was not merely an "iddistic ethic to be professcd." but an actual iife 

to be ~ i v c d . ' ~ ~  1ndeed. humanity's moral identity with Cod should prompt man to "the building 

within ourselvcs of a noblcr humanity and without ourselves of thc City of ~od."'" And since the 

spirit of Christ was a mord force upcin thc will. ii should he translatcd tiom mere sentiment into reaI 

action and "ths rcal lire of societies and govcrmisnts."'" If the Christianity of western civilization 

in particular was to be authentic. Dow urged, i t  must abandon its hypocrisy of "lip-homage" to high 

ideals wfiile perpctuating its capitaiist social order, and i t  niust "practict: ... voluntary inicifixion in 

the individuai and in the society of nien." 

With this cal1 to action, Dow and Robcrts wclconicd new movements, Iike the English 

"Christian Ordcr of Politics, Econoniics. and Citizcnship" (COPEC) niovcnient. that worked for the 

- - -- -- - - 
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infusion of the spirit of suffenng love into society. In a clarion cal1 to radical action, Dow claimed 

that the Kingdom c a k d  for the "ardent. zealous spirit of the revol~tionists."'~~ The Kingdom would 

corne only as humans took up the way of the Cross. and took the worId by the force, not of armed 

insurrection, but of a renewed moral passion that was "inflarned by the wrong that round thern lies. 

by the vision of the good to be won, ... following in the footstep of Him who ... endured the Cross, 

despising shame. """ 

In fact, Dow and Roberts concluded thcir major works with optirnistic moral interpretations 

of history whiçh clainicd that the spirit was brcaing Conh in the midst «f the world. though perhaps 

inconspicuousty because outside ihtl currcnts of institutions of power. In his description of îhe British 

Gcneral Strikt: in thc éarly 1920's. h r  exampk. John Dow claimcd that British society had been 

preservcd whcn the multitude of "silent citizens with religious convictions." though sympathetic to the 

miners, rcfused to take sides and rejccted the methods of violence and civil ~trife.~~"ore 

gencrally. Rubens' çontidence in the moral spirit at the hcart of things was a constant theme of his 

publishcd semions. Bcneath Lhc Pulility of "natural" life. he suggcsted in one sermon. one could 

hcar the sound of the tiianic wrcstlings and heavings of creation, striving to break its 
bonds and to regain ils Srecdorn .... Undcrneath. it is moving, straining. srniggUng. 
Thcre is hope at the hem of things. The univcrsc is not dead but alive. The future 
is not hrcclosed; evun now the universe is brcaking down the barricades of 
d~spair.''~ 

Indecd. the wholc course of evolution was the wurk of "the Eternai Spirit" that was brooding over the 

facc of the priniril decp rind lcriding i t  "uut of rhc wildcrncss of ccmiüsicin and secrning fnistration ht0 

g o h n  Dow. "Thc Prcachcr's Page; Men of Violence." CJRT, Vol. 4. No. 6 (November-December 1927). 524- 
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the harmony and the F a c e  of God." 

Assuming that socicty was asentially a nioral organisni, Roberts and Dow expected that 

spirimal morality would corne to pcrmeate social relations. Since the spirit of Christ was a moral ethic 

of love. it was inescapably social as we11 as personal. As Dow put it. the Kingdom of God is 

"Brothrrhood with its Godward aspect emphasi~ed."'~~ As a moral force, Christianity could not. 

finally. be disentangleci from social relations, but rathcr must direct society toward the me end of ïife. 

Whilc urging tlus nioral idcalisni, howevcr, they tricd carcfully to distinguish bctween moral 

ends and particular social doctrines that niight bc reducible to Iaws. Al1 èconomic and political 

doctrines, according tr'i Roberts, were "relative and provisional; in a changing and rnoving world they 

must ncccssarily bc SO."'~' Even mords w m  m~rely  historieal discoveries made "upon a strictly 

empirical bais." The codit'ication of nioral laws. though neccssary to social life and the inevitable 

historicd expressions o l  spiritual lifc. tcndcd io kccp society static and at the sanie time reduce the 

gospcl to Iriw. Such "nicclianics" uf social life wurc propcrly lcft to potiticians and social engineers, 

but could not bc the work of the church. for thc church cuuld not commit itself tr'i specilïc institutions 

or doctrines of social poIicy or rnc~rality. Rather. ifs task was to articulate thc "regulativt: spirit and 

principle" of cornnierce. govcrnnicnt, eciucation, and arts by proclaiming Jesus and the Cross as the 

ultimate end of ~it'e.'~' 

1 ndced. Rri b u t s  wris convi nccd thrit. despite i ts comproniiscs. thc Church already had done 

much as thc standard-bcarer of the advance of thc spirit in western socicty through its moral influence 

in such mattcrs as its opposition to ancicnt slavcry. its provision for charity and hospitality to the sick 

- 
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and poor, its insistcnce on a just price, and its interest in education. While jurisdiction over such 

activities had rightly shiftcd to governments, the church had lead the way to a more spiritual and 

humme sociai evolution by infusing its spirit into soçiety while passing responsibility for working out 

its implications in historical life."' And the modern trend to sociai demonacy and partnership 

likewise was identical to the church's spirit of fcllowship, frwdorn, and brotherly love. The principle 

of partnership necdcd only further implenientation by politicians, industrial workers, and other areas 

of life. I ts  foretaste, howcver. was already apparent in church union and the sociai interpretation of 

Roberts' how of nioral trrinsfcimiation culniinated in a vision of the day when the whole life 

of the nation would function as the Body of Christ; when 

the School. the University, the Workshop, the Market-place. the Studio and the Farm 
know that thcy klong to one anothcr and work together in the unity of life in God. 
'1 saw no temple thercin.' says the writcr of the Apocalypse. The New Jerusalem will 
have no temple because it is al1 temple, a single house of God. We do not see as 
çlcarly as wt: shc)uld that it is the business of the Church to make itself supcrfluous, 
to disappar as a separatc institution. by diffusing its own charactcr and ministry 
throuph socict y as a who~e."'~ 

The Kingdoni of God was a whole ordcr cif lifc and not an instiîution. The Church, converseIy, w u  

not the wholc Kingdom. but rathcr the guide and inspiraticln of ihe Kingdom in history. 

Despite such hopctiilncss, Roberts' and Dow's cxpcctations of moral transformarion of society 

also indicate the ambiguity in their interpretaticin of the antithesis ktwecn spirit and world, Having 

emphasizcd thc t.xclusivcly spiritual and frtv qualiiy of the Kingdoni. the question of precisely how 

the spiritual "divinc soçiety" was to cnibody that Kingdom in the world remained uncertain. If the 

divine l i k  of t hc f  spirit w u  locatcd in interna1 transformation in contrast to legal and moral 

conventions, and if thc divinc life was a lire of frcxdom from law and an undefincd venture of 

233Ro~rts ,  The New Mari and thc Divine Socictv, 168-84. 
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"creative instincts." i ts iniplenientation in social structures sccmed contradictory, As we shall s e  

further. Roberts was prepared to leave the forniai irnplementation of that spirit in social relations to 

political scientists and economists without admining that they or the structured reality with which they 

dealt had a place in the Kingdom. To be sure, he claimed, economics, as a science of social relations, 

was rooted in ethicai principles. The Church must therefore stand for economic and political doctrines 

that supported its spiritual ends of personaiity and human devclopment. For instance. it mi@ favour 

old age pensions ruid social security, not nierely for thcir material benetlts. but for their effect in 

liberating peoplc t h n i  distractions and physical Limitations that hinder full spiritual de~eloprnent?~~ 

Ultimatcly. howevcr, al1 law was relative, for the divine spirit could scarccly be articulated in the 

"earthly tcrrns" of social relations. political and economic Iaws. or institutional mticiianisn~s. So long 

as thcir ethical posru1;itt.s wcrc consistent with the spiritual mission of the church. "then the Church 

has no more to say to thc t'cononuc doctrines which niay be fcmiu1att.d nor even to the differences 

of opinion which may arise concerning t h ~ r n . " ' ~ ~  

Thus, Roberts' moral idcalisrn and cxpectation endcd in a moral reductionism which suggested 

that social smtures  as wcll as the social scicnces were sccondary to the Kingdom of God. 

Ultimately. if  the divine spirit was free and juxtap~sed against law. thcn it had no more than a 

tangcntial relritionship to Iaw. pcilicy, and social structures. In his vision of the new order of freedom, 

Roberts expcted that the coniing "supcrnian" wr>uld be disciplined by the spirit and the inner essentiai 

self. and presumably wouid be free h n i  law and the smctured wor~d.'~' John Dow's hopehtl 

analogy illustratèd this abstraction of thc spirit from social structures brilliantty: like the wireless 

radio replacing the telegraph. he suggested. the coniinç age was comparable to a "spirituai wireless" 
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which would rrly more on the "invisible contact" of spirit and life than on extrrnal mechanisrn~.~~~ 

V. CuncIusion 

The modem Augustinianîsm developed by Roberts, Dow, Line, and Bryden was echoed in various 

ways by other mrrinline Protestant clergymen-scholars in the late 1920's. In his review of Roberts' 

The New Man and the Divine Society. Erncst Thomas weicomed Roberts' redistic treatrnent of 

religion within the processes of the world and his insistence that the task of the Church was not to 

teach morals in the forni of laws and dogma. but to promote a spirit of goodness, beauty, and tnith 

as values and cnds.'" Even more irnportantly for Thomas. Roberts had called Christians back, not 

to Law. but to grace. torgivcness, and worship. Roberts, according to Thomas, had reaffirrned the 

hopcfulness of a world which was not exhaustcd, but in procesS.-- a world wherc God might be found, 

not in philr.isophicri1 abstractions, but in the processes of Me. Tliornas's response suggcsted especially 

that Robens' "idealism in  the niriking" criuld rcinforcé a neo-Kantian vitalism which looked forward 

to the eschritologicsil triuniph of the spirit and frwdoni. By 1928. Thomas had begun to work the 

ideas of Robcns into his seminxs for the United Church conferences, but particulariy by 

reconirnending thc "synopric" thinking of Sir Arthur Eddington and Alfred North Whitehead, in which 

"the brooding prcscnw of the wholt. is M t  in  al1 the various parts," and which interpreted social, 

econonuc, and politicai processes in tcrms of "valucs and ends" rather than prornoting specific moral 

r e f ~ r m s . ~ ~  

In a more theological rather than philosophical vein, D. L. Ritchic, of Montreai TheoIogical 

College. displaycd something of the radical mysticism of the new Augustinianism. Ritchie preached 

- - -- 
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passionately about the "revolutionary ideafism of Christ." and argued that the Kingdom ethic of service 

broke as a prophctic vision against a modern social order motivated by the spirit of profit and 

rnateriali~m.~' In the Iight of God's "Word made flesh." it was clrar that Christianity must offer 

both an individual, personal salvation as well as a social gospel rhat turned "God's grace in Christ" 

on matenal and complex sociai ~ i f e . ~  But he also suictly lirnitrd the Iegitimate role of religion in 

public and social life to moral and spiritual rnattcrs. for the church's "distinctive sphere" was "as a 

teacher of religion and r n ~ r a l s [ . ] " ~ ~  Waming that thry too ofirn had been used to buttress particular 

econoniic and polilical cstablishnients, he urgcd that churchcs stand "onIy as pioneers of the Kingdom 

of God" and as "butuesses for nothing but righteousncss!" The churchcs must "rcrnain prophetic and 

refuse to bcconic political. They can conqucr the world only frcm above the world." Ritchie thus 

suggested that thc church's idèntity must transccnd the structures of exprience, at the same time 

serving as "battcrics of moral motive powrr" to infuse the nation with "spiritual energy." 

Bchind this radical, but strictly spiritual vision of the coming of the Kingdom. was Ritchie's 

interpretation of Cluistirinity as a "iiiystical" knowlcdge of Cluist. which hl: deilned as a "direct, 

synoptiç, and synthctic" knowlcdge of the ctcrnal in the niidst of lifc thrit was different from scientific 

knowledge of extcrnal phènomena, but nevcrthelcss a knowledgt: based on the "facts" of Jesus that 

were dcmonstrated in the transformcd livcs of b e l i e ~ c r s . ~  According to Ritchie. Chnstianity 

offercd a pcnnrinent gospel of &race beyond historicai Biblical tbmis, and that came to man through 

"God spcaking in Christ" in  hunian ci~nscicncc. Conscquently. the only wcapon for the preacher and 
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tacher was the appcal of the uuth of God to o h m  consciences. primarîly through preachingM5 The 

uniquely spiritual role of fhe church was still the "cure of souls" through preaching that reached the 

conscience of individuds and fostered a "spiritual biology" rooted in the experience of God in 

Christ." The Kingdom would corne only through a change of attitude in individuals. and therefore 

only through preaçhing that evoked a "compelling Ciuist-consciousness" and "a new order of ideals" 

cenved on "lesus the Christ as the living ~ o r d . " ~ ~ '  

In their different ways, Thomas and Ritchie demonstrated the continuities and the 

discontinuities in the efforts of the new generation of Canadian theologians to translate the neo- 

Kantian distinction bct wccn spirit ruid nature into a modem Augustinianism. While Thomas displayed 

the eschatoiogical vitzilisni suggestcd by Robèrts' view of the presence of a distinct spiritual reaIity 

inupting in the world, Ritchie èxcniplitkd thé dynaniic tension becwtxn spirituai and natural realities 

suggested in the ncw Augustinian mysticism. 

Though with signitlcmt difkrcnccs. Roberts, Dow, Line. and Bryden had developed their 

modern Augustinirtnisni out of severai cornmon ccinccrns. In part, their disillusionment with modem 

culture lead thcm to a grcatcr eniphasis on the rcaiity of l~unian sin and the need for a transcendent, 

thcocentric answcr to the tragedy of niodern çuiturc. Thcir scarch for that answer also was undertaken 

from the contèxt of an incrcasingly sccularizcd çritical modem thought that put into question the 

redity of God, and a Sundarnentalist chdlcngc that claimed to restore the supernatural authority of 

God and the BihIe. In the midst of lhese pressures, the new gcneration of rnainline Canadian 

theologians t w k  up rhc Kantian idcalism and the rwerent criticism that wtxe cntrcnched in the 
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Canadian and Sconish progressive evangelical iradition, but pushed them toward new claims 

concerni ng 3 spiritual redit y that transcended the stmctured historical world, but that nevertheless 

entered eschatologically into experience to transforrn human life. 

Their dcvelopment of the neo-Kantian apologetic into a modem Augustinianism provided 

severaf vital corner-stones of mid-twentieth century mai nline Canadian Protestantisrn. While 

reclaiming the transcendent reality of God, rhey did so in a way bat  presewed the criticai experientid 

perspective and the ontological categories of spirit and extcrnai structures that were staples of the 

Kantian idealist tradition in Crinadri. As a result. while Lhey could daim a transcendent spiritual 

reaiity. they did so without fundamcnrally challcnging the modern scientific interpretation of the 

historical-structural world. Indccd. whilc conccding a "niech;uiical" naturai world, they attempted to 

claim frorn the prcnuse of modern critical thought a spiritual reality that transcendai what they now 

saw as a sccularizcd historical-structural world, but nevertheless cntcred apocaiyptically into the world 

of expricncc. Thcir insistcnce on the ontic and unique reality of the divine spirit that was 

experienccd in thc lire of tàith offercd the grounds for a rejuvenation of modern BiblicaI theology 

understood as the witness of the church to Christ, and also for an existential affirmation of the reality 

of God against the corrosive rdativisni of critical historicisrn. On thcsc grounds. they also couId 

rcclairn classic Augusiinian doctrines conccrning hunian sin, God's sovereignty and grace, and the 

Kingdoni of G d ,  wliilc casting theni into niodcrn ternis of psychological. existentid crisis and 

emergcnt spirituai cvolution. Pcrhaps niost iniprtantly ïor this "crisis generation" anxious about what 

othcrwise sccnied a tragic, insensi ti ve. and mechanical world and an increasing 1 y secularizcd culture, 

thcir mysticai apocaiypticism hzld out thc tschatologicai h o p  that both God's spirit. and human 

fretdom, would triuniph ovcr wliat now appcared to be dcterministic nature. 

In dwdoping thcir niodcrn Augustinianism. the new generation aiso completed the pst-war 

trend 10 disentangling Christianity froni its mcrely "cultural" identity with western civiIization. and 
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suggested the tianiework tor a revised understanding of the relationship between God and the world, 

and betwwn Christianity md modern western civilization. Like Augustine's depiction of two cities 

after the fail of Rome, their juxtaposition of God's Kingdoni of transcendent grace and a secularized 

world suggested a new dynamic tension betwcen Christianity and modem western civilization in wtiich 

modem Christians rnight propheticaily critique modem culture and socicty in the light of the 

revolutionary daims of God's Word. Cast as it was in terms of spirit and nature -- whether in the 

neo-Kantim ontology of Roberts. Dow. and Line. or the mort: radical existentialist dualism of Bryden 

-- this intèrpretation of thc antithcsis was dccply anibiguous. On the one hand, it assumed that God's 

transfornling Kingdom entcred into the world, anci so provided a moral nom and eschatoIogical hope 

from which to critique contcniporary civilization. On the other hand. however. it aIso could abstract 

Christianity and the Kingdom of God from the structured world and produce, albeit in modem fonn, 

a new quietisni. 

As WC sli;ill scc in Pm II. the enierging recrnrery of Augustinian doctrines would blossom 

during the 1930's in niore radical dcpartures in at lcast two directions. First, from hïs use of Denney's 

radical evangclicalisni in thc niid- 1920's. Bryden would take up Karl Barth's insistence on the 

radically exclusive judgnicnt and pacc  of God. Sccondly, thèir emphasis on the antithesis opened the 

possibility of ri radical Christian criticisni of Canadian socicty and the devclopment of a new social 

gospel nmvcnient. in rlié Fellowsliip t i ~  a Christian Social Order. that wouId seek to be both 

rcvoluticmry and yct distinctly Christian. 

Mort: iniinediritdy in 1928. howevcr, i t would becorne apparent t hat their neo- Kantian revision 

of Augustine rcniaincd problcmatic in scvcral ways. First. their clairns to the immediate cxperience 

of the spirit of Christ rcmaincd vulnerahlr: to questions about how that spirit was known, and 

particularly how it  w u  distinguishable ï r c m  nwcly wcstcrn human values. Secondly, while their 

juxtaposition of spirit and law aidcd thcir struggle to disinvtist Christianity from the structures of 
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western civilization. and thus enabled a more thorough critique of western civilization. it also left 

unresolved the probleni of how a iransforming gospel was rdatcd to social structures. In the tension 

behvecn the "law-order" of establishtd structures and the prescrit, tischatofogical spirit of freedom, 

their definition of Christianity in terms of spiritual reality left open the question of how the new order 

of the Kingdom of God was to be irnplernented. In fact. i t  seemed to leave the social sciences outside 

the pale of the Kingdom. while surrendering the structures of society that they parricipated in to 



Chapter 5: 

Christianity and World in Crisis, 1928-34 

1928 was a pivotal year for mainline Canadian Protestants who were stnrggling to sustain an 

"enlightcnçd evangelicalism," for the year was criss-crossed wirh new crises that forced modern 

Protestants tc, clarify, and to take sida, about the meaning of Christianity for twentieth century 

Canadian culture. Fust, the famous 1928 Jerusalem Conference of the Intcmational Missionary 

Council redefined the relationship between Christianity and non-western religions in a way that 

seemed to some to abandon Christian claims to the uniqueness and universality of Christ. Second, 

by 1928 mainline Prutt'stants canit' ta admit that thcir long campaign to reform Canadian society 

through niethods likc Prohibition had tàilcd to sicni the tide of m«dt.rn sociai problems. Indeed, from 

1928 on the niodcrn world swmed incrcasingly bent on social crises of unpreçedented scale, 

particularly in the emerging economic depression and the rcnewai of international tensions. To add 

to this impression that modern civilizrition had become sccularized. thirdly, new criticisms of the neo- 

Kantian apologctic in 1928 by such scholars as Ernst Troeltsch and George Brett sharpened the 

challenge that historicisni prescntcd tu "cnliglitcncd evangclicalism." 

As ;i rcsult, by the latc 1920's nirtinlinc Protestants gcnt'rally conceded. as some had argued 

since World War 1. diat western civilization had beconie îùndanientally st'cular and alien from God's 

Kingdom. The ncw crises thus brought honic to domestic rnainlinc Protestants the questions faced 

by soldicrs and chaplains during World War 1. Though few abandoned thcir faith as a rault  of those 

crises, nmsr advocates of "enlightened cvangclicalisni" acknowlcdgcd the need for a niore radical 

reoricntation OC thcir understanding of Cluistirinity and its relation to the world. That reorientation 

would be stimulatcd, tiiurthly. by contact with a new crisis thcology, espccidly in the 1928 publication 

of the tîrst English translation of Karl Barth's The Word of God and the Word of Man. 
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In the çontcxt of these cross-currents. mainline Protestants çornpleted their translation of the 

neo-Wtian apologetic to the modem Augustinianism suggested especiaily by the new generation of 

scholars that included Richard Roberts. John Dow. John Line, and Walter Bryden. AI1 of these were 

inducted into their major positions in Toronto churches and church colleges between 1925 and 1927, 

whiie the untirnely dcath of William Morgan at Quccn's in 1928 brought the end of the Queen's 

tradition of neo-Kmtian liberal Protestant apotogctics. Hènce the direction taken by rnainline 

Canadian Protestants in rcsponst: to the crises of the Iate 1920's would shift from the personal ideaiism 

of Morgan, Baillie, and Scott to the modem Augustinian apocalypticism of Roberts. Dow, and Line, 

and the eschatologicai evangcIicalism of Brydcn. 

In sonie wriys. this sh i t i  was similar to the "great reversal" in which hndamentalists earlier 

had w ithdrawn tlicniselvcs ironi what t hcry rcgardcd as cornpr«mises wi th "modernist" culture.' 

Mainline Protestants likcwist: identiticd God ris radically "other" than humm culture or  ideas, and his 

Kingdom as a rcvolutionary nicivcnient in contlict with the nrituralisni and niaterialisrn of modem 

sccular culturc. Thcir Augustinirinisni offercd a perspcctivc tiorn which ro criticize modern western 

culture. and to attcnipc to disentanglc Christianity tioni its currents. But here the analogy ends. While 

distinguishing God fioni wcstcrn cutturc. niost niriinlinc Protestants ûid not atternpt to remove 

thcmsclvcs fioni thc structures and institutions of wcstcrn socicty to idcntify wiui a "rcrnnant" body 

in a cumpt  world, but rathcr assumcd that the gospcl niust transtorm thc world. Also, though 

recognizing thc incapacity of modem thought to grasp the reality of God, they remained cornniitted 

to the validity of critical thought for understanding the world and even the BibIicai text. Indeed, it 

was partly their historical sclf-consciciusnus and thcir awarencss, informed especiaIly by critical 

realisnl in thc social sciences.  if bcing cntangled in the relativities and rnatrix of modern culture that 

'See Georgc M. Mxsdcn, Ilndcrstandiiip Fundamcntalisrn and Evmgelicrilism ( G m d  Rapiûs: Eerûmans, 1991). 
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necessitated the "inbreaking" of a God who was "othcr" than human. The dilemma for mainline 

Protestants during the 1930's. then, became that of differentiating a unique spiritual reaiity - of 

speaking of an "other" God and of identifying the meaning of the gospel and the Kingdom of God - 

- from within the matrix of a secu1ar world. 

As modern Rotutimts took up daims for a revolutionary gospel and a new understanding of 

the rclationship betwt.cn God and the world. however. they did so in different directions that would 

leave theni deeply divided by the mid- 1930's. More uaditionril progressive evangelicals would follow 

Roberts and Dow by continuing to differentiatc the divine spirit, and the moral impulse, from social 

structures, and pursuing a campaign of pcrsonai evangelism as the prerequisite to moral regeneration 

and social refornl. In a sharply difft'rent variation on titis rcform impulse. others began to interpret 

the Kingdom of Gad as a revolutionary Christian social niovcnient. Walter Bryden, meanwhile, 

adopted Kart Barth's radical dialcctic of Goci's judging grace over against the naturai world. 

1. The Jerusalem Council and Foreign Missions 

By 1928, the year of the tàrnous Jerusalem Conference of the International Missionary Council, most 

pro_rressivc. Canadian Prorcstrint clergymen-scholars had acccptcd the prinçipks of indigenization of 

foreign missions and the sepriraiion of Christ and culture. Especially in the wake of nationaiist 

rebellions in eastern Asia. Wcstern prc~gressivè Protestants hopcd that by distancing Christ from a 

western culturc which had discreditcd i t x I f  by its barbarity in  world war and colonial oppression, a 

new ecumenicai socicty niight bt: built on the buis of the universai spirit of Christ. WhiIe presented 

with the "eternal truths" enibodicd in a universai Christ disentangled from the trappings of western 

culture, Asian Christians wcre to bc. in Erncst Thonias's words. "free to work out their own synthesis, 
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according to their own traditions."' This project of prescntinç a "disentangled" Christ. however. had 

been chailenged by more radical critics who saw any attcmpt at foreign missions, based on claims to 

an unadulterateci, univcrsal. but exclusive Christ. as a naive form of cultural impcriaiism and an 

infringernent on indigcnous p p l e s  to their own self-discovery. 

The tension betwcen claims to the exclusivity of Christ and the universality of religion in 

human values, and the associatcd question of the relation between Christianity and western culture. 

came to a head in the 1928 Jerusalcm Confcrence of the International Missionary Council. in which 

Canadians participateci as memhcrs of the Foreign Missions Conférence of North America The 

Jenisalem Confcrence was unique. in part because for the first tirne it aimed to include strong 

represcntation hy non-Western Chri~tians.~ As a result. rhe lerusalem Con ference offered a drarnatic 

change in the wriy tlirit wcstern mainline Protestants undcrstocid the church and the relation between 

Christ and culture. 

In a mare local sense, it  rilsci rclprcscnttld a transition in Canadian Protestantism in that 

Canada's niain rcprescntativc and reporter io ihe Conkrcncc was Edward Wilson Wallace. markhg 

the shift in kotcstant leadership to a new gencration whose training and early careers coincided with 

the turbulence OC World War 1 and the early 1920's. Wallace was the son of a former dean of 

rhcology at Victoria Colkge. a vetciran niissicinary of Szcchuan province since 1906. and secretary of 

Wcst China Christian Educational Union. During the 1930's hr: would bcgin teaching at Emmanuel 

Collegcr in Torrmto. eventually beconiing its Chancellor. But in the eu ly  1920's. WalIace professed 

deep disillusionmcnt with the state of Christianity in the wcst and the validity of missions. His doubts 

%mes[ Thomas. "*nie Tmtli About Foreign Missioris," New Outlrwk (Nol ,  9 December 1923, cited in Robert 
Wright, A World Mission: Ctmadirin Prorest?niism and thc Q w s t  for a Ncw Intemaiionai Order. 1918-1939 
(Monueai and Kingsion: McGill-Quccn's Utiiwrsiiy P ~ s s .  199 1 ). 155. 

'Kenneth Scott Latourcitc, "Ecumcnicxl Bcarings oC the Missionary Movcmcnt and the International Missionary 
Council," in R u h  Rousc, Stcphcn Charles Ncill, cds., A IIistorv of the Ecumenicai Movement, 1517-1948 
(Phihdelphia: Wcstminstcr Press. 1967). 369. 



arose, he expiained, from 

an increasing uncrrtainty of tfie truih and power of Christianity and a questioning of 
the validity of its message for man, whether in our land or abroad. This undennining 
of the faith and fervour of the church people, upon which the great missionary 
movemcnt had becn based, was met by increasing prcssure for loyalty to keep going 
the old causes and the old machinery, a frantic fundarnentalism in more than doctrine, 
an insistence on the authority of the fathers to meet the doubts of an age that had 
gone astray. But by more and more people the validity of the whole rnissionlvy 
movement came to be question& 'We are not sure of the value of the church - or 
of our religion - here at home: how c m  we honestiy try to sel1 abroad what is being 
discarded at 

For Wallace, the Jerusaleni Conference wouId bring a new outlook on such questions. 

The main thenit: of the Confercnce. acçording to WalIace, was the conimon world-wide battle 

of religion against the equal l y global rise of seculrirized nirirtlrialism represented particularly by 

western capitalisni and imperialisni. In ont: papcr prcsented to the Conference. the Arnerican mystic 

Quaker R u h s  Jones declarcci that "[tlhe greattst rival to Christianity in the world today is not 

Mohammedanisrn or Buddhism or Hinduism or Confucianisrn but a wortd-wide secutar way of life 

and intcrprctation of the nature of things."' White suggesting a new pluralism in the relations 

betwccn Chrislianity and othcr religions, the iniplicarions of this assessrnent also suggcsted a new 

dcfinition of the Christian nussion tu the world. This was the grcritest triuniph of the conferencc, 

according to Wallace: 

[i]n fornier çonfcrcnces much wris sziid of 'the dark continents.' 'untouched arcas,' 
meaning gcographical areas. Of this no word was spoken at Jenisalem. There, the 
dark continents wcrc those grt'at arcas of life in which the spirit of Christ is not yet 
dominant - niodcrn indusuy, race relations. seculrirism, the vast rural populations of 
the world ... So conctiived, Canada and the United States and Europc are as much fields 
fur mission activity as Africa, China or India. And thc relation of West and East, the 
fornier stlnding and rèceiving lands, is altcrcd. Wè are no longer knefactors and they 
benctiçiarics. but riIl together arc sharcrs in one great ridventurous task to rid the 

'Edward Wilson Wallace. "Protestmi Missions Sincc the Grcat War," quoted in Wright, 166- 168. 

Wright. 165. Sce ;ils0 Edwiucl WiIson WalIacc. "'Who is Sufficicnt For These Tliings.' The First Weck of the 
Jerusaicm Mccting of thc Itiicrriaiioiial Missionary Confc~ncc," m. (16 May 1928). 5,  7. 



world of darkness and evil and to flood it with the light of the gospeL6 

For Wailace and similarly uoubled modem Protestants. the Jerusalem Conference suggested a 

significant change in thought about the relationship of Christiruiity to the world and its mission in the 

world. At Jerusalem, it becrime orthodox to idcntify the "secular" culture of the modem western world 

as the main challenge to Christirinity. As Wallace concluded. the Jenisalem Conference "may well 

prove to be the most significant event in the religious life of Our tirne."' 

Wallace also found at Jerusalem the solution to questions about the finality of Christ and the 

relativity of historical religions. On this point. he welcomed Robert E. Spwr's a p p d  to the 

Incarnation to aftlmi the suiïïciency of Christ. but also to rejcct any single formula for presenting 

Christ. Tc) proclaini the Incarnate Christ. Wallace reporteci. mcrint "to extricate Him from al1 in 

modem life that contiiscs and pcrplcxes; to implicate Hini in m a s  of life where He is not yet 

implicated; above al1 to express the niessage in love and in life."' The gospel was essentially a 

person and the rcvclation of eternal lifè which binds togcther the whole communion of the saints. 

Christ was thus sharply distrinced h m  ail historic;illy relative and inadequatc cultures, and Christians 

were callcd both to identify with a distinct Christian univcrsal çommunity and to infuse Christ into 

al1 aspects of thcir local cultures. And since the gospcl wrrs God's revclaticin of himsclf in Christ. and 

al1 truth was unitcd in Christ, thc world mission of the chürch necd not fear the discovery of aspects 

of his tmth in other rcligions, nor hesitate, as Bishop William Tcniple of Manchcster. England argued, 

to encourage new churches to express the gospcl through their own hrrns, and for thcir own heritage, 

Ultimatcly, Christianity stuod for no prirticulx culture but the exclusive Incarnation, and freedom and 

dEdward Wilson Wallace. "Thc P;iitcni on die Mount," Cari:idi;iii Journal of Reliiious Thourht (CJRT), (July- 
August 19128), 3 15. 

'~a lhce ,  "Thc Paitcni on the Mount." 313. 

'Edward Wilson Wallace, "'In Hirn is ~ i f e , '  Article V: Thc Jcnisalcm Conference Considers the Christian 
Message," XI (23 May 1928). 5, 27. 



diversity of expression in an "ever-growing and expanding Lord."' 

The Jerusalcm Conference's rekfinition of the church and its mission became, almost 

overnight, a touchstone for mainiine Canadian Protestants who were wrestling with the relation 

between Christ and western culture. Wallace profascd to feeling liberated from "antiquated" 

assumptions. Rejccting the concerns of Barthian çritics like Karl Heim that the Jenisalem decisions 

impiied syncretism. he was imprcssed wilh prepuatory papers that describecl Asian religions as 

containing "noble elements." and now felt frer to gan t  nutonomy io younger chur~hes. '~ Though 

Wallace's comrnitments seemed to maintain thc basic liberdism of progressive Protestantism, he now 

was able to reconcile that libcralism with si tirink acceptance of the relativity of al1 cultures, the 

finatity of Christ as thc univcrsal niodcl c~f'spirituality. and the task of infusing that spirit in the social 

structures of his own contcxt. 

As Robert Wright notes, some Canadians. èspecially anions the younger gencration of the 

Student Christian Movemcnt, would interpret thc results of the Jerusalem Conference in evçn more 

radicaily libcral terms. Murray G. Brooks, a student participant in the Conference. described the 

Jerusalem rcsolutions as an ènlightened approach to missions and a "breath of fresh air" to those 

troubled hy missions prograninics since the wu." The rcsolutions had repudiated western 

irnperialisni in non-Christian lands. and thcy had urgcd non-Christian religions to hold fast to faith 

in the unsccn and etcrnal against growing niritcrialism and sccularisni. Brooks' hope of a united front 

of religions was based on an interprctation that had rcduccd Christianity to a vague spirit of freedom. 

That interpretation wvuld niove some nienibers of the new studènt gencration. such as the younger 

%dward Wilson Wallace, "'Ii Sccmcd G d  tt, the Holy Spirit arid to Us.' Article X. The Significance of the 
Jerusaian Confercnce," (27 Junc 1928). 4. 19. 

'Wright 168. 

"Mumy G. Brook.  "Studcnb and Jeru.sdcm," Carmdian Student (December 1928). cited in Wright. 166. 



James G. Endicott. to participate in the Conimunist revolution in China." 

In contrast to this liberal interpretation, the Conference also brought international voice to the 

Barthian "crisis theology" movement that had grown in continental Europe. Though Barthians like 

KarI Heim and a rninority of student representatives shared the Conference's radical repudiation of 

western culture, they also femed tint cornniitments to histcirical relativism and syncretism, as well as 

the focus on social regeneration and the coninlon rcligious aspirations of humanity, would distract 

from God and his work for humlinity in Christ." Similu concems were exprzssed by the veteran 

Canadian rnissionary E. Stanley Jones in his Clirist of ihe Indian Road (1927): 

The more clear the distinction between Christianity and Western civilization is becoming to 
the rnind of India. the more favourably arc its people inclined to regard the Gospel which we 
bring theni. And herein lies the h o p  of al1 our efî-ort. Christ is winning His way to the 
hcarts of India's niillions ...Id 

Like Endiccitt. Jones suggcstcd a shrtrp distinction betwoen Christianity and culture. But like William 

Manson's view of thc hummities, Jones' view of thc relative insignitïcance of al1 cultures was rooted 

in his ernphrisis on the dynmiic and sovcreign work of Christ. Siniilruly. in 193 1 G. Stanley Russell. 

who was rninister of Decr Park United Church, Toronto, and had been inîluenced by Reinhold 

Nicbuhr. would writt. in his TIie Church and thc Modcrn World (1931) that the West had no 

"worthwhilc religicius rcvolrition." Christ was niaking the kingdoms of the world into the Kingdom 

of ~ o d . "  Thus sonic Canadian Protutanis would conie fo sharc and deèpn. under thc influences 

of Amcrican and contincntal Europcan neo-ortiiodoxy, Williani Manson's and Walter Bryden's radical 

juxtaposition of Christ ovtx against a11 ~ultures. 

''Sicphcn Endicott. Jnmcs Cr. Endicoti: Rckl Out of China (Toronto: Univc'rsily of Toronto Press, 1980). 

I3Edward Wilson Wril1;ic.c. "'In Iiirn is Lili..' Article V: Thc Jcrusalcm Conference Considers the Christian 
Message," NO, (23 M:iy 1928). 5,  27. 

14Quotcd in cd., "Iridia's Attitudc liiwarcls Jcsus." m. (2 Fcbruary 1927), 13. 

'Wright, 170- 17 1. 
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For more traditionai pst-war progressive Protestants, however. the Conference stimulated a 

more criticai consçiousness of their participation in western civilization, and a renewed concern to 

infuse social relations with the spirit of Chnst. As W. B. Creighton argued, the vision of the 

Jerusalem Conference overcme the suuggle between evangelism, social service, and reiigious 

education, for it proclainial that the message of Cbristimity was to be spken and done! In 

following articles in the New Outlook. contributors noted tkiat the Jerusalem Conference left western 

Christianity itself unable to assume smugness or r a t  on its conventions, for Christ was now greater 

than Christimity itsclf. and callcd the wholc w r l d  to rcncwed efforis to cmbody him." And in his 

Moderator's Semion to the 1928 General Council o f  the Unitcd Church. James Endicott emphasized 

the rcvolutionary new dctinition of the tidd of missions. Thc church's mission was not merely a 

geographical extension of Christ's Kingdom. but more especially its permcation of a11 areas of Me. 

This mission was to k directed espeçially to the suppostldy Christian West, where potitics and 

business remaincd "grtxt areas of sin ... i n  the world." The battle. he dcclarcd, was between the 

Lordship of Chnst and the invasion of "sccularism" in al1 areas of lile." 

The dubatc about breign missions would continue to ccho inro the early 1930's. galvanized 

partIy by thc 1932 publication of Re-Thinkinri Missions. a study undertaken by an Arnerican hymen's 

cornmitte chaird by W. E. Hocking to examine thc status of foreign missions and especially the 

problcm of dtxlining intcrest and financial support. In her hvourable review of the work, B. Chone 

Olivcr. a niissiunxy doctor working i n  India undcr 11lc auspiccs of  the United Church Board of 

Wonicn's Missionuy Society, explained that the study pruposcd a treatment of Christianity that would 

I6ed., "The WorId Mission of Christianity," (1 1 July 1928). 

"See the following micks in the Ethel Chadwick King. 
1928). 17, 27: ed., "Those Uritouched Masses." (16 May 1928). 3: 
Ministry," (27 Junc 1928) 13. 

"James Endicott. "The Lordship of Christ." NO (19 Scpiember 
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cd.. "The Jeru-dem Council Challenges the 
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be inclusive rather than exclusive of othetr Paiths by emphasizing a simple summary of the law. the 

Golden Rule. the Lord's Prayer, the Fatherhood of God. and the Kingdom of God.19 Such a 

proposai, she explained. assurned that God worked through other religions atso. so that Christianity 

should build on these and show Christ as th& fulfillrnent. It  also assurned that Christianity should 

minister to whole persons, so that Christ's healing w u  not simply a matter of a sermon, but was itself 

a demonsuation of the compassion and rightcousnc~ss that were at the hem of Christianity. 

Missionriries thercfore should coopèrate with any other "forces working for riphteousness." 

Anothcr reviewer. howcver. feared the rtxiuction of Christianity to the "religion of the common 

man." so that if bccanie no more thm a comnion cthical interest or Mmhew Arnold's "best that h a  

bren thought and said."'" As iiiany scholars werr dcnionstrating, ammg them Adolf von Harnack 

and Shirley Jackson Crise. the Ikurth century church aIso hrid claimed its affinity with classical, pagan 

culture, and had comproniised Christianity in sui-rcndcr tu thc Roman empire. Likewise. modem 

Christianity risked losing its "moral autononiy;" rathcr than turning to the pantheistic notion of God 

as a vague universal spirit, Christianity was callcci to proclairn al1 culture to be under the eternat 

standards of Jesus, and rnust seek the wilt of a Persond, trdnsccndent God. 

These dil'fcrcnt vicws wcrc also cvidcnt in 3 discussion of the repon M d  at Emmanuel 

College." Waltcr T. Brown. principal or Victoria Co lkg ,  zssentially agreed with the repon. arguing 

that Christianity sticwld not bc brought to oWr lands as a rival rcIigion. Rather, niissionaries should 

focus on the coninion vicw of God held by Chnstians and others. and elaborate on the uniqueness 

of Christianity synipaihctically when askcd. In a slight variation, E. W. WalIace emphasized that 

mission work should hcus on cffwts of Sricndship and sharing of a conirnon task of social service, 

- - - - - - - - - --- 

"B. Chone Oliver. "On 'Rethinking Missionï."' (18 J:tnu;iry 1033). 58. 

H. Dickinson. "The Religioii of the Modem Man." No ( IR Octokr 1933). 742. 

"ed.. "Rethinking Clirisrian Missions." (18 January 1933). 52. 
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in a way that showed open-ness to the personaiity of others and witnessed to the fundamental nature 

of Christianity as rightmusness. John Line, ho wever, plcaded for a stronger emphasis on Christ, rather 

than some universai quality of Christianity or Christ's thought about God. For Line, the central reaiity 

of Christianity was Christ himsclf. 

Thcse debates dcmonstrated two signitic'mt deveiopnients. On one level, virtually al1 

participants shared the view that God and Christianity must be differentiated from western secuiar 

culture and capitalist social structures. and even from any cultural expression of Gad. At another 

level. howcvcr, tlicy brciught to light sharply clifkrent views of the nieaninp of Chnstianity and the 

meaning of Christ for thc wrirld. 

II. The Suïial Meaning of Christianity 

The Jerusalem Council's realignnient of the church's mission toward the Christianization of western 

social structures confirnicd the vicw that niany Canadian progressive Protestants had been working 

toward throughriut tht: 1920's. By the erirly 1930's. the urgency of transl'omiing social relations was 

increascd by rht: dccpening crises of boih doniestic and intcrnritional social relations. as William 

Creighton indicatcd in an Octuber 1930 ediiorial in the Ncw ~utlook." At home, depression and 

unemploymcnt had sparked grcrwing nationdist protectionism, as weIl as labour unrest and communist 

movemcnts. In internationai al'fairs. though the Kellog Pact had beun ncgotiated. League of Nations 

disarnianicnt talks pr~cccdtxi only vcry slowly, whik tensions grèw bctwecn France. Germany, and 

Italy. and Friscisni rose in strèngth. In thc cas[, nationalist rcbcllions had swept across [ndia, 

China. and Japan. Though Creigliton offercd no answers to thcsc problcrns; rather, he presented thern 

as new and profound challenges that pressed niainline Protestants to reconsidcr their "new evangelism" 

and the significancu of "spiritual cxpericnce" for the historical-stnicturai world. In the late I920's, 
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as the depression tmerged and as international tensions incrèased, maidine Protestants again began 

to emphasizc the nced to trmfurrn social relations as central to the mission of the church. But the 

belief that western culture and sociai structures had bccome secularized. and that humanity was indeed 

s i f i l ,  meant that advocates of renewed sociai reform were l e s  optimistic than earlier progressives 

and social gospellcrs of human ability and progress, and more wary of identifying with either the 

traditions or current secular movements in western society. Thcir efforts, therefore, would seek a 

distinctively, and in sonie cases rwolutionary. Christian answer to the social and economic crisis that 

was cmcrging by the latt: 1920's. 

Alrcady in 1927, some critics h x i  bcguri tci argue that the tocus of the "new evangelism" on 

personal religion left Christianity an abstraction thrit wris naive about the church's continued 

complicity in the swucturcs of Canada's capitalist sucicty. In 1927, Norton F. Brand pleaded for an 

organization of lay nicn rhat was not siniply a prriycr club, nor a "sccular social service" club with 

banquets and iinancè schcnics but no nicntion of religion. What was necdcd was an organization that 

would mediate sccular and religious activiti~s.'~ On a siniilar note. John Line, in his devotional 

address to thc Unitcd Church's Maritime Confcrcnce, called for a clearcr relation of devotional faith 

to practica1 life. Christians, he warned, wcrc losing the art of usirig the nioral and regmerative forces 

of Christianity in niwting practical nwds. at a critical tinie of dcclining comnutment to prohibition 

and nationalist rcbcilions in torcign niission Iiclds. "WC nced a type of prayt'r lifc." he pleaded. "that 

involves a more de Ilnite and dynaniical conrcnt «f cihical and religious rxperience."" Christian 

devotion. according to Line, should bc exprcsxd in swking to transfarm the world. 

Thcse pleas acçorclcd well with the ongoing et'forts of long-serving social gospellers to revive 

social activism in tlic church. In 1927 J. S. Woodsworth urgcd the United Church to recognize that 

3Nonon F. Bnmd. "Tir Age of Orgmimtions." No (30 March 1927). 12. 22. 

""The United Church in Ihe M.uitiine Conkrcnce. Drvotional Addrcsses." (6 July 1927). 18. 
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its campaign for spiritual and moral rencwal must have implications for broader social issues. He 

made his case in response to the 1926 report of the United Church's Cornmittee on Industrial and 

International Relations. headed by J. W. MacMillan. prokssor of sociology at Victoria and after 1927 

chairman of the Minimum Wage Board of Ontario. That report had supported a minimum wage based 

on the principle of the "supreme sacredness of human life." Woodsworth pressed the issue further: 

if minimum wage providcd barely enough to live on. leaving workers in povcrty and poor health, both 

individuals and society suffers. In such cases. social iiiatters were both mord and economic? 

Similarly. John Coburn hrid argued in 1926 that thc mord1 spirit of Christianity should move people 

to social action. apccialIy to rcvolt against the autocratic "monarchical" controI of business by 

owners. Coburn callèd for a new democracy bascd on Christian principks -- pnnciples which he 

identitïed ncithtx with "radical and niatcrialistic socirtlism" nor with the status quo of capitdism and 

"comrncrcial warF~rirc." but with thc "t'aithful application of Jesus' pnnciples of brothèrhood, fair play 

and love to all."'" 

By 1928, howevcr. sonic mainline Protestants werè consçious that such calls for the 

application of Jcsus' prinçiplès must trike acçount of the newly-discovcrèd secularization of the society 

that Christianity now cncounttxcd. 

This was espccially apparent in the ncw strritcgy lix pruhibition thai Erncsi Thonias and the United 

Church's Bciard of Evringclisni and Sucial Scrvicc bclicvcd was nccessq in 1928. The 1926 defeat 

of prohibition in Ontario significd. Thomas bclicvcd. that the old Ontario had died." Protestants 

could no longer rcly on a structural manifestation of Christianity through the state. In fact, to impose 

9. S. Woodsworth. "Are Eonornic Qursti«ns 'Moral*:)" (19 Jmuary 1028). 5. 27. 

'6John Coburn, "1-fow C i r i  We Malcc Our Busincss Safi:'" (4 August 1926). 21. 

"Emest Thomas. ia (21 Deceinber 1926). 5. citcd in Richvd Alkn. The Socid Passion: Religion and Social 
Reform in Canaciil. 19 14- IO28 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 107 1 ), 347. 
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structural change by legislation on an unwitling public. Thomas had by ihis time conclude.. would 

itself contradict the spirit of freedorn whiçh was central to Christianity. Beginning in 1928, therefore, 

Thomas worked to develop a suatcgy h r  prohibition mat was based on "scientifically" respectable 

educational program to convince the public tu fredy abstain from alcohol. This strategy 

complemented Thomas' studies of the person of Jesus; both sought to change people and society by 

a "spintuai" rnethod that focused on changing people's minds and hearts, 

This concem for a uniquely Christian, understood as "spirituai," approach to social problems 

was also the theme of the f 929 sessions of the Alberta School of Religion. Founded in 1925, the 

summcr sessions of the school wcre held at St. Stcphen's College north of Edmonton. The 1929 

sessions, attended by approximatèly onc hundred niinistcrs. were lead by Principal A. S. Tuttle, 

Richard Roberts. and Lynn Harold Hough. who w u  Robcrts' suceessor at the Arnerican Presbyterian 

Church in Montreal." "oughout the sessions. according to reports. the carnpaign for prohibition 

legislation was criticizcd with thc argument that if thc time spcnt on that carnpaign were devoted to 

effective teaching of the Goldcn Rule, the rcsuits nlight bc: niore tiuitful for dcvcloping a moral spirit 

that would practict: prohibition. In contrast to rctorni by Iegislation. the main speakers emphasized 

the importance of affirniing ri uansccndènt God h r  moral vitality. Religion, Tuttle warned, must 

preservc its hold on a transcendent deity, lest it  "lose a grip on its moral sanction." At the same time, 

however. Hough and Hugh Dobson argucd that the moral vitdity of religion must be experienced in 

practiçal lik, rrithcr thrin mcrcly in ihc rituatisrn that secrned to be the kcus of the new evangelisrn. 

" [N]o niaicriai crim." Dohson declarcci. could bc "substitutcd for the cross in human e~pcrience."~~ 

The twin thcnics of thèse criticisnis. nrinittly the insistence tliat Christianity engage practical 

social problenis. but do so tiom a unique eniphtisis on transcendent spiritual reality, became especially 

- - - - - 

- B ~ .  H. 1.. "The A l k m  ScbmI of Religion." (18 Sepicinber 1929). 964. 

")W. H. 1.. "lïie Alhcrta School of Religion." 064. 
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important given the emergence of a swulariztxi profession of social science and social work by the 

late 1920's. R. M. MacIvor, who in the late 1920's had moved to Columbia University, demonstrated 

this trend in a 193 1 lecture to the Social Services Deputment at the University of   or ont o.^ 

According to MacIvor. new social conditions rquired ncw mcthods of social service. The social 

world no longer consistcd of ncighbourhoods bascd on personal relations. but large urban m a s  

society. This new society presented conditions that wcre bcyond local and personal control, but rather 

required adjustment of the whole systern. Though the social worker stilI needed personal contacts and 

individucil effort. they also ncéded training for a scientitic understanding of whole social systems, 

including economics. "Undisciplinecl good will," he ciairnecl, "no longer suftice either for doing or 

discussing social work -- scicnce and philosopliy are esscntial zquiprncnt~."~' 

MriçIvor's juxtaposition of science with "undisciplincd good will" implicitty challenged the 

reliançe of niainlinc Protestants on ri niocid of pasonal evangtllism and rnoralisrn to solve complex 

social problènis, and from thc sidc of prokssional expertise proposed instead to disentangle science 

and religion. This advice panirrlly, and irtinically, rigrtvd with ihe growing emphasis of Protestant 

leaders on distinguishing 1i transccndcnt spintual rwlity ïrom sccular culture. though they did so in 

the bclièf ttiat uansccndcnt nioral sanctions. as Tuttlc had urgcd. would indcèd prove essentiai for 

social refomi. Onc example of this kotcstant moral concern was E. .J. Urwick. who had succceded 

MacIvor in Social Work and the Political Economy Dcpartnicnt at the University of Toronto in 1927. 

As Sara Burke has shown. Urwick, likc Thomas. had becorne disillusioned with attempts to 

institutionalize Christian nioral ideals through the "niwhanisnis" of refonn legislation and interest 

groups alrcady during his work in  the Toynbw scttlcnients in  England before coming to Canada in 

1924. Yet he also rcsistcd MacIvor's subordination of nioral ideals and philosophy co social science, 

'Oed., "1s the Social Workcr Obsolcie'?" (1 April 193 1 ). 296. 

3'ed.. "1s the Social Workcr Obstileie?" 296. 
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as well as the trend among professionals to a strictly "materialist" rather thm an idealist approach to 

social work, Urwick therefort: attcmpted to prcscrve a place for distinct moral ideals. and their 

practical but voluntary application in soci~ty.'~ 

The seemingly countervaiiing trends in mainiine Protestüntism and contemporary social science 

were brought together especially in the work of D. N. McLachlan. General Smetary of the United 

Church's Bo& of Evangelism and Social Service (BESS). In 1928. McLachIan began to voice 

concern about the coincidcntal abstraction of religion and the sccularization of social thought. To the 

1928 Social Work Confcrcnce in Turonto, ht: warncd that social work wris iosing its sense of God, 

and callcd for a renewal of the r d r  of religion and morality in the social sciences." He also called 

on Christians to recognize th& participation in rhé coqmate lik of society, and to take up the holy 

task of remcdying social wrongs, identifying with the poor. and working for brotherhood, and so 

serving as vehiclcs of thc hcriling gracc O C  Gad in the world. Likewise. in the annual report for the 

BESS. McLachlrin notcd growing denlands tu rclatc: tlvangclisni and conversion more effectively to 

social lifc. On rhc one hmd, he af1lrmt.d thüt rcligion had tlrst to do with the relation of the 

individual soul to God, and that no iniproved living ccmditions could satisfy that demand. 

Neverthcless. Chris tirinity had social as well as i ndividual applications, for the individual lived only 

in the contcxt of social relations. Chnstianity. he argucd. 

speaks not only of'sonietliing visible in thc heavcns, but alsci of something visible on 
the carth. Tlierelore, i t  niust be cltxlxed mew that the Gospel of Christ offers not 
only a niystical rapture of soul, but ri gcnuine fellowship aniong ail men, creating a 
brothcrhcwd wlicrc each sèrvcs the othcr. cstablishing a hunian faniily where God is 

"Sara Burke. Seckin.~ the Higlicst Good: Social Service and Gcnder at the tJniversitv of Tornnto, 1888-1937 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 W6), 120-6. 

"~c~achlan's  spc'cch to rhe 1928 confcrcnçe of the CanaJian Association of Social Workers was entitled "The 
Spiritual Bais of Scxiai Work." Sce Eclith M. Lukc, "Our Montreal Lettcr: Chnadian Confcrcncc on Social Work," 
NO, (16 May 1928). 16. Sec ;IISO Allcn. 29 1-29 1. 



McLachlan's comrnents, like the conclusions of the Jerusalem Conference, suggest that 

something of a turning point had b e n  reached in rnainline Protestants' views of the relationship 

between Christianity and Canadian civilization, While concIuding that modem western civilization 

had becorne secularizcd and that the spiritual sources of Christianity must be distinguished from that 

civilization, they also began to urge a ncw social mission for Christianity in transforming the 

structures of "secuiar" society. That turn began with criticizing the iirnits of the new evangelism. But 

precisely what action Christians should trike would bc: a matter of decp controversy as growing 

international tensions and the depression emerged in the Iate 1920's and early 1930's. 

The revival of a Christian pacifist niovemcnt among rnainline Protestants at the turn of the 

dccade rc1lcctcd another exanipk of rcnewcd moral absolutism in rcsponse to growing international 

tensions and frustrations with disunimicnt and p a c c  tdks during the late 1920's and early 1930's. 

The revival of that pacilïsni was ccntcred in the establishment of a chapter of the Fellowship of 

Rcconciliation (FOR) in Toronto in 1930 undcr the leadership of Richard Robcrts. the Quaker W. R. 

Firth, the Jèwish rabbi Maurice N. Eiscndrath, and a rnembership that included Kev. R. Edis Fairbaim. 

J. S. Woodsworth. and Williani Crcightm. Rubcrts had long bccn active i n  the FOR, in England md 

the United States. as wdt 3s in Monireal and Toronto. In 1926 hè heipcd to producc The Christian 

and War, a plea written ixgely by Montrcal church liistoririn CViIlimi Alva Giftord, and what Thomas 

Socknat describes as the drlinitivr: statement «f Canadian pacilisrn during the interwar y e a r ~ . ~ ~  

The FOR'S "Statcnient of Purpose" rcflectcd the moral absolutism that Roberts and Tuttle had 

urgcd at the 1929 Alberta School of Religion. Its dcclarcd intent was to use the self-sacxificing love 

Y ~ n i t e d  Church «I Cinada, Boanl «i Evengelisin and Sociai Senrice. Annual Rcprt, 1928. "lie Shall Reign." 
Yexhmk, 1928. 'and Record of Prwecdirigs of tlie Tliird Gcnenl Council. 19. 

'%ornas P. Socknat. Wiincss Againsi WC% P:icilism in Canada 190- 1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
PRSS, 1987). 100-105, 124-7. 
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of Jesus as the principle for reconciling the "world-widr f a m i ~ y . " ~  While recognizing the reality of 

evil in the world. the statement declared that the love disclosed in Jesus was "the hue basis of society 

and the effective powcr for overcoming evil and transforming hurnan Me." That love must be worked 

out in the practical rcconciliation of humm conflicts, thcrcby to dedicate hurnan life to the universai 

Kingdom of God. The reality was, however, that the principle of love was violated by war and by 

the existing organization of society on the basis of self-interestecf nation-states competing for material 

power and profit. In such a world, the members of the FOR were called to be willing to take risks 

for a way not yct acceptcd by the world. and s w k  "through peaceful means suçh fundamental changes 

in the spirit of nicn and [hc S V U C ~ U ~ C  of the social ordt'r as shal1 niake possible the full expression of 

love in al1 hurnan rclati~ins."~' 

During the tirst ycars of the 1930's. pacif'ists like the menibers of the FOR remainesi 

cautiously optimistic. The dit'ficulties of the pcacc ncgotiations and disannament taIks at Geneva 

through 1931 and 1932, according to Crcighton, werc a test of Christianity in modem western 

world." The exaniplr of Ramsay MaçDonÿld's Labour governmcnt efforts at peace, suggested Rev. 

H. D. Rams «f Saskatchewan. displüyed tlic work and hopfulnrss of "Christian statesrnan~hip."~~ 

MacDonald, açcording to Ranns, was no "Puatic sacirilist," but rather a moderate and idealist socialist 

informed by the Wtlbbs and Fabianism. and also a menibcr of the "kirk." And his acccptance of alIied 

withdrawal from the Rhinclünd and disarmament ncgotiations dcmonstratcd his faith in the way of 

peacc. Hue w u  an idcalist who wris putting Cliristianity into practice. with "his feet ... on solid 

earth." And evcn in Iatc 193 1 ,  following the Manchuria crisis and thc refusal of Japan to accept the 

%N (18 Fcbruary 191). 148. 

"NO - (18 Febru.lry 191). 148. 

)sSee editorials by William Crcightoii in NO (4 M m h  193 1). 20 1. 

4 1. D. Ranns, "J. Ramsay MricDo~ÿild: Man OC Pcacc." (29 Jmuq 1930). 103. 
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ruling of the League of Nations. Newton Roweli remaincd cautiously hopeful that the League. having 

prevented al1 out wu. might yrt scrvr as a world peacemakrr." 

By 1933, however, the looming crisis in international relations that followed the deadlock of 

the 1932 Disarmament Conference and the election of Hitier to a minority government in early 1933 

left advocates of paçitism and international security moving in different directions. At a conference 

of the Canadian Institute of Intcrnationai Relations, held at Hart House in Toronto during September 

1933, Newton Rowc11 presented a choice between totaiitarianism and British constitutionai democracy. 

As the world turncd to 1;ascist and ccirnniunist dictators, hr= argued, the British Commonwealth 

remained a bulwark of domocratic and parlirimentary governrnent. mlt: of law. frecdom of speech as 

well as conscience and religion. equdity. and world brotherhood." For othcrs Iike William 

Creighton the appèarance of Hitler and his radicaiization of nütionaiism Ieît pacifism at a turning 

point. Hitler's effcirts tc) appuint a loyal bishop and tntnsform the Lutheran Church into a national 

Gcrnian church. Crcightcm warncd. raiscd the qucstion "whcther Christianity is stronger than narrow 

nationdism. Now is the timc, if evcr, for the Church to show that its loyaity :O Christ transcends the 

emorions arouscd by demrigogues and milit~isis."~'  Creighton. and fellow advocates of a 

revolutionary Christian sciçialisni, now suggcstcd that the transcendent absolutes of the Christian ethic 

were radically opposcd to the whok nation-state and capitalist system. Paç ihn .  Creighton declared, 

must eithcr give up, or bcconic: niuch niore riggrossivc in chrillènging the structures of modem western 

societ y. l3 

'('William Crcigtiton citcd Rowcll's vicws frorn a paper givcn to the Canadian Club. in ed.. "The League and 
Manchuria." (9 Dcccrnbcr 193 1). 1 163. 

""The World for a Wcek: I n  a World of Dictiiiors." (20 Scptembcr 1933). 675. 

"'The World for n Wcck: Hitlcr's Goosc-Stcp Rdigion." (19 Apid 1933). 315. 

''& "Wc Must Figlit li)r Peicc." (23 August 1933). 612. 
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Creighton's Iinkage of pacifisni with opposition to capitalism pointed to the intersection of 

pacitist conccrns wiih the profound domestic social crisis brought by the emergence of the depression 

after 1929. It was cspecially in their wxch for an adcquate response to this cnsis that mainline 

Protestants realized the dienation of modern society from God's Kingdom, and also developed 

conficting interpretations of the rneaning and relation of the gospel to modem society. 

The debate about a Christian response to the rising economic crisis emcrged in the United 

Church during an AFL-CIO meeting in Toronto in Octclbcr 7-13, 1929, aiready before the farnous 

Black Tucsday of Octobcr 23, but in a tinic of çrowing labour and socialist agitation mat had 

Torontonians spculating about a Bolshcvik "Red Scare." Whilc in Toronto. labour representatives 

were invited to soniè forty-eight United Church pulpits in Toronto and Hamilton. for the purpose, 

according to D. N. McLachlan, of building bcttcr understanding between the church and labour, and 

to promotr hcttsr relations brtwwn capital and labour? Seekinç the conciliation of these groups, 

McLachlan explaincd that the church's conwrn with labour w u  reflccted in its 1928 appointment of 

a Committce on Industry to study econoniic and worhng conditions. There was a growing opinion, 

he cfaimed, that both labour and capital should ttxist h r  servicc, and must respect above ail the 

sacredncss and w d f m  of prsonrility. The source of problems in industry, he argued, lay with 

tcchnoloçical dcvclopnient and tlw mèchanization wlucli Iiad crowdcd out workers, and also "personal 

and spiritual valucs." Hc addcd thrit proposals suhmittcd by thc Manitoba Confercnce and sent down 

to the presbyteries for discussion includcd a cd1 for coopcration and partnership rather than a "master 

and servant" in industry, and also urgcd that protjts should be based on semice and distributed 

equitably to avoid unrut and social conditions injurious to public welfare. Those proposals aiso 

declared, howcvcr, that rccourse to class war in order to right econornic wrongs was "inconsistent with 

N. McL;lclil;ui, "The Ancrican Fcdcration of Labour," (2 Ociober 19291, 1003. 1006. 



human brotherhood. "45 

McLachlan's interpretation of the ernerging econornic crisis as a conflict between spiritual 

personality and natural mechanisrn, and his insistence on the primacy of a universai moral 

brotherhood, denionstratcd his combination of personal idealisrn with the modern Augustinim tension 

posed by Richard Roberts and John Dow, and also his appal, like Roberts and Tuttle, to a 

transcendent God as the &rounds of absolute moral principlcs. To others. however, though they shared 

the goal of a coopcrative economic order, this personal idcaiisnl naively ignored the structural relations 

in society that contributcd to problcms Like uncmployment, and that stood in the way of cooperation. 

The seasoned social gospcllclr J. S. Woodsworth, fc)r exaniple, xgued that the causes of unemployment 

wcre systçmic to capitrilism. It was ntit nwrcly mechanization, but the capitalists who controlled 

production. and who in  tlieir scarch Sur grcriter prolits investcd in çreater mcchanization. that displaced 

workers. The paradoxical rcsult of capitalisni was grcater production, but less purchasing power for 

the masses. Uncmploymcnt thus proved thc failure of capitalism, for it rendercd both wages and 

profits impossible. Citing a 1930 resolution of the Alberta Conference of the United Church, 

Woodswonh urgcd thc church to regard cnforccd uncmploynicnt intolerable and cailed for a 

fundanientai chringc of tlic cripitalist systcni through sc~ciril conuol of thc nieans of production, 

distribution, and exchange, and for an cirdcr basclci on cooprrttion and servicc rathcr than conqxtitive 

acquisi tien? 

Othcrs who supportcd Woodswonh's arguments linked the problem of uncmployment to 

broader social concerns. In a letter supp'rting Woodsworth's vicws and the Alberta Conference's 

resolutions, Charles Hucstis also appalèd to tlic Bolshèvik cxmiplc as both a mode1 and a fearful 

prospect. Despitc its mcthods, Russia at [est acccptcd thc principle of equality: "from everyone 

45~cLachlan, "The American Fedcrrition of Labour," 1003, 106. 

16 J. S .  Woodsworlh. "Unempioyment: A World Problcm, Articlc II," NO (29 October 1930). 1052. 
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according to his ability; to everyone according to his nccci."'17 Liberai-evangelicai Christianity. he 

added. bore a special rcsponsibility for the crisis of capitalism and the prospect of revolution: it rnust. 

he declared. "stop dogmatizing about Christianity and stop practicing it as a vehicle of personai 

saivation only. It must begin the immediatc application of i t  to the anarchy produced in its own moral 

sanctuary by the existing disuibution of indusuid and political power." The failure of liberal 

Protestantism to present, and apply. a tnily prophetic gospel that was relevant to the economic crisis. 

Huestis warned, rnight end in a pcriod of suuggle, bloodshed, and the Russian plan, 

In mothcr aitack on what scenicd the hyp~crisy of liberal Protestantism, Rev. Charles Bishop 

of Rovost. Alberta. argucd thrit qucstions of peace and uneniployrnent wert: connected in the structures 

of western socittty. Uncniploynicnt w u  due to ovcrpmduction causttd by commercial competition 

between individuais and nations. and w u  served as an insuurnent of commercial competition. 

MoraIistic dcnunciations of wu, therefore, wtlre "banal" so long as an "unrestrained w u "  for markets 

and wrülth was ppcrrnitted. and indecd promotcd as the sign of patriotism and piety." 

To this argunicnt. William Crcighton addcd that the Church should take an interest in the 

problem of uncniplciynicnt, despite clainis thrit such econonuc issues were not the business of the 

ch~rch. '~ Arguing that thci issue involvcd mcnibcrs of the church who were rither rrnployers or 

employces. Crcighton suggcsted that the church could not bt: abstracted froni the larger social context 

that its nièmbers wcre part of. Furthemiore, hè argued. unenlployment was an issue of social justice 

that could not hc scparatcd h n i  Christirinity. Paul dctcrmincd to preach "Jesus Christ and him 

crucified," but w u  ncvcrtliclt.ss Icd thcrcby to coninicnt on social issues. Christ was the foundation 

"Chas. Huestis. "Our Readers* Forum: 'Unemploymcnt md Its Prohlcms."' (26 Novrmber 1930). 1153. 

"Rev. Charles Bishop. "Our Rendcrs' Forum: 'The Grcat Issue of IJnernployrnent."' (26 March 1930). 306- 

'lqed.. "The Church aiid IJiicinpIoyinen~" (10 Scptcmher 1930). 874-75. 
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for human life, including politics and econornics. and as hc had warncd, the church would be judged 

on its response to the poor and sick. 

Though they will require closer exarnination at a later point, these arguments indicate that the 

crises brought on by international tensions and the emerging depression opened anew difficult 

questions about the rclationship of Christianity and the gospel to conternporary society. At one level, 

they confirmed niainline Protestants' bèlicf that western socicty had become alien from God's 

Kingdom, while a new emphasis on the transcendent spiritual sources of Christianity provided a 

standpoint for rcncwcd cri ticisni of that socicty. Wi thin this trend. however. the di fferent responses 

of mainline Protestants to those crises rcprcscnted an emerging contlict that cut especially through the 

United Church. On the ont. hmd. a nasçcnt Christian soçialist niovement would urge that the corning 

of Goci's Kingdoni involvcd a revolutionary reconstruction of thc stmctures of western society. On 

the other hand, a rèvivcd personal ideaiist vcrsion of libèral-cvangelicalism would insist îhat 

reconstruction couId corne only by a divine spirituai transfornirition of individual human wills. At the 

center of their di ffercnces wcre questions about the nature of the gospel and the relationship between 

God's grace in the spirit of Christ and the structured wcirid. Though both would echo aspects of an 

earlier progrctssivisni. thcy wrc. dccidedly pst-war niovcnicnts t h ~ t  were born out of the perception 

that modern wcstcrn socicty was sccu1arizc.d. and tf-icrcti)rtl in necd of a radical Christianization. This 

situation. howevèr. prcscnted a prcdicament for niainline Protestants thcmxlves, for by 1928 it was 

undear how one could spèrik of God at al1 in the contèxt of niodcrn sècular cutture. 

III.  Historicism and the Challenge of Secular Thought 

WhiIe they stirnuiatcd rcncwed concern with the sociai niission of the church, both the Jerusalem 

Confcrence and the social crises of the late 1920's dso indicatcd that Christian claims to the unique 

and universal significance of Christ were now wicicly in question in the broader secularized culture 
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of western civilization and even among the most thoroughly modemist members within mainline 

Protestantism. Despite efforts to develop new apologetics, neither the older Queen's neo-Kantianism 

nor Roberts' vitaiist "idealism in the making" had sufficientl y challenged or supplanted the 

anthropocentric, historicist, and naturalist assumptions of critical thought. TO the contrary, by 1928 

the central daims of the analorria entis and vitalist ontology were thernselves eroding under the 

scrutiny of what was now explicitly secular science and humanism. 

Concerns about the secularization of modern thought appeared on several fronts among 

Canadian Protestants. D. N. McLachlan's rctsponsc to the sc.culxization of social science has been 

noted aiready. For lohn Dow. rneanwhiIe, the crisis of niodcrn thought came in an artide published 

by Ernst Troeltsch in The Modern Churchnirin fur Octobcr 1928 -- an article wfüch scemed to Dow 

to strikr at the cmx of Incarnalima1 ~hr is to log~? Troeltsch had questionrd the validity of clairning 

a central and uniquc role for a ligure such as Jesus in the vast and uniform causal processes of history. 

Once more, Trocltsch had pointed to the paradox of hurnan attcmpts to daim knowledge, defined in 

terrns of critical tfiought, of God and a unique Christ from within what he assunied to be the causal 

ncxus of expcricnctl in the naturai world. As Dow conc1udt.d in rcspinsc to Trcwltsch, "[olur modem 

age has g r w n  accusionicd tc i  thinking in  tcrms of èvolutim ancl continuity and it  tinds it hard to insist 

on a uniquc and isolatcd cmcrgcncc of the divine occurring in the nudst of the historic order."" 

In raising his rilèn. Dow also linkcd the challcngc of  Troeltsch's historicist criticism to 

currents in conteniporary literature that wcre cqually pcssiniistic about the intervention of God in 

history and the nicrining of hunian life. J. S. MilI, for example. rnuch earlier had referred to the 

frustration of man's "lofiicr aspirations" by ~l ic  scnsc ihrit hunian Iife was insignificant. And more 

reccntly. H. G. Wells hrid ponrayed a God whose p w c r  io correct evil in the world was limited -- 

- - - - - - - 
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a God who was bound to the necssily of the evolutionary process and to human fieedom to do evil, 

and was no more than a Cornrade who suffered with hurnanity in his tragedy." 

By 1930. one could add to Dow's list of skeptical humanists Bertrand Russell's Why 1 Am 

Not a Christian ( 1927). Walter Lippmann's Humanism ( 1930). and Julian Huxley's Religion Without 

God (1930). According to one Canadian critic, the attcnipt of these new humanists to preserve - 
humanisrn and a variation of traditionri1 moral ideals. but without reference to God and spiritual 

reality. was self-defeating and could only end in the loss of moral responsibility. Modem humanism, 

Egerton R. M. Brccken argucd. suggested that idèas of God and human sin were the irrelevant and 

irrational concerns o f  the undcvcloped intellc~ts.~~ But if the human sou1 was a biologicai accident 

of a blind cwtios. Brcckcn countered. then frccdom wris an illusion and moral distinctions 

meaninglcss. If  God was nicrcly the "progrcssivc self-realization of cosniic cnergy. whose only known 

manifestation is in the intèlligcnce of nian." thcn man is part of God and any moral demands were 

mcrcly human wishcs. In f'act. Brcckèn argucd, dl pcoplc. including humanists like Russell. sensed 

the uagedy and despair of civilization and wcre aware of hriving misscd the mark of the high potential 

of humtinity suggcsred in hunianist idcals. 

Though sti Il very much in the vcin or Iibcral 13ro~clstlin~isni. Brècken's response to the new 

secularizcd hunianisni dcmonstrated the conccrn of rriany rnainline kotcstants to rctain a hold on a 

unique and transccndcnt God. as wcll as a spiritual dimension to human nature. as a necessity for 

sanctioning a moral order and mcaningfiil human frtudorn. Similar concerns were expresscd by 

Canadian Protestants in responsc to nrituralist idcas in the social and natural sciences. Frank Leach. 

Unitcd Church niinistcr and occrisionrit prc~kssor of Psychology at Manitoba College, came to the 

S2~ohn Dow. "The Prcacher's Pagc; 'Fellow-wtirkers wilh G d . '  and 'Christian Consolation,'" CJRT, Vol. 5, 
No. 1 (Januq-Februriry. 1928). 59-60. 

5'Egenon R. M. Brcckcn. "Gctiing Rid of Sin: A Lcnirn Mcditaiion." NO (27 Fcbruary 1929). 233. 
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same concerns hcld by Dow, McLachlan. and Brecken. In 1925, Leach had argued that psychology 

could serve religion by disclosing the mental processes involved in religion and the "therapeutic" value 

of religion? By 1928, however, Leach was more wary of the Lirnits of psychology, considering 

especially William Starbuck's interpretation of religion as the product of adolescent sexual complexes 

and James Leuba's dismissal of the claims to religious experience as no different than hysteria or 

hg-induced hallucination." Likrwise. by 1929. Richard Roberts considrred the apologetic value 

of the new physics and natural sciences to have eroded scvcrcly. Roberts was especially concerned 

that recent works by hcretofore vitalist plulosophcrs likt: C. Lloyd Morgan. who carlier had identified 

God within the evolutionary procttss, now concludeci that such vitalist apologetics left God subservient 

to the process of eniergent evolution and lcss than the whole of natural reality? Irnmanentism, 

Roberts conccdcd. was not enough to dcscribe God, for God must also be "other than the process." 

In fact, he warncd, nierc: immanentisni led only to ego-ccntrisrn and anarchy. 

Al1 of thcse challcngcs shrirttd Trwltsch's tùndmcniai daim that human rational inquiry into 

the historical-structural world could disclose no unique transcendent or supernaturd divine reality in 

the world. As Dow had notcd. thcy thus challcnged the k a r t  of Incarnational Christology. Indeed, 

it was especially on the question of wherher historical çnticism could affim the divine in the historical 

Jcsus that the crisis of hisroricist and naturalist thought hit rnost closely to home for rnainline 

Prorcstants. 

For thcw who wrotc in thci Canadian Forum, the challenge of historicism was resolved rather 

easily by resolving the story of lesus into mythology. In his 1927 reviirw of Georg Brandes's Jesus: 

A Myth (1926) and J. Middlcton Murray's The Lifc of Jcsus (1926). both recent works by literary 

Y~rank Leach. "The P~. ; rher  and Ihe Psycholopy of Kclipion." NO (3 November 1925). 6. 
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critics which treattid the Biblc as mythological story, H. J. Davis, professor of English at the 

University of Toronto, excmplified the acccptance of a mythoIogica1 interpretation of the Christ- 

story." While Brandes had concluded that the Bible stories were largely the products of later 

constructions, and that Jesus ncver had cxisted. Davis synipathized more with Murray's argument that 

the noble storics of the Bible could oniy be based on the experience of a real person. But these works 

also reîlected the ultimatc Iegacy of Schweitzer's work, Davis argued. in showing that the "merely 

antiquarian" conccrn of nineteenth-century Iibcrals for the historical Jesus was unnecessxy. Paul and 

John had no necd of thc "niercly historical" Jesus. for thcy were content with their own "mysticat 

expcrience of the living Christ." Davis synipathized with Murray's belief in Jesus based on his own 

souI's adventurous discovcry of "the world's grcatcst man of gcnius." Like Rudoif Bultmann in 

Germany, Davis accepted Schwcitzer's "eschatologiçal" interpretation of Jesus's death. Though 

dcluded in his cxpcctation that h i s  martyrdom on thc cross would usher in the new age. Jesus' 

Mcssianic hopc ivris tülïillcd in  an uncxpcctcd way by "living" in the carly church's memory and its 

bdief that hc was rcsurrcctcd. H c  continucd [o iivc. Uièn. in tlic "kgend or niyth" of the church, and 

it was in this living niyth ut' an "imnicasurably grt'at Man" that Jesus becme real to contemporary 

bçIievers. 

In part. Davis* interpretation of Jcsus rellccted the enierging crisis of hermencutics and 

hisroricd intcrprctrition and the shift in historicisni to a self-consciciusly present and future-oriented 

positivism. His usc tif niodcrn critical nietiwd to rationalize the historiç witnt'ss of the church to a 

unique Christ by stripping it of "inipossible" eknicnts that werc contrary to uniform natural processes 

reprcsented the iniposition of univcrsal reason ovrr the historicalIy particular and unique and suggested 

the irretricvability, and perhaps irrelcvance. of objective historical events. WhiIe Davis conceded that 

the Christ-story niight havc ciriginatcd with thc real expericnce of the "objective prescnce" of the nsen 

n ~ .  I. Davis. "IIistory o r  Myth:'" The Ca~cidi:iii l'?)mm (CF). 7. no. 81 (March 1927), 273-276. 
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Christ, he neverthetess was prepared to dispense with the objective historicity of Christ; ail that was 

available to the modern mind was the idca of Jesus in myth. For Davis, the past was vital not as a 

past reality, but only whcn it bccomes "a present. Iiving symbol as legend or myth."58 ~ e r e  the 

historicity and impact of Christ's dearh and rt=surrcction were subordinated to the ongoing function 

of the Iiving myth of Christ in the prtisent. 

S. H. Hooke followed Davis' review in 1928 with one more promotion of Juiian Huxley's 

Relieion Without ReveIation ( 19261, and of Alfred North Whitehead's Science and the Modem World 

( 1925). Af'tcr disniissing the "muddlc" of nxidcrate niodcrnists who rejjccted supernatural miracles yet 

affirmai the uniqueness of an historicü1 Christ, Hooke dcclared thrit in Huxley lay "the only hope, not 

for colonizing hcaven, ... but of a sane and I'earless attitude towards the facts of iife and of reasonable 

religion based on a rrur huniility in rhe face of those brwildering fa~ t s . "*~  Hooke concluded with 

a quote from Huxley conkssing an esscntially sccuiar religion: 

1 bclicve lliat the whole duty of nian çan be sunin~rd up in the words: more life, for 
your ncighbwr as Ior yourself. And 1 bclieve that man. though not without 
pcrplexity. effort. and pain. c m  îÜlt711 rhis duty and gradually achieve his dcstiny .... I 
belicve in tlic religiim of lile."' 

While advocritcs of naturalisni like Davis and Hooke Iargely acceptcd the prerni ses and 

conclusions of historicisni and nrituraiism, niost rnainlinc Protestants fdlowed a course that had been 

emerging during the 1920's. First. thcy rissencd tht: liniits of critical science itseif, and as part of that 

limit somc would point out thar al1 knowledgc was historically relative. so as to claini the vaiidity of 

faith as thé prercquisite of thcol«giçal clainis. Sccond, thcy sh;irpened the scparation of science and 

religion that had bwn rnicrging especially since World War 1. And thirdly. they took up the emphasis 

S8Davis, "History or Mythe?" 273-276. 
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of Dow, Roberts, Line, and Brydcn on ri transcendent God who thereby was fret: from the nexus of 

natural causes, ruid who entered the world in the Incunatt: Christ. 

Perhaps in raponst: to the mytho1ogica.i intcrprctritions of Jesus by writers Like Brandes and 

Murray, more modcratc mainline Protestants like Erncst Scott and the editors of the CIRT concluded 

by 1928 that an impasse had been reachcul in historical study of the ~ i b l e ?  Critical studies of Iesus 

once again seenzed to reduce him to rncrely a product of his social and historicai context, and 

historical study now seemed inadequate to disclose the full reality of Jesus. Somehow. the CJRT 

editor urgcd. Jcsus niust bc sccn as somtlthing more, that the study of historical context could not 

exhaust. In his Studics in Early Christimitv (1928). Scott argued that the historical method w u  

limited: while historical study was neccsswy insoîlar as "evcryrhing in the present is linked up with 

the past," ht: warncd that historical study of contexts could not finally exhaust the niind, faith, and 

experience of Biblical pcrwns such as Jcsus or Paul. Thcse. the CJRT editor noted, could only be 

studicd "liom within.""' The editor addcd that thouph Christianity hd i~vcd  the divine life was 

manifestcd in tinic. i t  eniboditxî a "univtlrsti of rcligious and m c m l  values" which lay beyond the field 

of literary and historicaI science. 

In making this argunzent. the CJRT cditor appcaled to the nco-Kantian distinction between 

spiritual and natural rcalitics as well as bctwccn the diffcrt'nt kinds of knowing in religion and science. 

Thest: distinctions had k e n  central i n  the apoloçtltics of Williani Morgan, E. F. Scott, and John 

Baillic. In thcir dcfcnsè of a unique spintual rcality, thcy had claimed a "factual" knowledge of spirit 

equa1 to sçicncè's façtuai knowledge of the world. but thcy did so by insisting on an ontologicai 

duaiity between spirit and nature. As Morgan had argued. science and religion. while subscribing to 

6 I cd., "Has 1-Iistoneil Study I:aifccl'!" CJRT, 5. rio. 3 (May-Juric 1928). 175. 
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the same experiential metho&. deait with difkrent realities and had nothing to say to one another." 

There was no way to relate science and religion together: '"ojf a Christian philosophy we have hardly 

more than f ragrnen~s."~ But in Morgan's case, the absence of such a philosophy meant that the 

ultimate nature of the universe remaincd unanswered. 

John Baillie's version of the neo-Kantian apologtxic. especially in his The Inter~retation of 

Reli~ion (1928). had appealed to the Itaiian idcalist Bcnedctto Croce to affinn the inescapable 

relativity of dl judgenients of consciousness, and on that ground to the equal legitimacy of clairns to 

religious knowlcdge: 

[bJut religious judgernents being whrif they are, and making daim to objective tnith as they 
undoubtcdly do, it is psyçhologically an inipossible feat, as wcll as logically a self- 
contradictory dcsire, nr,t IO makc onc's own tùndamcntd religious conviction the criterion of 
religious tnith. If  we beliwe thcm to be tme (as we rnust do, if they are reaIly convictions), 
lhcn wc arc. ipso facto, niaking iheni the criterion. And, once again, what other criterion is 
at al1 conccivrihlc? Morcover. if onc does not sct aside one's conscience in seeking to surprise 
the secret of beauty. why thcn should one have to lay asidc une's faith in seeking for 
'religious ~ r u t h ' ' ! ~ ~  

In part, Baillie's argunienr w s  a rcstatenicnt of Augusrinc's crcdo ut intellieum, which claimed that 

faith preceded the judgcrnents of knowlcdge. But Baillie's cffms to reclaim the validity of faith, the 

transcendent reality of God. and the prcscncc of spiritual rcality tiom within what Croce had called 

the "onrushing process" rii' lire wu prcdicriicd on tlic distinctly nirxlern awareness of being located 

within the nexus of hisiorical-structural relations. and on a dctïnition of faim in terms that began, in 

keeping with Kant's epistcrnoiogicai turn. with the expricnce of God in human consc i~usness .~~  

Baillie's hopc w u  thrit da ims to therilugiçril knowledge of God, though having its own unique object. 
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would remain consistent with the proct3dures of critical science. 

Through thc late 1920Ts, insistcnce on both the sepriration of science from religion and the 

relativity of al1 knowledge wcre woven together in attenipts to resolve the problern of knowing the 

nature of the world and the relation betwen God and the world. With his new wariness of secular 

and naturalist interpretations of religion in psychology, Frank Leach, like E. F. Scott in 1924 but aiso 

like Baillie. concludcd that psychology could only describe the phenomena of reiigious experiences 

and their connection tu thc human psyche, but it could not spak to the claim of a divine object of 

those expcrienccs."' 

Ironically. suçh attcnipts to linut scicnce and scparatc religion from it found support among 

those who, Likt: George Huntcr of the Canadian Foruni. also sought to liberate science from religion 

white conceding a moral usc3fulness to religion. In his "scicncc" colunin in the Canadian Forum, 

Hunter noted in 1926 a ncw humility concerning thc lirnits of s~ience.~"estern man, he claimed, 

had beconic too sclf-sritislied with his conqucsts of nature through scicnce, "congratulating hirnself 

as the çrcaior of the drrima. whercas ht: is only tht: scene-shiticr." Dcspite their long advocacy of 

modern scicnce. wriiers in thc Canadian Furuni. as A. B. McKillop shows. ai this time began to wam 

of the threat of science. tt.chnc)logy, and n~atcrialism, and idcmiticd that threat with Amencan 

influence in thc modem suucturcs of cornniunication and industrial capitali~rn.~~ Hunter's concern 

to prcsrrve a nioral urdcr of frwdoni also Icd hini to propose limits to the daims of science. thus 

suangcly agreeing witli Luch, Scott. and tlic CJKT cclitors. Scicncc. Hunter argucd. couId oniy give 

information about the cirita and cxtcrnrils of nature, but not about the value of nature or how we should 

respond to it. Though i t  providcd niuch knowlcdge. scicnce ultiniately revealed the measure of human 

"~each. "Psychology and Rcligious Experiencr." S. 
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ignorance and insigniticance in the Universe. It was appropriate, therefore, that humanity should 

rcspond to nature with worship. Religion was still, Huntcr argued borrowing from Huxley, a 

"biological necessity" for the cornmunity, espccially as it embodied "the so-called moral laws 

according to which socirty has regulated its behavi~ur."'~ About religion. science hûd nothing to 

Say, except to verify empirically the extent to which those moral laws helped to preserve society. 

Hunter's admission of the limits of science and the indcpndence of religion. albeit understood 

in terms of a naturalist moralism, still failed to rcsolve ontciIofical questions about the nature of the 

universe or the objective reality and prescncc of God. In a 1929 review of A. S. Eddington's popular 

The Nature of the Physiçal World, Huntrsr sumnizinzcd the rwolutions brought by modern science, 

especially in electro-rnagnctic theory. quantum theary. Einstein's dit'fèrentiation of space and time and 

his relativity thcory. and especially in molecular theory. Thcse developments, Hunter noted, overthrew 

the Newtonian vicw of static Iaws and niattcr. posiulating instead a world in process. But thcy also 

let't a crisis, sincc the Iicrrrt of matcriai rcality in atoniic structure now eiuded science: "the veiI is 

drawn aside from rhc inner shrinc. we tind only an elcgant diflérential equation. and a Pnnciple of 

Indeterminacy. The Snark was a Boojuni alter ÜII."" Pliysics now worked in a rnetaphysical 

vacuum. unûblr to niove beyond its own rclative and inkrential theories and rnicroscopic 

measuremcnts to the substance of reality. 

Thus. dcspite r\pceing with thc indupcndencc of "religion." Huntcr's argument ended in a 

secular niordisni and an ontotogicai inipasse ttiat was t'u from Baillie's intentions. In doing so, it 

indicated the dead end of Baillir's apoloçriic. Baillir's attcnipt to justify faith and theologicai 

knowledge by appealing to the indepcndcncc of religious knowledge and the inescapable limit and 

relativity of al1 hunian claims to knowledge was self-defrating, for it did not automatically confïrm 
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Christian clainis to the rcality of God, and in fact lay tiis daim to the validity of "religious" 

knowledge open to the charge thrit it was equally lirnittd and relative. 

In his rcvicws and lectures during the 1920's George Brett pushed the impasse of rnetaphysics 

and ontology to its logical conclusion in a full embrace of historicisrn. In his early 1920's works in 

reply to E. F. Scott. Brctt had argued that science was indced lirnited by its historical relativity, and 

by ifs ability only to describe phenuniena rülher than provide total explmations of reality." As a 

descriptive exercise, howevcr. science could bc app1ic.d to al1 aspects of life, and its method indeed 

provided a standard of tmth for clainis about expcricnctxi reality. He applied this standard to the 

attempts of the "nçw idealism" to claini a mctaphysical or spiritual substance in the universe that was 

known by moral intuition indcpendently of scientific knowledge." While conceding the limiü of 

science and ils inribility to mivc  at mctaphysical rcality, Brctt nevertheless argued that the "new 

idcalisni" was untcnrtblc, Lor its argunicnt ïrom something which could not be "known" couId not 

validatr a positive clai ni tu nletapliysicnl or ontological rclili t y ." 

In a tii1lt.r aniclt: in 1926 on the rclation of science and modern pliilosophy in the Canadian 

Forum's ncw section on "Science", Brett providcd an historical ovcrview of philosophy, as welt as 

a vision of what hc tciok 10 bc tlic task uf philosciphy. Kant. hl: argucd, had laid the foundations of 

modern critical and historicnl thought in lurning philosophy frooi ribstraçt spèculation about the 

mctaphysical essence of rcaiity tu prohlcnis of thc nature of knowledge and the ends and function of 

the mind.75 The implications of Kant's idcas, exprcssed popularly in Pragmatisrn, both lirnited and 

extended the scope of philosophy. The task of philosophy now was reduced to the analysis and 

7- -G. S. Brctt, "Somc Bclicfs Ahbout Psychology." CJRT. 1, no. 6 (Novernbcr-Deccmkr 1924), 476. 
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synthesis of al1 knowledge from the more limittd sciences into a "total interpretation of experience." 

Though limiteci, Brett claimed b a t  this approach hüd the benekït of taking the history and role of the 

mind seriously as an actual historicai reality rather than an abstraction. Here Brett embraced the 

implications of historicisrn. arguing that an historicd ipproach to philosophy finally liberated thought 

from ontologicd spculation. whilt: it still provided the resources for developing man's understanding, 

and frccdom. within the limits of the hisarical-structural expcnence." 

It was fruni this historicist pcrspcctive that Brctt developcd, in a lecture on "Modernism" given 

ro the Clencal Alumni Conferencc of Trinity Collcgr: in 1927. a ncw pragmatic interpretation of 

religion? According to Brctt. the probleni of modern thoughr was to reconcile the tension between 

rnernory of the p s t  and the proccss of change. particularly in religion. Brett claimed that reiigion still 

held a central place in lifc: Ii kt: Augustine's credo ut intcllirum. Brett afHrnled the necessity of belief 

in order to know reality. But niodern thought also had comc to sec religion as "in the making." It had 

moved bcyond the Protestant struggle to reconcile individudisni and law in religion, to the position 

that though bclief was a nciccssity, no particular statenient of bclief could be taken as final. In place 

of extcrnal law and authority, the modern rnodcl w u  the expcriential "spirituality" of Augustine's 

~onfessions." In the licedoni of thc spirit. howcver. modern religion niust admit divcrsity and new 

interprctations of truth. in rhc hope thai frce cxprcssion in tinic would achieve unity. But no human 

statcmcnt of (mlh C«UM pcrnlanently capturc the lifc of tlic spirit. "The quest for the philosopher's 

'90s a tiirthcr discussiori of Brctt's hisiorid mctlicxl. sct: Lcslie Amour and Elizabeth Trott, The Faces of 
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Stone or the elixir of life," he had declared 1926. "has now been cast into obli~ion."'~ Reality could 

only be known by its consquences. Hence, whatever clainis Christianity could rnake were dependent 

on its ability to uansfonn l iva in the world.1° Here was a pragmatic historicism that would press 

young scholars Iike Line back to the search for a Christian social revolution. 

From his consistently historicized spirituaiism, and his repudiation of claims to knowledge of 

ontological absolutes beyond the merely descriptive function of s~irnce.~ '  Brett sharply aiticized 

Baillie's The Intemretation of ~elieion." According to Brett. Baillie's anempt to prove that religion 

must have a trans-subjective object had not achiwed a "definite result." Baillie's clairn that religious 

valucs rcflcctcd a unique intcrnal expcrience of a spiritual rcality that was nonetheless closed to direct 

scienti1ïc analysis. ricwrding to Brt'tt, iniplied cither thrit what i t  clainied was merely an hypothesis 

or dogrna which could nor bc subniitted to analysis. or it was subjective experience and so remained 

unable to "escape fioni the çrip of the psychologist." Funhcrmore, Baillie's apologetic failed to 

discuss the problcni of cvil. Considcrrition of the reality of evil in social systerns and even social 

noms. Drctt supgesirid. niight have Sorccd Baillic to rcçognizc ihc distinction between the objective 

rrality of God and hunian niorality niore çleuly. To do s«. howcver. would have dcstroyed the new 

apologctic by qucstioning tiic assunicd validity of niorai valucs and relritivizing them. Indeed. Brett 

argued that Baillie hrid failcd to show that niorality wris connected to an ontological reality identifiai 

vaguely as "goodness at the hcart of things." Thc argunxnt for God on the buis  of human values 

seemed to Brett no morc than a naivc intuition -- one that could still bt: inierpreted in merely natural 

terms as Lhc s ~ ~ i a l l y  sanc~ioned moral bdicfs constmctcd by the community. 
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Brett's critique was significant in severai ways. First, ht: had affirmeci the historicai relativity 

of al1 claims to scientific knowledgc, yçt he insisted that claims to experience reality must nevertheless 

be accessible to science. Science, however, w u  now undcrstood not as the pronouncement of 

metaphysical or logicai absolutes, but as the descriptive analysis of the process of experience. Thus, 

secondly, Brett also chailcnged any claims to knowledge of God in any absolute or transcendent 

idcntity. In this way. Brett challenged al1 neo-Kantim apologetics that attempted to move from human 

consciousness of values to a pèrsond and uanscendent God. Such was aiso the conclusion of Charles 

Herbert Hucstis. Sccrctary of the Lord's Day Alliance. The ncw "realist" idedism. Huestis concludod 

in an article on "What Einstein did to rny Mind." i'ailcd to ofkr a new apologetic for the reality of 

God: "[hlowever niuch you may nttrnuate matrer. y«u do not in that way reach spirit."" 

Appmntl y. John Briillic did not entircly disagrec with Brctt. Already by thc time that his The 

Intcmretrition of Relieicin w u  publishcd in 1928. Jcihn Baillic suggcstlri vaguely that his thought was 

moving in diffcrcnt directions? And in rinother article in 1925 Baillie criticizttd the modern secular 

humanism. such ris that of Waltcr Lippniann, as bmkn~pt, for it lackcd reference to a transcendent 

superhuman reality. Frlr Baillic. fhc Christian belicf in a uanscendent God had bccome the pivotal 

basis of a realistic üssessmcnt of the world and rhc cal1 t« miml obediencdS But by now. it 

seemed, that hclicf ccwld not claini the support cithcr o f  science or moral intuition. 

In the histciriçisni of the laic 1920's. Ilis nco-Kantim apologetic had lost not only its 

cornplenientary alliance with scicncc, but aiso its cfainls to rncet the dcmands of modem critical 

thought by prciving the reality of God tiom the cxpcricnce of the spirit in consciousness. It is no 

wonder. then, that the editor of the CJRT wlio noted the challenge of historicism also pleaded that, 
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though the divins life was manifested in time, it embodied a "universe of religious and moral values" 

which lie beyond the field cif litcrary and historical scicnce. Thus uanscendent divine reality and the 

historical-structural world were drawn apm. and Morgan's dtxlaration that there was as yet no 

rcconciIiation with which to constnict a Christian philosophy was confinned. It also is no wonder that 

the editor might suggest the Barthian movemcnt as a possible way to face the limits of historical study 

and yet recover a transcendent Gad? 

IV. The Arrivai of Barth and Crisis Theology 

The ideas of KarI Barth canic to Canadian attention in 1928 in two niain ways. First, they appeared 

as the minority objection at the Jenisaleni Conîèrencc, and thus appeared as an alternative to the 

religious plwalisrn that scemcd to be the ultinialc outcome of neo-Kantian liberalism. Secondly, it 

was in 1928 that an EngIish translation of Barth's The Word (if God and the Word of Man was 

pubiishcd and nitidc widd y acccssiblc t o  Canadian scholars. 

In 1928. howcvèr. Bartli's idtxs did not crcw ncar rhe stir that they ïirst did among German 

liberal theologians in 1917. Throughout Ihe 1920's a ncw gcnèration of Canadian Protestants, 

including Richard Roberts, John Dow, John Linc, and \Valter Brydcn, intluenced by post-Ritschlian 

British theology and philosophy in  the work of Janics Dcnney and H. R. Macintosh, were themselves 

engaged in the strugglc to rcctaim a transccndcnt divinè rcaliiy that was distinct from the histoncai 

and naturai world. in  a striking coincidcnce. the idcris of Karl Barth ttntered Canadian debate 

precisely at the htlight of the crisis of historicisni and sccular thought. As a result, Barth's ideas 

rcccived. initially, a frivourable reception inscifar as they oîfcred an answer to the dilemrna of claiming 

kiiowlcdge of God from within the limits& mo&m historical self-consciousness. From lheir own 

wcll-cstablishcd conccrns. however, Canadian Protestants uscd Barth's ideas selectively and 

- ---- - 

86 ed., "Has Hisioriçal Study Filcd'?" CJK'I: 5 ,  no. 3 (May-Junc 1928). 175. 
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eclecticalIy, mixing thcm with other "nw-orthodox" ideas From Ernil Brunner, Reinhold Niebuhr, and 

the continuing influence of British scholrrrs. Neverthcless, though they would respond to Barîh's ideas 

in different ways. Canadian Rotèstants found in Barth a rcnewed and confident dechration, seemingly 

liberated from the lirnits of science and historicisrn. for a distinctly uanscendent God and his radical 

judgement and gract: in the world. 

Aside from an allusion to Barth in the CJKT editorid noted above, the tTrst formal reference 

in Canada to Barth's work appeared wiîh the announcemcnt of the publication of Barth's The Word 

of God and the Word of Man (1925). transtrited by the Anicrican "realist" theologian Douglas Horton. 

that appcarcd in July 1929." This wcirk was followcd in short order wilh the announcement of 

Reinhold Niebuhr's Lewes Froni the Notcbook of a Tanicd Cvnic (1  929) in October 1929.'' and 

Ernil Brunncr's Rie Theo lo~y  of Crisis (1929) in Dtcembcr 1 9 2 9 . ~ ~  Despite a deepening 

disagrecment betwecn Barth and Brunncr during the eariy 1930's. Brunner's work cIairned to 

introduce "Barthianism" to the English-spcriking world. In a gencral way these works offered what 

swmed, as thc Uppcr Canada Tract Society dcscribcd Brunncr's work, an "orthodox theology adjusted 

to the tacts of niodcrn scicncr withoui açccptinç thc rdniivisni of niodcrn liberalisrn."* Arriving 

togcher in this nianncr. thest. works could rcadily k lunipcd togciher in an amorphous impression 

of "crisis thmlogy." whik  actually providing a varicty of quitc differcnt views. 

In 1929, D. L. Ritchie. dean of what was by then Montreal Theologiçal College, offered one 

of the most coniprchcnsivc and rcceptivc introductions of the Barthian niovemcnt to Canadian 

Protestants. Writing tioni Gcncvri, Kitchic: providcd a carcful summary of Barth's ideas based on 

"NO - (24 July 1920). 772. 

''"Among the Ncw Bwks." (16 Octokr 1929). 1050. 

'9"Book Gift Suggcsiions." (1 1 Decembcr 1929). 1292. 

w"Uppcr Canada Tract Society." j'+& ( 10 April 1930). 384. 
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Barth's Romerbrirf ( 19 17) and his The Word of God and the Word of Man ( l 9 ~ 8 ) . ~ '  According to 

Ritchie, Barth emphasized the total othernas of a hoty God, so radically as to suggat an infinite 

qualitative difference between God and hurnanity. This differcnce led to Barth's difftcult dialectical 

style of argument. for no creaturely expression could do justice to God; to the contrary. al1 flesh lay 

under God's judging-swing grace. Like Scottish theologians such as James D C M ~  and P. T. Forsyth, 

Barth dcclared the nwd to recognize the fuli reality of sin as the prerequisite for reclaiming the grace 

of God. In tum. he emphasized that the church's faith lay. not in merrly the person of Jesus or a 

"crucified and brirflcd Jcsus." but in a risen and uiurnphantly ruling Lard. He also insisteci mat the 

Word of God was not to be found in Biblical literalisrn. but in the living Spirit which speaks in the 

souls of believers. niaking Christian hith rt radically ncw mation and the work of God over against 

fallcn nature. 

I t  was Barth's cniphasis on thc distinct reality o f  Gcid that most appcaled to Ritchie. who had 

been a suong advocate of the neo-Kantian persona1 evangclism and new evangelisni of the mid- 

1920's. Like Luther, he clainied. Barth had answcred the disillusionment and unbelief of twentieth 

century Germany wiih a new and hopcful word frorn God. Banh. according to Ritchie. "got back and 

up to the rcality of the holy God. to the rcality of sin and to the reality of G d ' s  judgnicnt of the 

world in Christ ~csus."" In an inicrprctation that fit  his own ne«-Kantian predilwtion. Ritchie 

claimèd thrit Barih had rediscovcred. m i d  the illusions of his tinie. the two "abiding realities" of "God 

and a nian's own soul." In so doing. ht: aln) retiised tu "lose the Christian religion" in "kultur," "thin 

humanisms." "facile psychol«gisnis." and the tendcncy io "make God Ihe product of His creation 

rathcr thm the Auihor and Saviour of it." in place of niodcrn subjèctivism. historicisrn. and "theories 

of social amelioration." Barth hrid rcturned Christianity to an objcçtive holy God and his justification 

'ID. L. Ritchie. "Banh and Bartiiianisrn." CJRT, Vol. 6. No. 5 (September-October 1929). 318. 

"Ritchic, "B'îrth and Barthimisni." 3 18. 
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While acknowledging criticisms of Barth fiom many sides, Ritchie's own reservations were 

limited to doubts about Barth's diaiectic rncthod and the assumptions that it was based on, He 

prefmed Ernil Brunner's tùrther dcvclopmtlnt of the Bartfiian thmlogy in a way that ertsed Barth's 

dialectic. While still a "devastating critic" of al1 irnmmcnce thcology, Brunner. according to Ritchie, 

saw "that an overmphasis on the uansccndcnct: of God leaves littlt: room for the grace of God in the 

Incarnation. Rcliçion. toa. while not to be confuscd with culture, cannot be finally excluded from it. 

And surely the grace of God niusr be rhe fostcr-mothcr of a uue human ~u l tu re . "~  

Through Bmnnèr's revisions, then. Ritchie wcdded Barth's emphasis on the transcendence and 

grace of Gcid with his own insistence on the prcsencc of God in the world. epitornized in the 

Incarnation. and in relritim 1cr sticiril niorali ty. "Barthianism," ht: dcdxed. "at Icast confronts men 

with a Living Gad, ri holy God. a God who h;u; spcken and spcaks. who. as the Christ and His Cross 

witness. has carcd and cÿrcs; and it ccnainly challenges tliem r« think."" With this reading. Ba th  

was =en as rc:aSlirniing the nco-Kantirin claims t i~r  ihc: rtxlity of God, while at the same time 

recovering çlassic doctrines of sin and redcnipticin. For Ritchiè, Barth rclièved a new gcneration of 

preachers of thc linii ts of anhpccnir i sm and mcrc niorrilisni, offcring in place of the "husks of 

Historical Criticism" a positive gospel nicssagc which was Ihe "kernril" of the Word. Barth's theology 

finally had achicvcd what ihc nco-Kantian apologetic had sought al1 dong through hurnan values. 

namcIy the rcaliiy of  Gt~d. 

Ritchie's synipaihctic, though sclectivtt. intcrpreration illustrates how some Ieading Protestant 

scholars incorp~ratcd Bruth's ides  tio revive a liberai-evançrlicaiisrn that emphasized the Augustinian 

"~itchie. "B,utli uid B;irthi;iiiisin." 320. 

w~iichic. "Barth m d  Bxrthimisrn," 318. 

"~itchie, "Bah and Bartliianism," 325. 
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thçmes of God's trlmsccndcnt sovereignty and grtice and the reality of God's Kingdom entering 

apocaiypticalIy into the world. Yet this use of Barthianism was particularly Bmnner's version of crisis 

theology. With Brumer's adaptations that dcfended a "point of contact" between the transcendent God 

and the world in thc human sou1 and in the Incarnation, Barth could be read as affirming a unique 

spiritual relationship b e t w t ~ n  God and humanity that now was sharply distinguished fiom the 

stmctured world of institutions and social relations. Through the 1930's. Ritchie. Roberts, Dow, and 

George Pidgeon would lead the cal1 to rencwed pcrsonal evangelisrn that emphasized reiiance 

exdusively on this "spiritual" avenue of divinr: grace bat transcended nature. 

John Linc's interpretation of Bmh niovtxi in a véry diffcrcnt direction from Ritchie's. As late 

as early 1929, Line still claimed in a review of twcnticth-cenniry developnients in the sciences that 

the theistic physics suggested by scholars likc astronorncr Sir Arthur Eddington demonsuated that 

bcneath the nicchanical Iaws and cxternd phenornena of naturc Iay a realm of fret: spintual energy 

which cludttd For Line. vitalisrti trrinsfornied Newtonian, niechanistic views of the world 

into an organic vicw c;f a world in proçess lcad by thc inipulse of an undefined. free spirituai reality. 

This vitalisrn, according to Linc, rncant that modcrn humanity no longer lived in a closed universe; 

to the contrary, it was rcasonablt: to postulate "creative spirit as the tilundation of the worId," and to 

intcrprct rvoluticin as c; cçiintinuous divine crcaiion or a series «f cn i~rgrnts .~~ I t  also mrant, he 

clainicd, that the ru1 w r l d  w u  "unsecn and inscrutrible." and could only be disclosed in tenns of 

ultirnatè moral convictions and ruirrlogously to Iiunian prsonality. Hue Linc suggestcd that the divine 

reality lay in a moral ordcr that trrinscendcd nature. but that hunians, as mord beings. nevertheless 

encountered withi n expricnce. 

'O~ohn Linc, "The Ncw Physics and die Religious Vicw of Ihe World." CJRT. Vol. 7. No. 1 (January-February 
1929). 6- 17. 

"~ohn Line, "The New Physics and iiie Rcligicius View of [lie World." 16. 
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Line's encounter with Barth carne in the rnidst of his search for the reality of a transcendent 

God. Shortly aiter his review of Eddington's interpretation of thc new physics, Line reviewed the 

English translation of Banh's The Word of God and the Word of Man (1928)? Considering his 

cornmitment to critical science and vitalisrn. the radical scparation of God and world that he found 

in Barth's ideas must have becn startiing. Urging preachers to r a d  the work, Line described Barth 

as "a fascinatins and disturbing writcr; his pxadoxes fail like sledgc-hammcrs on our conventional 

and cornplacent habits of t h o ~ g h t . " ~ ~  

It was, howevcr, Barth's trenctirint criticisms of western society and liberai Protestant religion 

b a t  Line quotcd niost cxtcnsivdy. Among thc Lhcnics thrit iniprcsscd h m  were Barth's denunciation 

of the mundane yet radical dcpravity of the human will and the utter failure of human moraiity to 

transform life; h is  dcclaration of the judgenicnr of Cod upon niodcrn capitdism and his cal1 for 

radical Christian rightcousness; and his cri tique of the li beral. idcalisi attcrnpt, as in the psychological 

and expcrimcintai approachcs of Schltlicrrnacher and Ritschl, to projcct God from the human mind. 

Line also noted Barth's renewcd Calvinism in his insisttlnce on the chasm bètween a transcendent God 

and hurnanity. and in his portraya1 of the crisis which ensucd in the confrontation between humanity 

and God's sovercign iviIl. 

Most of al!. Linc ws struck by Bartli's proclrinirition of bt: eschatologicat in-breaking of God 

into hunian Iife in ordcr to judgc and transforni i t .  As hc hter  cxp1rrinc.d. from among his ideas Line 

found Banh's doctrine of eschritological crisis a valuablc principie. nanicly that "God does take sides, 

things happcn in the wurld of which He is thc dccisivc cause. if the better day is ever to dawn for 

which good nicn long. it will be not through hunian invention and cfficiency only, but because God 

- -- 

" ~ o h  Line. "Barth aiid Banhimism." CJRT. Vol. 6. No. 2 (March-Apnl 1920). 

'Tine, "Barth and Bartliianisrn." 102. 
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lives and speaks and a ~ t s . " ' ~  In k t .  Barth's early participation in the "suange prophetic" 

movement of the Blunihardts who had eniphrisized the powcr of God to break into human life and 

transform it, and in the "religious-social" enthusiasrn in Switzerland that had brought Barth to 

participate in "Reiigious Socialisrn," provided a model of revolutionary Chnstianity for Line.'O1 

As in the case of Ritchie, however, Line's appreciation of Barth was selective. Line 

acknowledged that Barth's ernphasis on the distinction bctwc.cn God and the world. and his view of 

the eschatological crisis betwecn sinful modem civilizrilion and the judgement and revolutionary 

transformation of God. prcividcd a much-n~vdt'd complcnicnt to the inimanental theology of the day, 

including Line's own work.'" But Line rejeçtcd Barth's treatment of Christ's work on the cross 

and in rcsurrection as "nieta-historical;" though it niight satisfy those seeking an "aneo-Christology," 

or a uanscendént. otlicr-worldly Christ, Linci clearly had litlit: enthusiasm for Barth's super-historïcal 

or  hiddcn (Hielsrcschichie) view of Christ and rcidsniptic~n.'"~ 

Whilc eniphaticrrlly rcjtxting Barth's iurn to "dogni;itics." Line. dong  with others like Gregory 

Vlastos, would appropriate Bmh's ttniphasis on the transcendent rcatity of Cod, and especially his 

declaration of radical cschatological. judgemcnt on the suucturcd "narural" order of modern soçiety. 

More speciticdly. Barth's insistcnce that God "took sidcs" in thc ccinllict in the world, and that he was 

working within tiic w r l d  tci judçc and irrinshrni it. providcd rencwcd urçency for a social gospel 

movrment thrit was shorn o f  Uie ciptiniisni and evoIuiionisni of ~ h c  earlicr progressive social gospel. 

This eschatological judgemcnt u p n  the social ordcr of niodcrn westcrn society would be the centrai 

theme of the Christian socialist movenient that Line and Vlllstos would hclp to found, and that would 

'%ne. "Barth and Bxrtliiruiism." 102. 

'"Line. "Barth and B;u-thimisrn," 08. 

'O-'Lirie, "Barth and Brirthimism," 08. 

ImLine, "Barth and Barrhi,mism." 10 1. 



culminate in the Fdlowship for a Christian Social Ordcr and its ça11 for Christian revoIution. 

Wdter Brydcn, the nsing Presbyterian scholar, found yct a third interpretation of Barth's ideas 

as a solution to the crisis of historicism and secular culture. Though he shared Ritchie's concern for 

the renewal of an authentic evangelical Christianity, as well as Line's focus on God's eschatolo@cal 

judgment in history. Bryden also followed Barth's own example of ernphasizing the dogrnatic 

confession of God's exclusive initiative in redemptive grace. From his earlier use of James Denney's 

emphasis on the radical uniquencss of the living Christ, Bryden had rejectcd the notion of a universal 

mord "spiritual" rcaiity wihin the world suggcstcd by Ritchie. and instead had emphasized the soie 

initiative of divinc grricc in God's tangenthl spiritual inwvention in human lise and experience 

ihrough the living Christ. In 1929, thcrcifc~rt., Bryden answerttd the çrisis of modern secular and 

historicist thouglit with his dcclriration of thc suprcmacy o f  God's transcendent spiritual reality. 

This dcclaration was made mcxt clcruly in his 1929 Convocation address entitied ''The 

Triumph OS Reality.""* His solution. whiçli inçludcd his first published reference to Barth. was 

essentially a rcconiniendrition of Barth's idcas. particularly his description of the wholly otherness and 

sovereign will of Gad. wluçh acçording tu Brydcn was "ttlir Iican 3nd sou1 of Cal~inisrn." '~~ In his 

recornnicndaticm, Bryden prucntcd Barth as answering the modern searçh for authentic reaii ty. The 

time was coming. he wmtld. that people will "listcn only to reality and tmth," and demand only ''Z 

authentic note of that somcthing 'Othcr' in thc sou1 of the man" which is the product of God's own 

rcvelaticin of 11irnsclf.~'~ Such a revclaiion. howevcr. involved a rrvolutionary struggk of self- 

abandc~nnient to God. As Barth put it. "onci niust givc hiniself up in ordcr to give himsclf over to 

ImW. W. Bryden. "The Triumph of Reülity; An addn'u. Jelivercd at the Spring Convocation of Montreal 
College, 1929," in Serianrcd Ilnto the Gosrx.1, Donald V. Wadc, cd. (Toronto: Thom Press, 1956). 

'*Dryden. "The Triumph of Redity," 135. 

ImB yden. "The Triuniph of Ke:dity." 145. 
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God, ihat God's will may be done. Tu do His will, however, means to begin with Him anew. His will 

is not a con-ected continuation of our own. It approaches ours as a wholly other."lo7 With Banh. 

Bryden cailed for a revolutionary turn of the tables on the mthropocentric perspective of modern 

thought, and an absolute ontological differentiation between the created order and a transcendent God 

in order to admit the reai and exdusive initiative of a sovereign God in human expenence. 

Bryden's intcrpretrition was the most thoroughiy consistent with Barth's own views, and 

Bryden would become the leading exponcnt of Brirth in Canada during tfie 1930's. Like Barîh, he 

would repudiate calls both to a revival of moral spiritualisn~, and to Christian rcvolution. Instead, he 

would urge an eschritological evangelism in which the church, under paradoxical terrns, could only 

confess and "dogriirtticaily" proclaim the living Word of God. 

Dcspite thcir diSfcrcnt interpretations, thcsc samples of Canadian Protestant responses to Barth 

illusuate the pivotal. a lki t  not rwcilutionary. role of Barth's ideas among rnainline Canadian 

Protestants in the late 1920's. In part. his vicws contirmed Canadian Protestant perceptions that 

western civilization htid become sccularizèd and aiienatcd frorn God's Kingdom. Likewise, his 

confident proclamation of the reality and judgment of transccndcnt God on human sin seemed to set 

asidc the limits of historicisni and naturalisni, and to ponray faith as a gift of God that was self- 

evidcnt and justilicd on its own tcrms. evcn i f  apprirent only to the faithful. Indeed. though 

cornnii trnent tu thè idcalkt tradi [ion was sufiicicnt 1 y smng to prcvcnt niost Canadians from accepting 

his vicw of the radical cintologicai chasni betwwn God rind hunianity, his eniphasis on the distinction 

between Cod and the natural sinful world found a rcccptive audience in Canada and helped Canadian 

Protestants also to emphasize the tension between God and the worId even while they differed 

profoundly regarding the prccise parametcrs of ihosc tt.rms. Barth's ideas confirmed trends already 

prescnt in Canada. and encouragtld Cmadian l'rotcstants in their departure from an older liberal 

ImBryden. "The Tnumph of Rediiy." 135. 
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Protestmtism to new foms  of theocentrisin tliat harkcncd brick to Augustine. They did not. however, 

resolve nagging questions about how God was known. or how his Kingdom was related to the 

structural-historica! world. 

V. The Crisis of Preaching 

The prmeation of these dcvelopmcnis into the life of the niainline Protestant communions c m  be seen 

in the increasingly urgent srisis of preaching in the United Church. This cnsis began to emerge 

gradually aller 1927. during the height of the United Church's "new evangeIismt' carnpaign. 

Beginning as a nagging suspicion of the inadcquacy of the Iatcst form of idealist liberal Protestantisrn, 

by 1934, confrontcd with profound crises in modcrn thought and society, preachers fiom across the 

country wondcrcd what they could sriy about God that would rcstore h i th  or change society. or  indeed 

whcthcr it was possible to spcak of God ai al1 in a world in turmoil. Thus the crisis of preaching 

marked a turning point aniong niainline kotcstmts. At the same time that they became convinced 

of the corruption of wcsicrn sulturc. they also bècanic disiIlusioned with what now seemed the 

inadcquate and ncgativc rcsults of ifs historical criticism, thc naive optimism. and the self-indulgence 

of liberal Protestantisni. 

In  1928 and 1929. the niystical pictisni of the ncw èvangelisni was still at its pe&. The new 

acsthetic emphasis in worship. fur cxaniptc. w;is hailcd by Rèv. John Moore in 1929 as holding out 

a spiritual vision r'if a trrinsçcnd~nt idcal rhat contrastcd with the ugliness of industrial society and the 

"coarse rcalism" of the niodcrn arts and scicial scicnccs.'"' Sinularly, advocatrs of the new church 

architecture celehratcd its ahility "to lilt nlcn to God by nicans of a r c l ~ t e c t u r e . ~ ' ~ ~  In early January 

ImR. P. Stouffer. 'Thc Roinance of Church Building." No (25 Febniuy 1931). 177. In the same issue. Hugh 
Matheson, of Ernmanucl Collcgc, offcrcd "Sonie Considcrations on the Divine An  of Church Building." 
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1929, D. N. McLachlan of the United Church's Board of Evangelism and Social Service reasserted 

that the Persona1 Evangelism çarnpaign initiated by the BESS, and spearheaded by Ernest Thomas' 

encounters with the person of lesus. was still the "supreme need" of the heur."' 

In addition to the commcnts by Richarcl Roberts and Walter Bryden noted in Chapter 4, 

additional criticism of the "new evangelism"'~ focus on the experience of spirituai reality came from 

many different corners, beginning alreridy in 1927 and inçrcasing in intensity with the ernergence of 

such crises as the depression and the growing internationd tensions that followed failure of the 1932 

Geneva arms talks and the rise to p w c r  of Hitler. As noted above. Norton Brand's plea for a 

religious organization thrit would more èfftxtively mediate secular and religious activities, came 

already in 1927.111 That year, Line also had pleaded in his devotional address to the United 

Church's Maîtinw Cc)nfercncc for a clexer relation of devotional faith to practical life that was 

urgcntly needed at the prescnt critical tinit' in the dcniise of cornmitment to prohibition and nationalist 

rebellions in forcign mission fields. "WC nccd a type of prayer lire," hc: pleadcd, "that involves a 

more definite and dynanucal content of ethical and religious rxpcinence.""' Christian devotion, 

according to Line. should bc expressed in secking to translimn the world. These pleas were 

comparable to the British movemcnt for a Christian Ordcr in Poiitics. Economics and Citizenship 

(COPEC) whosc: propossils. in Bishop Charles Gore's Christ and Society (1927) wcre noted by F. J. 

Moorc in 1927."' 

In 1928. J.  H. Kiddcll. principal of Manitoba Collt'ge. issucd what was perhaps the most 

sevcre critiçisni of the socia! naivete of thc United Church's "ncw evangelism." While cndorsing the 

''9. N. McLachlan. "Realiziiig Cod: The Suprcme Need." (16 January 1929). 78. 
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need for a "sanc. vigorous evangelism," Ridddl questioned the focus of that evangelism and the 

identity of the churçh. Christianity was supposed to be a gc)spel of grace for the lost. sick. and sinful, 

and the church atone could locate the root of social problerns in sin and bring the only message of 

forgiveness and the h o p  of restoration in Christ. The United Church, however, seemed to lavish its 

elaborate evangdistic canipriigns on, and so identity wiih. "those who are socially worthy and morally 

worth while." In so doing. it was "drawing away from sinning, sorrowing and sordid masses of 

pe~ple.""~ By withdrawing its efforts to aid and evangclizr the p o r .  the church was losing its 

ability to creatè ncw lifc in  Canadian socicty. its provision of a caring and accessibIe socid service 

in contrast to cold govcmmcnt bureaucr;icy, and the contact bctween church and poor that should 

enable the church to be a genuine instrument of gram that drew the poor into the church community. 

Christianity, hc argucd. had kconiè "too abstract, too pcrsonal, too unsocial. too exclusively confined 

to the church. tlic sernnin. the ritual. the choir. and thc prornising attractive people arnong us.""' 

It was. by contras[. in serving the p o r  thal t1ic church wciutd çrcate a genuine brothcrhood of love 

and so niakc Christianity real. 

Ricidcll's cminicnts were a drinining indictnicnt of thc new evangelism. They also 

demonstratcd the revolutionary putenfial ilof a sharpencd scnse of the antirhais bctween sin and grace, 

and bctwccn scculrir society and the church. Frtm an cmph~sis on divine grace. RiddclI called for 

identitication witli those in nucd of transforniing gracc. And using a suciat analysis similu to that of 

Thomas' 1923 critique of ihlt church in the modern wurld. Riddcll dticlared that the church, for al1 its 

anernpts to separate rdigion, could not cscape its own participation in the social structures of its 

context. Religion did not live in the abstract, but in the real stnicturcs and processes of the worId. 

- - -  

1 la J. H. Riddcll, "'Flic IticIusivcncss of ihc LJnitcd Church of C,m:ida," NC), (28 March 1928), 8. 

"'I. H. Riddcll. "The Inclusivrness of thc Unitcd Church of' Cm;tda+ 111," m. (2 May 1928). 14. 
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Though siniilar to the concerns of social gospellers like Coburn and Woodsworth. Riddell's 

understanding of thc world and of the gospel were signiricantly different. His attack was directed 

against the optimistic gospel of persondism. and would appIy no less to the optirnistic progressivism 

of the eartier social gospel- Riddell's views indicated a new scnse that Christianity now lived in a 

secular and sinful situation. and at the sanie time held out a vision of the church as a revolutionary 

counter-community that must have a distinctly Christian approach to social problems. 

As both the effects of Iht: depression and the idcas of Barth and Nicbuhr k g m  to appear in 

1929 and 1930. otlicrs rcitcratcd and dcepcncd Iüddcll's indictment of the compromise of liberal 

Protatantism with the establishcd order. In a Septcmbttr 1929 anicle entitled "Confessions of a Near 

Pessimist." which clcluly alluded KI Rcinhold Nicbuhr's I,t.rives From the Notebook of a Tamed Cynic 

(1927). E. M. Graham uiicliotid Niebuhr's cnticisrn <if the liberai church.'16 Despite al1 its preaching. 

the church had bccn unable to change the "p1litico-socio-c3cc)nc~mic dcbacle" that now hung over 

socicty. Not only wris thc church "hand in @ove with capitalist oppression," but i t  was unable, even 

after the war. to change that entanglcmènt. sa that evcn progrcssivisni was srnothered by futility. The 

church and its menibership. i t  seemed to Grahmi. 1ackt.d the genuine will to deprive themselves for 

the sake of change, and tiius prekrrcd rhe laissez-faire "God of ihings as they are."'" 

Harold Ranns, a Unitcd Church ministcr from Saskatchewan, attributcd this ineffectiveness 

of tlie church to thc lack of an authcntic and authoritativt. gospcl in liberal Protestantism itself. After 

reading Barth's The Word of God and iht. Word t i f  Man (1925) and W. E. Orchard's The Present 

Crisis in Reli-cion ( 1929). Ranns suggestcd lhat Canada als« was expericncing a crisis of religion."' 

Like the declining church participation and the dwindling intlucnce of Christianity that Orchard 

-- - 

"%. M. Gnh.un. "Confessions of a Near Pessimist." (1  1 Scpicmkr 1929). 922. 

"'Cirah6m, "Confessioi& of ri Near Pc..ssunis~" 922. 

"'%. D. Ranns. "1s Thex n Crisis iii Rcligicm'?'' (19 M x h  1930). 272. 
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described in England. Rmns suggested that the church in Canada, too, had become an "adjunct" of 

people's business or plitical crirwrs. The ruson for this low view of Christianity and the church was 

due to the Lack of authonty that was in such contrast with Barth's view of the authority of God's 

Word in Christ. The churçh, as Banh had urgcd, niust bc Ièss conccrned with its organization and 

activity, and with parroting the formula of "success." and niust cultivate its "real" inward life and its 

"face to face" encounter with the reality of God. It must feel its own need, and it must ask God's 

question of mm, bt'hre it could preach God's reply with conviction. Until it could say iruly, "Thus 

saith the Lord." its preaching was an "impenincnce." 

William Crcighton addcd to this plcri for authenticity and authority by pointing out the lack 

of certainty and convicrion in Unittvl Church prcaching. With tentative sermons on popular themes 

and questions of the driy, thc pulpit xemcd to have no message that kd those hungry for the 

gospel.1LY The church as wel1 as modern society sismed to be suffering from a bewildering 

unccrtainiy about tt-uth. and at the sanie tinit: scenicd unwilling to conimit ifself to the tnith of 

God.12* In a twisl on a Chrisiian Ccntury cditorial qucstioning whcther Christian missions could 

be sriveb, Crcightcm cpcstioncd whcthcr the church at honic, satislicd as it  was with the status quo, 

COUM be savcd."' 

Acçording to Rcv. John Moore, the uncenainty in religion also resulted in declining certainty 

about erhics and the wclikening of rcligious smt ions  for nioralit y."' The "profound srcularization" 

of modcrn swicty was duc ro a parridox in which modcrn soçicty in practice assumed that Jesus was 

dcad, and at the s;lnic tinie. trappcd in a world of tacts and practical achievements. it  regardai 

"9ed., "The Note of Ccnainty." &Q (27 August 1930). 824-25. 

'Ped.. "Truch in Religion." N g  (4 March 1931). 200-201. 

"'ed.. " C m  tlie Church hr S:ived'?" & (19 M w h  1030). 260. 

'"lohn Moore. "Thc Ahiliiy of Christ." (21 August 1920). 85 1. 
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Christianity as an "impossible idealism" that man must accomptish on his own. This humanist 

moraiism was in striking contrast to the apostlcs and early church, who saw the redity of their need 

and sin "beyond their own putting right." a d  only then realized the power of the cross and 

reswrection. Only through faith in the risen Christ and their experience of forgiveness did Christ 

enable them to overcome their failures. transform their earthly existence into higher values, and 

conquer the ancient world. Likewise, modern Christianity necded, not new churcn organizations and 

programs of human effort. but a rclease of the divine cnergy of the living Christ. "Not y~ abiIity will 

bring thc power! This is a hunibling thought ti)r niinistcrs -- not ability. but the ability of Christ! 

He is able! We niust d« our bcst -- or raihcr. wt: must k t  Him do His b a t  through us."'" 

This turn Liom the anthropocentrisni of Iibcral kotestantism to theocentrism, and more 

specitlçally Christricentrisni. was also the theme of D. L. Ritchie's diagnosis. In pointing out and 

responding to the scxch for authcnticity and certainty, Ritchie chdlenged what he saw as the 

hummisrn in liberal Protestmisni and its sentimental focus on the pcrson of Jesus, and called, like 

Brydcn and Barth. for a rccovery of the rcrility of God and a gospel çentered on the living Christ. 

The pulpit. hc warncd, could not be rcduccd to a "public Iccturcship" for hunitinistic philosophy, but 

rather was "a ihronc for Uie Word of G«d.""'l In Protestant worsliip. preaching meant God speaking 

to the people. If  people wcre to be drawn back to thc churçh and a decpencd spiritual and whoIesome 

life. the church must offer "ultimritt: realitics," consisting [if God's way tri man and man's way to Cod. 

in its teaching. 

No pale Nuarcne tcraching Irivcly niaxims by thc Irikeside. whose hope went out and 
pcrishcd bcfore the blast of despair, crin lift the churchtls to the fect of God. There 
is no h o p  for us in m y  form of a. varicgatcd hunianisrn. The citadel of Christianity 
is the gospcl of die resurrection. It is that whiçh rnakes it the power of God unto 
salvation. If Christ bc not riscn, our faith is in vain; we are yet in our sins; Our 

'2-'Moore. "The Abiliiy of Christ" 851. 

lYD. L. Ritchie. "Ai~s\vcring iIie Challenge." NO (24 JuIy 1929). 63 1. 



churches are also vanity. No martyred Jsus ,  but only a victorious Lord. c m  draw 
al1 men to ~ i r n s e l f . ~ ' ~  

The church, he concludcd, must teach the tmth of the riscn Lord, and make that truth "catch the 

conscience" to make people good. 

Ritchie later notcd that the chailenge and urgency of preaching God's word was mâghified 

by the fact that the church lived in a pagan ~ontext."~ The church must be alen to the "ceaseIess 

confIictl' that must exist bctwt~n "a living Church and civilization," he warned, lest it lose the power 

to leaven and transforrn that civilization. But in the midst of that civilization, it now was difficult to 

identify a clear gospel to prcach. "What art: we to preach?" he quoted Henry Sloan Coffin. In a 

world begging for relicf, the church swmcd only to offer "a babel of contending voices" and 

"sectarian shibbokths." cir rchgt: froni the problcrn in "modern anitïces and novel inventions." In his 

proposai for a solurion ro thc problern. Ritchie rccomniendcd the Jerusalem Conference's affirmation 

of Jesus Christ as "the rcvclation of what God is and of what nirrn ought to be." This Incarnationai 

theology would be pronlincnt in the 1930's. Evcn witli tliis solution. howevcr. Ritchie warned that 

the church must not only prcach this faith, but i t  must know it in its own soul. and apply it  to 

dcrnonstrate that it workcd to niccts the nccds of civilizati~n. In short, i t  must testify to the living 

Christ by living 3 Christian etiuc and thcreby chrillenging nlodcrn pagan civilization. The onIy answer 

to religion. he concludcd. wris to live rcligion. 

When thc dcprcssion stnick espccially closc ro the Unitcd Church in  1930 with its faiIure for 

the lhird year in  a row t« mect its budget for the Missionary and Maintenance  und.'^' critics 

pointed tci what they regardcd as the outright hypoçrisy of a church that lavished its wealth on ornate 

'3~itchic,  "Answcring thc Chrillttngc," 63 1. 

'%D. L. Ritchie. "llave Wr a Gospel'!" No (24 Seprcmbcr 1930). 93 1. 

'?'e'ed.. "A Situation of Real Scriousiirss." (14 May 1930). 464. 
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suburban buildinss while ncglecting the urban poor and mission needs.'" In a "modern 

churchianity," wcalthy congregations had built "rnansions to the soul" that seemcxl to approach a new 

Gothic ritualism, but in reality such grand rnansions were "ornaments" of a stale Christianity. Charles 

Bishop, writing from Provost Alberta. made similar cnticisms, noting a striking lack of proponion in 

the fact that the United Church had spent forty million dollars on church property since unioii, but 

could not raise the tiftccn million dollars rcquired fur mission work. But furthennore, he wondcred 

whether one could worship in simpticity and genuine Christ-Iike care for the por and unemployed 

in the lavish suburban cathedrals of the  sou^."^ 

It was this deepening disillusionment with both liberal Protestant religion and its entanglement 

in a civilization b a t  now scçmed utterly pasan that the anonymous rural minister refmed to when, 

in 1933. he questioncd whcthcr any religion was adcquate.lfO Confronred by desperate parishioners 

trappcd in hungcr and pivcrty to thc point of losing hope. it  w u  not suftlcient to piously counsel 

tranquil trust in God and his Providence. I t  secnicd inipossible. in  the tïrst place. to uansmit 

"tranquility" to sonicone in such dcspcratc straits. "What can you say to a nian." he wondered, "who 

is really evcry driy face to l ice with seeniingly insuperable difticulties?" But i t  also seemed 

blaspherrious and urijust to sugçcst that such nim had not trustcd in God suf~iciently. "He &g trustcd 

in God ...." thc prerichcr eniphasizcd; his rcvolt w u  ncit agriinst God. but against the human system 

which crushcd Iifc: and confidence in thc u l t i n i w  victciry of gcwd. Thc problcm was not the need for 

restful trust in Gcid, but the lack of u ~ c s t  and the failurc of rcligion to move people to do something 

to transfonn society. No religion was adequate, thc prcacher urged. unless it could change dapa i r  

'"L. M. Eng1;ind ""Our Readcrs' Forum: 'Glonfied Magnificcnce,"' (19 March 1930). 284. 

'?UCharles Bishap, "Our Rcadcrs' Forum; 'Arc We Spcndirig Tcm Much on Ourxivt-s?"' (5 November 
1930). 1086. 

130 Anonymous, "1s Any Religion Adequate? Musings of a Rural Ministcr," NO (15 Fehru,uy 1933), 153. 
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into hop ,  bring order out of chaos, appttase hunger, and thcrcby remake human life into divine life. 

Togethcr, these cornments retlect a deepning search for the reality of God and the "reai" 

meaning of gospel and the reality of God, and in that search rnainline Protestants took a pivotal turn 

during the late 1920's and early 1930's. That turn consistai of neither a lack of social concern, nor, 

in most cases. a loss of faiih in the reality of God, but rather a more intricate and dialectic process. 

The culmination of critical scicnce in a sccularizcd and nrituralist interpretation of human life and the 

world, and the darkening social context of the depression and international unrest, had undercut the 

last vestiges of liberal-evangelicai appcals to science. thc historieal Jesus. hunian conscience. and 

progress as apologeric supports. The disillusionnitmt of niainline Protestants was first of ail with 

western civilization and its rnanikst contradiction of God's Eüngdom, and in turn that disillusionment 

extcnded to the povcrty and the ttntanglen~cnt of tiieir libctrai Protestant tradition with the social 

structures and cul t urt, of niodern westcrn civilization. 

It was tioni this disillusionnient that niriinlinl: kotèstants attempted the difficult task of 

reclaiminç classic doctrines concerning God. sin and grace. Indced. the rccovery of these classic 

emphases appeared now to be a viable alternative to liberal Protestantism, and offered a transcendent 

perspective -- a prophctic word tiom beyond the ncxus of western civilization -- as a standard by 

which to critique thc scicial injustice and the intcllectual and nioral uncertainty of western civilization. 

I t  alsv suggestcd an alicrnritive idcntity h r  Christimiiy thrit cnvisioned thc church as  an eschatological 

community which stood in prophctic tension with the world. and which was called to relate a "real" 

transforrning gospel of God to that world. In short, niriinlinl: kotcstants attempted to recover the 

reality of a transcendent God and the church's prophctic witncss to the gospel as the only answer to 

the crises of modern society. 

The fact thrit ihis atttmpted rccovcry of classic Christian themes arose out of self-conscious 

disiIlusionment witli the niodern world. howcver, rneant that it was defined in terrns of the modem 
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diIemma. Hence the relevmce of God "for man." the problcrn of revclation and human knowledge 

of God. and the manner in which God's grace transfomicd humm life, continued to be the centrai 

concerns of mainline Protestants. And these concerns would remain problematic especially as 

maidine Protestants, even while attempting to recover transcendent grace, continued to assume the 

validity of modem critical science fur understanding the naturd world, and remained self-consciously 

and seerningly incscaptibly pruticipants in the structures of western society. Hence, a fundamental 

tension betwcen divine grace and the structures of nature would be a cornmon undercurrent in dl 

variations of the ncw thcology. The rediscovcry of uansccndsnt grace provided a new touchstone and 

starting point for niainline Protestants. but thcy would devclop radically different interpretations of 

the nleaning of that grace. and of how onc could spak of it ail. in a secular world. 

VI. Conclusion: Which Way Christianity? 

In his 1930 book Which Wav Christianity. h e  Anierican Christian socialist Harry Ward argued that 

the modem world was in crisis and incvitably on the road to revolution. Christianity was in the 

crucible. he urgcntly pleadtxi, tuid must decide how it would idcntify itself and the Kingdom of God 

in relation to the crying nccd of trtmshrmation in the world. Aftcr 1928, Canadian rnainline 

Protestants incrcasingly crinie to a sinlilar conclusion. 

As we shalt see in grcater detail in the Lollowing chapters. mriinline Protestants in Canada 

would dcvelup thrcc diffcrcnt, rhough ofren intersecting. inrcrpretütions of the revolutionary 

relationship betwccn God's Kingdoni and the world. At one levei, al1 three movements shared in the 

turn aItcr 1928 that idcntified Christianity with thc transçcndcnt reality of God, and interpreted God's 

Kingdom as an esçhatdogical reality that was in shxp tension with the existing order of western 

civilization. This juxtaposition of the Kingdom and thc wurld was excmplified in Richard Roberts' 

continued dcvelopn~ent of a reviscd Augustinianism. In his The New Man and the Divine Society 
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( 1926). he described the "Kingdom of Grace" as a revolutionary presence of the transcendent divine 

spirit which entcred the world and vjas enibodied in lift. of community. By 1929, he would add that 

Jesus had come "preaching a revolution." a revolution thrtt would come by bringing into the world "a 

new principle of life. a ncw scale of values, a new standard of judgement."13' In another reflection 

on Augustine in 1930, Roberts clairned that Augustine envisioned the Church as a "world-redeerning 

city. ... a colony established in the world to bring down hcavrn to earth."13* Here he described the 

church in terms of a two-dimcnsional axis, or "two lives." On its "horizontal" axis was its iife in time 

and sprice as an historical institution. But i t  also participatecl in a "venicai" relationship, with its eyes 

rumed hcavcnward in aspiration and praycr. through which it was more than "a mere historical 

institution." and through which i t  brought heavèn's light into the world. Thus the church mediateci 

betwçen two worlds to bring the revolutionary Kingdom to world. 

Roberrs' picrurc of the church at the intersection of transcendent spiritual grace and suuctured 

lire suggcsted sevcral ilicinics rcgluding rhe relation of ihc Kingdoni of G d  to sccular world that by 

now werc standard amring niainiint. Protatants. First, tlic Kingdoni, and the Christian church, was 

set in clear tcnsion wilh the prcvailing socicty and culturc of thé world. Sècondly, that tension meant 

that the vèry foundations of nlodcrn western culture wcrc in nctld of radical transformation. At the 

same tirne, thirdly. that tcnsion called for a distinctivcly Christian solution to the world's crisis, -- a 

solution which could crinic only through rclianw on God's own transcendent initiative and grace. 

While the diiTcreni slrands of modem fi-otcsiantisni tiiat crncrgcd thrriugh 1930's al1 sharcd this view 

of the Kingdom as a rcvoIuiionary reality, thcy would disagree profoundly, at a second level, about 

where the lines of rwolutionary conflict which dividcd the Kingdom and the world were to be located. 

"'Richxd U~ohcnï. "Ihc Quicc 1 Iour: A Littic Ctmuncmor.iiion of Si. Augusiine. II." No (19 Novernber 1930). 
1123, 1138. 
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The first strand. which dominated the Unitcd Church, comisted of the reconstruction of a neo- 

liberal evangelicalism. Led by Richard Roberts and John Dow. as wcll as D. N. McLachian, Ernest 

Thomas and George Pidgeon. this strand held most closely to the older neo-Kantian idealism while 

synthesizing it with a modern Augustinianism. According to Roberts. the life of the church at the 

intersection of two axis memt that one needed pcrsonal grac'e, but that personai salvation could only 

be experienced and lived in the society of the church."' For Roberts. the Kingdom of God was a 

"crisis" to the world insofar as presented the invasion of a new moral pnnciple -- the Christ-Like 

"spirit" of divine love -- whiçh entercd into the world through the Incarnation and the life of the 

church. and transformed the world into a nioral comrn~ni ty . '~  At the same rime. however. this 

spiritual community wris distinct froni thc broader stnicturcs of natural and social life. and served as 

the agent for the Kingdoni of God in the world srilcly tluourh moral influence and spirituai 

transformation. The Kingdom of God, thcrcti~rc. w u  a ncw scicial order which sprang from the 

present inward rule of God. Rerniniscent of Mcdicval scholasticism. the neo-liberal evangelical 

interpretation cnvisionttd a dualist hicrarchy in which the grace of spirituality and pcrsonality 

transcendcd. and ultiniately uiuniphed over. the natural. stmçtured ~o r1d . l )~  

A second strlind was the more activist. rcvolutionnry Christian socidism led by a younger 

gencration of ciergy and scholars like John Linc, John King Gordon, and Gregory Vlastos. who would 

form the Fdlowship for a Christian Social Ordcr after 1931, and also would participate in the 

Coopcrative Conimonwtlalth Fcderation. It  should bc n o t d  that this moveniènt was not entirely 

contrax-y to R o ~ ~ s '  vision of a revolutionary "spirituai" comrnunity. Roberts. in fact was in lirnited 

ways a sympathetic. though peripheral participant in the Christian socialist movement. while Christian 

'33~ichanl Robcm. "A Little Conirncmomiiri~i of Sr. Augustiiic. II." NO (19 Novembcr 1930). 1133. 

'YRoberts, The Christian God, 63-65. 

'"~ichard Roberts. "Thc Son of Man in Men," N<) (3 1 Dccemhcr 1930). 127 1. 
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sociaiists like Line would insist on ri spirituaiized socialism that conuasted with Marxist materialism. 

But moreso than Robcrts, mcmbers of the Christian sociaiist movement insiste4 as did Line in his 

paper commissiontd for the founding of the Movement for a Christian Social Order, thot the 

revolutionary Kingdom of God must be relatcd to policies and the "reaiities" of a structured world. 

and must embody Cod's spirit of love in Ihc structures of it revolutionary social order.lM Line and 

his collcagues combined Barth's idca of the radical disjunction betwecn God and human nature with 

a criticai anthropology that Iwated hunianity t'irmly within the historicril and stmctured world. In 

doing so. they also rnovcd away from the nco-Kantian ontologieai iidentity between God and human 

personality, and intcrpreted thc spiritual rclationship ktween God and hurnmity strictly in terms of 

a moral quatity that inliirnied man's whvle social l i k .  Thus the revolutionary antithesis could not be 

understood siniply in tt'rnis of a contlict bclwccn spirit and nature. but rather was a conflict between 

a social systcni bascd on grmd in the current systeni of capitalism and irnpnalisrn. and a social order 

based on the Christian cthic of love. Through the 1930's. advocates of Christian socialism would 

press the courts of the United Church tci declarc its condenination of the capitalist order and its 

suppcirt of the criniing Kin@um of God in a dcmocratic-socialist political and economic order, and 

they also would prirticipritc in ihe Lcaguc for Social Rcconstructic~n and the establishnient of Canadian 

Commonwealth Fcdcration. As tlicy clid su. ihcir diKkrcnccs with Roberts' vision of an exclusively 

"spirituai" cornnwnisni becaniè niorc evidcnt. 

The diffcrcnccs bctweèn thcsc two positions prirallelctd the split which ernerged between 

Reinhold Nicbuhr and othcr Amcrican Christian sc'icialisfs like Harry Ward, and it also cut ihrough 

the Unitcd Church as if sought a rcsponsc to thc crises of the early 1930's. Through the Joint 

Carnpaign Sc~r the Evangclizat ion of Canadian Lifc, launchcd in 1933, Roberts. Dow. McLachIan. and 

"John Line. "FuntLmntal Unity of Spintual and Social Religious Values: The Substance of an address Given 
Before the Toronto Ministcrial Asswiation," NO (18 March 193 1). 253, 264: and (25 March 193 1). 274, 285. 
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Pidgeon proposcd to Christianize society and industry through evangelism and personal moral revival. 

They also would sympathize with the Oxford Group niovement that swept through Cana& in 1933. 

Christian sociaiists. in contrast. would press the United Church. especially its Commission on 

Christianizing the Social Order, to condemn capitalisnl and work toward socialist prograrns to work 

out the Kingdom of God in a new social order. 

While thcse debates cut through the Unitcd Church, a third, more thoroughly Barthian 

alternative was dcvèloped especially among Presbyterians undèr the leadership of Walter Bryden. To 

be sure. other views were present in the Presbyterian Church: the continuing Presbyterian Church 

after 1925 initial1 y w u  donunatecl by conscrvatives conccrned with preserving traditional Presbyterian 

doctrine and church polity. and in 1933 thc Presbyterian Church joined the Joint Committee on the 

Evançelization of Canadian L . i k  launchcd in 1933 to proniore a revival of spiritual 1ife.13' 

Meanwhile. a snirilf niinority of progressives who had rcmained with the Presbyterian church, 

including Wal tcr Gcorgc Brown of Saskatoon. advoc;itcd cooperative reforms similar to those 

demanded by Christian s«cLlists. 1 3 *  

Though sharply critical of the n~iddlt: c tss  idcntity cit' niodcrn Protestantism, Walter Bryden 

repudiatcd both Iibcral-cvringt'licalisni and Christian socialisni as attcnipts to build the Kingdom of 

God by human "tcchniqucs8' that glossed ovcr human sin and usurp'd the sovereign grace of  GO^.'^^ 

Like Roberts and his collertgucs, Brydon would eniphasizc the cxclusivc reality of divine spirituality. 

Dut iike Barth, hc would cmphxiizc thc radical discontinuity between God and natural humanity. For 

Bryden. the fundamcntal lincs of  thc battle for God's Kingdom Iay between grace and nature, where 

'nE%esbytcrian Cliurch in Cu~ada, Acis aiid i>rrxecdin~s of the Gcnenl Assemhlv. 1933. " R e p n  of the 
Committce on Evangclisin," 105-6. 

'?l. M. Piisula. "W. CI. Brown, 'Rightcousncss Exaltcth a N:ition,"' Snshtchewen Historv, Vol. 33, No. 2 
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grace was the sole work of a trmcendcnt, sovercign. and holy God over against the corruption of 

naturai man and the world. The Kingdom of God would be established despite humanity by the 

eschatological evangel -- the invasion of the spirit of Christ living in the faithful community of the 

church set over against, but nevertheless in the world. The church, therefore, could not be 

pemanently linked to capitaiism, and the fact of ils cunent entanglement in Lhat social structure 

indicated that it was not sufficiently spiritual, This situation was an unreal and temporuy reality, for 

the hiddcn spiritua1 rcality of the church was that of "a great host of humble people who are 

endeavoring .. .. .tu trust and serve God." l'"' And true spiri tual it y. açcording to Bryden, must produce 

a social ethic thrit was at once niore genuincly pcrsonril. but dso niore radical and çhallenging than 

any based on conventional, naturdistic, or idcalisric thcorics, bccause it was anchored in the reality 

of God's own love. 

Throughout thcir debates. mainline Protestants appealed to a transcendent divine ground, and 

to cfassic Christian doctrines of God's sovcrcignty and human sin. in order to ratore a dynamic 

tension betwcen Christianiiy and contcniporary western civilization. In the conclusion to his study 

of the social gospcl in Canada tioni 19 13- 1928. Richard Allen notes that the decline of the progressive 

social gospd canic with the crosion of a hop  that w u  brisèd on an inimancnt principle of 

meaninp.'" Indccd. thc disillusionment of niainline and modcrnist Canadian Protestants with that 

progressive, imniancnt h o p  pcakcd during the period 1928 to 1934 with the culmination of critical 

thought in a sccular and naturalist interpretation of the world, and with the crisis of the capitalist 

eçononiic and socid ordcr. 13an of the dynriniic of ba t  disillusionnwnt. however. was the gradua1 

recovery during the niid- l92O's, and niore t'xtcnsivcIy during the 1930's. of the themes of a modem 

'vryden. W h y  I Rcmrùncd a Presbvtcrim, 114. 

'"Richard Ailen, ?lie Sackil Pxsion: Rcligion and Social Re form in Chmia. 10 14-28 (Toronto: University of 
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Augustinianisrn to assure their faith in God, to müke sense of their world which was collapsing around 

them. and in fact to seek a shvper prophctic criticism of a world which now seemed alien to Gd's 

Kingdom, 

This rec1am;ition of a umscendcnt, thcocentric orientation was not necessarily an atternpt to 

escape the dilemmas and relativities of human lise. To the confruy, while seking a transcendent 

Word of God, mainline Protestants remaincd self-conscious of their involvement within what they 

understood to bc the nexus of the historical-structural order, and likewise they continued to assume 

the validity of critical science for understanding the "natural" world. As thcir search for the 

transcendent rtlality of God mise froni thcir nioddrn dilcninia. so i t  was shaped by the struggle to 

grasp how God and his Kingdoni were relrited to and idcntiticd in a secular world which seemed to 

be trapped in a self-suSlïcient systcni uf naturai causcs. Hencc, the problems of knowIedge and 

revelation, and of how the gospel niight trrin!tiirni the tragcdy of modern life, remaineci central 

concerns to mainlinc Protestants. Mcanwhilc, thc rccovcry of ri trmsccndcnt God raised new hope 

for the prospect of an txhatoiogical entry of God's rcvolutionary Kingdoni into the world -- a 

Kingdoni, not ab1 y, which would redwni socicty wliilt. prcscrvi ng human freedom in the wortd. 

Whcthcr the historicril-structural world w u  to bc sumndcrcd to scculxization. transformed by hurnan 

action through the moral impulse of the divine spirit. or subjccted to the divine initiative of judgement. 

remained thc central dividing point arnong Rotcstants during the Depression-era collapse of western 

social structures. 
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PART II: 

THEOLOGIES OF GRACE AND FREEDOM 



Chapter 6:  

Between Two Worids: the new Liberal-Evangelicalism 

The reconstniction of a libcral evangelical response to crises of the 1930's was rooted in a pivotal 

change in mainiine Protestant thought from the rcmnants of nineteenth century progressive 

Rotestantisrn to an èrnphasis on transcendent grace and the differentiation of God's Kingdom frorn 

a secular world. Aftcr 1928, the niluiifest alicnation of western civilization from God's Kingdom 

belicd any apologctic bascd on human moral progress, while the historicist limits of criticai thought, 

as George Brert had dcmonstrattxi, challcngcd any daim to rnove from human moral conscience to 

clairns about the reality of God. Even Richard Robcrts admitted. in 1929, that his vitalist apologetic 

could no longcr contirni ttic reality of God. Not only did thme new realities challenge liberal 

Protestant conceptions of God, but thcy alsci thrcatcncd to subnierge human freedorn and moral 

responsibitity undcr tlic tàfrilisni of a mcclianistic world. 

The mswtfr to thcsc challenges thrit would conic to doniinatc cspccially the United Church 

during the 1930's was the translation of neo-Kantian ap~lugotics into a modem Augustinianisni that 

Richard Robcrts and John Dow had bcgun to articulate already during the mid-1920's. Now, their 

work turned niore tùlly toward what they clainicd was an Augustinian "theology of grace" that 

includcd such thcnics as ihè transccndcnt sovcreignty of God. the dcpendencc of humans on God's 

Iracc tix rcdèniption, and the a p u l  yptic rclritionship bctwccn God's Kingdom and the world. Their 

interprctation of Augustinian thcnies. however, w s  a distinccly niodcrn intcrpretation that cast 

Augustine into neo-Kutirin tcrnis of pcrsonalist philosophy and Incarnational theology. and that 

dcfined the tension betwcen God's Kingdoni of graçe and the world as a distinction between a 

"transcendent" spiritual rcrili ty prcsènt in the wrld.  cspcciall y in hunian pcrsonality, and natural 

phenornena. 
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This neo-Kantim revision of Augustine provided the intellectual framtiwork from which the 

mainline Protestant esttiblishmcnt, especially in the United Church, detïned its response to the crises 

of the early 1930's. At a foundationai level, it enribled liberal Protestants to reconcile a transcendent 

God with the traditional Libcral-evangelical cfaim that God was experienced within the world, and 

likewise to reconcile an optirnistic view of human nature wiih a claim to reliance on divine grace. 

Consequently. though they shared the tum of K u 1  Barth and Reinhold Niebuhr to a theocentric 

interpret ation of Christiani ty, rhtlir idcialist interprctation of Augustinian themes would distinguish the 

main currents of modernist Canadian Protestantism tioni both "crisis theology," and l a s  so from 

Niebuhr's "Christian rcalism." 

Their neo-Kmtian revision of Augustine also htid profound implications for how mainline 

Protestants envisioncd the nature of a trmsformed society. Thcir claim to the transcendent reality and 

grace of God, and the superi~r reality of moral spirit. seenied to ofkr a Christianity that wrts 

discntmglcd frrini wcstcrn culturc. and that could provide a prophetic mord critique of western 

civilization. Likewisc, thc apucalyptic infusion of G d ' s  spintual Kingdom offered the hope that the 

world might yet be uanstom~cld. Nevcnhclas, thcir niodcirn version of Augustine would also preserve 

the ambiguitics involved in Augustine's Christian-Plritonist cosnioloçy. On the rissumption of a 

distinction betwticn spirit and nature, and a rclvived anatogia cniis ihat idcntitied asential personaiity 

with the divine spirit. the rcvival oC liberal-cvangclicalisni and its incorporation into the agenda of the 

mainline churchcs idcntificid religion with the realization of mord spirit, and heId out a personalist 

vision of society thrit callcd for the individual frctutom, and the economic sçcurity, that would enable 

al1 persons to rcalize Ihcir true persondity. For advocates of the new liberal-evangelicalism, that 

transformatian could on1y be achieved by relying on God's grace and spiritual rnethods, while social 

structures, and the technical sciences and expertise involvcd in social sciences, were "relative" and 

subordinate to moral prioritics. Evangclism, thcrcfore. rather than social rtsvolution, was the sure and 



enduring way to socid change. 

At its core, the revived liberal-evmgelicalism identified the antithesis betwecn Kingdom of 

God and the world with an ambiguous tension between spintual and historicai-structural realities, and 

the center of that tension was to be found within the hurnan psyche. The great ambiguity for a 

revived liberal-evangelicalism, thercfore, w u  the difficulty of living the spirituai Kingdom of God in 

the temporal world. In the end, despite thcir hope that moral spirit would penetrate social life, their 

understanding limited the engagement of G d ' s  Kingdoni with historiçal-stnictural Iife in the world, 

and turned, likc Aupstine. to thc h o p  cif  the triuniph and uansctmdence of the spirit, and free human 

pcrsonality. over the niechanical world of nature. 

1. Spirit and Nature; a New Theology of Grace 

In 1929 Richard Robens describcd the earIy church conlniunity as a primitive Christian "communism" 

that enihodicd a revolutionary, though distinctly spiritual order in which the grace of God's spirit was 

spontaneously radiritèd in thc lives of bt'lievcrs, including in a "spiritual" econorny in which property 

was disposcd of frccly to niccf the nceds of all.' In his The Christian God ( 1929). Roberts clairned 

that his view of God's Kingdoni. which lit: now bcgan to identify as a "Kingdoni of Grace," was 

rooted in a "Lheology of grace."' Building on his earlier work in his The New Man and the Divine 

Society (1926). he pmraycd the Kingdoni of God as the revolutionmy entry of God's transcendent 

spirit into thc world and its cinbodi~rient in thc liik of tlic church ccininiunity. in contrast to his earlier 

idea that the Kingdom would corne by hunian e1'Coris at rinidiorrrtion. h e  had disçovered that Jesus had 

corne not to improvc the world, but to rcvolutionize it: "He was preaching a revolution, -... and He 

proposed that this revolution should corne by bringing into the world a new principle of life, a new 

'Richard Rokrts. "The Quiet Hour; the Spirit of Cimcc." Ncw Outlmk CNO) (22 May 1929). 539. 

'Richard Roberts. Thc Christian Cicd (New York: MxMillan. 1929). 1 3 1 .  



scale of values. a new standard of judgement."' 

With this revolutionary but "spiritual" Kingdom of Grace in minci, Roberts urged in another 

of his ongoing relltictions on Augustine thst the çhurch bc more actively engaged in sociai reforrn. 

Though he still objected to Augustine's notion of the church as a "pilgrim city on its way to heaven," 

he now suggested that Augustine's ideas containcd the idea of the Church as "world-redeeming city, ... a 

colony established in the world to bring down hcaven to earthV4 The Church had "two lives." which 

he defined in tcrms of two intersecting axes. On its "horizontal" axis was its lifc in time and space 

as an historical institution. But i t  also prirticipated in a "vertical" relationship, with its eyes turned 

heavenward in aspiration and prayer, through which it was more than "a mere historical institution," 

and through which it brought ht'rivcn's light into the world. Thus the church mediated between two 

worIds as the instmnwnt of the revolutionary Kingdom of Gram in the world. 

Roberts' description of the church participriting in two worlds offered to maidine Canadian 

Protestants an inipunant ncw Augustinian vision of thc rclation bctwccn God's Kingdom and the 

world for a pst-Christendom age. Thc crises of 1928 hrid lcft advocatcs of an  "enlightened 

evangelicalism" wiih nci doubt that they livtld in the midst of a s ~ ~ u l a r  culture. but also in a quandary 

about how they niiglit sp~lak of God and his Kingdoni in rclatirin to a sccuIcrrized worId. In this 

context. the ideas of Robcns and John Dow offered a "ficology of grace" thrit. like Barth, appealed 

to the apcalyptic initiative of ri transcendent Ciod, but in kwping with the Kantian tradition insisted 

that such a God wtis rclatcd to historical life. In ordcr to rt'concile God's transcendence and his active 

presence in the world. thcy çonibined thc faniiliar nco-Krintian ontology. now drawing on the "realist" 

idealism of Alfred North Whitehead, witli an Incarnational thcology. In doing so, they interpreted the 

'Richrud Rohcns, "Thy Kingdom Corne," (25 Oçtokr 1920). 1069. 

'Richard Rohcris. "The Quiet tiour: A Little Ci~inmcrnomti»n of S[. Augustine. II," (19 November 1930), 
1123. 1138. 
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tension between God's Kingdom and the world as an apocalyptic confIict between a divine "moral" 

spirit and the structured "secular" world of nature. This revised Augustinianisrn rnitigated against the 

absolute chasm bctween God and humanity p s e d  by Barth. and held out the hope that by spiritual 

and moral revival through evangeIism. socicty rnight be transformedl and spirit might triumph over 

what they assumed was the mechanical world of nature. 

The theme of God's iranscendent sovereignty was especially evident in Dow's work after 

1928. Followinç his publication of Jesus and the Human Conflict (1928)' and in response to the 

chaIlenge of Ernst Troeltsch's historicism. Dow uscd his "Prcachcr's Page" column in the Canadian 

Journal of Reli~ious Thought (CJKT) to ridvocate a classic Christian interpretaticin God's transcendent 

sovereignty. Citing the work of John bail lit''^ bruther Donald. Dow argued that God only could be 

God for man when hc was sccn as transcendent and sovereign, and his Kingdom "far above the 

changing fortunes of the great canipaign."' The Christian h o p .  he added. lay in a Pauline and 

Augustinian vision of Ciod's sc~vercignty ovcr histciry. 

But whilc zscrting God's transcendcnct., Dow rilsci cniphasized. like Roberts. God's activity 

in history: "[flrom the bcginning," he claimcd. "God h s  bwn working out a great purpose in the 

creatcd universe, whose ultiniate goai is man. or, niorc spccitlcally, the brotherhood of man in Christ: 

Uiis is the nicaning of the universe, of its long history and its sore ~ a v a i l . " ~  Dow thus held out what 

Alistar McGrrith identilics as Augustine's "sacr~xî" vicw of history, both in starting frorn the premise 

of faith in the rcality of  God. and in inicrprcting hiswry in ternis of Cod's redemptive purpose.' 

Though Dow did no[ rckr  to Banh. his interpretation of God's sovcreignty in history was in sharp 

'~ohn Dow, "The Prcacher's Page: 'Fetlow-workers with Goci,' and 'Christian Consolation,"' Canadian Journal 
of Religious Thoupht (CJRT), Vol. 5. No. 1 (January-Fcbmary, 1928). 59-60. 

6 D o ~ ,  "The Prctchcr's Pzige: *Fcllow-workers witii Cimi,' and '(lluistian Consotation."' 59-60. 

 l lister E. McGcith, "Augustine of Hippo." I Iistcirinris of ihc Christian Tndition. Michel Baumm and Mariin 
1. Klauber, ch. (Na!shvillc: Bro;idinan &: I lo1rii;tn. 1905). 83-85. 
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contrat  to Barth's emphasis on the radical chasm bctween God and the world. Notably, his 

interpretation of the telos of history reflected a rnodcrn rcvision of Augustine that ultimately. as we 

also shall s e  in the case of Roberts, interprctcd Christianity as a sanctified humanism. 

Despite thcir i n ~ ~ e a s i n g  emphasis on God's transccndence, both Dow and Roberts described 

the relationship betwtvn thrit trmsçendent God and his action in the world in terms of a neo-Kantian 

ontology. In a 1932 pamphlet entitled "God's Etcrnril Plan; The Kingdom." prepared for the 

Kingdom of God moverncnt, Dow described God as the creative will behind the veil of "the apparent 

rneaninglrssncss of tlungs."' Dow drcw particularly on the idcas of British personal idealists like 

John Oman. and the revtlrcnt Biblical criticisni of  A. B. Davidson and George Adam Smith. The 

"logos" of John 1, he clainicd. was a "prc-Christian" refcrcnce to God as the "Divine Reason" or "Will 

to Love" that was "pushing out into the natural order to give it meaning, coming to "its own" in 

seeking fellowship with fcllow "reasonable bcings" until it was fuIIy rcalized in the tlesh in Jesus and 

the human souk that were pcnetrated by his appcal. Hcncc the r a i  significance of the extemal 

cosn~os was as the "arcna for Jesus and rhè moral Kingdo~n."~ 

Robcrts, nicrinwhilt., adoptcd the ncw nco-Krintian "réalist idealism" of Alfred North 

Whitehead in order to give greater eniphasis tu God's transcendent sovereignty, but yet affirm his 

active prcscncé in histciry. In the "thttology of grace" that he çlainicd in The Christian God, Roberts 

attemptcd to movc bcyond the "biologicd religion" and apocalyptic vitaiism of his earlier book, The 

Ncw Man and the Divinc Socicty, and to sliarpen tlic distinction betwecn the transcendent, eternal God 

and natural proçcss niorc cïfcctively. The vitalist ripologetic. he now conceded, was no longer tenable, 

for the effons of vitalist philosciphcrs io locritc God within the evolutionary process seemed to leave 

'John Dow, Gd's  Etcm1 Plan: The Kingdom (ïoronio: Board of Evmgclism and Social Service OP the United 
Church of Canada, 1932). 
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God subsemient to the process of emergent evolution and lsss than the wholr of natural reaIity.1° 

Imrnanentism was not enough to describe God, for God musc also be "other thm the process." 

To answer this problem. Roberts employed Whitehead's definition of God as the "principle 

of concretion." According to Roberts, Whitehead's definition offered a way to understand God as 

acting upon the proccss fiom without. yet as infusing his whole purpose in each event through the 

"'ingrwion of etemal objrcts into particular occasions."'" By this principle. each event was the 

convergence of God working within the process, and on the process from without. Whitehead's 

conception of God thus admitted the irnnianent prsence of God in directing the "events" of naturai 

processes, yet aflirnied a God who stood bcyond thosc: prcicesses to give i t  direction. Or to use 

Whitehead's languagc. sach cvcnt wxs the "'p;irticuIsir actual occasion' into which the unknown-eternal 

has in some unique way 'ingressed'."" 

Though Roberts' usc of Whitchead's ontology was intendcd to assert the transcendent 

sovereignty and Srcildoni of G i ~ i  to exercise his lovc in forgiveness. his method also assumed severai 

other points. First. while hc niade no niention of Barth in this publication. he claimed that his 

cmphasis on a sovcrcign Gcrl could be synthcsizcd with Whitc'hcad's theory of concretion to form a 

"thcology of grcice."13 Of course. R~ihcns' use of Whitchcad's idealism was nevertheless in sharp 

contrast to Barth's declaration of a radical chasni bctwecn God and humanity. Like Dow. Roberts 

would insist on discrivenng ihc "unknown-etcrnal" from his sel f-mani festation in history . 

Secondly. while Whitehead's principlc of concretiim described God's ontic, universai presence 

in the ordering of crcalion siniilar to thc conccpi of' a logos-principlc. Roberts' use of that principle 

'%oberts, The Clinstian Gtxl, 82. 

"Roberts, The Christian Gnd, 83. 

"Robem, The Christkm Gd, 84. 

I3~ober&. The Christkm C i d ,  144. 
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was focuscd on dcscribing God's eschatological entry into the worId in redemptive grace, As a result, 

the status of the naturril order rcniained especially ambivalent for Roberts. Morew than Whitehead, 

Roberts identificd grace with a spiritual reality that was distinct from nature. though nevertheless 

somehow constitutionally pan of the world. In particular, he would identify this spintual reality with 

the primacy of moral freedom and raponsibility. and thus with personality, in conuast to the 

mechanicd world of nature. 

As a complemcnt to this version of neo-Kantian idcalisrn, Roberts located a "bridge" between 

God and humanity in the Incarnation and in human moral prsonality to constitute the "vertical axis" 

between God and humanity. Like Dow, Robens continucd to hold to ;in Incarnational Christology like 

that which Scottish theologians J o h n  Baillie and his brother Donald Baillie would make famous during 

the 1940's." The Incarnation and its culmination in the cross. Roberts wrote in 1929, was the 

"'crisis* of this world," fur i t  dcnionstrateci the anrithesis bctwet'n the way of worldly power and the 

way of Gad's love kir huniÿniiy." The cross espccially wüs a rrvclatory moment of the transcendent 

and universril reality of God's will w Irivc. and hcnce the reality of moral spirit. More specifically, 

it signified God's unique ''justice of reconciliation" that surpasscd retributory justice by working 

internally. and thcrefore ccwperatively, to rcconcilc hunirins to God through the more divine power 

of gracious love and unconditioncil forgivcn~ss. '~ And in doing so. the event of the cross beckoned 

humanity "to risc above thc world of cvt'nts in tinie and space into a world of 'values' which 

recognize no tinic or spacr."l7 

14See, for example, Rcv. Jrtmcs Brown, "Thcologians of our Time; XI. John Baillie," The Expository Times, 
Vol. 75 (1963-64). 4-9. 

'5~ohcrts, Thc Chrisii:tn God, 61-65. 

'6Robcrts. The Chrisrim G d .  136. 

" ~ o h c r ~ ,  The Christian Gocl, 64. 
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Roberts' treritment of the Incarnation and cross as a "prcnniai symbol" of Gd's etemal will 

to love suggestcd the "tlattening out" of the uniquencss of the historical event into a universal 

prin~ipal. '~ In contrat to Barth's view of the radical othrmess of God and the mystenous 

hiddenness of his grace, Roberts' appeal to the Incarnation and cross emphasized the discIosure of 

God's spirit in the world. On the other hand, whilt: cenainly not denying the event of the Incarnation 

and the cross. its historical cventfulness was nierely the epitomc: of a universal moral reality that was 

continuously prcscnt in the world, as in the "principle of concretion." In fact, Roberts' treatment 

minimized the historicai cvcnt of Christ and the cross. In 1931 Roberts concedcd that littlt: cou1d be 

known or confirnicd about the objective evcnts of lcsus birth and lifc. In language reminiscent of 

Albert Schweitzer. Roberts dcclared that Jesus "came out of the niystttry that enfolds us and then 

passed out of our sight."'' Hunians. Roberts clainicul. cciuld ntit know the Iarger mystenous reality 

that was in the univcrsc, and that surpassed nieüsurcnicnt and analysis. If the events of Christ's 

Incarnation could not be known. it wris sufllcient to conclude h t  "they ou@t to have happened." for 

they confirmed and fullilled the glimpses of thc transcendent Mind that could be had from the order 

in the world and the hope in human souk. 

Roberts Uius ~ppeÿrs to have abandoncd daims rcgarùing ihe objective histoncal reality of 

lesus. "Hisi«ry." Rohrrts dculxed echoing Bcncdctt« Crwc's hist«ricism. "is oniy history when you 

have lived it  ovcr again in your ciwn nund." Until i t  w u  relived by historical iniagination. history 

was rncrcly "dcad friuts."'" Instead of its histwic once and for al1 role. Roberts focused on the 

existentid mcaning of the cross. Christianity was "a religion of çrisis." not only in Barth's meaning 

that the world was always under the judgemcnt of God's invading Word. but rather in the sense that 

'%obcnï, The Christi:m Cicxl. CA. 

19Richard Robcm. "The Quiet Hour: I lis SLV." ( 16 Deceinber 193 1). 1 195. 

-chad Rohcns. "nie Quiet I-iour: nie Gospcl at Philippi." (23 Sepiember 1931). 899. 912. 
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the claims of God's will in Christ forced a decision on every person regarding how they would 

respond to God's Kingdom in ihcir life in the world.*' This rxistential focus suggested Uiat the 

rneaning of the Incarnation was a matter of mord intuition rathcr than "scientific facts" about the 

historical Jesus. 

Although John Dow was far more reluctant to disengage the meaning of Christ from historical 

reaiity, his interprctation of the Incarnation also eniphasized its function as a symbol of eternai reaiity. 

In reply to the threat of histoncism. Dow argued that Christianity was more than beliefs centered on 

the idcal of lovc. fur it clainied a rclationship with a real Gud. The central feature of Christianity was 

that in Christ God entered in[« human history. To lose this center was "to miss God just where He 

cornes most near."" Hcrc Dow reassened the main argument of his Jrsus and the Human Conflict. 

The significance of Christ was not his teachinp. but his Incarnation of the divine spirit through which 

God spukc at crcrition and continues "al1 thmugh histury brcaking dramatically in" with acts of 

graccr." And ccintrary i o  skcptical çritiçisni. thc gospcl rcciird and thc witness of the early church 

ofkred a cohtlrcnt and drarnritic histury of cvcnts which tcstillcd to. and could only have b e n  

produced by. the unique personality and moral powcr of Jcsus. In turn. the impact of ihat person on 

the early church. espccially in its comniitment to the clhic 01 rcdcniptivè love, dmonstrated their 

experience and conviction of Jesus as a "ncw fact of history" that prcscnted a unique expression of 

G O ~ ' S  

Though his argunicnt at this point rcitcrarcd his carlier work. Dow continued to develop his 

Incarnational thcology in a scncs of sermons for the CJRT thrcwgh 1929 and 1930. Centered on a 

"~ichard Robcnï. "Cliristimity at the Crossrc>ads." No (29 April 1931). 385. 

"John Dow. "The Ilisimc Jesus." CJRT. Vol. 6. No. 5 (Scptemkr-Ocroher 1929). 307. 

"DOW, "Tht: Historic Jcsus." 307. 

3Dow, "The 1.Iisto1-i~ Jcsus." 305. 
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review of the gospel records, he began to emphasize the riscn Christ of John's gospel above the Christ 

of the Cross or the histoncal Jesus and his teaching rninistry. Whereas the interpretation of the 

Incarnation in his Jesus and the Hurnan Confiict had been Adoptionist in the sense that Jesus' 

Messiahship emerged as J a u s  and his disciples becarne conscious of his supreme work, Dow now 

emphasized John's pruayal of Jesus as the universal riscn Christ." As hc put it in his 1932 

parnphiet. man's h o p  lay in the raurrectcd Christ: " [ s  jo long as Jesus was but a Jew confined to 

earth. hernmed in by time and space and race. he could not be a universal ~ a v i o u r . " ~ ~  Like Roberts, 

Dow suggested that it was not in his particular tiistorical açts, but only as the rtisurrected, universal 

spirit that Christ çould be "univcrsally availablc." for only in "brcaking the shackIes of earth and time" 

was Christ fitlc to bring Goci's etcrnal spirit of lovc to al1 rnankind. Hence the cross, Dow now 

argued. was not the cnd of Christ's work, but rrirher opcncd up on the life of the Spirit. Like the early 

church. which Dow claimed was taught to stop relying on the local Jesus of history so as to set its 

faith on Christ the Spirit. the gospel cdled the modem age to move beyond the literal and moral 

teachings of Jesus and the lifc of law to a lire of freedom in the Spirit of Jesus." 

Dow's Christology here w u  enigniatic: Christ was a unique Incarnation of spirit that "broke 

thc bonds of earth." but hc was also the expression of the "hidden counscl" of God's mind and God's 

Word that was activcly prcscnt in consritution of the world. Though sirnilar to Barth's notion of the 

hidden-ncss of Christ. Dow's argunicnt asscned a "hidden" but universally present spiritual reality in 

the world that bridged the gulf ktwccn carth and hcavcn in a way that did not merely provide a single 

instance of contact, but that brokc thc heavens widc opcn to contact between God and humanity so 

mat God's facc niight shine tioni  al1 men's faccs. In iis rcvdation of thc Iink between the Incarnation 

3~ohn Dow. "The Prcnchcr's Page: C a w  Clinging," CJRT, Vol. 6, No. 5 (Septrmber-Ociober 1929). YS-46. 

%W. Gds Etemd Plan: The Kingdom, 10. 

%ow. "The Prcachcr's Page: CCILW Clinging." 3 5 - 4 6  
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and that universal spirit, hc argued. the Gospel of John presented "an outline history of the world from 

the divine viewpoint."" 

Dow's rcferençe to a divine view of history suggesred that the "theology of grace" developed 

by him and Roberts. based as it was on a neo-Kmtian ontology and an Incarnational Christology, 

provided the framework for a revival of moral idcaiism and a spirituaiized, moral interpretation of 

history. In particular. they located the divine spirit espccially in human moral personality. and would 

juxtapose that inncr moral spirit with external law structures. This constitutional identity of humans 

with the divine spirit was evidcnt in Roberts' responsc to the Jcrusaiem Conference. In contrast to 

the objections of Barthians, Roberts welcomed the Confcrence's common front of theistic religion 

against secular cult~re. '~ Refming io Jacob's vision ot Dethel. Robem descnbed the world as 

tiaving "lost the ladder" tri etcmity. but he was confidant that the "latent power in religion" could tum 

the tide of scculxization. Grid did not lcave hiniself without a witness in the world. for every person 

could hèar the voicc of G d  calling to rcturn to liini. The nature and "inniost secret" of religion, 

Roberts clairncd. includcd "two cut'fficient movcnients. the hunian aspiration to God. the divine 

revelation 10 man." which wcrc ncver ~e~iiratcd."'~ 

Roberts argued thc point îürther in his part of a scrics of articlcs on hurnanism in the Canadian 

Journal a l  Rclicious Thoudit liir 1931. In crintrast to articles by John Line and John Baillie which 

saw the worst in niodcrn scçuhr hunianisni, Roberts' article, entitlcd "In Praise of Hurnanism," 

dcfended contenipcirary hunianists like Irving Babbit and T. S. Eliot. Unlike naturaiistic humanists 

such as Walter Lippmann. he claini~d. Babbit and Eliot affirmcd the sacredness of human personality 

%~ohn Dow. "Thc I'rcacher's Page. Dy Words." CJRT. Vol. 7. No. 4 (July-August 1929). 339. 

'9~ichard Robcns. "'Jacob and the Ladder.' Scrmon Rcaclicd ar the Reopening after Reconstruction of 
Shcrboume Church, Toronto. Sunday, Novcmkr 23. 1929," NJ (1 1 Dcccmtxr, 1929), 1277, 1289. 
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in a way that srremcd open to the superhuman nature of reality and the potentiai of humans." In 

particular, Roberts clriimcd that hc i r  humanism confirnied both the supreme vaiue of  humans, and ttiat 

the structures of society. industry. and politics were made for hurnanity. On anoiher occasion, Roberts 

reiterated this view by clainiing that the main principle of Christian behaviour was "reverence for 

p e r ~ o n a l i t ~ . " ~ ~  Wiih its insistence on the primscy of humans over systems and institutions. 

humanisrn was not far from Christimity. Indtxd, Christ's Incarnation as Son o f  Man demonstrated 

that God himself was a hunianist. 

In pm. Roberts' high tstin~ritt. o f  hunianity dcrivcd lim his positive emphasis that God's 

grace was for hununity. In his The Spirit of Gc~d and thc Friith of Today ( 1930). Roberts challenged 

Barîh's declaralion of Gcid's judging "No" agziinst hunianity. The "eternal revelation" of Christ's 

Incarnation and the fact that the gospel was entrustcd to the çhurch, he argued. showed "the 

everlasting Yrs of God" toward man and the world." For Robcns. however. God's "yes" was the 

affirmation of man's constitution which. though marrcd. was itself divine. Like Emil Brunner and 

Rudolf Bultniann. I<oberts' high view of hunianity suggesred that thcrc remained in hurnan nature a 

constitutional "bridgc" toward God. 

This assumption of thc onrological idcntity of the divine spirit and hunian personaiity was 

cspecialIy cvidcnt in both Roberts' and Dow's assertion tliat the meaning of the Incarnation and the 

Cross rcrilly had two sidcs: as Dow pur it, tliey w m  bot11 thcocentric and anthropocentric. While 

the Incrirnaticm was "the story r ) f  ri divine scckinc" rit'icr liuniariity by incarnating in the fïesh the 

Graciousncss and Truth (if God. it  was also the story of' thc hunian qucst for renewal and a messiah 

"~ichard Rohcns. "111 Praise of 1-Iumanism." CJRT. Vol. 8, No. 2 (March-April 1931). 124. 

"~ichard Rokns. "ï'lie Son of hlm in Men." (31 Dccemkr 1930). 1271. 

-"Richard Rohcns, The Spirit of G(id and the Faith of T&Y (Chicago: Willett. Clark & Corby, 1930). 174. 
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king? In classic thwlogical terms, this iwo-sidcd mcaning was a semi-Pelagian interpretation 

whereby grace involved thc cooperation between God and humans. And as Robens claimed, the two 

sides of the Incarnation a.ffirrned the essential identity of humanity and divinity. so bat Christ was to 

be seen in one's fcllow nien. md the Kingdom of God was also the Kingdom of k an.^' ültimately. 

Christiani ty was thèrefore a spiritudized and smcti kïcd humanism. and the practice of Christianity was 

çpitomized in a morlility centert'd on revcrençe for human personaiity. 

It was in tcrms of this moral idealism, and particularly Whitehead's process of concretion. that 

Roberts envisioned the Kingdom of God as an apocalyptic invasion of thc divine moral order into the 

world. In his Thc Christian God (1929). Roberts descrikd the Kingdom of God as a "crisis" to the 

world insofar as i t  was the invasion of ri ncw moral principle -- the etcmal Christ-like "spirit" of 

divine love -- which cntcrcd into the world through thc Incarnation and the Iife of the church. and 

transformed the wworld into a moral coc~imunity.~~ Contrüry to earlier arneliorative views ihat 

assurned that hunians could prrigrcssively esiablish thc Kingdom on earth. Robens emphasized now 

that the Kingdom was a giti frum God. As such. i t  was tïrst of al1 a distinctly spiritual order, in 

contras1 to what Robcns claim~xi was the niriterialist assumptions and power rnethods of M M s t  

communism." Thc spiriiud Kingdoni of Gracc. epitomizcd in the New Tcstanient primitive church. 

was a Christian çiininiunity in which the gracc of G«d's spirit was spontancously radiated in the lives 

of belicvers. Ncw Tcstanicnt cornniunisni w u  not tirst an econoniic policy. according to Roberts. for 

it was "grown froni within." and grown "by grace." by the Holy Spirit. This inncr transformation 

34 John Dow. "The Prcacficr's Page; 'FelIow-woriicrs witli G d . '  and 'Clirisiian Consolation."' CJRT, Vol. 5, 
No. 1 (Janu'uy-Fehrwuy. 19281, 59-60. 

3S~okrts,  "Thc Quict Hour: The Spint of Gracc." 539. 

%~oberts, The Christian CM, a-65 .  

"Roberts. "The Quict 1-lour: the Spirit of Gnce." 539. 
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produced a new attitude in which material propcrty was subordinated to moral ends like the higher 

service of human p r s ~ n a l i t y . ~ ~  Thus Ihe spiritual Kingdom was also the triumph of  God's grace and 

spirit ovcr materiai nature. 

Roberts' interprctation of the inbreaking eternai spirit d s o  1ed him to an existentialist revision 

of Augustine's amillennialism which portrayeci the Kingdom of God as an immediate, present reality. 

In his sermons of this pcriod. Roberts declared that advcnt and judgement were always present. Jesus 

cornes not just at the end of time, he dcclared, but is "always corning to his people" in "perpetual 

immanence of the Son ut' Mmm3' Jcsus was "alwliys coniing in judgement .... The court is, in fact. 

already in session. The day of judgement is n o w ? '  Since the Kingdom of God was a present 

eternd reality. thc judgement and rcdernption of the Advent was to be expcrienced in the present, 

panicularly in the quülity of the relations hetwecn h~rnans .~ '  

Roberts and Dow also identified the conling of the Kingdom espcially with the Church. As 

Robcns had describcd it with his two rixes. the Church was at the intersection of transcendent grace 

and the world. and. similar to Medicval sacrarnentrilism, scmed as a "colony of heaven" to bring the 

Kingdom of Grace into [lie world." Similarly. in 1932 Dow clainlcd that the "bridge" revealed in 

the Incarnation was cxtcndèd into history through the ctiurch. Accorcting to Dow, the church was 

"God's work of an." thci "pwm" that grive the world its reason for bcingi3 And conversely, the 

church wris the p o w r  of God's ètcrnal mord Kingdoni in the world and the dynarnic power of man's 

38 Richard Robcrt,~, "Tlic Quict 1-Iwr: Cominutiism and Cormnunism," (28 October 1931), 1023. 

3 Y R i ~ h a r ~  Roberts, "How to Spend Advcnt, II," (1  7 kccmbcr 1930). 1223. 

'"Roberts. "The Son of Mm in Men." IS7 1. 

"Roberts, "The Son of M,m in Mcn." 1271. 

"Roberts. "The Quict Hour: A Litllc Conuncmordtioii of St. Augustine, II." 1123. 1138. 

4 3 Dow, CicHl's Etcni:il I>l:iri: 'I'tic Kinctloin. 3. 
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political and social hopes. Oniy the spirit manifested in the church could ensure the world's hope for 

peace. 

In conuast to what Robcns took as Augustine's view of the church as a "pilgrirn" community, 

Iiis and Dow's vicw of the church as the mcdiator of the Kingdom ais0 meant that it was the 

instrument for transforming society. In his description of spiritual communism, Roberts argued that 

as the Church panicipated in the temporal. suuctured world as wrll as its spiritual relationship to God, 

the Kingdom carne in and through a context of social relations. The life of the church at the 

intersection of two worlds nierint that persona1 salvation cauld only hc expcrienced and lived in the 

society of the church. Man was savcd by grrrce, Iic: dcclrircd, but only "in the crowd." The divine 

society of the Church could not be reduccd to nicrc individual spirituality. for "[plersonaIity and 

society are as necessary tu ont: another as sight and light: we can ncver be wholly ourselves except 

in and ihmugh one anothcr. We were made for socicty and society for us."U Becausr of the social 

nature of truc hunimiry. tiicre was no saîvrition outsido the Church; instead. the cxpcrience of çrace 

must radiate ticcl y tiuougli the l i k  of the Church in its organizlttion on the b a i s  of 3 Christ-like spirit 

of brothcrhood. and thrnugh ihc Church it niusi pernieatc and iransform social relations? As Dow 

put it in 1932, just as "cornniunistic socicties" embody the dynaniic of revolutionary hope, so the 

fcllowship of lhe Christian church niust prcscnt to the world the incarnation of Christ's creative 

spirit.46 Since it had the powcr of G d ' s  spirit hchind il. the church could act confidrntly and 

prophctically in inspiring nian to bcar the burdcns o f  niririkind "on the altu of conscience" and to 

"transform pity into actual social encrgy" in support of  gocid causes. 

Above dl. the Kingdom of God was to bc brwght by grace, or by the frce, spirituai method 

u Rokrts, "The Quict 1-iour, A Little Commemontion of St. Augustine, II." 1 133. 

4 S R o ~ s .  "The Quiet 1-Iour: Thc Spirit OC Ciracc." 539. 

J 6 D o ~ ,  G(K1.s E~crn:ii Plan: The Kinpdom. 9. 
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of imer personal transformation. Throughout their apocalyptic vision of the Kingdom of Grace, 

Roberts and Dow assurncd that the fundamental distinction in life lay between divine spirit and the 

material, structured world, and they had identif'red the esscnce of personality with divine spirit. 

Likewise, they identif id the çoming of the Kingdom with the inncr working of the spirit. God's 

justice, Roberts clairned, was a new "justice of reconciliation" that surpassed retribution by working 

internally and cooperatively to reconcile humans to God through the "more divine" power of gracious 

love and unconditionai forgiveness." Likewise, the bnef enhy of Christ into tirne leh the triumph 

of spirit and grrice ihat coincidcd with li'ncration froni the limits of structural-historical life. As Dow 

had put it, thc rcsurrcctcd Christ w u  ri spirit who brcikt. the "shackles of earth and time" in order to 

be free to bring God's ctcrnal spirit of love to ai1 niankind." Or accardinç to Robens: "He found 

us bound as maturcs of tinic: Hc left us frce hcirs of cternity."'lY Hrnce the evcnt of the cross 

bcckoncd hunianity "to rise above the world of evcnts in tirne and space into a world of 'vaIues' 

which rccognize no iime or ~ p a c e . " ~  

Several ycars latcr, in 1933, Roberts dcscribcd humans as living in two worlds. Like 

Augustine. he dcscribcd [hose two worlds in the ontologicril categories of law. or h e  temporal "order 

of mortaiity" in wtiich nian rnust prove hinisclf by obtldicnce to law, and the éternal order of grace 

in which man was i r ~ ~ d  Irom being "hemmccl in" by thc temporal world." While distinguishing 

thcm. howevcr, hc maintaincd that law and grace were not antithetical; rather, the law was the 

"Roberts, The Christi:tii Ciod. 136. 

'"W. Gds Eternal Plan: The Kingdom, 10. 

'9Richard Roberts. "Ttw Quict i-iour: IIis SLV." ( 16 Dcceinhcr 193 1 ). 1 195. 

%oberts. The Christian Gd. 64. 

"~ichant Roberts. "The Quict HOUE The Recapiun: of Ille Christian Exprience: IV. Son Once More," (1 1 
April 1934). 256. 
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"school-master" that lead humanity to strive Godward. Though this human suiving could never be 

complete. it met God coming downward in thr: spirit of ~ h r i s t "  Instead of a conflict benveen grace 

and law, Rdxxts suggested here a Platonic I~crarchy in whiçh law was subordinate to, and fulfilled 

in, grace. His assumption of this hierarchy was the prcmise of Roberts' view that man lived 

simultaneousIy in two worlds, and that the coming of the Kingdorn w u  the infusion of temporal life 

with the inner freedoni of the spirit to trÿnsniute thc tcrnporal "into the sa~ramental."~' 

For Robcrts and Dow, the promise of an apocdyptic Kingdom of Grace was also the guarantee 

of a moral ordcr and humm freedom over against the increasingly ait-encompassing historical- 

structural nicchrinisnis that. according to critiçal science. seemed tu enclose life in the late 1920's. 

As Robcns scatcd in 1929. thc hndamentril icnsion in life was bcrwecn the progrcss of moral spiritual 

ficedom and the cvil tcndcncy of naturai man ro rcsist the movement of Me to realize its inherent 

potential of faith and love." Likewisr. Dow clÿimed that the Incarnation demonstrated. in the face 

of a world in crisis. that the cosmos rxisted as the "xcna for Jesus and the moral Kingdom."" The 

cmergcnct. of tliis eternril moral Kingdoni was the nieaning bchind the apparent rneaning1essnt.s~ and 

the "toiling and nioiling of crcation and history and tinlc." Roberts' and Dow's proclamation of a 

moral Kingdom 01' Gracc nicant also the rexssurancc t l u t  tiunian pcrsonality was frec and vaiuable, 

and that nian could rise above the apparcntly nicaninglcss nicchanisnis of Iife. 

By the early 1930's. thèn. Rt~berts and Dow hrid dcvclopt.. a modern. specifically nm-Kantian 

restatement of Augustine's intcrpretalion of the rclationship hctwcen God's Kingdom and a secularized 

"~ichard Rokns. "The Quict Hwr: Our Inner LiP. IX, The Fruit of the Spirit," NO (30 Augua 1933). 629. 

"Richard Roberts. "Thc Quici I Iour: ihc  Rccaprurc OC ilie Christinn Expcrience: IV. Son Once More." (1 1 
April 1934). 256. 

YRoberts, Thc Christian Gad. 12 1-23. 

S S ~ o ~ ,  GOCI*s Ewmd Plan: Thc Kin~dom.  2. 
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world, Their modern Augustinianism appcaled to a transcendent sovereign God and his intervention 

in grace into the world. In turn, theu "theology of grace" envisioned a sharp tension between God's 

Kingdom and what they now saw as a "secular" civilization. While appeaiing to transcendent grace, 

however. they nevertheless insisted t h t  God's Kingdom was to be workeci out in history through the 

church; indced. they retained their modern critical perspective and historicd consciousness. 

Consequently, their appeal to transcendent grace becme the basis, not for what Roberts took to be 

Augustine's worid-flight, but rather a concern for radically uansforrning modem western civilization, 

Though concerned with history, howcver, thcir nco-Kantian idedist "realism" revised and revived 

au gus tint.'^ Plritcinic ontoIogy that identit'ied God's grace with spirit. and sin with the structured 

world. From this tiamc'work. and in keeping with thcir "cxpric'ntial" critical method, thcy continued 

to da im that God's spirit wzts locatcd in the world. and particularly in human personality. 

Consequently, their h o p  for the apocaiyptic realization of the Kingdom of God in history was also 

the hope for the realization of human pcrsonality and freedom, and a moral communal order. 

This conccption of thc rclation bctwt.cn God's Kingdom and the world, however. left an 

ambiguous status for the structurcd world, and an arnbiguaus task for the church in the world. While 

the church was to hc the instrunicnt of'GodTs Kingdom in the world. thrit Kingdom was by definition 

qualificd by frwdoni and spirit. and rhcretor was to bc achiwcd solely through and in "spiritual" 

methods. Conscqut.ntly, thcy would limit their efforts at swiai retimn to evangelism and moral 

reform, in thci expctation that such &Torts would Iibcratc and transform social relations. While this 

emphasis on the lifc of thc spirit sccmcd to bring rclcac from thc doubts and complexities of 

structured Iife, it also would rcciuctl niaticrs of policy and scicncc to nierc tcchnique. 

II. Evangelism versus Revolution 

Though Rokrts and Dow had envisioncd an apocalyptic Kingdom of God that would revolutionize 
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socid relations, théir efforts to achieve that Kingdom ied. by Iate 1931. to a more excIusive focus on 

"psychic" moral transformation through the expcriençt: of Christ's spirit in the soul. In part, this 

"psychic" focus was the logical conclusion of their intcrpretatiun of the roots of Kingdom of God in 

intemal moral transformation. But it also was a responsc to the most intense period of the Depression 

and the dcepning of world ténsions, and to the rising cal1 from both Communists and Christian 

sociaiists for social revolution. During this pivotal tinie. Robcns and Dow joined more traditional 

liberai-evangelicals like George Pidgeon iri repudiating revolution. Instead. they insisted that the root 

of the world's crisis was moral rather than "cnvironmental," and they hcnce insisted on relying 

exclusivcly on divinc grrice and spiritual transformation. 

Such cniphascs rcvitalizcd the likral-wangclicai establishment of mainline Protestantism. and 

suggestcd an altcrnativc tci rt'volulion in rcncwcd pictist cvangclisni. niost notably in the Kingdom of 

God rnovement and the Oxfbrd Group mcivenicnt. In the crmrcxt of dccpening pessimism about the 

depths of the world's crisis, Icading mainlinc: Proicstants cspccially in the United Church identifieci 

Christimity with what Robcns callèd the "vcnical" rciationship between a transcendent divine spirit 

and the csscnce of hunirin prsunrility. As a rcsult. thctir niain rcsponse to the crisis was a carnpaign 

for evangdism, ~ v h i  lc they reniaincd suspicic~us of "unspi ri tual " meihods of social change and seemed 

to wilhdraw tioni attcnipts to relate thc Kingdom of God to social structurt.~. Indecd, critics would 

argue that the liberal-evangclid Protestant establishment not only ignored thc structural probkms of 

society. but by onussion naivcly participatecl in preserving the status quo. 

This reliance exclusively on spiritual niethods was a major theme of the United Church's 

Board of Evangclisni and Social Service, and thc work of its sccrctary D. N. McLachlan and field 

sccrctary Erncst Tlirinias, alrcady in the latc 1920's. In llic bclicf that Canadian society had becorne 

secularized, nienibers of the Unitcd Church's Board of Evangclism and Social Service had begun to 

search for distinctly "Christian" rcsponses tu the enicrging social crisis. After the 1926 defeat of 
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prohibition in Ontario, for example. Emest Thomas argued that efforts to legislate prohibition through 

the state should be abandoned.% In the belief lhat efforts to impose stnictunl change by legislate 

would itself conuacfict the spirit of fretdom which was centrai to Christianity, he began in 1928 to 

develop a "scientific" educationai program to convince thc public to frcely abstain from alcohol. This 

strategy complcmcntcd Thomas' studies of the person of Jcsus; both sought to change people and 

society by a "spiritual" niethod that focuscd on chmging people's mincis and hearts. 

Similar principles were evident in the reports of the BESS and the work of D. N. McLachlan. 

In its 1926 report on "The Christianizing of Industry," the BESS urged that industry m u t  serve the 

good of ptxsonality and the human soul, but it also recommendcd that the church use educationai 

efforts. and cspcciaily a rencwtxi pulpif. rathcr than attenipts at rcform by direct political action. to 

urge changes in thc cirganiztition of industry, ror change would corne, not tirst of al1 ihrough 

reorganization «f sociciy, but only with puiting on the ncw mind of Christ." And as we have seen 

in carlier çhapters. McLachlan, along witb othcrs l i  kc University of Toronto social scientist Edward 

John Urwick, hcgan in 1928 to wwn againsr the sccularization of professional social ~ o r k . ~ *  

McLachlm crillcd for a rcncwal of the rolc of rcligicin and morality in the social sciences, and also 

urgcd Cluistians tci takc up thc iask of renicdying social wrongs. so LS ro niediste the healing grace 

of God to the world. 

As Nancy Christie and Michrit.1 Gauvrcau have shown. prqrcssive Protestants doniinated those 

social wcIfare agcncies, such as the Canadian Association of Socid Workers and the Sociai Service 

'bErnest Thomas. in (22 Dcçcmhcr 1926). 5. ciied in Richard Aileri, The Social Passion: Relirion and Social 
Rcfnrm in Cl'uiadx 19 1.1- 1928 (Toronto: Uriivcrsity of Tortmto Prcss, 197 l), 347. 

nunitcd Churdi of Caii:i&i (IlCC). Bonrd of Evaiigclisin and Social Service (BESS). Annual Repon "The 
Christianizing of Industry." Ycnshook md Rccord (if kocccdines of the Gcncd Council (RP), 1928, 265, 266. 

5sMcLachlan's speech to the 1918 conference of the Canadian Association of Social Workers was entitled "The 
Spiritual B a i s  of Social Work." Scc Edih M. Luke. "Our Motitrcal Lcttcr: Clnadian Conference on Social Work," 
NO, (16 May 1928), 16. See also Allcn. 291-291. - 
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Council of Canada. that existed in Canada at the tirncS9 Into the 1930's. therefore, Canadian social 

workers tended to prescrvc a close relation betwecn moral idealism and social improvement, The 

dynamics of the earl y I93O's. however, pressed toward the di fferentiation of those concems. While 

professional sociai workers like Charlotte Whition, director of the Camdian Council on Child and 

Family Welfue, began to emphasize the specialized, technical skills of social science, McLachlan 

converscly detlned the contribution of Christianity to social action in terms of strictly spiritual methods 

and c o n c e r n ~ . ~  While he called for a more spiritual approach to social work. and for more Christian 

activism in social rcli~rni. McLachlan insistcd that a distinctly Christian approach would set persons 

above matcriai concerns. that i t  hrid tirst to do with the relation of the individual sou1 to God, and that 

no improved living conditions could satisfy that demand.6' 

McLachlan's eniphasis on a "spiritual" rcspmsc to social problems was also evident in his 

assessrnent of the emerging economic crisis in 1929. In an ariiclc conimcnding AFL-CIO Ieaders to 

the pulpits of the United Church in Octuber 7- 13. 1929. hc: claimed that thcre was a growing opinion 

that both lahwr and capital should exist for service, and niust respect above ail the sacredness and 

welfare of persciniility. The source of pri~blcnis in industry. hr argued. lay with technologicd 

development and the mcchmization which had crowded out both workcrs and "personal and spiritual 

values." He also seemed to cndorse proposals submitted by the Manitoba Conference that called for 

the rcplaccnlcnt of' "nl~stcr and slave" rdations in industry with coopcration and profit-sharing based 

on servicc and thc intcrcs~s uf public wclfrirc. Mclxhlrin cmphmizcd that thc proposals rejected 

'')Nancy Christie and Michad Gauvreau, A Full-Orkd Cliristinnitv: 'The Protestant Churchcs and Social WeIfare 
in C47n,?da. l90C)- 1945 N o n m l  & Kingston: McGilI-Quccn's Univcrsity Press, 1996). 156-9. 

60 San Burke, Servinr the Hirhcst G d :  Social Scmiçe 'mi Cicndcr rit the IJniversity of Toronto. 1888-1939 
(Toronto: University of Tonmo Press, 1996). 127. 

6'UCC. BESS. Anriu:d Repon 1928. "He Shall Rcign." Yenrh(x>k. 1928. and RP. 19. 
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recouse to clus war to right economic wrongs as "inconsistent with humm brotherhood" 

McLachlan's interpretation of thc emerging txonornic crisis as a contlict between spiritual persondity 

and naturai mechanism. and his insistence on the prinirtcy of moral brotherhood. demonsuated the 

cornmitnient of mmy church leaders to a revivcd pcrsonal idealism that would appeal to a 

transcendent God as the grounds of moral principlcs that should infuse and direct social suuctures. 

McLachlan's cal1 for a "spirituai" and moral response to social problems was echoed by 

Richard Roberts. In 1929 he participateci. dong with PrincipaI A. S. Tuttle and Lynn Harold Hough. 

who was Robcrts' succasor at the Amcricrin késbyrcrian Church in Montreal. in sessions of the 

Alberta Schoot of Religion that eniphasized the nccd for a uniqucly "spiritud" approach to social 

p r~b le rns .~~  Whilc Hough and BESS wcstern Iicld sccrctary Hugh Dobson argued that the moral 

vitaiity of rcIigion niust k expricnçed in practical life rrtther than morely in the ritualism of the 

1920's new evangelism. main speakers like Robcns and Tuttle emphasized that. rather than refonn 

by Iegislation, socicry necdcd ri rèvivril of hclicf in a transcendent God as the basis for moral vitality. 

Religion. Tuttle wrirncd, niust prcscrvè its hold on ri rrmscc.ndcnt dcity. lest it "Iose a grip on its moral 

sanction." 

Roberts' vicw o f  the conncction bctwccn transccndcnt dcity and absolute moral sanctions to 

resolve sociai probltms was espcially ilIustrated in his participation in the revival of a Christian 

pacifist movcmcnt in 1930. Roberts had long bccn active in the Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) 

in England and thc Uni tcd States. as wcll as in Montreal. In 1926 hc helped to produce The Christian 

and War. writtcn largèly by Montreal church historian Willian~ Alva GitTord, and as Thomas Socknat 

6%. N. McLÿchlm. "The Ancrican Fedcedcntion of Labour." NO (2 Ociobcr 1929). 1003, 1006. 

63W. I I .  1.. "The A l k f i -  Sçhml of Ilcligion." NO ( I R  Sepiemkr 1929). 964. 
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describes it. the definitive statement of Cmadian pacifism dunng the interwar years? The revivai 

of the FOR with a chapter in Toronto was led by Roberts, the Quaker W. R. Firth, the Jewish rabbi 

Maurice N. Eisendrath. and included arnong its membership Rev. R. Edis Fairbaim. J. S. Woodsworth, 

and William Creighton. 

The FOR'S "Statement of Purpose" offercd a moral solution, rooted in transcendent absolutes. 

to growing international tensions and the frustration of disarmament and peace talks during the late 

1920's and early 1930's. I t s  declareci purpose was to use the seff-sacrificing love of Jesus as the 

principle for rcamciling the "world-wide fa~nily.""~ According tu the stnterncnt. the love disclosed 

in Jesus was "the (rue b a i s  of socicty and the cfkctivc powcr for overcoming evil and transfonning 

human Me." That love must be workcd out in the practicai reconciliation of human conkkts. so as 

to dedicatc hunian l i k  to the universal Kingdom of God. The reality was, however, that the principle 

of love was violatcd by war and by the existing organization of society on the basis of self-interestecl 

nation-states canipcting for material powcr and profit. In such a world. the membws of the FOR were 

callèd to be willing to takc risks for a way not yet accepted by the world, and seek "through peaceful 

means such fundanienta1 changcs in the spirit of rncn and thc structure of the social order as shaI1 

make pcxsiblc the îüII exprcssion of lovc in al1 hunian relations." 

Into thc carly 1930's. then, Roberts and his collcagucs secmcd convinced that spiritual and 

moral transformation would rtxdily issue in a transt'ornicd social order. Inded .  in 1930 Roberts was 

appointcd by thc Unitcd Church General Council tc) an Evangclisni Conimission that was chaired by 

George Pidgcon and also includcd McLachlan. Janirs Endicoit. and Ncwton ~ o w e 1 1 . ~ ~  Its 

qhornas P. Socknat. Witness Against Ww: Pacilism in Canada 100-1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1987). 100- 105. 124-7. 

6SN0 - (18 Fehmary 191), 148. 

66 ed., "In Aggrcssivc Scrvicc." - NO (22 April 1931). 368. 
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instructions were to invite ail Canadian denominations to a joint effort of "vital evangelism" that 

would inçludc enrichmcnt of spintual life; application of Christian principles ta industry; and the 

promotion of brotherhood among ail classes, races, and creeds. The assumption of the commission 

seemed to be that "vital evmgelism" w s  organically connectai to the formation of a new social order 

through the infusion of divine grace and a moral spirit into the world. 

By 1933, the Evangelisrn Cornmittee would launch, along with the Anglican, Presbyterian, md 

Baptist churches, a Joint Campaign for the Evangelization of Canadian Life. The intervening years 

bctwecn 193 1 m d  1933. howcvcr. sriw a subtlc shiti in the outlook of Robcns and felIow-advocates 

of refornl through "spiritual cvmgclism." In put, this change was duc to the dtlepening crisis in 

westcrn society. Through those ycars. the Dcprcssion sccmed tu worsen in its effccts and in its 

intransigence. At the same tinie, the failure of the 1932 Gcneva F a c e  talks, and the rise of fascism 

especiaily in the 1933 minority government of Hitlcr. secnicd to put confidence in the sufticiency and 

ultirnate triuniph of moral rcvivril to the tc'st. Thcsc growing tcnsions. in turn, contributed to the 

polarization of alicrncttive stratttgics for "Christianizing" a wcstcrn sc~iè ty .  As William Creighton 

declareci in 1933, pacilïsni must eithcr give up, or bcconic niuch niore aggressive in challenging the 

stnictures of modern wcstcrn ~ociety.~ '  In piiniculÿr. lis wc shall see in the following chaptrr. the 

formation of Christian socialist movements that advocated social revolution. and secmed sympaihetic 

to cornniunism. in turn prcssed Robcns and his collcagucs to clxify and justify their emphasis on 

evangcl isni and nioral rcli~rni in coctrast to social rcvoluiion. 

Though in cnibryo alrcridy in the latc 1920's. thc pdarizrition between advmates of "spiritual" 

transformation and structural change became cxplicit in 193 1 following two indications of the growing 

radicalism of Christian socialists. In January 1931, aftcr police intervened in a 1930 meeting of the 

Fellowship of Reconciliation which was to include Comniunist speakers on its platform, sixty-eight 
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Toronto professors published a letter in support of the right to free speech even for Communists. As 

Michiel Hom notes. the conimon sympathies of many of those signatories contributed to the formation 

of the League for Social Reconstruction.' Conung as it  did aftcr nearly a decade of suspicion about 

the socialist sympathies ofsome University of Toronto professors, and in the rnidst of the "Red Scare" 

that swept across Canada, and most intensively in Toronto, during 1929 and 1930, the letter evoked 

an outpouring of reaction against both Cornmunism and their professorid ~ympathizers.~ 

A second signifiant development was the founding of an active Christian sociaiist movement 

in several Canadian citics. including the fomiation of the Movement for a Christian Social Order in 

Toronto on April 26, 1931. This niovcnicnt will receivc fuller treatnient in the foilowing chapter. 

For the rnomcnt. i t  is sufficicnt ro nctc that in his papcr çommissioned for the founding of the 

movement, John Linc callcd the church to grcater artention to social structures, and dedared the intent 

of the movement "to be an aggressive militant Christian socid rn~vcment."~~ Although he would 

insist on a "spiritual" rarhcr than a matcrialist coniniunisni. Linc and othcr mcmbers of the movement, 

l ikç  John King Gr)rdon. would bc sympathetic to some idcas in the Russirin communist 

"experinlent."" 

Advocatcs of a rcnewcd Christian socialisni also presscd the United Church conferences to 

adopt statcrncnts critical of the capitalist systcni. Beginning with a suhniission from the Manitoba in 

1928. many of the conferences. espeçially in western Canada urgcd ncw efforts to Christianize 

"Michiel Hom. The Lcagur for Soci:il Rcconsiruciion: Iiircllcrtud Ongins of the Democniic Left in Canada. 
1930-1942 (Toronto: University of Toronio Press, 1980). 17-18. Sce a i s 0  A. B .  McKillop, h4atters of the Mind: 
The Universi tv in Oniruio. 179 1 - 195 1 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1994), 380-5. 

'Tor a catalogue of reactions to the letter. sec "'Tiie Iiitellcciual Capitai of Canada'." Canadian Forum. Vol. XI. 
NO. 126 ( M ~ c h  193 1).  210- 12. 

7b'~ostly About Pcople and Chu~hcs," (6 May 193 1). 414. 

"ed.. "Prnfessor Linc on the Sonp Box." (23 Sepieinber 1931). 910. 
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industry and the economic ord~r . '~  In 193 1. for rxamplr, the British Columbia conference urged a 

"revolution of Jesus Christ" that would transfonn the cornpetitive capitalist system into a cooperative 

system in which human personality, love, and service were the supreme motive of business?) The 

Alberta Conference made sirnilar calls for radicai change. declaring that unernployment, 

overproduction, uncenainty. and the "unchristian anornai y" of abundant grain in elevators while 

citizens lacked brexî. drmiinsnatcd the failure and condcmnation of t.he present competitive system." 

The present competitive, acquisitive system, the conîkrencir urged, must be replaced with a democratic 

cooperative ordcr that gave priority to hunian nwds rathcr than profit. and government should 

concentrate on cooperative efforts to ensure opportunity for steady employmcnt and wholesome living 

conditions for all. Thc crisis was an opportunity for rcncwcd dcvotion to working out the Kingdom 

of G d  in a Christian social ordcr. But it also declared that such a kingdom would corne to 

individuais and socicty by the "flaming evangel of God's grace." Only through the Spirit of God 

would the church bt: üblc to "motivate pople  to love and brotherhood which will impel toward 

'Christian dèrnocrrtcy in industry ' rather than ' tyranny and aoarchy ' of violent revolution." Other 

conferenccs issued resolutions çalling for furthirr study of the social system, including. in the case of 

Hamilm Confmnct.. study of the "Russian expttrinicnt." urging that "what lo«ks like a thoroughly 

matcririlistic conmiunisni niust be met hcroiclilly wirli 1i distinctly Christian social order." Such a 

social order niust advancc religious, political, and cconoiriic ticcdoni, and prornote a social conscience 

alen to the just nwds of ail.'' 

7wCC. Ycarhk md RP. 1928, 98. 

73 J .  K. U[nsworth]. "Thc Aiiiiuai Scssions of British Columbia Confcrcnçc." 1 
July 1931). 665, 673. 

I O  Junc 1931). 536: and (15 

""The Alhena Confcrence of the Unitcd Church: Findings on L e  Church and Industrial Relations and World 
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Ontario confkrences presentcd the sh-t divisions. On the one hand. the Hamilton 

Conference callcd for study and government lcgislation to enact a system of unernployment insurance 

to cover al1 unemployment caused by conditions beyond the control of workers, including sickness, 

old age. disability. and technological ~hanges.'~ By contrat. the London Conference. wilh some 

ministers claiming that there wcre good aspects to capitalism, amended the report of its Evangelism 

and Social Service Cornmittee so that it called for eiimination only of the "non-Christian elements" 

in capitalism. suggcsting also that a wholesale change of the social system was not require~i.~~ The 

Toronto Conferencc displaycd thc sharpèst division. Spaking for the Laymun's Association, John 

A. Tory and Ntxton Rowcll urged the "grcatcr consceration of al1 our resources to the Kingdom of 

God," specilically to a progrmi fi)r ri "grcat spiritual awrikening" consisting of a speaking cmpaign. 

prayer groups. prcinioting chwch attendance. and cncouraging work for the undcrprivileg~d.'~ In 

contrast. however, the contèrence dso adoptcd a stritcmcnt propcwd by Salem Bland, supporteci by 

John Line, that called for govermient action as vigorous as during the war for a comprehensive 

organization of the hunim and ccononiic raourccs of the doniinion "to bring immcdiate relief to the 

worklcss, hope to the despindent and ttnibittcrcd, and guide our country into a closcr union than we 

have evcr known." 

From 1930 to 1934. this conîlict eut through the activitics of the United Church and its 

evangclisni canipaign. While recognizing that the collapse of the industriai world called for 

clarification of thc church's rolc. D. N. McLachlan. seçrctary of the Board of Evangetism and Social 

Senricc. wamed cigainsi direct action by the church.'" Just as Christianity had permeatcd the Roman 

-- -- 

'6"~he Church on the Job." ( 1 April 193 1). 294. 

"H. B. P. "The Unitcd Church in London Confmnce." (24 June 193 1). 596. 

"E. Ryerson Young, "The United Church in Toronto Conkrcnce," No (8 July 19311, 640. 

'9. N. MchchIc.hlnn. "The Cliurch minil  lie Indusuial Crisis." (2 Septernber 193 1 ). 826. 
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Empire at a time of concern for brotherhood, but wilhout destroying that Empire. so. he argued, 

Christianity offcrcd a mord spirit that might correct the current order, without destroying it. It was 

doubtfil, he a d d d ,  whettier the churcb had ihe cornpetence to deal wiih the technicd problem of 

what was a cornplicatd, world-wide industrial systcm. Finally, he suggated that the church's role 

was patient mediation of a necessarily slow and evolutionary process. Impatience raised the dangerous 

possibility of rcvolutionary methods that would set back "niovcments for orderly progress towards 

better things." Instead, thc church's task was to mcdirite the reconciliation of employers and 

employccs by prornoting a "spirit uf  good will and mutual fdlowship" bctwecn the main parties of 

industry. Hcncc. the BESS continucd to focus on its plan fc)r a joint evangelism campaign, while also 

helping to organizc a joint National Emergency RclicP Coniniittw in 193 1 to providc food and goods 

for the destitute. rspeciiilly in the  est." 

The discussion was kcpt alive. howevcr, rit the 19x2 General Council where the Board's report 

on "The Church and Industry" was Lïrst referrcd back to ~hc: sessional comniittee. While the Toronto 

membcrs of that coninuttee included Roberts and Pidgcon, its Chairman William Alva Gifford, 

Professor of Church History at United Theciiogical Seniinary in Montrcal, succeeded in having John 

Line and Emrsi nioniÿs addcd as corresponding rncmb~rs. '~ The rcvised report of the cornmittee 

clearIy bore the strinip of thcir influence. for i t  argucd thr i t  persona1 rcligion and spintual experience, 

while cenainly a valuahle nicrit iif thc wangclical iradition. w u  not sulricient for the present cxisisn 

In thc face of what hrid bc.wnie "a n i a s  or collectivt: problcni," thc' traditional advice about personal 

responsibility and tluiïtinttss failcd to do justicc to the con~plex of forces that were affecting humm 

welfare. Indced, it thrcatcned to Icave those forces to bt3 "lcd by shcer secularist aims." A new age 

- -- - - - - -- 

""National hcrgci icy Rclicf C»mniiice." NO (26 Aiigust. 193 1 ). 81 3. 
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of social relations was upon western society, especially in the realm of economic relations. What was 

needed was a frcsh intcrpretation of Christianity that would be expressed not only in terms of 

individual ideals. but also in a way that contributçd to a just cçonomic order and "a holy community 

achieved in this world according to God's righteous purpose." AccordingIy, the report called for an 

interpretation of the Kingdom of God "into social tenns" that included unemptoyment insurance as 

"a direct requirement, under the existing condition of things, of the teaching and ideals of Jesus" 

concerning the need of opportunity and we1fa.x for alI. 

The commitree's rccornmend;ition for a niore thorough study in a Commission on the Social 

Ordcr was approvcd. but i t  coincided with the Board's recoinmendation of a commission on 

Evangelism that also was approved, and ul ti niatel y wolild take preccdcnce in the mai nline churches. 

With Sir Robert Fdconttr as its chairman and Walter T. Bruwn, then principal of Victoria University, 

as its secrctary. thc Crminiission on Christirinizing the Social Ordcr was instnicted to study Christian 

pnnciples thlit should govcrn thc social ordcr. and to dc17ne pmicular " tirst steps" to implement such 

a Christian ordcr." The conimon çonimitnicnt of al1 sidcs (O the necd for radical spiritual renewal 

that niust conie froni God's gractt was cvidcnt in the çoniniittce nienibcrship. While advocates of 

Christian socialisni Iikc John Linè. John King Gordon. and R. B. Y. Scott. partiçipated in the 

Evangelisni Comniission. alcing with George Pidgeon. Sir Robert Falconcr. i. M. Shaw. and J. R. P. 

S ~ l a t e r . ~  Falconcr solicited advicc for thc Coniniission fion1 social dèniocrats like Irene Biss and 

Harold Cassidy. but rspccirilly from University of Toron~o's niore conservative libcral idealist E. J. 

Urwic k." 

As the controvcrsy ragcd through 1933, Roberts and othcrs who opposcd social revolution in 

83 D. N. McLrichl:ui. "Coinmission On Social Ordcr." N()  (20 Dcccrntcr 1933 1. 9 IO. 

'%JCC, Y t . x h i k ,  1933, 103. 
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favour of "spirituai" solutions found themsclves on the side of business leaders who strenuously 

opposed any appearance of sympathy for communism or swidism, and who aiso were, like Newton 

Rowcll, prominent membcrs of the Unitcd Church courts, college boards. and Pidgeon's own Bloor 

Street United Church. Whcn the Toronto Conference in 1933 again called for the socialization of 

banks and other xctors of the cçonomy as part of what it would take to "Christianize" Canadian 

society. Roberts and Pidgeon were among those who publishcd their dissent." This encounter came 

on the heals of a decision by Unitcd Theological College's board, staffed with prominent Montreal 

businasnien, to relcase the vocal Christian socialist John King Gordon. though this decision was 

temporaril y rcscindcd by the 1933 Montreal Conlkrcncc. 

Although thcir opposition ultiniritely had tlic rcsult of supporting the liberal social order, the 

intent espccially of Rabcrts and Dow cannot casily bc linkcd with niere support for the rniddle class 

status quo. Their criticism of capitalism was well cstahlished in the 1920's. And Roberts. in 

particular, had bcen instrumentai in the FOR which attcmpted to give platforrn time to Communists. 

As well, he would bc synipathetic tu, though not active in. the Fdlowship for a Christian Social Ordcr. 

While conccrncd n o  ICSS than Christian socirilists to transikirni society. Robcrts and his colleagues 

diffcrcd froni thcni partiçularly in rhcir view of how thci sc)cial ordèr was to be Christianized, and thus 

in thcir understanding of whcrc the hattk lines for the Kingdoni rif  God lay. As the crisis deepened. 

Roberts. Dow, McLachlan. and othcrs insistcd that nothing short of divine grace, which they identifiai 

exclusively with a spiritual reality, would sufllce to 1rrins1i)rni society. And in thcir insistence on 

spiritual transformation. they locatcd the battiè Sor God's Kingdoni cspccially in the human psyche. 

They did so by iianung tlic'ir rcjcction of rcvr)lution in  terms of an assumed tension between 

grace and nature. In an article entitled "Resurrection or Rcvolution," pubIished in 193 1 only one week 

'Tor discussion of Pidgmn's and Robcrts' rejcction of socialist propsals in the Toronto Conference, especially 
in 1933, sec "The Toronto Annual Conference," NO (12 July 1933)' 523-25: and John Webster Grant, George 
Piclneon: A Biocrriphv (Toronio: Rycrson Press. 1962). 122-26. 
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after the founding of the Movement for a Christian Social Order, Roberts claimed to agree with the 

goals of Christian socialists, but contrasted the rncthods of Christian reIiance on spiritual grace with 

Cornmunist materiaiism and militarism. The world, according to Roberts, hung precariously in the 

balance between Communism and the Christian gospel." Whilt: both Communism and Christianity 

claimtxi to assen t k  supreme value of prsondity. their methods. according to Roberts. presented a 

fundamental antithcsis bctween spiritual and worldly matcrial forces, Cornmunisrn pursued a secular 

agenda of world domination on the basis of rnaterialisrn and force, and thereby threatened to "cut the 

cable" which tied the values of the sou1 to the etcrnaLg8 With rising global instability. the crisis of 

western capitdisni. and thc growing appoal of Comrnunisnl in both the Far East and North America, 

Cornmunisni prcscnted the grcatest challcngc to Christianity in niany centuries. and it would have to 

be opposed with a distinctly Christian Revol~ti»n.'~ 

Indecd, whcn [me to its principlcs. Robcns argucd clsewhcre. Christianity was revolutionzlry 

no less than Cornmunism. for in contrast to "the nomial order of the world," Christianity clairned to 

organize socicty on the basis of new allegiançes to Christ thc King and the inward mle of GodSW 

And in contrat to the "niatcrial" mcthods of Conimunism. the mclhod of Christian revolution was 

inhcrcntly cuntrary to "wurldly" rèvolution, f i~r  it workcd by pè;tccfuI pnetration. persuasion. and free 

spiritual transforniation Ironi within." Ultirnatcly. the revolutionary nature of Christianity restcd on 

thc resurrection. which Roberts dcscribcd as an "ernbarrassment" to reason because it defied 

17 Richml Rohcns. "Thc Quict Hour: Kcsurrcction or Rcvolutiori." (22 Apnl 1931 1. 37 1. 

88 Richard Robcm. "C1iristi;uiity at ~1ic Crr~ssroaûs," N()  (20 April 103 1 ). 395: arid Richml Rokm, "The Quiet 
Hour; The Red Cap on the Cross." ( 15 ApriI 103 1 ). 3 47. 
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experience and history? Nevcrtheless. the resurrection signified the revolutionary presence of God 

in restoring ail things. inçluding soçieties, to Me. The Christian revolution was itself a revolutionizing 

of "secular" revolution. for it began with the active word and grace of God and the creation of a new 

life of the Kingdom in the sou1 and rnind of individuais. Thus Roberts saw Christianity as a 

"spirituai" alternative to modem Communism and iis agcndn of world dominatiod3 In contrast to 

Communist materialisni. a Christian social order was one characterized by thc primacy of spirit and 

a spirit of fricndship and self-sacrificing service." Abovc dl .  a Christian social order was one mat 

regarded "man as nian is of suprenit: value." and that clru'nied for each person "a fair chance to grow 

into the full human thing it is in him to be."" The priority of personality meant that ail were entitled 

to share in deterniining the objects and conditions of Me, and an order based on the principles of 

friendship and fcllowship rather thm master and slave. 

The essentiai preniise of a socid ordcr devotcd tu pcrsonality was fieedom in which persons 

could excrcisc nioral rtsponsibility. Accurdingly. Rcibcrts idcntitlcd his version of the Christian 

Revolution with three gru t  rwiilutions in niodcrn Eurciperin history that had detined the essentiAs of 

hurnan rclationsl~ps.'~ The Reformation had assertcd the di~ctrinc of free grace in the unrnediated 

relationship of thci bclievcr to God. The French Rcvolution. dcspite its brutality. had won freedom 

for the individual citizen in the state, rhmby cvniplcnicnting the spirituai frccdom of the Reformation 

with political ticcdoni. Finally, thc Russian Kevolution. cicspitc: its violence, hltd claimed freedorn for 

''Roberts. "The Quiet Heur, Rcsurrection or Rcvolution," 371. 

93Ri~hard Robem, "Cornmunism and the Kingdom of Ciod: A Sermon Prcachcd at Shcrbourne Church. Toronto. 
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workers in the rcalm of indusuy and econornics. thereby adding industrial democracy to political 

democrracy and f r e  grace. Though these revoIutions wcri: necessarily violent, and had "overshot their 

mark" by turning to dictatorship. they had estabiishcd the principle of freedom for humanity. Roberts' 

deciaration that the world was now confrontcd wiih two revolutionxy choices in Christianity and 

Communism inplied that the spirituai order offcred by Christianity, in conuast to Communist 

materialkm and use of force, was the choice to be identified with freedom. Indeed, Christianity 

offered the only alternative to Communism, he claimed, for it held the only power "by which the 

society of mankind can bc trÿnsformed into a bcloved community and a city of Gad."" 

Likt: Kobcrts. Dow emphasized tht: contrast between spiritual freedoni and materiai forces in 

a late 193 1 sennon çoniparing Gencsis 1 and John 1 entiiled "Nature and ~tdernption."~~ Here Dow 

supportèd an argunient that Jesus made no parabIes that drew on analogies from nature, bccause nature 

had nothing to say about the gospel. Nature. Dow wcnt on, spoke only of Cod's faithfulness and the 

logic of cause and consquencç, but it  had no parallcl to ticedom of the will in man. Conscquently, 

nature had nothing to say about hurnan rcsponsibility to God or the spiritual rcalities of sin or 

forgivencss at the hcart of' rhé guspe1. Amid what ht' describcd as a civilization prostratcd by the 

Dcpresssion, and with growing kars about international tcnsion brought on hy the Italian invasion of 

Ethiopia. Dow warncd rigainst khding sccurity in earthly temples like arniies and navies, or in what 

he regarded as dcstructivc rrvolutionary a~ti«n.~' Contrary io calls fur Christian rcvolution. Dow 

argucd that Jcsus' way was not rcvolution, for civilization would collapse on its own. Instead. Jesus 

aimed to libcratc religion frcim forms and faIse supports tc, build ri spiritual temple. "Such is Our 

97 Roberts, "Communism ,and the Kingdom of G d . "  323. 
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task," Dow proclaimcd, "IO build up a spiritual order that witl outlast the inevitable crash of our 

present sociai and poli tical structures. "loO 

The conclusion of thex arguments against revolution by "natural" or "matend" means was 

the sharp juxtaposition of spiritual and structural change. In his description of Jesus' method of 

transforming the world, Dow argucd that Jesus' way was not thtit of spectacular miracles, nor of 

comrnunist revolution and change by politicai force. Ralhcr. his way was the "unobtnisive" sowing 

of a Word of God and an idca of the Kingdom, relying on the work of the spirit rather than the 

operation of law and extemal a i d ~ . ' ~ '  Here hc idcntified spirituai powcr with ideas. and claimed that 

it was by contact with revolutionary ideas,-- sou1 touching sou1 --, that hems were changed to m a t e  

a genuinc revolurion at the mciral centcr of human lire. Roberts further conrrasted this "spiritual" 

method of rcvolution wiih structural change, clriiming that 

[wlhat we want just now is not so much ncw schenies of social rcclamation, new 
doctrines and methods of sociai change: though these must have their place. What 
we want Iirst is new Me: the liik of the cvcr-living Christ in mcn - bcginning with 
you and 

In the polarizrition then taking place, Dow and Kobcrts thus niagnificd the distinction between 

rrace and nature and turned thcir lixus rilnir)sr cxclusivdy on spiritual revival, though in the h o p  that " 

such a revival wcluld also infuse and Christianize socicty. In part, this distinction would mean a 

choice for liberal individualisrn rather tlian socialisni. But this choice was rooted in two basic 

features. First. it was an attempt to eniphasize the initiative of transcendent, divine Face in contrast 

to earthly "hrnis" and corruptcd human attcmpts t c ~  build thc Kingdom of God. As McLacNan made 

clcar in h i s  May 1930 comrncnts c m  Pcniccost. thciugh the church might have sufficient wealth and 

' q o w .  "Thc Prcachcr's Page; Befon: the Dcluge," 47. 

"'Dow, G d ' s  Eternai Plan: The Kincdom. 5,  6. 

'?Wxms, "The Quiet Hour: Rcsurrcction or Rcvolutian." 371. 



knowledge to change the world into a Christian democracy. these were "impotent" apart from the 

power of Christ to rclease hem to the service of the Kingdom. Man would seek in vain for an easy, 

self-made way to this spintual power, and the church's doctrines, programs, and agencies would 

remain cold fomaiities "till they became ~hr is tocrn lnc ." '~~  The real solution to the world's m s i s  

therefore required the recovery of the Spirit of Christ in human hcarts. And for that recovery, 

Christians could only ""praçtice the Presence" of God, "listcn for the voice of God." and wait on God 

who was the one sure foundation of life. But while emphasizing divine gram, secondly, liber& 

evangclicals continued to  dellne the stmgglc for the Kingdom in nco-Kantian terms as the tension 

between spiritual and natural rcalities. It was in terrns of thcse foundations that they launched their 

evangelism campaign and focuscd thçir attention on internd, and individual moral transformation. 

While they t.xpt!ctt.d that mord transformation would penetrate social relations, which they assumed 

were subject to moral direction, they were ncvcnhelcss ambivalent. especiaily in the context of rising 

communisni and fascisrn, about attempts to dircctly control and alter social structures. 

According to Kobcns. thcn. nicidcrn civilizaticln needcd not only a change in fiscal plicy, but 

a transformation of sou1 by the uanscendent spirit: 

[ilt nccds to leam that fundanlental principle of rhrr universe. wrinen deep in the 
nature of man. laid down in ancient scripiure and confirmed by the word of Jesus 
Christ. that nian shall not live by bread alone but by every word that corneth forth 
from the niouth of the Lord. Our world can, today, k saved only by a gencral 
affirmation by us ail of the supreniacy of lhc Spirit - or to put i t  another way. a 
widesprcad revival of religion.la 

The City of God must first, hc c1aimt.d. bc built "in nien's souIs" by their acceptance of Christ and 

His Kingdom as thil rule of life, and their readiness to love God and neiçhbour hy generous sharing 

'*McLachlan. "Penteçost: No Rooin for a Man-Made Progrmune," 517. 

'ORichanl Rokrts. "Kevival Without Tarrying for Any; Sermon pmched in Sherboume Church. Toronto. 
Sunûay Morning, Scpt. 30th." NO (30 Septcmbcr 19311, 923. Sce dso Richrird Rohens, "The Quiet Hour, Men 
the Salt Has Lost its Savour," (29 August 1934). 725-26, 74142. 
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of each other's burdèns. And such a revival of soul could oniy begin with worship and evangelism. 

Building God's Kingdom fiist in the soul rnight well have served as the unofficial mono of 

the response of liberai-evangelicais to the social crisis of the early 1930's. Their suategy for 

responding to the crisis consisted almost entirely of evringelistic prcaching as the primary method of 

the Kingdom, and they located the strugglt: for God's Kingdom almost solely within the human 

psyche. In short. b e y  foçused on restoring what Robens called the "vertical axis" of hurnanity's 

spin tual relation wi th a transcendent God. 

The projeci of building God's Kingdom in the soul was developed during 1931 and 1932 

especidly by the United Church's EvangeIisrn Coniniissicin. of which Pidgeon, Robens. McLachlan, 

and Dow werc al1 nienibcrs. Thrc~ugh 1931 and 1932. its nienibers idcntificd their efforts with a 

"Kingdom of God" movcnicnt. suggesting h o p  for a Canadian version of the Kingdom of God 

Movement initiatcd in hpan hy the Japancse missionary Toyohiko ~agawa.'O* Through 1931. 

Robens and Pidgwn boui advocated the movemcnt as a mode1 for "vital evangelism" and 

revolutionuy spirit ual rcnewrit in Canada. Accordi ng to Robcns. Kagawa's three-point program of 

evangclistic conversion of "a niillic~n souls [ci Christ," ri cooprritive society in every town, and a 

mutual aid socicty in cvcry church, could be ripplicd ecpally in Canada to make Christ King in 

Canada.'M 

In his promotion of a Kingdom of God niovenient in  Canada during 1931, George Pidgeon 

focused primarily on the first point of Kagawa's prograrn and reiatcd i t  to old-tirne evangelism. The 

church's imputcnce in the niidst of great necessity, he argucd, indicated its failure to draw on the 

spiritual gract. availtiblt. in Christ. Christ brought nian into contact with "a divine energy that made 

' ad . .  "In Aggresïivr Service," (22 April 1931). 368. 

106Roberts, "Communism and the Kingdom 01- Gd." 323. 
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a11 things new," and that resource was already present in man and the church, available "at the 

cornmand of faith.""'7 For this spiritual quickening. al1 that was needed was the old solution of 

repentance of sin to remove the barriers to divine gracr and a new determination to do God's will.'Og 

Here Pidgeon identificd the role of the church in the coming Kingdom of God at its narrowest point, 

Since the power of God was already present in the church, and latent in the souk of its mernbers, the 

church need not "work up" interest in Christ's cause throrigh machinery; rather it need only release 

the divine Kingdom.'w As McLachlan hiid indicated in his cal1 for Christocenirism. building the 

Kingdom in the soul was priniuily a niafter of thc Spirit of God working in the hearts of each 

individuai. While thc solutions to social injustices could only be identified by experts. the church's 

task was to declarc "the central truths of salvation." nrrnicly the Iove of God in salvation through 

Christ. and the love and c3bedienc.c which they ougfit to inspire. These vital tmths were best conveyed 

in personal tcstimrmy of one's own soul's relation ro God; in turn, faith hecame vital only when it 

was proven in the souk of each n~ernber."~ Inimcnsely contidcnt not only in the cffectiveness of 

God's spirit, but also in the prescnce and potcncy of God's spirit already in the human soul, Pidgeon 

located the cmx of the Kingdom in the human psyche. The church's role in that struggk could only 

bt: pcrsond cvangclisni thrciugh testimony ïroni one soul to another that inspired others to realize the 

divine spirit within t h m .  

Roberts and Llow hcld siniilx vicws of thc txsk o f  cvringclisrn. According to Roberts, the 

ImGeorge C. Pidgcon. "Carilda's Kingdom of G d  Movcincnr. II. Thc Church's Faith." (27 May 1931). 
490,504. 

'"%corgc C. Pidgeon. "Cariatla's Kingdom of Gtd Movcmcnt. III. The Conditions of Spiritual Advancemenlu 
NO (3 Junc 193 1 ). 5 14. 529. - 

'wPidgcon. "Canada's Kingdorn of G d  Movemcnr. 111. Tbt: Condirions of Spiritual Advancement," 514, 529. 

"'George C. Pidgeon. "Canada's Kiiigdom of G d  Movcmcnt. V. The Privileg of Youth." No (1 7 Iune 193 1). 
562. 
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event of the cross ntxd only be "placardtd," and in turn siniply acknowledged in an intimate personai 

encounter in which Cod addressed the "hidden foundations" of human personality, in order to share 

Christ's triumph over against the paradoxical world of good and evil."' Likewise, Dow had 

suggested already in 1929 that the church's role of extending the Incarnation into the world was 

epitomized in its preaching of the Word. For Dow preaching was essentially a spintual 

communication uniquely appropriate to the divine "spiritual" economy. for the gospel came not by 

force, but by spirit calling to spirit. In God's redemptive purpose of making heaven and earth one. 

he argued, the ont: acceptable nicthod was "pusonai evangelism." "Thè preachcr." he claimed, "is the 

pivot of divine history," since it was oniy in prcaching b a t  the unique spirit of Christ was 

conveycd. ' l 2  

The assuntption that the Kingdom or Gcid was a prcscnt rcrilit y that needed only to be evoked 

through fcllowship and tcstimony wa'; central to tlic iirst program issued by the Evangelism 

Commission in Novèniber 193 1. In introducing thrit progrmi, Pidgeon and McLachIan declared that 

the highcst priority was the study and cultivation of the Church's "inncr life" in the soul's relation to 

God. In a world in crisis. the Church niust rrdiscover the source of spiritual p w e r  in God alone.'13 

To that end. the Coninussion urged the Churçh to rtxxaniinç its activities to ensure that its organized 

life reflccted that innu rcncwal. It also callcd for a revived pulpit, and vivid, constructive thinking 

about the cliurcli's nicssagè. espccially of tliè traditional doctrine of the soul's ininiediate access to 

God and the obligation tci express that relation in individual and social Me. That message. it further 

instnicted, must givc direction tix mcmbcrs in thc economic and social problems of the day so that 

"'Richard Robcns. "Thc Quiet H«ur. Thc Cnix of tlic Gospci," NC) (27 May 193 1). 491. 504. 

"'~ohn Dow. "l'lir. Prc:iclicr*s Rge,  Dy Wonls," CTJKI'. Vol. 7, No. 4 (July-August 1929). 339. 

"'George C. Pidgcoli, "Thc Kiiigdom of God Movcmen t in C:inadalW ( 18 November 193 1 ). 1097: and "The 
Christward Movement." [letter by G. C. Pidgcon and D. N. McLachlan on beiialf of the Coinmission on Evangelism 
to the Presbyterîcs] in the s,me issue. 1 IO 1 .  
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it was worked out in "Christianizing ... the whole of life" by showing how God's grace allows people 

to do his will in iheir situations.ll' Lastly. the church sessions were urged to reiate their tasks of 

organization and administration to a Iarger spiritual goal, and to devote more of their efforts to study 

and discussion of pastoral works like Ernest Thomas' Thnie Message of Jesus for the Life of ~odav."' 

As McLachian added in an appended justitication of the campaign, the church could no longer 

"replenish its failing lamps with borrowcd oil" by compromising with negative criti~ism."~ The 

church had the answer to the world's need of a permanent basis for social justice and peace. but it 

must recover its practice of the prcsence of God which was the foundation of its spiritual ministry. 

At the hcart of this cal1 to personal evangelism was the belief that the battle for the Kingdom 

of God was cssentially an internal. psychological stmggle. The threat of sccularisrn. according to 

Roberts, was not nièrcly a niaiter OC extcrnal cnvironnicnt. but a mattcr of man's weak spirit and 

"native drift towards srcu~arit~."~" The "crux of ihc gospel." or the conîlict between sin and 

redernption. was betwecn man's "native" scculariry and thc divine spirit. and thçrefore took place in 

an intimate, internai ttncountcr in which God addrtssed the "hidden foundations" of human 

personality. "' 

Thc intcrnal hiddcn-ncss ot' thk spiritual sirugglt., according to Dow, meant mat man's crisis 

before God's spirit was to be hced alonc. apm h n l  custurn, institutions. and external supports. In 

that face to face cncountcr of spirits, man would tinally discover in God a loving, familiar friend 

"'Pidgcon, "Thc Kiiigdorn cif God Movcrnoii t in Canada." 1 W. 

l 16D. N. McL~çhlm.  "The Placc of thc Cliurch in ihe L i k  o f  l'(düy," ( 18 Novcrnber 193 1). 1 101. 

117 Richard Roberts, "The Saints in the Blmshcrs; A Scnnori prcaclicd in Shcrhume Church, Toronto, Sunday 
Moming, Nov. 1st." (25 Novcrnber 193 1 ), 1 1 17. 1 134. 
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rather than a drcadful judge.'19 Through that encounter. m e  human nature. though dmaged by sin, 

codd corne to itself through the work of Christ's spirit within humans. What man needeâ, therefore. 

was a "psychical" transformation. In order to recover his "religious fnendship with God" and rise to 

new potentid, he must set aside his fearful vicw of God, rernove the burden of unconfessed sin, and 

through praytx open hiniself to the windvw of Lhe "Divine bchind nature" and the "daily inflow of 

creative energy." ''O 

Their bclief that rcdçmption was esxntially an internai matter of spirit meeting spirit helps 

to account for Robens' and Dow's insistence that the criming of God's Kingdom rquired waiting 

upon God's transcendent grace rather than hunian progranis. But thcir neo-Kantian interpretation of 

this rclationship Ieft théni with a paradox in thc proccss t i f  "psychic" rcgeneration. On the one hand, 

thcir insistence that hunianity could bc rèdccnicd only by transccndcnt grace rcflected a coincidental 

pessirnism regarding hunian effort to achicve: the Kingdoni of God on earth; hence the hurnan need 

for extemal rcnewal. Yet thcir understanding of cvangelism assumed the inhcrent divinity of human 

nature that nccd only be releaxd. In Richard Roberts' interpretation. the source of the paradox lay 

in the hunian psyclic itsclf. Human sin was rw)tt'd in thc "nativc drift towards secularity" in the 

hurnan spirit. o r  wlirit ICobcrts also describal ris ;i "drirk. strong undenow" wilhin humans which drew 

man from God tu his »wn self-service."' But if nian was m e  both t« the inhrn God-given drearn 

of perfection that was Pis truc self. and to the promise of  predcstincd perfection revealed in Christ. 

he would turn in faith tc) the "advcnture" of union with tlic pc'rsonal God who answered that dream. 

The rcgcnerating expcricnce of God's spirit. thcn. was a convcrgcnce of God's gram seeking out and 

rcstoring the human soul. and man's rcaching for Cod tlirough picty and moral striving. Here the 

l l ' )Do~ ,  GOCI'S Etcrnal PI:in: The Kinpdom, 6. 

"ODow, G d ' s  Etcmai Pl'm: The Kingdom, 7. 

"'~ichard Rohens. "The Quiet Iiour. Coû So Loved the WorlQ" (20 Decemkr 1933). 901. 
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exclusiveness of G d ' s  transcendent grace was moderated by the belief that God's spirit also Iay 

within the human constitution. 

While this interpretation of the process indicated a perennial tension within the psyche 

between man's inhcrcnt divinity and " world," it aiso suggested that regeneration depended on the hm 

of man to God. As Pidgeon declued in a rathcr circular c1;lirn. "[tlhe only reIi@ous experience which 

can rncet the longings of this age is one which finds in God the highest that our people have thought 

of Him.""?' Christianity's thought about God was inescapably anthropocentric, for God answered 

to the inner Ionging and highest good that humus souglit. Yet Jesus was stiIl the unique and 

universal revelation that mswered human longing. Though the "naturai virnies" that couId be found 

in religions the world over must bc appreciarcd. according to Roberts, Jcsus was the high light of 

revelation, and thus "the ccmiplction of al1 the tiagnicntary words of God spcjken at various times to 

various people.""3 The Cross was the junction of rhe wurld's natural striving for God, and the 

display of God's lovc and aflirmation of the worId which induced humans to turn to God to satisfy 

their imer longings. In the cross, Christ beçanie the "bridge of reconciliation" between a transcendent 

God and ihc natural striving of hunianity.12' 

In Ro buts '  trcrit nicnt . the goal of' this pniccss of' rcgcncrtit ion was sel f-transçendence. Like 

Christ's unqualilicd sul'fcring love and triuniph ovcr agaitist tlic priradoxical world of good and evil. 

so humanity niust transccnd their situation in the world and the tenipiations of the f l e~h . "~  As part 

1 ri -C~corge C. Pidgeon. "Canada's Kingdom of Ciod Movemcnt, V. The Privilcge of Youth," NO ( 17 June 193 l), 
562. 

'"Richard Roherrs, "The Quici tiour: On Diggiiig Ditclles," (14 Janu'uy 193 1). 3 1. 
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of  their "me original course." humimity was aiways seeking God in the pursuit of eternity.lz6 Thus 

the essence of pcrsonality, he argued in  language t h t  Rcinhold Niebuhr would make famous the 

following year with his Moral Man and Immoral Society (1932). was its "self-transcendence" by 

"going out beyond itself' and the circumstances of the world. This self-transcendence was an act of 

the will to love and seek out feltowship with another self, through which man realized the potential 

of human personality that remained as the hidden "impossible possibility" in human nature.127 

Cast as it was in tcrrns of a perenniai crisis within the human psyche, and in terms that set 

grace and nature in tension, the ultimate dtstiny of hunianity rcmained ambiguous in Roberts' and 

Dow's theology. As the crisis dcepened in 193 1. Robcns, Iike Nicbuhr, acknowledged that the dream 

of perîkction was an inipossibility in thc prescnt agc. Givcn thc prcnniai  human entanglement in 

passions and fccblt. will. and the inquit ics  of social conditions. the cal1 of Cod presented a dilemma 

to sinful bdicvers. Apw tiom gracc, no pcrfcciion was possible; in the prcsent age. perfection could 

be attained only in relative degrces. only "so far as in us Li~s." '"  Ultimairly. the comfon that 

Roberts held out for Christians living in a tinie of thrcats of w u  and socid crisis was t!!at civilizations 

wcre rnercly "shadows." or "tenipord things" which fall. while the Kingdom and the " m e  

imperishrthle sc'll" wcre unshakable etcrnal rcalitics and inalienrihle inward, spiritual gifts that were 

not shakcn by outward catastrophe. Hunianity's ultiniate h o p .  tocuseci on a Christ within and a 

destiny beyond the i cmpra l  world. sernied als« to abandon thc tcniporal world to hope~essness.~" 

Bctwwn 193 1 and 1933, the prospects for this sclf-trruisccndenct: s e n l e d  bleak. In their 

136  Richard Roberts, "The Quicr I Iour: Our Inncr Life." (5 July 1933). 501, SM. 
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search for some appropriate way tu cultivate personal religion. the United Church's Evangelism 

Commission. in 1932, invitcd the Ansjlican. kcsbytcrian. and Baptist churches as weII as the Salvation 

A m y  to form an Inter-Church Conimission, witli Gtwrge Pidgeon as chairman and the Anglican 

Canon Vernon as secretary. In its first statèment, issued in Febmary 1933 as the econornic and 

international crises reached their depths, the Joint Cornmittee proclairned its cal1 to evangelism with 

even greater urgency. With what seemed baffled frustration, it noted that even though plitics, 

industry, and social l ik wcre dirtxted mainly by those who professed Christianity, nevertheless most 

recognizcd that thc social ordcr was conurtry tu tlic will tif' God. In rcsponse to this reaiity, it  urged 

yet "more sustaincd and bctter plmncd" eflons at cvangclisni and consecration of life. The time of 

distrcss, and stmning inipotencc of the church. çallcd church nicnibèrs to repentance of the failure to 

redize God's intentions. and recognition of the need to "turn to a Greater than themselves for 

leadership and sri~viiiion."'~" 

Bcforc rhe Joint Cvmniissirm w u l d  dcvclop its own progrrininie. howcver. an alternative 

method of self-triinscendencc appcarccl in the nicctings OC Oxford Group Movemcnt that first visited 

Toronto, Ottawa. and Mcmueal in Octobcr 1932 under the leadership of Frank Buchman. an American 

Luthcran. and Sriniucl D. Shocmakcr. a fumier Anicrican labour activist who was çonverted from 

Marxism.13' Givcn the urgency of the tinies. their pr~dilcction for "waiting on God." and their own 

search h r  a nicthod of cvringdisni. it is nut surprising thrit sonic nitinihers. most prominently George 

Pidgeon, brit.11~ filund the Oxford Group Movcnicnt ritirrictivc. 

The Oxford Croup was in  most ways a twcnticlh-century reconstitution of the late-nineteenih 

'M"Bullctin No. 1." quciicd in cd.. "Evaiigcliziiig Clanadi;in Life." (15 February 1933), 149. 

'"Samucl M. SIicxiru~cr, Jr.. "House-Parties Across tlic Conlincnt," Chrisiim Centurv, Vol. 50. Pt. 2 (August 
23. 1933), 1056. 
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century Keswick holiness rn~vernent."~ According to one participant in the original Oxford 

meetings. the Oxford Group Movement began with Frank Buchnian's experience in the Keswick 

Convention of 1908.'~' Fc~llowing that convention. Buchman. and eventually Shoemaker. developed 

a strategy of "lik-changing" b a t  wris prcmised on "the secret umsaction between God and the 

individud soul." consisting of the working of the Holy Spirit and the self-sumender of the individual 

will to God.lY It was through this transaction in the soul of man. and thus through "free 

cooperation of conscious beings." the movement claimed. rhat the Spirit of God affected human 

socicty and trmsfc~rnwd civilization. Thus its cal1 for tht: surrcndcr of self to God was not the end 

of individual freedom of will or responsibility, but rrithcr it meant bccorning a partner with God. 

According to the Group's apologist. its "doctrine of Guidançc," ernphasizing the work of a sovereign, 

transcendent God rathcr than hurnan endeavor. was bascd on the sarne metaphysical principaI as Karl 

Barth's. namely "the tmth that God is still f r ~ ~  to act. breaking in upon the worfd and upon men -- 

and that He dc i r~ . ""~  UnIike Barth. howevcr. this principle w u  taken by Group mernbers not as 

an "a priori theory." but rathcr as the Smit of "positive expt!ricnce." In this sense, the Group claimed 

to be bascd on a personai rclationship betwwn Gad and soul that gave a lirst-hand experience of God 

and a Christ-centcrcd. unitied life in God-directcd scrvicc. 

As David Bebbington notes, the OxSurd Group Movcnient was not merely reactionary 

fundamentalism, but a sel f-çonsciously nicxlcrn rnovcnicnt that pridcd i tscif on bcing "up-to-date" and 

133 See the three-part series by Rcv. J. P. Thornron-Duesbcry, "The Guidance of Gd. A Study of the Oxford 
Group Movcment" Ine Expositriry Times, Vol. 43 ( 193 1-32), 25 1-54: 458-61: 502-5. 
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infiuentiai with culturai eliies.'" While rooted in the Keswick movement. its theology reflected the 

twentieth-century h m  from Li ber al Protestantisrn to a renewed emphasis on divine so vereignt y. 1 ts 

commitments to freedom for both G d  and humanity, and a modern psychological method, mark it 

as distinctly twentieth century. These same features aiso made it attractive to Canadians seeking to 

revive personal evangelism. Though likely oniy coincidental, Richard Roberts* devotional column in 

the New Ouilook came under the banner of "A Quiet Time" that seemed to recail the merhod of the 

Oxford Group. 

The Oxford Group was controversial in part because of its systematic rnethod of practicing 

what it cailed the guidance of God. The first of two steps in that method required a time of "quiet 

waiting upon God" to enable communion and "real 'conversafion"' with God.ln This tirne might 

include Bible reading, prayer, and silent waiting, ai1 to evoke "guidance" through the direct experience 

of the Holy Spirit in the form of thoughts on a wide variety of rnatters such as warnings and 

prernonitions and instructions on plans of action. But secondly, to "check" the threat of subjectivism 

and arbitrariness. the Group required "sharing" of one's confessions and illuminations with a group 

so that one's "guidance" could be tested by four "absolutes" of the Mind of Christ, namely honesty, 

purity, unselfishness. and love.L38 While such checks were not to replace direct confession and 

communication with God, they were intended to bring home the reaiity of confession through 

cornrnunity in a way that would "make real" reconciliation between siriners, and the sense of 

forgiveness and release from sin. 

Especially controversial was the Group's strategy of staging its house parties at prominent 

' 9 a v i d  Bebbington, Evannelicaiism in Modem Britain, A Histow from the 1730's to the 1980's (Grand Rapids: 
Baker, 1992), 236-7. 
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hotels or the homes of elite patrons in order to make the quickest inroads to what it believed were the 

leaders of s~ciety."~ The presence at its first meeting in Montreai in Md-1932 of prominent 

businessmen and churchmen like Leslie Pidgeon, a United Chwch minister in Montreai and board 

member of Montreal Theological College and brother of George Pidgeon, as well some members of 

the inter-church Joint Commission on Evangelism, gave the Group instant credibility. Likewise, its 

Ottawa meetings, held rit the Chateau Laurier, included R. B. Bennett among the several thousand that 

attended over several days.'" During the Montreai meeting. members of the Joint Evangelism 

Commission also invited the Group to  oro ont o.'" Here. in December 1932. the Group tilled the 

King Edward hotel to overfïowing with enthusiastic spectators for several straight nights.la2 After 

Toronto, the Group moved on to hold house-parties and establish cells al1 the way to Vancouver. 

As Robert Wright suggests, the Group initial1 y irnpressed ill-informed Canadian Protestants, 

and with what seemed to be a highly effective rnethod of personal evangelism, it quickly "sublimated" 

what remained of the Kingdom of God m~vement."~ ~ i s h o p  I. C. Farthing, Rev. Leslie Pidgeon. 

and D. L. Ritchie, al1 of whom attended the Montreal meeting. were according to C. E. Silcox 

reserved participants.'" By the time that it got to Toronto. howevrr. George Pidgeon 

enthusiastically described the Group as "the greatest spiritual movement in the history of' Canadada.""' 

"'%or a more extensive discussion of the Group's tour in Canada, see David B. Marshall, Secularizing the Faith; 
Canadian Protestant Clergy and the Crisis of Belief. 1850- 1940 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1 WS), 2 13-9. 
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Though more cautiously, Richard Roberts also welcomed at l e s t  the principle of the Group following 

its Toronto meeting. Roberts wondered whether the Group's belief that individual "life-changing" 

would automatically be sufficient for creating a Christian social order.'" Change would have to go 

beyond the individual and include education in the complex conditions of society. Nevertheless. he 

surmised, the Oxford Group offered two principles that could be developed further. First, its emphasis 

on sharing one's experience of sin and redemption with others. under the guidance of the spirit, was 

the hem of the Christian ethic of rnutuality and a sound use of mutual support reminiscent of the old 

Methodist class-meeting. But the principle of sharing could be extended much iürther into a genuine 

fellowship which shared al1 things, as in primitive Christian cornmunism. Secondly, the Group 

pointed to the right source of voluntary change in its emphasis on the rniraculous "baptism of grace" 

of Jesus Christ. Thus it recognized that right social relations began, not with policies, but with a 

restoration of personal relations with God. 

As the ways of the Group became more familiar dunng 1933. however. some Protestant 

leaders became more suspicious. Especially critical was William Creighton, who editorialized that the 

meetings had degenerated into titillating, and in one case "disgustingly 'sexy,"' confessions of puerile 

preoccupations. But furthemore, he feared that the temporary sensation brought by the Group would 

leave the patient and faithful work of the church more dificult once the Group moved on and the 

sensation passed.'" Richard Roberts also had become more wary of Lhe group. Though 

appreciative of its emphasis on personal testimony, fellowship, and absolute moral standards. Roberts 

suspected that its demand for unquestioning adherence and its practice of exctusive fellowship and 

secretive "esotenc" methods smacked of an arrogant presumption to control God's spirit and cIaims 

"Richard Robem. "The Quiet Hour; Sbaring." NO (4 Ianuary 1933). 7. 
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to infallibility.14' He also argued that the practice of public confession was a "dangerous" 

assurnption that not oniy Ied to unsavory public displays, but slso suggested that private confession 

of one's deepest sins directly to God was ineffective. In a later work he would argue that though 

confession of sins like that practiced in the Group provided psychological release, as Car1 Jung 

suggesteû, man needed fwther to be restored to right relations with God by accepting God's mercy 

and submission to his wil1.l" Roberts further warned that the Group's notion of waiting for 

miraculous illumination on al1 variety of matters was a "naive" version of seeking God's guidance that, 

when applied to common life, seemed to involve "contempt" of God's gifts of reason, freedom. moral 

insight, and imagination, for the wise conduct of life. God had made humans, not to become "tarne 

rabbits," but "men" and "partners" in God's purpose. Finally, the Group failed to relate its moral 

outiook to "the pressing social and politicai faiths" that were ernerging at a time of crisis. 

Despite the many similanties in their concerns for spirituai renewal. advocates of a revived 

liberd-evangelicalism became disenchanted with the Group as quickly as they had hailed it as a 

potential metbod for evangelism. By time that Frank Buchman began a second round of meetings in 

Haiifax and Montreai during Apnl 1934, with participation mainly by United Church businessmen and 

their wives, the joint evangelism committee was forging its own progamme of  personal 

evange l i~ rn . '~~  In September 1933, it launched its Joint Campaign for the Evangelization of 

Canadian Life with a cal1 to place "first things first" in realizing God's mil, and in renewed 

evangelism to "bring home to each individual h e m  and iife the Gospel of the Kingdom." and so to 

bring consecration into both individual and communal life.15' The Joint Carnpaign's first program 

'"Richard Roberts, "The Oxford Group," Christian Century, Vol. 50. Pt. L ( 1  Febmary 1933). 147. 
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confimed a strategy of personaI evangelism of repentance and prayer, and smdy of the meaning of 

doctrines concerning God's sovereignty and Christ's Incarnation, atonement. resurrection, and the 

reality of his Kingdom. Nthough the program was similar to the concerns of the Oxford Group, it 

was aiso consistent with the insistence of Roberts and Dow on imer spiritual renewal. rvbe 

broadly, the joint evangelism campaign reflected a consensus among most mainline Protestants. despite 

serious rninotity criticism, that the recovery of faith and the reform of society was to be achieved 

through evangelism and individual "spiritual" transformation This commitment to personal 

evangelism became especiaily clear with the reports of two major commissions to the 1934 General 

Assembly of the United Church. Though it included a recognition of opposing views in its appendix, 

the majonty report of the Commission on Christianizing the Social Order drew back from supporting 

revolutionary sociaIist action It also declared that suffering love and the supreme value of persons, 

as displayed in the death of Christ for the sake others, was the fundamental moral principle of social 

life, and accordingly it called for a view of wealth and property that was subordinate to the service 

of personality."' But it refused to specify. as instructed in its commission. any "first steps" toward 

the new order, asserting that this was a matter for experts in government and politics. By imptication. 

the church was strictly a "spiritual" institution whose role, and in fact the b a t  method for guiding 

development in the nght direction, was education about Christ and the new creation of inner tife. 

"Evangelism," the report declared, "mut always be the first responsibiiity of the Christian 

Church. Coincidental with its approval of the report of the Commission on Christianizing the 

Social Order, the General Council aiso welcomed the statement from the Commission on Evangelism, 

which reclaimed for the modem, liberai mainstrearn the terrn "evangelical," and defined the church's 

task in terrns of evangelistic preaching. The original meaning of "Evangelism," it claimed, was an 

"%CC, RP. 1934, "Report of the Commission on Christianizing the Social Order," 234-5. 
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emphasis on preaching Christ's atoning death, and faith in that death as bringing forgiveness of sins. 

"Evangelism" understood thus could be liberated Rom its identity with the fundamentalist reaction to 

modern thought to a "positive" meaning as "a powerfbl interest in human redernption as  this is s e n  

in the crisis of personal experience." Emancipated from the legaiism, dogmatism, and individualism 

of hndamentalists, Evangelism could rest "upon a few basic spiritual intuitions," incIuding a "Christ- 

like" God, the acceptance of his will as the law of life, a sense of forgiveness and new spiritual 

strength, and the entry into the new Life of the Kingdom of God. Understood in this way. 

"evangeLisrn1* began with the experience of Christ's spirit and cail, and must grow into a "thought-out 

Christian programme of iife."'" 

From the belief that Christian Life was rooted in the intemal experience of God's grace and 

the crisis of the Cross. the commission presented evangelism as the solution to the urgent crises of 

the day. A modem reinterpretation of the old gospel was urgent, it claimed, due to the "rapid 

dissolution of spiritual life itself' under the "acids of modernity," the sins of greed, nationalism, and 

power, and the rise of a "materialistic" interpretation of life.'" In fact the vrry idea of God was 

"fading away from great areas of Christendom," demmding a new evangelism to "conquer the 

intellectuai habit that excludes the knowledge of God," and to liberate the masses from the grip of evil 

forces. In twn. the commission described the fellowship of the church and its preaching and theology 

as the primary agencies for evangelism, and expected that a revived sense of the presence of God 

would result in a "radiant goodness" that must peneuate social relations through personal morality. 

AccordingIy, the commission declared that "the message and application of the Christian Gospel is 

indispensable to the solution of al1 personal, social and international pr~blems." '~~ 

l Y ~ C C .  RP. 1934, "Evangelism," 252-3, 256. 
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Coincidentai with its approval of the report of the Commission on ChristianiUng the Social 

Order. the 1934 General Council aiso approved the statement of the Commission on Evangelism, and 

insenicted the commission to proceed with its Joint Evangelism Campaign plans. including a program 

of preaching missions, study groups, evangelism training for theological students. and speaking tours 

held jointly with the four leading churches that made up the Joint Committee of Canadian Churches 

for Evangelization of Canadian ~ i f e . ' ~  Thus, the decisions of the 1934 General Council signified 

the triumph of a renewed. but now Augustinian liberal-evangelicalism in the United Church courts, 

while in the background it became the disappointing occasion for the formation of the Fellowship for 

a Christian Social Order. 

III. Church and World 

The two main reports delivered to the United Church General Assembly in 1934 indicated a renewed 

conCidence and urgency among liberal-evangelicals, particularly in their self-identity as a "mainstrc3a.m" 

church which could serve as the moral conscience to the nation, and in their new understanding of the 

relation between God's Kingdom and the world, and thus between Christianity and modem 

civilization. At the h e m  of their new modus vivendi was the Augustinianism that clergy-scholars Iike 

Roberts and Dow had struggled to articulate, and now, especirilly Roberts during his ycars as 

Moderator between 1934 and 1936. confidently proclaimed. Cast in terms of modem neo-Kantian 

ideaiism. their modem Augustinianism portrayed a hierarchy that distinguished between grace and 

nature, spirit and rnatter, faith and reason, and church and state. In that hierarchy, Uiey expected that 

the sovereign divine spirit could permeate and rule natural Life. Nevertheless, that hierarchy was also 

a limiting concept that kept liberai-evangelicals' views about the relation of God's Kingdom to the 

worId and the technical application of spiritual principles to particular policies deepiy mbiguous. 

'nuCC, 1934. "Evangelism and Social Service." 62-63. 
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While urging freedom and security as the fundamentai requirement of social order, and thereby 

lending its support to the corporate liberalism of Prime Minister King's Liberal party, Iiberal- 

evange1icals also relativized al1 temporal "means" and located the hope of the Kingdom in a 

transcendent desti ny . 

The hope of reinvigorated liberal-evangelicds that a modem evangelism rnight transform 

modem culture, and thereby reconquer Christendom. was suggesred especially in the report of the 

Commission on Christianizing the Social Order. The commission posed three views of the 

relationship between Christianity and modern culture, and in doing so anticipated the typology that 

H. Richard Niebuhr's Christ and Culture (1951) would rnake f a m o ~ s . ' ~ ~  The main tradition of the 

church, it claimed, had always sought the redemption of society. 

While it recognized that no perfect society could exist as long as men wcre sintiil, it 
sought to purge society of its grosser evils, and so to regulate its practice that 
Christian people who desired to maintain the standards of Jesus might have the 
opportunity of deveIoping a Christian civilization. and that ail might have an 
environment helphil to Christian tiving.lsg 

The second, "sectarian" approach viewed Christianity as an individual matter, and assurned that the 

worId was condemned because of its sin. Hence it tended to separate from the world and the culture 

of its age, and refused responsibility for changing the sociai order. The third alternative, it clairned, 

was the "Lutheran" view that the Church fed "the i ~ e r  life of the Christian" through devotional 

discipline, "leaving the realm of civil order to the statc." In contrat to the latter two alternatives, the 

commission identified with the mainstream tradition in which the church acted to transform culture. 

The aim of the United Church, the report ciaimed, "is to help to interpenetrate our civilization with 

the Spirit of Christ, and to transforrn those agencies and institutions of society which are foreign to 

"H. Richard Niebuhr, Christ and Culture (New York: Harper & Row. 1951). 
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that spirit " l m  

While holding out the aim of ûansforming society, liberal-evangelicals like Richard Roberts 

insisted that transformation be the product of God's grace. That the United Church General Assembly 

elected Roberts as Moderator in 1934 was stnkingly appropriate, for by 1934 he more than any had 

settled on a resolute modem interpretation of Augustinian evangelicalisrn. At a Montreal Laymen's 

Association meeting in early 1934, before his election as Moderator, Roberts began to articulate his 

vision of "The Recapture of Christian Experience" using the parable of the Prodigal Son as a symbol 

of God's method of healing man's "backsliding" by grace.16' Following in a series of meditations 

on the topic during 1934. Roberts elaborated on what he described as the dialectic of sin and 

regeneration. The chaos of the present world was rooted in the moral anarchy and disuess in human 

souk that arose from man's broken relationship with ~ o d . ' "  Yet man also had in the depths of 

conscierice a divine "homing instinct," the "drearn of perfection, which sought a place of belonging 

beyond the imperfections of life "in the flesh."'" As Augustine's Confessions had put it. God had 

made man for himself, and man was restless til1 he found in rest in God. Likewise. Roberts clairned 

that man "in this world is away hom home," alienated by sin from his uue home and self in eternal 

lellowship with The crisis of the cross was still occmin$ in the conflict of good and evil 

within the sou1 of each person, and it was only when one experienced and accepted God's Spirit 

witfiin that he discovered both his true self. and that his adjustment to God was at the same time the 
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work of God's grace in hirn.l6' 

WhiIe appeaLing to Augustine's Confessions to describe the personal crisis of sin and 

redemption. he also used Augustine's City of God to describe the tensions of historicai life. Like 

Augustine, he described humans as living in two worlds: that of the temporal "order of mortality" in 

which man must prove himself by obedience to law, and the eternal order of grace in which man was 

freed from being "hemmed in" by the temporal w0r1d.l~~ While distinguishing them. however, he 

maintained that Iaw and grace were not antithetical; instead, the law was the "school-master" that led 

humanity to suive Godward. Though this human stnving could never be complete, it met God 

coming downward in the gospel of ~hrist.'" Hiaory. therefore, was at once "the blundering and 

tragic search of man for God." and also "God's search for His foolish. headstrong, wilfùl ~ h i l d . " ' ~ ~  

As noted earlier, Roberts' view of the relation between spirit and law, and grace and nature, 

envisioned a Platonic hierarchy of realms in which law and the naturd order was subordinate to and 

the servant of grace and the fieedom of the spirit. The present reality of the Kingdom, and the fact 

that man lived simultaneously in both worlds, meant that "the eternd should suffuse the temporal and 

transmute it into the sacramental."'" Though the spirit worked within to transform humans into 

"rulers" and "servants of God," that work must bear fmit in the extension of grace into the world 

through human instruments. Though its source and destiny were transcendent, the reality of God's 
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Kingdom in the present inward rule of God m u s  issue in a new social order. 

Though Roberts shared Reinhold Niebuhr's Augustinian sense of the tension of Living in the 

present between two world, his emphasis on the triumph of Gd's moral spirit gave him greater 

optirnism than Niebuhr. Though difficult to perceive in the midst of crisis, be wrote in 1933, the 

working out of God's redemptive plan was the "golden thread of meaning" to history and human 

life.'" The fact that God pursued humanity, that despite human sin God could not be dislodged 

f o m  the world. rneant that despite the apparent meaningless of life in the present world, it belonged 

to the Kingdom of God. In a world in flux, where knowledge could provide only "provisional and 

precarious conclusions" and where action was hemmed in by "a welter of conflict and compromise. 

a chaos of mixed motives and cross-purposes," humans must either become cynics or look to Christ 

as the light in the wildemess. Christ's cross, he pleaded, was surely the guarantee of not only God's 

judgement, but the fulfillment of hope in die victory of transcendent and eternal TruUi, Right, and 

LOVC."' As he declared elsewhere in a 1934 series of meditations on the theme "In a WorId Gone 

Mad What is a Christian to Do?" God had not abdicated his sovereignty in the worid: "He is still on 

his throne: and He will see to it that His righteousness pre~ails .""~ 

Frorn 1933 through his tenure as Moderator of the United Church, Roberts made the themes 

of evangelism and consecration. "the New Man" and "the Divine Society," his constant refrain. Like 

the early church which had found itself living in a time of tunnoil, the present apprehensive world 

urgently needed to find its foundation in "things a b o ~ e . " " ~  The hart  of the gospel was the 

- - - - - - 
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assurance that God was working behind the scenes to fulfill humanity's potential sonship of God. 

And it was the church's task to make that work plain and real. and to urge people to submit to God's 

pursuit. "We must," he declared, "open the doors for the return of God into the cornrnon life of the 

world*" in order to recover the eternai spiritual power to renew the everyday life of the world.'" 

Roberts' Moderator's sermon of 1934 set out the therne, borrowed from the original 1914 

constitution of the Fellowship of Reconciliation, of "'A Church for us all. And work for us all. And 

God's world for us all, Even unto this ~ast-""'~ The church was to be a world-wide çomrnonwealth 

of Christian souk with the task of affirming "the primacy of spiritual values" and the priority of the 

Kingdom of God over business, nationalism, and pleasure. The earth, he cIaimed, was created for the 

spiritual development of immonal personality; it was the "forecourt of eternity," and the church's task 

was "to bear witness to this far goal, this destiny beyond al1 worlds." acting as the voice of Etemity 

calling to hurnanity across time. As Dow had argued in 1932, it was in the church that the divine 

fellowship with Christ was to be found, and the church, in turn, was to present to the world the 

incarnation of Christ's sacrificial spirit and the moral dynamic of man's political and social hopes.'" 

Roberts' and Dow's idea of the church as a distinctiy spirinial body suggested a significant 

change in the way that United Church officiais viewed the task and organization of the church. This 

change was evident, for example in their shift from the goal of organic institutional church union to 

an ecumenical federalism. Initially, as the major Canadian Protestant denorninations cooperated in 

their joint evangelism campaign, some United Church members hoped for further church union. 

Speaking in 1931 to the Generai Synod of the Church of England, E. H. Oliver, then United Church 
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Moderator. urged a recovery of the rnind of Christ and the unity of the primitive church to meet the 

unprecedented need of the world.ln But what was meant by the unity of the primitive church 

remained ambiguous. while Roberts' and Dow's treatrnent of the church as a spiritual body defined 

in terms of free fellowship suggested little sympathy for institutional solutions to the social crisis. 

Another indication of an ecumenical notion of spiritual unity was evident in George Pidgeon's 

very favourable review of John T. McNeill's Unitive Protestantism (1929)? According to Pidgeon. 

McNeill showed that unionism was inherent in the original character of Protestantism in three basic 

ways. First, Protestantism viewed the church prirnarily as a fellowship of those who shared the 

experience centered in Christ. In this sense. it held to a corporate consciousness. Secondly, 

Protestantism emphasized the catholicity of this fellowship, a catholicity which rested not on papacy 

or imperialism, but on fellowship rooted in vital relation with Christ. And thirdly, Protestants 

supporteci conciliarism rather than papal absotutism or rnonarchy. and in so doing advocated a 

constitutionai principle which integrated unity and liberty. The church was to be governed, 

remarkably in accord with British constitutional ideals, "by the will of its members. as expressed in 

councils made up of their own responsible representatives." 

These interpretations of church unity in terrns of free spiritual kllowship were reinforced by 

ecumenical cooperation. The joint evangelism campaign itself was an occasion of denominational 

cooperation without requiring institutional unifonnity. In September 1931, coinciding with that 

campaign, the Church of England. the Presbyterian Church, and the United Church tentatively 

discussed the principle of cooperation in sparsety settled districts. though they arrived at no specific 

re~olution.'~~ Even moreso. cooperation with global ecumenical organizations like the International 
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Missionary Council also suggested a new "conciliar" way for the churches to present a cornmon front 

against the world. 

By 1935, in a discussion on prospects for further church union, Roberts deciared his support 

for spiritual rather than institutional church union. The "new man" and the "divine society," he 

argued. were intimately related.lS0 The "evangelical" principle was that each person was saved by 

the direct experience of God's grace. and had immediate, free access ro God. But believers were also 

called to be a Eree fellowship of saints united in Christ. In both the "secular" and the "spiritual" fields, 

persondity and community were CO-ordinate, and the church needed a baiance between the two. But 

that fellowship was to be rooted in spirit, and therefore also in freedom. In a follow-up article, he 

defined catholicity as a fellowship that was continuous with the historic church and its traditions, and 

that was comprehensive in its fellowship with al1 who professed Christ despite their differences in 

doctrine and ritual .Ig1 The church, Roberts concludcd, should seek catholic uni ty wherever possible. 

though on the grounds of comprehensiveness rather than compromise or uniformity. 

In these emerging ideas of the chwch as a spiritual body, Canadian Protestants. even in the 

United Church, were moving toward a view of church unity that would be characterized by 

ecumenical cooperation rather than institutional unity. This new ecumenicity, modelled in the 

International Missionary Conferences throughout the twentieth century, would culminate in the 

formation of the World Council of Churches in 1945 out of the Faith and Work conferences at 

Edinburgh and Lausanne in 1937. 

While this "catholic" view of the church located the spirit peculiarly in the church, it left the 

relationship of the spirit and church to the wortd arnbiguous. In part, this problem was raised by Ernst 

Troeltsch, whose work, The Social Teaching of the Christian Churches ( 19 1 1. 1932). was reviewed 
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in new translation by John F. Moore in 1933.1n By Moore's reading, Troeluch showed that 

Christianity originally had no conneaion with the social problems of its time, nor did it have a social 

gospel to preach, It was "essentially a religious phenornenon" concerned with salvation of the soul, 

monotheism, life after death. and personal hotiness. The original Christian ideal meant "'renunciation 

of the material sociai ideal of al1 political and economic values,' for the spintual 'treasures of peace 

of heart, love of humanity, fellowship with God ...."' Likewise, the organization of Christianity was 

intrinsicdly distinct from the organization of the state, family, and economic order. Only as the 

Church becarne a "state within the State" did it become involved in social problems and need to relate 

its religious ideals to social flairs. Troeltsch's interpretation suggested that the church's direct 

involvement in society was in some sense a compromise with earthly power. As Moore commented, 

Troeltsch's treatment of Christianity in t e n s  of an essentiaily spirituai and other-worldly orientation 

was "[a] very different account ... from the popular gospel of the social prophets during the last thirty 

years." Moore nevertheless found i t a "convincing " thesis, and proceeded to follow Troeltsch' s 

survey of the historical interchange between Christianity and social relations, noting especially that 

Troeltsch considered the "radicai ideals" of social reforrners such as older chiIiastic sects and modem 

Christian Socialists to be utopian fantasies and "child's play." Only Catholicism and "Ascetic 

Protestantism" had made a significant impact on the world. In the cornplexity of the modern world. 

Moore concluded, one must face the pessirnistic but honest "brutal facts" that wfiile the social meaning 

of Christianity must be sought, there was no absolute Christian social ethic to be discovered. The 

millennium was not "just around the corner;" rather, the final tmth was that "the Kingdom of God 

is within us. We must hold to that -- and let Our light shine." 

Taken to its conclusion, Troeltsch's interpretation would confine the spirit to the church, while 

by implication "nature" would be regarded as religiously neutral and ontologically secular. Roberts' 

'9. J. Moore, "Christian Social Doctrine," The Canadian Forum, Vol. XIi. No. 142 (July 1932). 387-88. 



view of the church in the world, by conuast. insisted that the life of the spirit, since it was essentiaily 

moral, entailed also a "spiritual interest" in the world of social and econornic affairs, in the hope of 

building a consecrated society such as the Christian Commonwealth envisionrd by Charlemagne.183 

The consecration of the spirit must by its very nature be channelled into action in the world. "We can 

no longer be content with the joy of seeing souk saved," he claimed; "we must keep steadily in rnind 

that souls are saved for a purpose. They are saved in order that they may engage here and now in 

the present enterprise of the Kingdom of God."lb< At the same time. however, he added a 

significant qualifier. 

Let me not be rnisunderstood. 1 am not suggesting that that is that they are saved 
for. They have a transcendental destiny, a destiny beyond time and space, a place 
prepared for them in the Church Triurnphant in the presence of God. But this world 
is the stage on which they have to quaiify themselves for citizenship in the heavenly 
Jerusalem .... They quaiify for the life of the heavenly City of God by the very labor 
of building the earthiy City of God. Our evangelism rnust be evaneelism for the 
Kingdom of God, a Kingdom of God here in this world, a City of God that indeed 
will never bç wholly realized in this world; for it is of the very nature of that City 
that as soon as one perfection is gained, it will point out to a higher perfection 
beyond. "' 

A s  a mode1 of this vision of the Kingdom of God, Roberts commended the report on "Christianizing 

the Social Order" as a means to a sanctified community -- the "Beloved Cornmunity," as Josiah Royce 

had called it -- which lived in this world but with an eye to a heavenly eternal destiny. 

Although he maintained that spiritual values must penetrate sociai life, Roberts described the 

relations between Church and State in terms of the ambiguity of living in this world with an eye on 

an otherworldly destiny, particularly by refemng to the neo-Kantian distinction between two "leveis" 
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of life: that of "ends and values." and that of "ways and means."lM In the "Beloved Community," 

ends and values were universai spiritual principles embodied in the teaching and Person of Jesus. and 

on whicb there could be no disagreement. The realrn of means he identifie- with tfie stnictured life 

of econornics and politics. Already in February 1931 he stated that though it was right to keep the 

Church and the State separate. the boundary between the two was in practice permeable. God could 

not be kept out of politics. for the whole world was subject to God's unchanging moral order and his 

judgements, and that mord rule was to be extended into the structured life of the world.lg7 

While Christians were to be "profoundly interested" in the realm of ways and means as the 

realm of practical moral action, this was aiso a realm in which there was room for justifiable 

differences of opinion. Here the ambiguity remaineci: Christians must be involved in economics and 

politics for the sake of the Kingdom. but there were no clear or specific norms for this realm. When 

it came to practical policy. Roberts avoided direct comment- God's Word, he cIaimed in a sermon 

on "Jesus and the Unemployed," offered no political or economic strategy to solve problems like 

unemployment. Rather. it offered a revelation of God's righteousness that pnetrated beyond the 

"merely" economic problern to the more fundamental "human" problem of humanity's relationship to 

God.18' Likewise. during the 1935 election, he rehised to pronounce directly on election issues 

"except in so far as they manifestly affect the values and the ends of which the Church is the exponent 

and guardian ...."18Y 

As matters of "ways and mcans." politics and economics were, according to Roberts. part of 

'86~oberts. "The Moderator to the Church: IV. The Beloved Community," 1002-1003. 

'"Richard Roberts. "nie Quiet Hour. God in Public Affairs." NO (1 I February 193 1 ). 127. 140. 

"Richard Roberts. "Jesus and the Unemployed," (6 May 1931). 419. 

'"Richard Roberu. "The hpnding Canadian Election." (9 October L 935). 968-69. 
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a world of "relativity" and ternp~rality.'~ Insofar as they were technical mattrrs. they were maners 

of opinion whose value could only be determined by their results. For this the church had no speciai 

cornpetence. He ad&d that economic systems and political institutions were not eternal pnnciples. 

but rather were relative to mord law and human ends. What passed as "economic laws" were simply 

descriptive statements of how processes worked under certain conditions. And those conditions and 

processes could be changed since they depended on persons. Under the transformation of human 

penonality by the spirit of Christ, economics should. and could be directed to spintual ends.lP1 

Thus Roberts' approach tended to moraiize social relations. while bypassing questions of practical 

application, in the belief that social structures were elastic and conforrnable to personal rnorality, and 

that the first concern of Christians in the realm of means should be to ensure that politics and 

economics conformed to the mind and spirit of Christ, and to spirituai ends like freedom. tolerance, 

and grace. 

Roberts' comments on technical matters of politics and economics were related to his concem, 

and that of others like D. N. McLachIan and E. f. Urwick. to restrain the secularization of the sciences 

by asserting the daims of moral ideals over technical reason. In his inaugurai address as chancellor 

and president of Victoria University in 1930. E. W. Wallace sirnilarly defended the role of religion 

in the university at a time when secularization had become the nom for university education in 

Ontario.LQ The very ideals that contributed to sound learning, Wallace argued. had been cultivated 

in a religious heritage. Moreover, if education was not rnerely knowledge of data. but training in Iife. 

then its training must include "adjustment to that ultimate aspect and movement" of reality that is 

completed in religion. A secularized education would deprive students of the central aspect of reality 

"%oberts, "The impending Canadian Election." 968-69. 

I9'Roberts, "Jesus and the Unemployed," 419. 

'Tdward Wilson Walhce, "'Religion and Education.' Inaugural Address." m(12 February 1930). 149-50, 167. 
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and of that which fosters the best will and character in hurnanity. Thus, Wallace argued, religion in 

education was necessary not only for the preparation of professiond ciergy and for advocating the 

faith of a sponsoring church, but as a corrective to a whotIy secularized education. so as to enable man 

to grasp and adjust himself to the ultirnate in reality. 

It was against this background of concern about the developrnent of a secular science of 

technical mastery that Roberts had attempted to relativize the stmctured world and subordinate science 

to spiritual ends. Even Christians. he argued in 193 1. had become too preoccupied with reason. even 

to the extent of subordinating religion to the respectability of r e a s ~ n . ' ~ ~  Though reason nghtiy 

prevented religion "frorn running to seed in credulity and superstition," the mystery and transcendence 

of religion could not be comprehended by reason. Behind reason. the human mind backed on to 

intuition, or conscience. and its openness to the voice of etenity by which God impinged 

unexpectedly on human thought. Though the experiences which reach humans through senses and 

reasoning did carry "hints and promises of something beyond themselves to those who are able to 

receive them." conscience was the instrument by which God spoke directly to hum an^.'^' So 

conscience was to direct the technical and empirical methods of science to serve spirituai ends. 

Significantly. however. Roberts did not directly challenge the assumptions of science or its 

view of nature. To the contrary, his comments on economic "laws" emphasized the transience and 

flux of nature, and also a pragmatic view of critical reason as a technical imposition of hurnan 

purposes on nature. In his Moderator's sermon, for exarnple. he declared that society had not yet 

learned to "control the caprices of Nature" to "elirninate a11 dislocations of the economic 

process ...."'95 Built into his efforts to mordize science was the assumption that the methods of 

'"~oberts. "The Quiet Hour: The Cmx of the Gospel." 491. 504. 

'%ifhard Roberts, 'The Quiet Hour; Our Inner Life, W. How God Speaks to Us." E(16 August 1933). 597. 

'9S~oberts, "'A Church for Us Ail.'" 805-807. 
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positivist and pragmatic science were legitimate in their own reaIm, while that reaim consisted of a 

temporary and relatively umeal wor1d. 

The meaning of Roberts' Augustinianism for the practical Life of society and politics folIowed 

a similar pattern, for in the end his interpretation of spiritual ends affirmeci the British liberal tradition, 

and also contributed to the construction of a corporate liberalism, or social democracy, during the rnid- 

1930's. Though reticent to specifj particuiar rneasures, Roberts cailed in his Moderator's sermon for 

the application of a "justice of grace" that would replace secular rneasures of the worth of people with 

a "spiritual" measure of what they needed to achieve full human personhood.lg6 The Christian view 

of poiitics, he claimed, 

is that the temporalities are meant to serve the spiritualities: and it requires that 
temporal circumstances shall be so ordered as to make a man free and able to rise to 
the height of his spirituai possibiiity; in other words, that the state should secure for 
the individual the temporal -- that is, the political and econornic -- prerquisites of the 
good life.lg7 

Irnplicitly assuming the Medieval view of the state as the primlvy authority and parantor of 

well-being in the natural realm. the first concem of Roberts and like-rninded colleagues was to 

preserve freedom for spirituai personality. By the mid-1930's. Roberts was suspicious of growing 

regulation and regimentation by the state. especially in the new dictatorships of Europe. Communism. 

Fascism. and Hitlensm. he warned. were "doctrines of compulsion and uniformity" whose realpolitick 

was a faith in the use of force rather than spiritual realit~."~ In the face of totalitarianism. Roberts 

appealed to what he cailed the legacy of Gladstonian liberalism and Lord Acton's dictum that 

"freedom should be the regulative principle of a political ph i l o~oph~ . " ' ~~  Elsewhere he identified 

'%~oberts. "'A Church for Us AU,"' 805-807. 

'97~okrts, "The Impnding Canadian Election." 968-69. 

'"Richard Roberts, "The Quiet Hour; The Rock Whence Ye Were Hem." (29 November 1933). 845. 
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the principle of spiritual method and the protection of moral freedom with the British tradition and 

its genius for faith in freedom. Despite lapses of nationalistic jingoism. he argued, it was this faith 

that had compelled the British people to become missionaries of both the Kingdom of God and h-ee 

self-government to the world. I n d d ,  there would be no reai progress in the Iife of the world without 

orderly freedom and the spirinial reality.*" 

Like many in the mid-1930's, Roberts thus participated in an explicit return to Iiberaiisrn in 

response to the spectre of totalitarianism. Indeed, his suggestion of a complementary relationship 

between the Kingdom of God and British constitutional fieedom echoed the views of nineteenth and 

early twentieth century idealist evangelicals. though Roberts by no means would suggest that God's 

Kingdom was identical to a political system, Furtherrnore. Roberts, and in particular the Commission 

on Christianizing the Social Order. supported the formation of a new corporate liberrilism which 

extended the state's role in providing for economic security. while insisting on the primacy of 

individuai liberty and moral conscience. In part, this shift acknowIedged that individuais were not 

self-sufficient mord agents, but rather were related to fellow-persons, and also to material 

circumstances. No less important in the shift, however, was the belief demonstrated by Roberts that 

"economic laws" were merely descriptive hypotheses, and that economic relations were subject to 

huma.. moral ends. 

This revised liberalism had emerged arnong mainline Protestants during the early 1930's as 

a response to both the depression circurnstances and to calls for social revofution. As we have seen, 

D. N. McLachian's response to demands for more radical action in the late 1920's had insisted on a 

sharp distinction between moral personaliry and the inevitable "mechanisms" of the economic system. 

John Waiker Macmillan, Professor of Social Work at Victoria University, also displayed this 

distinction, but his response to the emerging depression dso suggested how econornic mechanisms 

- - 
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might be subordinated to moral ends Macrni1Ia.n had served as a Presbyterian minister, and was 

heavily influenceci by the earïier idealist Christian socialisrn of W. J. AsNey at the University of 

Toronto and by Walter Rauschenbusch and Washington Gladden during his studies at Union 

Theological Serninary. During World War 1, he became professor of Christian social ethics and 

practical theology at Manitoba College, where he worked closely with Salem Bland and J. S. 

Woodsworth, before moving to Victoria University. As Christie and Gauvreau note. Macmillan was 

devoted to a corporate view of society and moral reforrn, but he maintaineci that the individual 

remaineci the centrai. moral agent in society."' 

In his comrnents on unemployment, MacmiIlan chided the Canadian Manufacturers' 

Association's typical opposition to "the dole" and endorsed minimal state action to provide for basic 

welfare. but nevertheless rejected optimistic expectations that socialist revolution would solve the 

problems of the modern economy.'" Unemployment. he argued. could nat be completely 

eliminated, because modem business required a reserve supply of labour. This was m e  of al1 

industriai systems. he claimed, and so presumably was not unique to the capitaiist system. The causes 

of this "necessary" unemployment lay in the intricacies of an international industrial order. including 

seasonal flucniations in work. the "cyclicai rhythm" of depression and expansion. technoIogica1 

progress and its temporary dislocation of workers. and chronic crisuai labour in irregular unskiiled 

uades. It was me that modern society had neglected the rnisery that came with progress. but that 

rnisery was also the product of the very mechanisms of the economic system. Though he agreed that 

relief should be given. Macmillan's interpretation of unemployment in terms of an intractable natural 

economic Iaw insisted that there was no simple panacea The probIern was indeed systemic to the 

industrial system. and not just the fault of either the unemployed or the employers. The whole social 

- - - - 

'("Christie and Gauvreau, 83-4. 
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order, rather than a particular class, was responsible for a system which offered a technique of massive 

production but failed to "humanize" that technique to rnake it "serviceable to rnankind." What the 

system needed was "an alliance of good will rather than a competition of hatred," so that the system, 

though intractable in itsel f, might be subordinated to mord and human ends. in his foflow-up artide, 

Macmillan suggested a strategy for humanizing industriai relations that included minimal state 

regulation. Since unemployment was first of all an economic problem, those who controlkd business 

had the greatest responsibility and opportunity to solve its problern~.'~~ Contrary to condemations 

of capitalists as a class, he claimed that there were owners of large businesses who were considerate 

of their workers, and in fact had developed a scientific approach to labour management that 

recognized that secure workers were more productive, and that sought to keep their workers regularly 

employed. Despite these individual efforts at good will, however, the very independence and 

competitive econornic individualism that business insisted upon prevented business as a whole from 

regularizing employment and standards of health and safety. Macmillan therefore suggested IegisIation 

to maintain regular standards of better business such as reduced working hours, unemployment 

insurance and public works to maintain a reserve labour supply, a nation-wide employment exchange, 

and public credit.2a Such measures, anticipating Keynesian econornic theory, constituted a minimal 

amount of rational state intervention to rnitigate and improve the mechanics of the system, and to 

liberate its participants so that they might more freely ernploy the good will that he believed was 

already present. Beyond these adjustments, MacmiIlan opposed the intrusion of the state into business 

unless the desired result could be achieved in no other way?05 

'a~. W. Macmillan, "Unemployment as a Problem of Business." (19 November 1930), 1122. 
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This attempt to regulate what was thought to be the mechanics of the economic system to 

serve human ends was also the main theme of the 1934 Commission on Christianizing the Social 

Order. WhiIe the report shared the views of social democrats like irene Biss and Harold Cassidy in 

acknowledging that the Depression was a collective crisis that invoived al1 classes, it aiso insistai, in 

keeping with the liberal idealism of its chairman Robert Falconer and E. J. Urwick that recognition 

of collective responsibility did not "annul the moral responsibility of the indi~idual."'~ It also noted 

that the crisis resulted partly from historical processes and unknown natural forces, such as those 

which caused drought, that could not be controlled or altered Furtherrnore. it clairned that the central 

root of the crisis was the removai of moral influences on economic activity. ParadoxicalIy, while 

modem industry liberated modem man from the burden of meeting the p r i m q  needs of Iife by 

providing leisure, means of cooperation, schools, indeed al1 the attributes of a complex culture, it also 

had produced poverty in the midst of plenty. Modem industry had diverteci its productivity from 

human service to an acquisitive and unregulated pursuit of wealth and power as ends in themselves. 

And this pursuit. in tum, contributed to a ceaseless push for productivity and profits, the treatment of 

workers as "hirelings." the detachment of business from morals. and national rivalry and confli~ts. '~~ 

In its proposals for responding to the crisis. the Commission bent toward a combination of 

personalism and corporatism. The main rivais of Cbristianity, it claimed, were Conmunism and 

"Corporate Nationalism." Both of these repudiated "private aggrandizement" as the primary interest 

in life. and instead called for devotion to the social g~od. '~'  Christianity would have to be equally 

creative in suggesting a better way of Iife for both personal and social good. A Christian social order 

'MUCC, E, 1934. "Report of the Commission on Christianizing the Sociai Order," 235.239. On Unvick's role 
on the Commission for Christianizing the Social Order, see especialiy Christie and Cfiuvreau, 150-5, 239-40. 
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would emphasize the value of life and love of neighbor, and repentance from greed and materialism. 

And its fundamental principle of social justice would be the supreme worth of every person, and the 

insistence that no person be treated rnerely as an instrument of another's private interests or wealth. 

Accordingly, the main features of "[a] society approxirnating to the Kingdom of God on earth" would 

include opportunity and responsibility of al1 "honest, capable and industrious persons" to earn a living 

for themselves in decent working conditions, and with freedom and leisure for developing al1 that was 

good; equitable treatment for al1 in industry; efficient supply of the material needs of life by 

industry; money not regarded as an end in itself or the measure of the worth of a person; and a 

willingness to yield self-interest for the sake of occasions of cooperation. 

Roberts commended the Commission's cal1 for an economic system that upheld absolute moral 

ends and the supreme worth of every person. Bare freedorn was no longer sufficient. he claimed; 

rather, persons needed material security for freedom, while freedorn itself must be quaiified by moral 

ends.'0g As he argued in his Moderator's sermon. the "justice of grace" included economic security 

for every willing worker to enable them to achieve hl1  pe r sonho~d .~~~  He also pleaded that work 

be made available to al1 as necessary, not only for economic needs, but as an urgent antidote to the 

degeneration of idle hands, and hence as an essentiai part of "the discipline of moral personality" and 

of a healthy society. "God's world for us ail," he proclaimed, meant essentially an open and tiee 

world of equai opportunity and access to knowledge, culture, creative work, and feIlowship,-- "a world 

with a universal right of way," in which dl would have the opportunity to discover the riches of life 

and grow into full personhood. The fhlfillment of such ends would be none other than "the incarnate 

City of God." 

Though reticent to suggest specific policies. Roberts favoured a system of unemployment 

'%oberts, "The hpending Canadian Election," 968-69. 
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insurance that would still uphold the duty of ail to work, but would operate on the basis of the 

economic needs of workers, rather than k i n g  indexed merely to time worked."' The duty to work, 

however, implied also the right to work. While an insurance system based on need would provide 

for workers during a time in which there was no work, Roberts also suggested a more dernomtic 

reorganization of the industrial system. Achieving social justice in economic matters involveci three 

parties: workers; "industry," by which he seemed to mean management; and the consuming public. 

Al1 three parties. he claimed. should have some Say in the industrial economy, since each party had 

needs to meet, and each party had at stake its personal and moral dignity that entitled it to a voice in 

economic affairs. 

In the end, the neo-Kantian Augustinianism adopted by Roberts and other liberal-evangelicals 

offered a moralized approach to the econornic crisis that was remarkably similar to William Lyon 

Mackenzie King's Industry and Humanity, and that would be implemented gradually by King's Liberal 

government during the late 1930's and 1940's. In practice, his "Christian communism" was a 

corporate IiberaIism that identified humanity with the unique moral freedom signified in "personality," 

and that attempted to subordinate the structures of society to the renewal o f  this moral realm. 

Nevertheless. Roberts and his colleagues clairned flot to advocate specific measures regarding 

how spiritual ends were to be met. These specific and relative measures wcre matters for technicd 

experts in govemment and business."* In fact, Roberts' first advice in "a world gone mad" was that 

humans should "keep Our heads" by questioning their own cornpetence to take Christian action to 

solve the problems of the world and by refùsing to be stampeded into fear.'13 Subsequent articles 

'"Roberts, "Jesus and the Unemployed," 419. 
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on the theme "what to do" did cal1 for intelligent action based on discerning understanding of the 

causes of social probierns and a "Christian justice" based on grace, and ultimately the development 

of requisite specific policies, but with a tolerant moderation that acknowledged that no judgement or 

policy was finaL214 

Likewise, the report of the Commission on Christianizing the Social Order refused to specify 

particular "first steps" toward the new order. At the most, it cornmended trends toward provision for 

old age pensions, unemployment insurance, disability insurance. and public utilities. It aIso endorsed 

the calls of the Anglican Lambeth Conference and the 193 1 Papal Encyclical "Quadragessimo Anno" 

for cooperation for the general good in industry and the distribution of wealth for the benefit of the 

many. But it also declared that the role of the Church was "to be the light rather than the engineer 

of the City of God. to point direction and reveal goals rather than to elaborate programs of successive 

changes."215 The church's task was to foster understanding. good-will, and self-criticism. And in 

order to prophesy freely concerning the moral principles of social life, it must do so without 

identiqing the Christian mission with any particular Party or programme. Indeed, by the very nature 

of religion as moral spirit, the church must use persuasion and the shaping of public opinion against 

evil practices, rather than coercion or direct political action. 

The two main ideas in this position are worth emphasizing. First, the Commission maintaineci 

that the creation of new imer life through the Church's preactiing and evangelism was the primary 

task of the church and the surest method for guiding society toward the g ~ o d . ~ ' ~  Roberts was even 

"'Richard Roberts, "The Quiet Hou: in a World Gone Mad What is a Christian to Do? II. The Second Thing 
is to Keep His Eyes Open;" "III. The Third Thing is to Use His Brains;" "The Fourth Thing is to Watch His Step;" 
d l  in the following voIumes of respectively: (7 February 1934). 85, 92; (14 Febniary 1934). 101, 11 1; (21 
February 1934). 121. 
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more explicit on this point. In contrast to the Oxford Group or the socid revolution demanded by 

Christian socialists, Roberts rejected the use of machinery and programs, and "cheap and easy" 

methods to achieve holiness and sa~vation?' The solution to the social crisis required not merely 

"quick rernedies," but scmtiny of modern civilization in the Iight of the divine moral righteousness 

and a silent attendance to the word of  GO^.^'' In short, the solution required God's transcendent 

grace, and for this Chnstians should appeal to the "detached" and sure foundation of God's r e i g ~ ~ . ~ ' ~  

In place of secular ideals charactenzed by real-politick. use of force, and a capitalist economy devoted 

to self-interest and commercial profit, the new Iifc offered in Christ gave a spirituai view in which 

the world we see is not al1 the world there is, that the greater part of Life is out of 
sight, that the seen is but the foreground of the unseen, that man's destiny Lies 
'beyond the pomp of setting suns,' in a world of ends, invisible yet nearer than hands 
or feer. the world which lesus called the Kingdom of  GO^.^^' 

According to Roberts, it was precisely the otherness of a transcendent Kingdom that gave the 

spirinial vision by which a "divine revolution" rnight make al1 things new. The coming of the 

Kingdom required first of al1 a return to the holy will of God and his authoritative "Thou shalt or 

Thou shah not" of the Ten Commandments to provide a moraI imperative that was more than merely 

the desire of man's own head2'  In the Ten Commandments, the Bible declared an unchanging 

moral order in the universe by which man sows what he reaps. Hence man was cailed to daily 

repentance. taking up the cross of Christ. and reniming to the "footing of moral r e a l i t ~ . " ~ ~  

- - .- - - . - - . . - - - - 
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It was from this emphasis on a transcendent Kingdom of grace that Roberts urge- the church. 

during his tenure as Moderator, to a mission of evangelism. The church's mission was "spiritual 

renewal." and its methad of creating the Christian Commonwealth was the "sword of the spirit" in the 

word of GocLE3 Evangelism and "cultivation of the imer life," he expected, would corne to 

fmition in renewed passion for creating a Christian social order, so that the Joint Evangelism 

campaign was ultimately the means of reaIiWng the goals of the report on Christianizing the Social 

Order? As Professor J. M. Shaw of Queen's Theological Seminary noted. Roberts' mission was 

gening at the "personal evangelism" that Iay in back of and at the root of a "social gospel."'" 

Instead of the extraordinary activism of the FCSO and the sensational efforts of the Oxford 

Group and Pentecostalism. Roberts emphasized what he saw as the ordinary pastoral work of the 

church and its slow process of patiently building "stone upon s t ~ n e . " ~ ~  For this. the Church could 

only preach Christ in its quiet pastoral work: 

the quiet, commonplace, unexciting iife of the Church day by day is the most 
important single fact in the world rit any time. Merely by existing the Church renders 
the world a service which cannot be assessed by any common mesurement ... By 
simply existing. the Church is a perpetual reminder that man shall not Iive by bread 
alone, but by the word that cometh forth fiom the mouth of God -- and that is the 
most important single piece of information that a man of flesh and blood can ever 
hear."' 

Though disappointing to impatient idealists. the Kingdom of God was a "long-term undertaking" that 

would corne oniy by "unwavering faith in God and in the spiritual nature of man." Admittedly. the 
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ordinary task of nurturing this faith did not make the church very imprasive, nor did the fact that the 

church often failed to measure up to its own standards. The reality was that the church worked with 

inadequate means, and a membership of frai1 and feeble people who were "never more than partly 

redeemed." Though still "in the making," however. its sheer continued existence and the witness to 

grace in the ordinary generosity and charity of its members was proof, despite all crises, of the 

miraculous presence of God in its life? 

SecondIy, as the Commission on Christianizing the SociaI Order warned, if the church was 

to prophecy freely conceniing the moral principles of social Iife. and so serve as the instrument of 

such transcendent grace, it must be independent from the state and temporal entang~ernents.~~~ This 

concem to distance the church from the state was articulated especially by Clarence Edwin Silcox in 

a lecture "The Religion of Church and State: the Modem World," given in Monueal dunng 1934. 

Son of a Canadian social gospeller, Silcox was at the tirne Director of Inter-Faith Relations at the 

Institute of Social and Religious Research in New York. In 1936 he would become General Secretary 

of the Social Service Council of Canada, and also would work closely with the staff of the Board of 

Evangelism and Social Service. In his lecture, Silcox argued that the hope of union and a national 

Church assumed relations between Church and State that were fraught with implications in the modern 

world of nation-states, and especially with the threat that the church would be subordinated to the 

state. as Hitler had attempted to nationalize the Lutheran Church in German~. '~  lesus' comments 

regarding "render unto Caesar," (Matt, 22:21), he claimed, were intended to avoid the hazards of 

pitting the church against the state, while asserting the general principle of legitimate. limited 

authority. Instead of either xbjecting the church to canon Iaw controlled by the emperor, or putting 

=Roberts, "The Quiet Hour; Is There no God Ui Israel?" 485. 
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God over against the emperor, Jesus sought "to divert the attention of His hearers to those things 

which were spirituai and eternai. Behind the enunciation of this fundamental principle is a clear sense 

of the priority of the spiritual." 

Like Jesus, Christians and the church had always to distinguish between, though not absolutely 

separate, superior moral principles and maners of political and econornic expediency. Throughout its 

history, the church and the state had aiways overlapped. but CO-existed in tension, In the Roman 

Empire, Chnstians were executed as scapegoats, but tolerated when it served imperial interests. While 

the suprernacy of the church during the Middle Ages served as a check on robber kings, it becune 

a privileged elite that fritteneci the clergy at the expense of the poor. And in tum, the Reformation 

brought a needed corrective, but was followed by fragmentation of the church and the rise of 

nationalism such that national churches coniüsed religion and patriotisrn. This pattern of subordinating 

the church to politicai and social interests, in fact, had produced the suuggle in Gennany to prevent 

the subordination of the Church to Hitler's vision of the church as the "soul" of the Geman Volk, 

against which cvangelical resisters insisted that the church rnust be the "conscience" of the nation, and 

thus separate from and ready to reprove the nation. 

It was in this role as the conscience of the nation, Silcox concluded, that the church best 

served society. Apart fiom the church's acting as its conscience, society was faced with two options. 

One was an unrestrained "will to power" for the self, the race, class, or nation. A second was to put 

greater burdens on the state to solve problems and give al1 citizens ownership through the powers of 

the state, a prospect which suggesteû the continuation of pst-Reformation nationaiism that tended to 

totalitarianism. Compared with these, an independent church serving as the conscience of the nation 

could assume some tension through which life was interpreted in terms of independent Christian 

principles of service. 

For Silcox. as well as for Roberts, an independent church was the correlative of its appeal to 
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transcendent grace and its prophetic, sacramental role of mediating the moral Kingdom of God into 

the life of the nation. Citing the exarnple of the slow but enduring methods of the early Medievai 

church in Europe under Gregory the Great, Roberts epitomized the transcendent perspective and the 

long-term undertaking of spiritual renewal that were the prerogative of the church. Peace conferences 

and economic plans would not Save the worid unless humanity learned 

that it is only by living in another world that you can Save this world; that you 
cannot set in order the things that are on this earth unless your rnind is set on things 
that are above; that we shail never control the things that are seen and temporal until 
we ourselves are subdued to the things that are unseen and eternal.l3' 

The Kingdorn of God was not achieved by a human plan, but by God's plan which was embodied in 

the Person of Jesus and conveyed through the church. And to those who had Jesus within them. the 

world was not a meaningIess o r  indifferent place. Living in the pattern of Jesus. humanity "creates 

and fin& his own world; and that wortd is the Kingdom of God. The Kingdom of God is at hmd 

always and everywhere for the man who wills to live in it. And wherever the man goes the Kingdom 

goes with him."232 
L. 

The ambiguity of living in two worlds, however, would become even more pronounced for 

Roberts with the deepening "madness" of the world in the late 1930's. Though Roberts had long 

emphasized that the Christian's hope lay in transcendent grace, in the landscape of deepening 

secularism and threats of totalitarianism and war, he now insisted on the inherent potential of man for 

divinity, quoting Thucydides' version of Pericies' famous speech which held out the vision of "a city 

where men have wings." Humans, Roberts claimed, were born able to rise to eternity. "A great 

thinker of our tirna has said," and no doubt he was refemng to Niebuhr's Moral Man and Immoral 

Society, "that the mark of human personality is self-transcendence: the impulse that is in it to nse 

- - 

>'Richard Roberts, "The Quiet H o u ~  The Kingdom of G a ' '  NO (3 1 May 1933), 42 1. 

"%oberts. "The Quiet Hour; The Kingdom of Gd," 421. 
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beyond and above itse~f.""~ Here he took issue with the "old theology" which taught man's 

tendency to fall. While there was a sense in which this was "tragicaily" me, the old theology failed 

to teach that man was aiso "bom to rise." "We are of the earth, earthy; but it is in our bones that 

we are to rise about [sic] tiie earthy." Like Rodin's "thinker" and Plato's contemplative search for the 

"absent perfection" of Absolute Tmth in "another hidden world," or like the ability of p e t s  and 

musicians to capture "the Beauty above" in earthly fonns, man's me nature and destiny, for those 

who would accept it, was to rise "beyond the track of the outmost store" to the throne of God. 

Roberts' optimism included an explicit rejection of the Barthian ernphasis on inherent hurnan 

depravity. In the Incarnation. Christ had bridged the world of the Unknowable Absolute and human 

personality, revealing the Absolute in the f o m  of human personality in an idiorn understandable to 

man. and also had demonstrated the me image of personality.'" Especially in the latter sense. the 

Incarnation had show that sin was no essential feature of human nature, but rather was "an intruder. 

an interloper." Rather than pessimism, the Incarnation gave promise that man might becorne "human 

plus." And in a following Easter 1936 sermon, Roberts afinned the significance of the Resurrection 

for this world: 

The significance of the Resurrection is that it happened in this world. The confiict 
of the forces that make for death is the perenniai crisis of this human world, .... And 
the Resurrection cornes to tell us that here in this actual hurnan world, the forces of 
life are in the teeth of al1 appearances mightier than the forces of dea th,...."235 

Despite this hopefulness of redemptive forces. Roberts nevertheless portrayed the destiny of 

human perfection in terrns that finally concurred with Augustine's otherworldliness. In an article 

concluding his Easter sennon, he warned îhat though humans in the temporal world had reason to 

"~ichard Roberts. "The Quiet H o u ~  'A City Where Men Have Wings."' NO (8 May 1935)' 67-68.  

=Richard Roberts, "The Word was Made Flesh - A Christmas Sermon." (11 December 1935). 1201. 

%ichard R o b ,  "Easter: If In This World Only ... ! '  (8 April 1936). 330. 
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hope, the human drearn of divine perfection could never be realized "in this world" The Christian 

ideal of perfection was an endless process of self-transcendence, and Iikewise the dream of a Christian 

social order would have no finaI end amid the tragedy of the unfinished present world "until we stand 

in the immediate presence of GO CI."'^ There was, Roberts explained, a fundamental tension between 

time and eteniity: "Time is not long enough for man to attain perfection; he needs etemity. And so 

it is that if there is nothing but time, if in this life oniy we have h o p  in Christ, then are we of al1 men 

rnost to be pitied." Though Christians had a hope that was already present in this world, that hope 

consisteci essentially in the opening of this world ont0 eternity. 

Roberts interpreted this turn to an eternal destiny in t ems  of a shift in orientation from the 

historical past to the existentid present and future. In an article entitled "Nunc Dimittis," written in 

December 1937 as the spectre of Nazi and Cornmunist dictatorship and the prospects of war in Europe 

grew. Roberts differentiated between history and the hope of re~igion.'~' History was the 

"cornmentary of events upon the hidden workings of the moral order of the world." As such, it was 

a storehouse of moral wisdom which taught that what man sows. so shail he reap. While history 

concerned past events, however, religion looked forward to "a divine far-off event to which the whole 

creation rnoves," and for which God had corne to the present temporai order. Hence the Kingdom of 

God was a "corning concern" which amved from the future etemity and acted as a continuous Advent 

in the present. Despite the growing indifference to religion in modem secuiar society, that eternal 

presence of God in the Spirit would continue to corne to and preserve a faithful remnant, and through 

that remnant and the rnovement of history God would at some unknown moment "recall His people 

from their apostasy" and "put to flight those powers of darkness that to-day las waste the face of the 

=~ichard Roberts, "The Quiet Hour: If in This World Only ... ! (Concluded)." (15 April 1936). 352. 

"~ichard Roberts, "'Nunc Dimittis:' Some Thoughts for a Clouded Chrismias," (10 December 1937). 1 144. 
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WhiIe this eschatologicai orientation was the bais of hope that this world was open to the 

etemal, it nevertheless rneant, not so much the transformation of this world, but, as Roberts explained 

in a later article on the Resurrection, the promise of liberation from the "dark prison of mortality" in 

The openness of the world to eternity freed modem man frorn pessimistic secularism, 

which he definal as "the dreary doctrine that the world we see is al1 the world there is," for in the 

Resurrection the Etemal invaded the temporal. Indeed, he claimed, the Resurrection and its sign of 

an etemal destiny was a tremendous comfort that was "necessary to my sanity." If life was to end 

in nothingness, "then this is condemned as a stupid and wasteful universe; and whatever God be over 

it He is a God not for our worship. but for Our contempt." Finally, Roberts' modem Augustinianism 

afY~rmcd hurnanity's need of hope and rneaning in a world gone mad. And the hope mat it offered 

was the assurance that life on earth was merely the first steps toward eternitp- "no more than a 

pilgrimage toward a goal which recedes from us the nearer we approach i ~ . " ~ ~  And in that brief 

interlude human life on earth was to prepare for eternity by striving to build the walls of the Eternal 

City "in this world of time and place." 

IV. Conclusion: the Revival of Liberal-Evangelicalism 

In his comments on the ecumenical conferences held in 1937 at Oxford and Edinburgh, Roberts 

identifiai two central features of the emerging renewal of überal-Protcstantisrn. First. he pointed to 

a universal church which. as  symbolized in the resistance of the "Confessing" church against Hitler 

in Germany, stood against a world that was characterized by the "reign of secularism," and that it was 

- - -- 

=Roberts, n'Nunc Dimittis;"' 1 144. 

w c h a r d  Roberts, "The Quiet Hour. Stones Rolled Away." (26 March 1937). 27 1. 

%obem. "The Quiet Hour. If In This World Only ... ! (Concluded)," 352. 
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called to redeern?*' 1n answer to that call, secondly, the church had tumed to "theologicai revival." 

What now was "contemptuously described as nineteenth century iiberaiism" had been a necessary, if 

temporary movement that clairneci the fieedom to examine creeds, thus taying the foundations for 

religion to rediscover its feet and reclaim its rightful pIace in the modem worid. 

Roberts' cornrnents rightïy indicate the significant reorientation of rnainline liberai- 

Protestantisrn that had occurred especiaLly during the period of 1928 to the mid-1930's. In a virtual 

reversal of nineteenth-century liberal-evangeiical progressivism. Roberts. dong with colleagues Iike 

John Dow, D. N. McLachlan, George Pidgeon, and C. E. Silcox, had turned to an emphasis on the 

need of transcendent grace, on an apocalyptic vision of the Kingdom of God, and on a view of the 

church as a sacramental institution in the world. They had done so. not simply out of disinterest in 

social reforrn. but rather out of sense of the depths of the challenge of modern secularizing culture. 

Disilusioned with the adequacy of human efforts and sîructural change to resolve the depths of crisis 

in hurnan sin. their first concern to was to reclaim the grounds of Christian hope in the sovereign 

grace of God. In so doing, they paralleleci the work of Karl Barth and Reinhold Niebuhr in 

identiwng Christianity and the Kingdom of God with a transcendent source and destiny. And fkom 

this tum to Augustinian themes of a transcendent divine reality and God's sovereign grace, they 

claimed both the assurance of meaning and freedorn for human Life in a world in crisis and the 

perspective from which to prophetically critique and transform modem secular society. 

Despite their turn to classic Augustinian themes, their interpretation was, as Roberts 

ernphatically claimed, not oId-time orthodoxy, but the "liberai" and "modernist" theology of the apostle 

Paul. For Paul, he cIaimed, the life of the Gospel was not right opinions or creeds, but inward 

direction of the spirit and the "right disposition" to life motivated by love of God and neighbour was 

-- - - - - - - - 

"'Richard Roberts, "A Theological Renaissance," Christendom, Vol. 2 (1937). 539. 
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the "living soul" of the gospel.'" Roberts* own conuibution to what he called the revival of 

theology, in The Contemwrary Christ (1938), cornplemented this theme of the inward experience of 

the spirit by interpreting the "contemporary" Christ as  the "living" Christ of the Holy Spirit. 

Among mainline Canadian Protestants, this "modem" interpretation of Augustinian themes was 

rooted in the British tradition of neo-Kantian idealism, rather than Barth's existentialist dialectics or 

Niebuhr's realism. Their neo-Kantian assumptions were the central core in their continuity with 

nineteenth-century evangelicaiism. In that na-Kantian fiamework they divided the world into a 

hierarchy of the ontic realities of spirit and nature, identifying the transcendent grace of God with its 

presence in the world through the Incarnation and in the presence of the divine spirit in man's true 

personality and its moral ideais. With this neo-Kantian ideaiist revision of the Platonic features of 

Augustine, Canadian liberal-evangelicals like Roberts attempted to preserve a "vertical axis" of 

spiritual relations between humanity and God. This ideaiism was notably in sharp contrast to Barth's 

declaration of a radical chasm between God and humanity, and even to Niebuhr's pessimism. For 

Roberts and his colleagues, faith in the presence of transcendent divine grace in the world affirmed 

confidence in the identity of the hurnan spirit with God, and in the significance of human freedom and 

moral effectiveness to transform social relations. Consequently, Canadian advocates of this revised 

liberal evangelicalism remained optimistic that mord regeneration would "Christianize" the social 

order. To that end, they continued to claim a voice for moral ends in the rnidst of a worId in crisis. 

Despite their confidence in spiritual reaiity, however, there remained a deep arnbiguity in the 

modem Augustinianism of liberal-evangelicals li ke Roberts. Though it has been argued that Canadian 

Protestants like Richard Roberts had senled on a neo-i(antian apologetic as a new and creative 

"'Richard Roberts, "The Quiei Hour; The Gospel at Philippi, VII, 'We are the Circumcision."' m(9 September 
1931), 851, 862. 
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synthesis of modem thought and historical theol~gy."~ their neo-Kantianism included Augustinian 

and Platonic influences. Indeed they recognized the reality of human sin, and also claimed the "reall y 

real" world of spirit, but at the same time they regarded the "natural world as a transient and 

temporary reality that was mere mechanism. and potentially in tension with spirit. 

The result of ttus version of Platonic reaiism shot through liberal-evangelicals' understanding 

of the relationship between God's Kingdom and the worId. Like Niebuhr, especidly in his Moral Man 

and Immoral Society (1932)' they were suspicious of structures as associations of power, but at the 

same time they were optimistic that the etemai ideals which relativized temporal stnictures might also 

penetrate those stnictures. In particular, their advocacy of a social order that would serve personal 

ends contributed to emergence in Canada of a corporate liberalisrn characterized by expanding the role 

of the state to moderate the impact of the capitalist system, but without fundarnentally altering the 

socio-economic system itself. Likewise, while claiming a voice for spiritual and moral ideals to 

counter the weight of secular science, they assumed that the techniques of science, neutral in 

themselves, might be used to direct relative naturai structures to human ends. Thus, their 

differentiation of the Kingdom of God from any temporal, relative structures ultimately surrendered 

those "technical" sciences and relative social suuctures to secularization. 

'43Micbael Gauvreau, The Evan~elical Century: Coiiege and Creed in English Canada frorn the Great Revivai 
to the Great Depression (Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1991). 266-67, 290. 



Chapter 7: 

Revolutionary Christianity 

The Christian socialist movement that was begun in several Canadian cities in 1930-3 1 and culminated 

in the formation of the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order also had its roots in the deepening 

crises of the late 1920's. Although in many ways the heir to the earlier sociai gospel movement, the 

new generation of Christian socialists, lead especially by John Line, John King Gordon. and Gregory 

Vlastos, was profoundly different insofar as it shared in the pst- 1928 stniggIe to articulate the reality 

of God and the unique significance of the gospel and ttie Kingdom of God for a world that was both 

secularized and in crisis. The new Christian socialists were disillusioned with the impact of capitalism 

and imperialism on western society, and with the apparent complicity of liberal-Protestantism in that 

social order. In contrast to the late nineteenth century progressive vision of the coming of God's 

Kingdom in western civilization, they professed a "radical religion" which differentiated sharply 

between God's Kingdom and contemporary western civilization. This differentiation was the premise 

of their hope for a revolutionary, eschatological coming of God's Kingdom on earth. 

This "radical" and revolutionary understanding of the Kingdom of God drew from new 

currents of post-war theological and phiIosophical "reaiism." As William Cavert suggested concerning 

the new generation of younger Amencan theologim of the 1930's, they shared Karl Barth's insistence 

on the reality of a transcendent God who was distinct Crom, and indeed whose holy will was in 

conflict with. the reality of sin that was embedded in contemporary human culnire and ideals.' Like 

Richard Roberts in his revised Augustinianism, the new Christian socialists found in Barth's ideas the 

perspective from which to deepen their cnticism of western culture, and the hope of an apocalyptic 

Kingdom that might restore meaning and justice to a chaotic world. 

'Samuel McCrea Cavert, "The Younger Theologians," Religion in Life (1936)' 522-3. 
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In contrast to the revival of tiberai-evangelicalism, however, they combined this theocentric 

realism with variations of philosophical "realism." Two aspects of this shift to philosophical reaiism 

were especidly important for Christian socialists. Fist. it included a shift frorn metaphysicai idealism 

to an existentialist realism that, like Emil Bmmer's "crisis theology," chalIenged the analo~ia entis 

that was central to the persona1 idealism of liberal evangelicals. While John Line would mediate this 

shifl with the "realist ideaiism" of Alfred North Whitehead, Gregory Vlastos would move most 

completely to an existentialist position. Secondly, they emphasized a critical scientific method that 

assumed the "reality" of the sîruchiral and historicai context in which human personality was defined, 

and to which human knowledge was limited. As R. B. Y. Scott would demonsuate, m s  realism 

included a renewed interpretation of Biblical theology in its socio-historical context. More broadly, 

the new Christian socialists would draw on the ideas of Karl Marx. R. H. Tawney, and the British 

Christian Marxist John Macmurray to develop a "realist" interpretation of the structures of modern 

capitalist society so as to critique them in the light of God's Kingdom. 

It was this combination of theologicai and philosophicai realism that gave Christian socialists 

their revolutionary dynamic. On the one hand, they asserted the radical disjuncture between God's 

Kingdom and modem western culture, challenging both the liberal-capitalist social structure and the 

individualism and optimistic anthropocentrism of the liberai Protestant tradition that supponed the 

capitalist system. By breaking with neo-Kantian rnetaphysicaI ideaiism, they also repudiated both the 

anaioaa entis that identified human personality with a divine spiritual essence, and the progressive 

confidence that the agencies for building God's Kingdom were immanent in the mord nanire of 

humanity. On the other hana they insistai that the in-breaking of God's Kingdom, understood as the 

absolute ethic of love, must be experienced and applied in the "real" structures of human society. 

In contrast to Roberts' treatment of the battle for the Kingdom in t e m  of an intemal 

psychological crisis and a tension between spirit and structure, the new Christian socialists identified 
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the tension in terrns of a conflict that encornpassed social systems, and pit a revolutionary divine order 

based on love, freedom, and mutuality against a secular and self-centered modem order. Thus they 

rejected bo th liberal progressivism and the "supematuralism" of Barth and Niebuh., arguing i nstead 

that God's Kingdom was not in some transcendent world, but was an eschatological and revolutionary 

movement encountered existentially in the world and in the realities of social relations. Christians, 

therefore. must "get in Iine" with ifs revolutionary arriva1 by the "real" application of the radical 

gospel ethic of love in the structures of society, and thereby participating in the transformation of 

modern civilization. 

By the late 19309s, however. Christian socialists found their hybrid difficult to maintain. To 

borrow Richard Roberts' picture of the church at intersecting axis, their realism had attempted. like 

Bmnner, to collapse the vertical into the horizontal axis by locating the active and absolute Word of 

God in the prism of experience. When. by the late 1930's. ethical principles iike freedom and 

pacifisrn seemed to corne into conflict with each other, the consensus of Christian socialists in 

interpreting the absolute will of God in the world broke down. Also, more implicitly than explicitly, 

the difficulty of reconciling a personal transcendent God mediated to the world exclusively in Christ 

with Whitehead's idealist ontology which identified God as the ground of being that was disclosed 

in the recognition of other persons, proved untenable and ended in a division especially between Line 

and Vlastos. 

1. Towards the Socialist Fellowship 

At its height in 1936-37, the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order was still a mmp of some 1200 

active members, mostiy United Church scholars and ministers, spread in small cells across most of 

Canada's major cities. Among its active members were progressives and social gospellers fiom the 

early 1920's like Rev. H. A. Homck, founder of the Alberta School of Religion in 1925, Emest 
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Thomas, field secretary for the United Church's Board of Evangelism and Social Service (BESS), 

William B. Creighton, editor of the New William Aïva Gifford, professor of Church History 

at United Theological College and Rev. R. Edis Fairbairn, a longtirne ardent pacifist, "Associate" 

members, who sympathized with the concerns of the FCSO, included J. S. Woodsworth, Salem Bland, 

and even Richard Roberts, who would write the preface to the FCSO's 1936 manifesta, Towards the 

Christian Revo~ution.~ 

The intellectual leaders and most active members of the movement, however, were ;i new 

generation of scholars and clergymen that included John King Gordon, John Line, Gregory Vlastos, 

Eugene Forsey, Robert Belgarnie Young Scott. Rev. John W. A. Nicholson. William G. Smith. Eric 

Havelock, Rev. Robert 3. Win ,  and Martyn Estall. Gordon was especially pivotal in the nehvork of 

Christian socialists. M e r  helping to found a Christian Socialist movement in Vancouver in 1930, 

Gordon moved to Montreal, where he taught Christian Ethics at United Theological College until his 

dismissal in 1934. In Montreal, he joined a nascent Christian socialist group that included Forsey. 

professor of Political Science at McGill, R. B. Y. Scott, professor of Old Testament Theology at 

United Theologicai College and a rising scholar in Biblical Theology. and William A. Gifford. With 

Forsey, R. B. Y. Scott, Frank Scott, and Leonard Marsh, Gordon also was part of the Montreal wing 

of the League for Social Reconstruction (UR) that was formed in January 1932. Other founding 

members of the LSR who also would become prominent in the FCSO included Line, Vlastos. 

Havelock, and Fairbairn.' Some of these. including Gordon and Eugene Forsey. would also be 

present at the Regina meeting which founded the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation (CCF). 

After his final removal fiom United Thmlogical College, Gordon would run unsuccessfully as a CCF 

vowards the Christian Revolution (TCR), R B. Y. Scott and Gregory Vlastos, eds. Singston: Ronaiü P. Frye 
& Co., 1989 [1936]). 

'Roger Hu tchinson, "Inttoduc tion," Towards the Christian Revolution, xvi. 
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candidate for Vancouver in the 1935 federal election, and he would serve as a part-tirne field seçretary 

for both the CCF and the FCSO, until he lefi Canada in 1937 for a publishing and diplornatic career 

in the United States and with the United Nationd 

According to Gordon, Scott, Line, and Vlastos provided the "radical spiritua1 leadership" of 

the movement.' R. B. Y. Scott was a young professor of Old Testament studies at Union College, 

Vancouver from 1928 until his move to Union Theological Coliege, Montreal in 1931. Line. 

rneanwhile, from his position at E~nmmuel College after 1927, was instrumentai in founding the 

Movernent for a Christian Social Order that grew out of the 1930 Toronto Ministerial C~nference.~ 

He was comrnissioned to present the ideas of the group at the public meeting to found the Movement 

in 1931, and he would continue to press its concerns in the Toronto Conference and in the 

Commission on Christianizing the Social Order. During the early 1930's. he aIso participated in the 

inter-denominational Alberta School of Religion, sharing the podium with Reinhold and H. Richard 

Niebuhr, Hamy Ward. John Macmurray, and Willem Visser't Hooft. Line would be the first secretary 

for education and publications for the FCSO. Vlastos. though somcwhat more isolated after arriving 

at Queen's to teach philosophy in the early 19303, was involved in the "Theological Discussion 

Group" that was centered at Union Theological Seminary in New York and included leading Arnerican 

"realist" theologians such as the Niebuhrs, Henry P. Van Dusen. Wilhelrn Pauck. Waiter M. Honon, 

and John C. Bennett.' 

VIastos helped to organize the April 1934 meeting in Kingston at which the several Christian 

'Brian J- Fraser, "From Anathema to Alternative, The Gordons and Sociaiisrn," A Long and FaithfuI March, 
Harold Wells and Roger Hutchinson, eds. (Toronto: United Church Publishing House. 1989). 45. 

'J. Kuig Gordon. "A Christian Socialist in the 1930's." The Social Gospel in Canada, Richard Allen. ed. (Ottawa: 
National Museums of Canada, 1975), 138-9. 

6Rev. J. Russell Harris, "Towards a Christian Social Order," New Outlook (NO) (17 June 1931), 577. 

'Cavert, "The Younger Theologians. " 520- 1. 
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Socialist movements joined to found the FCSO, and he would be a perennial officer of the FCSO's 

executive until the rnid-1940's. With sorne thirty members present, the founding conference selected 

Gordon as C haiman, and John Line as vice-Chairman in charge of the Co rnmittee on Research. Other 

members of the Executive Cornmittee included Vastos, W. F. Kelloway, N. A. McMurray, and R. Edis 

~airbairn.' The conference also settied on a constitution which established the FCSO as a 

"fellowship," thereby embodying the principle of "freedorn in community," and defined its task as 

research, study, and public education concerning the implications of the Christian ethic for modem 

society and economic life. According to Gordon, the FCSO's constitution was based on the Manifesto 

of the LSR, which called for a social order "in which the basic principle of regulating production. 

distribution and service will be the cornrnon good rather than private profit."9 Most importantly, the 

FCSO declared its purpose to "awaken and strengthen, throughout the Church, the religious wilI to 

achieve social ju~tice."'~ Thus it would advocare a distinctly Christian socialisrn. 

By 1936, now under the chairmanship of R. B. Y. Scott and with Gordon as its paid field 

secretary, the FCSO had organized units in al1 of the conferences and presbyteries of the United 

Church, and even in Tokyo." Ais0 in 1936, it published its main work. Towards the Christian 

Revolution (1936). The main parts of the work. consisting of philosophical, theological, and socio- 

political analysis, were produced by Line, Scott, Vlastos, Forsey, Gordon, and Vlastos. Additional 

parts were conuibuted by Eric Havelock, Classics professor at Victoria Collese and aiso a member 

of the FCSO; J. W. A. Nicholson, a United Church minister at Bedeque North, P. E. 1.; R. Edis 

'Richards, "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order," 217. 

'Gordon, "A Christian Sociaiist in the 1930*s," 129-30. 

'%char&, "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order," 217. 
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Fairbairn, another United Church minister at CanfieId, Ontario; and under the pen-name 

"Propheticus," Martyn Estell, then a philosopher at McMaster University and later at Queen's. 

Though undoubtedly an eclectic group, the members of the FCSO were knit together by two 

main factors. Fust, they were parts of a network of personal contacts that reached into a wide variety 

of institutions that included the church, the university, goverment advisory boards, the CCF. labuur 

and farmer organizations, and other less formal institutions Like the LSR and the Alberta Schwl of 

Religion. Despite their small numbers, these contacts were pursued with remarkable energy and effect. 

Secondly, they were bound together in the common goal of working out the meaning of the gospel 

in the stniciures of society. More specifically, they understood the gospel acd its relation to society 

in ternis of a "radical realisrn." arriving at an interpretation that identified the gospel as an absolute 

ethic of love which was best approximated in socialism, and wKch must revolutionize western sociat 

stmctures. 

II. The mots of "Radical Religion" 

The turn of the new Christian socialists to a revolutionary interpretation of the Kingdom of God 

involved simultaneously a disillusionment with Liberal Protestantism and a move toward theological 

and philosaphical "realism." On the one side, they shared the disillusionment of the pst-war 

generation with a civilization that. by the late 1920's. was becoming explicitiy secular whIe its social 

order was increasingly in crisis. In this context. modem liberal Protestantism seemed not only 

ineffective in transforming western civilization. but also entangled in its debasement. On the other 

side. their interpretation of that debasernent was shaped by their engagement in the new currents of 

realism in both theology and critical social analysis. 

Despite their disiIlusionrnent. it is important to note that their turn to reaIism was not the 

abandonment of the ethicai interpretation of the gospel that was central to liberal Protestantism. To 
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the contrary, their realism included the attempt to affirm the authentic "reality" of absolute ideals. 

Indeed, their theologicaI realisrn, as Cavert suggested in descri bing American realist theologians. 

involved a search for the objective reaiity of God's sovereign ~ i l l . ' ~  At the s m e  tirne, they also 

sought to relate that divine reality more effectively to the histoncal-structural life in which people live. 

John Line captured this search for reality, and accompanying dis-satisfaction with liberal- 

Protestantism, in his impression of the views of students at the 1929 Student Christian Movement 

Conference at Elgin House, Ontario, Youth, he claimeci, were now not so frankly critical of the 

church or impatient for rapid social reform as they were immediately afler WorId War 1. for they had 

become more conscious of the deptbs of the task of Chnstianity in the world and the need of sure 

foundations. and were more "puzzleci and grieved at the complacency of the church. 

There is in the rninds of many students a deep desire for simplicity and redity in the 
religious life and for directness in accepting the whole radical programme of Jesus 
and relating it to the needs of  men; but it doesn't seem to them that the Church as 
a whole is demanding this or very exclusively bent on securing it, but is going quite 
composedly her established ways. l3  

Line's comments reflect the intimate connection between recovering the reality of Christian 

foundations and asserting the real significance of the gospel for social life in the development of 

Christian sociaiism. Concern for the reality of both God and humanity was built into their "radical 

religion." 

That search for "reaiity in the religious life" had b e n  a concern for modern Protestants 

especially since World War 1. reaching a crisis in the developments of 1928. As part of that search, 

Line. Iike Richard Roberts, had attempted to Iocate a distinct divine reality in Biblical revelation and, 

through vitalism, in the experienced world. And as he indicated in his devotional address to the 

Maritime Conference of the United Church, Line was especiaIly concerned to recover the moral power 

'%aven "The Younger Theologians," 522-3. 

"John Line. "Religious Activities Among Snidents." No (16 October 1929). 1045. 
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of Christianity and its relation to practical life. At a time of crisis in the world, he wamed, Christians 

were losing the art of using the moral and regenerative forces of Christianity in meeting practical 

needs. "We need a type of prayer life," he pleaded, "that involves a more definite and dynamical 

content of ethical and religious experience."" Christian devotion. according to Line, should be 

expressed in seeking to transform the world. 

For the young Gregory Vlastos, this search for reality Ied to disillusionment with liberal 

Protestantism and its apparent lack of radical comrnitment to the gospel ethic of love. Born in 

Constantinople in 1908 to a father who was a Greek Christian and a mother who was the daughter 

of a Scottish missionary, Vlastos imrnigrated to the United States w i h  his farnily while fie was still 

a chila. Vlastos graduated from Roberts College and Chicago Theologicai Seminary, where one of 

his teachers was Henry Nelson Wiernan, before taking his Ph.D. in philosophy and sociai ethics at 

Harvard ~niversity." 

Vlastos' earliest writings reflected the "realism" of Henry Nelson Wieman. and aiso paralleled 

the turn of Reinhold Niebuhr to realism. As William Hutchinson notes, Wieman's bete noir was the 

idealist sentimentalism of liberal Protestantism that reduced ChRstianity to merely human ideas, and 

particularly to saccharin "sugar and spice" ideas that glossed over the reality of sin and confiict in the 

world.l"irnilarly. Vlastos* youthful writings on the prospects of r clerical vocation, published in 

1928 and 1929 in Charles Clayton Morrison's Christian Century, posited a deep conflict between the 

"common scnse" of liberal Protestantism and "radical religion." As a college senior, Vlastos wrote. 

I4"The United Church in the Maritime Conference, Devotional Addresses." Nq (6 Iuly 1927). 18. 

'%regory Vlastos. "What is Love?" Christendom, Vol. 1 (1935-36). 1 16. Vlastos* birth year is estimated here, 
based on Vlastos* description of himself in 1929 as twenty-one years old. VIastos. "Through the Eyes of Twenty- 
One," The Christian Century, Vol. 46, Pt. 1 (19 June 1929), 8W8. 

'6~i l l iam R. Hutchinson, The Modernist Impulse in Arnerican Protestantisrn (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1982). 269-70. 
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he had discovered in religion the "one thing worth living for and dying for;" the one thing that, in 

contrast to the "cleverness and self-consciousness" of the modem world, demanded total sacrifice and 

promiseci a new way of life." In contrast to this "one thing." Vlastos described the "cornmon sense" 

preoccupation of modem liberal Protestants with practicaiity, cultural refinement, and intellectual 

dilettantism as "the enemy of religion." Their obsession with intellectual respectabiiity and a practical 

moderation that kept "religion in its place" left liberal Protestants wlnerable to the doubts raised by 

science. It also left them with a diluted Christian morality that spokc only platitudes on obvious 

standards like the Ten Commandments, but stifled the expIosive, revolutionary morality of Jesus' 

Sermon on the Mount as impractical in the present world.18 

While a student pastor in nual Montana. Vlastos concluded that the refined moderation of 

Iiberaiism had Iittle real practical meaning for "that Sunday congregation whose faces haunted me day 

and night, even in my sleep." In his search for something relevant to say to his parishioners, he 

resolved to renounce "comrnon sense" in favour of "religion:" 

1 preached a sermon on the cross. 1 spoke about the foolishness of the cross, its 
sharne, its failure, its defeat. And 1 told them that this was Christianity. They 
listened. The Sunday before they had looked out of the window as 1 spoke, and then 
congratulated me at the end. Now they listened. and clid not say rnuch after church." 

The radical religion of the cross, Vlastos claimed. was the authentic religion that opened up moral 

possibilities; it was "the faith of great dreamers," in contrast to practical reasonableness and 

institutional organization.lg 

From the late 1920's. Vlastos declarecl his determination to be both r a d i d  and modern. 

Rather than fearing the facts of modern science. he would regard them as rnerely relative, "just facts," 

"Gregory Vhstos. "The Religion of a Fool," The Christian Ceotury, Vol. 45, Pt. 2 (4 October 1928), 1193-95. 

'8Vlastos, "Through the Eyes of Twenty-One," 806-7. 

'%istos, "ïhe Religion of a Fool." 1195. 
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that were subject to change and new interpretations. Thus Wastos' modemism implied the relativity 

and limits of empincaI knowledge and was pessirnistic about discoverhg a divine essence or absolute 

in the natural world. Oa the other hand, his detennination to be "radical" assurneci the "reality" of 

moral absolutes that were not mereIy the product of human rules or "philosophy." Henceforth, he 

declared, he would preach the Sermon on the Mount. not as a legalistic list of "Do's and Don't's." 

nor as ;z philosophy, but as an ideai or a vision of spiritual reality to be pursued in an adventure of 

"foolhardy, aggressive good will," wherever these might be found. Admittedly, he conceded, his 

radicalisrn was idealistic, but "[bjetween a dead church and a romantic church, I choose the romantic 

church. So did Jesus, and Francis, and Luther."" 

In the early development of John King Gordon, disillusionment with liberai Protestants' lack 

of conviction, such as Line and Vlastos expressed. was deepened through contact with critical social 

analysis. As he explaineci it, Gordon's road to radical Christian sociaiism was marked by four main 

 accident^."^' Born in Winnipeg in 1900. Gordon was the son of Charles W. Gordon (Ralph 

Cornor). one of the most outspoken progressive social gospellers in the Presbyterian Church prior to 

World War 1. Thus. Gordon was raised in the "social passion" of Iiberal-evangelical progressivism 

and its optirnistic effort to work out Christian ideals in practical social life." The idealism of that 

sociai passion would stay with him. yet, as Brian Fraser notes, during the 1920's Gordon becarne 

disillusioned with much of progressive liberal-evangelicalism. Between 192 1 and 1924, the second 

"accident" of his Christian sociaiist career, Gordon studied at Oxford under a Rhodes scholarship. 

Here he encountercd the Christian socialism of Richard Tawney. Upon reading Tawney's Acauisitive 

Society, which pointed to the role of Protestantisrn in the development of liberal-capitalism, Gordon 

Vlastos, "ï'hrougb the Eyes of Twenty-One." 8û6-7. 

"Gordon, "A Christian Socialist in the 1930's," 122. 

"?+ser, nFrom Anathema to Alternative. The Gordons and Socialisrn," 44-5. 
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couid "almost feel the scales faliing ftom my eyes," as he later re~alled.*~ Contacts with the Fabian 

socialism of J. A. Hobson, L. T. Hobhouse, and the Webbs ttirough his Trinity econornics professor 

F. L. Ogilvie, and bis reading of M m ,  improved his vision even m e r  concerning the structures of 

liberal-capitalism and the complicity of liberal-Protestantisrn in those structures. 

Between 1924 and 1929, with an interlude of study in Chwch History and Hebrew at 

Manitoba College, Gordon serveci as a student rnissionary in the lumber camps of British Columbia 

and at a camp on the Winnipeg River where a paper mil1 and townsite were under construction. Here, 

in his third "accident." he discovered practicai difficulties in building community, and the features of 

the "benevolent feudalism of a well-run Company town." for wfüch his Pastoral Theology courses had 

not prepared him." Like Vlastos, it was especially in the pastorate arnong rural and working-class 

people that Gordon stniggled to relate the gospel to practical life. 

FinaIly, between 1929 and 1930 Gordon pursued h i s  graduate studies in Christian Ethics at 

Union Theological Serninary and Columbia University. Here he serveci as graduate assistant to 

Reinhold Niebuhr and Hamy Ward, and also came into contact with John C. Bennett. Niebuhr had 

arrived at Union only in 1928, a year afier his repudiation of liberal Protestantism in Leaves from the 

Notebook of a Tarned Cynic (1927), but before the development of his views in Moral Man and 

Immoral Society (1932). By 1927. alter seming as a pastor in Detroit, Niebuhr had becorne utterly 

disillusioned with "the brutal facts of modem industrial Life" and the "anachronistic" morality of the 

churches which failed to regenerate hurnan social ethics to a genuinely redemptive morality.'' In 

%ordon, "A Christian Socialist in the 1930'~~" 123. 

3Gordon. "A Christian Socialist in the 1930'~~" 125. 

3~einhold Niebuhr. Leaves Fmm the Notebook of a Tarned Cynic (Cleveland and New York: World Publishing. 
1929). 95. 100. See also the foiiowing articles by Reinhold Niebuk "Why 1 am Not a Christian." CC, Vol. 44. 
Pt. 2 (15 December 1927), 1482-83; "What the War Did to My Mind," CC, Vol. 45, Pt. 2 (27 Seplember 1928), 
1161-63; and "Let the Liberal Churches Stop Fooling Themselves!" CC, Vol. 48, Pt. 1 (25 March 1931). 402-4. 
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Niebuhr especially, according to Gordon, the tension between the absolute claims of the gospel ethic 

of love and the realities of an unjust. powerdorninated society were palpab~e.'~ In Ward, however, 

there was no such tension; Ward simply pointed to a "revolutionary social ethic which could be 

restated in tems of contemporary socialist theory and practice." Notably, Gordon would sympathize 

with, and select carefùlly fiom, both Niebuhr and Ward. 

Gordon's experience at Union Seminary illustrates how the cross-currents of the "search for 

reality" in theology and social analysis came to intersect in the roots of the new Christian socialism 

by the Iate 1920's. The crux of tfüs intersection can be identified with the period from 1929 through 

1932, for it was during this time that the nascent Christian socialist movement emerged through two 

coinciding developments. First, scholars like Line and Vlastos encountered, and selectively borrowed 

from, the îheologicai reaiism of Barth and Niebuhr. And at the sme time, secondly, they and others 

began to urge that the reality of the gospel must be related to social structures in terms of 

revolutionary socialism. 

Line encountered the ides  of Barth in the rnidst of his stmggle to justify clams to the 

metaphysical reality of God, partly to establish the bais for moral absolutes that could be apprehended 

within experience. As iate as February 1929, in an article reviewing deveIopments in the sciences 

since the tum of the century, Line claimed that the theistic physics suggested by scholars like British 

astronomer Sir Arthur Eddington, demonstrated that beneath the mechanical laws and extemai 

phenornena of nature lay a realm of free spintual energy which eluded science." For Line. this 

vitalism preserved a place for freedom and spirit in the world without escaping into a Cartesian 

duaiism behiveen mind and the physical world, for vitalism transformed the Newtonian mechanistic 

- .  . 

%ordon, "A Christian Socialist in the 1930's," 125-6. 

"~ohn Line. "The New Physics and the Religious View of the World." Canadian Journal of Relipious Thoueht 
(CJRTZ Vol. 7, No. 1 (January-February 1929), 6-17. 
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cosmology into an organic interpretation of a world in process led by the impulse of an undefined 

spiritual reality. Vitalism, according to Line, meant that modem humanity no longer lived in a closed 

universe; to the contrary, it was reasonable to postulate "creative spirit as the foundation of the 

world," and to interpret evolution as a continuous divine creation or a series of ernergentdvt also 

meant, he claimed, that the real worfd was "unseen and inscrutable," and could onIy be disclosed in 

terms of ultimate mord convictions analogous to human personality. 

By 1929, however, this vitalist apologetic had become dubious under the scrutiny of critics 

like George Hunter and George Sidney Brett. And as Richard Roberts acknowledged in his The 

Christian God (1929), vitalist efforts to locate God within the evotutionary process seemed to leave 

God subsewient to the process of emergent evolution and less than the whole of narural reality.29 

This crisis of vitdist ideaiism coincided with the arrivai of Barth's ideas to North America. Shortly 

after his review of Eddington's interpretation of the new physics, Line reviewed the Engiish translation 

of Barth's The Word of God and the Word of Man (1928)- thereby offering one of the first 

introductions of Barth to Canadian readers. Considering Ijne's cornmitment to critical science and 

vitaiism. the radical separation of God and wortd that he found in Barth's ideas must have been 

startIing. Urging preachers to read the work, he descnbed Barth as "a fascinating and disturbing 

writer; his paradoxes fa11 Like sledge-hammers on Our conventional and cornplacent habits of 

thought. 

It was, however. Barth's trenchant criticisms of western society and iiberai Protestant religion 

that Line quoted rnost extensively. Among the themes that impressed him were Barth's denunciation 

of the mundane, yet radical depravity of the human will and the utter failure of human morality to 

'B~ohn Line, "The New Physics and the Reiigious View of the World," 16. 

%ichard Roberts, The Christian God (New York: MacMillan, 1929), 82. 

9ohn Line. "Banh and Barthianism," CI RT, Vol. 6. No. 2 (March-April 1929). 102. 
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transform life; his declaration of the judgement of God upon modem capitalism and his cal1 for 

radical Christian righteousness; and Barth's critique of the iiberal. idealist attempt to project God 

from the human mind, particularly the psychological and experimental approaches of Schieiermacher 

and Ritschl. Line also noted Barth's renewed CaIvinism in his insistence on the chasrn between a 

transcendent God and humanity, and in his portraya1 of the crisis invoIved in the confrontation 

between humanity and Goci's sovereign will. 

Most of ail, Line was struck by Barth's proclamation of the eschatological in-breaking of God 

into human life in order to judge and transfonn i t  As he Iater explained, from among Barth's ideas 

Line found his doctrine of eschatological crisis a valuable principle, namely that "God does take sides. 

things happen in the world of which He is the decisive cause, if the better day is ever to dawn for 

which good men long, it will be not through human invention and efficiency only, but because God 

Iives and speaks and acts."" In fact. Banh's early participation in the "suange prophetic" movement 

of the Blurnhardts who had emphasized the power of God to break into human Iife and transform it. 

and in the "religious-social" enthusiasm in Switzerland that had brought Barth to participate in 

"Religious Socialism." provided a mode1 of revolutionary Christianity for ~ine."  

Line's appreciation of Barth was selective, however. On the one hand, according to Line, 

Barth's ideas provided a much-needed complement to the immanental theology of the day, including 

Line's own work.13 In particular, he welcomed Barth's emphasis on the distinction between God and 

the world, and his view of the eschatological crisis between sinfirl modem civilization and the 

judgement and revolutionary transformation of God. But he rejected Barth's treatment of Christ's 

work on the cross and in resurrection as "meta-historical;" though it might satisfy those seeking an 

3'~ine,  "Barth and Barthianism." 102. 

%ne, "Barth and Barthianismtn 98. 

33Line, "Barth and Barthianism," 98. 
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"aneo-Christology." or a transcendent, other-worldly Christ, Line clearly had Iittle enthusiasm for 

Barth's super-historical or hidden view of Christ and redemption? 

Though somewhat later, Gregory Vlastos sirnilarly welcomed Barth's condemnation of liberal 

optimism and anthropocenüism. but rejected his turn to dogmatics. In a sympathetic review of 

Wilhelm Pauck's 1932 exposition of Barth, Vlastos agreed that Barth was the "prophet of a new 

Chnstianity" in cailing modem Chrïstians. as had Henry Nelson Wieman, away from the optimistic 

ego-cenaism of the liberal idealist tradition to the objectivity of God and a theocentric re1igionv3' 

Mastos welcomed Barth's rejcction of attempts to forge a human way to God or to make God the 

object of human religious experience such that man might claim to possess the absolute, and his 

insistence that Christ cornes as God's way to man. and thus as a unique revelation and a revolutionary 

interposition into human affairs. 

But Barth's turn to "church dogmatics" to clairn God's own self-revelation to the faithfiil, and 

his attempt to explain the Trinity as "the rnovement of God within himself," seemed to renirn to what 

Pauck cailed "supernaturalistic ~netaphysics."~~ According to Vlastos. such attempts to explain God 

in "obsoIete categories" seemed contraclictory to Barth's own principle that God could not be made 

an object of human thought, and that al1 beiiefs about God were human and relative, and therefore 

inadequate and provisionai hypotheses. Furthermore, such a turn to supernatural speculation divened 

attention from the need of practical reform and renewed subrnission to God's sovereign will in other 

areas. As Vlastos quoted Pauck: "[wle must anack al1 self-sufficiency in personal and social life, in 

W ~ i n e ,  "Barth and Barthianism," 101. 

'%regory Vlastos, "Karl Barth. Prophet and Dogmatisç review of Karl Barth. Prophet of a New Christianitv? 
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marnage, in politics, economics, art and philosophy, and particularly in religion, church and 

tlleo10gy."~ 

Line's and Vlastos' estimates of Barth were sirnilar to that of Reinhold Niebuhr, who had 

reviewed the English publication of Barth's The Word of God and the Word of Man already in late 

1928. Niebuhr. too, welcomed Barth's emphasis on the word of  God distinct from dl human 

relativities. on God's sovereignty and grace in Christ and on the crisis between God and history.'' 

More than Line and Vlastos. Niebuhr appreciated Barth's vision of a transcendent God beyond history, 

but he too criticized Barth's claim to declare the Word of God from beyond the relativities of rational 

comprehension as simply the claim to an absolute on the b a i s  of  a new subjectivism. Barth's 

pessimism about civilization and his attempt to escape the rclativities of life took flight in 

metaphysical absolutes from the daily stniggles of moral and social injustices. Niebuhr rejected what 

seerned Barth's attempt to escape the historical relativities in which humans were bound, and which 

differentiated God and humans. Not surprisingly, Line, Gordon, and Vlastos would sympathize with 

these early concerm of Niebuhr. 

In summary, Line and Vlastos favoured the theological "reaiism" of Barth and Niebuhr, but 

that sympathy was limited by their cornmitment to an anthropological "reaiism" which insisted on 

Iocating humans finnly within their socio-historical context. As Line wrote in 1936, Barth's "crisis 

theology" was a timely protes against the optimistic anthropocentrism of liberai m o d e r n i ~ r n . ~ ~  Barth 

had expressed the crisis not only of modem western society. but the roots of that crisis in human sin 

before the reality of G d ' s  holy will. Line, dong with others like Gregory Vlastos, wouId appropriate 

3 7 ~ l a s  tos, "Karl Barth. Prophe t and Dogmatist, " 19-20. 
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Barth's emphasis on the transcendent reaiity of God, and especially his declaration of radical 

eschatological judgement on the structureci "natufal" order of modem society. More specifically, 

Barth's insistence that God "took sides" in the confiict in the world, and that he was working within 

the world to judge and transform it, provided renewed urgency for a social gospel movement that was 

shorn of the optimisrn and evolutionisrn of the earlier progressive social gospel. This eschatological 

judgement of the secularized social order of modem western society would be the central theme of 

the new Christian socialist cal1 for Christian revolution. While Line and his colleagues would insist 

that the inbreaking of God's Kingdom was uniquely God's action in history, they would cal1 humans 

to get in iine with that revolutionary Kingdom. 

On the other hand, however, they also repudiatcd the "supernaturalism" of Barth and Niebuhr 

and their location of redemption and the Kingdom of God -- the reconciliation of essence and 

existence or of ideal and real -- in a transcendent or otherworldly destiny. The radical chasm posed 

by Barth and Kierkegaard between God and hurnanity seerned to minimize the mediation of Christ. 

Also, the "irrationalisrn" of Barth's method of "dogmatics" as the paradoxical human proclamation of 

the Word of God seemed to concede the separation of thought and religion. For Line and Vlastos, 

this new dualism threatened to secuIarize thought and render God inaccessible to reason and irrelevant 

for life in the ~ o r l d . ~ '  

In part. this criticisrn of Barth's supernaturalism assurned the premises of critical realism. 

Line and Vlastos rejected any anernpt to rernove humanity from the socio-historical nexus of human 

existence. Nor could humans claim either an ontological identity with God or some transcendent 

standpoint beyond the world. As most writers in the 1936 publication Towards the Christian 

Revolution would claim, human knowledge could only be ernpirical, and hence any ctaims conceming 

the corning of the Kingdom of God would have to be related to the socio-historical world. In a 1935 

'"Line, 'The Theologicai Principles," 42-3. 
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article which attempted to reconcile Barth's wholly Other with an objective God experienced in the 

world, Viastos declared that claims about God must begin with "God in our world," in the midst of 

the reaiities of fear, starvation, and crime." As Henry Nelson Wieman had argueci (in contrast to 

both Barth's "supernaturalist" metaphysics and Iiberal persond idealism). God and his judgement were 

to be experienced in the world "empiricaily," rather than postulated as a rnetaphysical or sentimental 

idea. This empiricism was necessitated partly by scientific method, but aiso by moral redism. 

According to Wieman, one could not know the God of love and grace wiîhout recognizing the God 

who upheld his law and the judgement that is justly due to a sinful and dark world." As Vlastos 

wrote echoing Wieman, claims about God must begin with realities of the world, lest God's love be 

turned into a sentimental "illusion and an escape."" The alternative to ernpirical realism was to 

concede the world to mere secularism. 

Barth's declaration of the transcendence of God was thus two-edged: on the one hand, it 

challenged al1 human pretensions, but it also raised the problem of how God was related to and 

reveaIed in a relative and fallen world. As Line attempted to resolve this dilemrna in a way mat 

wouId answer the threat of skeptical naturalism but also challenge the premises of liberal 

Protatantism, he would attempt to move beyond the neo-Kantian dualisrn between spirit and nature. 

Shortly after reviewing Barth's work, Line published a series of critical reviews on John 

Dewey's The Quest for Certainty (1929) and the development of a secular Humanist movernent in 

which he attempted, against the tide of skeptical humanism. to clarify the metaphysical grounds for 

Christian morality and certainty. While appreciative of the experiential and functional concerns of 

William James' pragmatism, Line balked at Dewey's insmimentalist view that knowledge concernai 

- 
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only one's subsequent am, and that repudiated an ultimate reality that was "antecedent" to knowledge 

in favour of a reality which was merely the consmcted product of k n o ~ l e d g e . ~  On this point. Line 

parted Company Born Dewey, and from the pragmatic Chicago theology of E. S. Ames, because of 

their tum away from the apprehension of "One who antecedently is." For Line, pragmatic 

instmmentalism denied the possibility of thought about a real God, ultimate meaning, and the mord 

impulse of "ameliorative action." 

For sirnilar reasons, Line rejected the emerging movement of secular Humanism because of 

its repudiation of any transcendent reality above humanity's own ideais? Though the ideas of 

modem secular Humanists like lrving Babbif, Paul EImore More, and Bertrand Russell exalted hurnan 

values, Line wrote. they denied that those values were related either to the non-human world or to a 

divine purpose comparable to human purpose. The new Humanism was rooted in positivist scientific 

method which regarded the natural world as mechanical, while it elevated humans and human vaIues 

over against nature. Besides the utter skepticisrn of pessirnistic "fbtilitarians" like Joseph Wood 

Knitch, the new Humanism presented two main problems, according to Line. First, it created an 

insuperable dualism between the human rnind and nature so that moral experience was left unrelated 

to any universal metaphysical reaiity. Consequently, the moral "ought" was separated from "what 

i ~ . " ~ ~  Secondly, the new Humanism assumed a naturalized cosmology which denied the possibility 

of knowing God, and focused instead on the love and good of humans as the real object for religion. 

In short. the new humanism presumed to subordinate nature and religion to hurnans and claimed. as 

in Bertrand Russell's new nahiralism, that it was hurnans alone who created and conferred value.'' 

uJohn Line. "Knowledge, Metaphysics, Religion." CJRT. Vol. 7. No. 5 (September-October 1930). 391. 
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Line's response to this secularized hurnanisrn reflected two crucial concems that were 

informed by new forms of metaphysical ideaiisrn. First, he insisted that religion and moraiity 

depended on what AlfM North Whitehead had described in ReIipion in the Making (1926) as the 

"metaphysical backing" to reality in some affmation of ultimate, transcendent reality. Life could 

have no meaning if reality were merely "mutabilitie~."~~ The failure of humanism to relate "is" and 

"ought" lay in its repudiation of a metaphysical reality as the basis for absolute values. Secondly, 

Line maintained that religion had to do with the entry and realization of transcendent mind and values 

into world. Here he quoted a forthcoming article by John Baillie, who by this time was at Union 

TheologicaI Seminary, and who also was moving beyond the psychologicd limits of personal idealism: 

"[tJhere is no other way of explaining our human experience than as the progressive invasion of an 

originally animal nature by a higher order of reality which exists itself eternally in changeles 

perfection."" Citing A. E. Taylor's The Faith of a Moralist. Line clairned thît moral experience 

must be taken as revelatory of a metaphysical reality. Indeed, religion was the hope of the unity of 

ought and is; it was "not creatureliness, but the experience of being an ally of human and cosmic 

rightcous power~ ."~  

To this point, Line's argument seemed to move in the same direction as the revived neo- 

Kantian ideaiism of Roberts and Dow that claimed knowledge of God through a moral intuition of 

faith that was superior to science. But here the sirnilarity ended. As Line would cornplain in his 193 1 

paper to the founding meeting of the Movement for a Christian Social Order, liberal Protestants and 

their neo-Kantian apologetic held to a "static" view of humans that falsely claimed an ontological 

"~ine, "Knowledge, Metaphysics, Religion," 396. 

"~ohn Baillie, "The Psychologicai Point of View." The Philosoohicai Review (May 1930). quoted by Line, 
"Knowledge, Metaphysics, Religion," 396. 

T h e ,  "How Humanism Came," 108. 
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identity with God, and separated humans and morality from nature. In contrast, Line's solution to 

both naturalist skepticism and neo-Kmtian duaiism was the "teleological view of existence" offered 

by Walter M. Horton in his Theism and the Modern Mood (1930). According to Horton, in Line's 

account, belief in a cosmic order and a creative, redemptive God which exceeded humanity did not 

contradict the scientific conciusion that nature was indifferent, nor did the absence of "value-traits" 

in the data of science disprove ultimate reality or its characteristic of value." Instead. that scientific 

interpretation was a crucial assumption of human striving to transcend nature and seek the triumph 

of good in the midst of indifferent nature. 

Though awkwardly stated, Line seemed to suggest two major revisions to the na-Kantian 

frarnework. First, he seemed prepared to locate humans fully in a natural nexus that was indifferent 

in the sense of being ontologically distinct from God. In this way, as he would make much more 

explicit in later works, his view of humans in nature chailenged the analoeia entis and its assurnption 

of an identity between God and what liberal Protestants clairned was a divine essence in human 

personality. Religion, according to Line, did not rnean an ontological status that either identified 

humans with God or required man's separation from the order of things. Rather. he emphasized, 

religion, or spirituality, could be seen as a "Divine-human mord relationship," a relationship that 

linked humans morally rather than ontologicaily with the righteous divine reality that governed the 

world." While chailenging the analopia however, this was still a Kantian distinction between 

natural reality and moral ends. As Line put :t, paradoxicaily. the fact that the world of nature seemed 

impersonai and indifferent to the human venture only coMirmed a "Righteous Ordering transcending 

the practices of men."" That order also called humans to pursue the moral good as an end in itself 

' '~ine,  "How Humanisrn Came," 106. 

"Line, "How Hurnanism Came," 108. 

"~ine. "Knowledge. Metaphysics. Religion." 394. 



rather than for ulterior motives related to the gain of natural goods. 

The second revision implied in this "teleological view of existence" was a shift to a 

theocentric and eschatological perspective. From their point of view, humans were located firmly in 

nature and had no ontologicai connection to God. Conversely, however, as John Baillie had 

suggested, religion had to do with the entry and realization of transcendent moral or spiritual vaiues 

into the world" Thus the religious relation between God and humans was initiated by God and 

consisted of a process of realizing God's will that was experienced existentially in the present and 

future. 

Line's revisions of neo-Kantian dualism, along with his rejection of "supernaturaiism," may 

best be compared to Emil Brumer's existcntialist version of crisis theology, which Line had preferred 

to Barth's super-historical Christology." In what James Srnart calls a "widening gulf' among crisis 

theologians dunng the late 1920's. Brunner rejected Barth's turn to dogmatics, insisting instead that 

God could only be known by humans empirically. or existentially. wilhin the world." Ultirnately, 

B r ~ ~ e r  would maintain that there remained a connecting point. "a remnant of the divine image, a 

fragmentary capacity for God, untouched by sin" in human nature. In contrast to Barth's idea of the 

total impact of sin in the world and the hiddenness of God's rule in a broken world, Brunner 

distinguished between the realms of natural order and moral personality. Sin and redemption affected 

only the unique moral relationship that existed bctween the person of God and hurnan persans? 

Consequentl y, God's orden ng of the creaîion 

%John Baillie, "The Psychological Point of View," 
"Knowledge, Metaph ysics, Religion," 3%. 

still stood. including the constitution of humans as 
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image-bearers who, like God, are personal beings rnorally related to each other and to God. So also, 

despite sin. human reason still approached the revelation of God's will in nature. Sin was confined 

to the broken relation between the daim of God's Word on humans to love Mm, and the rebeliion of 

humans against that claim - a rebeliion that permeated and distorted al1 personal relations. Efforts 

to seek God in rationalism and legalism. though they approached God. were ultimately the height of 

sin since they failed to respond in love to God and the higher free ethic of love toward God. It was 

only in reconciliation with God in love that human reason and mastery of the world were corrected 

and subordinated to love and community. 

As Paul Schrotenboer points out, Brumer's anthropology was strictly ernpirical insofar as he 

considered, not the original constitution and noms of creation, but the present reality of human sin 

and responsibility before Go4 while assuming the scientific view of nature as rationally or&re~i.'~ 

For Brunner, as he declared in The Thedom of Crisis (19301, Chnstianity was primarily concerned 

with ethics rather than with how to conceive of reality, for the unique realm of sin and responsibility 

involved moral relationships rather than ontological and rational order. 

Notably, Line would later dispute C. E. Silcox's çriticisms of B n i ~ e r .  More importantly, like 

Brunner, Line had emphasized that religion concemed only the unique moral retationship between God 

and hurnanity. The ontological constitution of humans as image-bearers remaineci. as did the order 

in nature. This had severai implications. First, Christianity was not in tension with nature; it neither 

entailed the removal of man kom the order of things, nor, as Line later argued, was "religious 

experience" something "superimposed on normal human nature." Instead. i t was but "the realization 

of possibilities proper to it, the enhancing of its authentic powers" by the recognition and acceptance 

of the moral ideal of the Kingdom proclaimed by   es us?' Secondly, nature rernained ordered. and 

aSchrotenboer, "Emii Bmnner," 1 13-4. 

'%hn Line, "Conditions of Religious Renewal," The Christian Centuw, Vol. 53. Pt. 1 (3 June 1936). 800. 
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humans remained part of nature rather than abstracted fiom nature, though nature itself was now 

subordinated to a relative and value-neutral reality. As he put it in 1930, Line had become wary of 

identifying God in vitalist terms as the divine impulse immanent in natural processes, and thus over- 

using biology to exalt what was rnerely the naturai process of evol~t ion.~ Nevertheless, science 

could still grasp the reality of that natural order. 

In place of the difficult diaiectics of the German crisis theology, however, Line adopted Alfied 

North Whitehead's "realistl' idealism to describe the relationship between God and the world. In 

particular, he welcomed Whitehead's interpretation of God as the "principle of concretion," which to 

Line suggested the recovery of an experimental metaphysics which, while using experirnental science, 

pointed to a "rnetaphysical backing" to realit~.~' Although Richard Roberts also had appeaied to 

Whitehead's ideas, he had done so for the purpose of moving fYom experience to a transcendent God. 

By contrast, Line saw in Whitehead's principle of concretion an idea of a God who, though 

transcendent, was present in and ordered the particular world. 

Though subtle, Line's revision of the neo-Kantian duality of spirit and nature was crucial in 

laying the intellectual ground-work for the new Christian socialism. His efforts suggested a way to 

reconcile an empirical scientific realism with a moral interpretation of Christianity, and more 

particularly with an interpretation that clairneci a transcendent God who neverthetess entered 

eschatologically into history to cal1 humans to obey his will, and to revoIutionize human relations. 

Here the fundamental antithesis between the Kingdom of God and the world was not benveen the 

supposed ontological dualities of spirit and nature, but the moral tension between the will of a 

transcendent and sovereign God and rebellious, immoral humanity. By the mid- l93O*s, Christian 

socialists would assume that sin and salvation were intrinsically moral and experienced in social 

%ne, "How Humanism Came," 99. 

6'Line, "Knowledge, Metaphysics, Religion," 396. 



relations, and that therefore the Kingdom of God meant a revolution in socid relations. 

The implications of these revisions for the development of a new Christian socialism would 

become especially apparent in Line's 193 1 paper to the founding meeting in Toronto of the Movement 

for a Christian Social Order, which was one of the precursors to the FCSO. Indeed, coincidental with 

his reconstruction of the metaphysical grounds of "radical religion," Line and others had also begun 

to advocate a social interpretation of the gospel. As Brian Fraser notes, this "social gospel" was not 

merely the claim that the interna1 transformation of personal character should be manifest in a revived 

socid moraiity, but rather that sin and salvation were intnnsically ethical and relational, so that the 

meaning of the gospel was to be found in the very quality of social relations." 

There is littie indication that Line, Gordon, or any others in the FCSO were consciously 

expiicit about this difference until the 1930's. Perhaps buoyed by Richard Roberts' 1929 

interpretation of the Kingdom of God as a revolutionary "spiritual communism," and his call for 

Christian social action, Line, Gordon, and other nascent "radicals" likewise began to advocate a more 

effective application of the gospel to the growing social crisis. lnforrned by their realism, however, 

they atternpted to relate Roberts' call for spiritual revolution to social suuctures, and thereby translate 

his interpretation of the spiritual Kingdom of God into a Christian socialism. 

The new Christian socialist movement began to emerge dunng 1930 with initially independent 

efforts in several Canadian cities. At the Toronto Conference meeting of the United Church, for 

exarnple, sorne members, including John Line, concluded that Christians were failing "to realize the 

social implications of the Kingdom of  GO^."^^ Thereafter, those members began to organize a 

"Movement for a Christian Social Order," which was formally Iawiched at a public meeting on 26 

Apnl 193 1 with R. J. Irwin as President, J. Russell Hams as Secretq,  John Line as Convener of 

'%raser, "Fmm Anathema to Alternative, The Gordons and Socialism," 45-7. 

63Rev. J. Russell Hanis. "Towards a Christian Social Order," (17 June 1931). 577. 
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educational work, and E. Crossley Hunter as Convener of fieId work, Subsequently, rallies were held 

and wings of the movement established in Hamilton and Montreai, while the executive urged the 

secretaries of the Religious Education department of the United Church to adopt and spread the ideas 

of the movement. At the same tirne, John King Gordon helped to found a Christian Socialist 

Movement in Vancouver in l930. When he moved that same year to Montreal's United 'Theologicai 

CoHege. where he taught Christian Social Ethics from 1930-33, he joined a recentiy formed Christian 

Sociaiist Movement lead by William Alva Gifford and Eugene Forsey. 

What the new Christian socialists meant by the Kingdom of God was that the "spirit," or ethic, 

of Christ was inescapably related to the materiai and social dimensions of human life. Consequently. 

the revolutionary Kingdorn of God must transform western politicai and economic structures, and must 

include the embodiment of God's will. revealed in Christ's spirit of love, in a new social order. On 

this basis, they claimed that the Kingdom of God could best be approximated in socidism. As John 

Line cIaimed at the founding meeting of the Movement for a Christian Social Order in 193 1, "[wle 

desire to be an aggressive militant Christian social movement."~ The rnovement's founding 

statement emphasized the supreme value of human worth and condemned the present social and 

economic order for its sacrifice of human values to the interests of wealth and property. 

Christianizing the social order, it declared. "would entail the socializing of the organized agencies of 

produc lion. "" 

The Toronto movement's statement illustrates the combination of "militant" Christian idealism 

and concern for social structures that characterized the Christian socialist movement. In comments 

dunng the early 1930's. both Line and Gordon insisted that socialism must be Iinked to spiritual 

reality, and therefore must be distinctly Christian. At one "street-corner" meeting of the Movement 

-- 
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for a Christian Social Order in September 1931, for example. Line criticized Marxist cornmunisrn for 

its "unspiritual economics." In contrast, he insistecl that religion, specifically humanity's spirituai 

relation with the transcendent God. was the essential feriture of social morality. structures, and change. 

Man seeks. Line claimed, a foundation in something beyond himself. In the same speech. however, 

he also criticized the "smugness" of the church and suggested that communism offered ideas for 

coosmctive change that would be "relevant for Christian society."" 

John King Gordon also called for a sympathetic appreciation of the Communist experiment. 

In 1930, while still a pastor in British Columbia, he criticized Moderator James Endicott's cal1 to 

prayer for Russia on account of its "anti-religious" p o ~ i c y . ~  Gordon agreed that "no Iiberal Christian 

can but deplore" the "anti-religious" policy of the Soviet government, and he refûsed to endorse the 

political program of the Cornmunist Party. Nevertheless. he pleaded for a more sympathetic view of 

the relative good in soviet comrnunism, thereby suggesting that Christianity and communism were not 

inherently antithetical. Comrnunist anti-religious policies were understandable, he argued. in the Iight 

of the failure of the Church in the past to reaiize the social implications of the gospel. Furthemore. 

he added, soviet communism might offer more social ideaiism than had the Russian Orthodox Church, 

which had been aligned with the oppressive Czarist regime. The church, Gordon concluded, should 

appreciate the "amazing expriment in the remaking of a society." and should promote good will 

between Russia and the world. 

Thus, while they shared Richard Roberts' insistence on an idealist "spintual" socialism that 

preserved human personality and freedom and absohte moral ideals, Line and Gordon claimed that 

Christian ideals, since they concemed moral relations. were intrinsically social and must be 

experienced and manifested in social relations. Like John Dow, Line illusuated this idealist socialism 

66ed., "Professor Line on the Soap Box." (23 September 1931), 910. 
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by commending the British labour movement as an expression of spirituality and idealism. The 

British labour movement. he claimed. "personifid the outcome of religious expenence."" 

Nevertheless, Line and Gordon rejected Roberts' juxtaposition of spirit and nature and his focus on 

"ps ychical" change and "self-transcendence, " insisting instead that spiritual rnethods must be reIated 

to policies and to the "reaiities" of a stmctured worId. 

This different emphasis was evident, as Eileen Janzen shows, in Gordon's sermons between 

1929 and 193 1. Gordon describeci the Kingdom of God as an imer reality and realm of values 

consisting of the spiritual and creative aspects of human nature. The Kingdom was "that state of 

harmonious dwelling together in which each individual by exercising his will in accordance with the 

principle of its me value affains to the Mghest degree of self r ea l i za t i~n . "~~  As a spiritual reality. 

the Kingdom was contrasted with the material and mechanical world of nature and natural human 

instincts to power and acquisition. In this respect, Gordon's ideas were similar to Roberts* 

juxtaposition of spirit and nature, and also to the emerging theory of Niebuhr's Moral Man and 

Immoral Society (1932) that human society naturally was characterized by group egoism and the 

pursuit of power. And like Niebuhr and Roberts. Gordon identified the nature of sin as a confïict 

within the individual between naturat selfish impulses and the "spiritual urge" to realize the good. 

But unlike Niebuhr, and more expiicitly than Roberts, Gordon rejected any dichotorny of these 

two realities. "The material realm," he claimed, "is God's world. In this world the Kingdom is to 

be realized.""> Daily human life was lived in relation to both communify and the material world. 

""Mostly About People and Churches; Religion and Labour," (26 November 1930). 1142. 
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without which they would perish. "[Wle are long past the point+" Gordon declared, "where we 

can.,.insist that to maintain the spirituai is to emphasize its importance to the exclusion or suppression 

of the material." Rather than conflict between the two, Gordon expected the spirit of Christianity to 

transfonn material life and social structures. 

Line's 1931 paper on "The Fundamental Unity of Spiritual and Social Religious Values," 

commissioned for the founding of Movement for a Christian Social Order. likewise repudiated the 

juxtaposition of spirit and nature posed by Roberts, Dow, and D. N. McLachlan in their rejection of 

socialist revolution, While Roberts portrayed an arnbiguous tension between spiritual and material 

forces, and calied for personal evangelism and interna1 self-transcendence rather thm revolution and 

"new schemes of social reclamation," Line called for a more explicit relation between spiritual reality 

and sûuctured experience, and indicted the neo-Kantian ontology and social naivete of liberal 

Protestantisrn.'' The theological traditions of the uniting churches, he argued, were based on a static 

view of human nature that denied formative processes. and relied solely on divine intervention for 

change. Consequently, the promise of spiritual revivai through church union had borne little fniit, for 

its spirituai life remained vague and equivocal. The subsequent decIine of belief in miracles. in tum. 

had brought despair about the prospect of any change in hurnan nature. In the mean-time, as R. K. 

Tawney and Max Weber had demonstrated, Protestant abdication of reforrn and the subsequently 

secularized Protestantism were intimately related to the spirit of capitalism. In the current crisis. he 

argued citing A. E. Taylor's Gifford Lectures The Faith of a Moralist, the decisive issue for the church 

was not the threat of science and nature to its theology, but the challenge of the social order to the 

possibility of a "real" Christian morality that related spirituaiity to social relations? 

71 John Line, "Fundamental Unity of Spintuai and Social Religious Values; The Substance of an addrcss Given 
Before the Toronto Ministerial Association," (18 March 193 1). 253, 264; and (25 March 19311, 274, 285. 
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Like Gordon, and also Brunner, Une thus assumed that hurnanity's existence in social 

relations was given, and that Christianity was essentially an ethical redity concerned with "how one 

may rightly exist in the midst of that realityWn As James Denney and Karl Barth had argued that 

Christ was known and witnessed to only in the historicai life of the church, so Line claimeci îhat 

religious life was aiways "conditioned by the faith of the Church; apart therefrum it could not 

exist."" Though it naively had neglected the real need for regenerative spirinial powers. the older 

"social gospel" had rightly recognized that there could be no false dichotomy between individual 

spiritual experience and the well-being of society, for "the salvation of any one of us is not complete 

without the salvation of us ail." It was in the spiritual felIowship of the community that the "supra- 

individual" quality of spiritual life was experienced. Hence the knowledge of God was oflen achieved, 

not by "cultivating religion directly." but "by losing oneself in some ultra-personal aim."75 

Since spiritual life was intrinsicaily communal and characterized by "solidarity." the "personal 

aims" of religion could not be separated from the well-being of social structures, for to do so would 

diminish not only the social meaning of the gospel and the welfare of the poor. but also the fullness 

of spiritual experience. Since spirituai states were inter-related with socio-economic aims and 

practices, unjust social structures which obstmcted spiritual life and hstrated the quest of the 

Kingdom of God were to be rooted out for the sake of the spiritual well-being of dl members of 

society. Economic strife and injustice, for example, leît its victims embittered, while those who 

worshippcd at the shrine of Mammon were equally spiritually desolated. By contrast. the "spiritual 

value" of a more humane economy that was "ruled by friendliness" and provided for the means of life 

- -  
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for aH would produce a corporate spirituality that "would be revelatory of God hirnse~f."'~ 

Line concludeci that the church's task was not only to cal1 people to love God but to tell them 

how to do so by relating the gospel to structureci life. As long as the Church refused to engage in 

specifics, it would remain smug in the midst of disorder and despair, and would become inert and 

cowardly. The Church's claim to declare the will of God, Line wamed, would remain "directionless 

and helpless unless ünked to a methodology or some structurai idea."" Christians would have to 

abandon their individualistic and optimistic anthropology, with its Kantian notion of an abstracted 

spiritual essence, and develop a "realistic" anthropology that related spiritual life to stnictured 

existence. 

Line's argument in 1931 laid the foundation for his later articulation of the philosophical and 

theological principles of Towards the Christian Revolution, The centerpiece of those principles would 

be his critique of the analoaia entis claimed by Iiberal Protestants, and his assertion of both a 

"Radical" religion that shared Barth's emphasis on the othcmess of God and a "reaiisrn" that God's 

will, and man's moral response, were inextricably bound to the stnictured realities of life in the world. 

Without denying the presence of spiritual reality in the world and its relation to moral personality. 

Line, as well as Gordon, thus insisteci that spiritual reality must be related to the structures of society. 

Human life was lived in the midst of social relations, and therefore the effects of both sin and the 

spirit of the gospel inescapably penetrated those relations. Christians must therefore repent of their 

participation in the capitalist social order thae was in crisis, and work toward implementing the gospel 

in a revolutionary spirituai social order. 

III. The Coming Revolution; the Revival of Prophecy 

- .  
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After 1931, and especially by 1933, advocates of the new Christian socialism becarne increasingly 

urgent in their cal1 to irnplement the gospel in a revolutionary social order. They did so in the context 

of a deepening social crisis, and what seemed to them an intransigent church establishment whose 

focus on personai evangelism oniy complied with the existing social structures. As they worked 

through the church courts and through alternative organizations Iike the movements for Christian 

sociaiism and the LSR, leaders of the Christian socialist movement took up the cal1 for a prophetic 

declaration of the meaning of the crisis. As they did so, they aiso repudiated what they regarded as 

Reinhold Niebuhr's move to a supernaturalist perfectionism. Instead, Line, Gordon, and their 

colIeagues believed that the growing crisis in the social order and in international tensions was itself 

a revelation of God's judgment on the manifest sin of western liberal-capitalism, and of God's 

working in a revolutionary historical process. 

The revival of a radical prophetic critique of history emerged partly in response to the focus 

especiaily of the United Church establishment on evangelism and theological study that followed from 

the appointment of an Evangelism Commission in 1930, its version of the Kingdom of God rnovement 

and its dailiance with the Oxford Group Movement, and its work toward the 1933 Joint Evangelism 

project. In contrast to this action, Line, Gordon, and others urged the church courts to adopt a clearer 

condemation of the capitalist social order, and measures toward a cooperative, socidist order, with 

moderate success. In the 193 1 Toronto Conference of the United Church, Salem Bland and John Line 

won support for their cal1 for governrnent action to reorganize the human and economic resources of 

the dominion "to bring immediate relief to the workless, hope to the despondent and embittered, and 

guide our country into a closer union than we have ever kn~wn."'~ This action by the Toronto 

Conference was reinforceci by resolutions for social action especiaily from the western provinces like 

the British Columbia conference, which called for a "revolution of Jesus Christ" that would transform 

- 
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the cornpetitive capitalist system into a cooperative system in which human personality, love, and 

service were the supreme motive of businedg 

Again in the conferences of 1933. Christian socialists won narrow successes. Despite 

opponents who considered such matters beyond the cornpetence of church courts. the Montreal and 

Ottawa Conference of the United Church, with William A. Gifford as President, approved a strong 

condemation of the capitalist order and issued dedarations in support of proposais like 

unemployment insurance, control of combines, pacifism, and repeai of Section 98 of the Crirninai 

Code so as to restore freedom of speech.M It also reinstated John King Gordon to his position in 

Christian Elhics at United Theologicai CoIlege after his 1933 dismissal, largely on account of his 

advocacy of socidist revolution. At the Toronto Conference. there was clear tension between those 

who emphasized vital personal spirituality and those who urged social action.B1 Under John Line's 

sponsorship, the Conference approved by a relatively narrow margin of 121 to 97 the report of the 

Evangeiism and Social Service Cornmittee which declared support for socialist measures such as the 

sociaIization of banks, as part of a "Christian economic order." 

In 1932. meanwhile, Line served. along with Ernest Thomas. as a corresponding member on 

the sessionai committee to review the Board of Evangelism and Social Service 1932 report on "The 

Church and Industry." The revised report of the committee clearly bore the starnp of their influence, 

for it argued that personal religion and spiritual experience, while certainly a valuable merit of the 

evangelical tradition, was not sufficient for the present crisis.* In the face of what had become "a 
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m u s  or colIective problem." traditional advice about personal responsibility and thriftines failed to 

do justice to the complex forces that were affecting human welfare. Indeed. it threatened to leave 

those forces to be "led by sheer secularist aims." A new age of social relations was upon western 

society, especially in the reaim of economic relations. What was needed was a fiesh interpretation 

of Chnstianity that would be expressed not only in terms of individual ideais. but ais0 in a way that 

contributed to a just economic order and "a holy comrnunity achieved in this world according to God's 

nghteous purpose." Accordingly, the report cailed for an interpretation of the Kingdom of God "into 

social terms" that included unemployment insurance as "a direct requirement. under the existing 

condition of things, of the teaching and ideals of Jesus" concerning the need of opportunity and 

welfare for ail, 

Despite the appearance of success in conference resolutions, however, the preference of the 

mainline churches for a joint evangelisrn campaign, and the refusal of the United Church's 

Commission on Christianizing the Social Order to endorse revolutionary social action, suggested an 

intransigent resistance to Christian socialists' efforts. Meanwhile, behind the relatively smoothed 

edges of cornmittee reports was an increasingly urgent criticism of the church's apparent preoccupation 

with pietist evangelisrn while it naively complied with a secularized capitalism that was consurning 

the social order. 

Some of that urgency. and indeed bitter criticism of the church. was evident in leners fiom 

preachers in response to articles by Pidgeon and Roberts on the Kingdom of God Movernent during 

1931. One preacher wrote that Pidgeon's views of the Kingdom of God brought to mind M m ' s  

description of religion as "the opium of the peop~e."~' So long as the church merely reiterated "the 

fact of the mystic presence of God, and the joy of an abundant ethereal life," then those faced with 

"reai" problems would abandon religion as an opium. It was simply a waste of tirne to plead for the 

13Jos. Wm. Bainbridge. "Our Readers' Forum. 'Canada's Kingdom of God Movement" (17 June 1931). 568. 
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presence of God, for God is already in fact "the one throbbing Reality of Life." What was needed 

was the redemption of an econornic system that blasphemed and robbed God and disgraced the cause 

of Christ by siding with Mammon against God. 

Other readers reflected a similar hstration. Reiterating Marx's comments on religion, one 

complained that Pidgeon had "not yet struck reality."" The Kingdom of God, he argueci. must make 

a clearer break fiom acquisitiveness, especially as  it existed within the church itself, and proclairn a 

more just distribution of goods. Yet another was fnistrated with Roberts' view of the Kingdom. 

"This is the thing we have ben  listening to aIl o u  lives -- the power of the Gospel to Save and 

transform the lowest of hurnanity," he complained, yet western society continued to produce slums. 

in fact more quickly than men were rescued to Christ from them. "If the Gospel be such a wonderful 

thing then let it manifest its power in keeping men and women Born the fearful degradation of slum 

life."" Finally. one preacher writing under the pseudonym of "Archibald Ray" despaireci that there 

was no longer room in the church for a prophetic message that related the meaning of the principles 

of Jesus and the presence of God to contemporary ~ o c i e t y . ~  His parishioners. rspecially the wealthy 

and "solid" members of the church seemed to insist on confining religion to personal salvation rather 

than social justice, and to prefer a "fine," but inoffensive preacher. 

The themes of these criticisms were developed fumer by William Creighton in his editonals 

in the New Outlook for 193 1. As the depression deepened, and the Geneva peace talks failed, he 

claimed, the church itself was on triai and must show that its high claims were sincere and being made 

"reai" in life and service." During World War 1. the church had failed to show that the spirit of its 

"E. M. Cook. "Our Readers' Forum. 'The Kingdom of God Movement,'" (29 July 193 1 ). 713. 

'9. T. McClintock. "Our Readers* Forum, 'The Sacial Gospel.'" (29 July 193 1 ). 7 13. 

" Archibald Ray,' "Mat to Reach -- That is the Question," (18 January 19331, 54. 

"ed.. "The Church on Trial," (1 1 February 1931). 124. 
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Master was its "great ruling passion." It now had a chance to redeem its prestige, but there was little 

evidence that it was ready to substitute rightcousness for piety. Mankind was undoubtediy determined 

to move on to a more humane, Christ-like society; it remained for the Church to decide whether it 

would Iead that progression, or surrender its leadership to other forces. 

Creighton's sense that the church faced a pivotal change, that a social revolution was already 

under way, was reinforced by his reading of Harry Ward's Which Wav Religion? (1930), which 

Creighton quoted extensively in March 1931. Ward presented a choice between synthesis with 

Comrnunism or growing irrelevance for Christianity. According to Ward, Russian Communism 

offered a "germ of good" in its emancipaiion of the masses from being "beasts of burden" to 

'*comcious makers of a new society," thereby bnnging saivation to tfie masses by transforming them 

into creative personalities. Russian Cornmunists had recognized the strategic role of economics in 

determining social institutions and limiting the capacities of human development. and had set these 

means of existence under the control of spiritual values of life. If Christianity couId not match the 

Cornmunists in such sacrificial transformation, it would be replaced in the coming revolution of the 

masses. "Whatever else it is the religion of tomorrow will be," Creighton quoted Ward. "the religion 

of the masses .... The faith of the future will find its central task in applying the ethical principles which 

Jesus represents to the conquest of the means of existence. That much it will owe to Marx and those 

who have followed him."g8 

By September 193 1, after the United Church Generai Assembly established its Commission 

on Evangelism, Creighton argued that the vital issues for the church were not in the field of doctrine, 

but those of human welfare and human relations. Questions about industry, international and race 

relations, marriagc and farnily, were "the real battle lines of this generation" and the chalIenge which 

a d .  "Whicb Way Religion?" NO (4 March 193 1). 201. 
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the church must satisfy. To address these, the church must rediscover its prophetic role in society." 

In following editorials, he complained that though the commission rightly observe. the crisis, its 

strategy of traditional revival shrank back frorn organized practical "production."" Though prayer 

and study were indeed needed, he warned that if the chwch had no gospel for the present crisis, it 

would be discredited The message of prophets like Jeremiah concerning God's judgment b d  never 

been popular or cornforting, but they nevertheless faced the facts of the need for profound change, and 

even saw God working out his purpose through them. The modem church must likewise eschew its 

comfort and prophesy concerning God's present judgment in history in a way that accepted al1 of the 

"counsels of God." including those of Lenin and Marx. "We dare not seek to use God for Our ends." 

Creighton declareci, "... We must get in line with the creative purpose, and that seems to point to 

drastic reorganization of life in many fields." 

To Creighton's plea for a prophetic interpretation of the crisis as God's eschatological 

judgment and action in history, J. W. A, Nicholson added that Communism was the outstanding sign 

of that Day of the Lord, and "the most heartening experiment yet made in human history." Like 

Ward, Nicholson believed that the corning of industrial democracy was inevitable -- indeed was upon 

western civilization, and that the mode1 of that new system was Russia's application of the principles 

of human freedom and welfare to industry. Russia had challenged the "captains of industry" and was 

"dedicated to the interests of the common people." and its idealist leaders were successfully 

implementing that dedication in its Five Year Plan. Though its policy of atheism denied "the abstract 

and aloof divinities of Our misnamed Christian creeds and rituals," Russia's social system affirmeci 

its faith in the striving divinity of hurnanity. "It is manhood enthroned." he claimed, "and while not 

a perfect substitute for deity, it is so much better than our coronation of Ihe dollar." To be sure, he 

-- - - 

89ed.. "if the Church Would Be Saved," NO (9 Septernber 193 1). 848. 

'%de, "A Spintual Message for the Crisis," (16 September 1931). 872. 
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concedeci, the Russian mode1 must be "evangelized." Nevertheless. it was an improvement over 

western cornmercialism, and it provided inspiration for repentance for past sins of the social systern, 

and for a new and "real" cooperative order that would incorporate labour, capital, the knowledge of 

experts, politicai administrators, and the Church in a dernomatic order that served the interests of the 

masses. Such an order would make the new day, not a day of violence and doom, but the heraid of 

the Kingship of Chrisrg' 

Compared with the Russian promise of a reai "flesh and blood" cooperative society, Nicholson 

bitterly attacked the 1934 decision of "the 'Big Four' churches" to focus on evangelism as a 

hypocriticai "spinning of the prayer wheel." The frantic efforts of the campaign to "quicken the 

spintua: life" with various acts of piety, charity, calls for surren&r and confession, and even the 

singing of the Hallelujah Chorus on Easter morn, meant litde more than "business as usual! ! ! -- the 

rush for pleasure and the scramble for gain?"' The church's refusai of funlier action to Chrïstianize 

the social order indicated that it expected little to follow from its spiritual revival. In that case its 

impressive drarnatizing of the state of man's relation with God was a ritualistic potion against harm - 

- a routine spinning of the prayer wheel -- that offered a brief emotiond glow bat envisioned no active 

partnership with God for human good. Such hypocrisy, according to Nicholson, was in stark 

contravention of the cry of the prophets against Israel ' s "meani ngless and hypocritical performances" 

of ritual religion while doing nothing about its "stark bmtaiities and gross injustices in human 

relationships." 

In ail of these pleas for a new prophetic message, several themes stand out. Fust was the 

insistence that redernption properly concerned not merely, or even primarily. an interna1 and personal 

"J. W. A. Nicholson, **Evangeiize rhe Inevitable.'" (8 April 1931). 324. 

9%ev. J. W. A. Nicholson. "Reaiism in Religion. Giving the Prayer Wh& Anolher Tum." (21 March 1934), 
206. 
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"spiritual" life, but instead involved the relations between people and thus the very structures of social 

life. Secondly, the failure of liberal-evangelicals not oniy missed the point of the gospel, but in doing 

so naiveIy Ieft the church on the side of an unChristian and mmbling social order with the nsk mat 

Christianity would be discredited and marginalized in a new order that would be secularized. Thirdly, 

they pleaded for a r e m  to a prophetic message that. like the Old Testament Jeremiah and Amos, 

would relate God to conternporary society and declare his judgment and principles for cornplex 

modern social structures. The recovery of that "prophetic" mode1 emphasized the crisis between a 

sovereign and holy God and the manifest sin of modern society, but also assumed that God was active 

in history in such a way that the course of history revealed his judgements. Fourth was a growing 

sense of frustration with both the church and western society which seerned to persist in path of folly, 

and likewise the sense that the radical minority, like the BiblicaI prophers, were Ionely voices in the 

wilderness. 

Leaders of the Christian socialist movernent Iike Line, Gordon, and Vlastos, would elaborate 

on these themes to develop a revolutionary interpretation that, as Gordon later suggested, gave 

expression and direction to those angry and disillusioned with liberal-evangelicalism and the capitalist 

sy~tern?~ Like Augustine's theodicy after the anack on Rome, they would offer a way to make sense 

of the experience of crisis, but would do so in a way that challenged the estabtished order and liberal- 

evangelicals with the dedaration of Cod's judgement in the social crisis. 

In early 1933, having visited Russia with Eugene Forsey in a tour Ied by Sherwood Eddy in 

1932." Gordon issued his challenge, "Dare the Church Be Christian?" in a sermon in Toronto. The 

church, he declared must choose "between throwing in o u .  lot with the great masses of common 

"Roger Hutchinson. "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order: 1934-45," A Long and Faithful March, 
Harold Wells and Roger Hutchinson, eds. (Toronto: United Church Publishing Hause, 19891, 18-19. 

*Gordon, "A Christian Sociaiist in the 1930's." 141. 
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people who have had held up to them this vision of a ciay of emancipation, or else face a deserveci 

a~ ih i l a t ion . "~~   esu us' "rnanifesto of the Christian Church" included the ideals of fellowship and 

emancipation from oppression. And Jesus had identified with the masses of common people, rather 

than with the wealthy and powerfiil, for it was the masses who were open to his ideas and would 

"carry his message." Thus the church's origin and identity lay with the masses and their hope of 

emancipation against the established order. 

Woven through this challenge was a portrait of the church set against the world but unlike 

Roberts, Gordon portrayed that tension, not as a "spiritual" cornrnunity ambiguousty related to natural 

structures, but rather as a cornmunity dedicated to Christ's ideals and set against a society dedicated 

to ideals that were antithetical to Christ. The church always has had to stand, according to Gordon. 

"with its particular estimate of human tife, with its particular idea of the basis of human society, over 

against a society founded upon essentially different principles, and that probabIy in this tirne, more 

than any other time in the history of the world, is In a survey stamped with the ideas of R. 

H. Tawney, Gordon portrayed the history of the church as a series of repeated compromises between 

"the ethics of Jesus and the ethics of the society in which the Church lives." While monasticism 

attempted to magnify the contrast between the ethics of Jesus and those of society, its flight from the 

world failed to face the task of capturing society for the Church. Likewise, modem evangelical 

Christianity, while attempting to build up the fellowship of believers, ignored "the fundamental n& 

of society in which the Christian must live today." The Medievai Catholic Church at ieast had made 

some attempt to make a claim on the social life and "try to bring it more into harmony with the 

teachings of Jesus Christ." Though diluted, it had succeeded in embodying the principles of Jesus in 

"J. King Gordon, "'Dm the Church Be Christian?' A Sermon preached at the Meuopolim Church. Toronto, 
Sunday Morning, March 12. 1933," (22 March 1933). 253. 

%ordon, "'Dm the Church Be Christian?"' 253. 



a "Christian civilization." 

In this regard, as Tawney had argued, Protestantism had produced ambiguous results. Its 

religious revolution coincided with the emergence of economic and political changes which it did not 

control. Consequently, it could only state its ethics in terms of individualistic morality, The great 

tragedy, as Weber had shown, was that these individual ethics were also usefbl in business. so that 

Protestants also became materidly successful. Consequently, Protestantism helped to define the 

structure of capitalism, but in so doing contributed to a social structure in which the church had no 

signifiant public role. The modem Protestant church therefore faced the dilemma of moral 

banlauptcy: eiîher it must ffankiy withdraw ffom society, or, if it reasserted its individuaiht morality, 

it only reinforced the existing status quo on which its own existence has corne to depend. 

Neither option in that dilemma was acceptable to Gordon, for both represented departures fiom 

the original Christian tradition and message of social justice, righteousness, and equality over against 

the world. But the church of the day seemed more interested in presewing its survival by identifying 

with the wealthy and powerful, as in the methods of the Oxford Group movement, while trying to 

pacify the people with other-worldly hopes. "Dare the Church be Christian." he challenged, "dare it 

assert its fundamental message; dare it try to redize its own life; dare it try to carry out those social 

principles of Jesus Christ?" Pacification of the masses wouId ultimately fait, for it was neither the true 

message of Christianity nor was it "of the people." Fine remlutions by church councils Iike the 1932 

final report on "The Church and Industry" were meaningless unless the churcli truly grasped what the 

issues were and where the conflict lay, and was prepared to go into society and "throw in Our weight 

as Christians on the side of the oppressed against the oppressor." Hence the church's choice: join 

the masses in a revolution that was inevitabIe, and that was in some sense the essence of Christianity, 

or be annihilated?' 

"Godon, "'Dare the Church Be Christian?"' 253. 
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John Line followed up on Gordon's challenge in 1933 by declaring that western civiiization 

to had amved at the end of an epoch, and anticipating the emergence of a revolutionary order, he 

urged that Christianity take the lead in the revolution that already was under way." The present 

social crisis was not merely a normal cyclic depression in capitalism, he argued, but marked a 

fundamental change in the social order. But what would that new order be like, and what, Line 

wondered, did it mean for the church to be active at such a time? The crisis seemed to present a 

divinely-given opportunity -- a kyrios - that opened upon a new horizon for Christianity. 

The present crisis was, Line claimed, sirnilar to that faced by the church of the 400 's  during 

the fa11 of Rome. That epoch became Christianity's opportunity to free itself from its "Erastian 

servitude" to the empire and its entanglement in a secular order, to reach its "mightiest days" in 

Medieval Europe. While Roberts had moved to greater sympathy with Augustine's Platonic 

interpretation of the City of God, Line here adopted an anti-Platonic revision of Augustine such as 

Roberts' of earlier years. Augustine's theodicy in The City of God, Line claimed, had inspired a new 

age of Christianity with its vision of a universal City of God that was based on a common faith and 

"heaveniy" moral principles which were fundarnentally different fiorn the "earrhly" principles which 

were swept away with Rome. Though "heavenly" in their orientation however, those principles were 

nevertheless "set up among men," and enabled Christianity to become the primary agency for meeting 

the tide of barbarism that swept away the secular order and for rebuilding Europe, setting it on the 

"path to the City of  GO^[.]"^^ 

Like the early Medieval Church in the disintegrating Roman empire, Line urged, the modem 

church must dissociate itself from the crumbling secular order of capitalism so that it might take the 

lead in recreating a new City of God. But there were hvo sides to this action. On the one hand, the 

- --  

"John Line. "Are We at the End of an Epoch? What should the Church Do?" (14 June 1933). 454. 
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church must assert its -dom frorn the present order: it must "nrst eschew what she would 

transf~rm."'~ Yet its fieedom, secondly, was in order to be in the lead of rather than outside of 

"the line of human advance." Here was the decisive difference even between Line and Roberts. At 

the height of crisis in the social order, Roberts turned inaeasingly to a Platonic Augustinian 

interpretation of a Kingdom of God which uItimate1y was transcendent and otherworldly, while Line 

preserved an emphasis on the presence of the Kingdom amid the "realities" of structured temporal 

relations. Line's intent, he claimed, was not to reduce the crisis of the age to a merely economic 

problem. The deeper crisis was indeed moral and religious, but this depth was not separate firom 

economic concerns. To the contrary, the capitalist economic and social order had demonstrated by 

the concrete results of i ts concentration of wealth, unemptoyment, and social and international 

tensions, that it was morally unjust and unsuited to human needs. As a system, it affronted Jesus' 

teachings concedng the rights and worth of man. On this account, the church must respond by 

leading the revolutionary advance to a new epoch which would reaeate at once both the City of God 

and humanity's "House of Life."'ol 

Gordon's and Line's manifestos thus portrayeci the antithesis between God's Kingdom and the 

world in terms of the conflict. not between spirit and nature, but between two social systems within 

historical reaiity that embodied conflicting principles. Accordingly, they identified the Kingdom of 

God with the emerging revoIutionary impulse of "the masses" seeking emancipation, which was in 

conflict with a "world defined as the estabiished system of liberal-capitaiism ruled by the "powerful" 

social elite. Thus their "prophetic" declarations emphasized that the judgement and Kingdom of God 

were active within history and social relations. 

This anticipation of revoIution was also reflected in the culmination of Line's "teleological 

'%ne. "Are We at the End of an Epoch?" 454. 

'O'Line. "Are We at the End of an Epoch?" 454. 
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view of existence" into what he later called an "eschatological" view of experience. In contrast to 

supernatural and other-worldly locations of Gd ' s  Kingdom, Line in early 1934 calleci for an 

"eschatology of the fùture that would be satisfying and reasonable," and thus an eschatology which 

was disclosed within the world of temporal and structurai reaiity.lm Thus the social crisis was also 

the sign of the eschatological in-breaking of the Kingdom of God in the present conflict. 

This eschatological interpretation of history marked the intersection of a theologicai "realism" 

that claimed the distinct reaüty of God and the tension between God and humans due to sin, and a 

social "realism" bat characterized the social scientist approach of the LSR and that located humanity 

frrmly in the sttuctures of temporal existence, The insistence of the new Christian socialists on an 

intimate co~ect ion between these two realities. however, was in contrast not only with the 

reconstmcted liberal-evangelicalism of Roberts, but also with the direction taken by Reinhold 

Niebuhr's absolute distinction between a personal, ultimately otherworldly ethic of love and power 

relations in social groups. AIready in 1928, Niebuhr had suggested that mass social units Iike the 

nation lacked the moral wi1I needed to restrain the pursuit of power, and that work for social justice 

could oniy be a relative good.lo3 By 1931, he clairned that the human tendency to evil was greatest 

when expressed through instruments of social power and force, while the absolute moral ethic of love 

was lirnited to personal relations." The ethicai sauggle that was cennal to Christianity was thus 

a conflict between personal morality and power structures, which he aiso identified with a confüct 

between what he called the ideai and the real, and between God and history. These arguments 

culminateci in Niebuhr's famous works of the 19309s, especially his Moral Man and Immoral Society 

"C"Personal E~chment  and I l s  Social Implications; Correspondence from London," (3 Ianuary 1934). 11. 

Im~einho1d Niebuhr. "What the War Did to My Mind," The Christian Century, Vol. 45, Pt. 2 (27 September 
1928). 1 161-62. 

IaReinhold Niebuhr, "Let the Liberal Churches Stop Fooling Themselves!" The Christian Centuw, Vol. 48, PL 
1 (25 March 1931), 404. 
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(1932) and his An Interpretation of Christian Ethics (1935). Here Niebuhr defined the ethic of love 

as an otherworldly ethic of perfection or an "impossible possibility." The very nature of that ethic 

meant that the essence of personality was achieved in self-transcendence. Though it might be pariîally 

realized in individual personal relations, the ethic of love could not be implernented in the power 

relations of collective society. Within the finite structures of historical humanity. relative justice in 

the protection of equality was a second b a t  to the transcendent ethic of love. By 1933, Niebuhr's 

newfound sense of the relativity and inadequacy of ail social structures and policies would lead him 

to abandon pacifism and socialist programs as utopian.loS 

In his review of Niebuhr's An Interpretation of Christian Ethics (1935) Vlastos applied the 

sarne criticism to Niebuhr's own apparent turn to "supernaturalism" that he made of Barth's work. 

In paticular, he criticized Niebuhr's interpretation of the ethic of Jesus and the Kingdom of God as 

"a mythical expression of an impossible possibility under which a11 human lifr  stand^."'^ Vlastos 

concurred with Niebuhr's view of the relativity of human civilization and the taintedness of ail human 

moral efforts, and the notion of confiict between God &.id conternporary culture. But he rejected 

Niebuhr' s otherworldly location of the ideal, particul arly his "perfectionist" interpretation that the 

Christian ethic of love could only be apprehended in "faith in a transcendent unity of essence and 

existence, of the ideal and the reai world[,]" a unity that also could only be apprehended by man in 

the temporal wor1d as myth. This interpretation, according to Vlastos, was evasive, for it leapt beyond 

the empirical world and left unresolved just what the meaning of the Christian "myrh" was. Also, like 

Barth, Niebuhr gave no grounds for claiming to speak of a "transcendent unity of essence and 

existence." And finaily, Niebuhr's identification of the ideai with individual morality contained, 

ImSee, for example. Reinhold Niebuhr. "Why 1 Leave the F.O.R.," The Christian Centurv, Vol. 5 1. Pt. 1 (3 
January 1934), 17. 

'%gay Vlastos. "The Impossible Possibility; review of An Intemretarion of Chrisrian Ethics, by Reinhold 
Niebuhr. New York Harper & Brothers, $2.00," Christendom, Vol. 1 (1935-36), 30-94. 



Vlastos wamed, a "lingenng individualism." 

According to Vlastos, Niebuhr's view of the impossible possibility implied a return to a 

rnetaphysical idealism comparable to Barth's dogmatics. And his individualist and transcendent 

interpretation of the ethic of love obscured the relevant meaning of love. His perfectionism left to 

actual ethicai practice only a "pragmatic possibility," and it would also encourage 'les redistic 

Christians" to ignore the cail to apply love in actuai social relationships: "ihey wilI continue to 

cultivate the precious emotion of love in personal retationships trusting that the 'transcendent unity 

of essence and existence' will take care of the violations of love in organizrd society."'" In fact. 

VIastos commented in a 1935 article on the nature of love, Niebuhr's description of personality and 

the ethic of love in terms of self-transcendence postulated a psychoIogicalIy impossible goal. In 

reality, al1 expressions of the self are inescapably related to the self s interest and realization. 

Conversely, identification with another gave one no privileged transcendent stand-point from which 

to know the go@ nor did it enable one to discover the good of the whole comrnunity.lo8 From a 

reaiist perspective, man couid achieve no autonomy from the context of historical and stnictural 

relations. 

Sirnilarly, Gordon's review of Niebuhr's Reflections on the End of an Era (1934) argued that 

Niebuhr had over-reacted to the shallow optimisrn of liberal Protestantism by swinging to an "extreme 

form of self-renunciatory and ascetic religion" that regarded al1 human impulses as "evil per se."109 

In doing so, Niebuhr lost sight of what Gordon suggested wss the ambiguity within human nature. 

On the one hand there was an impuise to self-interest that was illustrated especially in the nineteenth- 

'07~lastos, "The Impossible Possibility." 393. 

'@Gregory Vlastos. "What is Love?" Christendom, Vol, 1 (1935-36). 124. 
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century "economic man." On the other hand, man's natural "will-to-live" was represented in the "urge 

to self-expression," which Gordon considered, while making "full aIlowance for the optirnistic 

sentimentality" of disciples of 1. J. Rousseau, to be the creative good in man. The former impulse to 

self-interest wris easiIy "transmuted into a will-to-power which takes the form of the exploitation of 

others[.]" while the second "may express itself in the highest search for cultwal and spiritual 

developrnent and fiequent1 y represents the ethicai basis of revo1u tion where individuak realize the y 

are denied what is necessary to their highest development." For Gordon, the presence of these two 

impulses meant that man may produce evil in society that obstmcts the best intentions, or alternatively 

may produce conditions which encourage spirituai development. 

In contrast to what he regarded as Niebuhr's fatalism and pessimistic world-flight, Gordon saw 

the possibility of meaningful action to advance the Kingdom of God in society. though without the 

earlier sociai gospel's optimistic assurnption of inevitable human progress. As Eileen Janzen shows, 

Gordon countered Niebuhr's "religious absolutism" with the equally important emphasis on the 

proplietic vision in which the absolute was "not only the conviction of sin. but also the assurance of 

the ultimate Uiumph of God's purposes in hi~tory.""~ Where the "secular realist" despairs, and the 

"pure mystic retires to gain solitary consolation," according to Gordon, the "Christian realist rejoices" 

in the assurance of ultimate victory. Niebuhr therefore should be able to say "'Except the faim of a 

Christian exceed the faith of a Marxia, he shall in no wise enter the Kingdom of ~eaven."'"' As 

he put it in a later review of Niebuhr's Beyond Tragedv (1937). the Christian view went beyond the 

Greek view of tragedy, for it saw the cycle of human pride and the gods' vengeance as broken by 

redemption. The purpose of divine judgement was for human salvation. "Beyond the uagedies of 

the kingdoms of this world," therefore, "there is the Kingdom of God. And since the Kingdom of 

""Jaruen, "King Gordon's Christian socialism and the Kingdom of God," 357. 
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God is in history as well as beyond history. man is never quite abandoned to his tragic fate."'12 

Here was the hope that motivateci Christian socialists to work for the coming of a 

revolutionary Kingdom of God, This eschatological, prophetic hope grew partly out of the idealist 

roots of the liberal Protestant tradition in Canada and out of the conjunction of Barth's declaration 

of a holy, other God with the realist social anaiysis of the historicai and structural context of human 

tife. From this conjunction, they interpreted the Kingdom of God as the work of a holy and 

transcendent God who was other than man, but nevertheless acted in judgement and transformation 

through human personality and within the realities of human historical processes and sociai relations. 

The full articulation of this prophetic vision was worked out between 1934 and 1936, culminating in 

the publication of Towards the Christian RevoIution. 

IV. The Hope of Revolution 

By 1934, the main foundations of the Christian socialist movement had b e n  laid. Christian socidists 

had formed a network of informal organizations, and had developed an eschatological interpretation 

of history that expected the emergence of the Kingdom of God in the social revolution. That 

expectation also was sharpened by the deepening crisis in western civilization on account of the 

depression, the failure of the Geneva peace taiks in 1932. and the rise of Hitler to power in 1933. In 

the absence of signifrcant changes to address these crises, and what seemed to them the continued 

compromise of the church with the status quo, Christian socialists had become increasingly urgent in 

their cal1 for prophetic preaching and action 

The result of that vocal prophetic cnticism, by 1934, was at least the partial alienation of 

Christian socialists frorn the establishment of mainline Protestantism. This alienation was especiaily 

"5. King Gordon. "Beyond Tragedy." Gordon Papen [private collection], n. d.. quoted in Janzen. "King 
Gordon's Christian socialism and the Kingdom of Goci," 359. 
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demonstrated in the experience of Gordon, whose radical criticism of liberal-evangelicalism and the 

capitalist social order soon brought d o m  upon him the wrath of the board of United Theological 

College in Montreal, many of whose members were established Montreai businessmen and churchmen 

such as Leslie Pidgeon. Ostensibly for economic reasons, but widely acknowledged as due to his 

vocal social criticism, Gordon was released from the College in 1933. Though he was reinstated 

temporarily by the Montreal Conference with the support of friends and students, the board 

nevertheless proceeded with his dismissal in 1934. This action confirmed the view of Gregory Vlastos 

and Eugene Forsey that the church was hypocritical. Forsey, for instance, declared his withdrawal of 

financial contributions to the church, arguing that a church which considered a chair in Christian 

Ethics superfluous in the present crisis could have no credibility in its profession of concern for social 

justice."' 

Coinciding with their dissent from the 1934 report of the Commission on the Social Or&r and 

the General Assernbly's preference for evangelism, the Gordon case marked the separation of Christian 

socialists from the church establishment, It was in this heightened polarization that the various 

Christian socialist movements united to form the Fellowship for a Christian Social order in Kingston 

in April 1934, with Gordon as Chaiman and Line as Vice-Chairman responsible for Research. The 

purpose of the fellowship, its constitution declared, was to "awaken and suengthen. throughout the 

Church. the religious will to achieve social justice." The grounds for this purpose, stated in the fust 

point in its Basis of Agreement, was the confession that God was "the creative power in the world, 

seeking to realize the Divine order of justice and redernptive love in human life[,]" and Jesus was "the 

fullest revelation" of the nature of God. Moreover, it addeci, God seeks the cooperation of humans 

'"Sec ed.. "The Case of Montreal College." No (1 1 April 1934). 252. and Mers to the editor by Eugcne Forsey 
and Gregory Vlastos in NO, (14 November 1934, 1022. 



in the establishment of that new social order in which "man c m  fulfil his highest life.""' 

The remainder of the Basis declared the FCSO's criticism of the capitalist order and its 

proposal for addressing the crisis. As Gordon noted, the FCSO's platform was modelled after the 

LSR's Manifesto declaring capitalism to be a "threat to peace and democratic governrnent," and 

advocating a new social order based on "a planned and socialized economy" that incIuded public 

ownership of utilities and other industries. nationaiization of banks. and social secunty ~ e g i s l a t i o n ~ ~ ~  

Likewise, though siriking more at the ethics of capitalism, the FCSO Basis declared that the capitalist 

system was rooted in "the impulse to possess" which was contrary to "the needs of the soul" and the 

gospel ethic.'16 Meanwhile. the capitalist systern failed to provide the matenal secunty that al1 

people needed in order to be free from the "material distractions" in the way of the "tme ends of life." 

A hirther point also denounced war as an extension of capitaIist acquisitiveness working through 

nationaiism and imperialism. 

As an alternative to the capitalist system, the FCSO pledged itself to non-cooperation in war, 

and looked forward to the creation of a new cooperative social order in which the community would 

own the institutions that produce wealth, and in which wealth would be used to provide the material 

means of the good life for all. Such an order would liberate people from "crmping concern over 

getting a living or piling up a fortune, and from the necessity of exploiting their fellows and so have 

opportunity to practice the ethics of the Sermon on the Mount." As a step toward that new social 

order, it urged acceptance of the "discipline" of Christian living in the group's fellowship and the need 

for collective action, and adopted a role of research, study, and public education concerning the 

"'A. L. Richards, "The Feiiowship for a Christian Social Order," NO (27 February 1935). 217. 

'SGordon, "A Christian Socialis t in the l93O's, " 129-30. 
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implications of the Christian ethic for modem society and economic life."' 

For its first two years, the FCSO would devote itself to flestiing out the meaning of this 

program in an outpouring of articles and other publications. Its identity as a revoiutionary movement 

meant that much of its effort was devoted to criticisrn of the established Liberal tradition, as much as 

to constnicting alternatives. The product of this scholarship, especially in the 1936 publication of 

Towards the Christian Revolution, reflected the mature thought and "radical religion" of the Christian 

socialist movement, but also crucial ambiguities, so that by 1937, serious rifts within the movement 

already were apparent. 

Line's introduction to the theologicai and philosophicai principles for the "Radical Religion" 

caiIed for in Towards the Christian Revolution elaborated the main points of his 193 1 paper on "The 

Fundamental Unity of Spiritual and Social Religious Values." Now with sharper clarity, Line 

identified two central feanires of the new Christian socialism that distinguished it from the liberai 

Protestant tradition, including the older social gospel movement. First, the radical religion of the 

movement arose from a religious renewal and the demand for a theology that, like Barth's. reflected 

the new sense of despair in immanent, progressive agencies for the Kingdom of God. and looked to 

a transcendent source in hope for social justice and deliverance."' Secondly, advocates of the new 

"Radical Religion" insisted, in virtually every article, on beginning from the ernpirical "realities" of 

human experience and stnicnired life. In this sense, they shared the progressive Protestant 

cornmitment to experience, modem criticai science, the practical moral meaning of the gospel, and the 

liberal ideals of freedom, equality, and the value of humanity. But in particular. as Line dernonstrated, 

they would borrow the sociological ideas of R. H. Tawney and Max Weber to critique the structures 

of Liberal-capitalism. 

"'A. L. Richards, "The Feilowship for a Christian Social Order," No (27 February 1935). 2 17. 

"'%ne, "The TheoIogical Principles," 27. 
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Line's identification of these two concerns, namely the reality of a ûansforming divine will 

and the reality of social structures, indicated that the "Radical Religion" of the Christian sociaiists was 

developed in reaction to liberai Protestant tradition and its role in modem western civilization. Much 

of Line's introduction was devoted to criticizing modem Protestantism's naive participation in the 

development of a capitalist social order. The root problem of capitaiism, he argued, lay not in a 

conflict between free spirituality and mechanical natural Iaws, but in the excessive individualism that 

was fostered by the "romantic" view that the essence of personaiity was a deposit of inherent rights 

and tendencies, or even of some divine substance. 

Here Line attacked the hem of the neo-Kantian duaiity of spirit and nature. and its analogia 

entis. Line arguecl that both "orthodox evange1ic;ilism" and "Iiberal modernism" had contributed to this - 

romantic individualism. The focus of orthodox evangelicals on imrnediate personal experience of the 

Holy Spirit had reduced religion to an individuaiized personalisrn and separated it fiom the "social 

nexus" and responsibility for social c~nditions."~ Their notions of inherent individual rights and 

spirituality had promoted capitalism as well as the liberai claims that self-determination and self- 

interest were fundamental laws of human nature and the necessary buis of social order. Thus 

evangelical individuaiism had justified the unrestrained pursuit of capitalist self-interest, but to the 

benefit of onIy a privileged class. In turn, though liberai Protestants like Friedreich Schleiermacher 

brought the knefits of historical critical thought, the autonomy of the religious "a priori." and the 

absolute value of individuals, the evolutionary optirnisrn and anthropocentrism of iheir Romantic 

modernism naively assumed that the agencies for realizing the good were present already within 

humanity. Hence liberaI modemists identified the Kingdom of God with their own merely human 

utopian ideals, and expected that utopia to arrive by a law of progress and good will that were built 

"The. "The Theological PrincipIes." 29. 



into Ihe nature of things-"O 

It was no wonder, Line suggested elsewhere, that modern Protestants gave a "wistful welcome" 

to new religious movements like the Oxford Group movement and a host of other retreats and 

missions designed to revive the certainty and "direct dependence upon God" that was lacking in 

modern religion. But the premise of Protestant evangelicalism was flawed, he argued, because it had 

split Christian experience in half. Its identification of Christian experience. as  John Dow had 

descnbed it, as a "lone transaction between his sou1 and God," created the equally abstracted 

"Religious Man" that paralleled the "Economic Man" and his pursuit of a pnvate self-interest.12' 

World War 1 and the Depression had brought the collapse of the Iiberal-capitalist social order, and also 

demonstrated that evolutionary optirnism was unwarranted. while the Depression showed individualist 

moralism to be untenable in an age when even the hard-working and virtuous found themselves "out 

on the street" due to forces beyond their personal control. And in the midst of doubt, the efforts of 

skeptics to find solutions to the crisis of liberal society gave nse to alternatives which magnified 

individuai self-interest in Nietzsche's wiIl-to-power. or aiternatively in the exaltation of the communal 

ego in t~talitarianisrn.~~~ 

Line's introductions set the stage for the "Radical Religion" of Christian socialism by 

repudiating the liberal-evangelical duaiism of nature and spirit and the pivotai concept of the essential 

spirituai identity of humans with God in the analoeia entis. In its place, Line and his colleagues 

would redraw the Unes of relationship between God and humans. Thçre were, then, two sides to this 

critical reconstruction On one side, Line and others disthguished God ontically from humans and 

the world, and thereby opened the way for emphasizing the transcendent judgement of God on human 

' T h e ,  "The Theologicai Principles," 3940. 

12'~ohn Line, "Conditions of Religious Revival," The Christian Century, Vol. 53. PL 1 (3 hne 1936)- 801. 

'%ne.  "The Theological hciples," 31-3. 
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sin. In reconstmcting a "Radical" view of God, Line appealed first of al1 to Barth's "timely protest" 

against iiberal attempts to make God a projection of human ideais, and his insistence on a Wholly 

Other sovereign and transcendent God. Without accepting Barth's view of the utter disparity between 

God and the world. Line &clared that Radical Religion shared Barth's realism concerning human sin 

and the judgement of God in the world. On another side, Line and his colleagues portrayed hurnans 

as "essentially" related shucturally to their social environment, The mi t  of these two "realisms" was 

the eschatological hope of God's acting and taking sides in the conflict of "real" forces in history.lZ3 

Gregory Vlastos reinforced these twin emphases in a 1935 article in the Christian Cen tw on 

the "God of Wrath," which attempted to reconcile a "Wholly Other" God with the objective experience 

of God in the worid. Vlastos argued that liberai habits of contrasting the Old Tatament God of wrath 

with the New Testament God of forgiveness was a refusai to accept the sovereign authority of God 

and the redi t .  of human sin. Liberals had become "ernbarrassed" by divine punishrnent and 

consequently also by the Old Testament prophets and the last judgement. and tried to abstract a 

sentimental God from the realities of the world. Despite liberal attempts to limit and refine God. 

wastos declareci, God was not in question and needed no justification, for the very nature of Gad was 

such that "he is there" and sovereign, and hence his judgement was not open to question. Thus 

Vlastos turneci the tables, arguing for recognition of the reality of sin and God's just judgement. Not 

only was God's judgement against human sin just, as Augustine had xgued. but only the God of 

wrath could "keep us from turning the God of love into an illusion and an escape."'" As Wieman 

had argued, one could not know the extent of God's love and graçe without recognizing the dark 

realities of the world and its need of judgement."' In short. it was oniy by beginning with the 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

laLine, "The Theological Principles," 42. 49. 

'.U~lastos, "God of Wrath," 539. 

'"S~utchinson, 269-70. 



realities of the world that the meaning of God's love was discovered. 

In asserting that God was at once a transcendent and yet active in and discIosed in the world, 

FCSO members rejected the absolute chasm and dialectic posed by Barth and instead developed a 

"prophetic" eschatological view of God's Kingdom coming into history. To reconcile God's 

transcendence with his action in the world, they emphasized the Old Testament view of God as 

upholder of law, and also Alfred North Whitehead's "realist" or organic idealism. Only in a few cases 

did they refer to the role of Christ. In a dispute with C. E. Silcox, for example, Line defendeci Emil 

B n i ~ e r ' s  treatnîent of Christ as a unique historical incarnation of the divine and the "once and for 

all" mediator, and his argument for continuity in the early church's teaching on the divine nature of 

Christ. 'The "Liberal" view that Christ was merely a supreme huma. mode! of transcendent ideals, 

according to Line. was the product of Enlightenment and Hellenic philos~phy. '~~ Similarly. in a 

review of a work by F. Ernest Johnson, a former Ontarion and at the time Executive Secretary of the 

Department of Research and Education of the Federal Council of Churches of America, R. B. Y. Scott 

argued that the liberal interpretation was a refusal to accept the radical apocalyptic clairns of the ethic 

of Jesus, Jesus' ethic, Scott claimecl, was not merely an intenm ethic, but the reflection of a tirneless 

ideai that was to be applied in the present order, and that in fact was breaking into the present 

order.''' Hence. he argued, the Kingdom of God was not to be accomplished merely by a long 

progressive application of education, for God's Kingdom already was undçr way in  the epochal change 

of the day. 

"%or the debate between Silcox and Line. see "Among the New Books: 'The Church Controversv in Germanv, 
by Anders Nygren: Recent Developments in Gennan Protestantism, by Dr. Otto Piper; The Mediatoc A Study of 
the Central Doctrine of the Christian Faith, by Emil Brunner,' reviewed by C. E. Silcox," NO (26 June 19351, 657; 
and "Ou. Readers' Forum; 'A Defence of Dr. Brumer,' by John Line; 'Mr. Silcox Replies,' by C. E. Silcox," 
(14 August 1935)' 802-3. 

'n"~mong the New Books: 'The Church and Society, by F. Emest Johnson.' reviewed by R. B. Y. Scot&" 
(26 June 1935). 657. 



This interpretation of Christ, however, focused on his Incarnation of God's constantly-present 

will, and thus his confirmation of the Old Testament view of God as upholder of his law. In his 

explication of the Biblical principles of Christian revolution, Scott appealed especially to Old 

Testament theology, a field in which he would become a leading scholar in the modem recovery of 

Biblical ~ h e o l o g y . ~ ~ ~  The Bible, he argued, enshrined the faith of the church and thus the normative 

principles for the guidance of the spirit. 12' And the Old Testament, especiall y the prophets. affmed 

that God, unlike al1 other go&, was uniquely holy and sovereign, and radically other than creation. 

At the same time, it portrayed God as sovereign in history, ruling it by his law and interacting 

covenantaily with and through people. And the particuiar character of that rule was redemptive 

insofar as it declareci special care for the poor and oppressed. Notably, he argued chat the Old 

Testament prophets came to the realization îhat God's ho liness was that of a person, with a moral will. 

and so they came to hope for a Messiah who would cornplete the emancipation of the poor, a role 

which was claimed by ~hrist.'~* Thus Christ affi ied the covenantal law of life displayed in the 

Old Testament, and also confirmeci that the law was to be futfilleci in a unique and tiee moral 

relationship between God and humans. 

The Kingdom of God, then, according to Scott, was "the timeless Iife-principle of the iife of 

persons-in-fellowship, of the community of the Divine C~venant."~~' This Kingdom both 

uanscended tirne and space, and yet was to be realized in temporal stnictures. While it could not be 

'"See J .  S. Moir, A History of Biblicai Studies in Canada (Chico, Caiifomia: Scholars Press, 1982), 67, 70-73. 
At the same time that he was invoived in the LSR and the FCSO, Scott a h  helped to found the Canadian Society 
for Biblicai Studies in 1933 after the failure of tbe CiRT in 1932. Scott served as Secretary-Treasurer of the society 
frorn 1933 to 1940. 

I g ~ .  B. Y. Scott, IlThe Bibtical Basis," Towards the Christian Revolution, R B. Y. Scott and Gregory Vlastos. 
eds. (Kingston: Ronald P. Frye & Co., 1989 [1936]), 75. 
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reduced merely to "rneat and nor could any particular social order be identified as the finai 

form of the Kingdom, nevertheless, "Thy Kingdom corne on earth" was the eschatological hope of the 

Bible. 

Scott's emphasis on the prophets, and on a timeless divine will which was the law for Iife, 

was translated by John Line into the terms of Whitehead's "realist" ideaiism. Line had long sought 

the metaphysical bais for moral absolutes. Seeking to avoid both a vitalist monism and a r e m  to 

neo-Kantian duaiism, his concern was to assert the otherness of an absolute God, and yet relate that 

absolute to the world so îhat it was accessible to human knowledge. Although he had espoused 

Whitehead's ideas in the late 1 9 2 0 ' ~ ~  it is not surprising that he also was sympathetic with the Neo- 

Thomism of Jacques Maritain, then at the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies founded in 1929 

in Toronto, as a way to relate the order of naNe and the superior transcendent moral order. 

According to Line, the Neo-Thomist recovery of metaphysics suggested a recovery of boîh the 

transcendent, self-revealing God and the "nobler possibilities and affinities" of man that was l e s  

pessimistic and "irrational" than Barth's dialectic. According to Line. Maritain provided a recovery 

of the metaphysical ground of being on the grounds of philosophical reason, while his na-Thornist 

theme of the mind's creative reflection on the data of experience offered the recovery of man's "self- 

transcending capability." his freedom in the midst of his unity with nature, and a reorientation of 

human life to transcendent, metaphysical reality.'" 

While favourable to Neo-Thomism. however, Line claimed that AIfYed North Whitehead 

offered a simpler and sufficient "realist" onto1ogy.l" In 1930. he had welcomed Whitehead's 

interpretation of God, in Religion in the Makinq (1926) as the "principk of concretion" as a way to 

'=John Line, "Catholic Theology and Modem Culture; Books By Jacques Maritain." Chrisiendom, Vol. 1 (1935- 
36)' 739. See ako Line, "The Theological Principles," 43. 

I3'Line, "The Theological Principles." 43. 
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affirrn. by the procedures of experirnentai science. a "metaphysical backing" to reality.lY In his 

subsequent Adventures of Ideas (1933) Whitehead offered an "organic metaphysics" which seemed 

to correspond to a teleologicai realization of the divine will, understood as moral ideals, within the 

historical-structural world. Whitehead portrayed the "slow drift of mankind towards civilization" as 

the product of the graduai but revolutionary perrneation of ideas Like the dignity of humanity, fieedom, 

moral suasion, and the niumph of science."' Contrary to Ernst Troeltsch's interpretation that 

Christianity 's original concern was an otherworldl y hope, Whitehead argued that earl y Christianity had 

transformed western society in such a way as to make the high, impracticable moral ideals of love. 

mercy and forgiveness increasingly practicable for individuals. Until it became an "instrument for 

conservation" in the Middle Ages, Chnstianity had provided the "drearns of an unrealized world." and 

thus the dynamic and revolutionary ethical ideas, that could give rise to moral civilization. 

Since the Reformation, however, Christian ide& had been transposed into a secularized, 

naturalistic, and liberal ideology that defined society in terms of individual competitiveness and 

biological confiict and determinism.lM By restricting thought to logic and the empirical world, 

modem science, according to Whitehead, had destroyed the harrnony of the "PIatonic-Christian" vision 

in which the order of law was subordinate to the reality of high ideals. His survey therefore appeaied 

for a renewed PIatonic "realism" that recognized ideals Iike the good and the beautiful as fundamental 

to the nature of reality, but would also see those "real" ideals as organic, or in the process of being 

acîualized in finite events. 

Gregory Vlastos's "God of Wrath" demonstrated the way that he and his colleagues 

'WLine, "Knowledge, Metaphysics. Religion." 396. 

13'See Steward Bastdield*~ review of Whitehead's Adventure of Ideas in "The Pliilosophy of Civilization." - 
Canadian F o m ,  Vol. XITI. No. 156 (September 1933)- 468-70. 
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synthesized the Old Testament (and Barthian) view of God with the ideas of Whitehead. In contrast 

to Augustine's sense of the ultimate inscrubbility of the divine wiI1, Vlastos argueci that God's 

judgements were experienced in the logic of events, such as the destruction that followed disregard 

for God's law for life, because God was active in the world. God, according to Vlastos, was 

that pattern of the world which makes good possible -- and compelling. He is the 
creative order of the world; that in the world wherewith and whereby life goes on, 
and multiplies. And because he is that, he is the God of wra th... so that those who 
will not find the good within him, must know the destruction outside him.13' 

Like Line, Vlastos appealed to Whitehead's notion of God who was both transcendent and the 

"principle of concretion" within the world in order to identify the ground of being with a sovereign 

creator Gd. Especially in Viastos* case, however, this "reaiist" idealism would lead to an 

existentialist interpretation of humanity's relationship with God in which the experience and disclosure 

of God occurred in the course of events and the encounter of the "Other" in one's social relations with 

other pesons. Like Brumer's use of Martin Buber's concept of "1-thou," Vlastos would claim the 

discovery of the transcendent, not by escape from the stmctural-historical situation, but in the 

recognition of the humanity of the "other." In doing so, he would collapse the uanscendence and 

personality of the Old Testament God into the experience of community. 

For Line, however, Whitehead's ideas seemed to offer an alternative to the nm-Kantian 

dualism of spirit and nature and its analogia entis, for it seemed at once to distinguish between the 

reality of a sovereign and infinite God and the reality of humans bound to suuctures and processes 

of existence, and yet to admit the eschatologicai entry of God's revolutionary will, and thus the 

reaiization of "ml" moral ideals, in the historical process. Though no object could supplant the 

infinite reality of God, each particular creaturely object related to and contained the totality of 

'"Vlastos, "God of Wrath." 540. 
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beùig.13' Also. Whitehead's view of God as the ground of being, and his elevated view of the 

reality and force of ideas in transforming social structures, a f f î îed  a "teleological view of existence" 

in which the natural order was subject to purposeful personal activity. This was a modem, but 

"metaphysicall y" grounded version of historicism which translated the objective world into a process, 

without denying its ontic reality. Finally, Whitehead's depiction of the gradual process whereby 

revolutionary ideas developed by a small group penetrated complex sociai relations to cfeate the 

conditions for actual social reform offered a mode1 of how the FCSO rnight effect a "Christian 

revolution" in Canadian society. 

In the second half of their revision of the neo-Kantian problematic. members of the FCSO also 

attempted to reconsuuct the meaning of personality to relate the individual to society in such a way 

that did not deny personality, but rather interpreted persons as individuals-in-community. In his 

critique of the individualist and "romantic" anthropology of liberal Protestantism, Line argued, like 

Niebuhr, that human personality consisted of mixed potentialities which were shaped through social 

interaction. Though Line agreed with the liberal Protestant premise that society existed for the 

freedom and self-realization of personality, he maintaineci what he cailed the "realist" view that human 

personality was lived in a dialectic between imer individuality and external environment: persons 

were organicalIy related to the environment of communal relations in such a way that they belonged 

to one another, yet they were self-conscious individuais who postulateci ideds for and willingly served 

the communal whole. This participation in a social environment did not leave individuals without 

persona1 responsibility; to the contrary, it was the fact that thcir individuality must be lived in 

community that prevented it from becoming merely anarchic. Thus, liberty was lived in a "field of 

relations," and therefore required a context of "just relations" defined as equality. If liberty meant 

autooomous participation in a cornmon iife, then, as the neo-Thomist Jacques Maritain suggested, 

- ---- - 
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freedom could not be merely individualist. Rather, communal and individual self-realization were 

reciprocal and CO-depe~~dent."~ 

Vlastos described this relational nature of personaIity in the more sharply existentialist tenns 

of John MacMurray, the British Christian-existentialist-Marxist who had appeared in Canada on 

severai occasions. In a review of MacMurray's writings on the ethic of love, Vlastos argued that the 

tension that some, such as  Reinhoid Niebuhr, saw between the absolute ethic of love and social 

stnictures was rooted in a false definition of the seIf. The social sciences, he claimed citing 

Macmurray, showed that the "self' was a social entity rather than an abstracted individual. "The self 

is its relations[,]" he claimed, for it was social relations that gave the self its identity and world of - 

meaning.'" As Line had earlier argued. one's relation with God was not exclusive of "the order 

of things," but rather was experienced in social relations.14' "The fact is." Vlastos wrote, "that we 

are one."'" Hence humans experienced the will and judgement of God in social relations. As 

children bore the suffering caused by their parents' sins. and desperate workers suffered 

unemployment due to a sinful economic system, so sin and its effects were always corporate, and 

likewise individuals could not plead innocent from the sins of the social system of which they partook. 

Along with insisting on the social nature of personaiity, FCSO members argued that individual 

life was organically relate- to material reality. Though liberal Protestants feared that materialism. and 

the pursuit of wealth and control over the material world, was the greatest threat to Christian 

"spirituaiity." Line argued that personality included material needs and aspects. and that Christianity 

IM~ohn Line, "The Philosophical Frinciples," Towards the Christian Revolution, R. B. Y. Scott and Gregory 
Vlastos, eds. (Kingston: Ronald P. Frye & Co., 1989). 13-14, 22. 

'(OGregoiy Vlastos, " m a t  is Love?" Christendom, Vol. 1 (1935-36). 124. 
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was both spiritual and material. R. B. Y. Scott added that in addition to belonging to social structures 

and customs that determine his action, man also had bodily needs that had to be met. "As his spiritual 

nature is interdependent with his physical organism," Scott argued, "a certain level of physical well- 

k ing  is a necessary component of the good iife."'" 

FCSO members insisted that this view of the social and material nature of humans did not 

mean the loss of either personality, or the moral freedom and responsibility of the individual, or the 

inwardness of the gospel. Rather. Vlastos argued, it meant that "one's hart is itself conditioned by 

one's place in society," and so also the salvation of one's sou1 was a matter of having a place in the 

Kingdom of God.IY In a different tack. R. B. Y. Scott argued that freedom was qualified by man's 

relationship to God. Scott assumed that "personal freedom" was an inherent good and part of man's 

constitution as a moral agent and image-bearer of Cod. But the fact that fieedom was part of man's 

constitution as image-bearer meant that it was subject to God's purpose for human iife.14' Freedom 

in Christ, therefore, was freedom which served his ideals and Kingdom. namely the greater good of 

abundant iife for all. 

From this structured identity of personaiity, FCSO members argued that sin and salvation were 

intrinsically social and stnictural. The implication of this interpretation was that humans were not 

entirely sinful by nature. As John King Gordon had argued in response to Niebuhr, persons were 

driven by two conflicting impulses: acquisitive selfishness, and the urge to seèk the highest cultural 

and spiritual development." Though it must be acknowledged that humans rnay do evil. they also 

")R. B. Y. Scott and David A. MacLennan. "The Christian Contribution CO Rebuilding of Society, Pt. II." No 
(13 March 1935), 266. 

%regory Vlastos, "Jesus' Conflict With the Pharisees," Christendom, Vol. 2 (1937), 100. 
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may serve good in the battle for the Kingdom. John Line, for example, claimed that it was human 

civilization that had made humans "base and bellicose." Human nature was not essentially depraved; 

rather it was malteable and therefore subject to change through "organized tendencies" in the ethical 

relations of the community. Though not explicitly refemng to Brunner, Line's view was sirnilar to 

Brumer's insistence that the human constitution remained unchangeci by sin, and that religion was a 

moral relationship and thus a matter of action, rather than a change of essential nature. Hence, while 

current tendencies in society evoked humanity's "unworihier impulses," changing those organized 

tendencies might renew spiritual life.'" 

Other mernbers of the FCSO would make sirnilar arguments maintaining that the problem of 

sin was systemic rather than a depraved human nature, and hence they would maintain both that the 

solution to sin was social, and also that human nature had impulses for both good and evil. J. W. A. 

Nicholson, for example, argued in contrast to the personalism assumed in the evangelism campaign 

that the great sins of society were not in direct persona1 relationships, but in indirect, impersonal 

relations such as the commercial circle of investor, worker, and con~umrr."~ It was the organized 

system of capitalism, which was based on the spirit of greed, that subordinated "the irrepressible 

goodness in hurnan nature itself' to obstruct its positive influence on society. The solution to that 

system of greed was to bring organized enterprise into harmony with the will of God by serving 

primarily the public rather than the private interests. And the church's task, therefore, was to take the 

Iead in an educational campaign to direct human powers to cooperative service, and in this way to 

make God's wiIl the authority and power in the life of both citizens and corporate life. 

The belief that sin lay especially in stnictures, and that humans were potentially, if not 

inevitably, good, and aiso that God was active in the historical process, was the basis for optimistic 

'"Line, "Fundamental Unity of Spiritual and Social Religious Values, II," 274. 

"sNicholson, "Realism in Religion, Giving the Rayer Wheel Anotber Turn," 206. 
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confidence that rernedial social action was could be effective in transforming the social order. This 

optimism aiso enervaîed the League for Social Reconstruction. As Michiel Horn writes. "The LSR 

preferred to assume the undedying rationality and benevolence of rnankind, just as it assurned that it 

was in comrnand of rtie important f a ~ t s . " ' ~ ~  More specifically. it confirmed the idea that social 

refonn could begin with education. 

niroughout their articles on the Christian revolution, as well as their navigation of new 

currents of theology and philosophy, FCSO members assumed the pnrnacy of the empirical approach 

of reaiism and that, as Line had mggesteci, their new rnetaphysics and social theory must be 

experimentai and satisfying to reason. Hence Line accepted without question the scientific conclusion 

that nature was indifferent, and likewise Vlastos accepted the "social science" definition of the self 

as a matter of course. It was this confidence in empiricai science that gave ready assent to the 

structural analyses by Weber, Tawney, Ward, and even Marx, of the social and historical significance 

of Christianity. John Line also continued to apply the scientific rnethod in theology, in contrast to 

Barth's view of the utter incapacity of nature and reason to disclose Goci's Word. In his bnef 

cornments on the matter, Line in particular continued to define theology itself as a science with the 

task of describing human religious experience.lm Theology. like al1 sciences. was an inescapably 

human word, and so admittedly limitai and relative. Its task was to describe and conceptuaIize human 

experience of God or a moral ideal. and to reconcile it with the intellectual outiook cf the age. 

Their confidence in scientific theology and social analysis was reinforced by the notion that 

sin did n ~ t  affect man's constitutional rationality, and that God's will was not merely a rnystical 

experience. but was encountered indirectly in structured relations in the world. Likewise, ErniI 

"%ichiel Hom. The Leaeue for Social Reconsuuction: Intellectuai Orieins of the Dernomtic Left in Canada, 
1930-1942 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980). 77. 

'%ineV "me Theological Ruiciples." 27. 
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Brumer had argued that in this indirect revelation where believers turn from direct and personal 

relation with God to address the stnictured world, the witness to the person of God must becorne 

reflective and rational."' Accordingly, B n i ~ e r  called for a synthesis of church doctrine and 

"phiIosophy," or criticai scientific reflection, on the assumption that the nghteous law of God includes 

reason and constancy, though he was careh1 to distinguish the essence of God, and of human image- 

bearing of God, as a &dom of the will expresseci in love that extended above and beyond law. Like 

Brumer, Line and his colleagues assurneci the continued capacity of human reason to discover, at Ieast 

approximately, the order in creation through critical scientific methods. 

In fact, FCSO members lacked Brumer's diaiectic of present and hidden order, and his sharp 

distinction between naturd order known by science and divine values known in faith. Instead. they 

emphasized Brunner's suggestion of a synthesis of religion and philosophy, for if religion concerned 

relations, it must also use critical social science to grasp social structures. Line's objection to Barth, 

for example, included the concem that Barth separated religion and rationai thought, while bis 

preference for neo-Thomism and Whitehead assumed the need to affïnn and incorporate scientific 

reason into the ethical ends of religion. Indeed, as Whitehead had suggested, religion and science 

were not merely complementary, but religion embraced and hlfilled science in such a way that it was 

reason in its fullest sense. Simiiarly, Vlastos borrowed Macmurray's suggestion that one could find 

in the knowledge of one's relations to other persons the revelation and realization of God's moral wifl. 

There were, however, two sides to this incorporation of scientific reason into the service of 

religion's pursuit of the absolute ideal. On the one hand, it affirmeci the validity of empirical social 

science, creating a common cornmitment to the empirical method of social analysis that FCSO 

members shared with other social scientists such as the members of the LSR. On the other hand. it 
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also adopted an instrumental and relativist view of science. As Vlastos suggested, reason now setved 

as an instrument for discovenng the converging interests of the community or exposing conflicts in 

the community.ln But gone was any pretence to a naive Baconian objectivity or absolute 

rationali m. Human knowledge of nature and of God* s will inescapab1 y remained provisionai and 

relative. And science was now, as it was for both Marx and American pragmatists. the instrument by 

which man rnight freely direct nature to ethical ends and revolutionary action, 

Indeed, the FCSO's attempt to be prophetic opened to an eschatological vision of the 

revolutionary corning of Goci's Kingdom. As John Line had clairned from John Baillie. religion had 

to do with the entry and realization of transcendent spirituai values into the world.ls3 For Line. this 

eschatological dimension was a crucial feature of Christian socialism, since it was the tension between 

a transcendent God and the curent order, and the active entry of God in judgement into that order. 

that motivated visionaries to seek the transformation of society. The eschatological hope of a 

heavenly Kingdom had always given to Christianity the dramatization of a social ideal or pattern, and 

thus a telos or purpose, that led believers to look on the present world as unsatisfactory and gave hope 

for another world, thereby keeping the Christian hope of a divine society alive. The eschatological 

hope of the Kingdom preached by Jesus therefore gave vitality to Christianity, and power to move the 

world. Modem Protestantisrn had lost that eschatologica1 hope; what it needed, Line claimed, was 

a renewed but "realistic presentation of the hope of the kingdom of God on earth."lY 

Set as it was in the context of this eschatological tension between a transcendent God and the 

realities of social structures, the Kingdom hope offered by the Christian sociaIists of the FCSO was 

a new social gospel quite different from the progressive optimism of the earlier twentieth-century 

IS%regory Wastos, #'What is Love?" Christendom, 

'S3~ùie. "Knowledge, Meiaphysics, Religion," 396. 

InLine. "Conditions of Religious Renewal." 80 1. 

Vol. 1 (1935-36), 129-31. 
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social gospel. John Line exemplified how Christian socialists envisioned that Kingdom of God. 

Though its source was transcendent, the Kingdom was a moral reaiity to be achieved on earth by 

engaging particular social structures and transforming them to serve spiriniai ends. The greatest 

challenge to the Church. Line had declareci in 193 1. was not merely the evangelistic extension of the 

gospel, but working out the gospel intensively by 

the establishing in every land of the Christian society. in which justice, love and 
brotherhood shall reign supreme in civic, commercial. industrial and other fields of 
Iife, ending divisions of rich and poor with the snares that beset the one and the fears 
that oppress the other, and issuing in a world made free from frustrating and panic- 
producing distrusts and anirnosities, in which war, Christianity's last antithesis, shall 
as a consequence be no more. lS5 

Although they would use "realist" social analyses like those of Tawney and Marx. the 

foundation of the Christian sociaiist interpretation of the Kingdom was rooted in a "reaiist" idealism 

thai identified the impulses of social life with ethicai ideais. or what Line called an "awakening will." 

in contrast to Marxist rnaterialisrn.l% Rather than something "superimposed on normal human 

nature." religion was "the realization of possibilities proper to it. the enhancing of its authentic 

powers." Christianity, then, was the acceptance of the Kingdom ideaI understood as "an ideal cornmon 

good to be achieved and shared," and the realization of "that higher human nature which is hlly active 

only in social l i~ ing . " '~  

Line's conclusion in an idealist socialism was arrived at by Vlastos through a more 

existentialist interpretation of the absolute ethic of love. That ethic. Vlastos argued. was neither an 

emotional sentiment nor enlightened self-interest. nor was it the self-sacrificing altruism appeaied to 

'%ne, "Fundamental Unity of Spintual and Social Religious Values. II." 274. 

'%ne. "The Theologicai Principles." 27. 

lnLine, "Conditions of Religious Renewal, " 800. 
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by iiberals Like Niebuhr and Roberts who called for "self-transcendence.""' Such a goal was not 

oniy psychologically impossible, since al1 expressions of the self were inescapably related to the self s 

realization and interest, but it comtituted an ascetic self-indulgence that was nothing less than sin? 

Instead, according to Vlastos, love was the practicai identification with others in a community defined 

by what Wiernan and Macrnurray cailed "mutuaiity." This mutuaiity was not rnerely an emotion, for 

as an ethic it required an active will. Hence "mutuality" was the active principle of "cooperative 

activity" and "community of interest."lM Understood in this way. rather than as Niebuhr's 

otherworldly perfection, love was the basis of community and the only ultimate force for cooperative 

service of the community. For Vlastos, self-transcendence was achieved in giving oneself to the 

comrnon good of fieedom. equality, and harmony.16' It was in îhis mutuality that the self, the 

comrnunity, and the good were reaiized rit one and the same time. 

Vlastos s m s e d  that the ideal of mutuality was an inherently practical expression of love. 

Mutuaiity gave "functionai rights" to al1 based on each member's contribution to the whole 

community. Thus there was no distinction between the absoIute ethic of love and "justice," which he 

identified with equality; both were reaiized best in s~cialisrn.~~' And in çootrast to Niebuhr's 

otherworldliness. VIastos. like Macmurray, interpreted love "realistically" as  a revolutionary moral 

force that entered into conflict against existing unjust social relations, and offered the only ultimate 

force for cooperative service of the ~omrnun i ty .~~~  Instead of Niebuhr's transcendent perfectionism. 

'W~lastos. "What is Love?" 124. 

19Gregory Vlastos. "Jesus' Confiict With the Pharisees," Christendom, Vol. 2 (1937), 100. 

'60Vlastos. "What is Love?" 127. 
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16'Vlastos, "What is Love?" 127. 
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one could instead declare that "[tlhe Christian ethic is an ethic of love; love demands a maximum 

of mutuality; existing economic conditions disnipt rnuhiality; to deal with thern realistically one 

becomes involved in conflict; therefore, conflict is a necessary part of the effort to realize love[. ]"la 

To this socialist and functional definition of the ethic of love, R. B. Y. Scott added an 

interpretation of the Biblical view of community as a covenantal community which was characterized 

by justice, mercy or sharing in the blessings of society, peaceful harrnony, and righteousness. Above 

d l ,  that covenantal society was to recognize the absolute worth of each member as a child of God. 

Moreover, its pnnciples of covenant were to extend to property holding. Fundamental laws Iike the 

Year of lubilee (Leviticus 25:23) were established to prevent the dienation of families from their 

share in the land and basic economic resources, and also to avoid the fracturing of society between 

dominant and oppressed classes. Covenantal society was to subordinate property to persons, and 

ensure an equitable distribution of the nations' resources and the material well-being needed for the 

spiritual developrnent of its members. In this sense. the covenantal ideals "laid the axe unto the root 

of capitalism." And in fulfillment of the covenant hope, the main ideals of the Kingdom of God 

included the abolition of poverty, oppression, and econornic injustice, "because these stand as stubbon 

obstacles to the fiee spiritual life of man in fello~ship."'~~ The ultimate object of the new order, 

as Scott suggested. was to achieve free spiritual life in community. In a separate article on "Individual 

Freedom," Scott argueci that freedom could only be understood in t e m  of God's purpose for human 

life, and Goci's purpose was that humans, as his image-bearers, should be Like God and do his will 

of self-sacrificing love on earth. Consequently, the human self was realized "only by affirrning al1 

life, by participation in a good which is greater than itself. This is to find the freedom for which 

'%astos, "The Impossible Possibility," 392. 

'"R. B. Y. Scott, "The Biblical Basis." Towards the Christian Revolutior$ R. B. Y. Scott and Gregory Vlastos, 
eds. (Kingston: Ronald P. Frye & Co., 1989), 82, 89. 



Christ has made us free."L66 

If the realization of spiritual fieedorn was the goal of the Kingdom of God, Christian socidists 

argued that its main obstacle in the m e n t  age was the capitaIist sociaI structure. According to Scott, 

obstacles to spiritual freedom included both Ymer interference" due to ignorance or perversity, and 

obstacles "from without" in the social order where the "wilI-to-power" of other selves had entrenched 

selfish intercsts in social customs and institutions of authority. Scott proceeded to identify four 

"tyrannies" over the human spirit that had characterimi social history. The first two, tyranny of state 

and church, were largely overcome by British representative government and rule of law and by the 

Reformation. Tyranny of social convention, and especially of economic power, remained the tyrannies 

of the modem era. Although he argued for some Iiberation from the moral legalism of convention, 

economic tyranny occupied most of Scott's concern. There is no freedom. he argued, and certainly 

no democratic or representative mle of law, without economic equaiity. In a Marxist critique, Scott 

argued that the present legai and sociai order was controllcd by those with economic resources to 

defend the property interests of the wealthy. Thus the "rugged individualism" of liberal-capitdism 

provided "freedom" only for those already econornically secure. That view of individuai fieedom as 

self-aggrandizement at the expense of the community was, in fact, opposite to the Christian ideal of 

freedom that was related to loving one's neighbour as 0nese1f.I~~ 

The specific solutions of the FCSO to this economic tyranny reiterated the social dernocratic 

proposais of the LSR's Social Planning for Canada 11935). as well as a cornmirment to pacifism. The 

FCSO's adoption of pacifism followed J. Lavell Smith's appeal in the New Outlook, during late 1934, 

'66R. B. Y. SCOU? "Tùe Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'Individuai Freedom.'" No (22 January 1935). 
86. 
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for pledges to renounce war?' Smith's plea followed the failure of the League of Nations 

Disarmament Conference and Smith's suspicions that anns rnanufacturers were working against 

disarmament. According to Smith, the eviis of war were so great that no international situation could 

be so serious as to warrant war. 

Smith's suspicion reflected a "realist" class analysis of international relations that saw war as 

the outcome of designs by capitalist elites. In his accompanying letter of support for the piedge, Line 

argued that capitalism was the main threaf to peace and freedom.'" According to Line, on1 y a clear 

pledge of pacifism by the public would make ctear to national mlers that the multitudes opposed war. 

Here he rebutted concem about the "Red Scare" that saw Russian Communism as the antithesis of 

the Christian ideal of fiee personality and moral transformation. Though w q  of Russian 

Communism, he argued from Nicholas Berdyaev. the capitaiist social order was the most imrnediate 

obstacle to liberty in the western worid. For Line, a clear public demonstration of support for 

pacifism would indicate the refusal of the multitudes to be swept up in fear to support the capitaiist 

order, 

It was not surprising that the broader proposais of the FCSO were sirnilar to the LSR, given 

that many who contributed to Towards the Christian Revolution were also participants in the LSR. 

But their vision of the new society embraced a specrnim of possibilities. Though Gordon favoured 

democratic socialism. he also syrnpathized with cooperative movements like the Antigonish 

l ove ment."^ Eugene Forsey's economic analysis. however, more exclusively advocated socialism. 

The defining feature of the capitalist structure, Forsey argued, was profit and acquisitiveness in 

168J. LaveU Smith. "Let It Be 'Never Again."' (2 1 November 1934). 1033. 
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contrast to humane need."' Drawing on Social Planning for Canada and the Report of the Royal 

Commission on Price Spreads, Forsey argued that capitalism had produced a trend to monopoly, the 

main problem of which was a lack of public responsibility to keep prices flexible and responsive, and 

Lhus ensure the accessibility of needed goods to consumers. In fact, there was no longer a " f i e  

market;" Canadians had to choose between capitalist planning by and for a capitalist elite wiîh the 

goal of manipuIated scarcity, or socialist planning by democraticaIIy responsible governments for the 

common good and public abundance. Cooperatives, though they had offered much, coiild only try 

to compete with an established and dominant economic order by working at tfie periphery of society 

and by charging higher prices than big business. Thus, they offered no stmctural change to the 

established system. 

Forsey also employai Marx's "surplus theory" of labour to argue that the very structure of 

capitalism was designed to expIoit workers by profiting fiom their labour, which was the oniy creative 

agent in the econornic process, and thus the sole source of wealth."* Borrowing from John 

Macmurray's ideas. Forsey argued that there was no way to reform capitalism in such a way that 

would make labour, "in their concrete Iife, free and aual." Thus the only hope for realizing the 

Kingdom of Heaven was through socialist revolution and public ownership of the main services and 

means of production. Christians wouId have to karn and apply the lessons of Marxism in order to 

enter that Kingdom. Democratic owncrship and rational planning for the purposes of "real" freedom 

and equality were the first steps toward the Kingdom on earth. 

Though not always sharing Forsey's more radical exclusivism. FCSO rnembers generally 

called for revolutionary change of the social system in contrast with either ameliorative reform, or 

"'~ugene Forsey, "The Economic Roblem," Towards the Christian Revolution, R. B. Y. Scott and Gregory 
Vlastos. eds. (Kingston: Ronaid P. Frye & Co., 1989), 100. 
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much Iess resignation to an assumed inevitability of the capitalist system. This cornmitment to 

revolution emerged especially in the May 1935 conference of the FCSO, which added a clause to the 

Basis of Agreement that repudiaîed proposais, such as those of H. H. Stevens' Reconstruction Party, 

which promiseci only to refonn, and thereby to preserve capitalism through government regulation. 

As the new clause stated, the movement toward regulation 

pretends to reform our economic system by eliminating destructive competition: in 
reality it is a device for perpetuating private ownership for profit Under the guise 
of abolishing class conflict it seeks to protect the status of the owner and employer 
by giving it legal fonn; ... We cal1 upon our fellow Christians to recognize the fact of 
the class siruggle, and to interpret the mind of Christ to their day and generation by 
identiwng themselves actively with the cause of the exploited and dispossesseci in the 
effort to attain a mily classless ~ociety."~ 

This declaration for revolution coincided with the 1935 electoral carnpaign. and the On-to- 

Ottawa trek that came to a violent end in Regina on July 1 at the han& of the Regina police and the 

Royal Canadian Mounted Police. In the wake of that event, FCSO mernkrs declared their identity 

with the Trekkers. Against perceptions that the Trekkers were violent revolutionaries, Scott argued 

that their protest againsr the conditions of the relief camps was innocent and understandable. The 

Trekkers, he argued, were victirns of an economic war who were suffering for the selfishness of those 

who possessed wealîh and power and refùsed to share. Bereft of al1 other resources, they had no 

alternative but that of mass protest to the governent to plead their case. "They were speaking in the 

only language that would be heard, and demanding man's fina. right, the right to live. and to live not 

as castaways but as men."174 

Following up on this sympathy, John Line appealed to FCSO members and other sympathizers 

to assist the Citizens' Cornmittee established to aid the defense of Trekkers who had been arrested and 

I n ~ .  L. Richards. "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'Annual Con ference,' " (29 May 1935). 560. 
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now faced prosecutors and "al1 the resources of the provinciai and federal government~."'~~ When 

one respondent complained that Line's appeal suggested a loss of respect and confidence in Canada's 

institutions of justice and constituted authority, Line denied any attempt to devise a challenge against 

constitutional authority; rather, he argued that fair econornic resowces were necessary to ensure a fair 

trial. and thus effective functioning of that a~thority."~ 

The question of legitimate authority would arise again in the later 1930's. In the meantirne. 

other members of the FCSO continued to advocate economic justice for the "working man" and his 

entitlement to "al1 that is essential for the well-being of body. mind and soul."ln And in an article 

entitied "Resignation or Rebellion?" R. E. Gosse calleci the church to active engagement in the "radical 

change" that was taking place in both the social order and in religion. The minister could no longer 

"anesthetically" council the poor to resign thernselves to God's providence and remain both content 

and virtuous in the assurance of a utopian destiny in the future. The religion of Jesus was a religion 

that rebeis against the current order of selfishness and injustice. 

We worship a God in whose hart is a fierce rebeI1ion -- a consurning fire -- against 
sin in His world, and an eternal purpose that refuses to submit to any alien condition. 
Thus resignation to God's will is not cairn acceptance of life's conditions; but 
rebellion against al1 that is opposed to that ~ i l l . ' ' ~  

Religion was not quiescent acceptance of the conditions of life. but a passion to change those 

conditions. And in this case. he warned. even "charity" may be an "insidious danger" insofar as it 

provided a "sop" that left people content with the present order and preserved ri false sense of 
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resignation 

For many in the FCSO, the events of 1935 portended that the revolution was upon them. As 

Gordon described it, the church needed to be awakened to its imminent danger, and its potential role. 

in the disintegration of western civilization and the emerging new ~rder."~ As John Macmurray. 

whom Gordon described as the "brilliant English politicai philosopher," stated in one of the 1934 

surnrner schools, the revolution was not merely coming, but in fact had already arrived, especially in 

the new movement toward communal welfare that was evident in both Communism and Fascism. To 

the Saskatchewan Conference of the United Church in late 1934, he declared that "[w]e feel today that 

we are seeing the twilight of society."'" Likewise. Gordon declared that social. economic, and 

politicai events were moving "reIentlessly to Armageddon or to sociai catastrophe," but still the 

Church seemed only dimly aware of those changes."' R. B. Y. Scott added that even Stanley Jones. 

known for his criticism of the social gospel and for his syrnpathy with Barth, recognized that the 

world was fast approaching a decisive crisis between Christianity and a materialistic. atheistic 

Communism, and that Christianity must offer an alternative Christian vision of community 

welfare.lE The age. R. Edis Fairbairn added. was comparable to that of the fall of the Roman 

empire. and called for hope in a revolutionary Kingdom of ~od."'  

Indeed, the publication of Towards the Christian Revolution in 1936 was itself an indication 
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of this determination to offer a "radical" interpretation of CMstianity as a challenge to the limits of 

personal evangelism, and to the existing social order. Even so. the cal1 to revolutionary action was 

understood in an eschatological framework which also relaîivized human effort, for ultimately the 

source of revolutionary action was the will of a God who was other than man, and with whom man 

must dign himself in order to anive at a new stage of deliverance. Hence. Scott, Line, and Gordon 

warned against identifying any particular order as the final Kingdom of God. There was, according 

to Line, a creative tension between the transcendent reaiity of God's Kingdom and the present 

incompleteness of that Kingdom. WhiIe the modem eschatology Iocatcd the Kingdom of God in this 

world of practicaI stmctured life, it also recognized that no-one knew the final fonn of the kingdom. 

No program or temporal utopia, including sociaiism, was final, for the "truism" was that the kingdom 

of God was greater than al1 human "prograrns and i~ms."~" 

Scott also argued that the Kingdom of God could not be reduced either to an econornic order, 

an eccIesiastica1 establishment, or a politicaï state. None of these "immediate object[slW could 

substitute for the genuine recognition of God as Father and King that was the root of the Kingdom. 

According to Scott. the Kingdom came into the world, but insofar as it originated with God it also 

uanscended the world: 

For the Kingdom, to Jesus, was something which transcended the categories of space 
and time, and yet might be realized within them; something which had its roots in 
the Divine Reality, but which might grow up in the sight of men. 

Rooted as it was in the reality of God, there could be no identification of a "paticular social order 

(which is necessarily tentative and approximate) with the final reality of the Kingdorn i t ~ e l f . " ' ~  

While they affmed the approximate nature of human efforts, and thus rejected the older 

social gospel's optirnism and its identity of the Kingdom with the immanent progress of western 
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civilkation, Scott and Line nevertheless maintained that the Kingdom does corne down out of heaven, 

as Revelation 21 pictured it, and as such must take organic form in an actual system of social 

relations. Too many Christians mistakenly conclude. Line argue& that because such prograins are not 

final, they are spiritually irrelevant and futile. In contrast, Line argued that 

operating as we do within a temporal or tiistoncal fiamework, the oniy goods we c m  
airn at directly are proxirnate; so that to exhort or give direction only in terms of 
generalities or ultimates is, in effect under the necessary conditions of Our activity, 
to give no direction. Absolute goals must always be present as criteria for testing 
whatever steps seem immediatel y practicabIe. But the steps themseIves must relate 
to our fife as at present condition& and must designate things that cm be done here 
and now? 

Though it was not to be identified with human culture, the Kingdorn of God was a final destiny that 

must be related "realistically" to present conditions and stmctures with at least proximate visions of 

that kingdom if Christians were to appIy themselves effectively to "spiritual world transformation." 

While al1 human efforts were approximations, it was the tension between the absolute and the present 

incompleteness that stimulated revolution. Line's eschatology thus set forth a future-oriented hope 

in which history was open to the real impact of transformation. In the "between-the-times" of the 

present. no h u m a .  effort or program could be absolutized; rather humans were to get in line with the 

revolutionary coming and hiture destiny of Goci's Kingdorn. 

In this case, the methods of revolution must conform to the ways of God; that is, they must 

be "spiritual," in the sense of respecting personality and freedom. The FCSO took this to mean that 

revolution must be achieved pnmariIy through a democratic process and a strategy of education to 

change the mind and hea.  of society. Accordingly, when the 1936 FCSO conference turned its 

attention to "practical action," it fonis.ed pnmarily on educationai tasks that included "Kingdom of 

God Evangelism" and Bible snidy; leadership in cooperatives. research and criticism of econornic 

injustice. and pacifism. through Adult Education; promotion of citizen participation in politics; and 

'86Line. "Conditions of Religious Renewal," 80 1-2. 



"sharing the suffering of the class strugg~e.'~'* 

As part of this strategy, they continuai to urge that the church had a vital role in shaping the 

new or&r through prophetic preaching. Forming the new order required intelligent leadership fiom 

experts in econornics and poiitics, but it also required the contribution of the church in Iaying the 

foundations of a new order in ethics. Ethicai principles, according to Gordon, were the basis of 

civiIization, and the social and economic collapse demonstrateci the failure of the ethics of 

capitalism.la8 Here he cited the United Church's report on "Christianizing the Social Order," 

Roberts' Moderator's sermon. and the report of the "%ce Spreads and Mass Buying Commission," 

which demonstrated that modem western capitalist society was debased by the "sickness of 

acquisi tiveness" and the pursui t of power and privilege. Such ethical anal ysis, Gordon claimed. was 

"more profound than many a socialist diagnosis" because it was concerned with human values, and 

thus went beyond a merely economic diagnosis of ineffective policy or the inevitable historical process 

of revolution claimed by Manrists. Though Christians might incorporate both of these views. they 

went further to interpret the present crisis as the judgement of God on an unjust civilization. 

The crucial role of the church in the crisis. as both Line and Gordon claimed, was to offer 

eschatological preaching that interpreted the present crisis in tems of God's judgement, at once 

denouncing the unethical buis of curent society and procIairning the ethical basis of society. It was 

essentiai that, lest it shrink back from the crisis and surrender its moral claims, the church understand 

the social and economic causes of the conflict, and take leadership in the revolution by stressing the 

'"Rev. A. L. Richards. "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'National Conference,'" (20 May 
1936). 484. 

'9. King Gordon, Tùe Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'Chnstianity and the Social Revolution.'" 
(12 June 1935). 610; and (19 June 1935). 632. 
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spiritual values in human Me that the revolution must s~stain."~ In particular, Line urged. it must 

offer an "explicit conception" of social brotherood by portraying what the world rnight be in contrast 

with what it is. In doing so the church gave to Christian hope an object and direction for advance and 

for self-transcendence through serving an end beyond oneself. Only by submitting wholly t0 God's 

will in the world would Christians renew religion and give direction to the new order? 

R. B. Y. Scott and David A. MacLennan reiterated the cal1 for prophetic preaching, arguing 

that redoubled efforts at worship could not Save society from the destruction it faced for failure to 

embody the justice and righteousness of God. The core of the prophetic message, that the Kingdom 

of God was "at hand," meant that the Church was committed to proclaiming and building society on 

the foundations of the Gospel. This work, however. was ambiguous, for institutions tend to identify 

themselves with the powerîùl groups o f  its context. Every time it encountered a new culture, the 

church experienced "doubte and mutual conversion," peneuating the host cuIture with the spirit of 

Christianity, but itself vulnerable to penetration by the "spirit of the age." Living as it did in the 

tension between the "world" and the Kingdom of God, the western church itself was in danger of 

becoming identified with the western civilization which now was both contrary to God's Kingdom and 

in decay. It was urgent, therefore, for the church to reaiize that it had no vated interest in the status 

quo, but rattier that western civilization needed a new foundation. Like the prophets, who were the 

rninority who challenged the complacency of their day and called God's people to radicai obedience, 

so the church must act as a "saving remnantl' in summoning society to revolutionary change.19' 

The specificdly Christian contribution of the church to the new order, according to Scott and 

'@J. King Gordon. "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'Christianiry aiid the Social Revolution,'" NO 
(12 June 19351, 610: and (19 June 1935)' 632. 

''%.ne. "Conditions of Religious Renewal," W. 

19'R. B. Y. SCOU and David A. MacLennan, "Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'The Christian Contribution 
to Rebuilding of Society,' " (6 March 1935). 244. 
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MacLeman, was first of ai1 to offer "creative ideas" concemïng the fundamentally spirituai and moral 

nature of the universe, the sacred value of man as God's moral agent and instrument for divine justice 

in the world, and the necessity of reaïizing man's highest service to God in s e ~ n g  society. This 

emphasis on a corporate expression of spirituaiity. however. did not imply an exclusive focus on 

evangeiizing oniy individuais, for Christianizing an individual would be ineffective "so long as the 

common practices to which he must conform as a member of society are unchristian." If man was 

to be Christianized. then his materiai needs and social structures must be assured and directed to 

"spiritual" ends. For this. the weaïth produced by the cornmunity would have to belong to the 

cornmunity. and property must be valued only as it contributes to the good life of the individuai and 

the community. Consequently. Christianity rnust contribute to the new order through a "persistent 

moral criticisrn" of unChristian practices in contemporary society. as the report on "Christianizing the 

Social Order" exemplified. even though such prophetic preaching rnight undermine the existing order. 

Furthemore, the Church offered the "dynamic" needed in order to cary society to the realization of 

a just and meaningfu! order. For this. hurnan forces were insufficient. and the Church calls people 

to identify with the moral purpose and creative power of God which the very nature of the universe 

craved and required for its fuifillment Finally. the Church offered the discipline of group fellowship 

and cornmunai experience of God's reign that provided strength. purpose, and mural influence on the 

social environment needed in the struggle for r evo l~ t ion .~~~  

Thus. for the leading founders of the FCSO. the eschatolo@caJ tension between a transcendent 

God and the realities of human existence was central to their idedist Christian socialism. In contrast 

to the social gospel of the earlier 1900's. their new social gospel was now qualified by the awareness 

of the distinction between the will of God and human efforts. by the reality of human sin and divine 

'%. B. Y. Scott and David A. MacLennan, 'The Feilowship for a Christian Social Oder. 'The Christian 
Contribution to Rebuilding of Society, Part II,'" NO (23 March 1935)- 266. 
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judgement, and by the recognition that socialism was a relative, proximate expression of the Kingdom. 

Indeed, their emphasis on the otherness of God and their use of "realist" social analysis were two sides 

of the same trend in their deparme from the neo-Kantian fiamework of liberal Protestantism. But at 

the sarne time, they maintained that it was only the recognition of the reality of a transcendent Wholly 

Other God, and the embodiment of his will in historicai social relations. that could ensure that the new 

social order would indeed bring the realization of fieedom and community, -- that the coming 

revolution would indeed be the Kingdom of God rather than another form of either capitalisrn or 

Marxist materialism. 

V. The Dilemmas of Radical Religion 

Christian socialists' attempts to both distinguish but relate a WholIy Other God and human existence. 

however. demandeci a delicate balance which by 1937 began to disintegrate. As the social crisis 

persisted and the threat of war deepened, and also as the inequalities of class power and the 

ineffectiveness of education became manifest. some FCSO members Iike Vlastcs began to justify the 

use of violence in the name of revoiution, while idealists like Scott and Line held firmly to the 

absolute moral ethics of pacifisrn. Although this disintegration appeared most clearly in the issue of 

pacifisrn. underlying that issue was disagreement about the nagging question of whether the basis, or 

what Line cailed the metaphysical grounding, of Christian socialist ethics truly was related to a 

transcendent personal God.19) Ultimately, it was this question that divided the FCSO between those 

who insistcd on absolute ideais which originated from the reality of God and those who turned to a 

more secul arized Marxist theory of revolution. 

'93Roger Hutchinson pu& the matter differentiy in suggesting that the war-time divisions in the FCSO were 
between "conservatives" and "radicals." See Hutchinwn, "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order: 1934-1945," 
25-7. See also Roger C. Hutchinson. "The Fellowship For a Christian Social Order; A Social Ethical Anal ysis of 
a Christian Socialkt Movementn (Toronto School of Theology: unpublished Th.D., 1975). 155-56. 
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This new debate about pacifism coincided with the suppression of the On-to-Ottawa trekkers 

in 1935 and the dedaration of the FCSO to revolutionary struggle. How revolution and pacifism were 

relatai, however, rernained ambiguous. The views of Scott and Line have been noted dready: while 

they identified with the Trekkers, they did so by declaing that the Trekkers were innocent of violence, 

and that their support for the Trekkers did not impl y a rejection of properly constituted authority. In 

short, their sympathy for the Trekkers was reconciled with commitment to pacifism as an absolute 

moral ethic. Indeed, Scott in particular would continue to hold ta this position, arguing in early 1937 

that there was no possibility of a just war, since war was the very negation of the rnethods of justice 

and the responsibility to love.'94 Scott therefore urged the pursuit of "peace-making" through the 

League of Nations. Though the League was under a cloud, to abandon i t  would be to "fa11 into the 

mouth of hell." The League was at least the start of a world society that might issue in a peacefiil 

world comrnunity devoted to human welfare. 

A quite different approach, however, was taken by those more concerned with taking radical 

action in the midst of impossible conditions. Gregory Vlastos raised this problem also in 1935 with 

his tentative comments on "Violence and the Ethic of Love" to the FCSO annual conferen~e.'~~ 

How, Vlastos wondered, could revolutionary class struggle be reconciled with commitment to non- 

violence? Like Niebuhr in 1933, Vlastos seemed to be moving away from absolute pacifism as a 

realistic possibility in a world where al1 relations were qualifieci by power. FelIow FCSO-member 

Rev. Harvey G. Forster, of Welland, Ontario. pressed this argument hrther by arguing that the "Iogic 

of events" was forcing people to recognize the reality of violence in the class ~ u u g g l e . ' ~ ~  Forster's 

I Q ~ .  B. Y. Scott, "Shall We Make Peace?" The New Outlook (6 January 1937). 8-9. 

"'A. L. Richanis* "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order, 'Annuai Conference,"' (29 May 1935). 560. 

'%Harvey G. Forster, "The Feiiowship for a Christian Social Order. 'Jesus and Violence,'" NO (2 October 1935). 
952. 
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argument was essentiaily that of Reinhold Niebuhr Moral Man and Immoral Society (1932). at least 

on three main points. Fust, he  claimed that violence was often represented in far too narrow terms. 

Violence included not only "mechanical compulsio~ to the human body." but also the force of 

economic compulsion. Secondly, as Harold Laski argued in his The State In Theorv and Practice 

(1935), the reality of the class stmggle was that the privileged class monopolized power and violence 

to suppress the opposing classes. And thirdly, the ruling classes would not surrender power except 

under threat of violence. Violence was built into the present order, and was a central ingredient in 

changing that order. Though it was not to be preferred, violence was inevitable. 

Notably uniike Niebuhr, however, Forster did not strictly separate the power relations of social 

structures from the moral absolutes of Christ. To the contrary, he argued that Jesus dso  recognized 

the inevitability of violence. He was not the "romantic idealist" of modem liberalism who believed 

that existing powers could be persuadeci to sumender their power "by the development of a sentimental 

love."19' Instead, he expected a cataclysmic crisis which would be the judgement of God. WhiIe 

the Sermon on the Mount laid down the standards of individual behaviour. apocalyptic and violent 

revolution was an inevitable part of the conflict of classes or groups and the redernptive process of 

social progress. Indeed, God himself was in that process as a "consurning fire" on behalf of the lost 

and exploited. Hence, one could be true to the spirit of Jesus, and yet "adjust oneself' to the prospect 

of violent cataclysm. 

After 1937, Vlastos took a position sinilar to Forster's. In a 1937 article on Jesus' confiict 

with the Pharisees, Vlastos pointed to the entrenchment of conservatisrn in the estabiished social order 

to which the Pharisees demanded fidelity, but as part of their effort praerve the status quo. 

Analogously, liberal Protestant insistence on absolute personal morality failed to recognize that even 

individuals acting with the best of humanitarian intentions might still naively participate in and 

par on ter, "The Fellowship for a Christian Social Order. 'Jesus and Violence."' 952. 
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perpetuate an immoral social order. Even their morality "has often served as a moral lubricant to 

smooth the workings of exploitation." But rneanwhile, "the word 'love' can stink in the nostrils of 

those who ask for plain justice." In fact, Vlastos argued, Jems condoned those who disobeyed the 

law for the sake of love. His understanding was that "[wlhen you have truly loved your neighbour, 

you have no further need of the Torah, because you have already fulfilled it; you can dispense with 

social distinctions, for these are excluded by love." In a social system where law was relative to 

unequai social relations, love superseded law . lgB 

In part, Vlastos justifred this argument on the grounds that the Kingdom of God was not a far- 

off "balancing of accounts." but rather was a present and revolutionary reality that abolished the 

current unjust order. God's judgment and Kingdom. Vlastos declared, "is not meant to police this 

society, but to upset it." Presumably, that judgment would be apparent in present historical 

developments. Since the corning of the new order would be not merely by changed hearts. but also 

by its achievement in actual action, Christians would have to be involved in upsetting the old order. 

This had been modeiIed by Jesus: he identified himself with the poor and took their side against the 

establishment in the confiict that they found themselves in. and he used violence against the Pharisees 

in the narne of love. So aIso in the present order of confiicting alternatives, man is forced to choose 

where he stands. The choice of violent revolution was not a compromise of Jesus' "absolute 

imperative of love," but a result of its "incidence on a hostile w ~ r l d . " ~ ~ ~  Inrvitably. Jesus' erhic was 

in confüct with the world. 

By 1939-40. as Roger Hutchinson has shown. the issue of pacifism seriously divided the 

FCSO. That division was marked especiaily by R. Edis Fairbairn's declaration of absolute pacifism 

'P%regory Vlastos. "Jesus* Confikt With ae Pharisees," Chnstendom, Vol. 2 (1937). 90. 98. 

'Q)Vlastos, "Jesus' Conflict With the Pharisees." 95, 96. 
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at the outbreak of war. Notably Richard Roberts would share that absolute pacifism? In contrasr. 

Wastos and most members of the FCSO would accept the need to resist aggression, and the view, 

similar to Niebuhr's, that violence was part of the inevitably tragic nature of the present social order. 

But Vlastos's position was more radically eschatological and existentialist than that of Niebuhr. God 

is radically other than man, Vlastos wrote, and could not be confused with mere human ideas of God, 

or with human ideals such as pacifism.20' Yet God was in the process of the contlia, and his 

revolutionary judgement could be felt in the violence that was the wages of sin, In this context. one 

could oniy follow the God who was within man by throwing oneself into the revolutionary battle for 

the sake of love and justice. 

Vlastos' view on pacifism, however. involved a second issue which cut across that of pacifism, 

for it raised the question whethcr one couid speak of a distinct God at 311, or whether God was mereiy 

an internal will to love. This issue, too, was rooted in the uneasy differences between the insistence 

of Scott and Line on the Biblical c l a h  to personal, iranscendent, and soverign God as the basis of 

moral absolutes, and Vlastos' use of John Macmurray's existentialism in a way that tended to obscure 

the redity of a distinct God. 

In a 1937 review of Macmurray's The Structure of Religious Experience (1936). Wastos 

portrayeci Macmurray as resolving the inadequate legacies of the Enlightenrnent Deist view of God 

and the Romantic and idealist reaction which attempted to locate the transcendent infinite within the 

human subject. In contrat to these, according to VIastos, Macmurray was a realist whose ideas 

'9. Edis Fairbaim. 'Witness Against War," United Church Observer ( i 5  October 1939). 21. See also 
Hutchinson, "The Fellowsbip For a Christian Social ûrder; A Social Ethical Analysis of a Christian Socialkt 
Movement," 155-56. On Roberts' pacifisrn in 1940. and his critique of Niebuhr's rejection of pacifisrn, see Thomas 
P. Socknat, Witness Against War, Pacifsrn in Canada 1900-1945 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19871,222- 
4. 

"'Gregory Vlastos. "God of Wrath. God of Hope. God ibe Power Within," The Canadian Student, Vol. XM. 
no. 6 (March-Apnl 1934). 147-8. 
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combined a Mamist reaction against Hegelian idealism and a Barthian emphasis on the objective 

othemess of G d  Like M m ,  Macmurray "detests idealism," and "finds the test of reaiity in action - 

- material, objective action." Vlastos also claimed that Macmunay successfully avoided the idealist 

reduction of the other, for the objectivity that he claimed for expenence Iay in the process by which 

man consciously related hirnself to others not himself. According to Vlastos, Macmurray understood 

religion to be man's relation to the Other, and so retained the "antithesis between self and not-self' 

which was the basis of both religion and rationaiity. But while Barth's conception of the Other was 

"romantic supernaturalism" insofar as it emphasized merely the ernotional adoration of a transcendent 

Other, Macmurray insisted that the Other, or God, was to be experienced in rational human life, which 

he identified with conscious cooperation. Thus Macmurray "finds the Other in the experience of 

m~tuality."'~~ 

Vlastos hailed Macmurray for rediscovering a mature, empincal, personal, sociai, and radical 

religion, and for releasing "the modem spirit from the bonds of supernaturalism." But his determined 

criticai method also had reduced the possibility of speaking of a transcendent God who was distinct 

from man's encounter of the Other in social relations. Tt was in the relations of community, he 

argued. that "the drarna of estrangement, guilt. forgiveness, reconciliation. the eternal drama of 

religion," were played out. Both the "material" and the "spiritual" worlds were to be found in 

cornmunity: the cornmunity sustained man's bodies. and was the material sign of the existence of the 

"Other." but it was also the "spirituai" world in which, through conscious cooperation, man 

transcended nature and moved toward a greater, more complex union of persons in a spiritual 

brotherhood. Though he dismisseci as facile those who might accuse Macmurray of being a 

"humanist" rather than a Christian, Vlastos admittedly had no cIear answer to this charge. Macrnurray 

'%gay Vlastos, "The Religion of Community; review of 'Ibe Structure of Relieious Exmrienœ, The Terry 
Lectures for 1936, by John M a m m y .  Yale University Press, $1.50," Christendom, Vol. 2 (1937). 294-95. 
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still insisted, he claimed, that the idea of the integration of man with man could not be substituted for 

the "universal person" of God. but Vlastos professed not to understand Macmurray's argument here. 

Indeed. Macmurray's existentialism could readily be seen as moving away fiom the personal God that 

was so urgently claimed during the 1920's.~~ 

For some, like John Line and R. B. Y. Scott. the erosion of daims about the reality of a 

transcendent personal God who was the b a i s  of absolute mord noms called for a return to theoiogy. 

and particularly the problem of knowledge of God, While Scott remained active in the FCSO until 

its dernise in 1945, he increasingly gave priority to Biblical Studies, ultimately moving to Princeton 

in 1955. and affirrning in his work that the Bible offered a unique knowledge of a distinct  GO^*^ 

Line's break with Vlastos and the FCSO was sharper. Concemed with the problem of religious and 

moral certainty since the 19209s, as Iate as 1936 he continued to hold that Christian socialism was the 

answer to the search for reiigious cenainty and a direct relation with God.'05 In 1937. however. he 

participated with G. G. D. Kilpatrick in the "College in the Woods" at Camp Onawa near Huntsville, 

where he lectured on "Preaching Values in Resent-Day T h ~ o l o g y . " ~ ~  Here he called for a 

"fundamental theology" that emphasized the Christ of the synoptic Gospels. and that would awaken 

man "to the needs of his own soul." Here he seemed to move, li ke Donald and John Baillie, to a new 

emphasis on the need for knowledge of God and the role of Christ as mediator. 

Line's continued development of this theological focus through the late 1930's indicated 

growing concern and a new strategy for responding to secular western civilization. In a 1938 article, 

mVlastos, "me Religion of Community." 293, 295-296. 

"See R B. Y. Scott, "VI. How 1 Interpret the Bible," Incemtation (luly 1951). 318-328; and "Priesrhood 
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he argued that the main problem of the day was the wide-spread questioning of both the fact of God, 

and of the ability of humans to know the nature of GodZm The eccentric skepticism of 

Enlightenrnent philosophers, he believed, had becorne a popular indi fference and dou bt to ward 

religion. And the main reason for this problem was the paradoxical legacy of modem science. The 

advance of science had expanded knowledge of virtually every aspect of the world, including even 

the human and histoncal elements of Biblical revelation, but it had also corne to question, as in the 

case of Ernst Troeltsch's cntical method, any unique revelation or belief that could not be certified 

on the grounds of ordinary evidence. At the same time, as a result of its naturalism, science had 

abandoned any possibility of knowing the metaphysical or supernatural reaiity of God. "Science has 

impaled religion on a species of cruel episternological irony," he declared, for its expansion of 

knowledge about the world which rnight teach more about the ways of God had also undermined 

certainty about God itse~f?~' 

This situation left a predicament for those wishing to give due deference to science. but 

without abandoning belief in God or claims to knowledge about the nature of God. Of the two 

possible responses to the predicament that Line saw. he now abandoned his preference for a 

philosophicai. idealist apologetic in favour of a Barthian emphasis on a radically unique revelation of 

God's Word. The philosophical theology represented by emergent evolution or Whitehead's principte 

of concretion. he explained, had attempted to identiQ God with some reality in the structure of 

experience in order to preserve the primary authority of science even in religion. In contrast, while 

the Barthian separation of science and religion recognized the claims of science in "its own domain," 

it denied the authority of science in the reaim of faith and knowledge of God. For Barthians, the 

'=John Line. "Problems of Today. X. The Nature of our Knowledge of God." The Ex~sitorv Times, Vol. 50 
(1938-39), 438. 
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idealist view of God was unacceptable, for Christianity rested on a view of God not as a Process or 

Principle without consciousness, but as an "Eternal Personal Spirit" who was the sovereign creator and 

aiso cared and acte. for people. According to Line, the Barthian view turned the tables on idealism 

with its doctrine of Revelation. Man could not gain knowledge of God; rather man and the world 

were known by God. Science was " o u  human knowing," but beyond human knowledge from 

philosophy and science was a knowledge that comes as the gift of God. As Barth wrote in his early 

Church Doprmatics (2936-69), "'Men can know the Word of God, ... because and so far as God wills 

that they should know it."'209 

In a striking shifi from his eariier preference for Whitehead over Barth, Line now professe. 

to share Barth's view of revelation, For Line, Whitehead's organic ideaiism couid no more assure a 

transcendent personal Goci than could vitalism. Now he rejected al1 attempts to constmct an 

apologetic for religion. Revelation, he argued citing both Archbishop William Temple's Nature, Man, 

and God (1934)) and Barth's Dogmatics (1936-69)- was not an intellectual datum that could be tested 

scientificaily. but the confrontation of "the iiving God Himse~f."~l~ Revelation and rational science 

were now strictly separate, for revelation was an event "of its own order" that came to faith from God, 

and theology was distinctiy the "ordered explication of the content of the Christian faith."2'l By 

1945, Line argued that the force of secularization had become so severe as to warrant a "suspension" 

from temporal and practical concem for a new concentration on recovenng Christian faith. not as a 

means for some moral goal, but for its own intrinsic ends."' What was nreded was a recovery of 

- - --  

'The. "Pmblems of Today. X. ï h e  N a m  of our Knowledge of Gad," 438-40. 
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the living Word of God and its explication in theology. 

Line's new concem clearly went against the grain of VIastos' view that God was experienced 

only in the encounter of the Other in social relations, or J, W. A. Nicholson's declaration that dl 

theology was reflection on the nature and meaning of social existence, and more broadl y against the 

FCSO's agenda of realizing God's Kingdom through social revolution. Not surprisingly, he withdrew 

from the FCSO in 19412" That depamire marked the beginning of what would become, according 

to Hutchinson, a sharp division in the FCSO. On one side, those who wished to preserve a uniquely 

"Christian" emphasis in Christian socialism and its ties to the church feared that the FCSO, with new 

rnembers and the hiring of J. Morton Freeman as Generai Secretary, had been infiltrated and usurped 

by cornrnunists. On the other side, those who identified Christianity simply as engagement in the 

social structure, and were therefore prepared to work with any others who shared the same social 

policy goals, regarded the "church group" as conservative. By 1945, the FCSO's resources were 

depleted and the movement was abandoned. 

V. Conclusion 

In fact. it was not only the FCSO's resources that were depleted by 1945, for its eschatological vision 

seemed also to have disintegrated. The "radical" Christian socialism of the 1930's was enervated by 

its anempt to affinn, and relate, a transcendent God and his will of love and justice, to a stmctured 

world understood in terms of "realist" social science. It was their consciousness of the tension 

between a hoIy God and the reality of human sin that was embodied in  a whole social order, îhat 

providec! the basis for their peneuating and revolutionary critique of liberal Protestantism and liberal- 

capitalist society. 

"'HU tchinson, "The Fellowship For a Christian Social Order. A Social Eihical Anal ysis of a Christian Socialist 
Movement" 185. See ais0 Hutchinson, "Tbe Fellowship for a Christian Social Order: 1934-1945," 25. 
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Despite their small numbers, Christian sociaïists had exercised a considerable impact on 

Canadian soçiety. Through remarkable energy, and a wide-ranging network of personal reI ationships 

to the LSR and the CCF, the United Church, universities and colleges. and a host of lectures and 

publications they conûibuted to, though manifest1 y without revolutionizing , the emergence of a social 

democratic poiitical culture in Canada. Undoubtedly the shift of public concern from social reform 

to the war and resistance to fascist and communist collectivization prevented the m e r  developrnent 

of their agenda, and eventually also fragmented the movement itself. 

ültirnately, however, it was the tensions at the core of the rnovement that divided it by the 

late 1930's. While attempting to chaiIenge the neo-Kantian framework of liberal Protestantism and 

its entanglement in IiberaI-capitaiist social structures by clairning both the reality of a transcendent and 

absolute God and the historical-structural nature of humans, they had done so starting from the human 

side, particularI y from the premises of cri tical reason and human freedo m. Sornewhat surrepti tiousl y, 

through Whitehead's principle of concretion, they reconciled these two poles from a critical 

perspective with a new "realist" idedism. Their combination provided a unique alternative to both 

the revival of neo-Kantian liberal evangelicalism and other forms of crisis or realist theology. For a 

time, though shorn of the optimism of an eariier progressive sociai gospel, their Christian socialism 

provided a dynamic, eschatological vision of the relation between God and humanity that sought the 

transformation of Canadian civilization as an approximation of the coming of Gqd's Kingdom on 

earth. In the end, however, their eschatological expectations were hsbated by the intransigence of 

a liberal-capitalist social structure and the r e m  of world war. Meanwhile, they could speak of God 

only by reducing hirn to the socio-historicai process known by rational consciousness, or as excluded 

from the prwess and therefore known only by Barthian dogmatics. In the fragmentation of their 

Christian soçialisrn, FCSO members seemed to have to choose between a relative, secular social 

reform movement or an abstracted Christian theology. 



Chapter 8: 

The Reaiity of Grace 

A third answer to the search for a modern evangelicaiism was the Protestant neo-orthodoxy developed 

during the 1930's by a few solibry scholars, especiaily the Presbyterian Walter Williamson Bryden 

( 18 83- 1952). and fellow-Presbyterians James D. Sinart and Arthur C .  Cochrane. The roots of this neo- 

orthodoxy, especiatly for Bryden, lay in two central sources. Fist, Bryden shared the disillusionment 

with liberal western culture and the "realist" social criticism held also by members of the Fellowship 

for a Christian Social Order (FCSO). But unlike FCSO-members, secondly, Bryden dso drew from 

the pst-critical BiblicaI theology of "modern" Scottish evangeIica1 theologians iike T. M. Lindsay and 

James Denney. In contrast to both fundarnentalism and liberal idealism. this modern Biblical theology 

emphasized the early church's experience of the risen, living Christ. During the 1920 '~~ Bryden had 

combined these two themes to distinguish betwcen historical-stmcturai reality and the spiritual reality 

of God's transcendent grace, thereby parallehg the main concems of Karl Barth. Indeeû, after the 

publication of Barth's translated The Word of God and the Word of Man in 1928, Bryden, aiong with 

Smart and Cochrane, adopted Barth's declaration of the radical chasm between man and God, and his 

"theology of the Word," to articulate God's exclusive judgement and grace, and as the beginning of 

a modem recovery of the theo-centric confessions of the Reforrnation and the early church. 

This shift to Bartfi's theology of the Word provided an understanding of the tension between 

God's Kingdom and the world that challenged both the revitalized liberal-evangelicalism of Roberts 

and the Christian =ialism of the FCSO. Although Bryden's criticisrn of liberal-capitalism was no 

l a s  radical than that of Christian socialists, he  directed his criticism even rnoreso to the liberal 

Protestant tradition, particularly its anthropocenûic confidence in hurnan nature and its expectation that 

the agencies for building the Kingdom of God were present within the world. To Bryden, liberai 
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Protestantism and the social gospel movement had naively surrendered the gospel to a modem 

"naturalism" that was epitomized by rationaiist pessirnism, capitalkt gr&, and the totalitarian pursuit 

of power, and that threatened the very existence of a f a i W  church in the modem world. Like Barth. 

Bryden believed that natural humanity must be thoroughly disillusioned in order to become open to 

the exclusive revelation of God's judging and saving Word which came eschatologically into the midst 

of human existence. Furthermore, in accepting the historicist pessirnism that science could find no 

bridge to God in the historical-structural order of human existence, Bryden embraced Barth's 

interpretation of a radical chasm between "natural" humanity and a wholly other transcendent God. 

Bryden's neo-orthodoxy, then, had two sides: it offered a radical critique of modem culture 

and a renewed emphasis on human sin, and it reclaimed Reformed doctrines about a transcendent 

sovereign God and the reaiity of grace that came fiom God alone. As John Vissers has shown. 

however, Bryden's was a distinctly "post-Enlightenment" and "neo-Reforrned" theology insofar as he 

assumed the primacy of experientiai faith and the validity of critical science for understanding 

"naNal," "temporal" human life.' Furthermore. in asserting a radicai distinction between a 

transcendent Cod and nature, Bryden suggested that nature was inherently secular. Consequently, his 

interpretation of the tension between God's Kingdom and the world postulated an antithesis between 

God's transcendent grace that entered apocalyptically into experience. and sinful nature. 

The implications of this neo-orthodox reconstniction would reverberate through Bryden's work 

in several persistent issues. In the first place, Bryden continued to stniggle with the probiem of 

revelation and the epistemological msis of certainty. While insisting that God was transcendent. 

Bryden retaind the modern prernise that knowledge of God must be expenential. The central 

problematic of his attempt to move beyond liberal-Protestantisrn to classic Reformed doctrine, 

'John Anthony Vissers, "The Conception of Revelation in the Theology of Walter W. Bryden" (University of 
Toronto: unpublished PhD. dissertation, 1988), 26-7. 
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therefore, concemed the paradox of how humanity rnight know and speak of a God who was radicaHy 

other. His answer to this paradox emphasized the eschatologicai entry of the Word of God into 

experience solely in Christ and the Holy Spirit. which in turn could only be confessed as it was 

experienced in the faith of the Church Hence, as James Smart later commented, Bryden was first of 

all an evangelist and church theologian rather than either a critical scholar or social reformer? 

Following from this problematic, secondly, Bryden's emphasis on the chasm between God and 

the world, and on the eschatologicai Word, left arnbiguous the relationship between redemption and 

the historicaI-structural worId. Strikingly absent from his recover- of the Reforrned tradition. at least 

until 1940, was a clear doctrine of creation, Unhinged from a view of redemption as the restoration 

of creation order, Bryden interpreted the transforming Kingdorn of God exclusively in terms of an 

existentid encounter of God's eschatological Word in the midst of the world. Since that encounter 

was located uniquely in the faith of the Church, he also distinguished the Church from ail "natural" 

institutions, and defined its task in terms of proclaiming God's judging-saving Word -- a task that 

inescapabIy set it against the modern. secular world embodied in the State. 

Though developed in relative obscurity during the 1 9 3 0 ' ~ ~  this neo-orthodox theology, 

especially by Bryden, would be crucial for twentieth-century Canadian Protestantism. For a new 

generation of continuing Presbyterians, according to Joseph McClelland, Bryden's "neo-C Jvinism" 

provided a pathway through fiindamentdism and liberal modernism to a modem interpretation and 

affirmation of the classic confessions of ihe Reformation and of a Biblical the~logy.~ Similarly, as 

we have aiready seen in the case of John Line, Bryden offered a modem and rigorously critical 

'James D. S r n a  "The Evangelist as Theologian," Sepamted Unto the Gosml, Donald V. Wade, ed. (Toronto: 
Thom Press, 1956)- vii. 

'Joseph C. McLeUand. "Walter Bryden; 'By Circumstance and CM,'" in Called to Witness; Profiles of Canadian 
Presbyterians, A Supplement to Endurina Witness, Vol. 2, ed. W. Stanford Reid (Hamilton: Presbyterian Church 
in Canada, 1980), 120. 
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alternative for those disillusioned of the hope of a Christian revolution, More broadly, Bryden's neo- 

orthodoxy suggested a way in which the modem Church might disentangle itself from its compromises 

with a secularizing culture, so that it rnight reclaim its identity with the historic Christian chwch and 

the unique Word of God, and also reclaim a transforrning gospel of judgernent and grace. In this 

sense, Bryden's neo-orthodoxy may be seen as an attempt at a strategic retreat of the Church from a 

world in crisis, in order to recover its hope in God's grace and its prophetic role in the world. 

1. From Mystical Realism to Barth's Dialectic 

Bryden began teaching at Knox College in 1925 as a part-time insiructor in Church History while he 

continued to serve as pastor at Knox Presbyterian Church in his hornetown of Galt, until his full-tirne 

appointment in 1927 as professor of Church History and Philosophy of Religion. In the wake of 

chwch union, neither the identity of Knox and the continuing Presbyterian Church, nor Bryden's fit 

with those institutions, were resolved. After most of its faculty joined the United Church in 1925, 

Knox College would go through a long process of reconstruction that would not be resolved until 

Bryden's appointment as principal in 1945.4 Though staffed largely by conxrvative Presbyterians, 

Knox College was tom during the late 1920's and 1930's by personal conflicts between principal T. 

Eakin and E. Lloyd Morrow, Professor of Systematic Theology and a suident defender of traditional 

Presbyterian doctrine and polity against church union5 Along with Morrow in Systematic Theology 

were F. Scott Mackenzie, who would become principal of Presbyterian College in Montreal in the Iater 

1930's. and Stuart Parker. a recent amival from Scotland and a vocal proponent of the idea that the 

'Mc~ellanû, "Walter Bryden; 'B y Cücumstance and B y God' ," 1 19- 120. 

'See John S. Mou, Endurinn Witness, 2nd Ed. (Hamilton: Presbyterian Church in Canada 1987) 24 1. S e -  aiso 
E. Lloyd Morrow, Churcb Union in Canada; Its History, Motives, Doctrine and Govemment (Toronto: Thomas 
Allen, 1923). 



Presbyterian Church was bound to maintain the ties and traditions of its Scottish hentage.6 

Knox CoIlege reflected in microcosm the concerns of many who remained with the continuing 

Presbyterian Church. According to N. Keith Clifford, the vast majority of continuing Presbyterians 

were those who were conservative in their social and ecclesiastical views. Many of these were 

commined either to fùndamentalism or, as in the case of Frank Baird, to the Princetonian orthodox 

Presbyterianisrn of J. Grescham ~ a c h e n . ~  Also. as in the case of Parker and Morrow. they were 

devoted to the Westminster Confession of Faith as the standard of faith and church poIity, and to the 

Scottish ethnic heritage and identity of the Presbyterian community. 

Though most progressive Presbyterians had joined the United Church, some notable exceptions 

rernained and would preserve a progressive-evangelical influence in the CO ntinuing Pres byteri an 

Church. The Reid brothers from Montreal, W. O.. Man, and Andrew, a11 had some initial sympathy 

with the principle of church union. though ultimately only Andrew joined the United Church! Others 

like Walter G. Brown, minister of St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church in Saskatoon. and Rev. A. P. 

DUM, first secretary of the "Church Life and Work" subcommittee established by the Committee of 

Evangeiism in 1933, would urge the Presbyterian Church to more direct "social action" during the 

Depression.' Though he would not endorse "godless" cornmunism. Brown, Iike John Line and John 

King Gordon, became an advocate for those suffering the worst effccts of the Depression by 

condemning the evils of capitalism, helping to organize local cooperatives. and running for Parliament 

%ee Mou, Enduring Witness, 221. 

'N. Keitb Ciifford, The Resistanoe to Church Union in Canada, 1904-1939 (Vancouver: University of British 
Columbia Press, 1985), 2-4. See aiso Everett H. Bean, "Frank Baird," in Called to Witness: Profiles of Canadian 
Presbyterians, Vol. 2, W. Standford Reid, ed. (Hamilton: Presbyterian Church of Canada Church Historical Society, 
1980). 107-18. 

8W. Stanford Reid, "The Quebec Trio," in CaiIed to Witness; Profiles of Canadian Presbyterians, Vol. 2, W. 
Stanford Reid, ed. (Hamilton: Presbyterian Church Committee on Church History, 1980). 93-106. 

Woir, Endurinp. 238; Presbyterian Church in Canada (PCC). Acts and Pmceedinps of the Gened 
Assembly, 1933, "Report of the Cornmittee on Evangelism," 106. 
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in 1939 as a United Reforrn Movement candidate.L0 In addition to this progressive social action. 

some Pres byterians continued to draw from the moderate idealist theological tradition. Recornmended 

reading iists offered by the Cornmittee of Evangelism, for exarnple, though they included Bryden's 

The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul (1925). James Demey's Jesus and the Gospels (1906). and also J. 

Grescham Machen's What is Faith (1925). were weighted heavily toward commentaries by moderate 

British personal idealists. including 3. E, McFadyen. A. E. Garvie, Robertson Smith. Samuel Driver, 

Marcus Dods. as well as prominent Canadian personai idealists like William Jordan and E. F. Scott." 

By the time that he began to teach at Knox, Walter Bryden had moved beyond both 

conservatism and Iiberal-evangeiicalism to what he called in his The Spirit of Jesus in St. Pau1 (1925) 

a "mystical" realism.12 Like his Sconish teachen. T. M. Lindsay and especially James Denney. 

Bryden also attempted to move through modem criticism to a recovery of classic Augustinian and 

Reformed themes concerning God's transcendent sovereignty, human sin, and God's grace in 

Christ? Especially Like Demey, Bryden rejected liberal Protestant attempts to daim an immanent 

God and a progressive human-centered Kingdom of G d ,  which to Bryden seemed to make God meet 

the requirements of human reason and moral aspirations. '' lnstead of li beral idealism. Bryden 

emphasized the reality of the risen Christ who was distinctly divine and transcended nature, but 

nevertheless was experienced immediately and in the midst of existence as a spintual reality in the 

soul. His earl y pastoral work in Lethbridge, Alberta Me1 fort, Saskatchewan, and Woodville. Ontario, 

1°J. M. PitsuIa. "W. G. Brown, 'Righteousness Exalteth a Nation,"' Saskatchewan Hislow, Vol. 33, No. 2 (Winter 
1 %O), 56-70. 

"PCC, Acts and Proceedinns, 1928, "Comrnittee on Public Worship and Aids io Devotion," 115-17. 

'?W. W. Bryden, The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul (London: James Clarke & Co, 1025), 200. 

'3Vissers. "The Conception of Revelation," 5 1-3. 

"W. W. Bryden, The Simificance of the Westminster Confession of Faith (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1943), 27. 
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provideci the opporninity to develop his mystical realism further. Especially in his contact with coal- 

miners in Lethbridge, he had grown sympathetic to the radical labour movement and had learned the 

reaiity of the modem church's entanglernent in capitalist social structures fkom its Marxist and labour 

union critics.'' While discovenng this realist social criticisrn. Bryden clairneci that his "retreat" in 

the pastorate also gave time to focus on the exclusively "spiritual" and inward working of the 

üwig Chnst.16 

Though Bryden sought to move beyond liberai Protestantisrn, his mystical realisrn of rhe mid- 

1920's nevertheless was a "pst-critical" r e m  to Reformed doctrine that displayed the legacy of 

progressive evangelicalism in several ways. His ernphasis on a "psychological" gospel, for exarnple, 

reflected the extent to which Bryden shared the expenentialism and critical perspective of modem 

evangeli~alism.~' Also. in keeping with the neo-Kantian tradition. Bryden held a duaiist ontology 

that identifieci the reality of God with spirit and inner psychic experience, in conuast with the 

historical-stnictural order of nature. Bryden's mystical realism had two sides. On one side. he 

proceeded from a criticai understanding of the human situation and the stnictured world. He professecl 

the "highest respect" for modem science and its discovery of the exacting and dynarnic laws of the 

material world, and it had gained considerable understanding of the moral and spirituai history of 

humanity. But critical science could neither "explain" that universe nor offer a solution to its "abject 

severity." That solution came only from beyond in the revelation of a transcendent Christ whose 

Incarnation, death, and resurrection presented "a violation of al1 the laws of natural development, and 

- 

'5~issen. *l''le Conception of Revelation," 61-62. 98 [fn 731. 

'W. W. Bryden, "The Triumph of Reality; An address delivered at the Sptuig Convocation of Montreai CoUege. 
1929," in Separated Unto the Gosml, Donald V. Wade, ed. (Toronto: Thorn Press, 1956), 13 1. 
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a contradiction to al1 ordinary  ens se."'^ Tbe human dilemma was overcome oniy by the experience 

of the mystical presence of God's own spirit in the sou1 and of freedom from sin and "the necessity 

and severe bondage of either traditional or extemal guidance."19 The Spirit of God, therefore. was 

the most important factor in a "realistic world." 

Bryden's attempt to replace traditional idealist monisrn with the dual realities of nature and 

spirit had laid the foundation for his assertion of a distinction between spiritual and historical-stmctural 

realities, and of freedom of the spint from law, t h t  he would state even more sharply after 

encountering Barth." His "spiritual realism" culminated in an interpretation of the Kingdom of God 

as a spirituai reality that was radically other than human efforts and historical-strucmrai forrns, O n  

this point he rejected liberal Protestant progressivism, especiaily in its assumption of inherent human 

divinity and its efforts to build the Kingdom of God by human effort and prograns." In contrast 

to such extemal "busy-ness," Bryden identified the Kingdom with an existential spiritual experience 

that came to humanity in the eschatological spirit of Christ. Like Augustine's description of the City 

of God. he claimed. the Kingdom was a matter of the inner moral self responding in love to God." 

The Christian experience of God's spirit, then, was a paradoxical transforming process in which, as 

Wilhelm Hemann's Communion With God described it. God "sIays us, yet makes us alive," making 

man into a new creature and citizen of hea~en. '~ From this emphasis on a revoIutionary spiritual 

Kingdom, Bryden chailenged the liberal Protestant identity of the church with the middle class and 

"Bryden, The Spirit of Iesus in St. Paul, 241-2. 

'Qryden. The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul, 184. 

*%ryden, The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul, 123-5, 171. 

21~ryden. 7 248-50. 
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with the institutional machinery of natural society, arguing that the real identity of the church Iay with 

the m a s  of ordinary believers, and particularly among the old, the Young, and the "outcast portion 

of humanity" -- those whose circumstances of life were uncertain, and who were rnost in need of and 

rnost open to the cornfort and hope of graceF4 And in the midst of the tragedy of modem life. he 

had argued, the vital task of the church was not merely social amelioration. but to comrnunicate 

"living knowledge of God -- the very spirit and nature of God -- to other human s~uls[.]"~' Above 

all, tbis task cailed for a renewal of preaching, and particularly preaching which was not reduced to 

refined historical scholarship. but dealt simply and directly with the realities of sin and redemption 

and the experience of personal consecration that traditionally was centered on "Christ ~nicified."'~ 

But genuine vital preaching was the paradoxical end-point between God's spirit and human response, 

for the preaching ministry of the church was "not the creation of men nor even of the Church, but 

... the creation of Jesus Chri~t."~' Such preaching could only be undenaken, he argued. in a realistic 

awareness of one's own inadequacy, in self-abandonment to God's spirit, and in the recognition that 

the imer conviction to faith "is God's and not ours."28 

From the perspective of his "mystical reaiism," Bryden viewed the challenges of the 1920's 

as cause, not for alarm. but rather for renewed optimism. The new self-criticisrn that was sweeping 

the church was not a pessirnistic l o s  of faith, for God could not be "lost." Instead, it was a much- 

needed disilIusionment with the false hopes of an anthropocentric liberalism. That new hurnility 

"~ryden. The Spirit of Jesus in St. Pad, 54-6, 251-2. 

"Bryden. The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul, 66. 

%Bryden, The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul, 55-6, 70-2. 

nW. W. Bryden, "The Christian Ministry (1927)," in Sevarated Unto the Gospel, Donald V. Wade, ed., 120. 
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coincided with the search for authentic knowledge of God, and promised the recovery of a "more 

purely spirimal and truiy ethical Chri~tianity."~~ Nor should the church be disillusioned at its lack 

of popularity, he argued, for the business of the Church was to cal1 people to a Cross of hurnility and 

responsibility that was an offence to ordinary life, and its faiffil  effort tu do so, despite apparent 

defeat in modem culture, would demonstrate the power of God's Spirit? For Bryden. disentangling 

Christianity from secular culture, and the spirit of Christ from nature, was no mere retreat, but rather 

the rediscovery of a transcendent spirit of judgement and grace by which human existence might be 

tram formed. 

Despite this optirnism, Bryden would continue to struggle with two central difficulties. As 

he concede., the question of how vital, believing knowledge of God was gained remained the most 

ciifficuit problern of Christian experience." If knowledge was a maner of experience and 

consciousness, how could one distinguish from these a distinctly other and transcendent reatity? 

Given his criticai view of the human consciousness as strictly naturai and historical, speaking of the 

objective reality of a transcendent God, according to Bryden, was the impenetrable, mysterious work 

of the Spirit. Bryden would welcome Barth's radical affirmation of this paradox. and he would 

continue to wrestle wilh the problem of revelation and the knowledge of God. In trtking up Barth's 

views, however, Bryden would confront the second probIernatic of his mystica1 realism. AIthough 

his interpretation of the Kingdom of G d  envisioned a spiritual transformation that would perrneate 

al1 of life, his use of Barth's views on the chasm between God and sinful humanity would magnify 

Bryden's distinction between transcendent spirit and natural existence, and bet ween grace and law, 

leaving open the question of how grace was at ail related to historkal-structural life. 

'%ryden, The Spirit of Jesus in St. Paul, 49, 60. 

qryden. The Soirit of Jesus in Si. Paul, 51. 
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When Bryden discovered Karl Barth's ideas in the late 1920's, he found confirmation of the 

themes of his own mystical reaIisrn, but also a more radical declaration of the otherness of God. 

Bryden first indicated his discovery of Barth in a 1929 Convocation address entitled "The Triumph 

of Reality," shortly after the publication of Barth's The Word of God and the Word of Man (1928) 

in English translation. The time was corning, he warned the candidates for church ministry, that 

people would "listen only to reality and tnith" and demand onIy "& authentic note of mat something 

'Other' in the sou1 of the man," namely G d ' s  own revelation of hirn~elf.~~ The answer to the 

modern crisis of authentic reality, he claimed, could be found in Barth's proclamation of the wholIy 

"other" and sovereign God, Thus Barth seemed to conf" and radicalize Bryden's confidence in the 

reaiity of a transcendent God -- a confidence that also assumed a modem disillusionment with al1 

temporal authorities. While deprecating its pretentiousness, Bryden's therne of the "The Triumph of 

Reality" capture- his claim, now bolstered by Barth, that God was the ultimate reality beyond and 

superior to the merely temporal reaiities of human experience." 

It was aiso through Barth that Bryden claimed to find a further path for returning to the 

Reformation iradition. Barth's description of G d ' s  wholly otherness and sovereign will, Bryden 

declared, was "the hem and sou1 of Cal~inisrn."~ Like Barth. Bryden's retum to Calvinism was 

through the legacy of modernism, particularly the ideas of Friedrich Schleiennacher. whose "creaturely 

feeling for the Infinite," according to Bryden, had the same roots as Calvin's "feeling of insignificance 

before the glory and sovereignty of God." Though he would be more critical of the anthropoçentrism 

in Schleiermacher's legacy during the 1930's, Bryden's attempt to Iink Schleiennacher with Calvin 

indicated that his recovery of the Reformarion tradition would combine Calvinist themes conceming 

'%ryden, "The Triumph of Reality," 145. 

"Bryden. "The Triumph of Reaiity," 132. 

"Bryden, "The Triurnph of Reality," 135. 
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human sin and the sovereignty of God with the modern criticai assumption of the primacy of 

experience. 

Bryden's emphasis on experience continued, therefore, to charac terize his i nterpretation of the 

gospel and the preacher's ministry. His own pastoral ministry in a quiet rural parish, he observed to 

a 1929 class of graduating ordinands, had given him the opportunity to get to know the "reai life" of 

ordinary people, while allowing his own iife to be "tested by the inwardness of things rather than by 

the outwardness of con~entions."~~ Indeed, he urged, the preacher's own experience of the spirit. 

rather than mere repetition of accepted doctrine and legalisms, was essential to transrnitting the 

authentic gospel. In the modem "enlightened world where people accepted no externai authority, the 

church would not be able to "impose" its belief or authority, but rather would be "obliged to l m  to 

command men's souk by her own inherent and self-evidencing power of character and by her obvious 

witness to the  th."^ While the preacher must have a gospel concenùng a wholly "other" God. 

it must also be his "own" gospel, rooted in a free and decisive spirituai relationship with Christ. As 

Bryden put it, therefore, rnie preaching of the gospel involved "the unveiling of one's soul as that soul 

in the course of Life is being touched by  GO^."^' 

Barth's influence also radicaiized Bryden's interpretation of the dialectical and existential 

nature of this experience. With Barth, Bryden came to insist on a chasrn and a fierce conflict between 

God's spirit and natural hurnanity. "One must give hirnself up," he quoted Barth, "in order to give 

hirnself over to God, that God's will may be done. To do His will ... means to begin with Him anew. 

His will is not a corrected continuation of Our own. It approaches ours as a wholly ~ther."~' The 

'5Bryden, "The Triumph of Reality," 131-32. 
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first step of that spiritual encounter, Bryden suggested recalling Rudolf Otto's Idea of the Holv, was 

the seme of "awe" that followed from recognizing that there is something in Jesus Christ which eludes 

and haunts man as the "ultimately real." To reconcile his radical dualism wiih the primacy of 

experience, Bryden began to portray the conflict between the "wholly other" divine spirit and natural 

humanity in existential and eschatological terms. Spiritual experience. he claimed, was not an 

abstraction ftom Iife, but rather was a redity that broke in upon humanity "along the road of life." 

"True beliefs." therefore, were "the issues of one's whole k i n g  as wrought upon by circurnstance and 

God." "Circumstances" and "God" were the two realities of life, and the gospel involved the 

eschatologica1 penetration of circumstantial temporal life with the transcendent reality of God's 

spirit3g 

It was the combination of these two themes, nameIy the primacy of existentiai experience and 

the chasm between naturai humanity and a transcendent God, that provided the centrai problematic 

of Bryden's mature work. During the 1930's Bryden, like Barth, wriuld emphasize the paradoxical 

tension in which the Word of a transcendent God was disclosed in human experience, but only as that 

which was other than and could not be contained in human words, ideas, and culture, but rather could 

only be articulated in the testimony and preaching of believers, or what Barth called "church 

dogmatics." Bryden's turn to this Barthian problematic produced a response to the crises of the late 

1920's and early 1930's that was strikingly different fiom those of liberal-evangelicals like Roberts 

and Dow, and of Christian swialists like Line and Gordon. 

II. The Word and the World 

Bryden's answer to the crises of modem thought and society during the Iate 1920's and 1930's 

reflected his further development of a Barthian emphasis on  the reality of a transcendent God and his 

'%ryden, "The Triumph of Reality," 135. 
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judgement upon "natural" humanity. Others Like James Smart and Arthur C. Cochrane also joined him 

in advocating a Barthian theology, though Bryden would remain the Ieading advocate of Barth's ideas. 

Especially in works like Why 1 Am a Presbyterian (1 934). based on lectures given over several years 

explaining Bryden's position on church union to Knox College students, and a 1935 essay on "The 

Presbyterian Conception of the Word of God," Bryden alternated between criticizing curent 

movements in modem Rotestantism and a positive Barthian theology of the Word." 

Though the "triumph" of God's spirit and transcendent grace was the leit motif of Bryden's 

response to the crisis of reality, the dominant theme of his work during the 1930's emphasized the 

utter sinfulness of naîural humanity and God's judgernent upon al1 prematurely optimistic and 

"naturalist" claims to locate God and his Kingdom in human nature and history. In contrast to 

Roberts' liberal-evangelical revival of moral idealism and the social revolution called for by Chr i s th  

socialists, Bryden interpreted the crisis of modem thought as the disclosure of humanity's utter 

helplessness before the judging and redeerning Word of God. Aithough this understanding of the 

crisis included a radical criticism of liberal-capitalist society and the complicity of modem Christianity 

in its decadence, Bryden, like Barth, pressed further than ei ther liberal-evangelicals or Christian 

socialists in calling for a revolutionary hirn of the tables on the anthropocentric perspective of modem 

thought. In doing so, he anempted to move beyond his roots and earlier sympathy for Schleiemacher 

and the progressive evangelical tradition to a radical emphasis on the antithesis between natural 

hurnanity and the eschatoIogica1 Word of God. 

Bryden thus agreed with Barth that the crisis of the late 1920's and early 1930's called fxst 

for an uncornpromising declaration of God's judging "No!" against natural humanity, and for a 

recovery of a theocentric and evangelical confession, in keeping with Reformed doctrine, of 

'W. W. Bryden, Why 1 Am A Presbyterian (Toronto: Presbyterian Publishing, 1934). 
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humanity's aisis before the judghg and saving Word of GocL4' Only by dis-illusioning natural 

humaaity, he would claim, couId modern hurnanity become open to the authentic experience of God's 

spirit. and so realize their retiance on G d ' s  own initiative and grace. 

Bryden's tum to Barth coincided with the revitalization of liberal-evangelicalism and the 

development of Christian socialism, and thus with what seemed to Bryden a premature resurgence of 

optimistic Liberal progressivism. In some ways, that optirnism seemed also to re-emerge in the 

Presbyterian Church during the 1930's. In 1933, the Presbyterian Church joined the Anglican. Baptist. 

and United churches in the Joint Committee on the Evangelization of Canadian Life that was 

organized initially as the Kingdom of Cod movement, and that began its joint evangelism campaign 

in 1933 under the banner "Advance for Christ."" Witb John McNab as its secretary. the Presbyterian 

Committee on Evangelism declared its support for the goals of the Joint Comrnittee's campaign. 

Those goals included a renewed emphasis on "first things first" and on a deepening sense of the living 

Christ and his Spirit, the responsibility of man for stewardqhip in the whole of tife, and renewed 

evangelsm to "bring home to each individual heart and life the Gospel of the Kingdom," and to bring 

about the consecration of individuals and the community in "every phase and department of h u m a .  

Life and a~t iv i ty ."~~ Translated into Presbyterian terms under the theme of "Covenant Renewal," the 

Presbyterian am of the 1933 Joint Campaign cailed its members to repentance and spiritual renewal 

that would forswear "al1 foms of selfishness and injustice" in individuai life and social conduct, and 

that wouId support the unemployed and the "sacred rights of personality" in the service of God's 

"Bryden, Wby 1 Am a Presbyterian, 4548. See also Kari Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man, 
Douglas Horton, trans. (New York: Pilgrim Press, 1928), 218-72. 

'?TC, 1933, "Report of the Commiuee on Evangelism," 105-6. 

"PCC. 4 1933. "Report of the Committee on Evangelism." 105-6. 
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Kingdom on earth? nie work of the Joint Evangelism campaign peaked in early 1935 with m a s  

meetings in the Montreal Forum and at Maple Leaf Gardens, with attendance in Toronto over 18,000. 

and with similar meetings held in major cities across Canada? With renewed hope, the Presbyterian 

Comrnittee on Evangelism saw the campaign as a "spiritual forward movement" that would make "our 

Dominion His ~ o r i i n i o n , " ~  

Coinciding with the campaign, the General Assembly also expanded the task of the Comrnittee 

on Evangelism in 1933 to include "Church Life and ~ o r k " "  Under this heading. its mandate 

included the promotion of matters like evangeiism, "family religion," "christian stewardship." sabbath 

observance. and moral and social questions. By 1935 the Cornmittee on Evangelism recommended 

that, in the light of the success of its renewd services, a cornmittee of cIergy and lay experts be 

appointai to study social and moral questions so as to pronounce the guidance of the church and give 

direction to ~ t a t e s r n e n ~ ~  Accordingly. in 1935 the Presbyterian Church. dong with the United 

Church, joined the Social Service Council of Canada, which at the time was concerneci with issues 

like moving pictures. temperance. housing. and "decency."" 

Though Bryden gave Iittie indication of opposition to the goai of renewing a sense of the 

primacy of the spirituai in life, the trend of his work was opposed especially to the joint renewal of 

Iiberal-evangelicalisrn and what he regarded as the premature optirnism of the campaign's efforts. He 

set out this opposition especially in #Y 1 Am a Presbwerian (1934), whcre his apotogia for his 

UPCC, AP, 1933, "Report of the Cwimittee on Evangeiism." 105-6. 

"PCC. & 1935. "Report of  the Cornmittee on Evangeiism and Church Life and Work." 122. 

16PCC, AP, 1933. "Report of the Cooimittee on Evangeiism," 105-6. 
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Presbyterian affiliation became the occasion for criticizing the main currents of modem Protestantism. 

and for offering an alternative, Barthian interpretation of the Word and the church. 

The a u x  of Bryden's reason for rernaining with the Presbyterian Church rather than joining 

the United Church was that arguments for church union offered no cornpelling "Christian" grounds 

for union? In fact. he claimed, he had experienced no urgent demand for union while serving as 

a minister, even in Alberta. The reasons given for church union had emphasized efficiency and moral 

influence, reflecting the assumption that the church was a purveyor of moral ideals and elaborate 

programs to build the Kingdom of God by human effort. Unionists had misrepresented Jesus' concern 

for the unity of the church as a cal1 to ecclesiasticai, institutional unity rather than spiritual unity. And 

their ultimate appeaI to the state for legislation to c o n f i i  union finally subjected the church to 

Caesar. The implementation of union was a "tragedy," according to Bryden, arid the ensuing division 

of the Presbyterian Church was a sign that the reasons for union had failed to peneuate to the spiritual 

depths of religious life?' 

Bryden took particular issue with the writings of John T. McNeill, formerl y of Knox College 

and by the 1930's at the University of Chicago. In works like The Presbyterian Church in Canada 

(1925) and Unitive Protestantisrn (1929). McNeill had argueci that church union was the natural 

culmination of earlier Presbyterian unions in Canada; that consolidation of Protestant unity was a 

central concern of Caivin; and that the national trend toward church union in Canada was a unique 

and exernplary accomplishment that demonstrated the rise of a liberal and progressive Protestant 

community. To Bryden, however, McNeili's appeals to "natural" forces constituted a darnning self- 

indictment of the church union movement. Earlier unions such as those within the Presbyterian 

Church, Bryden argued, were based on a cornmon cornmitment to the doctrine of the Westminster 

%yden, Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 9-15. 

"Bryden, W h y  1 Am a Presbyterian, 58-61. 



Confession, and Calvin's pursuit of church unity during the Reformation was aiways conditional upon 

the preaching of true doctrine. The union of 1925, by contrast, was a radical departure frorn such 

commiûnents to vitai theo10gy.~~ 

Rather than McNeill, Bryden claimed that it was Barth who, in cailing the church to its 

pnmary task of theologicai confession, had grasped the heart of the Reformation movernents3 

Bryden thus identified Barth's theology of the Word with the revival of classic Refonned doctrine. 

and also distanced himself m e r  from both fundamentalist and Princetonian orthodoxy, and frorn the 

anthropocentric strains of ~chleiermacher.~ The defining concem of Calvin and the Reformation. 

he claimed in 1935, had been with the direct experience of the "fresh and living apprehension of the 

Word of G o d  in christ." According to Bryden. this experience of the Word was the root of the 

Reformed understanding of the priesthood of ail believers and the rneaning of Calvin's insistence on 

the sovereignty of God; both ernphasized that nothing "dare ever corne between the sou1 of man and 

the living Word of G d "  It was the recovery of that living Word of God that had created Calvin and 

the Reformed faith, and that modern Protestantism again needed. 

Bryden's emphasis on the experience of the Word lead him to a view of the gospel and the 

role of the Church that differed sharpIy with both liberal-evangelicals and Christian socialists. In his 

conclusion to Why I Am a Presbyterian, he offered three main standards for the Presbyterian Church. 

First, in order to be the m e  Church. it must be conscious of possessing "G Gospel," and thus of 

'Qryden, Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 58-61. 

"~ryden. Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 45-50, 93. See ako Karl Barth. 'Ibe Word of God and the Word of Man, 
218-72. 

especially Bryden's l e c m  on "The Piesbyterian Conception of the Word of Gd." (1935). and "'Tke Holy 
Spirit and the Church," (n.d.), both in W. W. Bryden, SeparaPd Unto the Gospel, Donald V. Wade, ed. (Toronto: 
Thorn Press, 1956). 

"Bryden, "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of God, (1935)," 178. 
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witnessing to the Word of God. Secondly, the Church must be driven by a radically "missionary" 

spirit so that its very existence was to challenge the world solely with the Gospel rather than by other 

institutional or national concerns. niirdly, such a Church must be "catholic" in the sense that it 

understood its mission as a universal claim under the compelling authonty of God's ~ o r d ?  What 

Bryden meant by these became clear as he criticized the contemporary currents of Protestantisrn. 

The requirement that the Church possess the m e  gospel, according to Bryden, was cause for 

Protestants first to examine themselves. Assuming that classic Protestmtism and the early church 

identified the gospel with the revelation of God's Word alone, modem Christianity faced the "senous 

and embarrassing question" whether it truly offaed a distinctive revelation of the Word of God at 

alLn From this suspicion, Bryden developed his interpretation of the gospel primarily by criticizing 

what he regarded as the rationalistic and naturalistic trends in modern Protestantism. 

Though most of his criticism was directed against various forms of "modernism," he began 

his Why 1 Am a Presbyterian by repudiating, like his Scottish teachers James Denney and T. M. 

Lindsay, the fundamentahm and Princetonian schoiastic orthodoxy of J. Grrischam Machen that had 

dorninated the Presbyterian Church in the years immediately following 1925. According to Bryden, 

these views were essentially legalist and offered a mechanical view of the rttlationship between God 

and the ~ o r l d . ' ~  Their devotion to "rationalistic orthodoxy" and to denominational traditionalism 

rnistakenly identified Presbyterian forms with Christianity itself, and exploited the United Church's 

doctrinal arnbiguity as an occasion for factionalism and bigotry. Traditionaiist opponents of church 

union, Bryden claimed, were littie more justified and little more cornmitteci to Christian tmth than 

SdW. W. Bryden, Why I Am a Presbyterian, 162-70. 

%nox College, Caven Library, Walter W. Bryden, "The Reign of Naturalisrns," unpublished typescript, n.d., 
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unionists? 

Through his cri ticism of tiindarnentalism. Bryden suggested mat the traditions, institutional 

organization, and doctrine of the church. while important, were relative to the central religious life and 

hinction of the church, namely its experience and witness to Christ.* Even theological confessions 

and intellectuai assent to doctrine could not be confused with faith in Christ and the authority of God's 

Word in Scripture, nor could the Word of God be reduced to rationaiized doctrine or selective and 

literalist Biblicism, for the Word itself was the very source of faith, domine, and the ~ h u r c h . ~ ~  

Presbyterianism was not meant to be merely rational. nor provincial, nor separatist; rather. it sought 

to profess the tnith, and on that grounds sought to be tnily "Catholic" and open to revision under the 

guidance of the ~ o r d ?  

Bryden devoted most of his criticism. however, to what he identified as liberai-modetnist 

Protestantism. One main feature of that Iiberal-modernism that he now began to critique more fulty 

was its use of historical criticism in Biblical interpretation. Though sympathetic to the critical method 

and the recovery of the historic "facts" of Christianity, he argued that the liberal use of histoncal 

criticism gave an interpretation of the Bible that was "detennined from the side of man" and that was 

"governed in the main by the rational. rather than by the revelatory principle."" Liberal-modemists 

like Schleiermacher and Ritschl had interpreted the Bible as a record of the discovery and growth of 

moral ideais, and assumed that the significance of Jesus was merely that of a histoncal person whose 

life was to be ernulated. Their method, according to Bryden, reduced Christianity to a matter of 

S"3ryden, Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 18-20. 

qryden, Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 224, 34-6. 
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subjective or psychic ideals that vaguely affirmed humanity. rather than acknowledging Christ as the 

Word of God which put al1 human effort in crisis? Liberals no less than fundamentalists. therefore. 

had rationalized the Word of ~ o d ?  

Bryden also now linked the results of Liberai-modernism to liberal efforts to establish the 

Kingdom of God on earth using "naturaiistic" methods that relied on human effort rather than the 

spiritual reality of G d ' s  gracd6 Cornmenting during the Joint Evangelism campaign. Bryden 

objected especiaily to the focus of liberal Protestants on the psychological "techniques" and 

ecclesiastical bureaucracy of modem evangelisrn, and on social gospel programs designed to bring in 

the Kingdom of God by human effort. These, he claimed. viewed the work of the church as though 

it were self-sufficient, and reflected a naturalistic rather than evangelical view of religion. Among the 

"naturalistic" programs that Bryden specifically objected to were the ecclesiastical bureaucracy of the 

Joint Evangelism carnpaign; the Kingdom of God movement, which reduced the core of the cburch 

to a universal moral ethic of love; and the "Oxford Group Movement," which also claimed a new life- 

changing method devoted especially to reaching the "higher-ups" in society for Ch~istianity.~~ Most 

dangerous of all. he wamed, was the Christian socialist movement. Christian socialism offered the 

most plausible solution ta the crisis of social organization and an appealing alternative to "American 

New Humanism" or "Soviet cornmunistic atheism." but the strength of its appeai on behalf of a human 

solution to the social crisis threatened to seduce Christians to a man-made Kingdom? 

Bryden's rejection even of Christian socialism. such as that of the FCSO. was apparently a 

"Bryden, Why 1 Am a Presbvteriq 62-5. 1 16-7. 

6s~ryden. "The Presbytcnan Conception of the Word of GoQ (1935)."180. 
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difficult, but revealing choice. As John Vissers notes, Bryden had become sympathetic to the most 

radical wing of the labour movement, especially during his ministry in Lethbridge. Bryden was a 

neighbour of Line in Toronto, and in many respects he was deeply sympathetic to the cause of 

Christian socialism. From 1935 on, he voted for the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation on most 

occasions, and at least once voted for a Communist candidate." As he made clear already in the 

1920 '~~  Bryden condemned modern capitalist society and the middle class identity of the mainiine 

Protestant churches. During the 1930's he shared the social "realism" of Christian socialists, arguing 

that the chmh had become dependent on the middle class which gained its wealth from the capitaiist 

system, and that its organization and financial support had linked the church structuraily to capitalism 

while its preoccupation with extemal concerns like institutionai organization, humanitarian works, and 

finances further compted its spiritual identity." Like J. H. Riddell, he argued that its rniddle class 

identity cost the church credibility and support arnong the working class. Rightly so, the church now 

shared the burden of criticism against capitalist society. 

In contrast to Christian socialists' understanding of the intrinsically social nature of the gospel, 

Bryden's social criticism assumed the exclusively spiritual identity of the gospel and the church's role. 

According to Bryden, the fact of its entanglement in the capitalist social suucture indicated. not that 

the church needed more social reform activism, but that it was not sufficiently spiritual. Having 

shifted its foçus to humanitarian concens and natural methods, Protestantism had Iost its spintual 

vitality and had become entrenched in worldly concerns and approaches to life." While Christian 

socialists believed that sin lay in unjust social structures, and that God's eschatologicai revolution was 

upon them in the rebeliion of the working classes, Bryden interpreted sin as rooted in human nature 

69Vissers, "The Conception of Revelation," 61-62, 98, [fn 731. 
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itself and in humariity's rebellion against the spintual reality of G d ' s  Word. The solution to the 

social crisis and the church's entanglement in that crisis was not more social reform programs, but a 

more vital emphasis on the radically other spiritual reality of God's own judgement and grace, and 

a recovery of the spiritua1 identity of the church and its task of preaching the gospel. 

In the context of the collapse of industrial capitdism and the threat of totaiitarianism during 

the early 1930'~~ the differences between Christian socialisrn and Barthian neo-orthodoxy were 

magnified despite their points of agreement. As we have seen in Chapter 7, Christian socialists like 

John Line and Gregory Vlastos regardeci Barth's emphasis on the exclusive reality and grace of a 

transcendent God as "otherworldly" and speculative. and as an escape from the urgency of the social 

revolution under way. In 1933-34, Reinhold Niebuhr went so far as to accuse Barth's theology of 

failing to uphold absolute moral principles, and of advocating "an orthodoxy that breeds 

indifferen~e."'~ This criticism came, however. at the very time that Hitler's National Socialist 

governrnent was attempting to "nationalize" Germany's Protestant churches by co-opting them as 

cultural institutions subordinate to the state. For Barthians, this threat of a secularized totalitarianism 

dwarfed al1 others and epitomized the danger that naturalistic ideologies presented to the church and 

the gospel. Although Bryden did not respond directly to the charges of Line, W t o s ,  and Niebuhr, 

but instead simply adopted Barth's position, younger Canadian scholars like James Smart and Arthur 

C. Cochrane, who recentiy had returned to Canada from study in Scotland and Germany. came to 

Barth's defense. 

James D. Smart (1906-1982). who studied in Marbug from 1929 to 1930, was one of few 

Canadians who still did his gaduate studies in ~ e r m a n y . ~ ~  He would be a prominent rninister in the 

'?teinhold Niebuhr, "Banhianism and Poiitid Reaction," Christian Century, Vol. 5 1, Pt. 1 (6 June 1934). 757-9. 

"John S. MOU, A History of Bibiical Studies in Canada: A Sense of Proportion (Chico, California: SchoIars 
Press, 1982). 71. 
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Presbyterian Church in Canada, serving ciuring the 1930's first in Ailsa Craig, Ontario and then in 

Walter Bryden's home church of Knox Presbyterian in Gait, Ontario. Srnart was an early rnember 

of the Canadian Society of Biblicai Studies founded in 1933. During the 1940's and 1950 '~~ he would 

make major contributions to both the Presbyterian Church of Canada's ArticIes of Faith and revisions 

to the educational curriculum of the Presbyterian Church in the USA. He also would teach for a brief 

tenure at Union TheoIogical Serninary during the 1950's and 1 9609s, and pubiish such major works 

as What a Man Can Believe (1944). The Teaching Ministry of the Church ( 19%). and The Divided 

Mind of Modern Theology; Karl Barth and Rudolf Bultmann (1967)? 

As a young minister in 1933, Smart defended Barth against daims that his theotogy was 

other~orldly?~ According to Smart, Barth "is constantiy bringing the whole of religion to bear upon 

the decision which faces each man in the present moment." AIready in The Word of God and the 

Word of Man (1928). he remindeci readers. Barth had wamed against evading the ethical questions 

of present Ufe by tramferring the focus of religion to a future or inner life." Barth's eschatological 

hope, according to Smart, was 

not a distant Golden Age which may corne some day, but is God's world, God's 
eternity, which can break through and does break through now into time. His 
emphasis is upon 'the Holy Spirit whkh in the very middle of the unrighteousness of 
îhis world builds up the righteousness of heaven ... a new world.'" 

The Barthian understanding of the Kingdom of God was an existential reaiity that began wherever 

there was faith, nght in the midst of the "old world" of war. money, and death. Barth, according to 

7dWiIliam Klernpa, "Protestant theology: Canada," The Blackwell Encycfopedia of Modem Christian Thought, 
Alister E. McGrath, ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Basil Blackwell, 19931,488. 

7S~ames D. Smart, "Karl Barth and Other-Worldliness," The Expository Times, Vol. 45 (1933-34)' 525-26. 
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Srnart, held to the Reformed tradition that "always applied the gospel more directly to the actual life 

of man in society and in the state than has the L~theran."'~ 

In fact, Smart argued further, Barth's concern for the Church could hrudly be constmed as 

passive disregard for poiitics, much less as support of an authontarian state. At a time when Hitler's 

g o v m e n t  was attempting to impose unity on the Protestant churches in Germany and incorporate 

them into a national German ideology, Barth was urging the church to have the courage to speak its 

convictions based on the Word of God. Though he did not see himself "called to lead a futile political 

revolution against Hitler," Barth did insist that Christians face the decision of what they would do in 

politicai and social iife. But cven more fundamental for Barth was the urgency of recovering and 

preserving the Church's fieedom and courage to speak God's Word -- to Iet the church be the church - 

- against Fascist Nationalism and ai1 rnerely secular cultural ideologies that threatened to smother the 

Word which alone could be absolute for the c h ~ r c h . ~ ~  

Arthur C. Cochrane's Barthian sympathies were similarly inspired by the heroic resistance of 

Barth and the "Confessing Church" against National Socialism and the "German Christian" Party. 

Born in Belleville, Ontario, Cochrane had graduated fkom University of Toronto and Knox College 

before proceeding to the University of Edinburgh. There, he studied under John Macconachie, then 

one of the leading English-speaking advocates of Barth's ideas. During the 1930's and l94O1s, 

Cochrane served several Ontario congregations in the Presbyterian Church before becorning Professor 

of Systematic Theology at the Presbyterian Theological Seminary of Dubuque University, Iowa in 

1 9 4 8 . ~  

Cochrane's The Church's Confession Under Hitler (1962), though published much later, was 

'"Smart. "Karl Barth and Other-Woridiiness," 526. 
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based on his dissertation during the 1930's on Barth's relationship to the historic creeds of the church, 

focusing especially on the Barmen Declaration issued by the Confessing Church, or the Confessional 

Synod of the Geman EvangeIical Church, in 1934. Dedicating his work to Barth and to Martin and 

Wilhelrn Neimoller, Cochrane argued that the Confessing Church and its Barmen Declaration marked 

a decislve break not only between the church and German nationalism, but aiso within the church 

between iiberal Rotestantism and the m e  church." In the Geman Christian party, modemist 

Protestantism had revealed its willingness to submit the church to the conuol of the state and the 

secular "political religion" of National Socialism, and to what Hitler caiIed the "ethical conscience of 

the Germanic race," thereby becoming merely a culture religion" By contrast. the Confessing 

Church not o d y  claimed religious liberty, but insisted on remaining f a i f f i l  to the Reformed 

confessions, and ultimately to the confession of Christ and the submission of the church to God. And 

while both the nationalized Gerrnan Evangelical Church and the western world naively sought to 

appease Hitler during the late 19303, it was the Confessing Church, along with the Catholic Church, 

which alone stood against Hitler fiom within Germany, paying for that resistance with school closures, 

censorship, arrests. and later in cases like that of Dietrich Bonhoffer, with their lives at the hands of 

Nazi execu t i ~ n e r s . ~ ~  

Especially in the light of developments in Gennany, Barthians like Cochrane, Smart, and 

Bryden saw the very existence of the church and its faithfulness to the gospel threatened by modem 

secular ideologies and social structures. In a later description of Bryden that also seemed to refer to 

himself, Smart claimed that Bryden was concerned that the church risked "losing its very sou1 through 

"Cochrane, The Church's Confession Under Hitler, 9-16. 
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the substitution of a thinly-coated humanistic religiousness for the historic faith of the Church."%" 

However virtuous, Bryden argued, idealist and social reform movernents like the Kingdom of God 

movement and the FCSO did not go far enough in recognizing humanity's sin and dependence on 

Gd's  exclusive grace. Hence their attempts to achieve the Kingdom of God implemented rnerely 

human values by human efforts." Such efforts reduced Christianity to mere "naturalism" and erased 

the radical difference between a holy God and sinhl humanity, and consequently lost the essential 

spirituality of the The essence of the controversy of such efforts was that they usurped 

God's sovereign grace with human techniques for achieving humanity's own salvation. and in doing 

so presumed "to measure both God and man's need by man's purely humanitarian. and often times 

sentimental, needs as conditioned by a transient world, and as emphasized at the expense of his one 

supreme etemal need? Liberal Protestantism thus substituted an extemal and humanitarian 

kingdom for the radically redemptive gospel and a "me sou1 culture and discipline." Its impact was 

to "innoculate" modem man against the gospel -- or as Barth put it. it eradicated the "offence" of the 

g0spe1.~~ 

Assuming that the world was in crisis, and that the nature of that crisis was a secularist 

rebellion against the gospel that threatened to engulf the church itself. Bryden considered matters like 

social reform to be secondary to the more fundamental prionty of recovering the very roots of 

Christianity in the sovereign Word of God, and ensuring the freedorn and task of the church to witness 

to this grace. In his critique of church union. Bryden had appealed to Karl Barth's warning against 

"Smart, "The Evangeiist as Theologi~" K. 
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state-sponsored unification of the Protestant churches in Germany, that onIy the apprehension of the 

Word of God and the Gospel ûuth of justification by faith, rather than any natural or national 

rationale, could provide a substantial basis for fruitful Christian ~ni ty . '~  What the world moa needed 

was to hear and experience God's Word, which at once judged and saved hurnanity. 

To this end Bryden urged the church to recover its theological rather than sociological task, 

particularly by reviving what he claimed was the heart of Refonned doctrine in the confession of the 

exclusive work and direct experience of God in the WordW Against liberalism and fundamentalism. 

Bryden's interpretation of the gospel and the Reformation was emphatically exclusive. Both Calvin 

and the early Church, he claimed, insisted that the Word of God could not be objectified in human 

thought or doctrine, nor could it be perceived by human reason. The revelation of the Word was the 

Presence of God himself that could only corne at God's initiative. and could only be "spirituaily 

discerned" in faith?' Revelation was God speaking to man directly. and [hus was itself the very 

source of faith. Scripture, and the Church, and so was prior to al1 human expressions of the Word? 

Consequentiy, one could not readily define the Word. True belief was not a human act, but a direct 

expenenze of God and his grace, as Barth clairned, "in which man is ap~rehended by God through 

God's ever-living ~ord."' '  

Behind this description of the immediate revelation of the Word, however, Bryden struggled 

to clarify the relation of the Word to objective historical reality so as ro avoid a subjective fideisrn 

or gnostic emphasis on illumination. Though the experience of the Word in faiih was self- 

"Bryden, W h y  I Am a Presbyterian, 61. 

qryden, W h y  1 Am a Presbyte- 45-50, 93. 

"Bryden, W h y  1 Am a Presbyterian, 1 10- 1 1 1. 

'%ryden, "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of G d ,  (1935)," 182-3. 210. 
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authenticating and @or to reason, he cIaimed, it was not merely subjective. Faith was indeed frrst 

a "solitary" relaîionship between the sou1 and God, but the Word of God was an objective reality 

which stood over against man, and which spoke "once and for all, in the Event of history, and now 

speaks directly to the souk of men in witnas of that fact ..."% Revelation was therefore not merely 

a human tfiought or ideal, but ramer "a fact or happening, or the one supernatural Event in which Cod 

achieved that for man of which he himself was absolutely in~apable."~' 

While claiming its objective reality, Bryden's interpretation of the Word continued to reflect 

his earlier rnystical emphasis on the Spirit. To be sure, he conceded. the Word of God could only be 

centered in Christ and his redemptive work? As Calvin had argued. the Holy Spirit was not a self- 

sufficient or impersonai intemal illumination. but rather witnessed to the once and for al1 event of the 

Incarnation, death, and reswrection of Christ that was found in the Bible alone. The "total 

manifestation of G o d  in Christ was the "Evangel" and the "mie Gospel" for Calvin. Yet Bryden 

quickly followed this acknowledgement with the reminder that "knowing ... Christ in His saving 

efficacy ... cornes alone by the reveaiing of the Spirit." Hence. when discussing ihe nature of the 

Word. Bryden emphasized the need to recover the roIe of the Holy Spirit. dong with Christ, as the 

central elements in "the economy of God's Reve~ation,"~' In this sense, concerned as he was with 

the crisis of knowIedge and an irnrnediate existential experience of the reality of God, Bryden's 

conception of the Word confmed his shiR from the traditional liberal Protestant emphasis on the 

historical Jesus especially to the role of the Spirit as the immediate wiuicss of the living Christ and 

%Bryden, "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of Gad (1935)." 185. 

"~ryden. "The Resbyterian Conception of the Word of God. (1935)." 197. See also Vissers. "The Conception 
of Reveiation," 3. 

'Qryden, Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 11 1. 

"~ryden. "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of God, (1935)." 183-5. 



the existentid experience of saving grace, 

This shift was also evident in Bryden's and Smart's cal1 for the renewal of a "theological" 

interpretation of the Bible. According to Bryden, the Reformers regarded the Bible as the "cradle of 

Christ," but as such it was a transcendent revelation of God's Word that called for "theologicai," or 

theocentric, rather than merely an historical-critical studies focused on the historic personality of 

 esu us.^^ This was not to suggest, however. a hindarnentalist literalism or orthodox docllinalism. 

Biblical interpretation, according to Bryden, did not require blind acceptance of an "esotenc" doctrinal 

tradition, nor indeed was doctrine, which was merely human expression, to be sheftered from scientific 

smtiny.* For grasping the "rventg' of Christ. Bryden was sympathetic to histoncal criticism which. 

he claimed, had brought fnritful results in Biblical studies and had "saved Protestantism from 

~ibliolatry." '~ As it was no more than a method, he added. historical criticism need not necessarily 

be identified with modemism. 

Nevertheless, he argued, the way that modemists had used historical criticisrn had been 

"subversive to the me interpretation of the Word of  GO^."^^' In their search for the historical lesus. 

modernist historical critics had focused on the human Jesus while eliminating, a the 

transcendent and eschatological elements of revelation. Modemism thus invened the rneaning of the 

Bible by making man the judge of Jesus' mode1 personality. In fact. Bryden argued. the continuous 

critical "peeling of the onion" of historicai events in search of essential divine ideals in the historical 

Jesus had divorced historical method from theology and faith. and finally left uncenainty about the 

'W. W. Bryden, "On Knowing Our Bible," (n. d.) Unnaid V. Wade, ed. (Toronto: 
Thorn Press, 1956). 3. 
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significance of J e ~ u s . ' ~  The work of the Fonnsgeschichte school exemplified in Rudolf Bulmiann*~ 

Jesus (1934). which seemed to abandon ail hope that certain knowledge of Jesus* historic life was - 
possible and offered instead only a collection of the "faith-forrns" and mythology of the New 

Testament, demomtrated the exhaustion of Liberal rnethods of interpretation.lo3 

Bryden's departure from the liberal-modernist use of historical criticism invoived two related 

themes. First, he argued that the meaning of the Bible lay not in moral ideals or historical 

personalities that humans should emulate. In an undated essay on "Knowing Our Bible," he argued 

that the Bible "refuses to become a blueprint to mark our course to heaven."lm Rather thm a record 

of human development of moral ideais, the Bible was "fiorn heaven"; insofar as it was attested by 

the Spirit, it was where one was confronted by the "proclamation of God's grace to sinfid man." 

Secondly, this revelation of God's grace in Christ could not be apprehended merely by the scientific 

discovery of the historicai person of Jesus. "The reai Word of God, as it is in the New Testament," 

he claimed, "is not accessible to scientific research at all. That is to Say. the 'Christ of faith' can 

never be discovered by the mere discovery of the 'Jesus of History.' The conviction that it should 

be so. has constituted the grand fallacy of modem Chri~tianity."'~~ Jesus Christ and his Cross had 

always been an enigrna that could not be comprehended by reason. The meaning of God's Word was 

"hidden" in the text of Scripture, for saving knowledge of Christ's significance was ultimately revealed 

by the "living personal witness of Christ Himself to the sou1 of man."L06 Though Jesus incamated 

the transcendent spiritual reality of God, that spiritual reality couId only be apprehended from the 

'%ryden, "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of God, (1935)," 203-4, 207-8. 

'%yden. Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 165. 
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immediate revelation of God hirnself in the faith of the believer.lo7 

Like Augustine's credo ut intelliarn and his sacred interpretation of history, therefore, 

Bryden's alternative to modemist criticism called for a "Christian" or evangelical critical method that 

presupposed the necessity of faith, given by God hirnself, for apprehending the "theological" and 

"spiritual" meaning of the Bible. Accordingly, he describeci his method in a theocentric syllogism: 

"God is unknown to man, except through the revelation of Jesus Cbrist; and Jesus as Christ is 

unknown except through the witness of the Spirit, and the Spirit is unknown except through Jesus 

Christ" as witnessed in the Bible.'" Furthemore. though he affirmed what he called the 

Reforrnation's "Scriptwe-principle," he argueci that the Word of Cod could not be identified simply 

with the words of Scripture, nor could its meaning be proven by rational scholastic demonstration. 

It was when one heard out of the Bible the "living Voice" of God's speaking directly to man by the 

testimony of the Spirit that the Scripture-principle functioned to reveal the Word of God.'" 

Though Bryden did not explicitly follow Barth's lead in distinguishing the historical Jesus and 

a "Geschichte" or superhistorical Jesus, his "evangelical" method did suggest that revelation was an 

eschatological in-breaking or tangent into history. "The supreme obtigation of this age," he declareci, 

"is not to rediscover Jesus historically; rather it is to rediscover Him spiritual~y.""~ Man did not 

need merely to discover the Jesus of history in order to follow him as a moral rnodel; rather they 

needed to experience Jesus and the revolutionary change that such an experience would mean. As 

Bryden put it in one cryptic comment, the Reformers' view of the Bible as the transcendent revelation 

Im~ryden, Wby 1 Am a Presbyterian, 158. 

'"~ryden, Why I Remained a Presbyterian, 165. 

'"The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of Gocl, (1935)," 233. 
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of God's Word meant that it was arrayed against the wor1d.l" nius, Bryden tended to shift the 

locus of revelation from the "natural" events recorded in Scripture to the eschatological and immediate 

in-breaking of the witness of the Spirit. 

Beginning in the mid-1930'~~ and throughout his career as a Presbyterian clergyman and 

Biblical theologian, James D. Smart advocated a simiIar "evangelical" critical method. He began that 

work by urging the Bibiical Theology movement to a more theological and prophetic interpretation 

of the Bible, and at the same time pleaded for a return of Theology from the academy to the Church. 

Though he considered the era of historicd criticism to have benefitted the c hurch with " frank and 

intelfigent" investigation of the BibIe, it had renounced al1 theological interest to become a purely 

academic "scientific examination of the literature, the history, and the religion of the Hebrew 

pe~ple.""~ As an example. Smart referred to the typically technical and academic studies found in 

the Journal of Biblical Literature. He may also have had in mind the technical historical scholarship 

that charactenzed the Canadian Society of Biblicai Snidies (CSBS), established in 1933. Srnart was 

a member of the CSBS, and many of its founding members were also members of the American-based 

Society of Biblical Literature. Aiso, as John Moir notes, one of the key sources of CSBS rnembers 

was the program of scientific study of Oriental Literanire developed out of the more traditionai study 

of Old Testament Literature by James F. McCurdy at the University of Toronto dunng the early 

1900's."' Such examples of technical Biblical scholarship, according to Smart. paralleled the 

modem development of Philosophy of Religion from Schleiermacher to John Baillie and its effort to 

justifj religion by the rational demonstration of human religious experience and values. Since they 

- - 
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focuseci on the human and historical, Smart complained, neither the scientific study of Biblical 

Literature nor the Philosophy of Religion helped the preacher to discern the real message of Scripture 

-- God's voice concerning sin and redemption -- so as to speak the living Word of God for people 

t ~ d a y . ~ ~ '  

In his search for the theological meaning of Scripture, Smart turned especially to the 

"prophetic" themes of the Bibie. His cornments on the book of Isaiah and on the parables of Jesus 

illustrate his attempt to move beyond technical historical-critical debates and moral idealism to find 

the spiritual Word in the Bible. The preoccupation of criticai scholars with dating Isaiah's comments 

on the stanis of the Jenisalem temple and relating them to other rninor prophets like Haggai. Srnart 

claimed, missed the point of Isaiah's prophetic condemnation of Israel's sin and ritualism, and his cal1 

to spiritual religion of the h e m  and Life."' Isaiah's prophetic message. he claimed. was rooted in 

the eschatological vision of a sovereign God who did not reside in the temple and needed no earthly 

dwelling, but rather came to the temple and the nation with judgement and justification, Sirnilarly, 

in an article offering "A Redefinition of Jesus' Use of the Parables," Srnart argued that Jesus' parables 

and their connection to Old Testament prophecy had been neglected by liberal scholars. Liberals had 

assumed that the parable was "an earthly story with a heavenly meaning," and thus they reduced 

parables to "platitudinous" stories to illustrate moral tniths. Citing A. T. Cadoux's The Parables of 

Jesus, Smart argued that parables were not mereIy "pictonal renderings of accepted tniths" but instead 

were creative moments in Jesus' warfare against sin.lL6 The parable brought home a "resented, 

distasteful, or at least dificult tmth" for natural man, and it was oniy when narural man saw himself 

in the parable that its meaning was disclosed. Like the Old Testament prophecies, Jesus' parables 

"'Smart, "The Retm of TheoIogy to the Church," 220. 
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were eschatological and existentid; rather than illustrating universal truths that could be converted 

into moral and rational ideals, they were the breaking in of divine auth upon the human ~oul.~" 

As he developed this prophetic and "theological" interpretation of the Bible, Smart credited 

Barth's revolutionary challenge to anthropocentric Iiberalism as the origin of the r e m  to theology. 

In his The Intemretation of Scripture (1961) he described the "startling novelty" of Barth's clairn that 

it was not sufficient to treat Scripture merely as a record of ancient religious phenomena fiom which 

ethicd values could be gleaned, but rather it must be seen as a strange revelation of God "whom man 

did not already know." Barth had challengeci theologians not to be "embarrassed by the factor of 

revelation," and to seek in the Scriptures not merely the record of ancient religions, but the "unique 

and final revelation of God that they clairned," and that required the thmlogian to interpret their 

"theological content."118 'ïhough less concemed by 1961 than Bryden had been to distinguish the 

historical knowledge of Jesus and the experience of his spirit, Srnart echoed his pfea to move beyond 

a merely academic and naturalist Biblicai criticism to rediscover a prophetic and transcendent Word 

of God for hurnanity. Indeed, Smart claimed in 1937, this theocentric emphasis was the primary 

concern and fiinction of Barth. Barth had cailed the Church back to theology, and reclaimed theology 

from the academy to the Church.'19 

The central concern of this plea for a "theological" orientation. for both Bryden and Smart, 

was their disillusionment with the impasse of a strictly technical, academic, and naturalist critical 

method that seemed only to offer dubious historical knowledge, and their insistence on recovering a 

transcendent spiritual reality in revelation. To be sure, there could be no retreat from valuabie criticai 

inquiry, but this critical scholarship was only preliminary. In contrast to what he saw as the liberai 

"'Smart., "A Redefmition of Jesus* Use of the Parables," 555. 
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and fundamentalist emphases on the human side of revelation, Bryden claimed that the "fundamental 

basis of the New Testament outlook is eschatol~gical."'~~ The revelation of the Word could only 

be an encounter with God himself, and so must be a more radically eschatological experience having 

more existentid and immediate meaning for man's relation to the etenal than was suggested in liberal 

notions of the coming of God's Kingdom in a new social order. 

Implicit in this "theocentric" reonentation, and especially in Bryden's emphasis on the 

immediate Spirit ratfier than the historicaI Jesus, was a distinction between historicai-structurai "nature" 

and the unique "event" of the eschatological in-breaking and of the spiritual Word. The experience 

of the revelation of God's Word was itself the eschatological moment that brought natural man into 

crisis in the rnidst of his experience, confronting him with his responsibilities and sin before God and 

calling Mm to repentance and belief.'2' Thus the Word "creates a moment in which man must corne 

to a decision. a decision which concerns his life as ~ u c h . " ' ~ ~  Authentic spiritual Life was the life of 

freedom and gratitude that followed fiom ttiis judging-saving experience of the Word. As Ernil 

Brumer had put it, according to Bryden, when God speaks personally to man and calls for decision, 

"man for the first time becomes a person .... That is. he is enabled to accept hirnself as he really is in 

the sight of God; and bravely faces the world in his new-born urter humility. but also in his newly 

acquired personal ~o r th . " ' *~  Through the Word. in Bryden's treamient, the Spirit translated the 

redemptive events of the Bible into an immediate existentid reality. 

Bryden's and Srnart's emphasis on the experience of an eschatological Word, though sharing 

some features with John Line's and R. B. Y. Scott's vision of an eschatological Kingdom of God 

'%yûen,  "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of God (1935)." 2ûû. 
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coming in the structures and processes of history, was in other ways sharply different fiom the new 

Christian socialism, While Li ne had argued that spiri tua1 and matenal reali ties were interwoven, 

Bryden and Smart assumed a more radical chasm between al1 of historical-structural r d i t y  and the 

transcendent spiritual reality of God. For Bryden, the gospel was initiateci entirely by God, and came 

as a "strange" and discomforting eschatological revetation before which humans could only bow in 

acceptance. There could be no bridge to God in mysticism or some immanent spiritual principle in 

human nature, or in rationd doctrine, nor was it sufficient to interpret the gospel as a "blueprint" for 

the progress of God's Kingdom on earth, The original constitution of the church and the source of 

true religion, he claimed, "is fundamentally 'spiritual', and not 'in~titutional'."'~~ Rather than a 

program or a law, Bryden maintaineci that the heart of the gospel was God's apprehension of humanity 

through the Word that was radicaily other than humanity and rnysteriously more than history. 

This exclusively theocentric focus also permeated Bryden's treatment of the task and identity 

of the church. According to Bryden, it was the Word of God which alone created the faith and 

spiritual unity of the chwch. The true Church was 

a 'fellowship' in which men discover themselves, rather Vian one which they 
themselves achieve. Its membership consists of those who have heard the Word of 
God in the solitary privacy of their own souk; and because of that fact, find 
themselves in a peculiar unity with others sirnilarly apprehended. It is a unity not of 
man, but of  GO^."^ 

For Bryden, Church History was essentially the history of the Word as it made itself known to 

humanity. for as Barth had claimed. it was through the medium of the Church and its preaching. as 

well as through the Bible, that God's Word came to humanity.lZ6 

In contrast to what he saw as the aims of church unionists and social reformers, Bryden 

'"~ryden, "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of G d  (1935)." L76-7. 
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insisted ttiat the central mission of the Presbyterian Church was to witness to the historic faith of the 

Church through its preaching and theological doctrine. That witness could only be "dogmatics," by 

which he meant that the church was not merel y stating human truths, but rather it witnessed under the 

grip and compulsion of the exciusive and sovereign Word of God. Such dogmatic theotogy, 

furthemore, could only be church theology, insofar as it arose from and confessed the histonc 

chuch's faith experience of the Word. The m e  histonc church, Bryden declared (citing the German 

Banhian Karl Heim), never sought to be "broad-minded" or "tolerant" of other mths or religions.12' 

Convinced that it possessed the sole revelation in the Word of God, it could not be other than 

dogmatic and aggressive in declaring the challenge of the Gospel to the world. Indeed, it was only 

as it declared its experience of God in its preaching and creeds that the Church tmly iùnctioned as 

the Church of God.lZ8 

But this task of preaching and doctrinaI confession, according to Bryden, was paradoxical. 

Although believers were constrained to declare God's Word, it was impossible for man to capture that 

Word in human words. "No man," Bryden declared quoting Barth. "cm preach the Word of God, but 

God makes His Word known to man through preaching when that preaching is conditioned by the fact 

that he who preaches has realized the uner impossibiLity of speaking God's Word and yet is under 

absolute constraint to do The paradox of preaching. as Bryden often repeated, was 

"foolishness" to the world but cornpelleci by God's own Word. 

The paradoxical distinction between human words and God's own Word. Bryden warned, also 

meant the need to distinguish between the human words of doctrinal confession and the reality of God 

which they confessed. Bryden's "dogmatic" theology was intended to be different from what he saw 

'"Bryden, Whv I Am a Presbyterian, 163. 
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as the extemai legalism in the Rincetonian view of Scripture and the Westminster Confession that was 

assurneci by many in the continuing Presbyterian Church after l925.lM As he would make even 

more clear in his speech to the 1943 Generai Assembly on The Sienificance of the Westminster 

Confession, Bryden beiieved that no particular creed could be taken as final. nor could its truth be 

measured by rationaiity or logic. The Reformers. he claimed. never presurned "to encompass, to 

absolutely measure and rigidly define. God and His ways with men. They were too sensitive to the 

inscmtable and incomprehensible nature of God, to the infînite mystery of His revelation and relations 

to man through Christ" to Lhink that their statements could adequately capture God's ~ a y s . ' ~ '  Like 

Barth. and in contrast to scholastic orthodoxy. Bry&n insisted that tme spiritud dogrnatics lay not in 

the extemal forrn of human words, but rather in the church's witness to its experience of the crisis of 

humanity before the living Word of God.ln As Barth had descnbed it in The Word of God and the 

Word of Man (1928). the paradox of the church's confession was that doctrine always remained the 

word of man, and therefore remained relative. and yet doctrine also marked, though in human words, 

the advance of the Word of God in e~~er ience-"~  'The church's creeds must be the expression of 

belief which followed from the experience of Christ and a "vision of God." as something above 

humanity that laid its claim upon them and compelled hem to declare Lheir faith? Authentic 

creeds were not shackles, but rather were the "sign-posts" of the church's faith and of "the thought 

of God conceming rnan."13' 
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Although doctrines m u t  not become shackles on the church. Bryden considered them to be 

necessary to "evangelical" Christian faith. The church's doctrines confessed its experience of the 

Word. and thus, like windows in a dark room. they provided a way to see the "liberating spaces that 

lie beyond." It was as "sign-posts" of the expalence of the living Christ that the classic Reformed 

confessions were tmly "e~angelical."~~ Furthmore. authentic doctrinal confession demonstrated 

that the church was genuinely concemed with a right understanding of faith that was based on "a 

unique revelation of Cod in Jesus Christ," and that its faith had learned to trust "not in man's views," 

but in the experience of Christ's redeerning work."' W ithout "ps i  tive doctri na1 foundations, " he 

warned, "there can be no m e  basis for authority in religion, and, without authority, essential Christian 

belief gives place to al1 those sentimentalisms and 'relativisms' which have so largely dorninated the 

moral and religious Iife of modem times. with obviously baneful effect~.""~ Faith that was 

autfientically rooted in the experience of God's transcendent Word required careful thought. a well- 

defined doctrinal witness. and a personal response to the "soul-shaking challenge which is in Jesus 

~ ~ ~ ~ " 1 3 9  

To avoid the "baneful effects" of relativism. therefore, Bryden urged the Presbyterian Church 

in Canada to recover the doctrine of the Reformed tradition. Despite the popular liberal definition of 

Christianity in tems of moral virtue. and a view of doctrine as irrelevant to "being" a Christian. 

Bryden insisted mat remaining tme to its heritage of doctrinal confession was the need of the day and 

the "supreme spin tu ai mission" for the Res byterian C hurch. 
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In fact, Bryden's interpreration of the Church's "cathoiic" identity meant that the church was 

inescapably set against the world. The church's "catholic" identity was that of a mystical world body 

which, un&r the compulsion of the Word, was united in the conviction of faith and the fellowship 

of the Spirit of Christ.'" This "eschatological" constitution not only united the church universai, 

but did so under the common aclaiowledgement that the Gospel was "the final power on earth, and 

mua be supreme over every other clairn in the Christian conscience."'" The claims of the Word 

of God cut across and superseded al1 natural loyalties and "more artificiaI" boundarie. of intellect, 

politics, nation, and even ecclesiastical denornination, distinguishing the church from al1 other human 

This "catholic" identity also meant that the distinctive feawe of the church was its radical 

mission to make the worId "apprehensive," or as Emil Brunner put it. of "spreading out the fue which 

Christ has thrown on the earth."'ql To be "ecclesia" meant to be "called out," or "separateci unto 

the gospel," since preachirrg of the Word without distraction by other concerns was essential to the 

very existence and meaning of the church. By its very constitution, according to Bryden, the church 

must challenge the world with the Gospel: 

[tlhat Church which can contemplate with complacency conditions. in which subtle 
and selfish intrigue, pure ecclesiastical politics and secular ambitions, c m  comfortably 
prevail, not to Say, triumph; in which the conventional moralisms and platitudinisms 
of a sophisticated intelligentsia, supported by the possession of wealth or so-called 
social prestige, are respected, is in a very senous position. It is to have substituted 
the veneer of Christianity for the insight and knowledge of faith."' 
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Thus the Church's identity and mission of witnessing to the Word gave it a distinct constitution that 

set it apart from. and against, the world. 

Like the paradoxical task of preaching, Bryden held that the Church's spirinial catholicity 

relativized ecclesiastical institutions, including the Presbyterian Church The characteristic features 

of Presbyterianism, he claimed in 1935, were not first of al1 a peculiar Presbyterian order of rninistry 

nor even the classic Resbyterian and Reformed doctrines of the sovereignty and grace of God, for the 

central element of faith for Calvin and the Reformers concerned fust of ail the direct experience of 

the "fresh and living apprehension of the Word of God" in Christ.'" Though he agreed that the 

Presbyterian doctrine and church order were closest to that of the Apostolic church, he argued that 

ecclesiastical forms and orders were secondary to the "original and constitutive principle" of the 

church which was only to be found "in that experienced spiritual union or fellowship which exists 

between Christ and His people as a whole, and in which the Grace of God is evidently 

rnanife~teû."~" Presbyterianism was not identical to etemal revelation. but was the "hiaotical and 

temporal expression of Christianity, as Chnstianity, in the course of its history, was compelled to find 

expression and take intellectual or ecclesiastical forrn in consonance with the human conditions of this 

life."'" Thus Bryden regardeci ecclesiastical forms as necessary. but temporal provisions. 

While recognizing the relativity of ecclesiastical institutions, Bryden nevertheless rejected 

merely national and practical considerations for church unity such as seemed to drive the United 

Church and in the cal1 of the Jenisalem Council for indigenous national churches in foreign mission 

fields. The very notion of an indigenous national church, according to Bryden. was contrary to the 

- - - -  - - -  - 
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constitution of the church and its unity by Gd.'" While the church reflected and must address 

Iocd conditions, it could not become indigenous to a particular land while remaining the church, To 

the contrary, it could only remain a church of God and faithful to its witness so long as it was g 

indigenous or determined by the habits, thoughts, and customs of any people.lsO "The m e  Church." 

he decIared, "belongs to no age and no country, is conditioned by no climate, and, in the hearts of 

believing men, is supreme over ail patriotisms or loyalties of any kind which receive the attention of 

men."'5' The church's "catholic" unity could not be merely a human or cultural constniction for 

practical, natural ends. Bryden therefore professed to be more sympathetic to the Catholic Church 

than to the United Church because of the Catholic insistence, in the face of modemity, on the absolute 

uniqueness of the Church and its ~ e v e l a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  

With his emphasis on the church's strictly eschatologicai and spiritual identity and mission, 

Bryden offered little definition of the social meaning of the gospel or the church's role in relation to 

other social institutions. In contrat to the premature "natural" remedies to modem social problems 

offered by Christian socialists and liberai evangelicals, Bryden argued that humanity's greatest need 

was for divine grace; hence the church's communication of that grace was ameliorative par 

excellence. And despite the church's temporary entanglement with a capitalist social structure, he 

argued that the hidden spiritual reality of the church was that of "a great host of humble people who 

are endeavoring. ..., to trust and serve Gad."'" The spirit, Bryden suggested. moved more 

authenticalIy in the hearts of such common folk who "by circumstances have literally k e n  compelled 

"%yden, Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 131-3. 

'qryden, W h y  1 Am a Presbvterian, 74-5. 

"'~ryden. Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 75. 

'%ryden, W h y  1 Am a Presbyterian, 158. 

'"Bryden, Whv 1 Am a Presbyterian, 114. 
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to put their trust in Go&" and therefore were forced to "wait and pray." Their experience of the 

tragedy of life gave rise to a sincere spirinial life that did not appeac in "worldly. prayerless men."1Y 

Were the church to identify more clearly with divine grace rattier than human moral striving, it would 

find arnong such humble believers an openness and effectiveness to its message of grace, and it would 

acknowledge that its fellowship cowisted more properly of this humble host.lM And were it truly 

spiritual, the church's gospel would produce a social ethic that was at once more genuinely personal, 

but also more radical and challenging than any based on conventional, naturalistic, or ideaiistic 

theories. Rooted in the reality of God's love alone, the experience of the gospel would produce a 

more radcal cornmitment to sacrificial love towards one's fellows and comrnunity.'~ In shon. 

Bryden expected that authentic adherence to the spiritual reality of God's Word would revolutionize 

the church to the realization that its identity and ethic properly lay with "the outcast of humanity" and 

the labouring classes.ln 

Beyond this existentiai spiritual transformation, however, Bryden offered no social or ethical 

theory, and avoided any attempts to &fine what the impact of a transformed ethic of sacrificial love 

rnight be on the structures of the community. As his understanding of the gospel emphasized the 

radical discontinuity between natural humanity and the exclusive reality of divine spirituality, so he 

identified the church with an eschatological spiritual reality set over against the world and al1 natural 

human effort. To be sure, this antithesis meant that the Church was to be the instrument of Word that 

challenged the "worldliness" of the world. As he wrote in his anniversary sermon in 1950: 

church people who would limit the purpose and hnction of our Christian life to 

IYBryden, Whv 1 Am a Presbyterian, 146. 

'55Bryden. Why 1 Am a Presbyterian, 146. 

'%ry&n, Why 1 Am a Resbyterian, 112. 

InBryden. Why I Am a Presbyterian, 1 13- 14. 



something like 'seeking peace and pursuing it', seem to have forgotten that it is also 
of the very essence of our faith to disturù people, to disturb the world: as 
Kierkegaard said one hundred years ago, 'Woe unto the Church which does not 
embarras the world'. The Gospel was sheer foolishness to the Greek and a 
stumbling block to the Jew. It was like fire kindled on earth. Indeed, the greatest 
Disturber this world has ever known was just Jesus Christ Our Lord. In his own 
wordq, He 'came not to bring peace but a sword'. He was a Disturber not only of the 
political, social and mord customs of His day, but especially a Disturber of those who 
considered themselves the 'people of God*, the 'Church' of olden tirnes. 'Woe unto 
you scribes and phansees!' He cried.'" 

But though the revelation of the Word disturbed and revolutionized the whole of life, Bryden's 

treatrnent of this transformation was limited by at least two factors. First, he was above al1 concerned 

for the church itself, and especially that it be recentered in the authentic Word of God rather than in 

anthropocentric and naturalistic remedies for the world that ultimately were inadquate. Secondly. as 

he emphasized later in his anniversary sermon. the radical newness that the world required could not 

be constructed by humans out of the old; ratber, it was God's work alone, and like ail work of the 

spirit it was "veiled or hidden in the hem of be1ievers.l" The church could oniy profess such an 

Evangel. by becorning an instrument of the Word through its dogmatics and preaching. The Kingdom 

of God would be established despite humanity by the eschatological evangel -- the invasion of the 

spirit of Christ living in the faiffil community of the church. 

Implicit in these concems. and in Bryden's development from James Demey's modem 

evangelical emphasis on the living Christ to Barth's radically exclusive theology of the Word. was an 

interpretation of the battle for God's Kingdom in tems of the conîlict between nature and grace. 

Noticeably absent from Bryden's theology of the Word and his recovery of Reformed theology was 

any reference either to Calvin's doctrine of creation or to the Biblicai notions of Christ as the Word 

of creation or the historical progress of the Old Testament covenant. In sharply distinguishing the 

'W. W. Bryden, "The Church, Today and One Hundred Years Ago, An Anniversary Sermon (19501." W. W. 
Bryden, Separated Unto the Gospel, Donald V. Wade, ed, (Toronto: Tborn Press, 1956). 15. 

%ryden, "The Church. Today and One Hundred Years Ago. (1950)," 15. 
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Word and creation, Bry&n eschewed Bninner's allusions to the continuity of creation, as  well as John 

Line's use of A. N. Whitehead's "organîc i&alismt' to recoacile the natural order with the 

eschatological corning of the Kingdom of God. 

Beginning as he did with the radical existential msis of sin and the reality of a sovereign, 

holy Cod holyeality of God, Bryden's "Refomed theology, like Barth's, seems at this point 

especially close to that of Luther. Bryden's conclusion to "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word 

of God" offered a revealing comparison of Thomas Aquinas and Martin Luther. Aquinas. according 

to Bryden, was intellectually brilliant, deeply pious, and dedicatd to the church, and he had properly 

distinguished between the realms of nature and reason on one side, and the supernaturd and the 

revelation that had been entrusted to the church. His work gave "the respective interests of iife their 

just and righüùl place in a system of thought which should be all-comprehensive, and in which life 

should be informed and governed in al1 its parts by the Revelation which God, in the beginning. had 

given to the Church"lM Though sympathetic to the Thornia ontology which distinguished nature 

and grace, however, Bryden objected that Aquinas' work was a rationai apologetic for Christianity, 

but gave no sign of being "under some irresistible constraint to speak the Word of God." Implicitly 

denouncing his own eariier mysticism, Bryden claimed that in the Catholic tradition, and in its 

appropriation of Aristotle, mysticism and rationalism had replaced God's own revelation. 

Contemporary rnodernisrn was sirnply a new version of that rationalism. 

Here, in contrast to Line's Neo-Thomist sympathies, Bryden insisted on the need for a 

radically other revelation of a divine Word, and in doing so he stretchcd the polarity between nature 

and grace. The fundamental difference between Luther and Aquinas, according to Bryden, was in 

Luther's insistence on the exclusiveness of God's grace following his discovery that al1 the methods 

prescribed by the church for seeking forgiveness failed to satisfy his sense of God's judgement. 

'qryden. "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of Goci, (1935)." 215. 
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Fially, when mat judgement had burned its way through al1 pretensions, the revelation of God's sole 

grace in Jesus Christ was made and the Gospel and Evangelicalism was "freed." Early Protestantism 

alone resisted the rationalization of God's Word. for Luther was not "merely thinking about the truths 

of God" but rather was "a man confronted by God Himself and compelled to speak the T r ~ t h . " ' ~ ~  

The early Reformers, Bryden claimed, were concemed with more than merely offenng a theocentric 

alternative to anthropocentrism, for "not even in man's best and highest thought can he in any sense, 

possess Gd." For the Reformers, the paradoxical miracle was that God was remote, and yet in grace 

came near to the soul of man. But Bryden went on to c l a h  that this entry of "the great 

Transcendent" into the world was "not to challenge it here and there. but to challenge it as such," and 

"to judge the soul itself as sin's very ~i tadel ." '~~ 

By insisting that God judged the world and humanity "as sucb" Bryden suggested an 

antithesis between God and the whole of human existence that was reminiscent of Augustine's 

"confusion," according to Jeffrey Burton Russell, of the mord depravity of humanity with the 

ontological category of nature.lg As we have seen, this disjuncture of grace and nanire cut across 

Bryden's entire theology. In his insistent declaration of God's "No!" on al1 human effort, Bryden 

identified nature with sin, while grace was the work of a sovereign and holy God who was radically 

other and transcendent, and whose Word approached nature only as an eschatological tangent. Herein 

lay the root of the tensiori in Bryden's theology between the transcendent spirilual Word and the 

historical Jesus of the Bible, and between the eschatological, spirituai identity of the church and its 

life in the structureci world. 

I6'Bryden. "The Presbyterian Conception of the Word of Gad (1935)," 216. 

[qryden, "The Presbyrerian Conception of the Word of God (1935)," 218. 

Ig~effrpy Burton Russell, A Historv of Medieval Chrisbitv: Prwhecy and Order (Arlington Heights: Harlan 
Davidson, 1968), 54. 



III. The Judging-Saving Word 

From the perspective of Barthians like Bryden, Srnart, and Cochrane, the rise of totaiitarianism and 

the growing threat of war in the mid-1930's confinned the deepening crisis of modem civilization. 

Against signs of a resurgent liberaievangelicalism such as was emerging in the United Church by the 

mid-19303, they insisted that God's judgement was upon hurnanity. Bryden's rnost mature work, 

particularly his The Christian's Knowledae of God (1930) coincided with the crises of the late 1930's. 

In this context, Bryden insistently reiterated God's judging "No!" against western culture. and 

attempted to complete his departure Erom the liberal, Kantian tradition by starting from the radical 

ontological distinction between God and the world, and the recovery of botfi classical Trinitarian 

confessions and what he called a "new Protestant" recovery of Reforrnation doctrines in contrast to 

modern liberal Protestantisrn. Though designed to answer the problem of human knowledge of God, 

Bryden's recovery of this Trinitarian orthodoxy led him to beain to consider. though still ambiguously 

in 1940, the positive claims of God's Kingdom on the world 

The cfeavage that had emerged by World War II between Barthian neo-orthodoxy and a 

revived liberal-evangelicalisrn becarne evident especially in Arthur C. Cochrane's indictment, in 1940, 

of different responses to the war in the United Church. When the sub-executive of the United 

Church's General Council decIared its loyalty to Canada and King. and in response some seventy-five 

of its rninisters, led by Richard Roberts, dissenteci by publishing a statement in support of pacifism, 

Arthur Cochrane issued his condemnation of both sides in The Church and the War (1940). 

According to Cochrane, both sides were preoccupied with merely moral interpretations of Christianity, 

and thus failed to speak as "servants of the Word of Christ, The church was called "to bear witness 

to GOD'S RIGHTEOUSNESS over and above the national, territorial, moral and so-called religious 

rights of men." Instead of preaching its own relative values and shifting moralisms, the findamental 
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ne& of the church was "to hear and proclaim 'a voice coming from something not our~e lves . " '~~  

While Cochrane challenged the revival of iiberaievangelical moralisrn, Jmes Smart, in 

January 1940, challenged the tradition of natural theology and apologetics in his criticism of the 

famous Gifford Lechues. Notably, the Gifford Lecture for 1939 had been none other than Reinhold 

~iebuhr. '~-'  According to Smart, however, the principle of using naturai theology to defend 

Christianity was developed during the reign of raîionalism in which science was taken as the onIy 

means of valid kn0w1edge.l~~ Contrary to the Biblical. evangelicai principle that knowledge of God 

came by revelation, naturd theology was an apologetic that subjected revelation to human reason. 

Ironically, in the modern understanding of the relativity of knowledge. such apologetics were no 

longer secure, since present trends in psychology recognized the lirnits and contextuality of reason, 

and hence its inability to prove the transcendent grounds Christian faith. 

Against fears that the loss of a rationai path to God would result in the deciine of respect for 

theology, Smart argued that a rationalist apologetic was far ftom essential for Christianity, for God 

could not be grasped by man. This was not to suggest that faith was irrational; to the contrary. 

reason was subordinate to faith's knowledge of God, for faith was "the response of a man's entire 

being. kart. rnind. and will. to God."lm The modem tradition of justifying belief in God to an 

unbelieving age by appealing through rationahm and mysticism supposed thar one could claim 

assurance of God for oneself while bypassing the problem of sin and the prior need of the 

"humiliation of repentance" and redemption. In short. namal theology attempted to see God without 

'"~nhur C. Cochrane. The Church and the War (Toronto: Thomas Nelson. 1940). xü. xx. 

IbSNiebuhr's lectures formed the basis of his two-volume The Nature and Destiny of Man (1941. 1943). 

166~ames D. Smart, "The hlevance of Natural Tbeology to Ibe Chriscian Religion." Hibbert Journal, Vol. 38, 
no. 2 (January 1940), 231-2. 

"?3rnart, "The Irrelevance of Naniral Theology to the Christian Religion." 237. 
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the "spectacles" of Gd ' s  own Word in Christ; its resulting "sin" was that it "habilitates within the 

Church the good, pious. cultureci man" who may nevertheless have "no part in the Kingdom of God." 

Thus, according to Smart, the urgent fundamentai problem for humanity, even pnor to intellectual 

problems. concerned the reality of sin and how man rnight be reconciled to GO CI.'^^ 

This insistent rejeçtion of al1 premature human efforts which circumvented the depths of sin 

and humanity's need of grace was developed most extensively by Bryden As he put it in his 

retrospective on the church in 1950, 

there is no security at ail for man except he find that security in God. Every 
Christian ought to know that no human scheme will prosper and prevail for long 
uniess its foundation rest upon an acknowledgement of God and a true belief in Him. 
And as John Calvin once so strongly affirmed: 'We never tmly believe in God until 
we have come to that place where we cannot believe in anything or anybody but 
G d .  * 

Bryden thus shared Augustine's confession that man has no rest until he find it in God. Cast into 

modern neo-orthodox terrns, however, Bryden emphasized that such rest could come only in the 

recognition of man's existentid crisis. As the crisis in western society deepened during the late 

19303, therefore, he continued to ernphasize God's "No!" upon al1 human efforts in the belief that 

man must be disillusioned of al1 naturalistic false hopes in order to becorne open to the grace of God's 

radically other Word. 

Bryden developed these themes of judgernent and grace most fully during the late 1930's in 

his lectures on the Philosophy of Religion and in his most comprehensive work, The Christian's 

Knowledge of God (1940), written during 1938-1939. In these works he interpreted the dialectic of 

judgement and grace in distinctly modem terms. On the one hand, he shared the "agnostic" 

conclusions of modern criticai social scientists and secularized humanists that nature failed to confiirm 

laSmart, "Tbe IrreIevance of Naturai 'ïheoiogy ta the Christian Religion," 238-9. 

'@Walter W. Bryden. "The Church, Today And One Hundred Years Ago; An anniversary m o n  (1950)," in 
W. W. Bryden, Separateci Unto the Gospel, Donald V. Wade, ed. (Toronto: Thom Press, 1956). 15. 
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the reality of God or that humans might buifd God's Kingdom on earth. Bryden insisted that there 

was no bridge frorn the historical-structural nexus of human existence to the transcendent reality of 

God. On the other hand, he pomayed the eschatological Word of God known only in faith as the 

answer to human existence. 

Bryden's arguments of the late 1930's began from what was now an explicit disillusionment 

with liberal-modernism and its Enlightenment, and especially Kantian assumption that God and faith 

must rneet the &mands of human reason. Among his now farniliar criticisrns of liberal-modernism 

in The Christian's Knowledrze of God, Bryden argued that liberai-modern apologetics were no longer 

credible. Modem awareness of the high ethical ideals of non-Christian retigions indicated that liberal 

defenses of Christianity on the grounds of its high view of human values provided no grounds for 

Christianity's claim to a unique revelation and faith."' In fact, Bryden argued, ethical norms were 

now known to be expressions of a variety of historical, sociai, and economic, as well as religious 

interests. Even modem Christian society had identified Christianity with the norms of li beral-capi talist 

society, and so subordinated God's Righteousness to human interests and well-being. And though in 

prosperous times Christians in privileged western nations could think that their way of life had the 

"approbation of God" those claims were now k i n g  shaken. A Christianity which "has counted its 

superiority in terms of its distinctive and abiding moral credentials and religious achievements alone," 

he warned. "is being prepared for a nide awakening.""' At a time when western moral traditions 

were crumbling under the stress of the Depression and intractable international conflict. modem liberal 

Christianity was vulnerable to the challenge kom perceptive and "brazenly irreligious" critics Like 

Nietzsche who asked "Where is thy  GO^?"''^ 

'W. W. Bryden, The Christian's Knowledge of God (Toronto: Thom Press. 1940). viii-ix, 139-42. 

"'~ryden, The Christian's Knowledne of God, 243. 
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Bryden examined the challenge of this modern disillusionment more extensively in his 

Philosophy of Religion lectures on the theme of "the Problem of G o d  during the 1930's. Under the 

title, "The Reign of Naturalisms," he w e y e d  the religious implications of the modem physical and 

social sciences and the new secular humanism. Borrowing from Paul Tillich's description of modern 

thought as the "'reign of self-sufficient finitude,"' Bryden identified modem thought with the 

naturalistic belief that "Nature, in its own highest product Man, is self-sufficient and seIf- 

exp~anatory."'~ Rooted in the Renaissance ideas of Descartes, Spinoza. and Bacon, modem thought 

assumed that man was the "'rneasure of al1 things"', and that God was merely an object. and therefore 

subject to, human reason.'" The results of this revolution were modem schools of thought that 

offered "mere judgments of the natural man upon himself," and that could end only in disillusioned 

pes~imism.~~' 

Though he would criticize the naturalisrn of modern thought, Bryden, like Smart. opposed any 

apologetic response to naturalisrn. Borrowing from Ludwig Feuerbach's criticism, Bryden argued mat 

anernpts to meet modern naturalism with rationaiist and ideaIist apologetics for religion had 

themselves fallen into the uap of naturalisrn by assurning that God must be proved to the human 

Their versions of the transcendent absolute. as Feuerbach had cornplained. were only 

expressions of the "higher aspects of man's life nanscendentalized." In fact al1 apologetics, in 

Bryden's treatment. were inescapably naturalist, since al1 apologetics assumed that "God is the object 

%nox College, Caven Library, Walm W. Bryden, "The Reign of Naniralisrns." unpublished typescript. n.d., 
1. Though difficult to date ptecisely, this work must be dated some time after 1935, since it refers to Nicholas 
Berdyaev's Freedom and the Spirit (1935). See p. 1. 

"4Bryden. "The Reign of Naturalisms," 1-2. See also Bryden. The Christian's Knowledge of Gd, 32-35. 
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of man's thought."" 

In contrast to "naturalistic" apoIogetics for God, Bryden was more sympathetic, paradoxically, 

with the tragic pessimisrn of modem skeptics and secula. humanists Iike Joseph Kmtck While critical 

of their naturalism, Bryden agreed with their conclusions that human thought could not confirm the 

reality of God. In the belief that nature and reason could not disclose the reality of God, he portrayed 

the emergence of skepticism as the logical conclusion of modern thought, for apart from the revelation 

of Goci's love in Christ, Bryden claimed, "if we take life seriously, we cannot amive at any other 

position than that of Joseph ffitch-"17' 

Bryden's assessment of modern skepticism serve. paradoxically as a negative apologetic for 

the mlity of a radicaily ofher God. His purpose in affïrming modem pessimism, he claimed, was to 

disillusion modem man of al1 "self-conceit and self-delusion." For example. he concurred in the new 

conclusions of former theistic physicists Like Sir Arthur Eddington and Sb James Jeans that science 

codd not c o n f i  the validity of religion. In fact, the "baffling immensity of the universe" and the 

apparently accidental origin of human life, and the inability of scientists even to identify what Life is, 

made any daims to demonstrate the reaiity of God from science impossible. Though man might 

reasonably postulate an anthropomorphic designer-creator. science could not venQ such a ~reator.''~ 

Paradoxically, while wary of its naturalism, Bryden was sympathctic to the modem critical 

sciences in severai ways. First, in his own way he attempted to find in their new views of an 

indeterminate world some space beyond the limits of human rationality for the reality of a God known 

only by faith. In modern physics, for example, what once was thought to be the absolute "law of 

causal determination" had been neutralized, Bryden claimed, by the discovery of the "principle of 

I TI Bryden. "The Reign of Naturalisms," 1-2. 

'"~ryden, "The Reign of Natmlisms," 34. 

'qryden, "The Reign of Naturaiisms*" 2. 
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indetenninancy." so that life was no longer bound or entirely explainecl by rational causation.'" But 

as Alfred North Whitehead had suggested, since the natural cosmos displayed pure mathematical 

design, it could be seen as the "materialization" of thought that corresponded to both the human mind 

and a potentiai great Architect, raiher than k i n g  merely matter or mechanics. Yet since modem 

science indicated that time and space originated coincidentally, the creator rnust somehow stand 

outside of creation and "in a category with which our scientific reason is not capacitated to deai .... And 

therefore the scientific reasons cannot draw conclusions absolutely authoritative for a uue evaluation 

of God, or even of this ~ife."'~' 

Bryden's assertion of the iimits of science, secondly, indicated his preference for "agnostic 

reverence" such as  that of Herbert Spencer over illusory attempts to justify God by scientific 

reasoning.'" Agnosticisrn. according to Bryden, did not mean the deniai of God; to the contrary. 

he described agnosticism as "the index of ai1 men's search for knowledge of every kind. It is the true 

characteristic of the human-finite in the presence of the infinite My~tery.""~ Bryden's objection to 

Spencer was not to his agnosticism, but his failwe to be agnostic and reverent enough- Despite 

professing agnosticism, Spencer claimed that what could be known about nature and man constituted 

the whole of reality, and he proceeded to explain the universe in self-sufficient terms that glorified 

race, progress, and survival of the finest, thereby vitiating the necessity of God and redernption and 

laying the foundations by which Hitler and Mussolini would corne to be accepred as the culmination 

of the inherent process of progras.'" 

'qryden, "The Reign of Natrnalisms," 3. 

I8'Bryden, "The Reign of Natlrralisms," 4. 
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Bryden's affirmation of the conclusions of modem science, yet his attempt to b i t  their reach, 

was also apparent in his survey of the social sciences. While assurning their validity for 

under standing natural human existence, he argued that religious experience concerned a m y srerious 

object which was beyond rational comprehension. On the one hand, the behaviourist psychology of 

John B. Watson and the "projection" theones of religion in Freud, Jung, and Durkheim al1 reduced 

reIigion to a reflex of man's own constitution. and portrayed gods as inherently made in man's own 

image? Though they did not deny "the numinous experience" of sornething which believers took 

to be "other" than the self, they denied that there was any "objective existence corresponding to the 

religious experience" or that there was any supernaturd source of that experience.lg6 Such 

interpretations. according to Bryden, over-reached the bounds of science by denying the object of 

religious experience, and thus ran up against the reality that science could neithçr deny or affinn the 

existence of God. 

While waq of their naturalistic reductionism, and insistent on a mystenous divine reaiity 

beyond nature, Bryden thirdly assumed the validity of modern critical sciences, including its historical 

and culturaI relativism, for understanding the "natural" worlci Accordingly. he welcomed the social 

sciences, especially the work of Emile Durkheim, for their "concrete" and "scientific" sociological 

interpretation of the significance of religion and religious change in society. Durkheim's theory of 

the origin and role of new gods in the development of civilizations rightly suggested that the classic 

pagan gods were "apotheoses, largely of their own tribal or national interests," and likewise that the 

"gods" of modern civilizations such as the nation were expressions of modern man's fundamental 

interests. '" Durkheim also had demonstrateci, according to Bryden. that even morality was 

la~ryden, "The Reign of Naturaiisms," 7. 

"%ryden, "The Reign of Naturaiisns," 9-1 1. 

'"~ryden, "The Reign of Naturaiisms." 13. 
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developed historically in relation to social conditions, so that human concepts of morality could not 

be identified with the Righteousness of God, nor could man's responsibility to God could not be 

"discharged" simply by an aggregate of social morality. or by "doing" certain things.lgg 

As he had in the physicai sciences, then, Bryden found in the modem criticai social sciences 

somettiing of a "negative apologeticn for the radical othemess of Gd. Along with demonstrating that 

humans were psychic rather than merely physiological organisms. the social sciences showed the 

importance of the sub-conscious and religion in both individual and mass life, and the intimate relation 

of reiigion to daily life.'" In fact. it was because of this close proximity to life, according to 

Bryden, that religion easily became warped into immoral fonns. Hence, the social sciences also 

showed the possibility that people might be worshipping themselves or their own self-projections, and 

thus idols, rather than God.Ig0 In the end. however. as "religious idealists" correctïy feared. the 

modern social sciences demolished al1 apologetics that attempted to prove the existence of God and 

the reasonableness of religion from the human psyche and s ~ c i e t y . ' ~ ~  

Thus modem science demonstrated the impossibility of justifying religious claims by reason. 

"For, if God is something different altogether from His universelW Bryden claimed, "if His life and 

thinking is a di fferent thing from Our life and our thinking, then how make a rationai defence of those 

higher things in terms of the things of the universe. or even of man and his thinking?"'* Though 

science lefl room for a creator who was radically other than the cosmos, by this same reaiity science 

offercd no demonstration of the nature of personal God, 

'88~ryden, "The Reign of Naturalisms," 14. 

'qryden, "The Reign of Naturalisms," 14. 

'qryden. "The Reign of Naturalisms," 19. 
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From his " agnostic reverence," Bryden regarded the emergence of secuIarized and pessimistic 

humanism as the logical result of modem naturalistic thought, but also in some sense the tragicaily- 

right recognition of the lirnits of human knowledge. Renaissance humanism had attempted to place 

man at the center of the world, and in pragmatism and positivism had attempted to supplant the reality 

of a transcendent God with a religion of humanity.lg3 The desperate culmination of these efforts 

could be seen, Bryden argued, in the atternpts of modern secular humanists like Lippmann and Krutch 

to develop new moral systems based on secular humanism.'" Lippmann's proposa1 in his Reface 

to Morais (1928) of a new morality based on "matured personality" and on common agreement. 

practicai usefulness, and "victorious vitality," according to Bryden, simply substihmi personaiity for 

God, and rnoved from pragmatism to idealism in trying to base moraIity on an ideai personality. But 

Lippmann's humanism lacked the noms by which to judge good personality and good ends for 

personality, apart from an obscure "feeling" for ~ife.'~' In his The Modem Ternoer (1929). by 

contrast, Knitch had Bnally given up trying to rationalize and justify life in the world, and also had 

accepted that nature was against him and that there was no help for man from beyond the world. 

Knitch's attempt to move Rom a decadent self-consciousness to a new "adolescent" age of joyful and 

naive belief in man presented a tragic paradox, according to Bry&n, for the modern view of man's 

vaunted "highest development" in rationaiity was now seen in Kmtch's rreatment to distort and Sap 

man's natural animai life with self-conscious awareness. The tragic reality that Krutch had disciosed, 

according to Bryden. was that nature failed to serve human values and aspirations.lg6 

Significantly, Bryden did not directly challenge Kmtch's pessimisrn. On the contrary, he 

- 
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quoted Nicholas Berdyaev to affm the ûagedy of humanism: "[mJan had to discover al1 the 

possibilities of this earthiy Me in order to know and to impeach everyîhïng by personal experience. 

Humanism contains within itself a fatal dialectic which must bnng it to its final d~orn."~" Knitch's 

despair was the concIusion of a "[h]urnanism which has thought itself through to the end," having 

come to the realization that man cannot find the answer to human life and the soul's desire by his own 

efforLL9' By himself, man is lost, disillusioned, and "weary of his own self-autonomy." According 

to Bryden, there was something about Knitch "in his annihilating negatives concerning life, and his 

despair of human values however high, which has a strange affinity to the New Testament, especially 

to the Apostle Paul." Paul also had come to realize his own inability to do the good and the inability 

of the wodd's wisdom to come to know God. Such disillusionment of human self-centeredness, and 

the realization of the utter chasm between humanity and God, was the necessary first step to 

recognizing God's grace. Uniike Kmtch and Lippmann, Bryden went on, the New Testament 

concIusion was not tragic. for it revealed the answer to human despair in the reslity of Christ. For 

Paul, the annihilation of human values, more complete even than Knitch's, came not simpIy from 

rationai awareness, but from God's revelation concerning sinhl humanity. The despair which cornes 

to man in this revelation was not cynicism, but first of al1 humbled man and "makes him to know that 

he is in the hands of G O ~ . " ' ~ ~  

Bryden's assessment of modem thought in the late 1930's suggested that the Kantian tradition 

of apologetics, with its anernpt to move from human reason and values to the reality of God, had 

reached a dead-end. The "stupendous blunder" of liberal-modernists, Bryden wrote in The Christian's 

Knowledge of God (1940), was their attempt to resolve the tension between God and humanity by 

'97Bryden, "The Reign of Natirralisms," 32. 
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constnicting a way from humanity to GoO, and thereby failing to challenge the foundation of modern 

humanism. From Kant through Hegel, Schleiermacher, and Ritschi, tiberal-modernists had tried to 

constnict a rational synthesis of humanity and Gai by identiQing Christianity with an inherent "Gd- 

consciousness" that was reaiized through historical progress? According to Bryden. the idea of 

progressive, immanent revelation contradicted the Biblical view of revelation as apcalyptic and 

eschatological, and substituted an anthropocentric for a theocentric understanding of God. Even 

Nicholas Berdyaev's existentialist mysticism, which claimed a unique supra-rationai subjective 

expenence of God, displayed the determination of humanity to presumptuously daim an identity of 

man with God, albeit above human reason and morality."' 

The results of the Kantian apologetic tradition, according to Bryden, had been disastrous for 

Christianity. Identifying "religion" with a universal consciousness had compromised the uniqueness 

of the gospel and incarnation event and made Christianity an indistinguishable "religion among other 

 religion^."^^ And the reduction of CMstianity to simply "a mode of conduct ro be achieved" meant 

that Christ was merely the fulfillrnent of a process of moral development. Liberal-modernism 

inoculated modem humanity against the unique judging-saving Word of God and its challenge 

concerning humanity ' s alienation frorn God, and also rendered unmen ted grace meaningless. It aiso 

left the church reduced to an instrument for secular educational and social i rnpro~ements.~~~ Most 

disturbing of dl ,  the liberal conception of God and the idealist "Absolute" had not only left modem 

society disillusioned, but also had opened the door for the fabrication of new ideologies and "pseudo- 
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absolutes" of "race. blood and soil" and of "political, econornic and national u~ t ima te s . "~~  Modern 

to ta lh ian  i&oIogies and systems were therefore the "presurnptions and perversions" that followed 

from Liberal-mociernist Christianity and the modern failure to hear the voice of God Himself. 

In place of Kant's "Copemican revolution" which gave primacy to epistemologicai 

requirements and the active human minci, Bryden insisted on the need frrst to acknowledge the radical 

chasm between humanity and God, and thus seemed to reassert the primacy of an ontological 

distinction between God and nature. No revival of ideaiist immanentism or humanist moralism, he 

clairned, could answer to Knitch's tragic pessimism. Only a mticism that "radically denies the human 

daim" of impulse and reason "in their entirety" could hope to challenge the new h~man i s rn?~~  

Bryden rejected any efforts to locate a bridge between humanity and God or to overcome the 

disjuncture from the side of humanity by rationalist or idealist apologetics. Rather, in what he 

regarded as classic Caivinist and Pauline fashion. Bryden's emphasis on the disillusionment of naturd 

humanity before a transcendent God affirmed a fundamental ontologicai distinction between God and 

humanity as  creature. He made this point rhetoricaily in his cnticism of Spencer's notion of an 

immanent will to progress: "[ils the essence of God and His creation one and in continuity? Or, does 

this life-principle. this whole existence itself. somehow need to be r e ~ e r s e d ? " ~ ~  His question 

irnpiied that God was radically distinct from creation, while humanity was bound up within the 

structures and processes of the creation. And because of this ontic distinction, the relationship 

between God and humanity could only be understood in terms of duaiisrn or dialectic rather than 

idealist monism. 

Notably, Bryden hacl arrivai at this ontological position not by returning to a naive 
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Baconianisrn, but by working throunh the epistemologicai problem of the knowledge of God. Hence 

his treatment of the ontologicaI duality was in t e~ns  of a post-criticai existentidism that retained a 

cnticai, historically self-conscious perspective, but culminated in an ontologicai question conceming 

the relation of human existence to the Being of God. While it could not find the answer. he clairned, 

the hurnan sertrch for reality and meaning through "philosophy" pointed to an incornpleteness or a 

vacuum in human existence that was filled only by the mystery of God's own revelation. Likewise, 

the universal incidence of religion and desire for fellowship with sorne supernatual reaiity suggested, 

though it could not prove. the existence of some object which corresponded to the desire? Pushed 

to its depths, the modem crisis of religious knowledge and its preoccupation with the process of 

becoming begged the prior question of what the meaning of existence or being w u  in the first pIace. 

In fact, Bryden argue., the human sense of guilt indicated a consciousness of the incompleteness of 

human existence and of an "absolute responsibility" beyond al1 the relative responsibilities of life. In 

hcrnanity's sense of "the burden of some higher clairn" on human existence, 

man is forever facing the eternal 'why' of his existence, and this forces him into an 
existential attitude of some sort. Religion, therefore, is chiefly concerned with the 
prior question -- to put it in a word, of the 'why' of biological existence i t s e ~ f . ~ ~ ~  

The fact of human guilt pointed to an Existence and Righteousness "which brings our existence and 

our righteousness under some kind of absolute question-mark." It was this absolute meaning of life 

that modem naturalism failed to disclose. 

Having made this ontological distinction, Bryden proceeded to suggest that this dialecric also 

cut through human existence. The fact that human life was under an "absolute question-mark," he 

argued, meant that hurnanity lived in "two orders of existence, ... i.e. the 'temporal* and the 'eternal'," 

both of which had claims upon man. On the one hand, man was subject to the laws which govem 

mBryden, "The Reign of Natliralisms," 16. 
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ternporal life. But temporal life, on the other hanci, was conscious of a higher clairn, a power which 

"disillusions us of our estimaîe of our naturai 'selves."' It was through this claim of being itself, and 

not merely the claims and burdens of temporai Iife, that man could know God and hope for the 

redemption of temporal ~ e ?  

Complementing this ontologicai duali ty, Bryden sharpl y distinguished bet ween reason and 

faith, Reason provided humanity the facuity by which to understand and use the temporal order to 

preserve temporal life. But reason was rnerely an instrument for understanding the natural world. On 

this point, he quoted Nichoias Berdyaev's Freedom and the Spirit (1935): 

'Reason is nothing but the faculty by which man a&pts himself to the world-process. 
Divinity cannot be rationaily determined and remains outside the scope of logical 
concepts ... There is only a refraction of the divine within the finite .... Our human 
reason is not adapted to a form of reality in which contraries are compatible with one 
a n ~ t h e r . ' ~ ' ~  

Though scientific knowledge could discover the temporal and structural realities of natural life. it was 

always "relative" to humanity's environment, and therefore inescapably creaturely. Apart from nature 

and scientific reason, however, the transcendent claim by which to judge what was normal or right 

was not to be found in " m s  world" by human reason, but rather came as a mysterious reality that 

haunted human existence. Ultimately, that mystery originated frorn God himself, for it was "Gd 

calling man from the 'mystery of darkness' to the 'mystery of light'."'" In a brief reference to I 

Corinthians 2, Bryden declared: "[tlhere is a natural man and a spiritual man, and the things of the 

spirit cm only be spiritually dis~erned."~ '~ While reason could discern temporal laws. or the 

"'apparent' in iife." it was "not aûequate to these things which are not seen, but in Iast analysis are 

q r y d e n ,  "The Reign of N a t ~ s m s , "  17. 
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the things which are real. at l e s t  for mm."213 

ïhough in modern existentialist form. Bryden's interpretation of the distinction between sin 

and grace was sirnila- to mat of Augustine's. Like Augustine's City of God, written in the crisis 

following the sack of Rome, Bryden's radical criticism issued fiom disillusionment with modern 

western culture, and from faith in a radically other transcendent and sovereign God. And like 

Augustine's Platonic tendency, Bryden interpreted the antithesis of sin and grace in ontological terms 

that identified sin with nature while treating the transcendent spiritual reality of God as the "real" 

reaiity . 

Having interpreted this antithesis from a modern, pst-Eniightenment perspective, however, 

meant that revelation and knowledge of God would remain the centrai problematic of Bryden's work. 

Bryden's existentidist anthropology located naturaï humanity f m y  in the historicai and structural 

nexus of naturai life, and at the same time he attempted to claim the experiential presence of the 

transcendent and other God within the world. But given the limits of critical science to temporai 

reality, and the utter failure of human efforts to grasp the absolute reality of God by their own efforts 

due to the chasm of sin between humanity and God. the question of how it was possible to know and 

speak of God continued to arise for Bryden. How could one reconcile the primacy of experience 

which was inescapably one's own, as Line and Vlastos had clairned in response to Barth. with the 

radical distinction between nature and a transcendent God, so as to claim the experience of Cod 

without falling into a new natudistic apologetic? 

Bryden's The Christian's Knowleüge of Cod (1940) was devoted prirnarily to this paradox 

of how man might speak of God at all. According to Bryden, the emergence of false ideologies and 

another cataclysmic world war once more exposed with new urgency the "probIemW of God's existence 

for modem man. "The one great question before the Church of this time," he declared, 

"'Bryden, "The Reign of Naturaiisms." 17. 



is that of how men are to affirm, in terms which do not evade, confuse or camouflage 
the real issue, the absolute nature of God and of His Christ. For we suggest that 
without some such understanding of them Christianity, as  it has traditiondly been 
known, must sooner or later cease to exista Apart fkom the assurnption of the true 
absoluteness of Christ and the revelation made in Him, Christiani ty cannot signiw 
anything of greater importance than that of representing one contri buting factor among 
others in the total civilization of the human race.214 

In the midst of the world's crisis, he argued, the most difficult and urgent question for Christians was 

how it was possible for man, a finite and sinfui creature, to know a God who was radically "othert* 

than man, 

Once again, Bryden's answer to this question, and to the human quest for existential rneaning, 

was to emphasize with insistent exclusivism that the saving expenence of Cod came not by self- 

sufficient human effort, but by God's initiative in the revelation of his Word which came as a 

judgement upon "natural" hurnanity. In his Philosophy of Religion lectures. he had concluded that 

the answer to humanity's quest for meaning couId begin only in the recognition rhat man couId not 

know God by his own effort, but only by God's apprehension of man and his self-revelation in the 

Word. It was this event of reveIation and faith, according to Bryden, that Christians referred to in the 

claim that "Sinfil man is justified by faith a l~ne .""~  Apart from that Word of God which was 

Christ, Christianity was merely another naturd religion, and so was destined for the same 

disillusionment as that of Joseph Kmtch. 

He developed this answer most fully, however, in his The Christian's Knowledge of God. 

Here he stressed mat Cod was known only by the miraculous and eschatological entry into concrete 

human existence in his Word. Contrary to liberal-modemism. Biblical scholarship in the works of 

Albert Schweitzer and the Forms-Geschichte school of Rudolf Bultmann now showed that the main 

concern of the New Testament was not the historicai Jesus and an "evolutionary-historical" outlook. 

'"~ryden, The Christian's Knowledge of God, 75. 
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but rather the Messianic. eschatological. and Christological rneaning of Jesus and his "apocalyptic- 

eschatological" o u t l ~ o k . ~ ' ~  The witness of the New Testament and the early church was that God's 

living Word, "the one and only Mediator between God and man," had become manifest in the flesh 

to provide the one revelation "by which the Holy God became savingly known to sinful men."217 

Bryden now identified this exciusively Christocentric emphasis with a "revived Protestantism" 

that protested liberal-modernist attempts to rationalize God to satisfy humanity, and that insisted on 

the absolute sovereignty and sole revelation of God as recorded in ~ c r i p t u r e . ~ ~ ~  The "aileged 

Protestant Church" of the nineteenth century, according to Bryden. had becorne conditioned by "human 

philosophizings" and had "presumptuously usurped the prerogatives of God Hirnself' in its atternpts 

to reduce Christ to a "religious genius," to make God in its own best image, and to claim to advance 

what it thought was the Kingdom of God21g In contrast. the revived. modem "Protest" movement 

One Who is Absolute, Other: Who, if He is to be known, must make Himself known. 
Could we get to the bottom of this whole modern protest, we would p-rceive that 
above ail else it is endeavomng to Say that God is that One Who in His ways with 
men so  transcends man's thought and ways, even the thoughts and ways of the 
conternporary Church, that He can never be made captive to the various fonns of 
institutionalizing o r  rationaking to which m o d e m  have been tempted to subject Him. 
It is a protest, in other words, on behalf of God Who is Lord, Creator and sole 
Redeemer, against al1 the gods which have corne into existence in modem lifeF2' 

Bryden's promotion of the new Protestant movernent confidently affirmed Barth's declaration of the 

absolute chasm between God and humanity, and his insistence that reconciliation could corne onïy 
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from the side of G d  whose coming disturbed humanity's conventions and judged al1 his securities, 

and whose gracious death to redeem humanity scandaiized al1 respectable thought and high moral 

achievement? 

While the new Frotestantism proclaimeci God as the Absolute, Bryden conceded, it did not 

pretend to solve the problem of how sinful humanity rnight apprehend and speak of the reality fhat 

God was absolute. From the side of human reason, in fact, there could be no resolution of that 

problem, for the reality of the absolute God could not be apprehended or "created" by man, but could 

only be confessed Like faith, love, and hope, tnie confession was "of God." requiring that man "wait 

upon God," a fact that the modem church had lost sight of in its anxious efforts to buttress its 

religiosity." At the heart of Bryden's answer to the problem of knowledge of God. then, was the 

claim that revelation came as the entry of God's Word in unique, eschatological intervention into the 

" 'fdlen' world" of human existence to establish an immediate personal relationship with humanity in 

faith? Such an experience could only be confessed and witnessed to. 

More than any of his previous works, Bryden's The Christian's Knowledge of God finalIy 

begm to address explicitly the relationship of this revelation to history. The Incarnation, he claimed, 

was a real historical event, but it also was a singular, rniraculous "a" of God's coming to man that 

distinguished the Christian revelation and the New Testament confession from al1 other  religion^?'^ 

The Biblical view of revelation, therefore, was that Christ entered fully into "the historic plane" of 

concrete huma. existence in a "peculiar and necessary coalescence with h i s t ~ r ~ . " ~ ' ~  
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While insisting that the Incarnation was an event. however, Bryden continu& to ernphasize 

that it was apprehended only through the immediate experience of the Holy Spirit. As Rudolf 

Bultmann had argued in his work Jesus, there was Little to be known of Jesus' personal and historicai 

iife, nor did the New Testament indicaîe that revelation in Christ came by way of knowledge of the 

historic work and appearance of Jesus alone? As a unique activity of God, the Incarnation could 

not be merely the symbol of a universal ide& nor couId its unique originaiity be grasped by an 

historicai science that, as in Ernst Troeltsch's critical method. worked from analogy to human 

experience and thought. Indeed, the Incarnation was a paradoxicai reality that scandaiized human 

reason, for it meant that God himself had become flesh in Christ in ordcr to overcome the chasm 

between humans and ~ o d ?  Because of its uniqueness, the Incarnation could only be grasped by 

the witness of the Holy Spirit The miracle of revelation took place, then, not only in the historic 

events of Chria, but also in the human sou1 in the Spirit's revelation of God as Saviour? 

Like Smart's plea for a "theological" interpretation of the Bible in the early 1930's. Bryden 

argued for a "theological" rather than philosophical interpretation of the Incarnation. In contrast to 

philosophic reasoning, which he assumed sought a reconciliation of God and humani ty through human 

reason, Bryden claimed that theology was confessional in the sense that it derived not fiom human 

discovery but rather from the constraint of God's Word. Theology, according to Bryden. was a unique 

kind of thinking that arose out of self-negating repentance and the compulsion to confess the tnith of 

man's experience of God's W~rd.''~ 

With this distinction, and perhaps from his experience in teaching Church History, Bryden 
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now identified Christian knowledge of God with the historic theological confessions of the church, 

and juxtaposed its confession of the Word with rationalistic heresies influenced by philosophy. In its 

orthodox Trinitarian creeds, including the Apostles', Nicene, and Chalcedon creeds, the early church 

had rejected HeIlenistic heresies that tried to reconcile the paradoxical distinction between God and 

humanity by translating revelation into Greek thought? According to Bryden. this early conflict 

was part of a perenniai temptation for man to deny the unique, eschatological elements of revelation 

and to try to transcend the paradox of revelation with his own reconciliation of humanity and God in 

terms of his own reason. That pattern could also be seen in the attempts of apologists since Kant to 

resolve the particular facts of Christ's Incarnation, &ath, and resurrection into universal ethical ideas 

that humans must meet.231 

In the tradition of Tertullian and Athanasius, Bryden's interpretation suggested a fundamental 

conflict between Christianity and classical culture that was evident in the confiict between theology 

and philosophy. In contrast to Adolf von Harnack's The History of Dogrna (1 886-9). which pomayed 

the early creeds as philosophicai rationaiizations of the moral kernel of Christianity, Bryden followed 

B n i ~ e r ' s  argument in The Mediator (1927) that the creeds reflected the a "grim struggle" in which 

the Church had refused. in rejecting heresy. to allow the eschatological revelation of God's Word to 

be "diluted" with phi~osophy.*~~ The early Church's Trinitarian statements thus displayed the mode1 

of genuine confessional knowledge of God: on the basis of faith and tnte revelation, rather than 

rational logic. the Church had simply recounted the concrete, historical. but miracuIous events of 

God's self-revelation in the Incarnation and the Holy Spirit. Though reasoned. their statements were 
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not synthesized into a rationalized s y ~ t e r n . ~ ~  Claiming that the Reformers had rejected the 

modernist rationalism of the Renaissance, Bryden declared that the "me Reformed C hurchmm, " he 

emphasized, "fiods that he must never transcend the incarnation-miracle from the human rational 

side. "234 - 
According to Bryden, then, the early orthodox confessions of the Trinitarian being of God 

were the church's ultimate answer to the "problem" of revelation and h u m a .  existence, for they 

describeci the fullest expression of God's seif-revelation. God the creator, who had brought "existence 

out of non-existence," was absolutely transcendent and sovereign, and defied any analogies to 

humanity o r  human experience. and was known only as he revealed hirnse~f.~ '~ Christ, in tum. was 

the unique action of God coming into the worId as his judging-saving Word. "Christ is thus the 

wisdom, the rinhteousness and the power of God 'in action' -- the one Mediator between Holy God 

and sinful men."2N The significance of Jesus. therefore. was not the "ethical interests or social 

conditions and relations" of the historic plane, but rather was the medium for man's personal 

encounter of God's Righteous ~i11."' And the Spirit revealed Christ to man. doing so as the 

eschatological breaking-in of God's personal coming to the human soul and thereby applying judging- 

saving grace to the individuai soul in another "once-for-ail" event as mysterious as the 

~ n c a r n a t i o n . ~ ~ ~  As Bryden summarized it, the New Testament a f f m e d  "the supreme fact that man 

cannot 'know' Etemal God except rhrough the Son -- the Word made flesh -- and that he cannot 

. -- 
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'biow' the Son except through the work of the Holy Spirit in his  sou^."'^^ 

Significantly, Bryden's treatment of the Tnnity was to answer the human prob1em of 

knowledge, and as such retained the probIematic of his coterminous commi tments to a modern critical 

perspective. and to the radical othemess of God The key evaagelical meaning of the Trinitarian 

formula. he claimed, was its confession that God mediated knowledge of himself through the actual 

personal experience of his coming to hurnanity in Christ and the Spirit.zN In fact. Bryden was so 

insistent upon this direct personal relationship that he refused any claim to present a "Christian 

theology," much less an interpretation of theology. for the need of the day was more directly with the 

"living Word of God" that could not be justifi~ed in mere interpretati~n.~" Instead. the Trinitarian 

formula confessed the real experience of the Word itself, and thus, Bryden declareci, "is the corner- 

Stone of al1 Christian theo~ogy."'~~ 

Bryden's insistence on the radical disjunction between God and nature and rhe exclusiveiy 

eschatological character of revelation, however, lefi him with an enigmatic view of the broader 

question of the relationship between God's redemptive Word and creation, or between grace and 

nature. A glimpse of his response to this question was evident in his Christian existentialist treatment 

of the relationship between divine election and human freedorn. Bryden denied that his emphasis on 

the disjunction behveen Cod and humans, and on God's exclusive initiative in salvation, emptied 

human life of fieedom or responsibility."' In part. he argued tha t  contrary to the old "Faculty 

psychology," the modem social sciences showed the reality of determinism in natural human life; 
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there was no such thing as an autonomous "free will" that was not subject to externai influences. At 

the same time, he argued that there was no way to rationally reconcile God's saving grace wih some 

inherent "preparation" for grace or immanent divinity in a fiee human will. Liberal efforts to reconcile 

election and freedom, he claimed, were based on a mistaken view of G d ' s  election and hurnan 

freedom as abstract, universal principles. On the contrary, he argued, God's election was not an 

abstract universal law, but rather an event ttiat occmed "in the very revealing of ~ i m s e l f . " ~ ~  On 

God's side, as Barth argued, election was not an arbitrary imposition upon humanity, but rather was 

God's free action "for man," to Save humanity by bearing the cost of sin hirnself. To view this action, 

on the h m a n  side, as a denial of fieedom was to misunderstand the real meaning of Christian 

fieedom. Christian freedom, Bryden claimed, was 

only known in election-experience. Which is just to Say we find freedom only as God 
has apprehended us. Apart Erom God's apprehension in Christ, we are slaves to 
ourselves, to our pride, our opinions, prejudices, our passions and Our senses. The 
coming of God alone disillusions us, breaks down our egotism, therefore destroys the 
fetters that bind us, thus makes us fiee for the first time.24s 

It was only in the Word that man was freed from his sinful and unreal self, and was freed from the 

petty fears of life. "Christian freedom," then, was not a universal principle of autonomy; rather it was 

man's restoration to his hue humanity and fi-ee obedience through the personal relation of "Christ- 

Bryden's treatrnent of eIection as an "event" experienced in the midst of man's naturaï 

existence illustrates his interpretation of the relationship between God and creation in terms of the 

personal experience of God's eschatological Word in the midst of the natural, and sinful world. In 

his discussion of the Trinity, he recognized the classic claim that Christ was both the Word "in the 

beginning" by which creation was ordered, as well as the redemptive Incarnation of God. The Word, 

"Bryden. The Christian's Knowledne of Goci, 157-8. 

"'Bryden, Tbe Christian's Knowledge of G d ,  159. 
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therefore. represented God's anivity in both his creative and redemptive acts." 6 u g h  he 

conceded an original goodness to creaîion because of its origin in Goci's Word, however, Bryden 

retained his sharp distinction between gram and nature. In part, he was wary of any ontic 

identification between God and creation Contrary to both idealism and the na-'lhomism of Etieme 

Gilson, he argueci, there could be no essential continuity of substance between God's "Being" and 

"king" in n e a t i ~ n . ~ ~ '  Natural forces and human ideas were "what is man's" and belonged to "the 

space-time frarnework" while "what is God's" is eternal. The Being of God and the k i n g  of creation 

could not be rationally synthesized; instead, creaturely being, or naNe, was ontically relative and 

subject to the Being of Goci."' 

In addition to this ontological distinction, however, Bryden seemed to regard the original 

goodness as overcome by sin. The existentid reality of a "failen world" he argued, cailed for a sharp 

distinction between creation and redernption. Despite its original value as the creation of God's Word, 

creation and God now existed in paradoxical tension. In its present state, nature did not "speak to 

man savingly" to reveal God; rather, al1 of humanity and natural life lay under the judgement of 

~oû.'" Like Augustine. Bryden thus translated the moral antithesis of sin and grace into an 

ontological antithesis of nature and grace that identifieci nature and temporality entirely with sin and 

mortality. God's redernptive work in Christ. in turn. was an eschatological intervention in human 

affairs that negated "temporalities" and condemned the whole man rather than merely particular 

failures or  sin^.'^ Before that revelation, al1 human things were monal. "'Ml flesh is as grass and 

q r y d e n ,  The Christian's Knowledae of Goci, 15-16. 

"Bryden, The Christian's Knowledge of Goci, 164-6. 

=Bryden, The Christian's KnowIedge of God, 126, 168. 

"%ryden, The Christian's Knowledne of Gocl, 121. 174-6. 

q r y d e n .  The Christian's Knowiedae of God. 49, 89, 128, 147. 
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al1 the gIow of man as the flower of the grass. The grass withereth and the flower thereof faileth 

away.'" Bryden claimed. was "the characteristic refrain of the Bible througho~t."~' Thus Bryden 

affimed Barth's view of the radical antithesis between God and natural humanity. and of the new 

order of existence for man initiatecl by Christ. 

In the present age. then, one could not escape the paradox that the Word of Gad was both 

world-negating and world-affirming?* God's Word both negated natural man and the world in its 

sinful state, but also manifested God's love for humanity and his affirmation of creation, and his 

purpose to bring it to fülfiIlment in a new Heaven and Earth. It was with his insistence on this 

existential paradox that Bryden claimed to break from Augustine's identity of the world with the "City 

of Cain" and his ultimate escapism. "Even this present world-order with its present earthly and 

temporal forms, it wouid appear," he conceded, "according to the New Testament, reflects in some 

tme way what in the mind of God, in regard to these, in His creative act, and what wiIl be in the 

consummatio mun~ii."~'~ 

While recognizing God's redemptive affirmation of the world. Bryden's main concern was 

ciearly that world-affirmation must not prematurely circumvent the uagic reality of sin. the paradoxical 

chasm between God and humanity, and the world's need of reconciliation to God through the miracle 

of God's ~ o r d . *  The value of creation lay in no inherent or autonomous meaning. but in rhe fact 

that God claims it in sdvation. That value could be known. however, only in the revelation of God's 

Word and thus &ter the fact of acknowledging humanity's sin and God's judgement!" Bryden's 

3'~ryden, The Christian's Knowledae of God, 128. 

qryden, The Christian's Knowledge of God, 132-5, 170-2. 

'S3~ryden, The Christian's KnowIedge of God, 172. 

=Bryden, The Christian's Knowledae of God, 176, 234. 

=Bryden, The Christian's Knowledge of Gocl, 170. 
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point of depamrre therefore. was that the world was utterly compted by sin. and so needed the 

scandaious eschatological revelation of God's Word. 

From his iasistence on the radicaï conuption of the world and on the creaturely bounds of 

human existence, and his eschaîological view of redemption, Bryden identified the Kingdom of God. 

in his few references to it, with the immediate, existential experience of God's eschatological Word. 

Like revelation and faith, the Kingdom of God was the gift of God himself, and it lay first of ail in 

the personal reconciliation between God and hurnanity? The Kingdom of God could not be 

identified merely with a social ideal or a social order. for the Word was a radical challenge against 

al1 orders of creation. Neither could it be understood as an escape fiom the wortd and sin to an 

othenvorldly destiny? Instead. it was the immediate experience of the Word which called man 

to recognize his responsibility, to hust in God, and so begin a new Me in Christ in the rnidst of 

creaturel y li fe . 

Bryden located this new life particularly in the Church, and concluded his The Christian's 

Knowledge of God with a vision of the church radically opposed to the world, which he identified 

particularly with the state. Again, his mode1 was the early church's refusal to reduce Christianity and 

the Word to an ethical system, or an institution of the state. or an aspect of the contemporary culture. 

Despite its seeming impracticaiity and scanda1 to secular conventions. the Church was compelled to 

challenge al1 false absolutes and securities. and thus "al1 things m~ndane."~~' Bryden's reference 

to the early church suggested that he viewed contemporary Christianity as similarly living in an 

essentidly secular, pagan civilization. And as was the case in Roman times. Bryden associated the 

rnundane secular order with the State. Possessed by the absolute claims of God. the Church was 

qryden ,  The 934 .  

"~ryden. The Christian's Knowledge of God, 113. 175. 

=~ryden. The Christian's Knowledge of C M ,  178-84. 
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therefore in constant tension with the state, "with its high culture" and its "entrenched material 

inter est^."^'^ Of course, the inevitable result for the Church in Roman times was persecution: 

indeed, Bryden claime& "it is of the very nahm of the Church of Christ to be persecuted because 

of its challenge to existing or der^.^^ 

Convinced that a Church whose loyalty was exclusively to the disturbing Word of God could 

not possibly be at home in the world, Bryden was deeply critical of the modem church's naive 

entanglement in the contemporary State and social order? Too onen, he claimed, the church 

merel y re flected the accepted conventions of secular society, su bsti tuting patriotism and 

humanitarianism for the challenge of the Christian faith. He was eswially critical of the Church's 

compromise with capitalism. The greatest tragedy for the Church in the modem world, he claimed, 

was that its membership had been "brought into ... captivity to Mammon" in its domination by the 

capitalist elite and its tendency to view the church "as an agency arnong others with a purpose to train 

and discipline people in the things which belong to the 'respectabilities', and to insure for those who 

observe these 'arnenities' a favourable balance for the iife to corne."262 

It was, according to Bryden, especially ironic and tragicalIy hypocritical that the capitalist 

elite, shaken by the threat of revohtion and totalitarianism, was so concemeci with "Christian liberty" 

and "Christian civili~ation."~~~ In fact he argued. the revolt of the working classes was against the 

very system controlled by those elite. In that system, workers were reduced to impersonal economic 

means and forced into a subsistence which was at the rnercy of "economic lords" who manipulated 

'Y)Bryden, The Christian's Knowledne of God, 186. 

qryden, The Christian's Knowledjze of God, 183. 

26'Bryden, The Christian's Knowledge of God, 187-9. 

'qryden, The Christian's Knowledne of God, 248-9. 

'=Bryden. The Christian's Knowledge of God, 245-7. 
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the abstracted market system for the3 own personal profits. And this " fundament al maladjusment" 

of modern sociai life was itself "the profoundest cause" of the present wars. According to his former 

tacher T. M. Lindsay, the recurring phenornena of international wars was rooted in economic causes 

and the practical problem of human subsistence. When economic systems refused, at the behest of 

the "special interests of powerful classes." to be transforrned to meet the needs of humanity , then the 

whole world suffered fiom violence. It was, therefore, a strangely perverted ethic that called for peace 

and order, when economic and social injustice remained in western capitalist societies. Nazi Germany 

was not alone in creating the causes of war, nor was it the only country guilty of creating incidences 

to justify invading smaller counbries, as  the British had demonstrated in the case of the Boer War. 

While deeply criticai of western society and its capitalist structure. Bryden refused to 

absolutize any ethical order. Like Arthur C. Cochrane, he opposed wu-time calls for loyal patriotism. 

as well as the insistence of liberaievangelicais iike Roberts that Christians m u t  be pa~ifist.~" The 

naive moralism of iiberaIs, Bryden warned, was readily exploited by the forces of capitalism and 

totalitarianism that sought to subordinate the world to the pursuit of material and political power. And 

when the Church became the ward of the State and the contemporary order. it was doomed. as in the 

case of the church in Russia to fa11 with that order. 

Despite rehising to absolutize any ethic as an abstract universal principle. Bryden nevertheless 

argued that the Iogic of the Church's chailenge to al1 merely moral absolutes meant that in the present 

situation the Christian's responsibility could only be to oppose totalitarianism, for totalitarianisrn. 

according to Bryden. was surely the epitome of attempts to make absolute, worldly claims on human 

life and the human soul. With its claim to controI the bodies, mincis, and souk of men, totalitarianism 

was "indeed anti-God in the profoundest meaning of the ~ord ."*~ '  In opposing totalitarianism, 

"~ryden. The Christian's Knowledae of Goci, 251. 

-~ryden, The Christian's Knowledne of God, 250. 
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however, the Christian must not in turn subject himself to some absolute moral ideal. but rather act 

under the compulsion of Christ. 

Bryden's approach to social issues thus suggesteû a relative or situationai ethic. He refused 

to put forth any ethical system or social order as having the sanction of God for fear that to do so 

might mistake the word of man for the Word of God and bypass the need of radical judgement and 

grace. According to Bryden. this did not mean, however, that the Church opposed efforts to remedy 

the social order or to resolve the causes of world confiict: 

[slurely the Church of God has something to do with such things; surely, too. at such 
times it is not a sin against God or man for right-thinking people to beiieve that there 
may be better economic systems, more suitable to alleviate the growing chronic 
disiresses of men. than the one which happens to e x i ~ t . ' ~ ~  

Nevertheless. the church must avoid identifying religion with a particular economic system and 

busying itself in politicai and social programs that were subject to the passage of time. for its task lay 

with proclaiming the judgement of God. 

In treating social issues as relative, Bryden nevertheless rejected the idea that Church and State 

were absolutely separate, if ailied orders. The state churches that were the legacy of the Reformation. 

he argued emerged from the mistaken understanding that the church was a "swing" institution, whiIe 

the state had merely a "protective" function that included, in some cases. enforcing faith. Such an 

arrangement meant that the state had no responsibility before God. By contrast. Bryden argued that 

while the state not have the means of redemption, it was called to responsibility and was in need of 

redernption. "The State." he argued. "can do nothing in the eradicating of the essential eviI inherent 

in life. but it c m  do much in eradicating temporary evih; only. however, we believe in any 

satisfactory way, as it itself is vitalized and is ever brought into judgment of itself by the preaching 

'66Bryden. The Christian's Knowledae of Gai, 258. 
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of the m e  and Living Word of God"2a Since the State itself was in need of redemption. it was 

indeed crucial that it ensure the conditions for fi-ee proclamation of the Word without attempting, as 

seemed to be the threat of modem totalitarianism, to determine the Word. 

In turn, it was only as the Church ternaineci loyal exclusively to Christ and faithfblly 

proclaimed God's Word of judgement against the world. inclüding the State, that it was eminenùy 

practicaï and serviceable to the State. Since the ultimate contradiction of life was the tragic reaIity 

of sin, the Church's proclamation of God's judgement penetrated to the roots of the world's crisis and 

brought its salvation. In a sinhl world and a secularized society, it was the judging-swing 

transcendent Word of God that "makes for tolerable conditions within this earthly existence." and 

directed the world to its ultimate hope? Consequently. the church must not be allowed to preserve 

any shibboleth of the Christian's own contemporary culture, nor be identified with new and hopeful 

panaceas on behalf of the unprivileged classes, for the Kingdom of God could not be domesticated. 

Rather than claiming to build the Kingdom for itself, or k i n g  distracted by secular loyalties, the 

Church's first loyalty was to God's Word and its compulsion to declare God's judgement above al1 

things and the world's sole hope in Christ. Only in that confession could the Church humbly, yet 

confïdently, prodaim a gospel for the whole ~ o r l d . ' ~ ~  

In the present age, therefore, the Church's identity was with a transcendent, eternal Kingdom 

of God that came to the world eschatologically in God's judging-saving Word. Indeed the 

catasuophic events of the 1930's were signs of God's judgement. raised up to shake people from their 

human righteousness and gods mat modem social science showed to be made in man's own interests 

'6?Bryden, The Christian's KnowIed~e of God, 259-60. 

=Bryden, The Christian's KnowIedne of God, 262. 

q y d e n .  The Christian's Knowledpe of God, 25 1-2. 



and images." In this context. neither the Kingdom nor the Church and its faith could be 

"domesticated," but rather must inescapably be a disturbing "leaven" in the world: 

[tJhe Christian faith and revelation will always prove a separating, divisive power in 
a world like this, will always be setting people against each other, even when it is 
also recognized that it ever proves the most effective, unifying power known among 
men. Although the Christian faith will ever help to ameliorate the conditions of men, 
must ever be the leaven which works to break down injustices in this world by 
exposing the underlying hypocrisies, it will never acquire for this world any sort of 
cornpleted satisfactory conditions. The Christian faith is most alive when it bnngs 
re-ng crises, because essentially it judges this world and is therefore an offense 
to it?' 

Nothing, Bryden clairneci, could be more pitiful than a "domesticated" and "secularized" Church of 

God. And nothing was more urgentiy needed in modern Rotestantism than the rediscovery of the 

divine significance of the Church whose very Iife was its realization of "the awful and radical 

significance" of the Word of  GO^.^'' 

IV. Conclusion 

During the 1930'~~ neo-orthodox clergymen-scholars like Brycien, Smart. and Cochrane werc a small 

rninority working in relatively isolated obscwty. While Bryden in particular quietly built a following 

arnong his students at Knox College, and personal contacts such as he had with John Line, the 

controversies of Knox College's difficult reorganization and the broader efforts of the Joint 

Evangelism campaign's response to the crises of Canadian society overshadowed his 

War II. Finally, in 1943, Bryden was thrust into the center of the Presbyterian 

opening address to the General 

Confession of Faith. Bryden's 

Assembly commemorating the tercentenary of 

carefuI criticism of the confession's rationalist 

work until World 

Church with his 

the Westminster 

features, but his 

'70Bryden. The Christian's KnowIedge of God, 253-6. 
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passionate affirmation of both tbe Reformation principles of the confession and the need of Christian 

confessions to lead believers "back to the fountain-had" of Biblical faith, speI1-bound the Assembly 

for an hour and twenty-five minutes? As James Srnari reporteci, Bryden's cal1 for a vital 

appreciation of the church confessions provided a focal point of agreement for an AssembIy that was 

deeply divided on most other points?74 Two years later. Bryden would be appointai principal of 

Knox College. And in the irnmediate pst-war years he would dorninate the Presbyterian Church's 

restatement of its "Articles of Faith" and its understanding of the church's relationship to modem 

western culture. 

It was fitting, of course, that his rise to prorninence should have occurred during the crisis of 

war, for his was essentially a theology of crisis. The appeal of his theology to the divided twentieth- 

century Presbyterian Church was cornplex. His affirmation of the Reformation tradition, the witness 

of the histone church, and the theologicai rneaning and authonty of the Bible, no doubt met sorne of 

the concerns of orthodox Princetonians and fundamentalists. Yet, his affirmation of these included 

the assumptions of modem critical thought, and were intended as a path îhrough and beyond the 

seeming impasse of modem critical thought and the church's entanglement in the structures of modem 

Society to a positive restatement of the gospel. Indeed, his emphasis on the transcendent reality and 

exclusive work of God's eschatological Word was in response to bis distinctly modem awareness of 

the historicist crisis of critical thought and the structures by which even Christians had corne to be 

entangled in a capitalist social system. His reassertion of God's sovereignty and judgement against 

the reaiity of human sin offered a penetrating explanation of the intractable existential crisis of modern 

humanity. while his appeal to the eschatological Word offered an answer in which the transcendent 

reali ty of God' s grace paradoxicall y entered into human experience. 

mBryden, The Simiificance of the Westminster Confession of Faith, "Reface." 

34James D. Smarf "The Evangelist as Theologian." xi. 
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No less fitting was Bryden's 1945 inaugural address, as Principal of Knox College, on the 

theme of "The Church of God and the World," Once again he declared the Church's identity with 

the Word and its antithesis to "this ~orld.""~ In a world threatened with secuIarization and 

totalitarianism, Bryden insisted, like Augustine's City of God, that modern society's root problem lay 

in its sin against God and the necessity of God's judgement and redernptive grace. While pressing 

this claim, he dso set out a new vision of the Church's identity and role with respect to modern 

society. Having disentangled the eschatological Word from the lirnits of history, he interpreted the 

church as a prophetic remnant, and urged that it frrst of al1 required an authentic spiritual gospel and 

the freedom and courage to decIare that gospel. 

Bryden's interpretation of the tension between God's eschatological Word and the world 

would be central to the Presbyterian identity after World War iI. Even so, the meaning of that tension 

had becorne ambiguous for Bryden. Having insisted on the radical disjunction between nature and 

grace during the crises of the inter-war years, Bryden's vision of the Word in the world had 

emphasized a judging eschatological Word and a radicalIy prophetic role for the Church in the world. 

But having aIso reclaimed classic orthociox Trinitarian and Reformation doctrines, Bryden had begun 

to alIude in new ways to the sovereignty of God's Word and the lordship of Christ in creation. It 

rernained for Presbyterians in the pst-war era of reconstruction to find some reconciliation between 

a natural order judged to be strictly secular and the prospect for a transformed culture in the world. 

3w. W. Bryden, "The Churcb of Gad and the World," in W. W. Bryden. Separated Unto the Gosnel, Donald 
V. Wa&, ed. (Toronto: Thom Press, 1956). 49. 



PART III: 

TOWARDS A CULTURE OF FREEDOM AND GRACE 



Chapter 9: 

Nature and Grace: Prospects for a Christian Culture 

By the 1940's. mainline Rotestant scholar-clergymen had converged on a "theological." or a 

theocentric, interpretation of Christianity. At the same time, however, especially in expectation of the 

need for a new world order after World War II, they also began to ernphasize with new vigour the 

transfonning meaning of God's judgment and grace for human culture. 

These twin themes of theology and cultural transformation were intimately related. Faced with 

the tragedy of another world war, and the modern grasp for power that was dangerously manifest in 

totalitarianism, Protestant scholars like Roberts, Dow, Bryden, and Line urged the need of a 

transcendent gospel that would chalIenge modem man's attempt to impose his  own secularized order 

on the world, Under the pressures of war and the need for a new world order. they completed their 

turn to the classic theology of the early church, Augustine, and the Reformers. From these, modem 

Protestants reclaimed the historic Christian ernphasis on the transcendent sovercignty of God, the 

reality of human sin, and the redemptive action of God in the world through the Incarnation and the 

Holy Spirit. Articulateci in new confessional statements such as the United Church's "Statement of 

Faith" (1940) and the Presbyterian Church's "Statement of Faith" (1945). mainline Protestants in the 

1940's claimed finally to have answered the search for a modern evangelicaiisrn that had begun 

already prior to World War 1. 

This theological recovery was at the sarne time the culmination of mainline Protestant efforts 

to define a new modus vivendi between Christianity and western civilization. Their appeal to 

Augustine and his themes of God's sovereignty and the moral tension of sin that divided history 

revealed a profound shift in mainline Protestant thought from the Constantinian synthesis of 

Christianity and the Classical tradition to Augustine's vision of the tension between the etemal City 
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of God and the temporal structures of the City of Man. From their modem historical consciousness, 

this appeal to Augustine's theocentric interpretation of history was not escapist ; rather, it provided 

the transcendent standpoint from which to cri tique modern secular culture. Rejecting Augustine's 

"otherworldliness," they focused on defining the nature of the tension between grace and sin as it cut 

through history, and anticipated its resolution not in an otherworldly destiny, but in a teleological 

process involving the transformation of history, 

In developing these theme., however, rnainline Rotestant SC holars developed t wo very 

different interpretations of the nature of grace and its relation to history and culture. Those differences 

were especially evident in the contrast between Charles Noms Cochrane and Walter Bryden. In his 

classic study Chnstianitv and Classical Culture (1940)' Cochrane proposed a modern, progressive 

interpretation of Augustine's "Christian realism" which identified God's sovereign grace with the 

creative and free moral imagination over against human attempts to construct their own world order 

through imperiai po wer and technologicai science. Cochrane* s progressive Augustinianism issued in 

a new Christian humanism in which, like Medievat Thomism. grace was the fulfillment of nature, 

since it meant the subordination of social and technical structures to the emerging free life of the 

spirit. In contrast to Cochrane's Augustinian Christian humanism. Bryden retained his emphasis on 

the chasm between God and humanity, and on the radically eschatological nature of grace. Thus 

Bryden offered a modem chiliastic view of the relation of grace and culture in which the in-breaking 

of God's Word of grace negated ail human sauctures and brought a new. free life of the spirit in the 

midst of existence. These two conceptions of the relation between grace and nature would provide 

the foundations for mainline Protestant proposais for reconstruction after World War II. 

1. The Return to Theology 

As we have seen in previous chapters, through the late 1930's and early 1 9 4 0 ' ~ ~  mainline Canadian 
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Protestants had turned particuiarly to a theologicai. and thercby theocentric. interpretation of 

Christianity. Such was the case in the work of continuing liberal-evangelicals like Richard Roberts 

and John Dow who identified Cbristianity with the unique experience of God's moral spirit, in Waiter 

Bryden's "dogmatic" confession of a radically other God, and even in John Line's t u n  to Barthian 

dogmatics out of disillusionment with Christian revolution. 

This tum to theology was brought to the fore in the rise to seniority of the new generation of 

scholar-clergymen. The transition Born an earlier era of personal idealism and evangelism was marked 

especially in 1937 with the retirement of D. N. McLachlan and Ernest Thomas from the United 

Church's Board of Evangelism and Social Service (BESS), and their replacement by Ralph Mutchmore 

and C. E. Silcox, wNle Richard Roberts and William Creighton followed in retirement during the 

1940's. Leadership thus passed to a new generation of senior scholars Like John Dow, John M. Shaw, 

R. B. Y. Scott, and John Line. Meanwhile, a new generation of rising scholars began to appear in 

the appointment of A. E. Kerr as principal and professor of Systematic Theology and Philosophy of 

Religion at Pine Hill Divinity College; Gerald R. Cragg, as professor of Systematic Theology at 

United Theological College in Montreai; and William C. Graham as principal of United Theological 

College. Winnipeg. Shortly thereafter. in 1944, Randolph C. Chalmers succeeded John Cobum as 

Assistant Secretary of the BESS.' 

Though slightly later, a similar transition occurred in the Presbyterian Church colleges during 

the early 1940's. In 1942, the Presbyterian Church appointed a "Cornmittee on Conditions in the 

Colleges" to examine the problems of tension within Knox College. low enrollment. and fiscal 

problems in the hvo Resbyterian seminaries of Knox College and Resbyterian College. Montreal. 

One result of this investigation would be the retirements. in 1943, of Thomas Eakin as principal of 

'United Qiinrh of Canada (UCC). Record of Roceedin~s (RPL 1936. "Evangelism and Social Service." 79; 
UCC, Yearbookk, 1939, " î l e  Board of Christian Education," 36; UCC, RP. 1946, "Commission on the Christian 
Faith," 103. 
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Knox ColIege and of F. Scott Mackenzie as principal of Resbyterian College, Montreal. In 1944, 

Bryden was appointed as principal at Knox, while Knox's faculty now included J. Stanley Glen in 

New Testament Exegcsis, Keith Matthews in Old Testament, and David Hay in Systematic Theology. 

In 1947, Donald V. Wade was added to Knox's faculty to take over Bryden's duties in Philosophy 

of Religion and Christian Ethics. Notably, other nominees for the position included James Smart, then 

pastor at Rosedale Presbyterian Church in Toronto, and Arthur C. Cochrane. who would move to the 

Resbyterian seminary at Dubuque, Iowa, in 1948.' 

In bot!! United and Presbyterian churches, then, leadership passed to a generation of scholar- 

clergymen like Dow, Line, and Bryden, whose early formative years coincided with the crisis of 

liberal Protestantism during and after World War 1, and whose training was rooted largely in a British 

tradition which mediated personal idealism and a modem Christocentric evangelicalism. During the 

inter-war years. al1 had wrestled extensively with the crises of culture and cenainty and the search for 

a modern, "reaiistic" "enlightened evangelicalism." And they had done so in a new theological 

landscape marked by the works of Karl Barth, Reinhold Niebuhr, and the British mediating theology 

of John Baillie. By the 1 9 4 0 ' ~ ~  they had developed mature, systematic responses to those crises, and 

their ideas would dominate the identities of mainline Protestantism in the immediate pst-World War 

II years. 

By the outbreak of WorId War II, their recovery of variations on an Augustinian, thcocentric 

view of the relations between God and the worid lead them to a far more reserved interpretation of 

the war effort than mainline Protestants had demonstrated in their apocalyptic enthusiasm for World 

War 1. To be sure, the question of war and the relations between church and state produced 

%sbyterian Church in Canada (PCC), Acu and Roceedinas of the General Assembly (AP), 1943, "Commiuee 
to Investigate Conditions in the Colieges." 37-41; PCC, & 1944, "Report of Nominations," 76, 82. PCC, AP, 
1947, "Nominations." 68. Bry&nVs appointment as principal in 1944 was initialIy pro tem; his permanent 
appointment was made in 1945. 



signüicant differences among them. On the one hand, the churches generally supported the war effort. 

though they did so, as John S. Moir notes, with "sorrow and resignation" for a banle which must be 

fought against the evil of ~itlerism.' Meanwhile. when the United Church's General Council passed 

a moderate resolution in support of the war effort against totalitarianism, Richard Roberts led some 

forty-five United Church ministers in declaring their pacifism? This pacifism was in sharp contrast 

to the position of Reinhold Niebuhr, who had abandoned the pactfi# principles of the Fellowship of 

Reconciiiation already in 1933-34, and criticized pacifism again during the winter of 1940 as 

unrealistic in a world of power relations. In an open letter to Niebuhr published in Christianitv and 

Society. Roberts pleaded that Niebuhr's position surrendered îranscendent ideals that. though difficult. 

were essential to Christian faith, and that Christians must believe were meant to be active in the 

world.' 

The involvement of R. Edis Fairbaini in this resurgent pacifism also was one sign of the 

growing division within the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order. In contrat to Fairbairn, Vlastos 

and most members of the FCSO wouId accept the need to resist aggression. and the view, similar to 

Niebuhr's, that violence was part of the inevitably tragic nature of the present social order. But unlike 

Niebuhr, Vlastos's position was more radically eschatological and existentialist. God is radically other 

than man, he had written already in 1934, and could not be confused with mere human ideas of God, 

or with human ideals such as pacifismb Yet God was in the process of the conflict. and his 

' ~ e v .  A. P. Dunn, "Presbytenaniun in the Twentieth Century." Presbyterian Record (January-April. 19361, quoted 
in John S. Moir, Enduring Witness (Hamilton: Presbyterian Church in Canada, 1987), 241. 

4R. Edis Fairbairn, "Witness Against War," United Church Observer (15 October 1939). 21. See ako Roger C. 
Hutchinson, "The Feiiowship For a Christian Socid or de^ A Social Ethical Analysis of a Christian Socialist 
Movement" (Toronto ScbooI of Theotogy: unpubiished ThD., 1975), 155-56. 

ç i t ed  in Thomas P. Socbiat, Witness Against War, Pacifism in Canada 19OO- 1945 (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 19871, 222-4. 

6Greguy Vlastos "God of Wrath. God of Hope, God the Power Within." The Canadian Student, Vol. XVI. no. 
6 March-April 1934). 147-8. 



revolutionary judgement could be felt in the violence that was the wages of sin. 

Though they rejected Vlastos's implication that the revolutionary battle for the divine order 

was at stake in the war effort, Barthians iike Walter Bryden and Arthur C. Cochrane agreed with 

Vlastos on the tragic necessity of the war effort They did so, Like Vlastos, frorn a criticism of ail 

claims to absolutize any particular moral interpretation of Christianity. According to Cochrane's J& 

Church and the War (1940), both proponents and oppnents of the war effort were preoccupied with 

merely moral interpretations of Chnstianity, and thus failed to speak as "servants of the Word" of 

Christ. The church, Cochrane urged, was called "to bear witness to GOD'S RIGHTEOUSNESS over 

and above the national, territorial, moral and so-called religious rights of men."' Bryden took this 

argument M e r ,  in his The Christian's Knowled~e of God (194û), by opposing calls for both loyal 

patriotism and the naive pacifism of liberal-evangelicds that. he claimed, were easily exploitai by the 

forces of capitalism and totalitarianism. When the Church became the ward of the State and 

contemporary order, he warned, it was doomed, as in the case of the church in Russia, to fail with that 

order. Neverthelas. in the present situation, the logic of the Church's challenge to al1 merely mord 

absolutes meant that the Christian's responsibility could only be to oppose totalitarianism, for 

totalitarianism was surely the epitome of attempts to make absolute, worldIy daims on human Iife and 

the humm soul. With its clairn to control the Sodies, minds, and souls of men, totalitarianism was 

"indeed anti-God in the profoundest meaning of the word."' In opposing totaiitarianism, however, 

Christians must not in hirn subrnit to some absolute moral ideal, but rather act under the compulsion 

of Christ. 

Despite their differences, the comrnon theme in these positions was the insistence that the 

demands of the nation, and the western social order, were relative to the absolute claims of God. T h i s  

'Arthur C. Cochrane, The Church and the War (Toronto: Thomas Nelson, 1940), xx. 

W. W. Bryden, The Christian's Knowiedge of God (Toronto: Thom Press. 1940). 250-1. 
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interpretation of the nation in the rnidst of World War II was in sharp conwist to the miilennial 

endorsement thaî rnainline Protestants had given to the war effort of WorId War 1 in the belief that 

it was the apocalyptic prelude to the reahation of God's Kingdom in western civilization. In part, 

this difference rnay be attributed to the spectre of totalitarianism that threatened freedom and 

Christianity in the late 1930's. This concern for freedom, however, with its emphasis on freedom for 

religion and the church over against temporal forces, also reflected the shift of mainline Protestants 

from a Constantinian idealism that identified the Kingdom of God with the social order, to a 

theocentric Augustinianism that relativized the temporai order in the light of the eternal. Though in 

significantly different ways, their turn to theology reflected several common concerns and 

characteristics: an attempt to disentangle Christianity from the ambiguities of modem culture; a 

conesponding recognition of human sin and dependence on the grace of God; and the attempt to 

combine this theocentrism with modern critical method in the confession that God was transcendent 

and distinct from the historicai-stnicturai limits of human existence, and yet sovereign and active in 

experience. 

The clearest sign of this new theocentrism was the twn of mainline Protestants to theology 

by the late 1930's. As Bryden had written in his The Christian's Knowledge of War (194û), what the 

world most ne*, even amid the tragedy and thunder of war, was to hear the claim of God's 

judgment and grace upon m m 9  This return to theology also was pan of the dynamic which 

fragment& the FCSO during the early 19401s, as founders like John Line and R. B. Y. Scott 

repudiated its reduction to a social reform movement and sought to preserve the knowledge of a 

transcendent personal God and the mediation of Christ in a return to theology. 

This tum to theology, and its specificaily Augustinian themes, was especiaily illustrated in the 

publication in 1940 of the United Church's "Statement of Faith." Commissioned by the United 

')Bryden, The Christian's Knowled~e of God, 75-6. 
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Church's Cornmittee on Faiîh, established in 1936 under the chairmanship of Richard Davidson, and 

followed in 2943 by the publication of John Dow's commissioned commentary, This is Our Faith, the 

"Statement" was the first extensive dedaration of the United Church's faith since the l e s  theologically 

oriented Basis of Union forge- in 1908. As such, it syrnbolized the culmination of the twentieth 

century search for a modem, "enlightened evangelicaiîsrn." In contrast to apoiogists in the 1920's who 

proceeded from a scientific defense of religious experience, the Statement began simply from the 

proclamation that "[tlhe Church's faith is the unchanging Gospel of God's holy, redeeming love 

reveaied in Jesus Chxist."lo To define that "unchanging gospel." the statement. as well as Dow's 

commentary, combined the Trinitarian theology of the Apostle's creed and Augustine's view of the 

moral tension between God's sovereign will and human sin, with the modern ideas of John Baillie's 

persona1 idealism, James Denney's Christocentric evangelicalism, and Karl Barth's emphasis on the 

radical otherness of God. Together, this theocentrism, or more specificaiIy Christocentnsm, suggested 

an interpretation of modem Christianity that reclaimed the historic orthodox emphasis on Goci's 

sovereignty and grace, while presewing a concern for historical reality by focusing on "the supreme 

facts" of "God's acts of judgment and of mercy" in Christ's entry into the world to redeern it." 

By proceeding from the Trinitarian theology and structure of the Apostles' Creed, the 

statement abandoned earlier efforts, like those of Richard Roberts, to resolve the tension betwen 

divine transcendence and immanence. Instead, like the Aposties' Creed and like Augustine, it simply 

declared that God was the "eternal personal Spirit, Creator and Upholder of al1 things," thereby 

aMirming that God was both a distinct personai being and the active, sovereign creator." Using 

Barth's language, Dow declared that God was "wholly other" from creation, and yet wrts actively 

'%CC, RP, 194Q "A Statement of Faith," 168. 

"UCC. RP, "A Statement of Faiih," 168. 
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present in ruling creation. Also, its declaration of the divinity of Christ abandoned earlier liberal 

interpretations of Jesus as a virtuous. historical person in favour of an Incarnational ChristoIogy which 

viewed Christ as uniquely embodying God's will for human life and his intent to take humanity 's sin 

upon hirnself. In turn, the Statement described the Spirit as the resurrected, living Christ "by whom 

Cod is ever at work in the mincis and hearts of men."13 In contrast to the nineteenth cenniry 

distinction between the righteous God of the Old Testament and the loving, forgiving God of the New 

Testament, according to Dow, the statement's Trinitarianism now emphasized the continuity between 

G d ' s  creative wiIl to love that was displayed in nature, his righteousness that was fulfilled in Christ, 

and his active presence in the world. 

As a complement to this Trinitarianism, the statement offered an Augustinian anthropology 

and moral interpretation of sin and redemption that reaiXrmed the core of personal idealism. Echoing 

an earlier analoaa entis, the statement claimed that what distinguished man from "the Lower creatures" 

was his capacity to share God's thought and purpose, and his freedom to choose whether he would 

serve God.l4 Thus it identified human personality with the life of the mind and will, and with an 

intrinsic moral responsibility and freedom. It was by virtue of these features that humanity was raised 

above nature and enabled. as the Westminster Confession put if, to love and serve God for ever.15 

As part of this focus on personality, the Statement located the core of history and the cause of the 

world's problems in the moral tension of divine and human wills, thereby implying that the root 

impulse of social relations and history Iay in humanity's moral personality. 

The center of this modem Augustinian theology was a restatement of what by now was a 

farniliar liberal-evangelical interpretation of sin and the atonement in terms of moral revelation and 

I3UCC, RP. "A Statement of Faith." 169, In. 

"UCC, "A Statement of Faith," 169, IV. 
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suasion, Sin was humanity's misuse of freedom for 'low and selfish ends," resulting in man's 

alienation kom God and his fellow-man and "a world of coafusion and distress" in which humanity 

was "unable of hirnself to fulfiil God's high purpose."16 Christ's deaîh on the cross in place of 

humanity. in turn displayed God's loving purpose of forgiveness which moved men to repent and be 

reconciled to Cod" Christ's death did not provide merely for a legal substitutionary atonement. 

Dow argued, for the requirement of a payment for sin would mean that forgiveness was a matter of 

law rather than of grace. Instead, Christ's death, with faith and love unshaken. provided a mord 

revelation, and his "resurrection" occurred as the presence of his moral and creative Spirit living in 

the hearts of believers to restore their personality and to bind them to hirnself and to fellow-believers. 

Most signi ficantiy, the statement offered a remarkabl y reserved interpretation of the Kingdom 

of God. En place of late nineteenth-century confident predictions of building the Kingdom of God on 

earth in the emerging social order, the statement portrayed the Kingdom of God as a present but 

ambiguous reality.18 In what amounted to a high view of the church. it located the Kingdom 

particularly in the church understood as a spiritual institution distinct from temporal structures. 

Centered, as Denney had insisted. in the risen Christ, the church was "the society of the redeemed" 

and "the organ of Christ's minci and redemptive will. the body of which He is the Head."19 

Accordingly, the statement emphasized the "catholic" unity of the historie church as it was bound 

together by the i ~ e r  life of the Spirit. In affirrning the pnmacy of the church and the life of the 

spirit, it also described Scripture as the progressive revelation of God and his redemptive work in the 

'%CC, RP, "A Suement of Faith," 170, V. 

"UCC, "A Statement of Faith." 170. VI. 

'%CC. RP, "A Statement of Faith," 171, XI. 
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worlà but a revelaîion thaî followed hom the church's experien~e.~~ 

In this way, the staternent portrayed the church as the unique body of the Spirit in history- 

As such, the church served particularly as a consecrating agency in the worId. Thus the statement 

defined the church's role in the lirnited t e m  of its pastoral function of procIaiming the gospel, the 

worship of God, the loving service of mankind, and the numire of the flock. Its distinct mission, 

carried out particularly through its ordained ministry, sacrarnents, and pastoral care, was to orient the 

world to divine grace." 

Like Augustine's City of God, written after the sack of Rome, the Statement's concluding 

section on eschatology offered a reaiistic amiilennialism which claimed that the Kingdom was "already 

but not yet " Though it cailed believers to a progressively sanctified life, the Statement describeci "this 

life" as an ambiguous age in which believers experienced growing righteousness, but also suffering 

and sorrow. Though a present reality to be displayed in social relations, the Kingdom was disciosed 

only partiaily and ambipously "on earth." This life offered "a foretaste of the final redemption" and 

an "assurance of the divine favour," but it also left believers "striving and waiting in prayer" for the 

new order of God's Kingd~m.~' The Kingdom, according to Dow. was a teleological promise that 

would be consummated at the end of time in a final judgement and a final reveiation of God's 

Kingdom in its fullness. With that eschatoIogica1 hope, beiievers could Iive in the present confident 

that God would keep them "to the end." 

This portraya1 of the Kingdom of God as a reality which was arnbiguously present, but also 

an as-yet-unrealized transcendent hope reflected the profound reorientation of rnrtinline Protestantism 

during the inter-war years to a sharp sense of tension and ambiguity in the present age. In the midst 

W C ,  RP. "A Siatement of Faith," 171, K. 
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of war, however, that hope of transcendent telos gave assurance, sîcordirig ru United Church officials, 

that God's will and redemptive grace was certain despite the peril of historical life. According to the 

introduction given in the report of the Board of Evangelism and Social Service (BESS), the Statement 

declared the good news of grace for "a world in ag~ny."'~ As in ancient times. Hugh Dobson 

suggested, the gospel was "born in &ys of calarnity and war, and is pecuiiarly fitted to meet the 

deepest need of the disturbed and depresseci sou1 in times like these."*' For Dobson and the BESS, 

the good news of God's grace was now more vital even than God's ethic or righteousness, and it had 

provided sustaining comfort and confidence in the triumph of God's righteousness throughout the 

darkest periods of the church's history. God's grace, the BESS declared. was the starting point for 

faith that, despite the present din of "the sounds of destruction," there was a moral order which "makes 

the ultirnate success of the destructive impossible," and which promises the victory of creative Iife as 

the very nature of Reality and the basis for building "God's righteous world." 

As wil  be seen at a later point, the statement's modem Augustinian synthesis of personal 

idealism and classic Trinitariankm would become the subject of intense debate among mainline 

Protestants. In the United Church, and especially in the work of Charles Norris Cochrane, this 

synthesis would be developed into an Augustinian Christian humanism, while for the Presbyterian 

Barthian Walter Bryden, by contrast, that modem Augustinianism would represent a premature 

synthesis of Christ and culture. Indeed, Bryden's The Christian's Knowledae of God (1940). 

pubIished in the same year as the United Church's "Statement of Faith," declared the Absolute 

"otherness" of God and his radical judgement against both cuIture and nature. 

Despite these differences, however, the United Church's "Statement of Faith" also refïected 

the culmination of trends among mainline Protestants that Barthians like Bryden and John Line shared. 

?JCC, RP, 1940. "Evangelism and Social Senice," 87-88. 
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Indeed, Line, who by the 1940's had moved at least to a Barthian view of revelation, would replace 

Richard Davidson as secretary of the Commission on Christian Faith in lW6? In broad terms, the 

statement indicated a sense among mainline Protestants of the tragic ambiguity of modem western 

culture. It also reflected the long stniggle to disentangle the reality of God and Christianity from 

western culture and society, both to affm the grounds and meaning of faith, and to claim a standpoint 

fiom which to speak prophetically to western culture. Its confessional starting point, and its assertion 

of the direct experience of the Spirit of Christ in the life of the church, seerned also to answer the 

difficulty of speaking of God in terms of modern critical science in such a way as to affirm that God 

could be known experientiaily, without reducing him to an aspect of the human psyche or social 

stmcture. Furthemore, the affirmation of a real personal God seemed also to preserve the personaïity, 

and thus the moral responsibility and freedom, of humans as  his image-bearers. The reality of a 

transcendent personal God thus guaranteed a moral meaning for hurnan life despite the enveloping 

bonds of historica1-structurai Life. Indeed, their appeal to an Augustinian account of moral tension 

offered a moral reaiism that gave renewed ernphasis to the reality of sin, and in doing so identified 

the root of problems in the world to be moral rather than structural. But this Augustinianism might 

also renew optimism, for it gave hope that grace ultimately would triumph in history. 

This tuni to theology coincided with a resurgent emphasis on the church as a distinct reügious 

community. The United Church's "Statement of Faith" had suggested that the church was uniquely 

related to the transcendent spirit and its presence in the world With this "vertical" reality, as Richard 

Roberts had describeci it, mainline Protestants also identified the "horizontal" life of the church with 

an ecumenical and universal "cathoIic" church distinct from western civilization and national identities. 

Symbolized in the resistance of the "Confessing Church" against Hitler in Germany, Richard Roberts 

had written in 1937, the church stood against a world which was charactenzed by the "reign of 

- -  - 
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secularism," and which it was called to redeem through its consecrating gospel and life of the spiritt6 

As John Moir notes, a similar ecumenical concern was expresseci in 1936 by Presbyterian minister A, 

Peter Dum. "The day for a narrow, sectarian viewpoint, or for a mere denorninational appeai is past," 

DUM declareci after reviewing the problems of the Depression, "...[u]niversality or catholicity is the 

breath of our nostrils."" 

Emerging frorn International Missionary Federation-sponsored conferences at Edinburgh in 

1910 and lerusalem in 1928, this ecumenical identity had blossorned dunng the 1930's both locally. 

with the Joint Evangelism Committee estaMished in 1933, and intenationally with the 1937 Edinburgh 

and Oxford Conferences. These efforts would culminate during the 1940's in more permanent 

ecurnenicai organizations. In 1942-43, representatives of the Anglican, Presbyterian, and United 

Church colleges in Montreal began discussion of a joint Divinity Faculty to be federated with McGill: 

University." Also in 1942, in anticipation of the formation of a World Council of Churches. 

achieved finally in 1948, the main Protestant churches of Canada approved the formation of a 

Canadian Committee of the World Council of Churches (CCC).'9 That same year. the United Baptist 

Convention invited other churches represented in the Canadian Committee of World Council of 

Churches to a conference to begin planning for peace in the hope of developing a "more Christian 

Aithough the United Church would continue to seek a more organic union. the ecurnenism 

- 
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of the late 1930's and 1940's was markedly different from the pre-World War 1 notion of organic 

unity ami national identity that had issued in the United Church. As proposed to the United Church 

in 1944, the constitution for a Canadian Council of Churches was intended to give expression to the 

unity of the Canadian churches in the universal Church. to coordinate cornrnon and cooperative 

actions, and to serve as an instrument for relating to similar institutions in Britain and the USA, and 

to the World Council of Churches." Rather than organic union. the new ecumenism was federal and 

cooperative. W ithout cequiring Iegal or institutionai uni formity, i t accepted di fferences in confessional, 

ecclesiasticd, and historic traditions while providing for theological exchange, cooperation, and a 

consciousness of a global Christian cornmunity now set in tension with a world defined in terms of 

national States and capitalist economic powers. 

As church membership began to show moderate growth during the late 1930's and early 

194û's, church leaders and scholars atUibuted that growth to the recovery of the essential theological 

miths of Chri~tianity.~' As we have seen. by the late 1930's. deciining church membership and 

finances had convinced the United Church's Board of Evangeiism and Sociai Sentice that the Joint 

Evangelism campaign lacked significant impact, That impression coincided with Walter Bryden's 

perennial. though anecdotal, criticism of the campaign as ineffective. While cmpaigns for personal 

evangeIisrn had failed to generate new membership and resources during the difficult depression era. 

John Line's disenchantment with the Fellowship for a Christian Social Order and its division between 

"old guard" Christian socialists and more secularized Marxists suggested that prospects for a Christian 

revolution were no more viable than personal evangeïism. 

In contrast, rising church participation in the Iate 1930's and 1940's was taken by church 

3'UCC, RP, 1944. "Proposed Constitution for a Canadian Council of Churches," 96-100, 
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leaders as a confirmation of its turn to theology. Already in 1937, despite reports of declining 

membership, the United Church's Board of Evangelism and Social Service (BESS) praised the work 

of the Committee on Faith for its inspiring "preaching of the great realities of the Christian faith. 

God's righteousness, the Incarnation, the Life and work of Jesus, His Death. Resurrection, Ascension 

and the Work of the Holy   pi rit."'^ This affirmation of traditional onhodoxy was reiterated in 1938. 

when the report of the Committee on Faih was folIowed by reports of growing interest in the "return 

to Theology" arnong various study groups and con fer en ce^.^ Since it again had to report decreasing 

numbers of new members despite the efforts of evangeIism campaigns, the BESS called for a deeper 

religious commitment and theocentrism rather than more prograrns and reso~utions.'~ While noting 

a deepening sense of both individuai and corporate sin. it aIso reported a growing awareness of the 

need of transformation that could not be met with econornic, sociologicaI, or psychological solutions, 

for it was rooted in man's "real" need of God. The curent return to "thought about God," the BESS 

claimed, reflected a growing tileocentric concern and reliance on the grace of Christ. Despite 

discouraging membership figures and evangelism campaign results, the BESS concluded, the turn to 

theology at least provided "an increasing warmth and heartening tone" in church life, rising attendance, 

and a growing emphasis on trust in Christ alone. 

After 1940, a gradua1 resurgence of new members gave new hope to United Church officiais 

and further confirmed to them the vitalking impact of theology. Despite financial woes that persisted 

from the depression and war, the BESS reported in 1940 that the numbers of new professing members 

were on the rise in every conference compared with 1937. In 1944, the BESS again reported rising 

interest in its preaching missions and church attendance. At one preaching mission at the University 

---- - 
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of British Columbia in 1944, more than seven hundred people attended evening services. EspeciaIty 

in the western cities, United churches were experiencing packed worship services in both moming and 

evening services, with some congregations having to meet in theatres due to lack of space in their 

church buildings. The total number of new rnembers in 1943. at 23.910, represented the largest 

increase in mem bership in the previous decades During following years. these numbers continued 

to rise, with 25,547 new members in 1945 and 32,278 in 1946." And in 1944 the BESS reported 

that 1941 census data showed changes in memkrship ffom the previous decade as follows: Roman 

Catholic membership increased 16 percent; Presbyterians declined 5 percent; Anglicans increased 

6.5 percent; Baptists increased 9.1 percent; and United Church increased 9.2 percent? The United 

Church was therefore nearly keeping Pace with the increase of 10.5 percent in Canada's overall 

popuIation. 

Adrnittedly, the promise of rising numbers was arnbiguous. Though gaining, increases in 

church participation still lagged behind the over-ail increase of Canada's population. Also, as the 

BESS conceded. the 1941 census data had recorded 548,068 more rnembers for the United Church 

than were actually UII the membership rolls of the United Church, indicating the notorious inaccuracy 

of census data regarding active church participation." Furthemore, increases in church mernbership 

were dwarfed by the 84 percent growth of organized labour during the war. The lack of response to 

its work among organized labour, and also among university students. the BESS feared, held out the 

dubious prospect that the United Church might "becorne a rniddle-class club."40 
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Despite these reservaîions, however. rising church participation seemed to be verified in the 

high demand for the United Church's "Statement of Faith," seerningly legitirnizing its theocentric 

emphasis. When its f ~ s t  printing of 30,000 copies was sold out by 1942, new printings were ordered, 

and a cetechisin to accornpany the statement was commissioned? Again in 1945 the Commission 

on Christian Faith reported hi@ demand for new theological works, with sales of "The Statement of 

Faith" at 50,000; John Dow's This is ûur Faitfi at 6,000; and the Catechism at 180.000.~~ Such 

high demand, the commission concluded, reflected a high appreciation for the rigorous BiblicaI and 

theological preaching stimulated by the Statement. 

W l e  they celebrated the apparent resurgence of church participation, and the church's 

theocentric identity, mainline Protestants also urged the need to relate their newfound theocentrism 

to the transformation of Canadian society. ttiereby demonstrating their long-held concern to shape the 

broader social and cultural order of which they were a part. For many maidine Protestants. the 

recovery of the central theological tniths of classic Christianity was important in order to restore the 

power of its gospel in modem civilization. especially following the apparent inadequacy of the 

techniques of personal evangetism and social reform to revive Christianity against the forces of 

secularization. 

Signs of this social concem were evident in both Presbyterian and United Churches during 

the late 1930's. Peter Dum's concem for universality, for example. included a concern that 

Presbyterians. and more broadly the Christian church. take up the social challenge of the twentieth 

cenhuy. Previous divisions between "evangelists" who emphasized the "things of the Spirit" and 

"social reformers" who sought "the betterment of social conditions" had created a false polarization. 

Instead, he claimed. Presbyterians should. "Bible in hand, lead the van of those who seek to bring al1 

"UCC, RP, 1942. "Smtement of Faith -- Second Interim Report," 183. 
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the kingdoms of the world into subjection to the Kingdom of Christ."43 Similarly, the 

Pronouncernent issued by the Fifteenth General Council of the Alliance of Reformed Churches, held 

in Montreai in 1937. called the church to respond to the Depression by using weaIth for public rather 

tha. private enrichment, and amid the sociai distress, to keep the conscience of its members "alive to 

the spirinial and moral aspects of our social ~ r d e r . " ~  As William Barclay commented in his 

introduction to the Pronouncement in the Record, "[tjhe conscience of the Church is stirred by the 

world happenings of our time to a realization of the need for moral leadership. Whencc could this 

better corne than from the Churches of Chri~t?""~ 

In 1936-37 the United Church had appointed representatives like C. E. Silcox to a Social and 

Economic Research Committee, and in 1942 it also endorseci the Christian Social Council of 

Canada? In the expectation that World War II was a watershed that urgently called for the 

construction of a new world order, the task of shaping and uansforrning western Society was 

magnified. Already in 1942-43, therefore, the Canadian Committee of the World's Council of 

Churches held a conference to begin planning for peace in the hope of developing a "more Christian 

Order in Canada.""' 

The magnitude of that task was suggested more fully in the 1944 report of the Forward 

Movement Comminee, established to prepare for the pst-war peace by the United Church's General 

Council in 1943 with J. R. Mutchmore as chair and Gordon Sisco as Secretary.'18 The report wamed 

"Rev. A. P. Dunn, "Presbyterianism in the Twentieh Century." Presb~tenan Record (January-April. 1936). 
quoted in Moir, Enduring Witness, 239. 

uQuoced in Mo& Enduring Witness, 239. 

"Quoted in Moir, Endurine: Witness, 239. 
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"BUCC, RP, 1944. "Forward Movement After the War," 1 14-16. 
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that the church's message must be related to the world that would emerge after the war, and 

particularly to such social probIems as mounting class conflict, urbanization and its impact on the 

famil y, questions about mamage and sexuality , and racial animosity . Underl ying these immediate 

sociaI issues, in turn, was a deeper and global struggle between different systems of ideas, particulariy 

in the conflict between Communism and what was now regarded as a secularized Capitalisrn. 

Anticipating a pst-war crisis similar to that which had followed World War 1, the report declared that 

the present task of the church was to determine "the positive and transforming ends which the 

upheaval reveais." Certainly, the church couId not support revoIution for its own sake, nor could it 

subscribe to the materialist, economic. or psychological views of man that now prevailed in modem 

culture. The time cdled for more than moral renewai, therefore, for it involved a deeper "cuImal 

crisis." Such a conflict called for a repentance that includeû boa  moral renewal and a change of 

one's "ruling ideas" to consider "the fulI implications of the love of God in our time." The church, 

therefore, mut becorne alert and discerning of its cultural context, and seek to "re-establish unity" 

between religious beliefs and culrure. if it was truly to acimowledge Christ as rhe Lord of h is to~y."~~ 

Thus mainline Protestant concem for reviving the church and ifs theocentric roots in the 

redemptive activity of a transcendent God, did not thereby constitute an isolationist flight fiom 

concem for the broader weil-king of Canadian society. W I e  attempting to disentangle the tmths 

of Chnstianity fiom western culture, mainline, modem Protestants retained their historical 

consciousness and their expectation that the redemptive work of God w u  located within the historical- 

structural world. They atso remained self-consciously aware of their participation in the broader 

currents of Canadian and western civilization, and sought to establish the claims of God's Kingdom 

and the moral leadership of the church in the world. In the wake of the Depression and the rise of 

totalitarianism, it seemed clear to mainline Protestants that western civilization was in the throes of 

' W C ,  RP, 1944, "Forward Movement After the War." 1 15, 1 17. 
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couapse, and would need to be reconsîructed in a new world order. Here was both the opportunity 

and the challenge to rnake clear the relationship of a transcendent God to history. The attempt to do 

so, however, would reveal the divisions between the revival of an Augustinian-Platonic iddism and 

the radical neo-orthodoxy of Barthians like Bryden. 

II. The ProbIem of Christianity and Culture 

The &bates among mainiine Protestants in their attempt to resolve the relationship between a modem 

"evangeiical" Christianity and modern culture was especially evident in the work of Charles Norris 

Cochrane, and in Walter Bryden's response to Cochrane's work. Cochrane's Christianity and Classical 

CuIture (194û), on the crisis of Greco-Roman culture and the triurnph of Christianity, offered a new 

synthesis of classic Trinitarian theology with Augustine's Christian-Platonic interpretation of 

metaphysics and history. In doing so, he offered a bridge ftom the modem Augustinian theology of 

the United Church's "Staternent of Faith" to a comprehensive modem philosophy of civilization that 

seemed to revive the project of a Christian culture. Though chastened by the consciousness of moral 

tension between God's will and human sin, Cochrane's modem Augustinianisrn interpreted God as 

the transcendent Etemal source who was also the creative principle in the world, and aiso claimed, 

against secularized totalitarian "empires," the primacy of moral order and freedom in the world. But 

while Cochrane's modem Augustinianism inspired a wide variety of scholars, including Harold Innis 

and Northrop Frye, Walter Bryden wamed that the Platonic idealism inherent in Augustine's thought 

threatened to r e m  to a naive liberal-Protestantisrn and a premature resoiution of the tension between 

God and humanity. 

Charles Noms Cochrane ( 188% 1945) was born in Omemee, Ontario and graduated in classics 
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from University College ai the University of Toronto in 19 1 1 Mer graduate smdies at Oxford, 

he joined the University College's Department of Ancient History in 1913. Following service as a 

tank officer during World War 1, he began publishing works on Canadian history. among them David 

Thom~son the Explorer (1924) and portions, with W. S. Wallace, of This Canada of Ows (1926). 

Cochrane's most significant works, however, came during the late 1920's and 1930's in his 

cntical studies of dassical thought and his development of a modem Augustinian interpretation of 

history . Cochrane' s modern Augustinianism marked a crucial intersection of trends in modem 

Canadian scholarship. While clergymen-scholars searcheci for a theocentric interpretation of 

Christianity during the 1930's. some Canadian scholars in the sociai sciences, such ris Harold Innis, 

moved away from strictly structural accounts of society to a greater emphasis on personal and moral 

respon~ibility.~' Similarly. Cochrane's interpretation of history would include the empiricist 

historicism of Car1 Becker, but also the rejection of a strictly structural and rationalist interpretation 

in favour of an insistence that the empiricai historical process was rooted in personal wills and moral 

freedom. Combined with his study of classical Christianity, Cochrane's work offered a new synthesis 

of modern social science and Augustine's theocenhic interpretation of history. While United Church 

pronouncements on modem culture would reflect Cochrane's modem Augustinianism, Innis would also 

describe Cochrane as one of the leading modem philosophers of civi~ization.'~ 

These trends in Cochrane's thought become especially apparent when considcring that his most 

famous work, Christianity and Classical Culture, was sandwiched between his study of Thucydides 

and the Science of Histow (1929) and his later critique of "The Mind of Edward Gibbon," published 

qiographical information is from Harold Innis's obituary in "Charles Noms Cochrane. 1889-1945." Canadian 
Journal of Economics and Political Science, 12 (1945). 95-96. 

"Ch Harold innis, see Cari Berger, nie Writinn of Canadian History; Aspects of Enplish-Canadian Historical 
Writina Since 1900, 2nd Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1986)' 101-2. 
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in 1942-3." In these works. Cochrane criticized both classical thought and its modem Enlightenment 

forms in eighteenth-century rationalisrn and nineteenth-century idealism. At the center of these 

studies, he sympatheticaIIy contrasted Thucydides's scientific approach to history with the speculative 

rationalisrn of both classical and modern ideaiism. Like Hippocrates' naturalist science of medicine, 

he argued, Thucydides confined his science of history to empirical data and secondary causes and 

conditions, thereby breaking from the story-telling epics of earlier Greek historians and from the Greek 

dichotomy between an "unreal" natural reality and the transcendent forms that they claimed to arrive 

at by speculative reason. Thucydides' focus on natural, aibeit secondary causes and conditions, 

correlated with a modem historicist understanding of the iimits of knowledge, rather than speculatively 

over-reaching the bounds of science. On the other hand, as Cochrane wrote in a review of another 

work on the subject, Thucydides had located the "'dynamic or principle of motion in human history, 

within history itself, ... in the relationship between the aspirations and ideals of men, on the one hand, 

and, on the other. the material circumstances upon which their satisfaction de pend^."^ Like modem 

historical realists, Thucydides was the first to acknowledge that the world was actudly in process of 

development. And this process was not a meaningless process of chance nor merely the reconstitution 

of transcendent types; rather, its dynamic lay in the work of personai will shaping extemal 

circumstances, and so suggested effective and meaningful progress in the world. 

This modem historical realism was one theme of Cochrane's later critique of Edward Gibbon's 

Enlightenment interpretation of the fa11 of Rome. The strength of Gibbon's method, Cochrane 

conceded, was his "experimental" method which translateci history into the "intelligible" terms of 

"Cochrane's study of Gibbon was based on lectures given at Princeton and at University Collcge. Toronto. and 
was published in two parts as "The Mind of Edward Gibbon," University of Toronto Quarterly, XII (1942-3), 1-17, 
1 46-66. 

N. Cochrane, review of John H. Finley. Jr.. Thucydides in Classical Philolom (January. 1944)' p. 58, quoted 
in Innis, "Charies Norris Cochrane, 1889-1945," 95. 
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physical and moral causes, in confrast to the speculations of Geniianic Romantics that ended in the 

worship of racism and power-politics." But Gibbon's characterization of history as "'little more than 

a register of the crimes, follies and misfortunes of mankind, "' was borro wed direct1 y from Voltaire, 

and reflected the rationalism of the philosophes and the arid erudition of classical Latin chetoncians? 

Like Car1 Becker in The Heavenlv Citv of the Eighteenth Centurv Philosophes (1932), Cochrane 

rejected the unhistorical mentality of eighteenth century "philosophes." He also criticized Gibbon's 

secularized interpretation: in his claim to find the causes of history on the premise of "observable 

unifonnities of sensible phenornena" Gibbon a priori had reduced faith to an irrational delusion and 

thus repudiated the central Christian claim to the reality of God? The lirnits of "intelligible1' causes, 

Cochrane's critique suggested, ais0 provided the space for human Reedom within moral lirnits, and 

for the reality of humanity's relationship to a transcendent God 

Gibbon's reduction of history to a strictly human morality tale based on classicai noms of 

vice and virtue, Cochrane argued, fell into the classicaI trap of treating history as a diaiectic of 

freedom and order. Gibbon identified civilization with the rule of reason and freedom of the mind, 

and conversely identified the faII into barbarism with the unleashing of the passions and imagination. 

This dialectic, Cochrane argued, ignored the vital role of creative imagination in hurnan nature and 

in the process of civilization, and assumed a static civilization in which the rule of reason was 

identified with order and the status quo. Moreover, Gibbon's interpretation anachronistically presumeci 

to make the judgements. tastes, and gods of one period universal, and was fundamentdly blind to the 

mue issues of history. In fact, since he regarded al1 change fiom a rational order to constitute 

corruption, Gibbon's view of history, and his conclusion that civilization and -dom "bears within 

*'c. N. Cochrane, "The Mind of Edward Gibbon, II." University of Toronto Ouanerh. XII (1942-3), 160. 

y. N. Cochrane, "The Mind of Edward Gibbon, 1," Universitv of Toronto Ouanerly, XI1 (1942-3). 9. 
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itself the se& of its own dissoIution+" was inescapably psimist ic  regarding the prospect of 

signi ficant or progressive change in history5' 

Rationaiists like Gibbon had avoided facing this pessirnism, Cochrane warned, by deluding 

themselves that their own modern civilization was exempt fkom such dissolution. The gifts of 

civilization, Gibbon had claimed, once sucçessively propagated, could never be lost. But what he 

finaily m a t  by civilization, Cochrane concluded, was a rnaterialist "acquisition and transmission of 

techniques. the techniques of the arts, of war. of commerce. and of religion."" These were also the 

gods of the industrial revolution and the machine age, and they reflected the assumption that "al1 that 

is needed for the defence of civilization is to cornmand, if possible to monopolize. the techniques." 

As Cxhrane wryly concluded, the modern world was discovering that others with more questionable 

purposes could play the same garne. Ultirnately, Gibbon's EnIightenment interpretation of history on 

the premise of uniformity and fixed factors presumptuousfy universalized contemporary practices. but 

denied hurria~ freedom and the "unsuspeçted potentialities" that opened history to growth and 

development rather than rnere cyclic repetition?' 

In contrast to Gibbon's rationalist "anatomizing" of human behaviour and history, Cochrane 

emphasized that historical moments were at once unique and at the sarne time organic with "the 

texture of a totai life" and the cumulative, creative process. The uniqueness of the particular was 

crucial partly because only thus could one truly confess that Christ died "once and for alI." For 

Cochrane, furthemore, the combination of the unique particular and the organic continuity of the 

process ensured that human life was not merely a series of repetitive and meaningless patterns. but 

rather was a creative process of growth and development such as was suggested in the idea of 

S ? h h n e .  "The Mind of Edward Gibbon. II," 153-6, 158. 165. 

S9Cocbrcine, "The Mind of Edward Gibbon, II," 159. 
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Becoming. This historical realism, Cochrane suggested, overcame the classic tension between freedom 

and order, for the "creative principle" in human üfe was "a moving principle. or a principle of motion 

no las than ~rder."~'  It also dispenseci with the false antithesis in modem social science between 

"impersonai" and "personal" factors. for whatever factors were part of the "total situation" of historical 

developments, Cochrane declared, "the efficient cause of action is and cari be nothing ultimately but 

the human wi11."~~ For Cochrane, therefore. history was a cumulative. organic and creative process 

of becoming in which the "facts" described by scientific history must be taken as the extemal 

expressions of action of the personal wi11.~~ 

Cochrane's interpretation of Augustine in Christianitv and Classical Culture. then, would 

assume Thucydides* criticai redism in contrast to ideaiist abstraction, as wel1 as a cornmitment to a 

neo-Kantian idea of the primacy of personai will and moral responsibility and fieedom in history. 

Indeed, his lectures at University College and at Harvard during the 1940's would weave together 

Augustine's moral interpretation of history with Car1 Becker's empiricist histori~ism.~ His 

reconstruction of Augustinian "Christian realism," was significant for suggesting an answer both to 

the search for a guarantee of human moral freedom within the nexus of history, and to the probiematic 

for "enlightened evangeIicalism" of the relation between a transcendent God and historical-structurai 

reali ty. 

Completed in 1939 and published in 1940. the work coincided with the outbreak of war, and 

also with Walter Bryden's The Christian's Knowledge of God (1940). Cochrane's central theme was 

6'Cochram, "The Mind of Edward Gibbon, II," 164-5. 

6vochrane, "The Mind of Edward Gibbon, II," 160. 
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his argument thal the Trinitarian faith of Christianity, and especially Augustine's rnetaphysics, 

provided both the Mfillment and the revolutionary solution to the classical antitheses of matter and 

form, and freedom and order. Amid the crises of cIassical culture that seemed analogous to crises of 

the 1930's, Augustine offered a Christian reaiism that affirmed the reality of Goci's sovereign will in 

nature and history, and the progress of both Goci's purpose and human responsibility and Ereedom in 

history. For Cochrane, Augustine's Christian realism also affirmed that the historical process of 

becoming promised the full realization of humanity's divine potential. Despite its ancient subject 

matter. Cochrane's work was thus a "tract for the tirnes," for it was a critique of the impasse of 

modern thought and the techniques of power that affirrned both a limited scientific method and the 

presence of spiritual reality in a teleological historical process. 

In contrast to Gibbon, Cochrane argued that the fall of Rome was due. not to a paradoxical 

immoderate greatness nor to superstition and barbarism, but to the intellectual and moral failure of the 

Greco-Roman rnind.b5 mat failure was demonsfrated in the rise of the Augustan imperium as the 

answer to the Roman smggle to reconcile freedorn and community, and more cynically to Iegitimize 

the imperial power and weaïth that had k e n  gained thmugh world conq~es t .~~  Despite his promises 

of refonn, Caesar's accession to power markeû the transformation of Rome into an instrument of order 

and power in the narne of protecting world civilization." The subsequent proclamation of Rome as 

the "Eternal City" by Hellenized Romans like Vergil clairneci mat the empire was both the ordaineci 

instrument for fulfilling the Roman classicai ideals of human emancipation and order, and the 

achievement of the Greek effort to transcend the Iimits of tirne and rnatter and grasp through reason 

65Char~es Norris Cachrane, Christianity and Classicai Culture (New York: Oxford University Press. 1957 
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the etemai ideal." Thus the classicai ideal cuiminated in the Promethean presumption of identifying 

man's own politicai or&r with transcendent ideals, But in attempting to subordinate al1 citizens as 

objects of a universai and etemai rational order, Cochrane noted. the imperium became an intensely 

consemative order focused on the fonnal techniques of preserving power through legalism and 

forcd9 

The fundamental failure of classicism. according to Cochrane. was its failure to grasp the 

dynarnic relation between moral freedom and an objective order, and between Platonic ideals and the 

processes of matetial nature. By the 200's. the Greco-Roman world oscillated between a naturalistic 

Stoic "scientia" which claimed to find in nature a necessary logical order that justified reason and the 

imperial order, and a neo-Platonic Gnosticisrn which sought to escape the fate of the temporal world 

through intuitive communion with a transcendent One." Both sides of this dichotomy failed to take 

account of the historical process of change and the possibility of progress, and instead descended into 

fatalisms that surrendered the significance and freedom of individual personality." The resulting 

banlcnrptcy of classicism came to light especiaily in the apotheosis of power during the third cenniry 

civil wars and in the desperate clairns of Diocletian to represent the eternal order in an absolute social 

discipline.'* By the late 200's. Cochrane suggested, the Greco-Roman system had come to an aria 

but totalitarian impasse. Cochrane presented the rise of Christianity as a revolutionary 

philosophy h a t  comprehended the dynamic cosrnic process of history, and so answered the crisis of 

classical thought. He identified the core of that revolution in the Trinitarian formula of the Nicene 

- - - - - - - 
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councii, and in the ideas of fourth-century advocates of orthodoxy like Athanasius. Ambrose, and 

Augustine. Cochrane's interpretation thus corresponded to the Trinitarian theology of the United 

Church's "Statement of Faiti-d' His selection was the more significant in part for the positions that 

it repudiated. In contrast to the late nineteenth-century Li beral Protestant hope of Christendom, 

Cochrane criticized the compromises made by Constantinian church leaders like Eusebius in their 

alliance with neo-Platonism and the empire. The Constantinian church, he noted, interpreted 

Constantine's triumph as the work of Gd's hand in history, and so reconseaated the imperial order 

as the embodiment of the etemai spiritual ~ r d e r . ~ )  And lacking an adequate doctrine of original sin 

their neo-Piatonic Christianity was not essentidly different from classical idealism or the Stoic belief 

in an immanent divinity and inherent human virtue. While its expectation of progressive amelioration 

of society through the state "deiiver[ed] the future of Christianity into the han& of the new 

Machiavelii," the supposedly Christianized empire under the successors of Constantine proved unable 

to effect significant social change or stem the decline of the Roman empire." 

Cochrane's critique of the classicai dilemma was an implicit commentary on the oscillation 

of modem thought between idealism and scientia. Also, his comments on the Constantinian church 

applied analogously to iiberai Protestant efforts to identify God's Kingdom with an earthly millennium 

constnicted of natural law and human ideals. Those efforts, as Harold Innis commented, claimed for 

human dreams the status of the Etemal, translating man's "fantastica fornicatia" into the City of 

GOCI." Like Reinhold Niebuhr, Cochrane would reject a retum to the pre-World War 1 identity of 

the Kingdom of God with the state or any other temporal or natural institution. In a rare explicit 

- 
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ailusion to modern society, he tikened the neo-Platonic synthesis to "that peculiar mixture of pagan 

hurnanitarianisrn and Christian sentiment which goes by the name of Christian socialisrn, a compound 

in which the real virtues of either element are largely neutralized by the ~ther." '~ From the fate of 

Constantine's program of reform. he added, one might forecast the outcome of analogous modern 

movements. 

Despite criticizing the Constantinian compromise, however, Cochrane did not propose to 

foIlow either the radical asceticism of early apocalyptic monastic movements or Tertullian's assertion 

of the radical discontinuity between Christianity and classical culture, echoes of which could be found 

in the ideas of Karl Barth and Walter Bryden. Although he adrnitted that Tertullian's insistence on 

the exclusive authority of God's self-revelation in Christ, and his challenge of classicaI science and 

the false clairns of the empire to transcendence, broke through the classical dichotomy of reason and 

nature, Cochrane warned that TertuIlian's rejection of classicd idealism nsked a new classical fom- 

matter dualism that in practice was a "crass materialisrn" which too hastily rcjected al1 that was good 

in nature and the classical t r ad i t i~n .~  

Between the neo-Platonic synthesis of the Constantinian church and the separatism of 

Tertullian and chiliastic monasticism, Cochrane found in Athanasius, Ambrose, and Augustine a 

rnediating Christian realism which claimed God's sovereign will, as well as the moral tension between 

eternity and temporality, within history, and which enabled them to challenge and transforrn the 

classical tradition. The "orthodox" chwch fathers, he claimed, envisioned the Kingdom of God as a 

real spiritual entity within history, as "a society regenerated by the acceptance of Christian truth[.]"" 

"The real problem of the Church," therefore, was to work out a system of philosophy which would 

'6CochraneT Christianity and Classical Culture, 
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relate the first finciples of its faith to understanding and practicai appli~ation.'~ If the state was not 

to be finaI, he asked, what was, and what was its relation to the state and the legacy of the classical 

world? For Cochrane, Christianity could not live merely by negation or abstraction; rather. as a 

reality, it must relate to and be embodied in a temporal culture and community. 

Cochrane's solution to this problem of relating Christianity to historicaI and social life was 

to translate the orthodox Trinitarian theology into philosophic, specificaily ontological principles. The 

center of Augustinian "Christian realism," he argueci, was the Nicene Creed's Trinitarian formulagO 

According to Cochrane, Nicaea and its apologist Athanasius had identifieci the Greek concept of the 

"arche" of Being with the Trinity, and in doing so had provided the classical world with a 

revolutionary ontological starting point: God as Father was the very source of al1 king and the 

"creative principle" who was both transcendent and yet active in nature." The Nicene assertion of 

the substantial uni ty of Christ and God affirrned that there was no hiatus between Cod and nature, nor 

between k i n g  and becoming. As the Word "in the beginning," Christ was the logos, or the rationai 

will, and thus "the principle of order and discrimination in the cosmos." And the Holy Spirit was "the 

principle of energy or movement" which revealed the "substance of the Father which is in the Son." 

Hence the Trinity was the "divine principle" that was the source of Being and Order, and the unity 

of the Trinity indicated the unity of being in Gad? 

The signifïcance of the Trinitarian arche, according to Cochrane. Iay in Augustine's 

affirmation of the moral and spiritual rneaning of history. In his moderate monasticism, Augustine 

rehained from viewing nature as inherently evil, but rather sought to redirect Iife from "mundane 

79Cochrane, 9 230, 247. 
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ends" to a beatific love of God and to a new spiritual motive for life in the "realization of creative 

peace" and "the Kingdom of God ~ i t h i n . " ~  In his The City of God, Augustine had s h o w  mat, seen 

through the wisdom of faith, history was not a "closed system" of logic or chance, but the crealive 

operation of God in the world" The m e  nature of reality was therefore a creative and personaï 

spiritual substance extended in a hierarchy of k i n g  across what was one "plane" of reality. Rather 

than a duaüsm between order and motion, or between k ing  and becorning, "the cosmos presented 

itself as a world of r d ,  concrete, individual substances," each of which was a "natural" expression 

in an orderly process of becoming under "the intelligent and beneficent" sovereign will of Godas 

In short, history was itself the embodiment of the creative and dynarnic logos of Christ. 

For Cochrane. the heart of Augustine's "Christian realism," in contrast to speculative 

Platonism, was this ontological interpretation of the Trinity as the creative principle and ground of 

being.86 This realism provideci for a Christian humanism that was not merely anihropocentric, for 

the values of tnith, beauty, and goodness were not rnerely "human ideals in the face of a soulIess 

universe," but were given by God in the nature of the world and were accessible to humanity in the 

direct experience of Christ and the Spirit." At the same time, the presence of the Word as the 

"creafive pnnciple" in the wodd was the very basis of human moral frcedom and responsibiIity. of 

rational science, and of a "Christian cornmunism" in which others were treated "as ends rather than 

as means." A world transformed by such spiritual principles would be characterized by mutual love 

and charity rather than competition and expIoitation, and wouId rneet the phgsicai necessities of life 

83Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 342-3. 
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The complement to this Augustinian metaphysic, in Cochrane's treatment, was a personaiist 

anthropology which, though shorn of naive optimisrn and aspirations of transcendence, suggested a 

new synthesis of personal idealism with social reaïism. After Nicaea and Athanasius, he argueci, the 

main problem for the fotuth cenhry fathers concerned the status of man "in the hierarchy of 

nature."* Cochrane's interpretation of Augustine began with his Confessions, and thus with his 

personalism and "phenomenology of the human mind." Augustine, Cochrane claimed, showed that 

human consciousness could not be reduced to reason, but consisted of a triad of being, knowledge, 

and wiII. In keeping with modem realism, he also described individual personality as organically 

related to a "continuous and cumulative" experience and a world of external relationships. 

Nevertheless, he insisteci that personality remained an individuai "subject," defined as a distinct "center 

of radiant energy" and an intelligent will, which could not be reduced to external relationship~.~~ 

In interpreting Augustine's definition of personality as a spiritual substance identified with 

consciousness, Cochrane preserved Augustine's substantialist Platonic ontology even while repudiating 

a speculative Platonism, On this point, Cochrane defended Augustine against cntics of his Platonism 

by arguing that, though Augustine had borrowed elements of tmth fiom Plato, he had transformd 

Plato's speculative ~ystern.~' With this apology. Cochrane adopted the Platonic emphasis on the 

reality of spirituai substance and an hierarchical chah of being that were woven into Augustine's 

ontology and anthropology. For Augustine, and for Cochrane, man's status as God's image-bearer 

88Cochrane, Christianity and Classicd Culture, 342-3. 
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lay especially in the "spiritual" substance of a rational will that corresponded to the Word of God and 

set human personality above nature. Though human life depended on the body and the structureci 

creation as well as Goci's will, the body was simply the organ for the selfdetermining, conscious will 

which was the center of human nature." It was by virtue of this rationai wil1 that humans were self- 

conscious. fkx, and irreducible individuak who could cooperate with God, and had the potentiai for 

"divine sonship" and deification. Augustine's anthropology thus resolved the classical juxtaposition 

of fieedom and nature with a reconciliation of reason and wil1 in human personality, and with a 

hierarchical chah of being that identified human personali t y wi th divinity . 

According to Cochrane, Augustine also had resolved the relation between faith and science; 

indeed, he had saved reason and the will by denying classical pretensions for them and by putting 

them in their proper place. Given that humans were rationai wills, the problem of human life lay in 

the fact that human personality could not be fully satisfied "on those Ievels of life which he shares 

with brute ~reation."'~ In contrast to the classical pursuit of transcendent reason, however. Augustine 

had argued that the self-consciousness that was the beginning of knowledge aIso canied with it the 

awareness that the self was subordinate to a given order and dependent on God as the "unconditioned 

source of Being, Wisdom, and Power." This knowledge of God as the creative pnnciple came fust 

of al1 directiy in the i ~ e r  man through "inner" self-knowledge, or what he called sawntia in conuast 

to scientia. The Being of God was therefore the presupposition of man's own existence, and faith's 

acknowledgement of the reality of God was the prernise of understanding?' 

Augustine's famous claim to "faith for understanding," however, was not contrary to rcason 

or "the life of sense," according to Cochrane, but rather was the assertion of full and natural human 

9'Cochrane, Christianity and Classicai Culture, 447. 

93Cochrane. Christianity and Classical Cultm, 384. 389-90. 

P4Cochrane. Christianitv and Classicai Culture, 402-9. 
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personality over against the false daims to the sovereignty of scientia and its materialistic reduction 

of personality. Hurnan personality was most fully satisfied in an "intelligible and worthy goai" that 

ultimately could be met only in the love of God, and thus in "the love of truth. beauty, and goodness" 

itself? Consequentiy. the meaning of Iife was to be found only on the plane of religion. But 

religion was not to be identified merely with subjective illumination; instead, the pnnciple of the 

Trinity offered a new objective standard for faith's insight in the progressive revelation of divine truth 

in nature and history, and in the Incarnation. In tum. faith illumineci existence by interpreting it "in 

t e m  of an absolute standard of tnith. beauty, and goodness." thereby reveaiing the meaning of nature 

and history as "the theatre of divine activity."% Faith was a gin of insight for "sane and deliberate 

judgements," for with its insight into the hue nature of reality and the fact that nature was subject to 

the will of God, faith gave direction to scientific reason and its limiteci role of describing nat~re.~' 

In turn, the will also was saved from its degeneration into mere subjective willfulness, for reason 

guided by faith could now subject the will to the real divine order? Thus faith gave new direction. 

freedom, and power to personality. 

WhiIe Augustine's ideas seemed to restore a metaphysical realism, they also offered a moral 

realism which recognized the fact of evil and the tension between eternal ideals and present realities, 

and accounted for that tension in the conflict between personal wills in history. Cochrane's treatrnent 

of sin coincided with the moral view of the atonement in the United Church's "Statement of Faith," 

and echoed the nineteenth-century "moral govemment" theory. Augustine's Christian realism, 

according to Cochrane, resolved the Greek struggle to account for human failure and mortality in the 

9sCochrane, Christianitv and Classicai Culture, 390,418-9. 

%Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 412,416. 4336. 

wCûchrane. Christianihr and Classical Culture, 414,417, 435. 

9'bAmne, Chris tianity and Classical Culture, 384. 
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doctrine of original sin. The fact of origind sin meant that man's natural pursuit of the love of God 

was obstructed by man's own subjection of his spiritual personality to self-love and material ends? 

Like Ernil Brumer, Cochrane emphasized Augustine's view, contraq to classicism, that sin was not 

to be identified with nature, nor did it alter the constitution of human nature.'* Rather, sin was 

man's own responsibility, a personal and moral defect that lay in man's failure to apprehend the 

spiritual essence of reality, and his "vain dream that he could usurp the place of the Creator and be 

another God." Sin rendered humanity unable to act "effectivelytf to know or will his m e  purpose, and 

it drew the inevitable penaity for violating the laws of nature that was evident in historical 

"retrogression." Indeed, since Adam's fall, which Cochrane identified as the proper beginning of 

human history. the reaiity was that humanity has b e n  enslaved to sin.''' 

Since sin was a moral defect, sdvation was first of al1 personai and psychological rather than 

collective or structural. As Cochrane put it, "the only creature of whom etemal life could properly 

be predicated was the individual human being, because he alone was the real unit of conscious and 

deiiberate activity."'" And since the vestige of divinity remained in man and the world. the hope 

remained that man rnight be reborn to his natural "spiritual" and moral perfection. Salvation, 

therefore, was a matter of enlightenment, for it involved getting the individual '70 recognize the truth" 

of his mie spiritual nature. and thus emancipating man from ignorance and fantasy.lo3 Such a 

renewai of the tnie man could corne only from the source of Being through the revelation of G d ' s  

Word in Christ and by the regeneration of good will by the Spirit. The work of this divine grace, 

99Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 395,447-50. 

' yochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 240. 

"'Cochrane, Christianity and Classicai Cul tm, 241 -4, 447-50. 

'%~hrane, Christianity and CIassical Culture, 242. 

'OJCochrane. Christianity and Classical Culture, 242-4, 450-2. 
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however, was not contrary to MNe and humanity 's true natural fieedom, for it was essentially the 

restoration of man to Es m e  constitution as the image of God and to his "natwal law" of knowing 

and Ioving God'" Salvation was therefore the recovery of authentic, free. and creative personality. 

Cochrane's interpretation of Augustine's Christian realism culminated in a renewed vision of 

moral progress through history. The aux of divergence between Christianity and classicai thought, 

he claimed, lay in the Christian interpretation of history in terms of personai crcative wills and the 

d p d c  relationship between God and humans.'" On the premise that the source of king was 

outside the world, classical thought identified history with a natural necessity that frustrated man's 

Promethean grasp for freedom. In contrast to this pessirnism, the Christian view represented by 

Athanasius and Augustine's The Citv of God saw history not as a "closed system" or a system of 

chance, but as God's providentiai creative work in the world. History was "the record of the divine 

economy, the working of the Spirit in and through mankind," fiom the creation through fa11 and 

redernption to the eschatologicd "end of the ~aeculum ...."lM nius history was itself the location 

of divine purpose. And the central impulse of history was the dynamic relationship between personai 

wills, specificaIIy the interaction of the divine creative principle and free human response. 

According to Cochrane, this mord interpretation of history ensureû human freedom and moral 

progess. Authentic human freedom, in this case, was not mere indetenninacy, but man's reaiization 

of the divine Iaw which was the very condition of human thought and activity. The congenitai 

impulse of man was to seek happiness in a "pax rationalis" in which reason and will would be 

reconciled, and where the universai values for man and human brotherhood would be recogni~ed.'~ 

"%xhrane, C hris tianitv and Classical Culture, 45 3-4. 

'a~ochrane, Christianity and Classical Cdture, 456. 

'06Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 368, 397-8,45868,477-80. 

'"'Cochrane. Christianity and Classicai Culture, 480-3, 486. 
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The basis of that unity, as indicated in the Trinitarian arche, was found only in the fixcd starting point 

of God's will in the values of beauty, truth, and goodness which were given in the nature of the 

world? According to Cochrane, then, "[tlhe business of man as such is to glorify. by knowing 

and loving. G a "  and in doing so man realized both God's will and his own authentic 

per~onaüty."'~ To this end. time and space were not a threat but giRs and opportunities for 

individual hurnan life and destiny in the "Saeculum." Indeed, for Cochrane, history was at once the 

record of the creative divine principle, and the "process of becoming" in the "cosmic drama" of the 

loss, recovery, and perfection of man's authentic personality and freedom and the realization of his  

divine potential.ll" in short. history was characterized by divine grace and hurnan freedorn. 

Cochrane's emphasis on moral progress within history resulted in a teleological. but 

emphatically not otherworldly interpretation of Augustine's eschatology. In developing this 

interpretation, however. he nevertheless shared the ambiguity of Augustine's depiction of the tension 

between two Cities. The basic antithesis in life, he argue, was not between transcendent ideais and 

material power. but between secular and spiritual faiths. The secular faith of the City of Man was 

manifest in the tendency to ueat temporal. man-made goods as absolute goods, and thereby to worship 

a secular order typicdly embodied in property and the state and rooted in man-made values and 

techniques. in the expectation that these might satisw human demands for order and happiness."' 

According to Cochrane. Augustine's portrait of the City of Man. and his waming against placing trust 

in temporal empires. accounted for "the facts of social history" in a way that classical thought never 

lvochrane. Christianiw and Classical Culture, 393,481. 

'Oo~ochrane. Christianity and Classical Culture, 373.486.488-9 1. 

"~ociuane, Christianity and Classicai Culture, 269. 2434, 371. 483. 

"'Cochrane, Christianity and Classicai Culture, 490-2, 
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c~u ld . "~  In contrast to the secularism of the City of Man, the City of God recognized that the tme 

source of k ing and power came from God, and more specifically lay in the real presence of his Word 

of mith beauty, and goodness in the world.lL3 

For Cochrane, then. the City of God existed in the world in the contemplation and wiIling of 

tmth, beauty, and go~dness.~'~ The life of the spirit, personality, and freedom were superior to, but 

not contrary to "mechanisms or organisms" like the state and materiai forces. As he exptained in 

comments on Ambrose's view of the independent "spiritual order" of the church and the superior life 

of chastity, the Life of the spirit did not deny nature, but rather fulfilIed and transcended nature.'15 

The City of Gad, according to Cochrane. was a mord order characterized by freedom, good will, and 

love which were the tme fulfillment of law. Temporal goods and institutions were relative good gifts 

of God's providence, but they were subordinate instruments of spirituai good. Thus Augustine's 

rejection of classical secularism, he clairned, was of "immense importance" insofar as it saw the state, 

not as "the ultimate form of comrnunity, but merely as an instrument regulating the relations of ... the 

'exterior man."'116 As an external order of law, the state's role was limited; ultimately it could not 

produce the perfect order by legislation, for the real "empirical values" of liberty, equality, and 

fraternity could have rneaning only in an order which preserved "spiritual or 'personal' freedorn." The 

Christian millennial hope, therefore, was a society united in Cod and "emancipat[ed] from temporality" 

-- mat is, freed from purely secular attempts at salvation and happiness, to union with the divine 

''?Cochrane, Christianitv and Classical Culture, 496. 

"'Cochrane, Christianity and Classicd Culture, 50 1-2. 

'"Cochrane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 390. 

"5Cocbtane, Christianity and Classical Culture, 374-75. 

"6Cochrane. Christianity and Classical Culture, 509. 
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values and creative principle which were the original constitution and teleological end of the 

uaivm."' 

Fmally, in contrast to Augustine's description of the City of God as a pilgrim community with 

an otherworldly destiny, Cochrane, as  had Richard Roberts, portrayed the City of God as a moral 

Kingdom of God that was "becoming" in the process of history. That divine order could not be 

established merely in isolated abstraction, nor in a compromise with an essentially secular imperial 

order. Neither, Cochrane argued with clear reference to Reinhold Niebuhr's famous work, could it 

accept "as final any dualism between 'moral man' and 'immoral society,"' for to do so would deny 

the reality and promise of Christian hope? The rnillennial promise of the City of God assumed 

that the values of tnith, beauty, and goodness were not only metaphysically real, but also "historically 

real." As those values were "thnist upon" consciousness in the process of history, they were to be 

"progressively embodied in the consciousness of the race."'lg F o r  C o c h r a n e ,  then ,  the  

distinction between the present order and the divine order was one of time rather than location. True 

Christian realism, he claimed. enabled one to "catch a vision of the Divine Society which. though 

destined to ultimate triumph, subsists as yet by faith and like a foreign element, so to speak, in a 

community of unbelie~ers."'~~ In a realist variation on Augustine's arnillennialism, Cochrane thus 

suggested bat the Kingdom was present already in the world, and though currently living in the 

between-times. its viumph would be the fulfillment of the Saeculum. The promise of the millennium, 

therefore, must orient Christian5 to a future telos rather than an otherworldly destiny. For the 

Christian, he claimed, "history is prophecy; ie. its true significance lies not in the past, nor in the 

'"Cûchrane, Christianitv and Classical Culture, 510-13. 

' '8Cochrane, Chris tianity and Classical Culture, 5 10. 

119Cochrane, Christianihr and Classicai Culture, 513-4. 

'~ochrane,  Christianitv and Classical Culture, 386. 
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present, but in the future, the life of 'the world to In the mean-time, the world was a 

school-house for the development of hue, creative realization of divine values, Lived in the hope of 

a millennial future of "abundant life" to which humans were caIled to work as the fulfillment of their 

humanity. Thus the actual world of experience was aIso the location of the uansforming Kingdom 

of God in the world. Cochrane's reconstruction of Augustine's Christian realism offereü a new 

vision of the progress of God's Kingdom within history that yet recognized the tension between G d ' s  

will and the reaiity of sin. It also identified the creative. moral consciousness with divine grace, and 

claimed for that personality a freedom and meaningful purpose in history in shaping a culture of grace 

out of nature. In this way, as Harold Innis claimed, Cochrane offered a philosophy of civilization that 

seemed to reconcile structure and the pnmacy of human personality and freedom. and that gave 

meaning to historical civilization. 

Cochrane aiso offered a Christian interpretation of history that seemed fmally to resolve the 

relation between a transcendent God and the realities of temporai human iife. In a review for the 

University of Toronto Quarterly, even Reinhold Niebuhr heaped effisive praise on Cochrane's work, 

though Cochrane had challenged Niebuhr's dualism of time and ~ternity."' Not oniy had Cochrane 

provided a brilliant critical history of the classical mind, Niebuhr wrote. but his was the first modem 

work to show the significance of a Christian understanding of history in contrat to the idealist and 

naturalist rationalism of classical culture. His recovery of Augustine's metaphysics had iikewise 

recaptured the reality and moral tension between the Eternal ideal and naturai reaïity. And in his 

depiction of the Trinity as the ground of king, he also had restored the centrality of classic Christian 

doctrine as the symbol of the ultimate meaningfùlness of life -- a meaning that, Niebuhr still 

"'Charles Nonis Cochrane, Cbristianitv and Ciassical Culture (New York: Oxford University Press. 1957 
[1940]), 516. 

'%einhoId Niebuhr. "Christianity and Classical Culture." University of Tamoto Ouarterlv, Vol. 10, No. 4 (July 
1940-41), 505-10. 
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rnaintained, both transcended and yet was present in the process of history. But Cochrane had shown, 

he added, that it was only from the Christian perspective of the sovereign providence of God that the 

"curious compound of fate and freedorn, tragedy and creativity, could be given rneaning. Having 

failed to find peace in its own secular or liberal Protestant attempts to construct the eternal order, 

Niebuhr concluded, modern civilization desperately needed to recover Augustine's formulation of the 

problem of life and history. 

While rightiy identifying Cochrane's reconstruction of Augustinianism, Niebuhr ornitted 

Cochrane's criticism of Niebuhr's own distinction between transcendent moral ideals and temporal 

society, and his central claim that the divine ground of Being and the moral tension between God's 

will and sinhl humanity were located in the histotical process on the single plane of reality. 

Cochrane had recast Augustine into a modem critical realist rnould that located the will of God within 

history, and that portrayeci the City of God as dynamically "becoming" in the creative and spiritual 

process of history. As will be shown later in the chapter, it was this more progressive Christian 

realism that would inspire a revival of efforts among mainline Canadian Protestants, especially in the 

United Church, to shape a Christian culture after World War II. Whiie wary of naive optimism and 

of "secular" and "mechanical" solutions, they would advocate a Christian culture in which grace, 

defined in terms of personal freedom, creativity, and moral imagination. would fulfill and transcend 

nature, but would do so within history. 

One of Cochrane's sharpest critics, meanwhile, was Walter Bryden. In his lectures on 

Augustine and the early church during the I940's, Bryden responded extensively to Cochrane's 

Christianitv and Classical Culture (1940).'" Aithough he appreciated and drew heavily on 

Cochrane's assessrnent of cIassicai cuIture, he thoroughly rejected Cochrane's attempt to find in 

123 Caven Library, Knox College, Walter Bryden, "St. Augustine, Ecclesiastic, Philosopher and Theologian (354- 
430)," undated, unpublished rnimeograph. 
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Augustine a new Christian philosophy of iife. His objection was not surprising, for his Barthian 

starting point was diametrical1 y opposi te to that of Cochrane: while Cochrane interpreted the Trini ty 

as a "creative principle" located within nature, Bryden's The Christian's Knowledge of God (1940) 

was prernised on the profession of a God who was radically Other and Absolute, and whose 

judgement upon sin negated nature. From Bryden's point of view, Cochrane's reconstruction of 

Augustine's Platonized philosophy represented an extension of liberal idealism that had more affinity 

with the Catholic rather than the Protestant tradition. Against Cochrane's Augustinian reconstruction, 

therefore, Bryden insisted, Like Tertullian, that Christianity was rooted in a radically other origin which 

could not be reconciled with either nature or culture, much Iess with the classicai tradition. 

While Cochrane's interpretation had taken Augustine's self-reflective Confessions and 

especiaily his City of God as the culmination of his Christian thought. Bryden viewed Augustine's 

career as a prolonged conflict between Christianity and classical "sensuousness" that uItimately led 

to compromise with the classicai tradition. In his early work, Bryden suggested, Augustine had 

describeci the church as  originating fiom a radically distinctive etemai source. "Its Arche," Bryden 

claimed, "was in the Eternal, not in the temporal, so that the Church was thus recognized to be of a 

different order of existence from every other institution and culture, including classical culture."124 

Originating directly from the eschatological incoming of God's spirit, the Church was not a product 

of Nature or Time, nor could it be destroyed by the ravages of tirne. It was this eschatological view 

of the church, he added, that had inspired fourth century fathers like Arnbrose to claim the "absolute 

self-autonomy of the Chwch" and its freedom from state controI in his dispute with emperor 

Theodosius during the 370's.lU 

Augustine's later tum to a "universa!" metaphysical interpretation of the relation between God 

1 a, Bryden, "St. Augustine," 12, 

lZBryden, "Si. Augustine." 12, 16. 
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and history seemed to Bryden to compromise this eschatological vision of the church. Citing 

Christopher Dawson. he claimed that Augustine had moved from "a theology baseci on Scripture and 

confession," to "a philosophy based upon a survey of history" and "a speculative cosmology." In his 

notion that humans had both a good will and an evil will. and that "the things of time" were identified 

with the evil will, Augustine had incorporated into Christianity a Platonic dualism between spiritual 

and natural reditie. that surrendered Gd ' s  sovereignty in the material world, and at the same tirne 

identified God with an element within human nature.lZ6 Thus Augustine's atternpt to develop a 

"universai understanding of Gd's  purposes in history" was based on classical Greek philosophy 

"rather than stnctly [on] the theology of revelation." This synthesis of Christianity and classical 

thought obviated the need of divine grace and contradicted the New Testament witness to Gd ' s  

unique and decisive acts in an eschatology centered on the incarnation. death, and resurrection of 

Christ.'27 Though central to the Catholic tradition, Bryden arguecl, Augustine's attempt to s y nthesize 

Christianity with al1 thought was contrary to the Protestant Reformers' affirmation that the only bais 

for theology was "a living confessional relationship with the living Gd, this as strictly subject to 

God's word in Scripture." Augustine's move from a radical evangelicaiism to rationalist philosophy, 

Bryden suggested. left in doubt whether he truly understood "the significance of Bibiicai 

Eschato~ogy."~~~ 

Bryden's critique of Augustine naturally applied also to Cochrane's reconsuuction of 

Augustine's philosophy of history and his expectation that the City of God would be realized in the 

world through an immanent spirituai motive of love. Like Augustine, Bryden suggested. Cochrane 

had failed to understand "the m i y  radical difference which exists between Christian faith and Classical 

'a$ryden, "St. Augustine." 14-15. 

lnBryden, "St. Augustine." 14, 16. 

128 Bryden, "St. Augustine," f 5. 
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Culture." and consequently his ideas remained entrenched in the liberal Rotestant traditionir> 

Cochrane's analysis, Bryden conceded, demonstrated brilliantly the Roman attempt to achieve the 

Eternal order by imperialistic force, and thus to assert the self-sufficiency of man over circumstances. 

But the claims of classical philosophies iike Stoicism and Platonism to an immanent or inherent source 

of virtue, Bryden wamed, were echoed in modem "Liberal Ideaiism," including Cochrane's work. 

Classical and modem idealists alike attempted to locate the Arche in nature. thereby neglecting the 

Christian confession of God as a Creator who was radically different from creation and îransIating 

God into what Athanasius had termed a "mere artificer" rather than the Creator.IM According to 

Bryden, the essential character of classical idealisrn was unchanged in modern times: "lt always 

represents some sort of identification of cultural, social, political and patriotic vaIues with what is 

considered to be ultimate or divine.""' And on the basis of its false synthesis, idealism assumed 

that established tradition and radical change could be reconciled with a progressive achievement of 

humanitarian practice. 

At the heart of Bryden's criticism of Cochrane and Augustine was his TertuIlian-like 

juxtaposition of confessionaI theology and rational human philosophy. Cochrane's interpretation, he 

claimed, reduced Chnstianity to merely the knowledge of a rationdized "creative principle" arrived 

at by human philosophy, and implied that the essential distinction between Christianity and Classicism 

was no more than that of a oew philosophy."' In contrast to Cochrane, Bryden argued that the 

central Christian reality, professed by Scripture and even by Athanasius and Augustine. was the 

concrete experience of a personal God and the "radical redeeming work of the Word" in Christ and 

'%ry&n, "St. Augustine." 16. 

'qqden, "St. Augustine," 18. 

13'Bryden. "St. Augustine," 17. 

I3%ryden. "SL Augustine," 19. 
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the Spirit. For Bry&n, the diffe~nce between classical culture and Christianity was the ciifference 

between human philosophical reflection and humble evangelical confession of a new personal 

experience of God in the eschatological reaüty of Chri~t."~ 

In response to Cochrane' s interpretation of Augustine, Bryden O ffered an interpre ration of the 

relation between Cod and the world that he claimed was more radically evangelical and more 

consistent with the tradition of the Refonnation. The Biblical view of the fundamental antithesis in 

life was not between ontological categories, but "between a reconciled Church and an unreconciled 

world, between a holy and righteous but merciful God, on the one hand. and fallen man who believed 

in his own powers. on the olher."lY In explaining chis antithesis of faith communities, however. 

he translated it into a tension between grace and nature that left the prospect of Christian cultural 

transformation arnbiguous. 

This tension was most evident in Bryden's comments on the nature of the church and its 

relation to the state. Having identified the church with an eternal order that was fundarnentally 

different from natural institutions, Augustine faced the dilemma of identifying the church as it 1ivd 

"in the world but not of it." In rejecting the clairns of a Roman papacy and "episcopal monarchy," 

Augustine had argued that the power of the chuch could not be identified with a particular place or 

tradition, but rather was delegated to al1 bishops through their succession lrom the apostles.13' 

While there could be no localization of spiritual authority, the church was rneant. however, to k the 

visible body of the Incarnation in the world. This dilemma was magnified in the Donatist controversy 

and the trend of nominal church membership following the church7s alliance with the state. 

Augustine's solution of the dilemma of identifying the church in the world lay in his doctrine of 

'n~rydenl "St Augustine," 21-2. 

134 Bryden, "Sr. Augustine," 16. 

1 35 Bryden, "S t. Augustine," 12. 
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election: while there could be no saivation outside of the church and its fellowship with the living 

Christ, he clairned that there was only saivation for those in the church who were the "elect of Gd." 

Augustine's doctrines of election and predestination were not mere fataiism. Bryden suggested, but 

expressions of tfae reality that the identity of the reaI "cathoiic" and corporate feilowship of the church 

was a matter, not of external forms and rituals, but of the authentic evangelical experience of 

Christ'" 

This attempt to distinguish the experience of the Spirit from external forms brought in 

question the status of al1 extemal institutional forms, especially that of the state. On this point, 

Bryden attempted to move beyond Augustine's ambiguity by reclairning the position of the Rotestant 

Reformers. Augustine, he argued, held that earthly institutions were relative to the authority of 

Eternity, and so he had rejected attempts to claim absolute authority for the state or to make the 

church serve an essentially pagan empire.13' But Augustine also accepted the authonty of the state 

as an instrument ordained by God for goveming a sinfid world and for enabling the church to function 

more effectively. Though convinced that the state's work, of itself, was insufficient to rneet the 

spiritual needs of man, Augustine maintained that church and state could not be divorced from each 

other.I3' ültimately. Augustine's view that the nate was a divinely-appointed instrument to enforce 

the will of the church, and his view that the state and al1 temporal orders were evil, laid the 

foundations for Medievai clairns to the superior authority of the church iii temporal matters. 

Bryden clairned that the Protestant Reformers had broken from Augustine's underlying 

Platonic duaiism with a positive view of creation as ordered by Cod and therefore good. They saw 

both church and state as orciinances of God which must stand in essential relation to each other. 

'qryden. "St. Augustine," 13, 80-1. 
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without subordinating one to the other. Contrary to Niebuhr's view of the state as an institution of 

power that mus  compromise between what is and what ought to be, while the church was bound to 

an absolute ethic, Bryden claimeci that church and state each had its own legitimate and ordained role, 

for "Christ is Lord of the Nations as  weii as of the Chur~h . " '~~  

Bryden's appeal to the Reformers wodd mark a new appreciation for John Calvin's view of 

creation ordinances. Initial1 y, however, Bryden proceeded to distinguish church and state in terms of 

the distinct realms of grace and sin. Though ordained by Gd, the state in the present age was 

"inherently Machiavellian" and self-interested; since its main task was to preserve its order and its 

citizens, it tended to make itself paramount over individuals, conscience, and other institutions and 

stateda By its nature, the state mu8 seek a "modus vivendi" that could only be a relative. 

temporai expression of the good, or an approximately just or unjust order. "At its best," Bryden 

argued, the state was built "on what man can do to ameliorate conditions in the local situation ... but 

the State never gets at the heart of man's trouble." The church, however, was the unique institution 

of grace in contrast to the state's function of temporal order. With its source in the Eternal. the 

church was "ever a new creation," and its activity was always that of self-sacrificial dying with Christ 

in order to save itself and its members. By its nature, it "can never be governed by anything other 

than the absolute law of holy love and righteousness. When the church seeks to use the powers of 

the state to enforce its wiI1, it ceases to be the Church of God." The church's modus vivendi, 

therefore, was that of a radically new spiritual order in the rnidst of temporal orders. 

For Bryden. îhen. church and state partook of hindamentally different orders that existed in 

an uneasy hierarchical tension. While the state was ordained as a necessary agency to protect life in 

a sinfil, tempord world, the church was the product of an "eschatologicai event" which descended 

-- 
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"fiom above al1 historic and human circumstances" and pointed to the significance of Iife in the light 

of Eteniity.14' ?he church was compelled to declare God's absolute clairns and judgement upon the 

sinful world of man and the state. And it must do so without assuming the forcefbl methods of the 

state, or allowing the state to impose its order upon the church. As a result of the inevitable tension 

between church and state, Bryden wmed, the church could never make a static or secure peace with 

the state such as was demonstrated in the compromises of the Constantinian church and in liberal 

Protestmtism's sanctification of the naîion-state and the capitalist econornic system."' 

Bryden's comments on the relation of faith and science sirnilarly identified these with two 

fundamental1 y different orders. Augustine's assertion of faith prior to understanding, he agreed with 

Cochrane, was not an antithesis between sheer "blind belief' and reason, but rather between an 

authentic confessionai faith bas& on the reai expenence of God's revelation and a faith in rational 

retlection and the presumption that man cm discem the purpose of Gad? But Cochrane. according 

to Bryden. had portrayed Augustine's synthesis as an answer to the cIassicai quest for rational 

certainty, and in doing so he had given priority to human reason while ueating faith as merely the 

complement to that reason. It was this interpretation, Bryden continued, that had provided the basis 

for the Medieval duality between reason and faith and also the concept of the "analoeia entis." By 

identifjmg faith with an inherent prjnciple that answered to human reason, Cochrane had neglected 

that "faith's knowledge of God is the consequence 

a personal relationship with man through the 

Cochrane's view of faith was more like the Stoic 

of a unique action on the part of God" to establish 

work of Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit."'" 

concept of an immanent logos principle than the 

- -. - 

"'Bryden. "S t. Augustine," 27. 

"%ryden, "St. Augustine." 81. 

143 Bryden, "S t. Augustine," 28-9. 

la Bryden, "St. Augustine," 30-1. 
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Biblical and Reforrnaîion view that the Trinity referred to real persons. and that God was known only 

as he revealed himself through the Spirit and the Word. 

While insisting on the exclusively eschatological nature of faith, Bryden claimed that he did 

not mean that scientific knowledge fron nature was illegitirnate. Science was rational knowledge 

necessary for man's place as mler in the created order, and to this extent was knowIedge "tmly 

designed for man and given by GO CL"'^^ As Calvin had suggested. since man was made "to meditate 

on the heavenly life," the knowledge of God was wrinen on the human sou1 and disclosed in al1 of 

creation, Even the impact of sin, Bryden argued. did not entirely erase reason's "objective" testimony 

of God's Word frorn nature, so that everyone retained a "sense of the divine" and should be able to 

discern God's will fiom nature. But sin did limit the effectiveness of reason, so that complete 

knowledge of God, or the full "sense of the divine," could corne only through the revelation of God 

himself in the Spirit and faith. Nevertheless, the gift of intelligence remained even in pagan thinkers, 

so that scientific reason still functioned to provide an approximate understanding and ordering of the 

strucnired world. Thus Bryden seemed to suggest that reason, understood as the objective scientific 

analysis of nature, retained a universal, though Iimited validify. It could not, however, clairn to be 

self-sufficient or posit a total order for the world, the apprehension of the reaiity of God's Word in 

the world came oniy by the revelation of God in f a i t l ~ ' ~  

The underIying theme of Bryden's difference with Cochrane, therefore, Lay in his insistence 

on the radical distinction between the orders of sinhl nature and eschatological grace. in contrast to 

Cochrane's interpretation of the continuity of divine grace with a single plane of historical reaiity. 

While Cochrane had emphasized Augustine's claim that the "vestiges" of God's Word remained in 

the constitution of creation, Bryden declared that "sinfuIness is of the very essence of temporal life 

145 Bryden, "St. Augustine," 18-19. 

'46~ryden. "St. Augustine," 32. 
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and being."14' In this way, Bryden seemed to depart from the Reformers' view that the authority 

of the state rested on an originaily "good creation ordinance, so that for Bryden the state and law 

became temporal institutions necessitated by the reality of sin rather than institutions that might 

progressively be transformed in the City of God. In effect, the original creation order had no place 

in Bryden's Christological eschatology. Likewise, while Cochrane had emphasized Christ as the Word 

or "logos-principle" by which creation was ordered, Bryden insisted on distinguishing what he 

considered to be the redeemer Christ of the New Testament from Christ as the Word of c r e a t i ~ n ' ~ ~  

In both the New Testament and the Nicene Trinitarian formula, he claimed. the church emphasized 

the redemptive work of God fhrough Christ and the Holy Spirit "as a barrier against al1 immanent 

views of God's activity which might c l a h  to have saving efficacy." Like Tertullian's farnous query 

"What has Jerusalem to do with Athens?" Bryden thus claimed that the burden of the early church's 

witness was its rejection of any continuity between pagan thought and Christian faith and revelation. 

In reaction to the immanent theology of the liberal tradition, Bryden again sharply separated creation 

and redemption, claiming that Christianity offered, not a new philosophy of life. but an eschatological 

redemptive experience. 

Bryden's distinction between the orders of nature and redemption concluded in a millenarian 

eschatology similar to that of Medieval chiïiasts like Joachim of Fiore. but suikingly different from 

Cochrane's Augustinian progressivism. His millenarianism included a radical critique of contemporary 

cuiture and anticipated a thoroughly new redernptive order of the Spirit. but it also emphasized the 

discontinuity of the coming redemptive order from the present order of nature. According to Bryden. 

Augustine's City of God was not truly eschatological. for it was conceived through a reconciliation 

of Plato and Christianity in a "two-dimensional order" that identified Christianity with "tirneless ideas" 

147 Bryden, "SL Augustine," 26. 

14 Bryden, "St. Augustine," 21. 30- 1. 
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over against a transient phenomenal world, both of which were assumed to exist immanently in the 

"realm of time." Augustine's vision of the City of God, especiaily in Cochrane's interpretation, thus 

failed to acknowledge the "qualitative difference between Etemity and Time, God and man, and a real 

separaîion between the Holy God, the Righteous Creator. and His sinhi1 creature. man."'4g 

Augustine had neglected a "third dimension," namely the eschatological, redemptive corning of 

Eteniity into Time in the person of Jesus Christ that brings "al1 that belongs to Time" into judgement. 

According to Bryden, it was this eschatological entry of an "Act of God" into creation from beyond, 

rather than Augustine's timeless metaphysical ptinciple, that constituted the genuine "progress" of the 

Kingdom and moved the world to a radically new apocalyptic end.'" 

III. Conclusion 

In the broadest terms. then, Cochrane and Bryden shared the tum of mainline Canadian Protestants 

to theology, and especially to the Nicene Trinitarian orthodoxy and the Protestant Reformers, in order 

to recover the essentiai tniths of Christianity for a modem "eniightened evangelicalism." Their focus 

on the fourth-century church fathers who challenged the Constantinian synthesis of Rome and 

Christianity indicated their own repudiation of the pre-World War I Iiberal Protestant identity with 

western civilization, and their perception that twentieth-century Christianity also was in tension wib 

a modern pagan civilization bat, like Rome, was by 1940 rnanifestly in crisis. Through their recovery 

of classic orthodoxy, they accounted for that tension in tems of the mord antithesis between the 

reality of Cod's will and human sin. In doing so, they repudiated the late nineteenth century idealist 

synthesis of the divine will and western culture. By recIaiming the reality and grace of a sovereign 

Gd, they also asserted the freedom of human moral personaiity and the opposition of Christianity 

I4%ryden, "St. Augustine," 55. 

'qryden, "St. Augustine," 14, 16. 
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against the tragic attempt of modern society to impose its own order in the totalitarian state, the 

capitalist social order, and the techniques of power in rationalist science and technology. 

The dificuI ties c f recovering that orthodox Christian tradition, ho wever, were compounded 

by their modern historical and critical commitments. On the one hand. their appeal to God's 

sovereignty and grace was also to provide the grounds for fkeedom of the spirit over against stmcnires 

of modern thought and society that seerned impermeable to change by mere human effort. Their 

disagreement about the relationship between divine grace and modem culture was permeated not only 

with the theological and philosophical debates within the early church, but also with the modem 

problematic of speaking God from a perspective within the matrix of historical-stntctura1 experience. 

Cochrane's interprebtion of the Trinity as the "creative principle" within the world. and Bryden's 

insistence on eschatological revelation, offered strikingly different answers to the modern evangelical 

srruggle to grasp the relationship between God and the world, and between Christianity and culture. 

In his interpretation of Augustine's Christian realisrn. Cochrane offered a progressive, but now sobered 

revision of liberal Protestant idealism, Cochrane reclaimed the presence of God's will amid the 

ambiguities of current history, and also the hope that free, creative personality and a culture 

transformed by grace rnight triumph over nature and mechanism. Though no less critical of secular 

modern culture, Bryden envisioned a radically eschatologicai redemptive order which was 

discontinuous with human culture. While Cochrane's progressive Augustinianism cailcd for the 

transformation of modem culture to its true end, specifically a culture of grace characterized by the 

triumph of creative, free personality, Bryden's eschatological millenarianism asserted a transcendent 

gospel of grace and the freedom of the church against the claims of secular contemporary culture. 



Chapter 10: 

The Culture of Grace and the Gospel of Grace 

The work of Charles Noms Cochrane and Walter Bryden to define the relation between grace and 

nature piovided the intellectual foundations for maidine Protestant proposak for reconstruction after 

WorId War II. Both Cochrane and Bryden had advocated a culture of grace that recognized the redity 

of sin. and also claimed freedom for the Iife of the spirit and sanctified human freedom. While they 

affirmai the legitimacy of social institutions like the state, they also insisted on their relativity and 

responsibility to serve God and the comrnon welfare. In their concern for transforming Christian 

culture and society, both Cochrane and Bry&n advocated an order that combined freedom and moral 

community over relative structures. 

Their differences, however, gave rise in the pst-World War II era to different visions of the 

meaning of Christianity and God's Kingdom for modern culture and society. On the one hand, 

Cochrane's Augustinian "Christian realism," with its underlying Platonic ontology, provided the 

intellectual foundation for a moral interpretation of history that both comprehended the structural 

realities of existence and yet assured the fieedom of creative personality. The implications of this 

Augustinian revival were worked out especiaily in the pronouncements of the United Church and in 

the early work of scholars like R. C. Chaimers, John Irving, and Northrop Frye. Here the twin themes 

of an Augustinian theology of grace, such as was articulated in the 1940 "Statement of Faith," and 

a progressive Augustinian view of history, were woven together to reclaim a central roIe for 

Christianity in transforming modern civilization into a Christian culture. In particuIar, they identified 

what might be called a culture of grace with the triumph of creative culture and free personality over 

nature in history. In the Prestiyterian church. meanwhile, Walter Bryden lead the transition from a 

Barthian emphasis on an existentid expenence of the eschatological Word to claim a distinctIy 



transcendent gospel of grace and a radically new lordship of Christ over al1 spheres of Iife. 

1. Instruments of Grace: the Augustinian-Idealist Revival 

The growing engagement of the United Church with social and cultural issues during the 1940's was 

evident in the series of commissions that it established to coincide with its "Statement of Faith" (1940) 

and John Dow's This is Our Faith (1943)- In 1941 the Board of EvangeIism and Social Service 

(BESS) estabiished a Commission on The Church, Nation, and World Order. chaired by Gershom W. 

Mason with Raiph Mutchmor as secretary, and in 1943 extended into the Church Forward Cornmittee. 

Though arising out of the need to clarify the church's relation to the state during the difficult 

circumstances of war. its main purpose was to address issues related to the reconstntction of a peace- 

time order. According to the BESS, it followed from the task of proclaiming God's Word that the 

church must "interpret the rnind of the United Church conceming the whole range of social and 

ecowmic problems."' Having issued its theological views in the Statement of Faith. it was time for 

the church to relate that faith to the needs of social reconsmction. 

This response was reinforceci with the establishment in 1942 of a Cornmittee on the Christian 

Family, which was extended in 1945 to the Commission on Christian Maniage and Christian Home, 

chaired by Chief Justice J. C. McRuer and with J. R. Mutchmor as secretary. Before its report in 

1946, the commission would also receive contributions from C. E. Silcox. Psychiatry professor Karl 

Bernhardt, and Hugh Dobson, among others2 The commission's task originated out of concern for 

vaguely identifieci problems of youth during war and the need to preserve the "goodness and purity" 

of the home "to safe-guard our country's youth, enabling them in conti~dence. to fight a good fight for 

'United Church of Canada (UCC), Yearbook, 1942. "Board of Evangelism and Social Service." 85. 99. 

%CC, Record of Pmceedines (RP), 1946, Torrunission on Christian Maniage and Christian Home." 105-6. 
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God and King and native land."l Concern for the purity of the family grew with the 1944 BESS 

report that the Canadian rate of divorce for every 100,000 people had grown from 1 -4 in 19 18 to 2 1.4 

in 1941.' According to the BESS report, rising divorce rates were caused by social changes and 

pressures, such as urbanization, the separations brought by wars, econornic distress, the growing 

freedorn of women both in the concession of their right to sue for divorce in 1924 and their growing 

role in the work-force, lowered moral standards influenced by the growing influence of a 

cornmercialized mass media, and a growing generation gap. By 1946 the Commission on Christian 

Mamage and Christian Home reportai that the farnily was being "threatened at its source by 

secuIarisrn and matenalism," and since the family was the fundamentai social institution. its 

disintegration threatened the entire social order? 

These efforts to relate Christianity to conternporary culture culrninated in the appointment of 

the United Church's Commission on Culture in 1946 to study the development of modem culture and 

the needs and problems involved in transfomîng modern culture to a "more Christian pattern," and 

to identify the role of the Church in the redemption of culture.6 INtialIy held by K. R. P. Neville. 

the chairmanship of the commission was passed in 1948 to Professor J. F. Macdonald with Randolph 

C. Chaimers as secretary. In 1949 the commission submitted a brief to the Royal Commission on 

Canadian Arts, Letters, and Sciences, and in 1950 it delivered its report on "The Church and Secular 

Culture" to the United Church's General Council. That report was a one-hundred page survey and 

diagnosis of western culture and an interpretation of the relationship of Christianity to the western 

tradition. Although Macdonald and Chalmers were its main authors, the report was based on papers 

'UCC, 1942. "Evangelism and Social Service," 83434. 

'UCC, RP. 1944, "Board of Evangelism and Social Service," 277-8. 

WCC, RP, 1946, "Commission on Christian Marriage and Christian Home." 105-6. 

6UCC. 1946, "Evangelism and Social Senice." 67. 



contributed by John Line, John Irving, Northrop Frye, Mary Quail Innis, Kenneth Cousland, Lorne 

Pierce, and numerous other scholars- Many of those contributions were published in a trilogy of 

books on the relation of Christianity and western culture edited by R. C. Chalmers and John IrvingD7 

The report's final recommendations included closer ties between the church and cultural 

instihitions, including more chaplains for universities and a request that the newly-formed Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation appoint a hll-time religious leader to direct religious broadcasting, and more 

thorough training of the church's teachers, music directors, and ministerial candidates, in cultural and 

social maners.' Beyond these particular steps, however, the report also urged the church and its 

rninisters to make clear the relevance of the gospel to al1 aspects of life and everyday work, and also 

to acknowledge contradictions between Bible and present belief so as to show that while God remah 

the same, man's knowledge of him enlarges with the increase of knowledge and estabIished triith 

through history. Above dl. as  we shall see, the report proposed an identification, as C. N. Cochrane 

had suggested, of religion and redemptive grace with the creative moral imagination. In doing so, it 

also marked the resurgence of an idealist interpretation, now qualified by an Augustinian sense of 

moral tension, of the relationship between Christianity and culture. 

Indeed, at the center of these efforts to relate Christianity to modem culture was an 

Augustinian view of world order, but translateci, as Cochrane had illustrated, into modem terms of 

moral tension and progress within history, and in terrns of ô hierarchy of grace and nahue in which 

the church assumed the roIe of directing the moral life of the nation. This Augustinian approach was 

indicated most explicitly by the Commission on The Church, Nation, and World Order. In fact. in 

' ~ h e  trilogy consisted of The Heritane of Western Culture; Essays on the mgin and Developrnent of Modem 
Culture, RandoIph Carleton Chahers, ed. (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1952); The Liaht and the Flame: Modem 
Knowledae and Reliaion, R. C. Chalmers and John A. irving, eds. (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1956): Challenge and 
Respmse; Modem Ideas and Religion, R. C. Chalmers and John A. h g ,  eds. (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1959). 

'UCC, RP. 1950, Tommittee on Culture." 144-5. 
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its 1942 report concerning the relation of Christianity to contemporary social and econornic problems, 

the commission began by declaring its Augustinian starting point: 

World Order is &fined by Augustine as basic to justice and peace, the existence of 
both of which is reaiized only when, and if, Order prevails: and by Order, Augustine 
meant 'A system of right relations,' that is a God-given and God-ordained system? 

The report would proceed to enumerate the pnnciples of "right relations" which the commission 

considered to be "God-ordained" What is significant here is the commission's insistence that 

principles of social justice and world order must be based on the distinct sovereign will of God. 

Moreover, in asserting the church's role in declaring those principtes, the commission, and 

also others, echoed the hierocratic doctrine of Pope Gregory VI1 in his eleventh-century revolutionary 

claims to the moral authonty of the church in temporal affairs. In particular, they claimed that the 

church had an interest in social and cultural affairs on the grounds that God-given moral principles 

were located in and relevant for temporal life, and also on the assumption that such moral principles 

were spiritual matters and therefore the domain of the church. 

That the church had an interest in social and cultural matters was a claim made by virtually 

every United Church commission established during the 1940's. The Commission on Christian 

Marriage and Christian Home, for exarnpIe, warned that the threat of "secuIarism and materialisrn" 

to the Iife of the family also threatened the Kingdom of God. Since the famiIy was a fùndamental 

Biblical symbol for understanding man's relation to God, and a central moral institution in Scripture 

and Christian life, its disintegrarion also threatened the church and its power to sustain itself.1° 

Likewise, in his introduction to the report of the Commission on Culture, J. F. Macdonald offered a 

broader argument for the church's intrinsic interest in culture." Though the primary role of the 

W C ,  1942. "Church. Nation and World Order Interim Report," 129. 

'"UCC. RP, 1946, "Commission on Christian M a g e  and Christian Home," 105-6. 

"UCC. 1950, "Appendix: Report of the Commission on Culture," iii-vi. 
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church was now generaily recognized to be evangelism, he urged, this concern could not dismiss 

culture for a "narrowly pietistic" view of evangelism without serious consequences for both faith and 

culture. In broadest terms, Macdonald argued that the salvation of souls must include "the cultural 

enterprise of men," for culture was in fact "the sou1 of man unit large."12 The church's efforts to 

relate its faith to social life was lauàable, according to Macdonald. but it must be extended to consider 

the relations of Christianity to culture if the church was to redeem contemporary cultwal crisis. 

In several cases, these apologetics also portrayed a progressive Augustinianisrn as an 

alternative to either secularized reform or Barthian pessimism, and as the only option that offered a 

Christian view of meaningful engagement with, and transformation of, culture. Already in 1939. the 

report of the United Church's Board of Christian Education, authored by Secretary Frank Langford 

and Chairman T. W. Jones, nowd that its attempt to re-examine the whole philosophy of Christian 

Education had brought to Iight conflicting pressures from two opposing extrema. On the one hand, 

"left-wing moralists and social reformers" demanded an emphasis on moral conduct and social ideals 

"as purely human achievements, without any reference to God as the author and source" of those 

ideals. On the other hand were those who demanded a Barthian emphasis on the absolute 

transcendence and sovereignty of God so exclusive as to lave  "no room for education or any other 

human effort for good."" As a third alternative, the report proposed to hold a faith that recognized 

the "eternal tension" between God's transcendence and human responsibiiity, but yet insisted on both 

and promised to synthesize ail truths to "make the human spirit sensitive to ail the many voices that 

speak of God and bid us love God with al1 our hearts and our neighbour as ourselves."" Implicit 

in this alternative was the belief that the vo ie  of God was present in histoncal reaiity, and a Christian 

'%CC, RP. 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture," ii. 

13UCC, Yearbook, 1939, "The Board of Christian Education," 38. 

"UCC, Yearbook, 1939, "The Board of Christian Education," 38. 
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humanism that called for the discovery and emboàiment of divine love in social and cultural activity. 

J. F. Macdonald's apologetic for the church's engagement with culture pomayed similar 

choices. Throughout its history, he claimed, the church tended to oscillate between two "false 

positions" regarding its relation to the world. On one hand was the tendency to identiw the Church 

with the world so much that it became difficult to distinguish the church "from idealistic and hi@- 

mindeci service clubs or the peoples of the Church from very moral yet very pagan humanist~."~' 

In this tendency, the church became merely a moral life-preserver of a dying culture, and in fact 

contributed to secularization. On the other hand was the tendency to identiv the church as standing 

over against the world, judging its sin in the narne of God and offering rhe Gospel of redemption, but 

failing "to see the Gospel in its total dimensions." Such an identity failed to understand "that God's 

purposes of redemption indude the whole world and the totality of man's life in the world" Though 

right in its ultimate concem for the eternal destiny of man, such concen was wrong if it did not 

that God's will as revealed in Christ is for the transformation of time and space and 
the whole of life by etemity .... For the Scriptures maintain that both in Creation and 
Redemption God manifests His loving will to exercise a sovereignty of gace over the 
whole of the created order.16 

Like Cochrane, Macdonald thus assumed that redemptive grace was continuous with an order of divine 

will -- Cochrane's "creative principle" within the world and hurnan being. Sirnilar to "orthodox" 

Medieval Catholics from Gregory VI1 to Thomas Aquinas, Macdonald suggested that redemptive grace 

was the completion of nature. 

Without identifying the alternatives, the 1942 report of the Comrnission on The Church, 

Nation, and World Order articulated the central prernise and implications of this progressive 

'%CC, RP, 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture," v. 

'%CC, 1950, "Repon of the Commission on Culture." v. 
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Augustinianism by claiming that transforming divine principles were present in the world. In 

developing that ~Iaim, it also dernonstraîed the ontological hierarchy of spirit and nature that was 

impticit in C. N. Cochrane's work. The report describec! God as the sovereign creator and the human 

image-bearer as "a spiritual k ing ,  linked to the natural order by his physicai body, gifted with self- 

conscious intelligence and morai responsibility, and intended to live in community with God and with 

his fellow men."" Thus, as Cochrane had suggested, human Life in the world was rooted in moral 

relations: accordingly, it was humanity's sinful refusal to live in loving communion with God that 

infected it and society with evil and brought upon it God's judgement. By implication, this moral 

interpretation of human life meant that humanity's morai relations with God. and impact of sin and 

redemption, were intrinsically historical, meaning that they were lived out in the historical world, 

under the claims of the universal lordship of Christ. 

Like Augustine, the report translateci the moral tension between divine will and human sin into 

the ontic categories of spirit and nature that it identified with the realms of church and natural 

institutions. Recaliing Augustine's two cities, the report described Christians as living in two kinds 

of communities: they were members of the universal church community, but they also were members 

of races, families, nations, econornic systems, historic cultures. and States. "They live thus," the report 

claimed, "under the tension (actual or potential) of a two-fold loyalty, on the one hand to God and 

to the whole family of mankind, and, on the other, to the people to which in God's purpose they 

belong and to the state which is its organ of social authority."18 

Assurning that the "natural" community as well as the spiritual was instituted by God, the 

report, bomowing kom the 1937 Oxford Conference report, described their relationship in terms of 

a hierarchy: "[tlhe state 'in the political sphere is the highest authonty, but stands itself under the 

"uCC, RP. 1942. "Church, Nation and World Order Interirn Report," 130. 

'%CC, RP. 1942. "Church. Nation and World Order Interim Report," 131. 
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authority and the judgement of God"'19 W l e  the church must rtxpeQ the authonty of  ihe state "as 

the organ of justice, security and order within the nation," the state had no authority over conscience 

and religion. To the contrary, according to the report, the church had responsibility for "the spiritual 

well-king of the nation," and as such it legitimately cIaimed liberty for the church to be the church 

in its task of worship, doctrine, evangelism, and of condemning pubIic evils and proclaiming the 

Divine piupose for Life. In orner words, the church's task as the instrument of gace was that of 

interpreter of God's moral will, and thus the moral arbiter and transformer of natural society. 

On the basis of this hierarchy, the Commission on The Church, Nation, and World Order 

proceeded to declare a "universal moral standard proper to human beings as such, ... and to the way 

of deliverance from oppression. war. fear and ~ a n t . " ' ~  Making its point explicit. it claimed the right 

to demand from the state adherence to "the sacred and inviolabIe standards of the laws of God," which 

it enumerated in a list of human rights and duties. Thus it sought to limit the growing claims of the 

modern state by claiming that the state was subject to a divine Order interpreted by the church. 

As its list of human rights and duties indicated, the commission sought to limit the state by 

asserting the primacy of personal freedom, but also to affirm the positive moral duty to seek the 

communal welfare. Consequently, the rights and duties that it set forth might be described as a 

Christian version of corporate liberalism. The general principIe of World Order, it claimcd, was that 

as God's image-bearers, persons were "made by God for freedom, responsibility, fellowship and 

cooperation in the service of God and of the common good of men."" Freedom and duty were 

inextricabIy intertwined: man had the right to life and freedom, but also the duty to serve God and 

his fellow-men in cornmunity. This Christian interpretation of corporate liberalism was the 

' W C ,  1942, "Church, Nation and World Order Interirn Report," 13 1. 

W C ,  1942, "Church, Nation and World Order Interim Report," 13 1. 

2'~CC.  1942, "Church, Nation and World Order Interim R e m "  131. 
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culmination of developments that were in embryo âuring the 193û's, including the 1934 Commission 

on Christianizing the Social Order and the support of Richard Roberts for the policies of W. L. M. 

King's LiberaI government The 1938 report of the Cornmittee on Econornic and Social Research, 

of which C. E. Silcox was secretary, had argued for a system of unemployment insurance and 

unemployment aid as a central feanire of social ~ecur i ty .~  Drawing from 1937 Oxford Conference 

report, the Cornmittee refused to absoIutize either classicai liberal views of economic individualism 

or a planned, publicly owned economy. The pursuit of social justice, it cfaimed, must begin fiom 

faith in Jesus and the commandment to Iove God and neighbours, and through that faith it must 

recognize both the supreme worth of persons and the nature of the nation as a gin from  GO^.'^ In 

particular, the Comrnittee had proposed to balance democracy and social wel fare. Though no form 

of government or economic system could be taken as the finai expression of God's Kingdom, it 

claimed, the democratic system best preserved the freedom and worth of personality. But whiIe it 

warned of the need to guard the liberty of persons against the threat of totaiitarianisrn, the cornmittee 

attributed the greatest threat to the welfare and rights of ordinary people to the capitaiist system which 

concentrated wealth and econornic power in the han& of a few who feIt little responsibility to society, 

and whose "predatory activities require to be curbed." 

On these principles, the Comrnittee on Social and Economic Resevch bcgan to advocate 

limiteci public programs, such as a public unemployment insurance program with public aid for those 

who were uninsured. It did so. however, with stipulations that government progrms were only 

relative goods and that social welfare ultimately rested on personaI moral responsibility and good 

will?' Accordingly, it suggested that an unemployment program function as an insurance scheme 

W C ,  RP, 1938. "Economic and Social Researcbn 161. 
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in wiiich employees, as well as  employers and goverment, contributed an appropriate premium so 

that al1 citizens would feel some responsibilities. It further suggested that the program's premiums 

should not be so high as to &ter or negate the possibility of participation, while benefits should be 

high enough to provide adquate welfare but not so high as to supplant the incentive to work where 

possible. Wary of supplanting voluntary action. the committee also suggested that the tax revenues 

required for such programs shouId not be so high as to leave citizens with no resources for 

contnbuting to voIuntary philanthropy. And finally, it urged that for efficiency such programs should 

be administered by one level of govemment, and preferably by a non-partisan agency such as a 

National Ernployment Commission Though it had no solutions to offer the Rowell-Sirois Royal 

Commission on Dominion-Provinciai Relations, the committee recomrnended a federally funded and 

administered insurance scherne, with an aid scheme administered by municipalities. 

These pre-World War II proposais were affirmeci and expanded by the various United Church 

cornmittees during the 1940's as staples of a Christian World Order. In its 1942 report the 

Commission on The Church, Nation, and World Order, proceeded to clairn an expansive list of rights 

and du ties that included the nght and duty to honourabIe work, the right to fteedom from fear and the 

duty to cooperate with one's fellows to defend this freedom, the right to a meaningful status in society 

and a "proper share" in goverment and the duty of integrity and service to the common welfare. the 

right to justice and the duty to defend justice and show mercy in social and economic relations, the 

right and duty to pursue knowledge and achieve the best that one could be. the right to an orderly Life, 

a home, leisure and joy, and the du ty to overcome obstacles to life abundant.*' In accord with those 

principles, the 1942 sessional cornmittee on Evangeiism and Social Service endorsed the Liberals' 

Unemployrnent Insurance plan, and recornrnended a sirnilar program to extend health services through 

WCC. RP, 1942. "Church. Nation and World Or&r Interirn Report" 131-2. 
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a federal connibutory health insurance m~asure.'~ And in approving the principles declared by the 

Commission, the 1942 Generai Council recommended that the Commission also examine proposais 

like the Atlantic Charter on which the United Nations would be founded, as rnodels for international 

collective security and "economic d e r n m a ~ y . " ~  By 1944, the Commission on The Church, 

Nation, and World Order, now reconstituted as the Church Forward Movement cornmittee, urged that 

the times required Christians to be "members of one another:" that the strong be willing to bear the 

burdens of the weak, and that they support a "larger rneasure of social control for the common good" 

in order to meet the needs that were demonstrated dunng the depression and would be even greater 

after the war. Acknowledging such "irnperatives" not only would base the church's message on 

Christian principles, but would also appeal to rural, industriai, and younger segments of the population 

and so deliver the church from "the danger of king a middle class in~ritution."'~ 

While thus expanding the claims of "World Order," the underlying premises remained the 

primacy of a sovereign divine moral order and personal fieedom and responsibility. Hence, while 

approving and expanding the principles declared by the Commission on The Church. Nation. and 

Wortd Order. the 1942 General Council concluded that no new World Order could succeed apart from 

the spirit of Christ?' World Order was above al1 a moral principle of which government was at best 

a Iirnited instrument. And since moral responsibility also required personai freedom, the BESS 

declared in 1943 its support for civil liberties against the power of the state, urging the federal 

government to lifl its ban on the Communist Party and to restore the property of the Labour Farmer 

Temple Association, and calling for the lifting of the Padlock Law in Quebec and recognition of the 

'%CC, RP. 1942, "Evangelism and Social Service," 82. 
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principle of collective bargaining and sane, progressive, and cooperation between labour and 

emplo yerd" 

The primacy of moral or&r and personal responsibility was also the central theme of the 1946 

report of the Commission on Christian Mamiage and Christian Home, chaired by Chief Justice J. C. 

McRuer, with J. R. Mutchmor as secretary. The twentieth century nom of Christian marriage, 

according to the report, was "one man and one woman bound together of their own free wilI and 

choice, in ... equaI companionshïp of k e  personalities dedicated to each other for mutuaily desired 

ends[.]"3' To define the role of marriage and the family. the report adopted Augustine's view of the 

three functions of marriage, namely: companionship and intimacy in accord with humanity's creation 

as social creatures and as rnaie and femaie; procreation; and the sacramental or divine vocation of 

the family as the prirnary unit for a mord social ~rder .~ '  Before elabonte rules of annulment 

undennined its sanctity, the report claimed, this Christian view of marriage and its entrenchment in 

Medieval canon law had helped to stabilize the family and society, and to improve the status of 

women. Above dl, however, as the prirnary moral institution of society and the basic Biblical symbol 

of humanity's relation to God, the Christian family was vital to the church and the Kingdom of God. 

Arrayed against this moral conception of the farnily, the report warned of the forces of 

"secularism and materialisrn" that threatened the farnily, including the upheavals of industrialization, 

urbanization, and migration of peoples; popular new psychological theones wMch recognized the 

personality of women but aiso encouraged their desire for independence, and which spread the 

demoralizing idea that suppression of the self s instincts was wrong ; the influence of the mass media; 

the growing encroachment of the state on activities and responsibilities of the farniIy; separation 

W C ,  Yearbook, 1943, "Board of Evangelism and Social Service," 102-5. 
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during war-time; and economic distress. Al1 of these had in cornmon the fact that the y were extemal, 

structural reaiities. Underlying them, however, according to the report. was the main threat in the rise 

of materialist and hedonist ideologies that denied spiritual and moral realities, and supplanted absolute 

devotion to marriage partners and children with the pursuit of self-serving pleas~re.)~ At this level. 

the crisis of the family -- indicated in rising divorce rates and problems of "purity" -- was a conflict 

of moral principles. Hence the most important solutions for improving family life, the report urged, 

were betîer preparation and maturity for marriage, and a cornmitment to moral principles rooted in the 

love of God that in tum oflered love and security to each family member. That mord foundation 

would ensurc that each farnily rnember would be treated as a person with absolute worth, so that 

securing the welfare and development of each member was a matter of highest importance. 

Not surprisingly, the problem of regulating marriage and divorce highlighted the tensions that 

remained between church and state in a moral view of society. In the status of marriage, the report 

acknowledged, issues of moraiity and law were interwoven." In the modem age, the state viewed 

marriage as a contract between parties, and was compelled to protect the interests of the parties to that 

contract. it could not refuse to provide for legal separation or divorce for the sake of religious or 

moral reasons, without a more serious infringement on its role as legal protector and on moral 

f reed~rn.~~ Thus, any atternpt by the church to reimpose its nom for marriage on society by 

legislation akin to Medieval canon law was impossible in a modem dernocracy? On the other hand, 

however, the state could do littie by legislation to create the love and moral responsibility chat alone 

gave permanence to marriage and thereby brought stability to society and the state. The commission 

"UCC. RP, 1946, "Commission on Christian Marriage and Christian Home." 110-15. 

YuCC. RP. 1946, "Commission on Christian Marriage and Christian Home," 109. 124-5. 
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recommendeù, therefore, that while the church should not endorse separation, it should uphold the 

sanctity of marriage as instituted by God and requiring Iife-long fidelity, and it should provide 

counselling to avoid divorce and severel y restria sanctifying the remarriage of di vorced pers on^.^ 

Such a position conceded that law and moral order were at Ieast temporarily out of step -- that 

" [w] hat the Church uidissolubly binds together in the name of Goci, the State renders asunder by legai 

enactmeat, and an i ncongmous situation prevails. This incongmity , according to the commission, 

reflected the ambiguity faced by the Christian church living with pagan and secular influences in a 

broken world. Even Moses and Jesus had recognized the reaiity of human sin that warranted Iegal 

separation, îhough in the gospeI of Matthew this legal statu did not provide a moral dissolution of 

the maniage bond? Ultimately, t hes  the moral good was a possibility only through grace: 

The Christian teaching on divorce and re-marriage can only be understood in the light 
of Jesus as the Messiah, and the Iarger setting of the Kingdom of Cod. Jesus called 
upon men to enter the Kingdom as sons, and live in God's family by the aid of a 
power other than their own. What the law could not do to achieve better mord 
living, the divine Spirit made possible. The Grace of God is the catalyst for moral 
ascendancy and removes the condition that breeds divorce .... The role of the Christian 
Church therefore is not in the field of authoritarian mIe, but in a leavening of 
contemporary life."" 

The moral nom was therefore an eschatoIogica1 ideai that could be realized only under the conditions 

of grace. The church's role, accordingly, lay in the cultivation of the superior moral life that would 

prevent divorce, rather than in the Iegislative prevention of divorce. 

By the late IgWs,  the difficulties presented by brokemess in modem culture were epitomized 

in the dilemma of atomic power and the Cold War. In its reports for 1946 and 1948, the United 

"UCC. & 1946. "Commission on Christian M-ge and Christian Home," 143. 
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Church's Cornmittee on the Church and International Affairs, chaired by Henry Langford, declared 

that atomic technology had "created a situation pregnant with the p a t e s t  possibilities for good or 

e~ i l . "~ '  At one and the same tirne. atomic power had protected fieedom fiom totalitarianism. and 

even opened the possibility of beneficial atomic energy, and yet brought the world to the brink of 

destruction. Moreover, the cornmittee confesseci, the impossibility of identifying completely with any 

side in the Cold War brought home the rneaning of Augustine's view of the ambiguity and relativity 

of temporal life. 

In the Christian Mew al1 our human institutions contain evidence of our folly and 
frailty. In challenging things as they are the Christian citizen does not deny values 
inherent in a11 our culture and he strives ever to preserve them. In looking toward 
reform and the building of a nobler order of society he stands always for the Christian 
ethic and reserves the right constnictively to criticize al1 orders, all cuItures and al1 
systems of economics and national organization. 

Unlike Augustine's hope of an ultimatel y otherworldl y destiny, however, the commi ttee retained an 

optimistic hope that ongoing reform might build a "nobler order" of society. Under God, it claimed, 

al1 human edifices were relative. but in God. al1 human efforts also had the potential for good." 

II. The Soul of Culture 

The reaiization of that hope for the good fruit of human culture depended. however, upon the 

transformation of modem culture in such a way that it would bring science and technology, economics 

and politics, under the acknowledgement of God's reign, As the Internationai Affairs cornmittee 

[tlhe economic and political problems of our time, created by scientific and 
technological development, (including the atomic bomb), cannot be solved by the 
cultural resources of secular civilization. Our disorder can only be overcome by 
G d ' s  Order and Reign. There must be a rebûth of the sou1 of man to a spiritua1 

"UCC, RP, 1948, "Board of Evangefism and Social SeMce," 368. 
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conception of the meaning and destiny of life, and it is the Church's supreme task to 
brin& the world to a saving knowledge of God in Jesus Christ." 

It was this project of transfonning the very foundations of culture that was taken up by the 

Commission on Culture established in 1946. 

More fully than any other, this commission assumed the main ideas of C. N. Cochrane's 

progressive Augustinianism and his identity of redemptive grace with the free creative impulse of 

humanity. In his introduction to the commission's report J. F. Macdonald, defined culture as "the 

thought forms, the mentai climate, customs, assumptions and activities of the people," which together 

constihited "'the sou1 of man writ ~arge."'~ The creative will which was the dynarnic impulse of 

culture, he added, was central to the Bibiicai view of man. As image-bearer, man was called to 

imitate God as Creator and Redeemer: 

[tlhat is, man is called to be a creator, to exercise his creative gift of spirit with its 
fieedom, in loving response to the call of Him by whom he has been made. To the 
one who yields himself to this call, God graciously bestows the gift of His creative 
Spirit. Al1 human creativity is thus a didectic between human freedom and divine 
grace? 

Macdonald proceeded to tie religion and creativity together, for religion directed naturai human 

creativity to its proper end. Religion, as Augustine had suggested, was a reverence for the holy "Other 

Than Man and Things" which was the source of unity and wholeness in life, and the concem to 

integrate human conduct with that source of unity "through the discriminating pursuit of values.'i46 

Thus religion provided the "instrument" and "pattern" of culture. while culture was the expression of 

religion in the incarnation of humanity's God-like creative spirit. 

- - -- - - - - - - - - - 
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Like Cochrane. Macdonald thus identifid the creative impulse with human nature and the 

divine ground of king. and portrayed religion, and the realities of sin and redemption, in t m s  of 

abuse and reçomation of the dynarnic creative impulse. Constrained within hurnanity's moral 

relationship with God, humanity's exercise of free creativity readily was compted by sin into self- 

serving ends rather than for the glory of Cod. In fact. self-serving creativity was "the very essence 

of sin," and the mark of secular culture was "the attempt to engage in creative activity without 

reference to the Divine creator from whom ultirnately al1 power in Heaven and on earth derives."" 

The crisis of modem culture and its fragmentation under competing absolutes and instruments of 

power was ultimately due to the sinful misdirection of the creative imagination. 

In turn, however, redemptive grace meant the liberation of creative freedom and moral 

imagination to shape culture and history to its proper end. Jesus was the historical incarnation of the 

"dynamic force" and the "scaie of values" which was "in God's mind at the creation." and "by which 

it was incurnbent upon them to live[.]"' As the revelation of God's creative mind. Jesus was the 

answer to man's culturaï quest for the unity of king and the clue to the good way of life intended 

for humanity. That this answer had come tfirough history indicated, moreover. that the full disclosure 

of "universai values" through faith in a transcendent and morally holy God was to come through the 

course of history and cultural development? 

Macdonald's identity of grace with the free creative impulse included the challenge of 

"whether the Christian Church from the standpoint of its faith can justify the creative works of the 

artist, the phiiosopher, the poet, the reformer, or whether it must confine its endeavows to the creation 

"UCC. RP, 1950. "Report of the Commission on Culture." vi. 
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of 'saints.'"" The issue for culiral transformation. he emphasimd. was not rnerely whether the 

church considered the artist as moraily good, but whether the church and religion could affirm and 

transfonn creaîivity itself. Answering his owa chailenge, he urged that the church's declaration of 

judgement and grace was not a cal1 "to forsake the world which is God's good creation. but ramer to 

love the world in God and for Cod." In fact, grace brought the recovery of "joy and freedom" in 

king "CO-creators" with God. Creativity was the gift of God to man in creation. and was restored in 

reûemption? 

The identity of grace with the creativity suggested by Macdonald and the Commission on 

Culture indicated the revival of an historically-conscious neo-Kantian ideaiism that approached neo- 

Hegelianism in its location of the divine spirit, as Cochrane's historical realism emphasized, witfün 

the "plane" of historical reality in fkee, creative personality. Though Augustinian in its sense of the 

moral tension between God's sovereign will and human sin, it also portrayed the resolution of that 

tension as occurring within history in a teleological process of becoming. And tluough that process, 

it anticipated the triumph of grace in which the free dynamic of creativity and moral imagination 

would transcend and fulfill "natural" stmctured reality. 

This identity of grace with fiee creativity was one of the centrai themes of Canadian 

humanities schotarship, both wittiin and beyond the United Church. in the immediate pst-World War 

II decades. Indeed, the contributions of scholars like Northrop Frye and John Irving to the report of 

the Commission on Culture indicates at lest some of their early concerns. and aiso ensured that the 

commission's report reflected those concerns, 

Appropriately, given its cornmitment to historical reaiism. the commission's diagnosis of its 

ills was based on an historical survey of western culture. In their studies of the Greco-Roman and 

%CC. & 1950. "Report of the Commission on Culture." ii. 
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Medievai legaçies, Mary E. White, professor of Classics at Trinity College, and Kenneth Cousland, 

professor of Church History at Emmanuel College, echoed Cochrane's portraya1 of the disintegration 

of classicai culture and Augustine's transformation of the classical legacy with spiritual moral values 

and a theocentric view of h.istory?* Based on Cousland's cornments. the report claimed that the 

Medieval synthesis of classical and Christian culture, philosophy and theology, and state and church, 

had given "visible form to the Kingdom of God" in a cornprehensive unity of the western world based 

on Augustine's view of Christian order." Though it had abused its position by legally compelling 

unifonnity, the supremacy of the church during the High Middle Ages expressed the supremacy of 

G d ' s  universal spiritual rule, and thus suggested a mode1 for a renewed Christendom. 

The crisis of modem culture, according to the report, was rooted in the turn from Medieval 

universality to the Renaissance and Reformation. While the Reformation stressed the sovereignty and 

grace of God, its complementary emphasis was on liberty of conscience. At the same time, the 

Renaissance liberated man, especiaily science from scholasticism, cIairning the right to approach nature 

directiy, but aïso developed a daim to human autonomy and an interpretation of nature as a "simple, 

orderly system, whose processes are mathematicaily necessary."" The resulting loss of Medieval 

universality , as John Irving expl ained bon0 wing from Arnold Toynbee, produced a disequilibrium 

between the modern technological control of society and the moral values which should govern 

society." Capitalism and the disorders of modem indusaial society therefore followed from the 

'-UCC, RP, 1950. "Appendix: Report of the Commission on Culture," 6-8. See also the chapters on "The Greek 
and Roman Contribution," by Mary E. White, and on "The Contribution of the Early Church." and "The Contribution 
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scientific revolution and its divorce of "ends Born means." "The time clock, the adding machine, the 

assernbly Une" were. according to Irving. symbols of the impact of modern science and its reduction 

of Life to technological control and productivity? 

in one of the most famous of his early themes, Northrop Frye's contribution on "Trends in 

Modern Culture" identified this modem disequilibriurn especially with ~rnerica" America, Frye 

claimed, was the firsî, and thus the paradigm, of modern western societies. As the commission's 

report summarized it, the "axioms" that defined America were typicai of eighteenth-century Deism 

which maintained b a t  the ody real world was the physical world of the naturai order; that nature was 

"red in tooth and claw"; that religion provided no revelation of another workl, but rather was 

essentially morality; that God was to be found in man, and in nature to the extent that it was subdued 

by human purpose; that the "chief end of man" was to improve his own lot; and that progress was 

achieved by the advance of science that enabled man to triumph over nature and man's "atavistic." 

irrational impulses, and increase his bodily comfonS8 in its refiisal to qprehend transcendent 

divine realities and mord purpose. America epitomized modern secularism. The root of this 

secularism lay in the modem ideologicai axiom of laissez-faire which insisted on the autonomy of the 

individuai. in fact. the spirit of laissez-faire was at once "anti-Christian." and ultimately opposed ro 

genuine freedorn, for it lead not to genuine democracy, but to "managerial dictatorship." Fascism and 

Comrnunism, then, were merely the more recent apocaïyptic forms of the laissez-faire hope that man 

might, through technological control, consmct his own nahiralized utopia." Paradoxically. those 

modern ideologies and systems were religions, but were nevertheless "anti-religious." for they 

%CC. 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture." 12. 
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repudiaîed the "etenal perspective" without which man went mad with " ' angs t' . " 

For Frye, as for Macdonald and the Commission on Culture, the crisis and sin of modern 

culture lay in its secuIarism. In its interpretation of nature apart from God. and thus its lack of reaI 

moral imagination. it had falsely "dethroned GodmM And in doing so, it had distorted the values of 

western culture, such as the rights of the common person, the equality of man the democratic basis 

of politicai authority. and the ethic of justice and love that had been inspired by Christianity. By 

abstracting and absolutizing certain features of these values, modern society had displaced its faith to 

lesser false gods Like the law of progress, success, science. the state. the will of the people. marerial 

and econornic factors, or simply a materialistic nihilism. Modem society's confidence in the ability 

of these illusory gods to solve hurnanity's sin and create the utopian society. however. could only end 

in disaster and disillusionment. Citing such Christian humanist critics as C. S. Lewis. Paul Tillich, 

and Emil Brumer, the report claimed that the false gods of modem culture left man's conscience 

unsatisfied and his spiritual life empty, resulting in a generai sense of malaise that left the offices of 

psychiatrists ~rowded.~' Funhennore. by cuning itself off fiom the spirinial fountain of life. modern 

secular culture had lost its creative impulse and freedom and was left, in the words of T. S. Eliot, a 

" wasteland. 

To challenge this secuiarized wasteland, the United Church's Commission on Culture proposed 

to reclaim the synthesis of Christianity and classical thought in the western tradition. on the basis of 

a progressive Augustinianism tike that of Cochrane. That proposai began with an attempt to 

reconstruct a Christian humanism in which religion and culture were reconciled. Quoting Nicholas 

Berdyaev's The Fate of Man in the Modem World (1937). the report declareci that "In making himself 

%CC. RP, 1950. "Report of the Commission on Culture." 34. 
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G a  man has unmanneci himself.'" By declaring his autonomy nom God, modem man had 

alienated himself from the spiritual source of existence and fiom his m e  self, with the resuit that his 

freedom and reason had become ego-centric and demonic. As Walter Horton had suggested in his 

"realist" Christian humanism. the failure of humanism was not in its achievements as such. but in its 

exclusion of God and the loss of transcendent values by which to order and judge the ends of 

~ o c i e t y . ~  

The Christian solution to the crisis and anxiety of modern cuiture was a humanism that was 

theocentric, and especiafly Incarnational. Citing Augustine's Confessions, the report claimed rhat man 

was a "theologicai" being made for fellowship with a transcendent God who, as the ground of k ing 

and nghteousness, gave meaning to creanirely life.b5 The Incarnation. in particular. confirmed God's 

essential character as redemptive grace and love rather than law. It also confirmed the promise of 

"God's image in man" and so demonstrated "the kinship of God and man," and it confirmed that 

creation had a "spiritual or sacramental significance" as "the vehicle of the divine self-disclos~re."~~ 

And while the Incarnation affirmed the value of the aeation. through the Spirit of Christ God 

remained active and immanent in the world to give renewed creative vitality to whomever would 

receive it in faith. Chnstianity therefore meant that humanism, rather than becoming "sub-human," 

couid become a "higher humanism" in recognizing the worth of humans before God. And as Frye had 

declared Karl Marx notwithstanding. religion provided the hope, energy, and the ideals from which 

to work at transfonning the world? 
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lmplicit in this "sacramental" Christian humanism, as in the case of Cochrane, was a Platonic 

ontology and anthropolog~ that suggested a renewal of the analogia entis. What made man uniquely 

human was his "capacity" as an image-bearer to relate with God in a loving communion of  fke 

persons, or what Martin Buber called a dimension of "1 and T h ~ u . " ~ '  ~t one point, the report 

described humanity as "a compound of the angelic and the demonic, the heavenly and the earthly."" 

The human spirit was grounded in the "Divine Spirit," and in religion the believer was translated "into 

a spiritual realm in which man can see life steadily and see it whole under the aspect of etemity."" 

Thus the claim of  humanity's spiritual nature and of a "sacramental" view of creation assumed that 

the physical or material order of creation was subordinate to the spiritual, and that in faith, humans 

could transcend the objective structural limits of  creation to apprehend God's thoughts and absolute 

ethic in the world. 

Within this sacramental view of the world, religion and culture were inextricably related; in 

T. S. Eliot's words. "religion is the sou1 of culture." According to the report, culture was the 

instrument and incarnation of God's action in history, and fiom the human side culture was always 

responsible to God and relative to the transcendent standard of ~ o d . "  From A. N. Whitehead's 

Adventure of ldeas (1933), the report argued that the "impractical ethics" of Christianity were not 

sirnply for another world, but were a standard by which to judge human society and urge man on to 

further pmgress towards an "unrealized world."" Such an ethic could not be lived, however, in a 

secularized humanisrn; rather, hurnanity was responsible to God in all cultural activity and social 

6sUCC, 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture," 82. 
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relations, so that no area of life could be a matter of moral indifference, Accordingly, hwnan life and 

the physical. naturaï world, were to be subordinated to spiritual ends, to serve as the canvas for 

hurnanity ' s spiri tuai relation with the eternal. 

From this assumption, the Commission's report offered a Christian interpretation of culture, 

society, and history that claimed a place for religion in cuiture and the western tradition. In the case 

of literature, for example, it claimed that the western tradition of literature was informed by religion, 

while religion gave the arts their broadest and deepest reach. According to Frye, western literature 

and poetry had always a strong religious reference; indeed, poetry by its nature was the human 

attempt to articulate the infinite in creative ways, though this creative imagination was threatened by 

the cornmercialization of the literature "industry" and the subjection of literature to propaganda for 

the purposes of dictator~hip?~ 

In its section on the sciences, the commission claimed that Christianity offered a solution to 

the secularization of modern thought and the excessive claims for science and technology, economics 

and poliücs, that were central to the modem crisis?' The supposed confiict between science and 

religion. the commission argueci. was due to "mutual misunderstanding" in which science had usurpai 

absolutism for itself, and religion had been "obscurantist" in using scripture as a textbook on the 

sciences." Religion had no quarrel with proper science. but only with the presumptions of 

"scientism" which clairneci to explain al1 of life in terms of iîs objective method. Against such claims, 

Christianity held that objectivity could not g r a y  the totality of experience, for the Creator was greater 

"uCC, 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture." 43. 

'me report's section on science followed the lead of John A. M g ,  "The Sciences and Philosophy in Modem 
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than the creation, Properly understood, science and faith were "on different levels of human 

expenence." Science provided empirical description of the facts of nature and the skills for deaiing 

with the objective world, but it could offer no solution to the moral tnith or belief in God. Religion, 

however, interpreted the experienced world in terms of a meaningful whole and gave direction to the 

use of skills. Science therefore needed to admit a place for religion and moral values. especially when 

it came to understanding human nature and social relations. Since the sources of human activi ty and 

purpose lay in fiee will and intelligence, its problems and n o m  could only be grasped through 

re~igion?~ 

In its proposal for a Christian social order, the commission asserted that aspects of social life 

like economics and politics were sirniIarly limited. Though western industriai society had achieved 

material progress in its standard of living and technological advance, it had done so at the cost of 

moral and social welfare? The Christian view of society offered by the commission inverted the 

secular view of society. WhiIe Chcistians were to strive for the Kingdom of God in the rnidst of 

society, the redity that the Kingdorn was "supematural" and judged "al1 namal orderings of life" 

meant that al1 social systems were relative; none was to be taken as the final Kingdom of God?' 

Indeed. it claimeci. it was only lhrough the bonds of Christian faith that m e  community. and the 

resolution of conflicts between individuals and groups, could be achieved. Contrary to the current 

anarchy of "pagan individualism," the Christian view of creation meant bat humans were bound 

together as creatures and were called to recognize the personality of ~thers.'~ In conuast to modem 

nationalism that defined the community in "sub-human" terms of soi1 or blood, the Christian view of 

'%CC, RP, 1950, " R e m  of the Commission on Culture," 15, 79-80.99. 

nuCC. 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture." 30. 
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true brotherhood and unity followed from the mutual reconciliation that followed from repentance, 

faith, and the "discipline of divine love" in which each recognized the other as persons loved by and 

related to Christ. Thus it was only in the light of the clairns of God's Kingdom and Christian faith 

that individuality and comunity were reconciled in a way that affirmeci the full development of 

individual character and heedom and the mutual relations and cornmon purpose of service to God." 

Christian society, then. was society organized under the umbrella of God's Kingdom and the 

divine nom of love. Borrowing From John Baillie's What is Christian Civilization (1945), the 

commission appealed to John Calvin's Geneva as the mode1 of a Christian society in which every part 

of corporate life was subordinated to the will of Gad? Applied to economics and politics. this 

principle meant that no economic or political system could daim finaIity; but rather, each was called, 

according to Calvin's principle of vocation. to serve God's glory and human weIfare. This approach, 

the cornrnission claimed, resolved the dilemma of modern economics between individualist laissez- 

faire and social security. While there was no economic order, including socialism, that could claim 

to be "Christian." Christianity could insist that economic life was authorized by God and called to 

serve the glory of God and the welfare of mana With this common task the "battleground" between 

worker and manager should be overcome, and economics should be directed to serve personality and 

the welfare of workers and the coinmunity. While this did not necessitate the end to individuai 

ownership, the reality of the sinfuIness of human nature meant that confidence in a beneficent system 

of laissez-faire was naive. Since economic activity should be devoted tu personality and community. 

both fiee enterprise and economic control were "two aspects of a total economic tmth." Human 

welfare was adlleved not by excluding one of these, but by appropriating what was worthy from each. 

- -  pp 
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though without identifjhg the Kingdom with any economic system. 

The commission proposeci a similar Calvinistic interpretation of the subordination of the state 

to the will of God. The tendency to totaiitarianism was a pagan demand for absolute loyalty that was, 

as Cochrane had shown, epitomized in the Roman empire, and that arose from the state's attempt to 

arrogate the authority of God to itself. From a Christian perspective, however, the state was a 

temporal institution ordained by God to serve the glory of God and the welfare and f i e  ckvelopment 

of the people? At the same time, then* it was only in the Light of God's endowment of rights and 

his love for men that human rigtits could be inviolable. If regarded as man-made or conferred by 

society or îhe state, rights could as easily be taken away in the name of the state. as was done in Nazi 

Germany." Thus the commission affirmeci the legitimate authority of the state and its right to 

receive the support and sacrifice of its citizens, but insisted that no form of govemment. whether 

authontarian or democratic, could claim either absolute authority or the identity of God's Kingdom. 

Rather. Christians must support those forms which promoted meaningful life for the masses, and 

which enabled al1 to participate "aeatively in the self-realization of the community" at al1 leve~s.~' 

The primary solution to the crisis of secular culture, the commission claimeci, was the need 

to restore îhe place of religion in education A similar concern about religious education had k e n  

indicated in the United Church already pior to World War II in the efforts of Henry Langford, 

secretary of the United Church Board of Christian Education, to rethink Christian education beginning 

in 1939. In 1942 the Board stressed that, "in the present world stmggle, and because we believe that 

man is a child of God," it was urgent that every person be educated in Christian truth, and in their 

- 
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religious inheritance and desüny? At that tirne, however, the board's conception of Christian 

educaîion was limited to church ministries and study groups, and to the colleges and seminaries of the 

church, with little reference to the public &y school education system. 

In 1944, with C. A. Myers as secretary, the board began to broaden its strategy by trying to 

Link "religious education" with public day schools." Noting that of the two and a quarter million 

children in public elementary and secondary education, some one million and a half were "probably" 

Protestant, but that only some threequarters of a million or fiAy percent of these were enrolled in 

Protestant Sunday Schools, the board sought a more effective method of reaching those unchurched 

children by cooperating with the school system and advocating the schools' responsibility in religious 

education Among the potential methods of enabling that religious education. the board clearly 

favoured a system of collaboration between an inter-church cornmittee and provincial Departments of 

Education to develop an adquate curriculum, textbooks. and the training and selection of teachers. 

In contrast to the alternatives of having merely voluntary religious education provided by clergy 

during schooI hours, or the Province of Ontario's proposal to integrate religion into a cumcuIum 

developed and adrninistered solely by the Department of Eduction, the system provided by the board 

would ensure contact between church and state while also providing for îomprehensive religious 

education 

Though the Commission on Culture did not address the administration of education, it pressed 

even m e r  in its argument for incorporating religion into education. Anticipating HiIda Neatby's 

argument several years later in her So Little for the Mind (1953)- the commission criticized what it 

assumed was the pragmatism that had corne to dominate education, arguing that it failed to teach 

people how to tive since its focus on relativist "social adjustrnent" excluded or reduced the basic tmths 

W C ,  1942, "The Board of Christian Education," 294. 
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about God that were necessary for a coherent meaning of the whole of reality. Truth ultimately was 

moral, the report claimed, since it concemed man's relation to God. Hence education must teach the 

mth "in love and for love." and it must constrain man to a decision about loyalty to Christ? 

Religion was not merely an "elective" in education, but rather the most significant element that gave 

meaning and purpose to life. Indeed, the greatest need of the age was for Christian education and 

thought to counter the secu1arization of culture and mass media" And Christian teachers. it urged, 

must "perrneate al1 that they teach with the spirit and principles" of Christianity so as to train people, 

a s  T. S. mo t  suggested. to "think in Christian categ~ries."~ 

To restore the central role of religion in education, the commission called especially for a 

renaissance of the liberal arts of the western tradition. In support of this revival, the commission 

endorsed Harvard University's report on Generai Education in a Free Society (1945) and its proposai 

for a greater emphasis on generaï education that wouId provide "something more" than training in the 

sciences and languages. That "something more" was the wisdom of the western tradition, and 

especially Pfato's "vision of greatness and a capacity to evaluate life in tenns of the beautiful, the me, 

and the goai." not merely for utiiitarian ends, but so that man might adjust himself to the nature of 

the universe itself?' But in keeping with a modern histoncai consciousness. it also sought to 

disclose transcendent truths through the "classicaI learning" of the histonc western tradition, or what 

it called the "great traditions. ideas. ideals and principles. the real things by which men live."" 

Contrary to the relativist and pragrnatic methods of modern education and its hostiIity to tradition. the 

@'WC, RP, 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture," 97. 
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commission claimed that in the tradition of "Greek thought and Christianity" were the spiritual 

sources, or what Sir Richard Livingstone had called the "'vitamins' and the 'life-blood,"' of western 

civi~ization~~ 

The commission's proposal thus assumed, as had Cochrane, an underl yi ng organic continuity 

between Christianity and the classical tradition. At the same tirne, it also assumed a continuity 

between theology and philosophy. On the one hand, the intent of the proposal was to recover a 

religious, theocentric basis for life. To that end. the commission proposed to restore Theulogy, if not 

formally then at teast in principle, to the role of "Queen of the Sciences." In this role, it suggested, 

theology should be able to synthesize al1 knowledge and ensure that knowledge was seen in relation 

to Gad." In actuality. however. its focus on an historicai and "enlightened" discovery of 

transcendent tnith finally Ied to philosophical reason rather than theological confession Indeed. in 

his over-view of the report. J. F. Macdonald declared that the key to the new liberal education was 

the recovery of Philosophy that would re-establish the equiïibrium between facts and values. In the 

absence of that balance, modem society had iinked scientific technique with an uncritical "free play 

of individualisrn" producing, arnong O Wr consequences, the capitalist economic order. Modem 

society therefore needed to balance socid facts with clear social values that disclosed the meaning of 

facts. "Social facts without social values." he declared, "are meaningless; social values without social 

facts are imp~tent."~' While the study of the social order must indeed be scienti fic, so also a rationai 

philosophical analysis was needed that would examine the ends of sociai institutions in a way that was 

related to the existing realities of social structures. Though the basis of that philosophical examination 

of values must be rooted in the religious faith in a creative and moral human nature, and thus in the 

- - 
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beiief in divine grace, it was philosophy that offered "the capacity to formulate rational value- 

judgernents based, not on romanticism, but on a sound philosophical analysis," thereby providing for 

a rational treatment of vaIues and an "enlightened religion." 

UItirnately, the commission considered this reconciliation of phiIosophy and theology, and of 

Christianity and classical culture, to be consistent with the fundamental nature of Christianity. Seen 

in the light of Christ, the unity of iife on the growid of eternai principles meant that knowledge of al1 

times and in al1 branches was true for al1 tirne? Thus the revelation of eternal tmth couid be found 

within history: 

we still have a foundation upon which men and women of moral and religious 
conviction may build, and despite the degeneracy of much that for centuries has been 
the support of men of goodwill, much still remains. Only when mankind dares to 
Listen to this residue, ciares aiso to listen to the voice of God who speaks forever in 
the human hem, and takes seriously the objective revelation of God's love as it is in 
Christ Jesus, can the leaven of the secular conscience become purified and 
eniightened, and mankind find a way of life that will bring peace and security to the 
nations, and joy and creative life to individual men and ~ornen.~'  

Here was a vision of a modem sacramentalism which interpreted the meaning of the worId in ternis 

of its relationship to a transcendent God, and which claimed to find echoes of that meaning in the 

wor Id. 

The proposal to recover the voie  of God in a reconstmcted western tradition, however, was 

also chastened by an Augustinian interpretation of history that ernphasized both the moral root of 

history and the tension between God's eternd will and human history. In its section on modem views 

of history, the commission juxtaposed that Augustinian interpretation with modem secular and 

"utopian" interpretations of history, most especially the Manrism which had divided the FCSO, and 

WCC, RP, 1950, "Report of the Commission on Culture," 24. 
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which the commission argued reduced history to material causes and a self-sufficient pro ces^.^^ 

Drawing especiall y on Herbert Butterfield's Christiani ty and History (1 %O), the commission portrayed 

history as emphatically not "self-explanatory" or autonomous, but rather, in keeping with its 

sacramental view of the world, as unfolding under the rule of God. At its core, therefore, the dynamic 

of history lay in moral relations, and it displayed the realities of sin, divine judgement, and the 

mysterious over-niling of human good and evil by divine Providence. Nevertheless, the moral nahue 

of history also meant, as Butterfield claimed, that it involved the action of free nord persons, and 

therefore remained open-ended and unpredictable. According to the commission, this interpretation 

gave assurance of the moral purposefulness of history and the hope. confirmed by Christ who was the 

"clue to the meaning of history." that the end of human action was directed by God toward his saving 

PurPo se. 

Despite this confidence, the report remained arnbiguous about the destiny of history. Like 

Augustine, it describecl man as a citizen of two worlds, namely the temporal world of social relations 

and duties and the etemal Kingdom of God to which man owed ultimate loyalty." Thus the reporl 

as had Augustine, identified the moral antithesis in history with an ontologica1 duality. While 

claiming that its Augustinian view of history constituted a cal1 to moral action in the world in the 

certainty that God's purpose would triumph, the commission also claimed that man was "both a citizen 

and a pilgrim in history."'" In contrast to secular utopiar2sms. the commission clairned. paradise 

would not be accomplished "within space and tirne." but rather was reserved "onIy for eternity." 

Though the supernatural Kingdom of God impinged on the present order, making possible moral 

progress in the world, the reality of history was that evil and good were le!? to grow up together until 

'm. & 1950, "Report of ihe Commission on Culture*" 74. 87. 
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the end of history. The fulfillment of history, therefore, was "not in this worid, Its fiilfiliment is from 

beyond the time scene when Christ shall corne again io reign and God shall be al1 in all."LOL 

Though not an event within history, however, the background of eternity hoped for in faith provided 

Christianity with the realism which recognized both progess and regress. and the transcendent claims 

of the Kingdom by which man might work toward "a m e  society in the world." 

In its own way. the commission's Augustinian view of history off& a motive. rhough 

sobered with moral realism. for ongoing transformation of western civilization. As John BailLie had 

suggested in his What is Christian Civilization (1945). the dialectic between earthly civikation and 

the Christian eschatological ided provided both a moral realism and a moral dynamic. Though 

thanldul for the penneation of Christian ideals in western civilization. and striving to implement them 

more fully, Christian faith recognized that al1 e m y  civilizations were compt and destined to pensh. 

Nevertheless. while the society that "relaxes its hold upon the eternal" was sure to pensh premawely. 

Western civilization, with its Christian faith in the eternal and a "more chastened estimate of its own 

majesty and the knowledge that 'here we have no continuing city[.]"' might be made more 

durabie.'Ot 

III. Grace Against Nature: the Neo-orthodox Critique of Culture 

While clergymen-scholars especially in the United Church strove to recover a Christian culture in pst- 

World War II Canada. Canadian Presbyterians moved in the starkly opposite direction of emphasizing 

the discontinuity of Christianity and culture. Although John Moir has attributed that trend largely to 

conservative "anti-ecumenists" like W. Stanford i3eid.l" much more consideration should be given 

"uCC. RP, 1950. "Report of the Commission on Cultiire." 74-78. 
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to the influence of Barthian theology, and especially to the influence of Walter Bryden. Bryden 

shared Cochrane's Augustinian critique of classical and modern secularism and the attempt of modern 

man to impose his own order by the techniques of rationalism and power. As he rose to prominence 

in the Resbyterian Church during the t 940's, his Barthian insistence on W exclusive judgement and 

grace of a transcendent God, and the eschatological origins and destiny of the church. permeated the 

agenda and pronouncements of the church. By the late 1940's, however, he and his Presbyterian 

colleagues combined that Barthian exclusivism with the recovery of Calvinist ideas about God's 

sovereignty and the daims of Christ over ail spheres of creation. In synthesizing Barthianism and 

Calvinism, Presbyterians like Bryden developed an alternative vocation of cultural transformation that 

sought, not the progressive realization of the western tradition, but a revolution of modern culture 

toward a radically new Kingdom of God, 

During the 1930's. as the Presbyterian Church gradualIy resolved the most pressing difficulties 

of disunion, its engagement with the task of evangelizing Canadian society had begun to parallel that 

of the United Church. In 1933 Presbyterians had joined the Joint Cornmittee for the Evangelization 

of Canadian Life. and also expanded task of Committee on Evangelism to include "Church Life and 

WorkW1" And in 1935 the Resbyterian Church joined the Social Service Council of Canada, which 

at the time was concerned with problems involving moving pictures. temperance, housing, and 

"de~ency."'~~ During the war. it developed these social and ecumenical activities further. The 1941 

General Assern bl y. for exarnple. endorsed several overtures urging that the church devo te greater effort 

to building the Christian civilization in Canada that the nation was sacrificing for in the war.lq To 

'OResbyterian Chuch in Canada (PCC). Acu and Roceedings of the General Assemhlv (AP), 1933, "Report 
of the Committee on Evangelism," 106. 

'mPCC. AP, 1935, "Report of the Committee on Evangelism and Church Life and Work," 124. 

'OPCC &. 1941. "Minutes," 61. and "Appendis" 147. 
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that end, the Assembly directeci the church to renewed study of the Word, and instructed the 

Cornmittee on Evangelism and Church Life and Work to work with boards of oîher churches to 

develop an appropriate response to the challenge of Christianizing civilization. 

By 1943, urgent cails to Christianize Canadian society seemed to corne from al1 sides in the 

church, though such calls also began to emphasize the moral nature of the perceived crisis, thereby 

paraileling the rising Augustinianism in the United Church. In 1943, the Presbyterian Board of 

Evangelism and Church Life and Work reporteci on the social impact of the all-consuming war effort. 

War enlistment had drained the young men and women frorn the churches. war-time industrial 

dernands brought round-the-dock production without Sundays off, while factory work took even 

women fiom volunteer church activities. Few had time left even for Sunday worship, and even this 

time was threatened with alternative amusements Iike the Sunday opening of rnovie theatres and 

In response, the board urged resistance to secularization of the Lord's Day, and renewed 

evangelïcai preaching and education. 

Indeed, Pres byterian Church cornmittees increasingl y stressed the need for moral and spin tua1 

renewal. In a 1945 statement on economic and social problerns, the Board of Evangelism and Church 

Li fe and Work declared the need for further study, but also thrit "no nation c m  expect Security, Order, 

and Spiritual Blessing unies it first accept the spiritual and moral demands of Christ."'06 In its 

regular report for 1945, the Board also pleaded for the renewal of religious education in the public 

schools, arguing that the horrors of war and sorrows of mankind "are traceable to a broken moral law 

and the consequent judgments of a God that men ignored," and that the times demonstrated "the 

'mPCC, g, 1943. "Report of Ibe Board of Evangelism and Church Life and Work" 95. 
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stupendous need for a renewal of the moral and spiritual foundations of our Western ci~ilization."'~~ 

Aiready in 1942, in fact, the Board had we1come.d growing interest in religious education in the public 

s c h o ~ l s . ~ ~ ~  Though thankfhl for the opporninity for ministers to provide Bible instruction in the 

public schools, however, the board also feared that the system was inadequate in larger cities there 

were more schools than available ministers. In 1945. the board reporteci efforts by the Protestant 

churches to press provincial education boards to incorporate Religious Education into the curriculum 

of the schoots, "and thus make the teaching of the Christian Faith a part of the child's mental 

fare.""' Like the United Church, the Presbyterian Church endorsed the Province of Ontario's 

scheme for Biblical instruction by the Board of Education itself, with the stipulation that textbooks 

be revised in consultation with representatives from the Reformed Communions. 

The trend of Presbyterian engagement with the moral transformation of civilization was further 

highlighted in 1945 when the name of the Board of Evangelism and Church Life and Work was 

changed to that of the Board of Evangelism and Social Action, with CI L. Cowan appointed as full- 

time se~retary.~" As Peter Dunn, Convener of the Board, wrote in 1947, the change in narne 

signified that the Board had "a wider field of activity and calIed more pointedly to members to 

practice the principles of Lheir faith in ai1 life's relationships ...."lL' That same year. the Presbyterian 

Church participated in forming the Canadian Council of Churches, and an ecumenical plan for a new 

carnpaign, entitled Advance for Christ. to deepen and extend the spiritual life of the nation.'" 
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After 1945, however, wtually in mid-stride, these expanding efforts to Cluistianize Canadian 

civilization were taken in the direction of a more radically exclusive, and generally Barthian 

conception of the evangel. This shift was hinted at in the 1946 report of the Board of Evangelism 

and Social Action, which, with C. L. Cowan now as full-time secretary, could consider its long-tem 

plans and the problems of evangeüsm. According to the report, renewed theological interest, extensive 

efforts at evangelistic missions, and new church building al1 indicated that there was no tack of 

commitment in the Presbpaian ~hurch."' To the contrary, according to the board. the Presbyterian 

Church was recovering from the "disaster" of 1925, and had under G d ' s  guidance a vital contribution 

to give to Canada and the world. Despite this prosperous activity, the board reported increasing 

difficulty in its efforts to evangelize an age that was apathetic to the evangel: 

The problem is how to communicate the Gospel to an indifferent age and a world 
given over to secular pursuits and the pursuit of pleasure, Advances can be made in 
localities, and progress is noted in chwches here and there, but the permanence even 
of such advances is sometimes doubtful. The fact must be faced that there is a world- 
wide indifference to or open hostility towards the Christ. The tragic result of this is 
seen in the decline in rnorals, in the collapse in many quarters of decent social 
standards, in the increasing number of divorces, in dmnke~ess.  in juvenile 
delinquency. and in crimes of violence and shame, and ail this in spite of the 
countless social agencies at work throughout the ~ o r l d ! " ~  

Even within the Presbyterian church, the report added. the problems of a srnail and dispersed 

membership, theological differences, and regionaï differences fmstrated the work of evangel ism. Such 

a situation called, the board concluded, for the church to reflect on its responsibilities and efforts, on 

its faith and doctrine. and hurnbly wait upon Cod "who alone is suficient for the problems that face 

US." 

In addition to this theological reconsideration, the Presbyterian church withdrew frorn the joint 

Advance for Christ carnpaign, 
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In his report on this action, William Barclay, chair of the Presbyterian Advance for Christ Cornmittee, 

explained that the cornmittee could find no grounds for cooperation with other communions due to 

"essentiai différences between the various campaigns.""' At the heart of those differences. by 

Barclay's account, was a view among Resbyterian representatives that the work of Christ could not 

be "organized" by the church, for the advance of the church depended on the conviction created by 

Christ himself. The proper act of the church was not merely self-promotion, nor the presumption to 

create faith, but to respond in thanks and Christian obedîence. "The Church exists," Barclay declareci, 

not to perpetuate its own tradition, but "to preach the Gospel, to compel people to decide about Jesus 

Christ even though they may not want to do so. and to teach the meaning of the Christian Faith." 

This disengagement from social amelioration in favour of a more exclusive re1iance on Christ 

coincided with the rise of Walter Bryden, James Smart, and A. C. Cochrane, and an emerging new 

generation of scholars influenced by Barthianism, in the Presbyterian Church. Most significant among 

these was Bryden: with his address on The Significance of the Westminster Confession to the 1943 

General Assembly, he had gained wide respect. which was confimeci in his permanent appointment 

as principal of Knox College in 1945. Although a conservative wing that included W. Stanford Reid, 

T. Wardlaw Taylor, and F. Scott Mackenzie also contributed to an ami-liberal opposition to 

ecumenicity, it was especially Barthians Iike Bryden who would dominate the doctrinal reflection of 

the Resbyterian Church during the 1940's and 1950's. The two major committees established to lead 

this reflection were the Cornmittee on Articles of Faim, which was appointed in 1942 and delivered 

its initial "Staternent of Faith" in 1945, and the Commission on Church and Nation, appointed in 1949. 

Together, those two committees reflected the immediate pst-war Presbyterian understanding of 

Cfistianity and its relation to contemporary Canadian culture. Bryden was a pivota1 figure in both 

committees. and to the objection of conservatives like Reid they would bear the stamp of his Barthian 

"'PCC, AP, 1946, "Minutes," 28. 



emphasis on an exclusively eschatological Word. 

The 1942 appointaient of a Committee on Articles of Faiih followed the "Paris deliverance," 

which consisted of overtures to the General Assembly of 1942 requesting fieedom to use forms of 

worship other than those approved by the 1875 Basis of Union of the Presbyterian Church of Canada, 

and which by implication juxtaposed fieedom of conscience, church order, and the status of the 

Westminster Confession's affirmation of the state's authonty in the ch~rch."~ As the 1945 General 

Assembly noted, the rrmbiguity of the Basis of Union on such matters effectively left the church with 

no clear position on the relation of church and state, and more significantly, with no effective common 

confes~ion."~ The committee appointeci to address the laner issue included Peter DUM. Joseph 

Wasson, A. C. Cochrane, Walter Bryden, W. Stanford Reid. T. Wardlaw Taylor, and E. G. Thompson, 

Eventually, Principal F. Scott Mackenzie and his successor at Presbyterian ColIege in Montreal, Robert 

Lennox, J. B. Rhodes, and Donald V. Wade, among others would serve on the committee. 

The cornmittee's fast "Statement of Faith" in 1945 was intentionally tentative and partial, 

focusing on issues that it considered pertinent for the tirnes and for an essentiai confession of Christian 

faith.120 Its first article, "The Doctrine of the Knowledge of God." echoed the theme of Bryden's 

The Christian's KnowIedne of God (1940) by taking as its starting point the problem of human sin. 

Assuming the radical discontinuity between God and humanity, the statement declared that man could 

no longer know God fiom revelation in creation, and that God reveaied himself only through the Word 

of the living Christ that was recorded in Scripture and interpreted by the Holy Spirit. From this 

emphasis on human sin and immediate revelation, the statement proceeded to declare humanity's 

reiiance sole1y on God's unilateral grace in a Christ "from above," as well as an Anselmic 

"'PCC, & 1945, " Appendix: A Staternent of Faith," 30 1. 

L'9See tbe overview in PCC, AJ 1950, "Report of the Joint Committee on Church and Nation," 140. 

' W C .  & 1945. "Minutes," 61: "Appendix: Statement of Faith." 302. 
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understanding of atonement in which Christ's &ah alone satisfied God's just judgment and propitiated 

for human sinL2' Its Christology rejected any attempt to belittle the divinity of Christ or the miracle 

of his Incarnation, and in the doctrine of election it affirmed that grace in Christ was the unilateral 

and "eternal" work of God.ln Likewise, it declared that the church was the creature of God's Word 

and Spirit, and as such was, as Bryden emphasized in his critique of Cochrane, uniquely "born from 

above." 

Like the centrai themes of Bryden's own works, then, the Presbyterian statement portrayed 

grace as strictly eschatologicaï, and in order to make its point clear it explicitly negated any continuity 

between grace and creation. Though man was created a "living soul" with the capacity, as the 

Westminster Coafession claimed, to have free and eternal communion with God and to do his will, 

the reality of original sin meant that man had "bound" himself over to God's just j~dgernent.'~~ 

Because of that sin there could be no knowledge of God apart from direct divine revelation, whether 

by "unaided intellect or emotion" or through any other religions or gods, nor were the Scriptures 

merely the record of man's reiigious experience and search after God."' Though the preservation 

of creation was indeed the work of God's grace, that grace was revealed solely in Christ, so that 

neither history, nature, or philosophy could provide any preparation for the revelation of grace. It was 

only in his confession of his "utter unworthiness" mat man could experience God's grace, and oniy 

in the faith given by God's grace could man know God's Word in creation.12' The statement aiso 

rejected what it took to be the liberal idea that man's sin was merely imperfection. or that "communal 

'='PCC. & 1945. "Statement of Faith," 302. 

l e ,  1945. "Statement of Faith." 304-5. 

'lPCC. AP, 1945, "Statement of Faith," 303. 
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or civic virtues," on their own, could be identified with the M t s  of the Spirit, Though God's 

providentiai grace enabled man to abide by "necessary viftues" in his relations with fellow-man, he 

was incapable in anything regarding "things above" in the sense of knowing and doing God's will or 

contributing to his salvation. Human righteousness, and man's m e  purpose, were to be realized only 

through the eschatological Christ. 

The statement's emphasis on the eschatologicai uniqueness of grace and the church over 

against sinful nature, however. meant that the church's relation to the world in the present age was 

deeply ambiguous. Though its origin was transcendent, the church remained hurnan, and therefore 

"frai1 and weak" since its members still awaited the fullness of redemption. The church was visible 

where, and insofar as the Word is preached and received by faith and the sacraments rightly 

administered; indeed, it was through these instruments, though in human words and signs, that God's 

Word of grace was declared in the world. But as Luther had argued in his theology of the Word, the 

hem and truth of the church remained invisible in the sense that its life was "hid with Christ in God," 

for no one could observe the work of the Spirit. In setting the church apart ffom al1 "natural" 

associations and institutions, the statement meanwhile described the latter as institutions which 

"necessarily emerge for the protection and preservation of men and society in their temporal conditions 

because of their bondage in sin."12' In contrast to Cochrane's emphasis on the continuity of creation 

order with redemptive grace, the Presbyterian statement thus viewed "natural" institutions as products 

of God's providentiai grace to remain sin. As such, they were suboràinate to God's will. but they 

were temporary, and they functioned in terms of natural law rather than redemptively. 

The ambiguity that resulted from this view was evident in the statement's position on the 

relation between church and state. 'The state. it claimed, had legitimate authority to maintain just laws 

and to use the power of the sword, for it was authorized by God "in consequence of man's sin" for 

'%C. AP, 1945. "Siaiement of Faith." 305. 
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the glory of God, for the public good, and for the protection of Gd 's  people and the &dom of the 

Gospel.ln Church and state therefore had different tasks that relata to different orders. While the 

state the state belonged to the temporal order of sin. the church's role was "fundamentaily redemptive 

and of eternal significance, Le., to Save, deiiver and release the souls of men from the bondage of sin 

and death."'28 

Though church and state had related interests, and in some sense were intertwined in temporal 

life, the statement protested profusely against the attempt to subject one to the other. While it made 

bnef allusion to Catholic claims to the superiority of the church over the state, it especidly warned 

against modern totalitarian attempts, exempiified by Hitler, to maice the church a function of the 

nation. Though they had different tasks, both church and state were "directl~~' subject to Christ, rather 

than to one a n ~ t h e r . ~ ~ ~  Ecciesiasticai autfiorities must not "interfere in the laws of the secular realm, 

claim jurisdiction over its peoples, or deprive any of its citizens of their lawful rights wiwn the 

realm."lm But conversely. the state could not assume control over the church's administration of 

the Word and sacraments and "the keys of the kingdom of heaven." nor could it claim ultimate power 

over the min& or souk of people. By implication, the state also could not legitimately impose upon 

the church's teaching of the Gospel. including in religious education in the public schools. 

While this separation of tasks implied that both church and state had legitimate functions, the 

statement suggested that their association with the different orders of grace and nature meant that rhey 

tended to inherent conflict. Christians, according to the statement. lived in two worlds: though 

"prirnarily ... citizens of 'Heaven,' they are also ... citizens of the secular realm upon which they are 

- - pp 
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dependent for maintenance, justice and peace." So long as the state was "under and subject to God," 

Chrîstians owed the same loyalty to the state as  any other citizen."' But the tendency of man to 

subvert power to himself, particularly through the instrument of the state, rneant that there was an 

inescapable tension between the cIaims of church and state. While the church rnust be humble and 

long-suffering in the face of persecution, it was also called to "pronounce judgment" on injustices by 

the state and remind it of its divine obligations. In times of tyranny and oppression, such as Hitler's 

totalitarianism, this prophetic task rnight even mean encouraging active opposition to the faise state, 

even to the use of arrns, so that the church might "witness to the freedom and absolute daim of God's 

Word upon dl men. and upon al1 nations."ln 

The statement concluded with a view of the relation between the social order and the Kingdom 

of God that at first glance seems to contradict its insistence on distinguishing between the orders of 

redemptive grace and sinful temporality. The whole social order, it claimed, was subject to God. and 

the Kingdom of God was the universal rule of Christ in al1 things. This daim, however, assumed that 

the Kingdorn of God was constituted by the eschatofogical entry and positive revelation of God's 

Word into the world. Through the Word, Christians were made new creatures in ail human 

relationships, and "adjusted themeIves so as to live for God's glory in the family, trade, and 

~iate . ' )~ From the perspective of the radical impact of the Word, the statement repudiateci attempts 

to separate some aspects of life from the operation of that Word and so reduce Christ's claim to only 

the realrn of religion and morals. In the Christ of grace, rather than the continuity of the logos of 

creation claimed by Cochrane, al1 aspects of life were one, and "the Kingdoms of this world are 

becorne the Kingdorn of our Lord and His Christ." The Kingdom of God would not be brought about 

'"PCC. AP, 1945, "Shtement of Faith," 306. 
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by state action; rather, it would corne about tfuough the regeneration of the nations to obedience to 

God through the work of Gd's  Word, and in this sense it would progress on1 y on the basis of "sound 

doctrine and the m e  faith,"'" 

In the meantirne, then, the cornmittee strongly asserted freedom for the church. On the 

particular issue of Liberty of conscience, however, it made clear that its claim to &dom meant 

specificaily a positive, Christian view of freedom Born sin and judgement, and for obedience to God, 

rather than the license of self-will or the absolute rights of natural conscience or "private judgement." 

There was no fkeedom of conscience "except where the natural conscience of man has corne under 

the compeIIing power of the Word and of the Spirit of God," for only thus did man wiIiing accept 

God's w i P  Hence the "liberty of conscience" clause in the 1875 Basis of Union was applicable 

only the freedom of the church fkom the state; it could not mean the right of private, naturai 

conscience to judge in matters of religion, for that would lcave the church with no binding confession 

and no real submission to the Word of God. Freedom of conscience simply meant that the state had 

no right to interfere with individual conscience by requiring religious tests, but the church nevertheless 

had the duty to bind the conscience and require religious tests of its office-bearers and members. In 

short, &dom meant freedorn for the church and the gospel of grace. 

This initial "Staternent of Faith" was signifiant in severai ways for the Presbyterian Church. 

Most immediately, it stirred debate within the church that spanned several years, and brought about 

a division between its neo-orthodox and consewative wings. The emphasis of the Statement on 

human sin, the etemal work of God, an eschatological and supernanual Christ. and freedom for the 

church, were points that conservatives and Barthians could agree on, at least tentatively. Still, 

submission of the 1945 statement to the presbyteries for review and response returned in 1946 a host 

'%CI & 1945. "Statement of Faith." 308. 309. 
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of questions about its negaîion of opposing views, and its unfamiliar conception of the Word and 

revelation, the nature of the church, and the relation of Christ to Gd the Father and creator?' 

As the Committee on Articles of Faith attempted to clariw its views on these matters, it also 

alienated conservatives. The cornminee reported that the church's confession must be the reflection 

of the working of the Spirit in its own rnembers; hence it rejected copying confessional statements 

from other churches, and also felt free to criticize the Westminster Confe~sion.'~' In fact, its 

Barthian insistence on a radically unique, direct revelation of the Spirit subsequently Iead to several 

paradoxical distinctions. While claiming that creation did witness to Christ, and that man should be 

able to h o w  God from creation, the cornmittee's 1947 report claimed that human sin and suppression 

of the truth left man with the paradox of "having a knowledge of God fiom these testirnonies and yet 

not knowing Him" except out of the eschatological and new work of the ~ 0 r d . l ~ ~  It also anempted 

to distinguish between the words of Scnpture and the "authentic witness" of the Word that came 

through the prophets and the aposties, yet it claimed that Scripture an absolute and uniquely inspireci 

Word that was "more than a witness" because "God HimseIf speaks in it." Though revelation and the 

human witness could be distinguished, tfiey could not be separated; one could not go behind the text 

of Scripttue in order to discover a revelation apart from the text.'" Yet again. while the church was 

called to declare God's Word. no human word could be identified with the Word of God. for to speak 

of God was possible oniy in the rniraculous condescension of Christ's spirit to enter the words of 

man.'* 

- 
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Suspicions that the cornmittee's view of revelation contradicted the Westminster Confession 

and Shorter Catechism were deepened in 1948 when the committee criticized the Westminster 

Confession's doctrines on the "etenial attributes" of God and on election and "double predestination" 

for presuming that man could knaw God's etemal mind and that human characteristics could be 

extended to Goci.'"' for  a truly evangelical doctrine of election, the committee suggested. one need 

only look to God's revelation in Christ and the Holy Spirit. And since they could not presume to 

know the mind of God. Christians could only assume that God cailed al1 to believe, and that Christ 

had k e n  the representative sacrifice on behalf of al1 men. and that therefore al1 were elect.ld2 

Finally, the committee sharply distinguished between grace and reliance on law and forrns. Since 

God's law as revealed in Christ was a loving will. the law was not to function legalistically to ailow 

man to estabiish his own righteousness; rather, it was to disclose man's guilt and God's judgement, 

and to direct man to Christ and to a life of Face that was distinct from legalism and God's 

providential laws for physical. economic. and social life.14) 

The cornmittee's Barthian challenge to the Westminster Confession's scholastic Protestant 

claim to lay down in its doctrine the eternal mind of God lead to the open dissent of conservative 

Presbyterians. W. Stanford Reid argued that the comminee's criticisms went beyond its mandate to 

develop a Statement of Faith based on the Bible and the Westminster Confe~sion. '~ When the 

cornmittee added in 1949 that the institutional church and ecclesiastical forrns, or the "agreements of 

men," could not be identified with the essential unity of the church that was hidden with Christ, 

"'PCC, AP, 1948, "Report of the Conunittee on Articles of Faith," 129-31. 
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conservatives refused to concur.'" In a dissenting minonty repon. W. H. Fuller, David Kerr. and 

T. Wardlaw Taylor defended the obLigation to participate in the feIlowship of the Church. and argued 

that the tnie Church was indeed visible in the "forms" that marked the m e  church, such as 

proclaiming the Word administration of the sacrarnents, and exercise of discipline. " Coi nciding 

with this dissent was the resignation tiom the cornmittee of W. Stanford Reid and F. Scott Mackenzie. 

who had joined the committee in 1948. 

A second dimension of the statement was its sharp difference, especially in its assertion of 

radical human sin and the discontinuity behveen grace and creation, from the progressive 

Augustinianism that led the United Church statements to identify with the western tradition. Bryden 

rejected the progressive Augustinian identification of the divine with a spiritual principle that was 

"becorning" in creation. Throughout his pst-war work, Bryden insisted that ail "human reason, 

science, philosophy and culture" had failed man; man could find no security in himseif or his 

civili~atioa'~' In his inaugural lecture as Rincipal of Knox College in 1945, he began from the 

declaration that humans have nothing to bring to the urgent tasks of God in the present age.'" "The 

world," he claimed, "by its nature aiways stands in a state of rebellion against God. strives to cmcify 

the Son of His Glory and invariably ends up in a riot of savagery and of wanton living.""' Sinful 

humanity in ai1 ages tumed fiom God to follow Nature and their own human impulses. Consequently, 

whatever work the church rnight do was made possible only by the eschatological presence of God's 

i45PCC, & 1949, "Report of the Cornmittee on Articles of Faith," 3 13-15, 
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spirit that brought to hurnanity a radically new life characterized by the recognition of Christ as lord 

over ail t h i n g ~ . ' ~  

Bryden's depiction of this eschatological "new" order emphasized its radical discontinuity with 

an old order. G d  never, Bryden claimed, 

adds old things to new things. He never creates the tmth which saves men by putting 
together that wfiich embraces the b a t  in the oId and that which is most promising in 
the =W. He does not seek, as we do, to revive a decaying age, to procure a new 
stm, to create a real confidence in the hearts of men by discovering some middle way 
behveen what is old and what is new.lS1 

in keeping with Barth's paradoxical nisis, Bryden insisted that the good news of God's presence in 

the world in Christ always brought judgment that preceded forgiveness, and that signified "the 

complete disillusionment of man in his natural evaluation of himself."'" 

Throughout the pst-war period. Bryden distinguished this view from the progressive 

Augustinian revival of Christian humanism. Already in his 1945 inaugural address, he criticized Sir 

Richard Livingstone's appeal to revive the Arts and Humanities thar the United Church's Commission 

on CuIhrre would adopt in 1950. Though Bryden agreed that the trend of modem culture to the 

technical sciences was not adequate for rebuilding civiIization, he disputed Livingstone's claim that 

Greek thought was part of a tnie "spirituai" basis for western civilization. While Greek thought indeed 

was part of western culture, he claimed, the Holy Spirit was the only m e  spirit, and it "stands over 

against al1 'flesh,' cultural as well as ~ e n s u a l . " ~ ~ ~  Elsewhere, Bryden argud that a radical view of 

grace challenged the "idealist" and Greek logos identity of grace with a "so-calIed 'higher' rational- 

- - - -- - -- 
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principle, immanent in man and in the world, presumed to be the sole creative agency of al1 there is 

of worth in civilization, culture and religion."lS He conceded that there may be a creative-pnnciple 

in Me. and that earthl y virtue was indeed the providential grace of God that pointed to the etemal. but 

this meaning was visible only in the light of the Spirit. Meanwhile, al1 so-called virtues of man were 

under the curse of sin. To identify the creative principle with the redemptive Holy Spirit was 

disastrous to Christianity, for it suggested a new self-sufficiency for the world that rested on a false 

dichotomy between spiritual life, identifïed with i ~ e r  mental life, and the extemal world. 

In fact, Bryden claimed, Greek thought was part of the crisis of modem culture because it 

assumed something within humanity as the n o m  by which man could judge and approve of himself, 

and as a result it ended in "a morass of relativisms and subjectivisms."155 According to Bryden. 

however, the tnie antithesis involved different kinds of spiritual life, in which the work of the Holy 

Spirit marked the "utter discontinuity between God and sinful man, between the Divine Spirit and the 

Human Spirit"Lx The radical newness brought by the eschatological revelation of Chnst therefore 

raised "embarrassing questions" about the "Imago Dei and the Analogia Entis," for it suggested that 

there could be no approach to God, and no revelation, by analogies to nature or human 

personaîity . ln 

For Bryden, then, the eschatological work of grace was juxtaposed with historicaI tradition 

and philosophical reason. The work of the spirit, he claimed was no historic human accomplishment. 

but the gift of "God's descent into the world for its redemption." and it was made felt in the world 

IYBry&n. "The Holy Spirit and the Church (n-d.)," 40. 
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of sin oniy through the presence of the Spirit in the ch~rch."~ The main problem of the modem 

church was not the extemal threat of secularïzing forces, but the danger that the church itself tended 

to becurne "civilized" by reducing itself "to the dimensions of the apparent necessities of our various 

civilizations, national 'traditions' and 'ways of life."' The domesticated church ten&d to become 

entrenched in the status quo, giving its support to the pursuit of material weaith and cultural advance 

in peace-time, and to justifying the national interest in ~ar-tirne.''~ 

Rather than looking back to its traditional humanism, Bryden urged the church to seek its 

authentic life in the eschatological grace of God. In an article on "The Church and the Future." he 

warned that man could not "dig our faith out of ourselves" with a Humanism that attempted to "bypass 

the living Christ and the Holy  pir rit."'" Here Bryden quoted an article by William Manson in the 

Sconish Journal of Theology: 

We must be prepared to cease looking backward only to origins, digging ourselves 
in on old traditional ground, trying to capitalize grace in what we aiready have, 
interpreting the trust comrnitted to us, merely in terms of what has corne to us out of 
a holy p a ~ t . " ' ~ ~  

The source of the church's life lay not in a humanist tradition or moral virtue. nor carefully reasoned 

creeds or fine rituai, but in the actual experience of the gospel which cane from beyond. As Manson 

had concluded, "the church must understand its future eschatolo~ically.'' 

The correlative to this eschatological gospel was a pietist emphasis that identifid the life of 

faith first with confession and prayer.'" Contrary to the recovery of philosophic reason suggested 

1S8Brydenl "The Holy Spirit and the Church (n-d.)," 44. 
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by progressive Augustinians, Bryden claimed that faith could not be explained by reason, for it had 

its own axioms that couid only be witaessed to by confession and by a theology understood as "faith 

thinking itself out. face to face with Furthermore, Bryden clairned that prayer was "the 

intenses fonn of Christian action," for when Christians prayed they confessed that God am, and that 

they depend on his action.16< Hence it was in the Church's prayer-iife that the modem 

"Incarnational theology" tmly came to fruition. 

More broadly, as he explained in his inaugural address, the church was in opposition to the 

world since it was uniquely the creature and witness of the Word that was in "grim struggle" against 

a sinful. rebellious w o r ~ d . ' ~ ~  Bryden set this uniqueness against the modem tendency to erase the 

differences between the church and the world, and to judge Christianity in terms of humanitarian 

virtues or critical science. That the world no Ionger took the church senously nor feared its militancy, 

he claimed, was due partly to the domestication of the church itself and its failure to challenge the 

world.'" On severai occasions, Bryden quoted the damning words of Soren Kierkegaard: "Woe 

unto the Church which does not embarrass the wor~d." '~ Christ had come, not to bring peace, but 

a sword of judgment against the world, including against the church's own confonnity to the world. 

Likewise, the church was called to oppose the world with a new life rooted in the Spirit of Christ.'68 

These references to a "new" order, however, suggested a third dimension of the Presbyterian 

confessional position after 1945, narnely the emergence of efforts to relate redemptive "judging- 
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saving" gram more fully and positively to life of Church in the world. Hints of this concern for an 

a l t e d v e ,  specifically eschatological interpretation of the relation of grace and culture were present 

already in the 1945 "Statement of Faith." By 1950, however, the twin themes of Bryden's 

retrospective on "The Church, Today and One Hundred Years Ago," open1 y indicated the comection 

of this concern to his earlier emphasis on the exclusiveness of God's word.lw M e r  reiterating his 

familiar claim that the revelation of God's Word was radically distinct from human action, nature. or 

culture. he went on to emphasize that the eschatological entry of God into the world brought a radical 

newness into human life. 

Between 1945 and his death in 1952, Bryden. and the cornmittees of the Presbyterian Church, 

began to focus on identifying this new iife of the Spirit and the cal1 to Iive that Iife in the world. The 

Iife of the spirit, Bryden argued, did not mean a monastic withdrawal or institutional separation from 

the stniggIe against sin in the world, but rather a iife rooted in the eschatological Spirit iived within 

creation.17* In one of his most farnous sermons. given over the CBC in 1947, Bryden described the 

power of the Gospel. not merely as separating beIievers to a new theory or religion, but as freeing 

man fmrn himself to a completely new life of faim and freedom to serve God. Christ was "radically 

against this world; but. .... just because He was so profoundly it."17' Hence the coming of Christ 

was for the purpose of making creation new. 

Thus Bryden t m e d  to God's "yes" for the world, and accordingly his emphasis on the 

eschatological, judging Word opened upon a millenarian vision of the radical renewal of creation 

through redemptive grace. The gift of grace was a call, or vocation, to a new Iife of obeùience in the 
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rnidst of a sinful world.ln His rejection of "culture." he claimed. was not a "sheer pessimism." but 

a recognition of the reality of both sin and redemption. OnIy a true Christian, he claimai. had a right 

to be an optiniist "in a world tike tfus"; not. however. "because of what he can survey in the world." 

but because of the knowledge lhat God actually enters the world to Save it.In In contrast to the 

"smug and compiacent optimism" that characterized the American continent, Bryden added, it was 

only from the realistic belief in Eternity that one could believe "in this world and al1 of its relative 

values. " 

In comments on "The Church and the Economic Order" for the comrnittee on Articles of Faith, 

Bryden began to draw a more positive view of God's providence in the temporal or&r.l7" Against 

the claim that economics and politics had a "right of existence in and of themselves," Bryden claimed 

the Reformers' view that, though necessitated by the FaII, they were established by God as aspects 

of his providentiai grace, and therefore were subject to God's Word. Despite their differences, both 

Luther and Calvin saw the state, for example, as authorized by God to restrain sin and so preserve 

life."' In contrast to the Roman Catholic view of the supremacy of the church over the state, 

according to Bryden, the Reformers asserted that church and state each were Iegitimate and were 

directly responsibIe to God in their specific functions. 

While attempting to daim their legitimacy. however, Bryden continued to suggest an 

ambiguous relationship between God's "providential" grace in temporal ecmomic and political 

structures, and his "redemptive" grace in Christ. Though Christ had corne to abolish the world insofar 

as it was completely in the grip of sin, yet the provisions in the worId for law and government, and 

'%Wer W. Bryden, "Jesus Christ - the Cal1 of God (n.d.)," Separated Unto the Gospel, 158-60. 

'IJBryden, "The Cburch of God and the Wrrrld," 64-5. 

'"Walter W. Bryden, "The Church and the Economic Order," in Separated Unto the Gospel, 71-6. 

"'Bryden, "The Church and the Economic Order," 71-3. 
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charity and kindness. were God's providential ordering.'" In a partial shift from his earlier 

separation of Christ and creation, Bryden now claimed that Christ was also the Creator of the world, 

or the Word of Gd ' s  creative Providence, as well as Redeemer of the world, though he "may function 

with a different purpose in different spheres."In Consequently, the church must recognize Christ 

as Lord of the nations and of economics, and must take a vital interest in these concrete spheres of 

Life, for they were the work of God's creative activity in human affairs. In fact, the Christian should 

have a deeper concern for the world than the worldiy man, for he must view his responsibiiity in 

creation in the light of his "heaveniy citizenship." 

Bryden's pst-war stniggle to clariw the relationship between the Word and the world thus 

Ieft an unresolved tension between his affirmation God's providence in the historicai-structural world, 

yet his repudiation of that world on account of its association with sin. His distinction between 

creative and redemptive providence refiected his attempt to avoid an "immanental" theology which 

located the Word of grace within the creation order, but it also posed a confiict between 1aw and grace 

as such Consequently, his interpretation of the transfonning meaning of grace, in contrat to 

proposals to recover the western tradition, was that of a life rooted in the existential experience of the 

Spirit in the present, and the anticipation of a radically new order. His vision of a new order 

suggested, however, that it could not be identified either with traditional fonns or with an original 

creation law-order. Instead, the new order was an order of freedom for the life of the spirit in the 

midst of temporal and sinfbl structures. 

While a f f i n g  the legitimacy of providential structures, therefore, Bryden ultimately regarded 

them as subordhate, or relative, to the experience of God's redernptive Spirit, suggesting that the 

renewal of redemption was located primarily in the renewed rninds of subjects rather than in an 

'76Bryden, "The Church of God and the World," 62. 

"'~ryden, "The Church of God and the World," 74. 
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objective change in structures. Despite its providentiai legitimacy, Bryden argued, Calvin held that 

the state's fiinction in restraining temporal evils was subordinate to the church's redemptive function. 

In part, this meant that the church might legitimately resist, though without recourse to "worldly 

(politicai or miiitary) power," the state when it denied the Lordship of Christ. Furthemore. the realm 

of law was aiways relative to redemptive grace. Urging the church not to become entrenched in the 

status quo and resistent to change, Bryden suggested that economic and political changes were "either 

of the authocship, or by the permission of Jesus C'hrist, ..., and tfius with a purpose, somehow, to serve 

the free course of His Gospel under any possible circum~tances."~~' The gospel was broader than, 

and transcended, static economic and political interests. Consequently, the church should be adaptable 

to new developrnents, and its judgements regarding political and economic matters 

must never be one of rigid rule, governed by abstract principles which rnay be in bis 
possession by tradition or prejudice. It must be a judgment prayexfiilly taken in the 
light of the circumstances which immediately confiont him and with a concern for 
human welfare in general; with the belief, moreover, that He Who is the Lord of al1 
that takes place in tife will be his guide.'7g 

Thus Bryden suggested an existentid approach to ethics that would be relative to the times, but also 

to the authentic ~ansforming guidance of Christ's Spirit and his will to love "in the precise NOW."'" 

Bryden's interpretation of the order of grace, therefore, was one in which grace brought the 

radicai transformation of the etemal into the present reality of a sinful world. In an article on 

"Eschatology and Biblical Revelation" for the Cornmittee on Articles of Faith, Bryden argued that the 

eschatologicai inbreaking of the Word did not mean the end of time, but the entry into and 

transformation of time by the etemal."' Time and history were not merely transient, for God had 

'"~ryûen. 'The Church of God and the World," 75. 

'r)Bryden, "The Church of God and the World," 76. 

'%ryden, "The Church of God and the World," 77. 

'"Walter W. Bryden, "Eschatology and Biblical Revelation, (nd)" in Sevarated Unto the Goswl, 1 10-3. 
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declared the creation good, and in that sense tirne was "embraced" wi thin eternity. Furthemore, the 

eternal could be known to man oniy as God entered into time in the Incarnation. The eschatological 

Incarnation indeed meant "the end of t h e  and the end of man as a sinful creature within the reaîm 

of time as he is absorbed in the interests of these alone? But this judgrnent did not mean merely 

the annihilation of time or man, but rather the Lülfillment of these as their tme purpose was exhibited 

in the Incarnation. Christ's coming, therefore, brought into time a new and full meaning of man, the 

world, and its relationship with God that stripped man of his presumptions and cornpelled him to 

confis his sin and acknowledge his Lord, 

As a radically new order distinct from creation, however, Bryden suggested that the order of 

grace was one of freedorn for the Spirit in the relative situations of temporal life, and liberated from 

what he saw as the shibboleths of human traditions and institutions. WMe the marks of the new 

eschatologica1 life of the Spirit in the world were to be found first of d l  in the faith and confession 

of believers, they were found secondly in an "infinite concern about people" or a "gratuitous love" 

manifestai in "a reai identification of ourseIves with other people in their cares, anxieties and fms, 

as if we acnially lived in Wir lives, and thus mily knew them."lS 

Bryden's shift in focus from the exclusive judging Word of God to attempt to relate that Word 

of grace to creaîion suggested a way for Banhian Presbyterians to take up the challenge of pst-war 

reconstruction with a positive view of the radical transformation brought about by grace. As Bryden's 

Barthian ideas dominateci the 1945 "Statement of Faith," so his  struggle to relate grace to creation w;is 

reflected in the efforts of Presbyterian Church cornmittees, through the late 1940's and 1950's, to 

broaden their understanding of the claims of grace on contemporary society and culture. As they did 

so, they also displayed the ambiguity that characterized Bryden's views. While they affirrned the 

'qryden. "Escùatology and B ibiical Revelation, (nd)" 1 10-1. 

IgJBryden, "Jesus Christ -- tbe Cal1 of God (n.d.)," 163. 
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legitimacy of a smctured world and sought its transformation through eschatological grace, they also 

identifiai transfonning grace with an existentid fteedom for the gospel that conîrasted with the 

modern sacramentaïism of progressive Augustini ans. 

As in the case of the 1945 "Staiement of Faith," the sociai positions adoptai by the 

Presbyterian Church immediately after World War II reflected a fleeting common cause between 

conservatives and Barthians, but also a trend toward Barthian positions similar to that of Bryden. In 

1946. for exarnple, Rev. Charles C. Cochrane, who Iater would sympathize with Joseph McLelland's 

"progressive Barthianism." submitted a motion to the General Assembly for a sharper separation of 

church and state in religious education'" In doing so. Cochrane challengeci the Board of Reiigious 

Education's efforts, as late as 1945, to encourage religious education in the public schools. In an 

argument that both conservatives and Barthians rnight accept, Cochrane claimed that religious 

education in the public schools prejudiced the democratic liberties of religious rninorities, and that the 

teaching of religion by the state swrendered the historic separation of church and state. Furthermore, 

as the Westminster Confession atso asserted, the teaching of the gospel was committed by Christ. not 

to the state, but to the church. If any teaching of religion was done in the schools, it must be by the 

church alone. 

Cochrane's emphasis on what might be called the liberty of grace was also rellected in other 

Presbyterian Church statements during the late 1940's that interpreted social issues in tenns of "grace" 

rather than either moral or legislated legalism. The 1948 report of the Department of Evangelism and 

Social Action on governrnent proposais to ease divorce laws and to implement an exclusively Civil 

Marriage Iaw cited the coincidental reports of United Church and Anglican Church on the same topic, 

'mPCC, AP, 1946, "Minutes." 51. See also John S. Mou, Enduring Witness (Presbyterian Church in Canada, 
1987)' 262, 269. 
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as well as the views of modem Christian humanists like Emil Brumer, C. S. Lewis, P. T. ~orsyth.'" 

While it concurred with the general views of these sources. the Presbyterian report suggested an 

approach that was explicitiy oriented toward grace rather than either legislation or mord pressure 

against divorce. Both Scripture and the Calvinist tradition, it argued, viewed mamage as a sacred 

creation orciinance that both church and state were called to uphold.lM The recent pronouncements 

offered by the United and Anglican churches refiected this Caivinist position, at least to the extent that 

they did not l a v e  questions of divorce and remarriage simply a mord issue at the discretion of 

individual ministers.'" But the Resbyterian report suggested a more Liberal response to the problem 

of divorce that went beyond especially the Westminster Confession's position of strict legal and moral 

sanctions against divorce except on the gounds of adultery and desertion. Noting that some persons. 

desperate for a lawfiil divorce, "colluded" in engaging in adultery in order to create the onIy grounds 

of lawfui divorce in most provinces, the report regretteci that legalism should drive people to such evil 

measures. The church, it suggested, should rather exceed the state in grace, presumably by adopting 

a more forgiving response to cases of divorce.lB8 

Though "liberal" in its opposition to Iegalism, the Board indicated in its 1948 report on 

temperance that the freedom of grace remained responsible to God. Noting a growing opinion in 

favour of Christian liberty which argued that there was no Biblical injunction against alcoholic drink, 

the Board countered that liberty was not License to that drunkenness. but a liberty to obey God's 

Word.'" Though alcohol was not evil in itself, but rather part of God's gin in the created order, 

'=PCC. AJ 1948. "Appendu: Supplementary 

l%C. Ap, 1948. "Appendk: Supplementary 

'"PCC. &, 1948, " Appendix: Supplementary 

IPPCC, AP, 1948, "Appendix: Supplementary 

Report, Board of Evangelism and Social Action," 342-4. 

Repofi Board of Evangelism and Social Action." 342-4. 

Report, Boarâ of Evangelism and Sociai Action," 345. 

Report, Board of Evangelism and Social Action," 348. 

Re~ort. Board of Evangelism and Sociai Action." 352. ' W C ,  & 1948, "Appendix: Supplementary . 4 - . - -  
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abuse of that gift in drunkemess was still sinful. for sin was a rnatter of the heart. and not of extemal 

objects. Furthemore, the board concluded, Christian liberty was iülfilled in love, and out of love for 

one's neighbour at the risk that alcohol posed for him, Christians ought to choose freely, rather than 

by force of legislation, to abstain fiom alcohol. 

By 1949 the Board of Evangelism and Social Action, now with Gordon Peddie as chairman 

and Stuart B. Coles as secretary, reported its broader stniggle to devise a constitution for the Mard 

that would provide an "effective and evangelical definition" of its ta&. so as to relate an authentic 

Evangel to social action without descending into either narrow pietisrn or secularized socialism.'" 

In addressing this problem, the board paralleled Bryden's efforts to move to a more positive 

interpretation of the meaning of grace for contemporary society and culture. While acknowledging 

that social action was not the mark of an evangelical church. the board argued that an evangelical 

church must be engaged in social action, for "faith without works is dead-" 

As an initial position. the board defined its  role in terrns of the church's "prophetic-apostolic 

responsibiLity to declare the whole counsel of God, to preach Clinst and Him crucified" for the whole 

complex of social relations. Its task was "to help 'the Church* faithfùlly to confront 'the world' with 

al1 the personal and al1 the social implications of Christ's Evangel."lg' The underlying unity of 

evangelism and social action lay in Christ, who was both justifier by his sacrifice and judge by his 

universal sovereignty and claim over ail spheres of life. Hence evangelism and social action were 

related, it claimed, in "an essentid duplexity " that involved both redemptive "justification" and 

"justice."'" To promote both of these. the Board assumed the task of teaching. proclaiming. and 

applying "the revealed will of Christ to al1 evangelical and al1 social issues as occasion shall arise -- 

' W C .  e, 1949. "Report of the Board of Evangelism and Social Action." 149. 

"'PCC, AP, 1949, "Report of the Board of Evangeiisrn and Social Action," 150. 

'%C. AP, 1949, "Report of the Board of Evangelism and Social Action." 154. 



whether the occasion be economic, political. cultural. or religious. in fom. " lg3 

After the board received overtures to clarify the relationship of the church to political, social, 

and economic justice, the 1950 General Assembly appointed a Joint Committee on the Church and 

the Nation to prepare a "declaratory clause," intendai to supplement the Westminster Confession, that 

finally would pronounce the church's confession on both the relation of church and state and the status 

of fieedom of c~nscience. '~ Bryden was a prominent member of the Cornmittee. and his influence 

would dominate the committee's first repos which was submitted shortly before his death in 1952. 

Subsequently, the committee would issue two revisions, the final one being sent down to the 

presbyteries in 1954 as the "Declaration of Faith in Church and ~ a t i o n " ' ~ '  

The central concern adopted by the comrnittee was "a recovery of the full Biblical doctrine 

of the Kingship of Christ" as it applied to both church and "nation," the latter of which it took to 

represent the whole community of social relations.'" As its mode1 for this agenda. the comrnittee 

drew especially fiom the report of Church of ScotIand Commission on Church and Nation which 

published "God's Will for the Church and Nation" in 1945. In taking up the task of bridging the 1945 

"Statement of Faith with the relations of chuch and state in social matters, the committee's work also 

demonstrated the growing concern of Barthians like Bryden to relate the grace of God to the cosrnic 

claims of God's Kingdom. As in Bryden's own scholarship, these concerns compelled Presbyterians 

to clariQ the implications of an eschatologicai Evangel for creation and history. As it addressed these 

' q 3 ~ C ~ ,  AP, 1949, "Report of the Board of Evangelism and Social Action," 150. 

'%PCC, A.J 1949, "Report of the Board of Evangelism and Social Action." 154. PCC. e, 1950. "Report of 
the joint Cornmittee on Church and Nation," 140. Members of the committee included Walter Bryden, J. G. Berry, 
D. W. Kerr, Robert Lennox, J. B. Rhodes, T. Wardlaw Taylor, Donald V. Wade, Joseph Wasson, W. F. Butcher 
(secretary), S. B. Cotes, E. C. McCuliagh, and Gordon A. Peddie. 

lqS~CC. AP, 1954, "Minutes," 82. 

'96pCC. AP, 1954, "Report of îhe Joint Committee on Churcb and Nation," 242. PCC, 4 1951, "Repart of 
the Joint Committee on Chtuch and Nation," 87. 
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concem, the cornmittee moved to an interpretation of the tension between grace and the world that 

emphasized a teleoIogical historical process, rather than a strict ontological dualism between etmal 

and temporal orders. 

For the most part, the first report of the Joint Committee reiterated the position of the 1945 

"Statement of Faith" on the relation of church and state. Christ was lord over the whole of life, and 

had ordained both the church and the nation. While they each had their distinct nature and function, 

they were related in king responsible to the wilI of God. This insistence on each sphere having its 

own legitimate function and authority fiom God, the report noted was an alternative both to the threat 

of totalitarian claims by the state, and to the resurgence, evident in the activism of the modern papacy 

and the establishment of the Vatican City, of "Romanism" which claimed that the state was 

subordinate and received iîs authority only indirectly from God.'" 

The report also represented a further development on Bryden's work, particularly in its now 

clear distinction between creation's ontic goodness and the moral problem of sin, and in its affirmation 

of the continuity between creation and redemption. Despite the fact of sin, God's redemptive grace 

and creaîive power in Christ were one. rather than separate f ù n c t i ~ n s . ~ ~ ~  The repon therefore 

affinned the lordship of Christ as creator, and the positive role of humans created as God's image 

bearers to rule the earthIy orders under Christ. Likewise. it lowered the barriers between church and 

temporal realm, for the church was not to "hold her spirituaiity aloaf' from econornic and political 

Iife, nor was the life of the church abstracted from the life of the world. As the prophets had declareci 

it, God's Word brought disturbing judgment. but also redemption. to Israel's social and economic life. 

The church was to be involved in "al1 the work-a-day affairs of human existence," since Christ was 

lord and mediator of God's grace not just for the regeneration of souls, but also of God's providence 

'"PCC, 4 1% 1. "Report of the Joint Cornmittee on Church and Nation." 90- 1. 

'98PCC, & 1951, "Report of the Joint Committee on Church and Nation," 92. 
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for the physical and natural world.'" In its description of the relation of church and state. 

therefore, the report claimed that the spheres of economics and politics. dong with ecclesiastical life. 

were part of God's providentiai ordering of life that he preserved despite sin. and that were revealed 

and redeemed in Christ. To be sure, sin affected the whole of life, so that the triumph of God's grace 

in Christ, though intended for both church and nation. was not yet visible in either the state, nor even 

fuily in the c h ~ r c h ' ~  Nevertheless, both church and state were paris of the comprehensive 

Kingdom of God which still stood, despite human sin2'' 

The 1951 report thus made a significant shift in suggesting that the tension between sin and 

redernption was not rnerely between the realms of nature and grace. but rather cut across al1 of life. 

"It is in al1 of Life's circumstances." the report claimed. "such as citizenship. employment. marriage. 

parenthuai, and recreation, that we either glotify or dishonour our Lord. and prove the integrity or 

hypocrisy of our confesseci faith in Christ as Lord indeednZm The reaiity of sin had indeed distorted 

God's original righteous ordering of creation and infecteci ail human relations wilh "enrnity. injustice. 

and death," and therefore al1 things relevant to human life now could be known only through God's 

grace in Christ. For this reason. the report continued to emphasize the centrality of Christ. rather than 

an original creation order and its inherent. immanent potential for fulfillment. Only with Christ's 

retum at the end of time would his reign become openly visible in al1 the spheres of life.*03 

For the arnbiguous "between-times" of the sinful present and the new creation, however, the 

report continued to differentiate between the redemptive role of the church in proclaiming God's mie. 

- - 

' W C .  E, 1951. "Report of the Joint Cornmittee on Church and Nation." 88. 
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and the role of the state, as Calvin had suggested, in restraining the effccts of sin. While God's grace 

and rule had greater visibility, or was more MIy acknowledged in the church than in the state, both 

were works of God's grace. As the Reformers had claimeci, both were called to be servants of Christ, 

and in the broadest sense were different aspects of the Body of Christ?' 

In these foundational comments, the report reflected a shift Crom the more Augustinian Iegacy 

with which Bryden stmggled, to a more explicitly Caivinist treatment of a covenantal grace that 

encompassed creation. Consequently, in its more specific comments. the report claimed that 

economics and politics were to serve Christ in their positive functions, and that the tension of sin and 

redemption was displayed in these mundane activities. God's law for the economic order, it declared, 

is the Iaw of stewardship that recognized economic power as a trust from God. Moreover. people 

would be judged "according as they in their day-Co-day commercial transactions have furthered or 

perverted the administration of Christ's love and justice towards al1 mankind."205 Likewise, it 

declared that civil government was responsible as his "ministers" to curb the effects of sin and 

promote justice, freedom. and welfare in the relations between people.2M 

The relation between the church and the spheres of economics and the state, in this context, 

was one of mutual support in their respective tasks. In the broadest sense, the church. understood as 

the whole body of Christ, extended into the economic and political spheres insofar as its membership 

included Christians involved in economic and political responsibility. The state's task. for example, 

was to enable the free proclamation of the gospel by preserving public peace and "impartially" 

guarding the rights of citizens. But this was a ïirnited task which must leave the church its due 

recognition and the carrying out of its tasks; indeed the state must listen to the church's 

-- 

-PCC, AP, 2951, "Repon of the Joint Committee on Church and Nation," 92-3. 
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pronouncements when "rninister[s] of Christ's Word or any other member of the Church" rerninds the 

state of its cal1 to righteousness.'<" 

The institutional church, meanwhile. could daim no speciai economic or politicai insight, nor 

could it identify any poIitical or economic system with the Kingdom of God, Rather. the church's 

task was to proclaim the obligation that participants in economic and political life had to Christ, for 

exarnple by reminding al1 parties in the economic system to conduct themselves according to the law 

of s te~arûship?~~ As well. the church's tasks involved prayer for the nation. and prophetic 

preaching against injustice and secularization. and the good news of forgiveness. But having done 

that, the church also was called to "rise from her knees and corne down fiom her pulpit" to act as the 

mercihl neighbour to those suffeRng fiom injustice and economic exploitation, so as to dernonstrate 

Christ's sacrificial grace in senrice to the world? 

The 1951 report, then, resolved the tension suggested by Bryden between creation and 

redemption in such a way that redemptive grace brought a new creation which finaliy fulfilled, rather 

than negated, creation. In further developrnents on this statement from 1952 to 1954. coming after 

the death of Bryden and his replacement on the Joint Committee by James D. Smart, then at Rosedale 

Presbyterian Church in Toronto. this resolution was articulated even more completely. In response 

to one particular question. the cornmittee's 1952 report reassened the 1945 position that, if faced with 

a totaIitarian state, the church was indeed responsible to lead open and armed resistance, rather than 

passively leaving resistance against evil tyramy to unbelie~ers."~ More broadly. it remained 

undaunted in explicitly cIaiming the centrality and lordship of Christ over al1 creation as  necessary 

"PCC. AP, 1951. "Report of Ibe Joint Committee on Church and Nation." 94-5. 

2P~CC. AJ, 1951. "Report of the bint Committee on Church and Nation.' 94-5. 
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in order to avoid a mereIy generaI reference to God that was indistinguishable fiom other world 

religions. or from a mere polite deism."' 

Indeed. the revisions of 1952 and 1954 affkmed both the whole Trinity, "One Goci. Creator 

and Redeemer." and the centrality of Christ as Mediator and lord of heaven and earth, as well as the 

etemal Word "through Whom al1 things ~onsists.""~ Implicit in this affirmation was a new 

understanding of continuity behnreen creation and redemption, so that al1 spheres of creation were 

claimed through redemption for the Kiogdom of G d  Under the c lah  of the Gospel. the church 

could admit no political. economic. or cultural creed as final. for these were inherently secular or 

Rather. in its preaching. sacraments. and discipline. the church was to confront the 

nation W h  Christ's judgment and grace that now extended to al1 of life. As the Board of Evangelism 

and Sociai Action declared in 1954: 

The gospel has relevance not only for man's 'soul' but rather for his whole life. 
Christ came not to save souk but men. In saving humanity He was concerned with 
the whole man. A man's body was not considered unimportant and his physical weIl 
k ing  in society could not be o~erlooked?~ 

Social problems were not merely matiers extraneous to grace: they were bound up with the reality 

of sin, but were also the objects of transforming grace. 

While affinning the continuity of an original creation order with redernption. the revisions of 

1952 and 1954 also concluded with statements on eschatology which described the tension of sin as 

being resolved in a teleological process through history. Though they did not repudiate Bryden's 

earIier focus on an immediate experience of the eschatological Spirit in the "now," their concern to 

"'PCC, & 1952, "Report of the Joint Committee on Church and Nation," 155-8. 
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relate that Spirit to life in the world in the pst-war search for reconstniction brought a broadening 

view of the claims of G d ' s  Kingdom which also distinguished between the present age in which the 

lordship of Christ was not fiilly disclosed, and a future complete fulfillrnent. 

The position adopted by both revisions, as welI as a 1955 statement by the Committee on 

Articles of Faith, was that of a classic, Christocentric amillennialism that contrasted with both the 

progressivism of Cochrane and a resurgent premillennialism.f'5 The Kingdom of God was present 

already, not by îhe inherent constitution of creation, but t h u g h  Christ's work and the presence of 

the Spirit in the church. In the present age, however, man remaineci "beset by sin" in every 

relationship. History in the "between times." therefore, was a "conflict between the Kingdom of God 

and the usurping kingdom of darkness." Nevertheless, in faith the church looked forward beyond the 

brokenness of the present order to the future destiny of history in the return of CMst, the final 

judgment, the bodily resurrection, the healing of life of the nations, and thus the full disclosure of 

Christ's Kingdom "over al1 ~reation."*'~ 

Here for the first time the Barthian Iegacy in the Presbyterian Church offered a positive h o p  

that the worId not only might be judged, but that the fruit of that judgment might be the 

transformation of the structural-historical world into the Kingdom of God. In contrast to the 

progressive Augustinian synthesis of Christianity with a Platonic search for the good in creation, 

however. the Barthian legacy was îhat of a millennial new order under the exclusive lordship of 

Christ. Though disclosed most fùlly in the church's confession, both church and state. and indeed al1 

"'PCC. AP, 1955. "Cmmittee on Articles of Faith." 226-29. By this point, the membership of the cornmittee 
consisted of a new generation of scholars, including Principle Robert Lennox, Professors Keith Markeii, John 
Weavers, Donald V. Wacie, David W. Hay, Joseph C. McLelland, and severai ministers. The committee's report 
drew especiaii y h m  lectures by John McNichol, principal emeritus of Toronto Bible Coiiege, wtiich examined and 
challenged dispensationai premillemiaiism. 

*'(PCC, & 1955, "Cornmittee on Articles of Faith." 227-8. PCC. AP, 1952, "Report of the Joint Committee 
on Church and Nation," 154, 



spheres of life. were to be "reform[ed] by the Word of  GO^."^" 

IV. Conclusion 

By the late 1940's and early 1950's, then, both United and Presbyterian Protestants had reconstructed 

Christian visions of cultural transformation. The common feature of those visions was an Augustinian 

view of history as a process characterized by moral tension between responsible human agents and 

a transcendent sovereign God, and thus as  the drama of sin and redemption. Three themes were 

especially prominent in their modem Augustinian visions of history. First, their interpretation of 

history was chasteneci with a new ernphasis on the reality of sin and of the tension between the Etmal 

and the temporal, providing the basis for a new modus vivendi which saw Christianity in tension with 

modern secular western civilization. Secondly, from their modern historical consciousness, they 

repudiated Augustine's "ottierworldiy" view of the destiny of history and insisted that the drarna of 

sin and redemption was worked out and resolved within history. Thirdiy, their focus on that moral 

relationship as the core dynamic of history had a two-fold meaning. On the one hand. it affirrned the 

legitimacy of historical-structural reality as Gocl's creation and the instrument of moral wills. But on 

the other hand, that historical-structural reality was also relative and subordinate to the free exercise 

of God's will expressed in his Word, and to human personality understood as conscious will. Thus 

their Augustinian interpretation claimed the primacy of fieedom and grace in the midst of the 

historical-structural world, and indeed claimed a transcendent perspective from which they might 

prophetically critique that world. 

Beyond that common Augustinian root, however. mainline Protestants also had developed rwo 

contrasting interpretations of the course of the redernptive drama. Through Barth's emphasis on the 

Wholly Otherness of God and the eschatological inbreaking of divine judgment and Face over against 

"'PCC, AP, 1954, "Report of the Joint Cornmittee on Church and Nation," 245. 
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historical-structural creation, Presbyterians Li ke Bryden had broken most fully fiom Augustine's 

Platonic ontology and the idealist legacy in Canadian thought. And moving from Barth's modern 

eschatological theology, Bryden and like-minded colleagues who dominated the Presbyterian church 

in the pst-war decade began to recover especially a Calvinist view of the claims of a sovereign and 

redeeming God on contemporary society. Notably, however, the legacy of Barth's eschatological 

theology rneant that this modem Calvinism looked, not to the restoration of creation order or historical 

traditions, but to the existentially present and revolutionary daims of Christ's spirit and to a fiiture 

completion of the millennium in the ïife of the spirit. 

For most maidine Protestants, however. especially those in the United Church. the modem 

revivai of Augustine's metaphysics rejuvenated the pst-Kantian idealist tradition in pst-war Canada 

Their incorporation of Augustine's ideas into that idealist tradition brought an emphasis on the 

sovereignty of God and the reality of sin to the fore in the United Church and confinned the need, 

argued by John Line during the 193OVs, to relate the moral order of God's will to historical-structural 

existence. By synttiesizing God's grace with his sovereign will in the Word which was "in the 

beginning," moreover, they emphasized the location and continuity of divine grace within the 

constitution of creation, and particularly in hurnanity's creative moral impulse of which Christ was 

the incarnation. Thus Augustine's metaphysics provided for a reconstnrcted analogia entis which 

identified the moral imagination with spiritual reality, and for a renewed interpretation of historical 

redernption as the process of the triumph of the creative moral imagination in and over nature. 

In both cases, the modem reconstmction of classic Christian interpretations of the relation 

behueen God's Kingdom and the wodd were seen to offer solutions to twentieth-cenhxy mainline 

Protestants' search for an "enlightened" and "larger" evangelisrn. While chastened by their sense of 

the crisis of modem civilization and the threat of a secular world order, their clairn to a transcendent 

moral order was not an abandonment of cultural responsibility. Rather, ttieir daim mat God*s 
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sovereign will impinged on history gave them new urgency and confidence, despite the power of 

secuIarized forces, to claim contemporary culture for the Kingdom of God. To that en& United and 

Presbyterian Protestants began to redirect their efforts h m  the modem evangelical pietism of the 

interwar years to a renewed engagement with social issues like politics and economics, education and 

scholarship, and international peace. As the United Church's BESS warned in 1954, its long emphasis 

on personal evangelism threatened to becorne "a retreat of the Church from the world into a pietistic 

mysticism or a narrow sectarîanism," and, by abdication, an acceptance of the status quo. "If 

evangelism may be called the proclamation of the word. social service might be called its flesh." 218 

Indeed, especially for progressive Augustinians. the histoncai-structural world had taken on 

a new sacramental meaning as the revelation of the divine will, and as the locus and instrument of 

creative personai freedom. But modern Augustinians interpreted that sacrarnentalism in distinctly 

modern ways. While seeking the transcendent good, their critical pursuit of that good remained rooted 

in an anthropocentnc histoncal sel f-consciousness that preserved Reinhold Niebuhr' s paradox. narnel y 

the "impossible possibility" of humanity as creatures in a relative world, but seeking the transcendent. 

Hence. their Augustinianism remained fundarnentally optirnistic regarding the potential divinity of 

humanity by virtue of the creative moral imagination, and liberal in its assumption that the correlative 

of grace was fredom for the exercise of the spirit and human personality. 

'"'LJCC, RP, 1954, "Board of Evangelisrn and Social Service," 392. 



Postscri pt : 

"Freedom and Grace" in Post-World War II Canada 

[wan is called to be a creator, to exercise his creative gift of spirit with its freedom, 
in loving response to the call of Him by whom he has b e n  made. To the one who 
yields himself to this call, God graciously bestows the gift of His creative Spirit. Al1 
human creativity is thus a dialecüc between human fieedom and divine grace.' 

The central theme of this study has concemeci the smggle of mainline Canadian Protestants to reclairn 

the transcendent reality and grace of God in response to the secularizing trends in modem thought and 

social structures which threatened to close out the claims of God, as well as the grounds of human 

freedom and moral responsibility, from the purview of natural experience. They did so not only to 

create an apologetic rehge, but also to reclaim the grounds for prophetic critique of a civilization 

which they continued to regard as their own, but which seemed since the First World War to have 

become increasingl y antithetical to the Kingdom of God In contrast to their progressive evangelical 

roots, twentieth century "modern evangelicals" sought a new modus vivendi for a Chnstianity that 

would be disentangleci fiom modern western culture and oriented to the divine will, but bat yet would 

be experienced in, and indeed would transform, contemporary society. 

The roots of this shift were cornplex. In part, they lay in a growing sense of the impasse of 

historicist criticism and its failure to disclose the unique otherness of God and his Word, and a 

deepening criticism of western civilization that emerged especially in the wake of World War 1 and 

the crises of the interwar years. Frorn the disenchantecl social gospeller Ernest Thomas; the Queen's 

tradition of William Jordan, William Morgan, and E. F. Scott; and the Welsh evangelicalism of 

'United Church of Canada Record of Proceedings, 1950, "Appendix: Report of the Commission an Culture," 
v. 



Richard Roberts, even before World War 1 rnainline Canadian Rotestants began trying to secure the 

uniquely divine "spiritual" reality of religion against skepticai critics and the historicist reduction of 

Christianity merely to a relative cultural tradition, This effort was reinforced by a new generation of 

scholars, led by John Dow, John Baillie, John Line, Gregory Vlastos, R. B. Y. Scott, and Walter 

Bryden, al1 of whose formative years during the first decades of the twentieth century left them, by 

the 1920's. disillusioned with western society and the trend to naturalisrn in modem critical thought. 

Their work displays the tum fiom what they now anathematized as modern "secular" humanism and 

the bankruptcy of liberai Rotestantism, to claim the unique reality of God in Christ and the Spirit. 

Their efforts to reconstruct a modern "enlightened evangelicalism" revealed several further 

dimensions. Most leading mainline Protestant scholars were British-trained, and they sustained the 

Iate nineteenth and early twentieth century British evangelical tradition that combined a strong 

evangelical piety with a modem historicai-critical approach to scholarship.' That British comection 

served to mediate both a continuing pst-Kantian ideaiism. such as that of Aifred North Whitehead, 

and the evangelical "realism" of James Denney and T. M. Lindsay. Similarly, the pursuit of an 

"enlightened evangeiicalism" by Canadian scholars encompassed both a spiritual realism that affirme. 

the reality of God in Christ and the direct experience of the Holy Spirit, as well as an historical 

realism that assumed the validity of the critical method and that God must be encountered and relevant 

to the expenenced world. Furthermore, this double-edged realism prepared both British and Canadian 

scholars to accept, in varying degrees, the more radical "crisis theofogy" of Karl Barth and Ernil 

Brumer and the Protestant "realism" of American scholars like ReinhoId Niebuhr and Walter Horton, 

though they did so with a continuing conçern to relate the wholly other God to historical experience. 

Thus the pst-war stmggle to disentangle Christianity fiom western civilization and reclaim 

'Sec Mark Noll, Between Faith and Criticism; Evannelicais, Scholarship, and the Bible in North America, 2nd 
Ed. (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1991), 72. 
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the transcendent reaiity of God arose out of the Iegacies of both modem historical-critical 

consciousness and evangelical "realism. " Through their scholars hi p. p s t -  war modern Protestants 

simultaneously criticized modem culrue and society, and returned to the mots of their Protestant 

traditions in patnstic Christian scholarship and the theology of the Reformation. Most significmtly. 

their tum to Augustine and Calvin mark a striking shift tiom the pre-war modem "Constantinianism," 

wMch identifiai God's Kingdom with the progress of western civilization, to a modus vivendi with 

modern culture characterized by tension between the Eternal and sinfiil humanity, between the 

Kingdom of God and man-made world orders, and between the fiee life of grace and the laws. 

traditions, and structures of the natural order. 

Especially as it was couched in the framework of a critical perspective. this atternpt to reclairn 

a transcendent reaiity produced a deep, but potentially miitful ambiguity. While insisting on the 

prophetic and redemptive meaning of transcendent grace for historical life, modem Protestants 

continue- to wrestle with the dilemma of how one could speak of a transcendent God within the 

matrix of the historical-structural world. The dilemma for modem Protestants was reflected in S. D. 

Clark's pioneering sociological study of the relationship of Protestantism to modem Canadian society 

during the late 1940's. While identifying "religion" with transcendent or otherworldly concem. Clark 

nevertheless focused his "scientific" and historical study on the social institutions and role of 

Protestantism. and accounted for changes in these as the products of social forces. Predictably, since 

social structures were assumed to be secular. Clark interpreted virtually every anempt to express 

Protestantism in histoncaIly significant ways as constituting a shift from transcendent to secularized 

concems? The alternative of concenirating on purely "religious" or "theological" concerns. however. 

risked what more recent but less sympathetic historians have bluntly suggested was a retreat fYom 

'S. D. Clark, Churcb and S a t  in Canada (Toronto: Univenity of Toronto Press, 194). xii. 270. 433-35. See 
also Clark, The Develo~ing Canadian Communit~, 2nd Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1968), 125-27, 
145-48. 
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relevance to the " r d "  Lives of ordinary Canadians.' Indeed in the pst-World War II period 

mainline Protestants themselves began take up again the question of how the Eternal was related to 

historical-structural existence, and thus how Christianity might be "in the world but not of it." 

In doing so, they recovered the dilemma experienced by the early church in the rnidst of 

classicai culture. Their responses to that dilemma were modern fonns two conflicting positions that 

have echoed from the early church through Medievaï and modern Christianity. The "majority" 

position of Richard Roberts, John Dow, and C. N. Cochrane might best be called an "ontological" 

interpretation of the relationship between God and historical-structurai reality. Emphasizing the 

Platonic ontology woven into Augustine's interpretation of history, they claimed a transcendent 

sovereign God whose will and Word were continuous with a spiritual. moral substance in the world, 

particularl y in human personality and history. Like Medievai scholastics. they assumed a hierarchical 

duality consisting of spirit and natural structures, and attempted to claim room for the life of the spirit, 

in Cree and creative culture, in the rnidst of the techniques and structures of modem society. Looking 

back, they reclaimed the continuity of the western tradition with Christianity; looking forward. they 

anticipated the uiumph of a culture of grace, identified with freedorn. a moral cornmunity, and the 

creative life of the mind, that wouId embrace and supersede the order of law and technique. 

By contrast, the "rninority" position of Walter Bryden. James Srnart, and A. C. Cochrane, 

rnight ba t  be called the "eschatological" interpretation of the relationship between God and historical- 

structural reality. Like Barth and TemiIlian. they insiaed upon the radical discontinuity between God 

and a sinfùl world, and hence on the discontinuity between Christianity and the western tradition. 

Like Medievaï mystics and chiliasts, they claimed God's prophetic judgement on human culture and 

identified God's Kingdom with a new eschatological orda of the spirit As they attempted to 

'John H. Thompson, A i h  Seagar, Canada 1922-1939: Decades of Discord (Toronto: McCleiland and Stewart, 
1985), 75; Roben Bothwell, Ian Dnmimond, John English, Canada Since 1945: Power, Politics, and Ekvinciaiism 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981), 109. 
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articulate the claims of that Kingdom on histoncd-stnictural reality, they acknowledged, borrowing 

from Calvin, an original God-given order in creation. Though the glimmer of ontic continuity 

remained, however, the moraI disruption of sin left creation in need of radical transformation by the 

new age of the Spirit. Nevertheless, the existential presence of grace extended to al1 of humanity's 

historical-structural experience, for the whole was to be claimed for a radically new order of the 

lordship of Christ. 

Though they envisioned the reaiity of grace cutting across historical-structural reaIity in 

different ways, both positions meant that historical-structural existence was relative to the Eternal, 

while conversely the Eternal made claims which relativized temporal existence and the secularized 

culture in which mainline Protestants themselves lived. Inescapably, as Augustine had argue& in the 

present age the Kingdom of God was intertwined with, and in tension with, a secular historical- 

structural order. 

The idea of that tension, however, was far fkom "irrelevant" to post-war Canadian culture. 

To the contrary, the idea of that tension was central in Canadian life, to borrow Richard Roberts' 

terms, as it extended across the "horizontal" plane of Canadian culture, and on the "vertical" axis in 

the continued tension in the Protestant churches between reliance on God's grace and human creative 

freedorn and responsibility. 

On the "horizontal" plane of pst-World War II Canadian culture, the claims of the Etemal 

moral order and huma.  creative fieedom, or what A. B. McKilIop describes as the enduring idealist 

"mord imperative,"' reverberated through the cultural criticism of such prominent Canadian scholars 

as Harold Innis. Northrop Frye, Hugh MacLennan, Margaret Laurence, W. L. Morton, George Grant, 

and others. In their works, C. N. Cochrane's progressive Augustinian interpretation of the tension 

'A. B. McKiiiop. A Disciplined Intelligence; Critical Inquiry and Canadian Thought in the Victorian Era 
(Mon treal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1979). 23 1-2. 
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between historical-structural existence and Eternity, or between the kingdoms of grace and nature, was 

articulated in the pursuit of a culture of gram which claimed space for a creative fieedom and moral 

order amid a modern technocratie and rationaüst culture epitomized in the American empire. 

The waming against what George Grant later would cal1 "Technology and Empire" was Ied 

by C. N. Cochrane himself. Throughout his studies of classicai and modem rationalism. Cochrane 

impiicitiy warned against the attempt of humans to impose their own rational order on history through 

technomatic instruments and the totalitarian state. His 1945 lectures at Yale University and University 

Coilege, on such titles as "National Necessity and Human Freedorn," "Personality and History," "The 

Imperfection of Politics," and "The Augustinian Prognostic," identifid the totalitarianism and 

absolutism of the modem state with what Augustine called the "fantastica fonicatio" of Greek 

rationa~isrn.~ Like that of Reinhold Niebuhr, Cochrane's Augustinian interpretation of history 

assumed the reality of a divine mord order that chailenged human attempts to construct their own 

etemal city, and sought to preserve a realm of human fieedom to realize that distinctiy moral order 

in relative historical forms, For Cochrane, Augustine's theocentric metaphysic suggested a tension 

between a transcendent moral order and human structures that opened the pûssibility for free and 

creative history-making. 

In his 1946 obi tuary of Cochrane, Harold Innis àescribed Cochrane as one of the great modern 

philosophers of civilization.' Innis's pre-war snidies of the Canadian staples economy, his metropolis- 

hinterland theory, and his strong streak of environmental determinism reflected the fùnctionalist, 

historical. and ecological themes of the Chicago school of sociology in which he was trainal.* While 

6Harold Innis, "Charies Norris Cochrane, 1889-1945," Canadian Jourmi of Economics and Political Science, 12 
(1943, 96-7. 

'lnnis, "Charles Noms Cochrane, 1889-1945," 967. 

Warlene Shore, The Science of Social Redemption (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987), 94. See also 
Cari Berger, The Writinn of Canadian History, 2nd Ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1986), 97-102. 
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reticent to identify openly with any particular religious doctrines or activism, Innis's Baptist 

upbringing, however, gave him an emphasis on individualism and non-confonnity that seemed at odds 

with environmental detenninism.9 The features of Cochrane's work that Innis noted in 1946, 

however, suggest that Cochrane's Augustinianism provided a way to reconcile, and indeed to 

creatively develop, Innis's Chicago school miai science and his Baptist individuaiism. According 

to Innis. Cochrane's rejection of speculative rationalism. his emphasis on the continuity of experience 

and history, and his approach to historical knowledge through a limited ernpirical method, modeIled 

the "realist" and histoncal approach to the social sciences that Innis himself admired.1° But Innis 

aiso welcomed Cochrane's criticism of rationaiist clairns to possess the eternal order. and of attempts 

to impose that order by technocracy and totalitarian political power. As Ronald Keast notes, 

Cochrane's critique of classicai culture provided the central ideas for Innis' identity of Christ with the 

creative Word, and his "agnostic" rejection of ail human efforts to capture that Word by absolutizing 

human doctrines or systems." In his critique of empire, according to Innis. Cochrane had exposed 

what was the equivalent of original sin, namely modem man's secularized pride in the determination 

to create, out of their own fantasies, a man-made order. 

Though it would be roo much to claim that Cochrane alone accounts for it, Innis's pst-war 

scholarship on technology and communications can be seen as the application and extension of 

Cochrane's cultural critique to the modem techniques of empire. As Arthur Kroker notes, Innis' post- 

war "phenomenology" of the structures and techniques of civilization particularly those concerned 

with communications and the state, employed social science to expose the techniques of control, and 

warlene Shore. The Science of Social Redemption (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 1987). 84, 94. 

'%mis, "Charles Noms Cochrane, 1889-1945," 967. 

"Ronald Keast, "'It is Wtitten - But 1 Say Unto You': Innis on Religion." Journal of Canadian Studies, 20, 
4 (Wintet 1985-86). 21-22. 
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at the same tirne to locace the "interstices" where humanity might act fieely and creatively.I2 In his 

The Bias of Communication (1951). Innis pleaded for a recovery of balance between the spatial 

extension of order and the dynarnic fieedom of time.13 For Innis. the realm of time and history. as 

Cochrane had show, was the realm of the particular and of the free action of conscious personal 

wills.14 Against al1 attempts to daim and impose an eternal order that in actuality was merely man- 

made, therefore, Innis appealed to history -- Cochrane's dynamic process of becorning -- to counter 

the forces of abstract rationaiism and material control and to preserve both the lirnits and the potential 

for human freedom. 

Despite his ciifferences with Innis. the work of historian William Lewis Morton displays 

iündamentally similar themes. Morton's early work challenged the centralized "Laurentian" 

interpretation of Canadian history suggested by Donald Creighton and also Innis, and pleaded for 

recognition of the distinctiveness of western Canadian regions and peoples.15 Thus. Morton extended 

the critique of empire to the relations between regions within Canada. In contrat to Innis's Chicago 

school social science training. Morton's training was in idealist philosophy under Rupert Lodge. 

Though in a more speculative variation, his post-World War il studies on the national community 

shared Innis's concern for a moral Reality that was prior to, and encompassed, the natural environment 

and rational techniques and social structures. As A. B. McKillop notes, Morton's post-war work 

attempted to interpret history "philosophically" as the pursuit of the Reality beyond the Appearance 

"~rthur Kroker. Technolm and the Candian Mind: Innis /McLuhan/Giant (Montreal: New World 
Perspectives. 1984), 90-2. 

I3Harold Innis. The Bias of Communication, intro. by Marshall McLuhan (Toronto: University of Toronto Press. 
1971 [1952]). 76, 86. 

"lnnis, "Charles Noms Cochrane, 1889- 1945," 96-7. 

"A. B. McKillop, "Inuoduction," Contexts of Canada's Past: Selected Essays of W. L. Morton, A. B. McKillop, 
ed. (Toronto: Macmillan / Carleton Library Series, 1980). 6. 
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tht  would unify the One and the Many, but notably, would uni@ them in a community of moral 

fieedorn. 

Perhaps better than any, Morton's idealist "Red Tory" conservatism represents the application 

of an idealized Augustinian interpretation of history to Canadian culture. Morton insisted on the 

subordination of nature to a given moral Reality which was beyond the finitude and imperfection of 

humanity.16 Yet history, and the meaning of Christ. consisted in the process of reconciling the moral 

good with the external, structured reality of environment and Iandscape. Morton's conservatism 

interpreted tradition as part of an organic and dynarnic process of becorning, so that both tradition and 

freedom were taken up into the moral process of realizing the good. Though "agnostic" about the 

modern go& of technocratic progress and "pessimistic" about man's abiIity to impose the good in the 

consîruction of his own rational order, Morton hopefully anticipated that the good might be disciosed 

in the historical process. 

The themes of free pursuit of the moral good, the proccss of becoming, and the triumph of 

grace were also centrai in Margaret Laurence's Manawaka novels and Hugh MacLennan's The 

Precipice (1948) and Each Man's Son (1% 1). To be sure, that pursuit of grace was not to be found 

in the legalisrn of a Puritanical Calvinism, nor in either fundamentalism or a "respectable" 

institutionalized "churchianity." Rather, as Robert Chambers notes. when Laurence's eccentric 

characters like Hagar Shipley in The Stone Angel (1964) face moments in iife for which "earthly 

solutions seem either inadquate or impossible," they seek the good of a mysterious and transcendent 

God.17 Conscious of lheir own faliibility and the broken fabric of their social relationships. their 

16See especially W. L. Morton's "Canadian Conservatism Now." and "The Possibility of a Philosopby of 
Conservatism," in Contexts of Canada's Pasc Selected Essays of W. L. Morton, A. B.  McKillop, ed. (Toronto: 
Macmillan 1 Carieton Library S ~ e s ,  1980), 243-54, 266-84. 

"~obert chambers "Margaret Laurence's Women.' Journal of Canadian Siudies, Vol. 18. No. 2 (Summer 1983). 
18-26. 



appeai to gram is the last recourse of social outcasts, is answered by the loving regard of God, and 

is taken up in haif-conscious facing of the reaïities of life and the resolution of p s t  sins. 

MacLennan's concerns were sirnilas to Laurence's, though his characters more directly reflect on the 

threat of technical control. lg MacLenaan pomayed the unwitting bro ken- ness le ft b y fundarnentalist 

and legalistic Caivinism and the powerful evil of its secularized forms in Stephen Lassiter's aggressive 

pursuit, in The Precipice, of the Amencan dream of technological and capitalist progress. Conscious 

of the imparable, tragic loss of a more primitive paradise, MacLeman's heroes, like Daniel Ainslie 

in Each Man's Son, find the hope of a new, if as yet transitory paradise. in the resolution of stmggling 

relationships to mature and accepting love. As T. D. MacLulich puts it, M a c L e ~ a n ' s  early novels 

portray the redemption of the American Drearn of self-made legalism and rnaterialism "by an infusion 

of Canadian Morality."" 

One final illustration of the attempt to claim space for the creative pursuit of the transcendent 

moral good can be found in the work of Northrop Frye. In his late-1930's gaduate work at Oxford 

on William Blake's Romantic, chiliastic criticism of industrialization, reminiscent of Richard Roberts' 

interest in Blake, Frye discovered the themes of tragedy and irony, and the literary syrnbols of a moral 

univene? Throughout his career, Frye sought to expose within the structure of the literary universe 

the expression of creative moral personaiity. While criticizing the "techniques" of the modem cultural 

industry and its ties to the "Arnerican empire," as in his contribution to the United Church's 

'For comments on MacLennan, see especially Helen Hoy. "The Gates Closed on Us Then:' The Paradise-Lost 
Motif in MacLennan's Fiction;" and Robert D. Chambers, "Hugh MacLennan and Religion: The Precipice Revisited;" 
and T. D. MacLuLich, "The Preàpice: MacLennan's Anatomy of FaiIure," in Journal of Canadian Studies, Vol. 14. 
No. 4 (Wintef 1979-go), 29-45, 46-53, 54-65. 

'PT. D. MacLULich, "The Recipiœ: MacLennan's Anatomy of Faiiure," Journai of Canadian Studies, Vol. 14. 
No. 4 Winter 1979-go), 59. 

Vrye's saidy of Blake evenaially was pubLished as Fearful Symmetry (1947). For funher comments on Frye. 
see John Ayre, "Frye, Hennan Northrop," in The Canadian Encyclopedia, 2nd Ed., Vol. 2 (Edmonton: H h g ,  19881, 
85 1-2. 
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Commission on Culture, Frye would interpret literature and culture as the incarnation of moral 

personality and creativity. and as a process concerned with the search for the eternai good. Hence, 

in his much later The Great Code (1982), he would apply his method of iiterary critique, rerniniscent 

of Rudolf Bultmann's "forms~eschichte" method. to the Bible in search of its great moral tr~ths.'~ 

For Frye, this return to the Hebraic and Christian roots of western culture offered the answer to Plato's 

search for meaning. With an Augustinian moral realism that disclaimed any illusions that the good 

already had k e n  realized, Frye nevertheless retained a teleological hop, similar to Cochrane's process 

of becorning, that the divinely-inspired creative process gradually might approximate the good. 

Frye's work also indicates an important link to cails for educational reform in the late 1950's 

and early 1960's. Already in 1950 the United Church's Commission on Culture had urged the 

renewal of the western humanist tradition Shortly thereafter, Hilda Neatby issued her famous critique 

of modern education in So Little for the Mind (1953). The pragmatic assumptions and techniques of 

modern education, she claimeci, failed to prepare students for the significant moral questions for 

life.'2 By the early 1960's. Frye was a participant. and report editor, of the Joint Committee of the 

Toronto Board of Education and the University of Toronto, established to review the curriculum of 

public s~hools .~  Similarly, James S. Thomson participated in the Montreal Protestant Board of 

Education. Thomson was a well-known United Church theologian whose earl y career indudeci 

teaching at Pine Hill Divinity School in Halifax between 1930 and 1937. In 1937 Thomson succeeded 

E. H. Oliver as  president of the University of Saskatchewan, and also sewed as managing director of 

the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation for 1949. After 1949, he became dean of the newly formed 

21~orthrop Frye, The Great Code; The Bible and Litmature (Toronto: Academic Press Canada. 1982), 17.40- 
50. 

%ilda Neatby, So Little For The Mind (Toronto: Clarke, lrwin & Co., 1953). 

"See Joint Committee of the Toronto Board of Education and the University of Toronto. Design For Le-nq, 
Northrop Frye, ed. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962). 
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McGill Divinïty Sch~ol?~  Thomson's worb echoed Richard Roberts' interest in Augustinian 

theology, and also the United Church Commission on Culture's concern to relate Christianity to 

contemporary education. In one presentation to Montreal' s Protestant Board of Education, he argued 

that modern western education was rwted in the Bible and the Christian tradition. and that religion 

and moral values should be reintegrated into public and university 

In contrast to these illus~ations of a hopefùl progressive Augustinianism, George P. Grant 

provides an exarnple of philosophicai pessimism that was roughiy analogous to the "minority" position 

of Bryden's eschatological interpretation. Though as Iate as the 1960's he would profess himself as 

yet unable to believe, he would increasingly, if eccentrically. embrace Presbyterianism. Already in 

his graduate work at Oxford under A. D. Lindsay during the late 194û*s, however, Grant's study of 

John Oman led him on a path reminiscent of Bryden's. As William Christian notes, Grant gleaned 

from Oman that modern science and the pursuit of man's self-will had sundered man from nature and 

from God's revelation in M M ~ . ' ~  And in closing off the possibility of that revelation. modern 

swiety had undermined the moral foundations of society that were dependent on man's relationship 

to God. Beyond Oman's Kantian personalism, Grant proceeded to argue, in Barthian tones though 

without having read Barth, that man needed to be gripped by a Wholly Other reality whose essence 

was Love, and must freely reach out to ernbrace that love. 

These concerns would resonate through Grant's philosophical career during the late 1950's. 

His first major work, Philoso~hy in a Mass Ane (1959). set out an historical approach to moral 

philosophy that, like progressive Augustinians, expected that history would illumine the true and the 

"United Church Archives ( K A ) .  Biographicai Files. "James S. ïhomson." 

%CA, Biographical Files, James S. Thomson, "me Church and Education," (typescript, n-d.). 

'6William Christian. George Grant, A B iomhy  (Tomnë: University of Toronto Press. 1993). 147-49. 
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good? By the mid-1960's. however. with tk publication of Lament for a Nation (1965). 

Technolonv and Emnire (1969)' and Time as History (1969). Grant not onIy shared Morton's 

"agnosticism" concerning the modem gods of progress. but furthermore had become far more 

psimistic about the possibility that man might recover the good in history. The deep structures of 

modem thought and society, and modem man's attempt to remake history in a progressive "tradition 

of the new," had thoroughly obscured the transcendent archetype in the world as wel1 as man's vision 

of the g d . "  At best, man could only listen. watch. and wait for "intimations of deprival" that 

might arise out of lhe remembrance of a lost g00d.'~ Like Bryden's paradox, Grant's dilemma was 

that though man could only know the good within time. a11 his efforts to know and articulate that good 

were compromised by his own sacio-historical finitude. Without Bryden's rnystical, existential faith 

in an eschatological Christ, however. Grant's pessimism marked the limit of hope rather than the 

prospect of radical transformation, 

Despite Grant's pessirnism, these illustrations together indicate the convergence of Canadian 

scholarship in a modem Augustinianism which, fiom the assumption of an Etemai moral order. 

chailenged the modern gods of technocratie science. the state. and material progress. and attempted 

to define a Canadian comrnunity in tems of the Etemal moral order. In their modem revision, 

advocates of that Augustinianism identified God's will and grace with the impulse of creative and 

moral freedom. and in most cases optimistically anticipated the disclosure and realization of that moral 

order within the historical process. Thus they interpreted histoncai-suuctural experience as a rnulti- 

stoned tension between the Etemai and the temporal. between personal and moral freedom and 

nGeorge Grant, Philosophv in a Mass Age (Toronto: Copp Clark. 1959). v. 

%orge Grant Philmmhv in a Mass Aae (Toronto: Copp Clark, 1959). 18; George Grant, "Tradition and 
Revolution," Canadian Fonim, 50 (April-May, 1970)' 88-9. 

L P ~ o r g e  Grant "A Platitude." in TechnoIom and Empire (Toronto: House of Anansi. 1969). 143. 
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structure, and between present tragedy and the teleological promise of transformation, In this way, 

the recovery of an Augustinian sense of tension offered the grounds for renewed cuItural criticism and 

transformation. 

It is worth noting further three particular themes of that progressive Augustinianism. First. 

in contrast to the Niebuhrian legacy which suspecteci power structures, the Canadian interpretation of 

Augustinianism assumed the legitimacy of scientific technique and social structures like the state. 

'Iheir appeal to Augustine, including his PIatonic ontology, had provided for the extension of a 

substantialist idealism which located God's Word in the constitution of historical-structural reality, 

thereby affirrning its validity. Second, however, their identification of grace with a moral order of 

freedom in the midst of structures insisted that historical-structural reality was relative and subordinate 

to the pursuit of moral ends. Thirdly, they had identified the realization of that moral end with the 

dynamic unfolding of the historical process. Hence, they advocated the recovery of the classical 

western past, but also an open-end& future in which the present structures might be transcended and 

transformed in reconciliation with the good. 

During the late 1950's and early 1960 '~~  the hope and urgency of this transformation once 

again galvanized the mainline Protestant churches into new carnpaigns to make Christianity "relevant" 

to contempocary life. Though certainly the best known example, Pierre Berton's The Cornfortable 

Pew (1965) was neither the only nor the first to challenge any cornfort that the rnainline churches - 

rnight take from their newfound Augustinian theology and its emphasis on the exclusive sovereignty 

of God. Already in 1955, the Presbyterian Church appointai a comrnittee, consisting of J. D. Srnart, 

D. V. Wade, C. M. Pitts, James Dutton, and I. L. W. McLean, to draft a message on "The Mission 

and State of the Church." In its 1956 report, this comrnittee urged that it was time the Presbyterian 

Church outgrow its "minority movement complex" and, rather than merely perpetuating itself. 
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recognize its rrsponsibility to present a vital witness of the Gospel to the whole world." In 

particular. it complained that the greatest weakness of the Presbyterian Church was the lack of vital 

knowledge and loyalty to the Bible, Reformed doctrine, and the spiritual role of the institutions of the 

church. if the church was to take on a significant role in society, it must move beyond mere 

administration of the church to take up its rnissionary task, and it must start with submitting itself to 

frank self-criticism and continual reformation by the Word of God. That reformation required 

renewed commitrnent to personal devotion and obedience in "the practical affairs of everyday life," 

and renewed emphasis by the church on instruction of its membership. effective fellowship, and 

democratic participation in church government, to prepare itself for vital evangelism. 

In following years, both Presbyterian and United Churches would. with increasing urgency, 

examine both the relevance of their Christianity to the "practicai affairs" of "secular" life, and their 

own failure to embody Christ's presence in the world. In the early 196ûTs, for example, the United 

Church would publish a new catechism that included Donald Mathers*, The Word and the Way 

(1962). 1. S. Thomson's God and His Puwse  (1964), and Geraid R. Craggts The Church and the 

World (1966)- WhiIe these offered a modem Augustinian view of the sovereignty of a transcendent 

God in the world and the consecrating role of the church. on the basis of modem "critical" 

interpretation of the BibIe and society, an intense debate marked by Stewart Crysdale's Churches 

Where the Action Is! (1965) and the Board of Evangelism and Social Service's symposium published 

as Whv the Sea is Boiling Hot (1966) opened new questions about the relevance of the church to 

contemporary life and reflected the concern of some for a more radical "secular" Christianity. 

Especially in Crysdale's sociological studies, the concem for "relevance" seemed to reflect a 

new progressive emphasis on human freedom and responsi bill ty, and on rnodemist accommodation 

%esbyterian Chiacb in Canada (PCC). Acts and Roceedines of the General Assembly, 1956, "Appendix: 
Report of the Generai Assembly's Cornmittee on The Mission and State of the Church," 24849. 
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to the culture of the Suties generation. The new theology, according to Crysdale, stressed "God at 

work in the wortd*" and a new morality and evangelism of social invo~vernent.~~ The church's 

mission was to translate the good news of God's work in bringing a new age into being into action 

by transforming the "secuiar" life of the world. And in order to do so, Crysdale advocated a 

perspective that was "both sociological and theulogical," and an "experimentai" approach of studying 

conternporary social and economic structures in order to identify the "real needs" that the church must 

address. 

Despite Crysdale's emphasis on change, the nsing self-criticism among mainline Protestants, 

and their concern for "relevance", demonstrates the dynamic relationship in modern Protestant thought, 

and on Roberts' "vertical" mis, behveen divine grace and human freedorn and responsibility to 

embody that grace creatively in the world. The new concern to relate Christianity to contemporary 

society was generated out of a long process of reorientation to reclaim the transcendent reality of God. 

and with that reality the assurance of human freedom in the midst of a smctured world and a 

transcendent moral order from which Christians might prophetically critique modern culture. 

Indeed, at the hem of his The Word and the Way (1962), which was the center-piece of the 

United Church's "new curriculum," Donald Mathers contrasted Augustine's insistence on hurnan 

reliance on Goci's grace with Pelagius's assertion of human f k e  will. and in doing so located the 

debates of the early 1960's in the perenniai stniggle of the Christian tradition to grasp the nlationship 

between divine grace and human freedom, and between God and history. For Mathers, Pelagius' 

assertion of Freedom and responsibility apart from divine grace, finally left man with the impossible 

bwden of king perfect by his own techniques and through a merciless legali~rn.~' With Augustine, 

"Stewart Crysdale. Churches Where the Action is! (Toronto: United Church of Canada, Board of Evangelism 
and Social Service, 1966), 3. 

'a~onald M. Mathen. The Word and the Way (Torontc: United Church Publishing House. 1962). 147-58. 
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Mathers argued that it was only through the power of God's grace that man was free from the reality 

of sin, and free to embody that grace çreatively in the worId. In the modern Augustinianism of 

twentieth-century mainline Canadian Protestantism, the "way" of human freedom and social 

transformation was necessarily linked to the presence of transcendent grace in the world. 
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